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FOREWORD

IT is now thirty-eight years since the last volume (Vol. 111)
of The History of the Corps of Royal Engineers was published.
The first two volumes were written by Major-General W.
Porter and covered the period from early times till 1886.
Colonel Sir Charles Watson then continued the story up till
1912 in Volume 111. After an interval of time certain episodes
of history can be seen in better perspective and it may be
found that there are gaps that should be filled. It was to fill
such gaps in the period covered by Volume I11 that BrigadierGeneral W.Baker Brown wrote Volume IV,which is now being
published. These four volumes thus take us up to the eve of
the first World War. As soon as official data became available
after that war it was obviously our duty to continue the history,
and this has been done, the events occurring .during the period ’
from 1914 until about 1939 being now recorded in Volumes
V, VI and VII.
As explained in the Preface, these have not been the
work ofone man, as were Volumes I to IV, but many officers
have helped with the writing and compilation. Their efforts
have, however, been collected and co-ordinated by one Editor
-Major-General H. L. Pritchard, who has also himself written
a considerable part of the work. I feel that every member of
the Corps should be most grateful to him for his labours,
especially as he has continued unremittingly during the last
few years although suffering from very seriously failing eyesight. He and his team have certainly produced a great work,
and his personal example of devotion to duty must be an
inspiration t o us all.
Mention must also be made of the work done by MajorGeneral Sir Eustace Tickell in preparing the typescript for
printing and in correcting all the proofs, and by Colonel
F. C. Molesworth in compiling the index.
It is always difficult to decide how long after the event
history should be written. A regimental historian must certainly wait until the official histories, founded on allied and
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enemy documents, have been published, but should not wait
long that the personal memories of thdse who took part in
the events have faded. General Pritchard followed this happy
mean, but could not complete his task before the second
World War intervened. The result was that a considerable
time elapsed before publication became possible. This in no
way detracts from the value of his work as a history to be
read by members of the Corps and others in years to come. It
is, however, in some ways unfortunate that these volumes
were not available for study before we once again embarked
upon a war involving engineering of very great magnitude and
diversity. I feel sure that we as a Corps could have profited
more fully from the many lessons of r9r4-18, had we been
able to study them in time in the clearly marshalled form that
is now available in these volumes.
As to their use for future generations who may have to
repeat these things yet once again, there are many parallels
between the two great wars, and lessons can still be learnt
by comparing them in many of their details. It is only by
studying how things have changed that one can make any sort
of estimate as to thcir future trend. I t is for this reason perhaps
a pity that attention could not have been drawn in many
places in this work t o points of similarity or difference between
the conditions of 1914-18and those of a quarter of a century
later. To have done so would have entailed much labour,
and would, moreover, have still further delayed publication.
This task is perhaps the duty of the author of later volumes.
To that ever dwindling body of sappers who took part in
the events here recorded this history has a personal appeal ;
and to those who have since become, or are still to become,
sappers this story of the deeds of their Corps in what was then
the greatest war in history will certainly be of very great
interest. It was ;1 sapper war, and we entered it, through
no fault of our own, both ill-prepared and under-manned, but,
;LS these pages show, we achieved great things.
GUY C . WILLIAMS,
50

1st

Jafiuary,

1951.

GENERAL,
CHIEF ROYALENGINEER.
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PIU?FACE
INJanuary, 1937, the Institution of Royal Engineers appointed
an Editor to arrange for the continuation of the Hisdory of
the Corps of Royal Engineers from the oiitbreak of the first
World War on 4th August, 19x4,to about the end of 1938, wh&
preparations for the second World w a r were beginning.
The three volurrles covering this period have been produced
by team-work. The Editor advertised in the R.E. JokmaZ
fir officers who would volunteer to write such portions 6f the
history w they might select. He suppleniented this advertisement by witing individually to many who had played prominent parts in certain events or in special types of work.
The response t o these appeals was most satisfactory, and as
a result the history has been written by numerous Authors.
Sobe of€icets were good enough to act as sub-editors for a
whde caqpdign or for definite portions of the history, finding
the huthors arid compiling their work into a ca-ordinated stbry.
Others, invited idp the Editor on account of the important path
they had played id events, reviewed and commented upon the
authors’ and the Editor’s prdductions. Amendments suggested
by these commentators were ~Suallyarscepted. The Editor
asked some, vefy seniok officers to act as referees upon cettain
quetions t6it he subrriitted to tktm, Several other officers
unddtook t o search official historicdl records for infbrmatibn.
The reader wiU ncrtice variations in style, but there Seems to
be no necessity to apologize for this. The names of the 138
bfficers who have thus helped to produce Volumes V, VI and
vi1 follow this preface.
On 3rd September, 1939, the secdnd Wotld War broke out.
By that date a considerable quantity of valuable information
had been received by the Editor. Several officers had finished
what they had undertaken t o write, others had made good
progress and hoped to complete shortly, while some had not
succeeded in getting very far. The outbreak of war brought
V
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the production of these volumes to a standstill because practically everyone concerned, including the Editor, became
involved in war work. The writing of history had t o give way
to the making of it. Moreover, all official historical records
were hustled into air-raid shelters, and became inaccessible.
In 2943, the Editor was able to recommence the work of
editing and compiling those papers that he had received, and
some other officers resumed the work that they had promised.
I n 1945, after the conclusion of the war with Germany, the
official records began t o be brought back to London or to
record offices, but, like many other evacuees, they were not
in the condition in which they had left five years before.
Their hasty evacuation had upset the filing systems, and the
tracing of particular documents had become difficult, Time
was required t o re-establish order. In 1945,when the Editor
tried to regain touch with some officers whose promised work
had not yet been received, he found that there had been
casualties among intending contributors. It is often said with
truth that history should not be written too soon after the
events concerned, but difficulties certainly arise if the work
is postponed too long.
The Editor and authors have been helped by officers who have
conscientiously searched through many cubic yards of war
diaries, but, with some notable exceptions, the war diaries of
the commanders of most R.E. units were, to put it mildly,
thoroughly disappointing and of little value to an historian.
The history of the Corps in India has been written by
Lieut.-Colonel E. W. C. Sandes, D.s.o., M.c., in two volumes,
entitled The Military E q z n e e r in India. He has followed these
up by another one, published by the Institution of R.E. in
1948,entitled The I.tldian Suppers a i d Miaers. I n relating
those events in which Sappers and Miners from lhdia have
played a great part in many theatres of war alongside the
British R.E., we have utilized information from Lieut.-Colonel
Sandes’s volumes to co-ordinate the accounts of the great work
of both British and Indian engineers. There remains much history of engineer work in Indm between 1914and 1939 for which
space could not be allotted in the present volumes, nor, so far

We have attempted to write a history and not a technical
treatise. We have, however, tried to explain the organization
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Grateful acknowledgement is also due to Mr. W. B. and
Mrs. C . M. Elphick, both of whom, while the latter was engaged
in typing with exceptional accuracy and speed a very large
part of these volumes, volunteered to read the manuscript.
They were able t o suggest many improvements to the text
and to draw attention to errors and omissions.

THEEDITOR.
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TI-IE SOVEREIGN AS COLONEL-IN-CHEF
During the period covered by Volumes V, VI and VI1 the
reigning monarch has been graciously pleased to confer the
honour of becoming the Colonel-in-Chief of the Corps of Royal
Engineers.
This was notified in London Gazettes as below :~

H.M. King George V.

L.G. dated 31st May, 1910.

H.M. King Edward VIII.

L.G. dated 18th February, 1932.

H.M. King George VI.

L.G. dated 18th December, 1936.
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degree of preparedness for war and of ability to

mobilize rapidly generally decides which belligerent is to have
the initiative in the opening period of operations, This advantage may enable the better prepared nation to maintain
an initial success, even against eventually superior numbers
and material, for a very considerable period, the duration
of .which, possibly years, will again depend on that relative
degree. The thirteen volumes of The History of the British Army,
by the Hon. J, W. Fortescue, reveal that the British nation
has never been suitably prepared for their entry into any war,
and that on its termination (usually victorious) the people of
our country have exercised pressure on their Government t o
reduce the numbers and organization of their fighting services
nearly to vanishing point, thus ensuring that the next war
will find them as unprepared as ever.
In 1914,thanks mainly to Lord Haldane’s administration
of the War Office from 1906 t o 1912,the British Army was
better prepared for war than it had ever been. Every soldier
who co-operated with Lord Haldane, or served him even in a
subordinate capacity, will bear enthusiastic testimony to the
inestimable value of his reorganization and reforms. Lord
Haldane has likewise publicly acknowledged the value of the
military advice and co-operation given i o him. But, while
that may be said, it is equally true that Great Britain and the
British Empire were quite unprepared and unorganized for
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land-fighting on the Continent on the scalc of the war of

1914-18*.
The preparation and organization of the Army, which the
nation, cajoled bJ’ Lord Haldane, almost unwittingly permitted
him to make, borc very little relation to the magnitude of the
liabilities that the nation was about to incur by entering the
war. A century had passed sidce the British people had been
required to fight for their very existence. Confident in the
power of the British Navy, they had been lulled into a false
sense of perennial security, and were incapable of appreciating
the size of the task which d u s t be faced in such a struggle.
All nations on the continent of Europe, not excepting
Germany, based their preparations on a completely false
appreciation of the type of the fbrthcoming war. They prepared for a short campaign of rapid movement a i d decision.
No one could conceive o r believe that human nature could
support the long drgwn-out and colossal sacrifice of life and
resources incidental to total war for four and a hnlf years.
Our people believed that it was possible to wage war on the
limited liability principle. Our General Staff, created on13 in
1904,nurtured on the lessons of the American Civil War by
the teachings of the late Colonel G. F. R. Henderson, and
having watched the Russo-Japanese war of 1902-04, were
certain that the struggle with Germany would be a long one,
and, in the nature of siege warfare in the field,t but France
was providing 180 divisions to our 6 for fighting on the French
frontiers, so army plans and preparations had t o be dictated
by France. Lord Haldarie agreed with our General Staff, and
tried to gitc them what they wanted, but the Cabinet was
divided on the question of participating in the war, and Lord
Haldane said to his Army Council, “ Yoii must n o t press me
too inuch, for if I lose the confidence of my colleagues in t h e
Cabihet, I shall be able to do nothing for ydu.”?

* Twerlty-five years later (1939)we were even less prepared
for the second World War. History repeated itself,
t The authority for these statements is Brigadier-General Sir
JamesEdmonds,c.B.,c.hi.G.,D.LITT.(late R.E.),the official historian.
He was on the General Staff at the War Office prior to 1914.
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Lord Haldane had with great difficulty persuaded the
country to provide an army with six expeditionary divisions
armed and equipped, not as he had wished, but suitably for
the type of warfare generally expected, and so well trained that
they could quickly adapt themselves to the use of new weapons.
Behind them were fourteen Territorial divisions, but only a
quarter of their men were enlisted for service overseas. Their
state of training necessitated at least six months’ interval
between the outbreak of war and their entry into operations.
There was a Regular Army Reserve of 130,000to bring the
Army from a peace to a war establishment and t o provide
about 30,000 replacements for the first casualties. A militia
reserve of about IOO,OOO provided drafts to replace further
casualties in the Regular Army. These reserves for casualties
were in fact exhausted within four months. This was the limit
of the liability that the nation was prepared to incur in peace.
They did not pursue the matter further by inquiring whether
it sufficed to provide reasonable security in war. They were
relying for security upon the Navy and the fact that aj we
fought on the Continent it would be as an ally of France.
An army, whose preparations for war and type of organization and armament are not designed for the degree of strain
that will be placed upon them by the enemy, will lose the
initiative and be compelled t o fight as and when and where
the enemy chooses. Such conditions reveal in a flash all the
shortcomings, all the mistakes in organization, but no short
flash of effort can make good the deficiencies, While warding
off desperate blows, any one of which may prove fatal, every
part of the army and of the national organization behind it has
to go back to first principles and put forth the utmost exertions t o build up their efforts to the scale of the emergency.
Such reconstruction takes time, a long time, and is a painful
process. Every branch and every department of the army
suffers from the whole having been cast in a mould too small
and of the wrong shape.
It is impossible to record the story of the work of the Royal
Engineers in the first World War, and make it comprehensible
to the reader, especially t o readers only conversant with the
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events of the second World War, unless we first attempt in
this introduction to present a true picture of the conditions and
the limitations under which the army, and their engineers in
particular, started to wage war in 1914.
THEEFFECTS
OF

THE

ESHERCOMMITTEE

We must begin by going back to that great milestone in
army organization, the Esher Committee, which reorganized
the War Office and the army during the years 1902 t o 1904.
Volume I V has dealt with this subject ; but as this Volume V
has to deal with events so powerfully influenced in the first
year of the war by the consequences of the Esher Committee’s
recommendations, we must remind the reader how that committee’s work affected the Royal Engineers and their organization and preparation for war.
Prior to 1904 a selected Royal Engineer officer with the
rank of Lieut.-General held the official title of Inspector
General of Fortifications and Engineers (I.G.F. and RE.).
The official pedigree of that appointment, as recorded on
boards that hang on the walls of the office of the Engineer-inChief at the War Office, is given on pages 8 and 9 of this introduction. It goes back to the year 1078 when Bishop Gundulph
was officially appointed ‘‘ The King’s Engineer.” Prior to
1904 there was no Army Council. There was a Commanderin-Chief with four principal Staff Officers, namely the Adjutant
General, the Quartermaster-General, the Director General of
Ordnance and the I.G.F. and R.E. There was no General
Staff. Each of these four might be called into consultation with
the Secretary of State for War. The I.G.F. and R E . , like his
predecessors, recorded on the pedigree board, was in a position
where he could powerfully influence questions of preparations
for war from the engineer’s point of view.
The Esher Committee abolished the appointment of I.G.F.
and R.E. with its rank of Lieut.-General. At a much lower
level in the hierarchy, and with the rank of Brigadier-General,
they placed an officer the “ Director of Fortifications and
Works,” as one of several other directors under the Master
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General of Ordnance, the latter being one of four members
of the Army Council. The Commander-in-Chief disappeared
at the same time. The Esher Committee did not charge anyone with the responsibility for preparations for war from the
engineer’s point of view.
In organization, the old saying “ What’s in a name ? ”
does not apply. On the contrary, everything is in the name,
or should be, if each post in an organization is properly named
and the duties thereof fully defined.
The senior engineer officer in the War Office, the Director
of Fortifications and Works,” was now, by his name, by his
lower position in the hierarchy and by the definition of his
duties, cut off from direct responsibility for engineer preparations for war and could not exercise a powerful influence on
them. It is true that in practice, the Director of Fortifications
and Works, being always a selected engineer officer with considerable experience, was often consulted by members of the
General Staff of various grades, but such informal and occasional consultation cannot make up for the lack of continuous
and responsible planning of engineer preparations directed
by a n engineer at the highest level, advising the Chief of the
General Staff and the other members of the Army Council.*
The author must repudiate any desire to belittle the very
great value of the Esher Committee’s reorganization scheme,
which is generally acknowledged, especially the creation of a
General Staff. But it would be surprising and most unusual if
a scheme of such magnitude contained no blemishes. Time,
and the events of the war of 1914-18(and we may also say of
1939-45), have certainly produced overwhelming evidence
that it was a serious error to fail t o recognize the importance
I‘

’
I
1

I

’
’
~

l

*Here it will not be out of place to anticipate the period of
history which will be dealt with in a future volume, and t o record
that we had t o wait until the second World War, October, 1941,
before an Engineer-in-Chief was re-established at the War Office.
For further details of this appointment, reference should be made
t o the article in the R . E . JoumaE, published in November, IWX,
dealing with the creation of the appointment of an Engineer-inChief at the War Office, and the duties and responsibilities of
that appointment.
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of engineer work in war and therefore t o omit t o provide in
the War Office organization an Engineer-in-Chief at the
highest level and supported by a suitable staff.
TALKSBETWEEN
BRITISHAND FREXHSTAFFSPRIOR
TO 1914
Prior to 1914 consultations between British and French
General Staffs were carried on with the utmost secrecy, a
secrccy that was enforced not only to avoid complications with
other foreign countries, but also for political reasons. There
would have been strong reactions against such consultations
in many political circles and among the public in this country.
Thc Prime Minister, the Foreign Secretary, thc First Lord of
the Admiralty and the Secretary of State for War were the
only members of the Cabinet who knew t h a t these conversations lvere taking place. Other Cabinct Ministers were not
informed. Consequently only very few important officers at
the War Office were brought into consultation, and only the
Director of Military Operations met the French Staff.
Thus there was no exhaustive examination by the various
branches of the War Office of the proposed working arrangements between the French and ourselves. I n 1911, however,
an exception was made, with many precautions for secrecy,
in consulting railway managements about transport on English
and French railways and through ports, but engineering work
on the Lines of Communication did not receive thorough
expert examination by the branches concerned at the British
War Office.
As WT have already explained, the scale of the effort required
and expected from the British Army was greatly underestimated, not only by us, but by the French as well, Consequently, the French light-heartedly undertook to carry out
all the transportation and all t h e ivork on the Lines of Communication required by our small army of six divisions.
This contract, entered into by the French, which, as we shall
esylain, unavoidably broke down at a very early date, had the
disastrous effect of stopping any preparation on our part
before August, 1914,t o carry out these essential services.
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When officers of the British administrative or engineer staffs
endeavoured t o work out such preparations, they were met
by the unanswerable argument that the French had undertaken to do the work and therefore preparation on o w part
was unnecessary.
It was not until the end of 1916, two years after the outbreak of war, that the full effects of the disastrous impracticability of such a contract were realized, and new arrangements
at last conceived and rapidly executed on a suitable scale t o
deal with such work. Nevertheless, from the first month of
the war large and ever-growing improvised organizations were
built up by the British in France to mitigate the worst effects
of the arrangements with the French which had broken down.
These will be dealt with in their appropriate places in this
volume,

CAUSESOF LACKOF PREPARATION
SUMMARIZED
This introduction has been written that the reader may
understand how it came about that the Royal Engineers went
to war in 1914very seriously handicapped (as were likewise
other branches of the Army) by :-

A gross underestimate of the scale and duration of the
forthcoming war, and a false appreciation of the type
of operations.
2. Lack of representation at the highest level of War Office
organization of the engineer point of view and appreciation
of the situation.
3. The undertaking by the French to carry out all services
required by the British for transportation, and for work
on harbours, bases and lines of communication, an
undertaking soon proved to be impracticable.
4. The consequent lack of preparation t o carry out the tasks
with which the 'Engineers were forthwith confronted on
reaching the theatres of war.
I,

These facts have been recorded here to save a repetition
at the beginning of several chapters of the causes of events
which would otherwise seem inexplicable to sthe reader, who
will frequently be referred to this introduction,
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PANELS
HANGING
ON THE WALLSOF THE OFFICE OF THE
ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF
Bing‘s W o f lngineers
Bishop Gundulphus
... ... ...

Waldivus Ingeniator
,..
...
Geoffrey lngeniator
...
...
Allnoth Ingeniator
...
...
Magister Albertus Ingeniator
...
Peter Ingeniator ...
... ...
Richard, Magister Ingeiiiatorum
Brother Robert de Ulmo
...
John Gruynard
...
...
...
Nicholas Merbury ...
...
...
William Pawne
...
...
...
Sir Richard Lee, KT.
...
...
Sir William Pelham, KT, ,..
,.,
John van Cranvelot
...
...
Bernard Johnson ...
...
...
Captain Thomas Rudd ...
...
John Eanyon
... ...
Lieut.-Colonel John Paperill
...
Cornelius Drebel ...
... ...
Sir Godfrey Lloyd, KT. ,..
...
I . .

. I .

f . .

...
...

...
...

...

...
...
...

...
...

...
...
...
..,
...
...
...

... 1078
... 1086
... 1131
... 1158

...
...

I200

1226

.,. 1287
... 1300
I354
... 1414
... I509
... I540
=575
... 1603
e..

...

1620

... 1627
.,. 1627
... 1628
... 1630
... 1640

~ a r l i a m t n t ’ sULbief @nginttre
John Lyon ...
... ...
Major Morgan
...
Peter Manteau van Dalern
Eva1 Tercene
... ...
Nathanial Nye
... ...
I . .

...
...
.,.
...
.,,

...
...
...
...
...

... 1642

... r643
... 1647
... 1654
... 1657

Qbitf QEngineereof Buglanb
Sir Charles,Lloyd, KT. ...
... ... ... 1660-1661
Sir Bernard de Gomme, KT.
... ... ... 1661-1683
... 1683-1702
Colonel Sir Martin Berkman, KT. ...
...
(vacant 1702-XI)
Brigadier-General Michael Richards
... ... 1711-1714
... 1714-1742
Major-General John Armstrong ,..
...
Lieut.-Colonel Thomas Lascelles , .,
,.. ... 1742-1750
(vacant 1750-57)
Lieut.-General William Skinner ...
... ... 1757-1780
Major-General James Bramham ...
... ..- 1781-1786
... ... 1786-1802
General Sir William Green, BART.
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I

hspoctors Orneral of fortifirations
General R. Morse ...
... _.. ... ...
General G. Mann ...
... ... ... ...
Major-General Sir A. Bryce, KT., K.c.H., C.B. ...
Major-General R. Pilkington
... ... ...
...
Lieut.-General Sir F. W. Mulcaster, K.c.H.
Field Marshal Sir J. F. Burgoyne, BART., G.c.B....
Major-General E, Frome ,..
... ... ,..
...
Major-General Sir J. W. Gordon, K.C.E.
Lieut.-General Sir F. E. Chapman, K.C.B.
..
General Sir J. L. A. Simmons, G.c.B., G.c.M.G. ...
Lieut.-General Sir T. L. J. Galhay, K.C.M.G. ,.+
Lieut.-General Sir A. Clarke, G.C.M.G., G.B., C.I.E.
&nerd Sir L, Nicholson, K.C.B.
.,.
Lieut.-General Sir R. Grant, X.C.B.
,.. ,..
General Sir R. Harrison, K.c.B., C.M.C. ,..
,..
***
Lieut.-General W,T, Shone, c.B., D.S.O.
'

..I

I

I
~

e..

*

I

1830-1832
1832-~834

1834-1845
1845-1868
1868-1869
1869-1870
I870-1875
I875-1880
1880-1882
1882-1886
1886-1891
1891-1898
I898-1903
1903-1904

girertors of Bocfifirations anb Works
Brigadier-General R. M. Ruck ...
... .., 1904-1908
Brigadier-General F. Rainsford-Hannay, C.B. ... 1908-1911
Major-General Sir G. K. Scott-Moncrieff, K.c.B.,
K.C.Y.G., C.I.E. ...
... ... ... ... 1911-1918
Major-General Sir P. G . Twining, K.c.M.G., C.B.,
M.V.O.
... ... ... ... ... ,.. 1918-1920
Major-General Sir W. A. Liddell, K.c.M.G., C.B .... rgzo-rgz4
Malor-General Sir H. F. Thuiller, K.c.B., C.M.G .... 1924-1927
Malor-General Sir P.G.Grant, K.c.E., C.M.G. ... Ig27-I931
Major-General R. L. B. Thompson, c.B., c.M.G.,
D.S.O.
... ...
...
... 1931-1935
Major-General D. S. Collins, D.S.O.
...
*
1935-=939
Major-General G. B. 0.Taylor, C.B.E. .,.
... 1939-1940
Major-General W. CaVe-Browne,c.B.E., D.S.O., M.C. 1940-1941
Major-General A. G. B. Buchanan
.., ... 1941-1943
..I

I

I802-181I

1811--1830

-

d rtgineers-in-Qhief
Major-General C. J. S. King, c.B., C.B.E.
... 1941-1944
Malor-General H. B.W. Hughes, c.B., D.s.o.,O.B.E. 1944-1945
Major-General Sir Eustace F. Tickell, K.B.E., c.B.,
M.C.
... ... ... ... ... ... 1945-1948
Major-General A. D. Campbell, c.B., c.B.E., D . s . ~ . ,
M.C.
...
...
... ... ... ... 1948Note the reduction in the rank and status of the senior
Royal Engineer as the result of the recommendations of the
Esher Committee in 1904.
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IMPROVEMENTS
IN EQUIPMENT
SINCEWORLDWARI
This may also be a suitable place t o remind the reader of
the very great improvements in army equipment that became
possible between the two great wars. As explained in the
Preface, our story of World War I was written before
World War 11, but it will be read from a very different viewpoint-the viewpoint of those who are used to the potentialities of a mechanized army. The reader should constantly bear
this fact in mind, and remember that this is the story of
engineers without modern powerful plant, without wireless
sets or welded panel bridges, and above all without mechanical
transport. It is the story of men who had t o dig and to march
long milcs t o their work. To them how very different must
have seemed those many tasks so easy to dispose of by more
modern means. As explained above, they were certainly men
ill-prepared and poorly equipped, but we must be careful,
more than thirty years later, not t o be too scornful when we
find that they lacked so many things not at that time developed
or even invented. It is sometimes just because the workman
lacked the tools that his achievement is worth recording.

I
I

I

I
I

I

i
I

THE EDITOR.
I

CHAPTER I

EARL KITCHENER AND OTHER DISTINGUISHED
ROYAL ENGINEERS
Earl Kitchener's appointment as Secretary of State for WarHis previous wide experience-His achievements during
two years-Munitions-The
Dardanelles-Our debt to Earl
Kitchener-Royal Engineers who held high appointments
during the war.

HIS APPOINTMENT

LORDKITCHENER,a Royal Engineer, was Secretary of State
for War from 6th August, 1914,to 5th June, 1916,when he
was killed in action by drowning at sea, in H.M.S. Hampshire.
When the European War broke out he was holding the
appointment of British Consul-General in Egypt where the
prestige of his dominating personality was such that he was
t o all intents and purposes virtually the autocratic ruler of
that country.
The beginning of August, 1914,found him on leave in
England. The post of Secretary of State for War was vacant.
The Prime Minister had temporarily taken it over from Colonel
John Seely, who had recently resigned over the grave 'incidents
in the Army resulting from the Ulster troubles.
When the European crisis burst upon the Cabinet at the very
end of July, 1914,the Prime Minster had t o lind someone at
once to relieve him of duty at the War Of€ice. In the fkst
instance, he turned to his Lord Chancellor, Lord Haldane, who
had previously made a reputation as Secretary of State for
War that will live in history. Lord Haldane answered the call
of duty but urged Mr. Asquith to replace him by Lord Kitchener,
for whom the country had begun to call with unanimity. Mr.
Asquith was not the man to be hustled into action by popular
clamour. He hesitated t o depart from the principle so dear
to the English that under no circumstances should a soldier
I1
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be Secretary of State for War. Cromwell as Dictator and
Wellington as Prime Minister rise from their graves to frighten
the English by such a prospect. RIr. Asquith anticipated
strong political reactions to such an appointment. He, therefore,
proposed that Haldaue and Kitchener should be partners in
the office. Kitchener had his own ideas of the magnitude and
scope of the task and knew that only as Secretary of State
with undivided power could he accomplish it, He declined
the offer and embarked at Dover to return to Egypt, but a
telegram from Rlr. Asquith recalled him before the boat sailed.
On 5th August, he returned to London, attended the War
Council which debated the strategy that should govern the
opening movements of the British Expeditionary Force, and
the next da.y took up the duties of Secretary of State for War.
There were no political reactions, and the whole nation acclaimed the appointment with enthusiasm.
Let us consider the task that faced him. His great predecessor, Lord Haldane, to whom every soldier will always be
grateful and to whom every one of his countrymen owes an
apology for the way he was treated, had, between the years
1906 and 1912, entirely reorganized the military forces of the
country. This is not the place to explain what he had done,
but it is necessary for our purpose to note that, after consulting
exhaustively his military advisers, to whom he has acknowledged his indebtedness, Lord Haldane evolved his own scheme
for utilizing to the very utmost by good organization all the
military resources in men and materials which the nation
reluctantly placed at his disposal in preparation for the Great
War.
But what the nation was cajoled into providing almost
unwittingly beforehand was one thing, and what the situation
urgently demanded on 4th August, 1914, was quite another.
Lord Kitchener was almost alone, perhaps he was alone, in
visualizing instantly with absolute clearness the great scale
of the events that were about to occur and the efforts that
our Country and Empire would have to make. He said at
once that the war would last at least three years and that the
United Kingdom would require an army of seventy divisions

I
~

;
I

I
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I in addition to what the rest of the Empire would produce.
,

Hardly anyone believed him, hut everyone was prepared t o
place full confidence in him and t o co-operate wholeheartedly
in his plans.

HIS PREVIOUS
WIDE EXPERIENCE
1

,
'

'

For his new appointment Lord Kitchener possessed the
great asset that he had played a leading rGle in almost every
part of the Empire. He had been conqueror and GovernorGeneral of the Sudan and during his short tenure of this
appointment, from 1898 t o 1899, he had laid deep and broad
the foundations on which his successors raised an administration which gave such contentment to the population of the
Sudan that they remained at peace throughout the Great War,
except for a small rebellion on the outskirts in Darfur, quickly
and skilfully suppressed.
Lord Kitchener had just returned from his important post
in Egypt, a country in which he had spent many years of his
service. He knew its defence problems by heart, he knew its
great resources as a Mediterranean base for operations and he
knew what risks could be taken in relieving its regular British
garrison by a Territorial division in anticipation of reinforcement by Indian troops.
Lord Kitchener had been Commander-in-Chief in the latter
part of the South African War, where at the peace negotiations
he had formed a remarkable friendship with his opponent,
General Louis Botha. They were kindred spirits, both big
men in every sense of the word. Louis Botha was now Prime
Minister of the Union of South Africa, and had told Mr. Lloyd
George in 1911 that, in case of war with Germany, he would
hold his country loyal and march 40,000 men into German
South-west Africa. Kitchener knew Botha and knew that he
might safely remove all the regular troops from South Africa.
Lord Kitchener had been Commander-in-Chief in India for
seven years from 1902 t o 1909. He had entirely reorganized
the Indian Army and made it more efficient for war than it
had ever been. He knew exactly what it could and could not do.
He knew to a nicety what risks India would be running by

EARL KITCHESER
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sending large forces to various places overseas t o co-operate
in the Great IVar, receiving in return three British Territorial
divisions t o complete their training. He knew t o a hair’s
breadth the degree of risk in denuding India of nearly all her
regular British troops. The C.-in-C. in India, Sir Besuchamp
Duff, had been his own Chief of Staff. From London he was
in. correspondence with him on all these matters until this
unconstitutional procedure was stopped. (It was revived with
official sanction three years later by Sir William Robertson
as C.I.G.S.)
Lord Kitchener when in India had formed another remarkable friendship with the Amir Habibullah of Afghanistan. As
C-in-C., he had been Habibullah’s cicerone in the lattcr’s
visits t o India, and had opened his eyes to the power of the
British Empire and, incidentally, to the capacity of Lord
Kitchener. On this knowledge and experience, the Arniragainst the advice 2nd wishes of nearly all the leading men of
his country-formed the opinion that the British Empire
was on the winning side, and that his right policy was a
strict neutrality, which he persistently followed. We paid
for this policy xvith his life but not until after the Great War
had hecn won. It is difficult to compute in man-power and
military resources, the Talue t o India and to the British
Empire of the neutrality of Afghanistan.
In 1909 and 1910, Lord Kitchener after leaving India had
been invited by the governments of the Australian and New
Zealand Dominions to advise them on the constitution and
organization of their military forces, pledging themselves
beforehand to follow his advice-a pledge which they duly
kept.
All this stored-up experience and knowledge, and the
associations he had created overseas, were of incalculable
value in the urgent task of concentrating and then distributing
t o the various theatres such forces as were available in the
Empire when the war broke out. Seven months werc required
to complete the complicated imperial concentration of these
forces. During those seven months, six regular divisions were
sent to France t o take part in the early battles, followed at

I
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intervals by four more regular divisions, collected from all
over the world, and another regular division (29th) was
similarly collected and held in England awaiting embarkation
orders. Several Territorial battalions of infantry and some
field companies, R.E., had been sent individually to France
in response t o our urgent calls for reinforcements, but Lord
Kitchener had set his face firmly against the pressure of
G.H.Q. in France t o continue this process, which would have
emasculated the Territorial divisions. He was determined to
preserve their divisional structure and send them overseas as
complete formations. Four Territorial divisions had been sent
to Egypt and India to complete their training and to increase
security. Five Indian divisions and two cavalry divisions had
been dispatched to France, Egypt, Mesopotamia and East
Africa. Nearly 40,000 Anzacs had landed in Egypt. The first
Canadian division was in France, leaving depot units and strong
reinforcements in England : a second Canadian division was
forming in Canada. Botha had quelled a rebellion in South
Africa and assembled 50,000 men, who were on the point of
invading German South-west Africa.
At home, this intricate Imperial concentration was mainly
the work of the War Office, the Admiralty and the Board of
Trade, using the ships of the Royal Navy and the mercantile
marine; and also, of course, of the India Office, Overseas,
the Indian government boldly accepted the responsibility
for risk and the arrangements for dispatch of so many of their
troops t o theatres of war across the Sea. The Dominion
governments had played their part well. But all these government ministries and departments were sustained and helped
in this work by their confidence in Lord Kitchener’s advice
and plans. Undoubtedly, deliberations which would otherwise
have been lengthy were cut short, hesitations and delays were
avoided, thus reducing considerably the time required for this
great Imperial concentration. Lord Kitchener’s experience
and knowledge and the confidence he inspired were the mainspring of this achievement.
Critics have placed on the other side of the balance the fact
that Lord Kitchener had been so occupied in acquiring a unique
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esperiencc of all portions of the' Empire and its leaders that he
had never served at home since he was a young subaltern a t
Aldershot. He was, therefore, ignorant of IVar Ofice orgsnization, of the \rays of the various JIinistries, of the Cabinet
and the system of carrying on Government by committee work.
He likewise knew nothing of the great industrial and labour
organizations of the Lnited Kingdom.

He has lieen blamed for not founding the whole expansion
of the army upon the Territorial Atmy system. But what are
the facts ? He found fourteen Territorial divisions whose
organization and preliminary training werc t o prove of incalculable value, b u t they had been recruited for home service
only, and but a sinall proportion had accepted liability for
scrvice overseas. These Territorial divisions included an
apprcciablc percentage of elderly or partially fit officers and
Inen who could rendcr service at home only. The first task
was to call upon the Territorial divisions t o sort out those who
now voluntcercd for overseas (about 60 per cent), t o double
this number b y voluntary recruiting t o complete establishment and to supply 25 per cent for first reinforcement. That
donc, thc w x t task w\ras t o recruit and form a second line of
fourken inore divisions t o go overseas (actually eight second
line divisions left the .countrj.), and then to form third line
depot units t o rccruit and train Inen for drafts t o maintain
thc divisions ol'erseas. As fast as the divisions wcre formed,
their administration and training were taken over by the
War Office. Surely this triple task for the Territorial Force
was as much as the existing organization could manage, and
right well was it done.
E'ct with all that the Territorial Force could do, the overseas
army supplied by the L-nited Kingdom would still bc thirty
divisions short of the figure of seventy which Lord Kitchener
with prophetic vision, had laid down as essential to beat the
Germans. Evcnts were t o confirm that estimate. The formation
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of this balance of thirty di\+km had to be started simultaneously with the triple t.xl)ansicin of the Territorial Force.
Urgency would not permit postponcrncnt of thc S e w Army
until after the Territorials had completed their expansion. It
is unsound to ask any unit t o multiply itself by more than
three. We have already noted how he saved the Territorial
Army from emasculation. More creative cells " had t o be
brought into existence and so the New Army of thirty divisions
was called into being by Lord Kitchener, whose personality
was invaluable in obtaining a marvellous response' from the
country. He would listen t o no objections that there were no
barracks, huts or tents ; no clothes, no arms, no officers and
no N.C.Os. for the New Army. He struck while the iron was
hot, he accepted the millions who volunteered. Within a year
his New Army divisions began to pour into the battles. Before
the end of August, 1915,seventeen New Army divisions and
fourteen Territorial divisions had gone overseas, and before
he left England in early June, 19x6,t o meet his death, the
last New Army division had left. Surely this was a unique
accomplishment for a Minister of War; against this solid
achievement we have the pure conjecture of the pundits that
it might have been done better in some other way. Nowadays,
people assert that we could have beaten the Germans without
so many divisions. Ask our allies what they think of that.
Ask any Britisher, from the Home Country or from the
Dominions, who was in battle whether he ever felt that we
had more troops than we required.
W e creating these large armies, the Minister of War was
also responsible for the great expansion of the Royal Flying
Corps. Of course, this was the work of many distinguished
men, but the official history The War in the Air pays grateful
tribute to the sound, far-seeing views of Lord Kitchener, and
the constant help, @dance and sympathy which he gave to
those employed in this task.
In August, 1914,conscription was politically and administratively quite impracticable. Six months later it might have
been made possible administratively, but at what stage it
became practicable politically is a controversial subject.
HIS ACHIEVE\IESTS IS T\VO S T A R S
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Space is not available for the proofs of the foregoing statements, but probably few will dispute them. Few also among
those who have studied the last war will dispute that, for a
war on such a scale, voluntary enlistment was radically
unsound.
Undoubtedly, Lord Kitchener’s preference was for voluntary
enlistment at the beginning, quite apart from its administrative
necessity under the circumstances of August, 19x4. He was
certainly not amongst the earliest converts to conscription,
but at what stage he became convinced of its necessity it is
difficult t o say. Nor is it necessary, since the only factor that
settled the date of conscription was political expediency, and
Lord Kitchener had not been made Minister of War in order
to obtain his advice on politics. He considered that he had been
called t o the War Office t o create, organize and equip an army
adequate for its task and to advise on how to use it. Conscription was, after the first few months, a political question.
It became more and more obvious that the Minister of War
could not provide an army without conscription. Lord
Kitchener seems t o have considered that provision and distribution of man-power was a matter for the politicians to
settle.
MUNITIONS
The provision of munitions has been the subject of much
controversy. Their lack was a contributory, but not the
primary, cause of the dissolution of Mr. Asquith’s Liberal
Cabinet and the formation of a Coalition Government in May,
1915. Our Country was not the only one in which cabinets,
or at least ministers, were dismissed on the issue of munitions.
The lack of or the possession of munitions influenced many
decisions in the field. Starting from zero, trained soldiers can
be provided much more quickly than adequate munitions.
Every belligerent ran short of them, but with some this occurred
earlier than with others and the period of recovery from the
shortage varied considerably. At one end of thescale, Germany
had made in peace what was then considered an adequate
munition preparation for her large army and supply lasted

I9
some time ; when the need for rapid expansion arose, she had
t o multiply her munition factories and resources by a comparatively small figure. At the other end of the scale, the
small British army which was t o grow so quickly had absurdly
small stocks. Factories and resources had, therefore, to be
multiplied by a very large figure to catch up the requirements
of a rapidly expanding army in a war consuming munitions
on an unprecedented scale.
When Lord Kitchener became Minister of War he was the
heir to this totally inadequate provision. Had he possessed a
fairy wand, had he taken every conceivable measure with the
utmost rapidity and without a single mistake in conception
and procedure, the needs of the expanding army could not
have been overtaken for many months, perhaps even years.
The question, therefore, is whether it is reasonable t o expect
Lord Kitchener and those who worked with him in this matter
to have produced earlier and greater results.
It was not until the first Battle of Ypres, in October, xgI4,
that even those who were at the front really began to visualize
the unprecedented scale of consumption 'of ammunition, and
the great variety of new types of munitions required in a
modern war between Great Powers.
In September, 1914,the Government had subsidized our
armament firms with Lzo-million t o expand their factories.
Lord Kitchener and his advisers on munitions relied in the
first instance on these expert armament manufacturers and on
orders placed in America. It was considered that only those
with long experience of technical procedure could manufacture
arms and munitions. Nor was this an unreasonable assumption.
When necessity forced us t o depart from this principle, the
first products included some very unreliable weapons and
ammunition and added another risk to war. It was some time
before it was realized that America was even less prepared
than ourselves t o fulfil the large contracts placed with her.
There was serious disappointment over promised dates of
delivery, both at home and in America. Skilful and experienced
as our armament firms were, it was some time before it was
realized that the task was beyond them and could only be
MUSITIONS
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mastered by a national organization. Labour was wholeheartedly supporting the war, but time was required t o convince them that hard-iron Trade Union restrictions were
incompatible with a war against enemies not bound by such
checks in production.
These are only some of the unforeseen difficulties, the realization of which gradually unfolded a view of the enormous task
before a nation totally unprepared for war on such a scale.
Every individual in the nation must accept his share in the
responsibility and should give some sympathy and consideration
to the man who realized the situation, but accepted the task
of directing the efforts to deal with it. In early 1915,it became
obvious that a separate Ministry must be created to deal with
the problem of provision, leaving t o the Minister of War the
responsibility for stating requirements. The new Ministry had
to live for some time on what the War Office had arranged.
Time was required for it to get into its stride. It was anothcr
eighteen months before a continuous increase in production
amounted to a steady stream of everything our great armies
required. Fourteen months after the outbreak of war the
battle of Loos was fought with Tunitions produced under
War Office direction. In this battle, the British soldier for
the first time felt that he was giving the enemy what he had
been compelled to suffer at their hands. To have worked up
within fourteen months from almost nothing t o a fairly satisfactory production for an army in .the field, multiplied by f i \ ~
or six, is an accomplishment of which Lord Kitchener and the
able men who did this work need not be ashamed, With all
the knowledgc and experience of the Great War a t their
disposal, those who were charged with the responsibility for
rearmament in 1936-38 did not find it easy to equal the
performance of 1914-15, They were probably great admirers
of their predecessors.

HIS METHODS
In August, 1914,General Sir Charles Douglas who held the
post of C.I.G.S. was unfortunately in bad health, and his
gallant attempt t o contend with his heavy task caused his very

HIS METHODS
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early death. There was some delay in filling the vacancy The
Directors of the General Staff and most of their subordinates
had been sent with the B.E.F. t o France, a mistake which is
unlikely t o be repeated in any future war, The General Staff
at the War Office was thus completely disorganized and took
some time to recover. Some good men, e.g., General Callwell,
were brought in but Lord Kitchener did not know them.
Decisions were required urgently. Lord Kitchener was accustomed to giving quick decisions on military problems and had
had very little cause to regret them. He took it as a matter of
course that the disorganization at the War Office would
merely add to the War Office burden he had assumed, and
that it would save time if he used his great experience and
knowledge t o answer the questions that would normally be
examined by the General Staff.
Before the end of 1915, Sir Archibald Murray had done
much to reconstitute the General Staff, and the advent of
Sir William Robertson as C.I.G.S. in December, 1915,completely re-established it in the exercise of it proper functions.
Up to the end of 1914,the war policy and strategy of the
British Empire was virhally directed by the TriumvirateAsquith, Kitchener and Churchill. In 1915,others were added
to this War Council with doubtful advantage. Leading statesmen and soldiers of our allies had perforce t o be consulted on
war policy and strategy, because they disposed of considerably
larger forces on land. This allied consultation was essential,
but much council confused the issues and delayed decisions.
We provided in 1914less than ro per cent of the forces fighting
in France. In 1915we were fighting in many theatres of war
with larger numbers, but still much below those that France
had put into the field. France, suffering invasion and providing
by far the greater portion of the allied force in her country,
rightly claimed and succeeded in exercising a dominant
influence on war policy and strategy on the Western Front
and, therefore, on the whole war. It was not until 1917,a
year after Lord Kitchener's death, that the exhaustion and
mutiny of the French army caused the British army in France,
now greatly increased, to become and remain the paramount
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military force on the side of the Entente, though still by no
means the largest.
Lord Kitchener had been a Commander-in-chief in two
campaigns. He knew the value to a C.-in-C. of the trust and
ungrudging support of a Minister of War, and he gave it in
full measure to Joffre. He knew the history of friction between
allies and the consequent loss of power. His main purpose
was t o avoid or reduce this inevitable friction as far as possible,
and t o support, not only the British Commander-in-Chief,
but also the French Commander-in-Chief, who commanded
by far the larger proportion of the allied land forces on the
Western Front.
He certainly did not like committee work or large conferences. For sixteen years he had been a Commander-in-Chief,
a Governor-General or a High Commisioner. Such people do
not sit on committees ; they read the reports of committees
and give decisions. To him the idea of making mar plans with
a committee was the same as discussing them with the enemy.
He had been accustomed to serving one ministerial chief to
whom he opened his heart and his mind. From the Prime
Minister, Mr. Asquith, he had no secrets and he co-operated
heartily and openly with his two colleagues at the Admiralty
-the First Lord and the First Sea Lord, but there were few
others t o whom he wished to give his confidences. Hencc,
we find Mr. Lloyd George likening him t o a lighthouse which
flashes out a mornentry beam at very long intervals. With
a lighthouse this is certainly the experience of a single observer
stationed a t one spot, but inside the iighthouse the light is
always burning ; it illumines in turn every dark spot within
the arc of its sweep.

THEDARDANELLES
Unfortunately for the historian, Lord Kitchener has left
no well-documented war diary explaining the reasons and
motives for the actions he took and the counsel he gave. He
was not in the habit of holding post-mortems on himself or
on anyone else. To this there is one important exception-
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the statement he read t o the War Council on 14th May, 19x5.
Recorded in its proceedings is the following : “ When the
Admiralty proposed to forcc t h e passage of the Dardanelles
by means of the fleet alone, I doubted whether the attempt
would succeed, but was led to believe it possible by the First
Lord’s statement of the power of the Queeiz Elizabeth, and by
the Admiralty staff paper showing how the operation was t o
be conducted. , . . I regret that I was led t o agree to the
enterprise by the statements made, particularly as to the
power of the Queen Elizabeth of which I had no means of
judging.”
To the proposal for operations at the Dardanelles, the first
reaction of the chief naval and military expert advisers of
the Government, Lord Fisher and Lord Kitchener, was, that
if the enterprise was undertaken at all, it must be done as a
combined military and naval operation acting by surprise.
The first estimate of troops given at random by Lord Kitchener
was 150,000.Lord Fisher gave rather a larger figure. Lord
Kitchener’s second reaction was that in 19x5 we had not the
men or the resources for two large offensive campaigns in
separate theatres of war simultaneously. In January, 1915,
he said he had no troops to supply €or the Dardanelles and
added: “ We shall not be ready €or anything big for some
time.” Space does not permit us t o thread our way laboriously
through the maze of counsel which caused Lord Fisher and
Lord Kitchener to be swept off the rock of the sound naval
and military principles they laid down at the beginning. The
controversy between those who discuss the relative advantages
of the Western Front and the Dardanelles in 1915will doubtless continue for ever, but there seems now to be no controversy
over the opinion that in 19x5 the Entente had not the resources
for large-scale offensives in both theatres of war,

OUR DEBT TO EARLKITCHENER
Thus we see that Lord Kitchener in the making of war plans
and in forming the strategy of the war, though he undoubtedly
exercised for some months a powerful influence, never had a
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free hand. Mr. Winston Churchill has said : “ No one had
supreme power.” For the first three years, conditions almost
compelled subservience to French strategy on land. Lack of
early success brought about a Coalition Government, with an
inevitable wcakcning of the power of the Prime Minister and
with a great addition t o the number of people who could
demand that their opinions and advice should be considered.
The number was much increascd by the necessity for constant
conference with thc allies. Lack of success in 1915,and on
our part lack of adequate previous preparation in peace,
caused the initiative to pass to the enemy, with the usual
consequence that we had to make war not as we would but
as we must.” To sort out from this medley the degree of
responsibility attributable t o Lord Kitchcner or to anyone
else for the success or failure of any strategical decision is
impossible within the space available.
In every belligerent country, every soldier in high command
and every statesman charged with great responsibility has not
only a credit but also a debit side to his account. One can,
however, say with confidencc that Lord Kitchener’s account
shows a credit balance of services rendered to his country and
her allies at least as great as, and possibly greater than, that
of any man on either side,
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ROYALENGISEERS
WHO

HELD HIGHAPPOINTMEXTS
D U R I S G THE WAR

The list below includes the names of some of the Royal
Engineer officers who held distinguished posts during the
first Great War. The names of those who held appointments
directly connected with engineer tasks will lie found in the
succeeding chapters dealing with the War Office, the home
front and overseas theatres.
It should he remembered that, almost throughout the war,
there were strict orders that Royal Engineers should not be
employed on staff and other non-technical duties. These
orders, of coursc, had the effcct of reducing the numbers of
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R.E. officers who were given command of formations, or staff
appointments, but in actual fact many did serve on t h e General
and Administrative Staffs and even as Brigade Majors of
infantry brigades.
Lieut.-General Sir Fenton J. Aylmer,
G.O.C., Tigris Corps.
Brigadier-General W. €3. Beach,
Director of Intelligence, Mesopotamia.
Major-General H. Bruce Williams,
Major-General, General Staff,
G.O.C., 37th Division.
Major-General Sir John E, Capper,
Deputy I.G.C., B.E.F.,
G.O.C.,
24th Division,
Director-General, Tank Corps.
Brigadier-General Clifford Coffin, V.C.,
G.O.C., 25th Brigade.
Brigadier-General E. W+Cox,
Director of Intelligence, B.E.F.
General Sir Hugh J, Elles,
Commander, Tank Corps.
Lieut.-General Sir George H. Fowke,
Adjutant-General, B.E,F,
Major-General Sir Theodore Fraser,
G.O.C.,14th Indian Division,
G.O.C.,18th Indian Division,
G.O.C,, South Kurdistan Field Force.
Lieut,-General Sir George F. Gorringe,
G.O.C., Tigris Corps.
Lieut .-General Sir George M, Harper,
G.O.C. 5rst (Highland) Division,
G.O.C. IV Corps.
Lieut.-General Sir Aylmer Hunter-Weston,
G.O.C., 29th Division,
G.O.C., VI11 Corps.
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Major-General Sir Louis C. Jackson,
Director-General, Trench Warfare Supply
Department, Ministry of Munitions.

I
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General Sir George M. Kirkpatrick,
Chief of the General Staff, India.
Field-Marshal Earl Kitchener of Khartoum,
Secretary of State for War.
Major-General Sir Henry M. Lawson,
G.0.C.-in-C., Northern Command,
I.G.C., Italy.
Major-General Sir Richard P. Lee,
G.O.C., x8th Division.
Major-General G. A. J. Leslie,
G.O.C., 17th Indian Division.
Lieut.-General Sir George M. W. Macdonogh,
Director of Intelligence, War Office,
Adjutant-General, War Office.
Lieut.-General Sir Ronald Maxwell,
Quartermast er-General, B .E.F.
Major-General G. A. F. Sanders,
G.O.C., 17th Indian Division.
Major-General S. H. Sheppard,
Chief of Staff and various Commands,
East Africa.
Major-General Sir Ernest D. Swinton,
Commander, Heavy Section, Machine Gun
Corps.
Major-General Sir Henry F. Thuillier,
G.O.C., 15th (Scottish) Division,
Controller, Chemical Warfare Department,
Ministry of Munitions,
G.O.C., 23rd Division.
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CHAPTER I1
EXPANSION O F THE CORPS DURING THE WAR
Magnitude and rate of the expansion-Office of the A.A.G., R.E.
-Provision of officers-Tables showing growth of the R.E.
in strength and numbers of units.
MAGNITUDEAND RATEOF THE EXPANSION

THEREis an excellent typewritten report in the custody of
A.G.7.at the War Office describing in considerable detail how
the Corps of R.E. was expanded between August,
I

I

I

,

1914,and

November, 1918, and giving the number, types, establishments
and organization of R.E. units which came into existence.
In the " Miscellaneous " volume of the series of books published by the Institution of R.E. entitled Work of the R.E.
in the European W a y xgrd-rg, will be found, on pp. 571, a
condensed account of A.G.;r's report referred to above. T h e
valuable tables on pp. 6171of the " Miscellaneous '' volume
give the reader a coup d ' a d of the whole of this very complicated organization and the magnitude of its growth during the
war.
Here, lack of space requires us to condense still further
the description of this expansion of the C o p from peace to
war strength. The reader's attention is drawn to the tables
which we reproduce at the end of this chapter, copied from
pp. 61-3 and 6871 of the " Miscellaneous " volume. Information about the R.E. transportation units, given on pp. 34-7,
is reproduced at the end of Chapter VI.
The reader is reminded that the Royal Corps of Signals was
not created as a separate corps until 2nd July, 1920. Prior
t o that date it was an integral part of the Corps of Royal
Engineers. The history of the Signal Service from 19x4 to
the date of its separation from our Corps, is being dealt with
separately, but it will be necessary to refer to it occasionally.
27
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The variety, complexity and the number of different types
of R.E. units (159)that were required in war, as compared
with the twenty-four types existing before the war, is a measure
of the degree of improvisation required in this great expansion.
Studying the Tables of Units at the end of this chapter
as one would study and comment upon a balance sheet of a
commercial company, we note that upon 1st August, 1914,
there were in the Corps of R.E., 1,056 Regular and Special
Reserve Officers and 10,394 Other Ranks, 513 Territorial
Officers and 13,127 Other Ranks. Whereas, on 1st November,
1918, the expanded Corps (excluding transportation units)
contained 229,366 all ranks. In this total, the number of
officers (not separately stated) must have been about I I ,830
(the figure given for 1st August, 1918). By November, 1918,
the number of officers in 1914 had therefore been multiplied
by 7.6, and of other ranks by 9.3.
As regards the ratc at which this expansion was made, we
find that by 1st August, 1915,the total strength had increased
fivefold, by 1st August, 1916, eightfold, and by 1st August,
1917, nearly twelvefold (always excluding transportation
units). From then onwards the severc casualties in 1917 and
1918more than balanced further expansion. We may say therefore that 42 per cent of the expansion had been made in the
first year of war, another 24 per cent in the next year and in
the third year the peak was reached. This was surely a very
rapid rate in the face of severe casualties and the fact that the
greatest effod had t o be made in the first year.
The British portion of the Empire’s forces in overseas
theatres of war had increased from six divisions in August,
1914,t o seventy divisions in 1917. Their L. of C. in all theatres
including lateral communications, ran into thousands of miles,
absorbing a very large number of men for their creation and
maintenance.
Again, examining the tables, we find that, of 1,328 R.E.
units of 147 different types, 226 were field companies, seventyfive were army troops companies and twenty-five were tunnelling companies. These three types of unit undertook all kinds
of work in the zones of fighting formations. Signal units
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numbered 589. The remaining units were mostly for the special
kinds of work indicated by their names.
It should be noted that in 1914 only two field companies
were included in each division, but the necessity for a third
was at once realized and an additional company had been
added by the end of 1914.
The transportation units, whose organization and work
is described later, numbered about 500, and among their
many types we note particularly-forty-nine railway construction companies, sixty-three broad-gauge operating companies,
thirty-eight road construction or quarrying companies and
twenty-six companies for inland water transport and docks,
A list of these units is given at the end of Chapter VI. Their
total strength was made up as follows :Units raised in the United Kingdom
Colonial corps sent out from Home

62,344

Units raised in the Dominions

84,952
23,390

22,608

108,342

Adding the above figure 84,952 for R.E. transportation
troops to the figure 129,366,previously explained, we see that,
after the great expansion, the skengllt of the Royal Engineers
was 314,318,
In the report in A.G.7's office and in the " Miscellaneous "
volume, already referred to, will be found far more information
upon the establishments of these units, and why and how and
when they were raised. In the following chapters we shall tell
the story of their work, a story that will throw further light
upon their organization and the causes that brought them into
being.

THEOFFICEOF

THE

A.A.G., R.E. (A.G.7).

The expansion of the Corps was organized and administered
in collaboration between the office of the A.A.G., R.E. (A.G.7)
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a t the War Office, and the office of the Officer in charge R.E.
Records and Recruiting at Chathani. The organization of the
expansioii of transportation units was the work of the Director
of Movements and Quartering, and later of the DircctorGeneral of Trailsportation.
In August, 1914,the appointment of A.A.G., R.E., was held
by Colonel R. S. Curtis (Brigadier-General, November, 1915,
and Major-General, 1916). On 1st January, 1917. overwork
led to Colonel Curtis being placed on the sick list. He was
succeeded by Brigadier-General T. A. Bigge. The appointment
of Officer i/c R.E. Records and Recrcliting was held in August,
1914, by Colonel B. R. Ward.
Prior to mobilization in August:, 1914,Colonel Curtis had
only one officer and nine other ranks bcsides himself on the
establishrncnt of his office. His Superintending Officer was
Major W. G. C. Brown, who had enlisted in the Corps in 1871,
and by exceptional ability and industry rose to the rank of
Lieut.-Colonel in November, 1915. He was a remarkable personality, well known and liked by every officer in the Corps.
After forty years’ work in A.G.7 office he was reputed to know
more than anyone else about the strategy and tactics required
to pilot a difficult War Office filc speedily t o a satisfactory
decision. In 1919he died from ovenvork.
On mobilization this small establishment mas increased by
one Staff Captain (Major G. A. Travers from the retired list)
and thrce other ranks.
On 1st January, 1915, the establishment was three
officers and eighteen other ranks and civilians.
On 1st January, 1916, the establishment was still only
three officers, but thirty-one other ranks and civilians.
On xst January, 1917,the establishment was still only
thrce officers, and thirty-one other ranks and civilians.
On 1st January, I@,
the establishment was still only
three officers and thirty-seven other ranks and civilians.
On 1st January, 1919,the establishment was nine officers
and thirty-seven other ranks and civilians.

PROVISION OF OFFICERS
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The fact that only three officers carried on the work for the
first three years of the war no doubt accounts for Colonel
Curtis being invalided in 1917 and Lieut.-Colonel Brown
dying in 19x9, It must be remembered that A.G.7 was also
dealing with the great expansion and organization of the
Signal Service.

PROVISION
OF OFFICERS
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In selecting civilians t o become officers to command and
work with military engineer units in war there is one sound
principle which was strictly adhered to throughout the war of
1914-18,and which greatly facilitated the difficult task of
weeding out applicants who were not competent t o fill such
posts. It was stipulated that they must have technical qualifications of sufficient quality. The youngest need have technical education only, but older men must have both technical
education and also experience in the execution of engineering,
constructive or scientific work of some sort.
A maximum age of 30 was fixed for men who were to be
granted temporary commissions as subalterns or captains, but
some exceptions were made for very well qualified men above
that age, who were given temporary rank up to colonel. In
addition, prominent and experienced engineers or scientists
of any age were of course taken into consultation, e.g., the
Sub-committees of the Royal Society formed to assist the
Government.
These two requirements-technical qualifications, and a
maximum age of 30, reduced the very large number of applicants who had to be examined by interview and by inspection
of proofs of experience and merit. In this examination,
physique, vigorous character and capacity for leadership were
important considerations in making selections.
A qualified engineer of good health and physique, with
practical expcrience in supervising some form of engineering,
scientific or constructive work, already possesses four-fifths of
the qualifications required by an engineer officer in war. He
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has education and cxperience of managing men, and of ensuring
that orders are carried out strictly in accordance with plans.
He is fully acquainted with the properties of materials for
construction. He is accustomed to arranging for the assembly
of materials, stores, plant, skilled and unskilled labour in
suitable proportions, and for transport to move them to and
from the work. He is accustomed to planning and orderly
management. To these qualifications one must add for war, training in the use of weapons, horsemanship and animal management (in the war of 1914-18),the rudiments of the system of
military discipline and law, drill to a sufficient standard,
some knowledge of military organization and administration,
the governing consideration of time in war, the art of improvisation with inferior and insufficient materials and finally leadership under active service conditions. These additional military
qualifications were very rapidly picked up by the men whose
training qualifications in civil life have already been described.
Nearly all of them proved to be capable of speedy adaptation
to the work and responsibilities of a military engineer officer
in war. The amalgam of the regular and the temporary or the
territorial engineer officers in the proportion of about one to
eight, proved to be very strong and appropriate, and this
amalgam succeeded in “ delivering the goods.” An eminent
engineer in civil life (Sir John Cadman), called into frequent
consultation requiring many visits t o theatres of war, said that
he could never tell whether he was talking to a regular or a
temporary engineer officer. For the formation of this amalgam
the regular and the temporary or territorial officer were
equally necessary. They were complementary and supplementary t o one another.
In improvising and developing engineer units and organization for a national army in total war it is just as necessary
to have a regular military engineer cadre of dl ranks for a
nucleus on which to build, as it is for the remainder of that
army t o have such regular nuclei. The smaller t h e proportion
of the nucleus t o t h e whole, the longer will be the time required
to reach the standard of efficiency required in war.
The reader will need some further explanation of how the
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foregoing principles were applied in providing and appointing
officers for the many types of engineer units employed in
fighting formations and on the thousands of miles of communications, and in training them for this military work. It
has already been stated that it was one of the main responsibilities of A.G.7. to organize a system for this purpose. F.W.4
and F.W.5 branches of the Office of the Director of Fortifications and Works undertook the provision of many officers and
subordinate staff for work on the lines of communications
(see next chapter). The Railway Directorate at the War
Office were responsible for establishments of officers and units
for railway work, and for their training.
The Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, continued t o
function throughout the war, turning out as usual regilar
ofRcers for Royal Artillery and Royal Engineers, but the
course was shortened from two years t o only s k months.
From the R.M.A.,young R.E. officers proceeded as formerly
t o Chatham for technical instruction, but here again the
course was shortened from two years to only six months.
Thus after one year at Woolwich and Chatham they joined
units in a theatre of war with their technical training COW
siderably crammed. In a later chapter we shall see that those
who survived the war resumed technical instruction fot a
further two years.
As regards Territorial, Special Reserve and Temporary
officers, we must first note that from 1914t o March, 19x6,we
relied upon voluntary recruitment for all rmks. Prior t o

the passing of the Compulsory Military Service Act in 1916,
the arrangements for selecting and training officers were as
follows.
Territorial officers for field and L,of C. u ~ t were
s nominated
by the Presidents of Territorial Associations and appointed by
the Territorial branch at the War Office. They were trained in
Reserve T.A.groups supplemented by courses at reserve training centres, particularly Chatham and the Signal Training
Centre.
Special Reserve and temporary commissioned officers were
selected from :-
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(a) Candidates recommended by the President of the Institution of Civil Engineers.
(b) Candidates who were members of University Officers
Training Corps and in possession of an engineering
degree and recommended by O.C., O.T.C.
(c)

Candidates from abroad with practical engineering
experience, after interview by A.G.7.

S.R. and T.C. Officers were trained at first at Chatham
Reserve Training Centre in a seven-weeks course of drill,
riding and military engineering. I n June, 1915, another
Reserve Training Centre was opened at Newark and later in
the year a third at Deganwy. I n 19x5 the course was increased
t o eleven weeks.
After the passing of the Compulsory Service Acts in March,
1916, it became possible for any N.C.O. or man who believed
that he had the necessary technical qualifications to apply for a
commission in the RE. Strange to say, it was not until xgxS
that men serving on Regular Army attestations were permitted
so to apply. Candidates were no longer interviewed by the
President of the Institution of Civil Engineers but by a C.R.E.
On being approved, candidates were sent as cadets to a Reserve
Training Centre for a course now extended to sixteen weeks, If
they passed out satisfactorily they then received their commissions and were posted to units. The course was later
increased to six months, but officers with special technical
qualifications dici a four-month course at Deganwy.
I n 1917 the appointment and administration of Territorial
officers was transferred to A.G.7. They were trained at Reserve
Training Centres and were then liable to be posted to any
unit, regular or Territorial.
Officers for the Signal Service with regular commissions
went from the.R.M.A., Woolwich, t o the Reserve Signal Depot,
Aldershot for four month’s training. For temporary commissions they were either selected from university O.T.Cs.
having been recommended by the commanding officer, or from
candidates abroad with the necessary technical qualifications.
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The Signal Reserve Training Depot expanded in 1915 into
the Signal Training Centre comprising six depots at different
places. Officers and cadets under training went t o the depot
at Haynes Park.
Officers for anti-aircraft searchlight units were drawn from
the small regular establishment of coast defence units, or from
the London or Tyne Electrical Engineers. The two last named
were pre-war Territorial units which were expanded considerably t o absorb cadets for temporary commissions A
school for electric light training was established at Gosport.
Officers for tunnelling companies. These units were formed
early in 1915. Officers were appointed on recommendations
received from all the Mining Associations in Great Britain.
Candidates from abroad were examined for technical qualifications at a special ofice in London and then interviewed by
A.G.7. A t first the urgency for their work was such that
officers and men received only one week of military training
at Chatharn. This was gradually increased t o five weeks.
Later the Tunnelling Depot was abolished and cadets went to
Reserve Training Centres with the cadets for other R.E.
units.
The Royal Anglesey and the Royal Monmouthshire R.E.
were the only Special Reserve R E . units in existence before
=<war. They were expanded from four to ten companies each.
The officersrequired for the expansion were at first nominated
by the commanding officers and trained at the depots of the
units, but later cadets were selected and trained for commissions.in the normal way.
With regard to officers required for railway work, there
were about fifty regular R.E. officnis with experience of railway
construction or traffic management available at home or in
India, Egypt, the Sudan and the colonies. There were also a
few Special Reserve, supplementary list, officers and some in
Supplementary Reserve units, but the vast majority of the
railway officers were temporarily commissioned. Most of the
construction officers came from abroad, especially from South
America, the numbers from the British railways being relatively small, as little actual railway construction had been done
PROVISION OF OFFICERS
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for a long time in the United Kingdom in comparison with the
developments in other parts of the world, Locomotive officers
came from home and abroad, especially South America, but
were always scarce. They were mainly drawn from the class
of young man who, having served his time on aBritish railway,
was holding a position as assistant shed foreman before going
abroad as a district locomotive superintendent. Workshop
officers with good qualifications were difficult to find, but
good men were obtained with experience in locomotive and
wagon shops. Traffic officers were plentiful, the majority
coming from the South American and British railways. Stores
officers had to be over age or of low medical category but
presented no difficulty, some regular quartermasters doing
invaluable work. Many officers were commissioned from
the ranks of the railway troops and also, if they had suitable
qualifications, from other corps. The number of technical
railway officers in France reached a total of r,760.
The foregoing paragraphs explain the general principles
on which officers were selected and trained for the great
expansion of the Corps, but for many of the numerous
specialized units there were variations in this procedure and
exceptional measures were taken to find and train suitable
officers. The special depots (e.g., the transportation depots)
are included in the tables at the end of this chapter.
Having thus described the system and the sound principles
followed by A.G.7’s office in organizing this great expansion
of the Corps, it is necessary t o add that it could not have
succeeded without the co-operation, initiative and enterprise
displayed by the executive officers who had t o carry out the
work. Officers at depots and in the newly formed units willingly
accepted responsibility €or interpreting the spirit rather than
the letter of regulations, and in doing so often had to ignore
financial limitations. Moreover, it is quite impossible t o praise
too highly the spirit and keenness of the vast numbers of civilians who voluntarily rushed t o the colours early in the war,
a spirit which enabled them to endure cheerfully the hardships unavoidably imposed upon them by the unreadiness of
our war machine to cope with such an enormous improvisation.

!
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To illustrate how the expansion worked in practice and how
it affected officers and other ranks at the beginning of the war
we shall in Chapter VI1 include descriptions of life at Chatham,
at the R.E. Training Depot, Aldershot, and at Newark in the
early days of the war. We shall also include the experiences
of an officer commanding a field company in raising and
training his New Army unit.
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GROWTHOF THE ROYALENGINEERS
Rcgul

'

units
Aug. 1914

1st

Aug. 1915

Type of Unit

Field Squadrons
.........
Field Troops.. . . . . . . . . . .
Field Companies
. . . . . . . . .
Fortress Companies.. . . . . . . .
Army Troops Companies . . . . . .
Artisan Works Companies
E. and M. Companies
.
Water Boring Sections
.
Land Drainagc Companies..
Coast Works Companies .

...

.....
.....
. . . .
.....

A.A. Searchlight Companies
...
Tunnelling Companies
......
Special Companies (Gas) . . . . . .
Meteorological Sections
Special Works Park (Camouflage)'"
Survey Companies . . .
Printing Companies
Topographical Sections
Printing Sections . . .
Ranging Sections . . .

...

...

., ,

...
...

...

...

...

...

Engineer Services . . . . . .
Postal Services
......
Forestry Companies
...
Road Construction Companies
Quarrying Companies
...

...

...
...

...

...
...

Railway Units
. . . . . . ...
...
Railway Operating Divisions
...
Wagon Erecting Companies
Inland Water Transport Depots ...
Inland Water Transport Sections.. .
Bridging Trains
.........
Cavalry Corps Bridging Park
...
Pontoon Park Companies . . . . . .
Advanced Park Companies
...
Base Park Companies
......
Depots
. . . . . . . . . . . .
Signal Units
...
. . . . .
Carrier Pigeon Service
......
Signal Depots
.........

Total

-3
I
I

7
10
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GROWTHOF
1st

THE

ROYALENGINEERS
(contd.)

Reeular Units fc0ntd.l
1 s t Aug. 19x7

Aug. r9t6

d

Y

3
4

2
47
2

-

Y

5
3
13
20

50

7

-

I

9
5

-2

I

2

25

4
25

2

5

29

3

2

I

I

5

7

I

I

2

I

6

3

I

1

X

I

2

4
5
33

I

2

IO

25

22

25
-

4
4

2

2

24

23

-

-

I2

I
12

4

3

5

I5
68
3
9

1918

6

I9
PI

3
I1

-

-

37

74

See

next
table
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GROWTHOF THE ROYALENGINEERS
(codd.)
SfieciaE Reserve Units

rst Aug. 1917

7-7-

Field Companies
......
Siege Companies
......
Army Troops Companies
...
Railway Companies . . . . . .

Depots

. . . . . . . . .
Total

Terviiovial Force Units
1 s t Aug. 1917

*
w

Field Companies
......
Reserve Field Companies
I.
Army Troops Companies
...
Works Companies
......
Anti-Aircraft Companies
...
Anti- Aircraf t Sections
.,.
Eiectric Light Companies ...
Searchlight Companies
...
Tyne E.E. Companies
...
London E.E. Companies
...
Aeroplane Squadron, Searchlight Sections
......
Demolition Sections . . . . . .
Postal Service . . . . . . . . .
Depots
. . . . . . . . .
Signals
. . . . . . . . .
I

IO

I5

14
'5

35
42
44
3
2

5
3
2

I

3

36

_.

Total

GROWTH OF THE CORPS

FINAL
SIZE OF

THE

ROYALENGINEERS

Royal Engineer Units. Novembev, 1918

Type of Unit

......
Field Squadrons
Field Troops . . . . . . . . .
Field Companies
......
H.Q.Divisional Engineers ...
Army Troops and Siege
Companies

7
3

-

26
59

27
4

.........

Artisan Works Companies
Works Companies ._.
E. and M. Companies . . .
Water Boring Sections
Water Supply Companies

75

___...

16
IS
9
5
3

...
...
...

Fortress Companies . . . . . .
Fortress Works Companies ...

Land Drainage Company ...
H Company K.G.O. Sappers
and Miners . . . . . . . . .
Telegraph Construction
Company . . . . . . . . .

...

Inspector of Searchlights

27
4
-

37
4
I
I
I
1

I

Field Searchlight Company ...
A.A. Searchlight Sections ...
I7
Scfrool'ofElectric Lighting __. I
London and Tyne Electrical
Enginem . . . . . . . . .
2
Controller of Mines

I
2

......

Tunnelling Companies
Mining Company
.
Army Mines Schools
wning Stores Depot

I

93

I

...

25

.....

I

......
......

5

...
...
...

4

I

H.Q. Speciai Brigade (Gas)

Special Brigade Battalions
H.Q. Special Company
Special Companies
special store . . .

I
I

......

5

......

I

Gas Directorate
..
Meteorological Sections

....

Anti-Gas Service
Anti-Gas Establishmen;
Anti-GasSchools
..

...

4

...

I
I

I

...
....
Continued

0%

next

page.
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THE ROYALENGINEERS
(conld.)
Royal Engincer Units, November 1918 ( c o n f d . )

FINALSIZEOF

Type of Unit

d

U

I_

Special Wks. Park (Camouflagt
Camouflage Park
...
Camouflage School . . . .
Postal Service . . . . . .
Army Postat Ser.Home Defenc

I

I
I

6
I

Field Survey Battalions
.
b*ield Survey Companies
Printing Company
. . . .
Printing and Topo. Sections.
Overseas Branch Ord. Survey

5
4

I

I

3
I

Directorate of Forestry
.
L. of C. Forestry Group
.
L. of C. Forests
. . . .
Forestry Companies . . . .
Forestry Control for Army Area

I
I

I
I1
I

Sridging and Eng. Field Park
Advanced Park Companies .
l.'ontoon Park Companies
.

2

3
13

Base Park Companies.. .
.
Royal Engineer Workshops .

8
5

lieserve Battalions . . . .
Cadet Battalion R.E.
Depots . . . . . . . . .
Group Depot Companies
.
H.Q. keserve Field Company

8
1
20
2

I

Bridging School
...
R E .Staff Army Training Scl
Sections a t R.M.A. and R.M.C
Experimental Companies , .,
Emergency Sections
...

I

x
2

3
2

Messenger Dog Service
...
War Dog School
......
Cinema Company . . . . . .
Engineer Section G.S. Intell.
G.H.Q. 3rd Echelon
...

4

Signal Units (77 Types)

...

589

Total
Transportation Units'

,

I
I
I

~.

Total R.E. Units

*

I

These figures are approx

-

ate only. For

etails see enc

'

i
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STRENGTH
OF THE R.E., 1914-1918
Regulars and/ Territorial
Special
Force
Reserve

Date

1

1

1

Total
all ranks

Aug.
I914
1

-

Aug.
I915

I

_
I

,

Aug.
Officers
1916 Other ranks

6,823

154,361

48,000*

I

Officers
56,282

Totai Royal Engineers, Transportaexcluding Transportation tion all ranks
Aug.
Officers
1918 Other ranks

I I ,830
I

Nov.
1918

1

225.540

229,366

* Approximate figures.
,

I

I

All ranks

t Of this figure, approximately

15,000

$ Colonial corps sent from home.

were Orncers.

I

2og,ooo'

295.668

CHAPTER I11

THE HOME FRONT
Department of the Director of Fortifications and Works-Defence
against invasion by sea-Defence against air attack-Works
at home.

DEPARTMENT
OF THE DIRECTOR
OF FORTIFICATIONS
AND WORKS
IN August, 1914,the D.F.W. was Major-General G. K. ScottMoncrieff, c.B., C.I.E. (later K.c.B.). His experience included
the Afghan Campaign, 1879-80, operations in China, 1900-01,
and many years on public works and military works in India.
He had been Chief Instructor in Construction at the S.M.E.
from 1893 to 1898.
Prior to the outbreak of war the D.F.W’s. office had been
organized in five main branches and three sub-branches :-

F.W.I.
F.W.2.

Rifle ranges.
Barracks and hospitals at home. A design office
was included in this branch.
AI1 fortifications and Army Ordnance buildings
F.W.3.
at home and abroad. Barracks and hospitals
abroad only.
F.W.4.
Personnel for R.E. Services, and supervision of
the following three sub-branches 1F .W .4(a ) . All electrical services and provision of R.E.
stores under a n “ Inspector of Lights.”
I;.W.4(b). R.E. technical stores, except for railways, their
design, pattern, scales and reserves. The officer
ilc was also Secretary of the R.E. Committee ”
which investigated proposals for new types.
44
“
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D.F.W.

F.W.4(c). Mechanical services and supply of machinery and
building stores for foreign stations. The officer
i/c was called Inspector of Iron Structures
“

”

(I.I.S.).
F.W.6.

Quantity surveyors’ work for building contracts
and bills, under a Chief Inspector of Works ”
(later ‘‘ Chief Surveyor
I‘

’I),

A Technical Audit Office (not under D.F.W.) in charge of
a Chief Examiner ” checked contract bills. At that time there
Director of Barrack Construction ”
was also a civilian
carrying out certain specified work. This directorate was
abolished in 1917.
The great expansion during the war of all these types of
engineering work and the addition of several new types necessitated a very large expansion of the D.F.W’s.office in personnel
and accommodation.
This was effected as under :‘ I

“

(i) F.W.3 threw off a new department named “Trench
Warfare under Colonel L. Jackson, who handed over
the normal work of F.W.3 to Colonel E. Kent.
(ii) F.W.4 was left t o deal only with personnel. His
sub-branches, 4(a), 4(b) and 4(c), became two branches
-F.W.8 under a Chief Mechanical Engineer,” and
F.W.9 under a Chief Electrical Engineer,” both
reporting to D.F.W. direct.
(iii) F.W.5, previously non-existent, was staffed t o receive
demands from all overseas theatres for personnel and
stores for works, and to arrange for their provision
with the Government departments concerned, or direct
with civilian contractors.
The officer ijc was a liaison officer with other engineer
branches t o help D.F.W. to co-ordinate their work,
and with the G. and Q. staffs to obtain advanced
knowledge about engineer work likely to be required.
Sir George Scott-Moncrieff called F.W.5 ‘‘ a switchboard and a clearing house.”
”

“

“
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This important branch had an unofficial beginning.
When Colonel A. M. Stuart left for France to be
Director of Works, he arranged that he would deal by
private correspondence with Major R. L. B. Thompson
(a D.R.D.W. a t the War Office) on subjects of special
urgency that he wished to be followed u p ” and
seen through.” This at once became Major Thompson’s entire preoccupation. He later became Staff
Officer to the Director of Works in France, and Colonel
Brady was officially posted t o F.W.5 to expand for
all theatres of war the work which Major Thompson
had been doing.
Another new branch, F.W.7, wasformed to deal only
with buildings for the Army Ordnance Corps, the
demands for which had become very large.
A new branch, F.W.z(c), was formed to deal with the
buildings and other works required for the rapidly
expanding Royal Flying Corps. In 19x8, this branch
moved to the newly formed Air Ministry, taking with
it a portion of the design branch of F.W.z(b), and
becoming t h e Works Directorate for the R.A.F.
The design office of F.W.2 expanded into a sub-branch
F.W .z( 6 ) .
“

“

Thus early in the war the five pre-war branches and three
sub-branches of D.F.W’s. office increased to eleven branches
and one sub-branch. I n addition they provided the heads and
the nuclei of a vcry large Trench Warfare Department and an
Air Ministry Works Directorate. Moreover every branch was
largely increased by personnel of all grades and in office
accommodation, particularly F.W.8.
The names of the principal officersjust prior t o mobilization,
and the changes during thc progress of the war arc as followTs:-

D.F.W.

Major-General Sir George Scott-Moncrieff, succeeded in February, 19x8 by Major-General P. G.
Twining.
F.W.X. Colonel J. H. Cowan.

D.F.W.
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Colonel E. H. Hemming who mobilized as Deputy
Director of Works (France) and was succeeded by
Colonel S. D. Cleeve.
F.W.3. Colonel A. M. Stuart who mobilized as Director of
Works (France) and was succeeded by Colonel
Louis Jackson, who was himself succeeded by
Colonel E. Kent.
F.W.4. Colonel W. R. Stewart, who was succeeded by
Colonel S. H. Powell.
F.W.5. Colonel D. Brady.
F.W.6. Lieut.-Colonel T. S. Jerome.
F-W.7. Colonel T. J. W. Prendergast.
F.W.8. Captain, later Major and Brevet Lieut.-Colonel,
R. Oakes, who was succeeded by Colonel S. L.
Crast er.
F.W.9. Major A, W,Dumaresq who died, and was succeeded by Lieut.-Colonel E. C . Seaman who also
died towards the end of the war,
F.W.2(b). Major, later Lieut.-Colonel, B. 0. Armstrong.
F.W.z(c). Colonel MacAdam, later Director of Works Air
Ministry.

F.W.2.

I

~

Among distinguished R.E. officers who joined the staff
of D.F.W.from the retired list were Colonel Sir Edward Raban,
formerly Director of Works at the Admiralty, Captain M. P. H.
Sankey who had retired in 1889 to become a well-known
consulting engineer, Colonel L. Jackson, Colonel S, D. Cleeve
and Colonel E. Kent.
Summarizing the organization, we may say that the D.F.W.,
having quickly expanded existing branches, and created new
ones, used F.W.x, 2 , 3, 6 and 7. for the execution of works of
all kinds, including coast defence at home and abroad, and
F.W.z(c) for works for the R.F.C.. He used F.W.5, 8 and g for
the supply of engineer stores, material, plant and machinery
for the foregoing works at home, and also t o meet the demands
which poured in from Engineers-in-Chief and Directors of
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Works in every theatre of war. F.W.9 was also responsible for
supply of all stores and material for the Signal Service.
F.W.8 installed Captain and Quartermaster Tucker at
Southampton with the necessary subordinates to receive and
dispatch to France the stores, matcrial and plant required by
the Director of Works. In the early days it required all Captain
Tucker’s well-known personality and persistence to arrange for
shipping space to be allotted. Later this organization was
transferred to the West India Docks, where suitable accommodation was allotted and a more regularized procedure
adopted.
The D.F.W. also arranged for Colonel L. Jackson (later
Major-General Sir Louis Jackson) to create a new branch to
deal with invention and supply of trench warfare requirements
to meet urgent demandsfrom theB.E.F. inFrance. As there was
no Engineer-in-Chief at the War Ofice (see Introduction) these
demands had to be passed to Colonel Jackson to deal with.
During peace it was the R.E. Committee, secretary, F.W.4(b),
who had handled the question of invention and testing
of types of equipment likely to be required by the R.E. in war,
but all the members of this committee had been posted overseas. The demands from France were of great variety, and
many of them, e.g., trench mortars and hand-grenades, were
really matters for the Royal Artillery or the Army Ordnance
Corps, who, however, were already overwhelmed with problems
of their own. Neither the D.F.W. nor Colonel Jackson was,
however, disposed to ‘‘ pass the file to another branch,” and
Colonel Jackson willingly undertook to find the answer and to
supply the articles. He was relieved of the ordinary duties of
F.W.3, and concentrated upon the work of the new Trench
Warfare Branch, which became very large. When the Ministry
of Munitions was created, Jackson and his now important
branch were transferred from the War Office to become a
Department of the new ministry. The story of this Trench
Warfare Department is related in Chapter IV,
The D.F.W was responsible for the administration by the
War Office of the organization for the execution of works
and fortifications at home. The system in war was the same
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as it had been in peace, i.e., works were executed by MajorGenerals ijc Administration and their Chief Engineers in the
seven Commands of the United Kingdom, the pre-war command
boundaries not being altered. Greater financial powers and
powers of decision and initiation were, of course, given t o
Commands, but general technical and contract instructions and
designs were issued by the War Office. Some account of the
works and fortifications executed at home during the war. is
given later in this chapter.
ill be related how the necessity for an
In Chapter VIII w
Engineer-in-Chief and for Chief Engineers of corps and armies
in a theatre of war became apparent in France in September
and October, 1914, and how such organization was created.
Similarly at home the creation of a (‘ Central Force ” to defeat
possible invasion likewise required a Chief Engineer for that
force. Later Central Force H.Q.” became the headquarter
drganization of the ‘(Commander-in-Chief Home Forces,” who
was appointed at the end of 1915. Field-Marshal Sir John
French was the first holder of this post, to be succeeded, in
1918,by General Sir William Robertson. At Headquarters
Home Forces an Engineer-in-Chief wa5 appointed, responsible
to the C.-in-C. €or the engineer work of fighting formations,
but not for E. of C . and base works, which remained under the
Chief Engineers of the seven Commands of the U.K., who took
their orders from the War Office.
The important part played by the D.F.Ws. office in caoperating with Engineers-in-Chief and Directors of Works in
the execution of work in every theatre of war is re€ated in the
chapters dealing with each campaign.
“

DEFENCE
AGAINST INVASION BY

I

SEA

On numerous occasions pior t o 1914the defence of these
islands against attack from overseas had occupied the attention
of experts, and a series of committees had reached the conclusion that, while a force larger than 70,000 men could not be
landed on these shores against the active intervention of the
Navy, it was possible for raiding attacks to be made against
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particular points such as the ports and dockyards used as the
bases for our Navy, or the larger commercial ports used as
bases and coaling stations for our merchant ships. Such raids
might be accompanied by a small landing force, but the latter
would not be able to operate at a distance from its landing
place, and could not be accompanied by heavy artillery or
elaborate transport.
Based on these conclusions a system of coast fortification
had been built up during thirty years preceding the war, a
system which was far less elaborate and costly than that
designed in the 1860s after the experience of the Crimean War,
The heavier armament consisted of 9.2-in. and 6-in. guns, with a
few Io-in. guns, and an inner defence against torpedo craft of
4.7-in. and 12-pounders, combined with a system of electric
lights for use at night. The defences were designed to keep the
enemy out of bombarding range of the dockyards and ports,
the big gun defences being pushed further out as the effective
range of naval guns increased. There had been a system of
submarine mines to limit the movement of the attack, the
minefields having been worked by the Royal Engineers until
1904,when they were handed over t o the Royal Navy. They
were subsequently abolished under conditions which are dealt
with in Volume IV. On the other hand, the development of
the destroyer had increased the threat of night attack, and this
caused an increase in the electric-light defences which were
still in charge of the R.E. When the responsibility for submarine mining was transferred, Territorial Force units were
formed at all ports to work the electric light and telephone
services. There was a nucleus of regular R.E., found in some
cases from the remaining companies and sections of the Coast
Battalion. The strength was carefully based on the actual
requirements of each port, and ali units underwent annual
training. Schemes for fighting the defences were prepared,
and included a precautionary stage, which was intended to
precede the actual declaration of war by some days, during
which sufficient personnel was to be mobilized to man the whole
of the defences. The actual defence works, including guns and
lights, were enclosed in self-contained batteries, each with
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local defence sufficient to repel any landing attack. In addition,
schemes of field defences were prepared for the intervals
between batteries and for any landing place in the neighbourhood that could be used by a possible enemy. Arrangements
were made, such as the preparation of detailed plans and the
storage of barbed wire and other material, so that the work
of constructing these defences could commence in the precautionary stage. For this purpose fortress units of the Royal
Engineers, Territorial Force, were raised in the various port
areas. Each defended area formed a military unit under a
commander who reported direct to the General-Oficer of the
Command in which the port was situated. The command of
the coast defence areas was given to selected officers of the
R.A. and R.E., and in August, 1914,the -following commands
were held by R.E. officers :DEFENCE AGAINST INVASION

Thamesand Medway Defences, Major-General R. C. Maxwell.
Scottish Coast Defences, Brigadier-General F. C. Heath
Caldwell.
South Irish Coast Defences, Brigadier-General C. Hill.
Liverpool Coast Defences, Colonel R. F. Edwards.
Tyne Coast Defences, Colonel F. Bayley.
,

.

Major-General Maxwell soon proceeded t o France and was
succeeded by Major-General H. Mullaly. Brigadier-General
C. Hill was succeeded by Brigadier-General W. J. H. Stafford,
and Major-General Sir Spring R. Rice was in command of the
Scottish Defences from early in 1918.
The history of these defended ports during the war may be
written in a few words, The precautionary stage was put into
force about a week before 4th August, 1914,and from this
time everything went according to plan and the defences
continued t o operate as designed until the end of the war.
Except for a raid by two cruisers on Hartlepool in November,
1914, they were not seriously attacked, and may thus be
regarded as having fulfilled the preventive function for which
they existed.
As the war proceeded, opinions changed, as described later,
and additional defences were added, both of guns and lights.
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I n some cases, such as the Dover Straits, heavy guns were
mounted on shore to assist the naval control of traffic. All
these additions-were designed in the office of the Director of
Fortifications and Works by Colonel H. V. Kent, who was the
Assistant Director in charge of the Fortification branch, and
made all preliminary arrangements for their construction.
It is noteworthy that defence minefields laid by the Navy
were extensively used, especially for the control of the Channel
at Dover, The mines were normally of the naval automatic
type, dangerous to all traffic, but in the friendly channel off
the south. coast, electrically fired observation mines were used.
To lay and operate these defence minefields it was found
necessary to create, early in 1915,a new service styled the
Royal Marines Submarine Miners, and many former members
of the Royal Engineers Submarine Miners were transferred to
this service or enrolled into it.
The general schemes of defence provided that as soon as
mobilization was ordered the coastline between the defended
ports should be watched by yeomanry and cyclists, while
behind these outposts, there was an organized force of Territonal divisions. There was no provision for the local defence
of any towns or centres away from the coast, except in the
case of London. The security of the capital was so vital to
the country that a scheme of defence had been prepared after
the South African War, and a number of small defensible
posts had been constructed along the lines of the downs to
the north and south. These posts were not only pivots in the
scheme of field defences, but held reserves of tools and materials
so that work on the field defences could be commenced at short
notice, the work being carried out by civilian working parties.
All these defences were in the area of the Eastern Command.
Zn the various discussions that had taken place from 1905
onwards, the Corninittee of Imperial Defence had reached the
conclusion, as stated above, that no landing in force was
possible on any part of our coast, unless the Royal Navy
should be defeated, and Mr. Haldane had accordingly prepared
his scheme for an Expeditionary Force of all our six divisions
to proceed overseas immediately it could be mobhzed. When
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Lord Kitchener was appointed Secretary of State for War
in August, 1914,he did not accept this scheme in its entirety,
a d , on his insistence, the 4th Division, quartered in the
Eastern Counties, and the 6th Division from Ireland, were
kept in this country until the mobilization of the Territorial
Force had been completed. These divisions did not therefore
form part of the British Force at Mons though they joined
a little later. Nor was it until 1918that the Admiralty consented
t o withdraw their statement that the enemy might land
70,000 men.
At home the peace organization of the forces into Commands
was continued, and each Command was responsible for the
safety of its coastline, and controlled the Territorial divisions
in its area.
Before November, 1914, nine of these divisions and two
divisions of yeomanry were formed into the ‘‘ Central Force.”
This was put under the command of General Sir Ian Hamilton,
who established his headquarters at the Horse Guards. The
Force was organized in two cavalry divisions and three armies
with headquarters at Cambridge, Dunmow in Essex, and Tonbridge. This Force took over the control of the cyclists and
others watching the coast from the Wash round to Chichester
and also of the defences of London, but did not control the
defences of the Thames and Medway (Chatham, Gravesend
and Sheerness) or the defended ports of Harwich and Dover.
Major-General R. M. Ruck was appointed Chief Engineer of
the Central Force and there were Chief Engineers (colonels)
at the headquarters of each army. These officers dealt with the
preparation of defence positions and the training of the R.E.
units. Each army had a staff organized on a war basis (General
Staff, Adjutant General and Quartermaster General) and made
its own arrangements €or movement and quartering. The
Commands, however, continued to operate as in peace, each
with a Major-General in charge of Administration and a Chief
Engineer. This staff dealt not only with the garrisons of the
fixed defences but also with all the prewar barracks and with
the hutments constructed for the new formations. The engineer
work required for the Central Force and that carried out in
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Commands under War Office direction is described later in
this chapter.
The coast defence electric light and fortress companies not
only grew in number, as adcbtional ports became of military
significance and required defence, but also the scope of thcir
work expanded considerably. IVe soon find these units engaged
in the construction of coastal batteries, camps and hutments,
and in the erection of many technical works such as warning
systems, electrified prisoner-of-war cages, aerodrome landing
lights, and other specialized items too numerous to mention.
In March, 1915,General Sir Ian Hamilton was selected for
the command of the troops at Gallipoli, and was succeeded by
General Sir Leslie Rundle. By this time it was realized that t h e
organization of the Central Force overlapped in many ways
that of the two Commands (Eastern Command and London
District) in which the force was quartered, it was therefore
amalgamated with Eastern Command in May, 1915,under
General Rundle. The headquarters staff of the Central Force
was broken up, except that thc appointment of Chief Ci ng'incer
was retained to control the construction of the London defences
and other local defence works. The organization of thc Central
Force into armies was retained but General Rundle altered the
disposition of his troops. Up t o this time the infantry divisions
had been kept well back from the coast occupying a line of
towns from the Wash, through Bedford, St. Albans and
London, to the south coast. General Rundle moved these
divisions forward into the Eastern Counties.
At the end of 1915,Sir John French was withdrawn from
the command in France and was appointed General Officer
Commanding the Forces a t Home, and was also put in charge
of all arrangements for training. Sir John revived the independent organization of the Field Force round London, and
formed two field armies with headquarters at Brentwood and
in Norfolk, and placed the cavalry at King's Lynn. At' the
same time he ordered the main line of defence t o be moved
forward t o high-watermark all round the coast. He withdrew
the yeomanry to the flanks, and the cyclist units were distributed t o the armies. The supreme control of the administra-
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tive services a t home was, however, still retained by the War
Office who continued to deal direct with the Major-Generals
in charge of Administration in the Commands. The staff of
Sir John French was organized on the war basis of a G.H.Q.,
but no officer was appointed as Engineer-in-Chief. The appointment of Chief Engineer of the Central Force was abolished, but
Major-General R. M. Ruck was appointed G.O.C. London
Defences in addition t o his other duties. I n the summer of
1916,Colonel Sir Edward Raban was attached to the staff
of the G.0.C.-in-C., Home Forces, to deal with the question of
defence against aircraft, and t o advise on other engineer questions. Early in 1917,he was, however, transferred to the War
Office as Deputy Director of Fortifications and Works, and it
was proposed that he should be succeeded by Major-General
R. S . Curtis, who was holding the appointment of A.A.G.,
R.E. (A.G.7). This proposal had to be cancelled owing to his
illness, and Colonel S. H. Powell was appointed Chief Engineer
with the rank of Etrigadier-General.
During 1916 and 1917,the Government was still anxious
about the possibility of invasion, but early in 1918,on Admiral
Wemyss succeeding Admiral Jellicoe as First Sea Lord, the
whole question was again considered, and the trend of opinion
reverted to the earlier policy advocated by the Committee of
Imperial Deience. In March, 1918, Lord French was appointed
Governor-General in Ireland and was replaced, as G.0.C.-in-C.,
Home Forces, by General Sir William Robertson. The Central
Force having by t h s time been much reduced by the transfer
of Territorial divisions t o France, the headquarters of the
separate armies were abolished.

DEFENCE
AGAINST AIR ATTACK
Prior to the outbreak of war, the air forces of the world
powers were so small, and the state of technical development
so imperfect, that the uses to which aircraft might be put in
the event of war had hardly begun to be considered. In 1913,
however, the responsibility of the War Office for the protection
of defended ports in the British Isles was extended t o include
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defence against air attack, but little had been actually achieved
in the provision of air defences by the time that war started.
I n e n the threat developed it was on the nucleus of regular
and Territorial personnel trained with coast defences that an
organization for working searchlights for anti-aircraft defence
had to be hastily improvised and eventually expanded and
multiplied by a large factor. The early raids of 1914were
sufficient to show, howevcr, that the army, fully pre-occupied
with the onerous task of providing men and material for the
expeditionary forces overseas, was not a t that time capable of
effectively discharging its responsibilities for the defence of
the British Isles from air attack. Accordingly, it was decided
that the Admiralty with the Royal Naval Air Service (R.N.A.S.)
should be responsible for the A.A. defence of the country outside the defended ports, and especially of the capital. On
12th September the Admiralty appointed Admiral Sir Percy
Scott to command the London Defences and he at once collected
an assortment of naval guns and searchlights for the defence
of the city. This n a s the beginning of an improvised organization, and, as air attacks developed over the country, the naval
defences were supylenieriled by fire from any availablc land
guns, and in some cases by rifle fire,
The army, however, continued with experiments in the
defended ports, making use of the existing coast defence electriclight units both reguiar and Territorial Force. Tere were no
searchlights specially designed for the purpose and these had
t o be improvised, together with the technique for their application in this novel rde. In the earliest efforts both oxyacetylene and electric lights were tried, and the first attempt
a t aircraft location made use of the megaphone as a listening
device.
The first bombing attack from the air was made by German
aeroplanes which dropped bombs in the sea off Dover in December, 1914. On 24th December, one bomb fell and exploded
on British soil, but the first real raid over England was by airship on the night rgth/zoth January, 1915, over Norfolk, and
the second was over the Tyne. During 1915attacks by aeroplane
and seaplane &d littIe damage and the aerial warfare during
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this year was carried on by airships of the Zeppelin type. On
xgth January, 1915,two of these ships bombed Yarmouth and
Crorner, and on 14th and 15th April, L.g, commanded by Mathy,
who was the most enterprising of the German commanders,
flew over the northern counties and over Suffolk.
As the raids spread, so did the need for extemporized
defences, and in the defended ports the responsibility of the
army garrisons was gradually extended to include the protection
of the great munition factories, shipyards and other vulnerable
military objectives.
On the 31st May, an airship attacked London, causing fortyone frreswith five people killed and fourteen injured. On 4th June
Yorkshire and Kent were attacked, and on the 6th June Hull
was bombed. But the L.37 on its return flight was brought
down by an aeroplane in charge of Lieutenant R. A. J.
Warneford, R.N., near Ghent, and a little later a Zeppelin
was hit by a 3-in. gun at Dover and finished off by aeroplane.
On 8th September, a ship under Mathy bombed London, doing
damage estimated at ~ 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 and
,
on r3th October, the same
ship bombed Woolwich.
In 19x4,and early 1915,the first schemes for air defence were
based on the advice of Colonel L. Jackson (late R.E.) in the
office of the D.F.W. These schemes provided for the erection
of a certain number of lights and guns in the immediate
vicinity of each place to be defended, each light being allotted
to a particular gun, but the actual guns available were few
and quite inadequate. The lights provided were mostly of
only 60-cm. size, but had a mounting which permitted an
all-round traverse. For engines and generators there were
available several efficient forms which had been evolved for
coast defence work. These lights proved much more effective
than had been anticipated, and were able to pick up an airship
early and keep it iiluminated at heights of more than 9,000 ft.
In September, 1915, a valuable unit became available
almost by chance t o reinforce the A.A. defences of London.
The regular 50th Field Searchlight (F.S.L.) Company, R.E.,
had been raised a few years before 1914 with a view to
operating with the B.E.F. overseas. In 19x3, however, its
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utility for that purpose was questioned and its personnel
was transferred t o bther R.E. units, its equipment being returned to store. In August, 1915, it was decided to re-form
this unit with personnel partly from the instructional staff
of the School of Electric Lighting and partly from regular
fortress units which had been relieved by Territorials. It was
proposed to dispatch it to France. The Officer Commanding
was Captain W. C. H. Prichard, R.E., an instructor at the
School of E.L. While forming the unit, Prichard pondered over
its probable employment in France. He doubted whether his
lights would be mounted in the foremost trenches t o light up
no-man’s-land, and whether they would survive long if so
employed. He conceived that it was more likely that he would
be asked to light up attacking aeroplanes. His lights were
not constructed for more than a moderate degree of elevation
above the ground, although they had an all-round traverse,
and he therefore improvised in his workshop at Gosport
special U-shaped arms to hold his lights and allow the elevation
required in A.A. defence. In September, 1915, a priority
telegram from the A.A. Command of London was received by
Prichard inquiring whether his lights could be elevated for
A.A. defence. The reply was Yes.” Moreover, the unit’s
equipment (lights and generators) and its personnel was
completely mobile, all being carried in lorries, with a car for
the O.C. and motor bicycles for the subalterns. It may be said
to have been the most mobile and modern field unit in the
British army at that time.
Forthwith the unit was instructed to proceed to London
for A.A. defence, picking up at Woolwich Dockyard more
lights and equipment. I t was in action that night, and did
valuable work in the A.A. defence of London until April, 1916,
when the C.-in-C., B.E.F., asked for its transfer to France.
We shall see, in Chapter XIX, that its O.C. became the creator
nb initio of the Searchlight A.A. defence of the B.E.F., and his
unit the prototype of many more in France.
Meanwhile, in October, 1915,a bomb struck a building in
Woolwich Arsenal, and the General Staff of Eastern Command
‘asked for the advice of their Chief Engineer, Colonel W, Baker
“
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Brown (late R.E.), who had had considerable experience in
the use of lights for coast defence, and had in 1913 tried to
develop a theory of defence against aircraft. This theory
followed the analogy of land fortification, and was based on
the necessity of meeting the attackers before they got within
bombing range of their proposed target, As attackers from the
air could arrive from any direction, this new theory of defence
involved the provision round each defended area of a belt of
guns and lights, so sited that an enemy approaching from any
direction would be picked up by two or more of the lights and
exposed t o the fire of two or more guns. A t the same time
some defence should be maintained over the object defended,
so that the whole system-too large t o bomb indiscriminately
-would present to the enemy anilluminated area inside which
individual targets could not be distinguished. This theory was
accepted as the basis for A.A. gun defence by night.
By December, 1915,it was decided that the army was once
more in a position to take a hand in the defence of London
and of other vulnerable points, in addtion to the naval ports,
Development of A.A. Defence began in earnest. To man the
searchlights, A.A. searchlight units were raised as part of the
Royal Engineers (T.F.), and from then until the Armistice,
there was a continually expanding demand €or searchlight
personnel for A.A. Defence, not only at home, but: also in
France (see Chapter XIX). Most of them were found from the
London and Tyne Electrical Engineers, and these were later
nominated as the official parent u n i t s for all Temtonal searchlight units, but units were also produced in Scotland (especially
Edinburgh, Glasgow and Dundee), Yorkshire, Lancashire
(especially Liverpool), Essex, Kent, Hampshre, Dorset, Devon
and Cornwall. At Stokes Bay, Gosport, there was the School
of Electric Lighting and Workshops, with an instructional
staff of regular R.E. officers and other ranks, and upon them
fell the burden of training the officers and men of all the searchlight units. In the summer of 1915this school was taken over
by the Tyne Electrical Engineers and was operated by them
until the end of the war.
For London the first draft of T.E.E.leftHaslar on the 13th
A.4, DEFEKCE
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December, 1915,to join the nucleus of a new company, called
No. z (Tyne) Searchlight Company, commanded by Captain
C. M. Forster. Further companies were dispatched by the
T.E.E. at intervals to London, Hull and other districts. In
December, 1915,the L.E.E. also raised No. I (London) A.A.
Company, R.E. (T.F.). A ring of lights ten or twelve miles
in radius was then established round the outskirts of London.
Plants of various types were collected, including motor generators run from the public electric supply systems, various types
of mobile and portable engines, and even motors and dynamos
in tramcars with projectors on the top decks. During the
winter No. 3 (Yorkshire) A.A. Company was raised from
personnel of the North and East Riding Fortress Company,
R.E. (T.F.), No. 5 (Lancashire) A.A. Company by the Lancashire Fortress R.E. (T.F.), and the L.E.E. contributed Nos.
4, 6, 7 and 8 A.A. Companies.
On the 16th February, 1916, the War Office took over from
the Admiralty the A.A. defence of London, and by April of
the entire country. The responsibility for this was placed upon
the C.-in-C. Home Forces, his adviser for this purpose being
Colonel Edward Raban (late R.E.), while Colonel hl. S t . L.
Simon (late R.E.), was brought from France to take charge
of the A.A. defence of London.
Meanwhile the defences were being considerably extended,
and one of the earliest actions of the new organization was
the formation of mobile anti-aircraft brigades intended to
provide defence for threatened localities pending the provision of fixed defences. For this purpose, mobile searchlight
companies were developed. The first T.F. units of this type,
No. g (Tyne) Mobile Searchlight Company (following the
example of the 50th (F.S.L.) Company of August 1g15), was
formed at Haslar on rxth March, 1916, with three sections of
four lights each, under the command of Major N. H. Firmin.
The establishment was seven officers and 138 O.R.
The German airships had been driven by the lights and guns
t o a height of over 9,000 ft., at which height they were unable
to attack individual targets and had, as the Germans admitted
after the war, lost the Thames.” The Germans had mean“
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while been building larger airships, increasing their ceiling
from 8,000 t o 13,000 ft., and later to 27,000 ft. Our reply
to this was to use aeroplanes to attack the.airships, and to
increase the ceiling of OUT searchlights. By the end of April,
1916, there were three Aeroplane Squadron Searchlight
Sections, two of the L.E.E. and one of T.E.E., and No. 33
(Tyne) A.A. Company had also been formed for the same
purpose. The plan was to supplement the naval air stations
on the coast with a barrage line of aeroplane patrols and
searchlights, extending from Northumberland t o Sussex and
about twenty-five miles inland from the coast, Through this
line any aircraft attacking the industrial heart of England
must pass and could be engaged. From this Aeroplane Barrage
is to be traced the origin of the Aircraft Fighting Zones (A.F.Z.)
of later years. These “ Aeroplane Lights,” as they were called,
were quite distinct from the ‘‘ Gun Lights which were to
work in conjunction with artillery.
The scheme initiated towards the end of 1915for the A.A
defence of London was now well advanced, with two concentric
rings of lights and guns round the suburbs in a circle 30 miles
in diameter. The principle was also applied to Chatham,
Dover, Harwich and other selected localities, and, on the
advice of Colonel Sir Edward Raban, it was gradually extended
to all the more important industrial and manufacturing towns
of the North and Midlands.
In this way there grew up, quite independently of the
Aeroplane Barrage, the Gun Defended Areas (G.D.A.) which
continue as an integral part of our air defence system to the
present day, In these static defences increased searchlight
range was sought first by such expedients as twin projectors,
and later by increasing the diameter to go cm., and eventually
t o 120 cm. and even more. The supply of generating plant was
always a major problem, and every available type of steam,
gas, oil, petrol and electrically driven generator had to be
pressed into service.
On the gist March, 1916, L.15 was hit by a gun at Purfleet
and was attacked by an aeroplane in charge of Lieutenant
Brandon. On the 15th April there was a series of airship
”

’
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flights over England and Scotland in which eighty-four peopIe
were killed. On the 25th April there was another attack on
London, but by this time the efficiency of the defences had
so increased that the raiders were driven up t o rz,ooo ft. and
could not see any targets on which t o drop bomlx. On the
return journey one Zeppelin came down in Norway. On the
24th August there was a raid on Harwich and London was
attacked by Mathy. On the 2nd September London was
attacked by fourteen ships, one of these, the s.L.11 being
engaged by Lieutenant Robinson in an aeroplane and brought
down at Cuffley. On the 23rd September eleven ships again
attacked from the south-east coast; of these the L.33 was
hit by gunfire and was then attacked by Lieutenant Brandon
and brought down near Colchester ; The L.31, commanded
by Mathy, was the only ship t o attack London, crossing from
snuth to north and dropping bombs indiscriminately ; the
L.32 crossed the Thames near Dartford, uras attacked by gunfire and finally brought down a t Billericay by Lieutenant
Sowrey. On the 25th September seven ships raided thc North
Country. On 1st October eleven ships attacked London, but
were stopped hp the defences, only one man being killed. In
this raid L.31, again cornmandcd by Xathj., was stopped by
gunfire and finally Ixought down at Potters Bar by 2nd
Lieutenant W. J. T e m p t . This was the last German airship
raid on the metropolis. The defence had mastered the attack.
The enemy did not, however, entirely cease to use his Zeppelins. On the 27th Novembcr, 19x6, ten ships attacked the north
of England ; one of these was destroyed by gunfire at Hartlepool, another, t h e L.21,after a daring flight across England to
Chcstcr, was caught off Yarmouth and fell in the sea. N o
further attacks by airships were attempted til1 zIst August,
1917,
when eight ships made an aborti1.e attack on the Nidlands,
and the next month, on the 24th September, ten airships attacked the North Country, flying very high. On the Igth/zoth
October, 1917, the last attack was made by eleven airships
which came over at 16,000 f t . The weather was peculiar as
there was still air and a heavy mist near thc ground, while at
higher levels there was a strong northerly gale. By this time,
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the defences had been fully organized and the Commander
of the London defences, realizing that the electric lights could
not penetrate the mist, ordered all guns to remain silent unless
actually attacked. The result was that the Zeppelins, who had
come in from the north, had nothing to indicate their whereabouts and gradually drifted south. One bomb was dropped
by a ship before leaving and fell in Piccadilly Circus causing
same casualties, but these were quite incidental as the airship
had no idea of its location. Only one of the attacking ships
got back t o Germany by the usual route north of Holland ;
the others were carried by the gale over the continent ; of
these, six got back safely by crossing Holland and the allied
lines, while the remaining four crashed in south-east France.
On 12th and 13th March, 1918,there was a raid by airship at
an immense height, and on 5th and 6th August there was the
last aivski9 raid by five ships, the L,70being destroyed.
An Army Order dated 1st June, 1916, had doubled the
establishment of the Territorial Force, and new establishments
for the A.A. searchlight u n i t s were evolved. At this date there
were in existence the following T.F. A.A. searchlight units,
in addition to the T.F.fortress units manning coast defence
lights :-

(Special) Tyne Searchlight Company.
(Special) London Searchlight Company.
No, I (London) A,A. Company.
No,2 (Tyne) A.A, Company.
No. 3 (Yorkshire) A.A. Company.
No. 4 (London) A.A. Company.
No. 5 (Lancashire) A.A. Company.
No. 6 (London) A.A. Company.
No. 7 (London) A.A. Company.
No. 8 (London) A.A. Company.
No. g (Tyne) Mobile Searchlight Company.
No, 20 (London) Aeroplane Squadron Searchlight Section.
No. ZI (London) Aeroplane Squadron Searchlight Sectioa.
No. 22 (Tyne) Aeroplane Squadron Searchlight Section.
No. 23 (Tyne) A.A. Company.
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The development of the Aeroplane Barrage and the expansion
of Gun Defended Areas continued rapidly throughout 1916,
and further A.A. searchlight units +ere formed, while others
were reorganized or redistributed. Thus, in July of that '
pear, the aeroplane squadron searchlight sections were reorganized as companies, and in December redesignated A.A.
Companies, R.E., and increased in size to enable them to man
not only the barrage lights but certain gun lights as well. 1
By April, 1917, the T.E.E. had increased t o 15 A.A.S. companies
all with an expanded establishment, and the L.E.E. had twelve
A.A. companies. In all, there was then a total of forty-two
I
A.A. companies, R.E. scattered about the country.
To cope with this great expansion the School of E.L. a t
Stokes Bay, Gosport, had to work at very high pressure to
i
maintain a steady flow of trained officers and O.R. to draft
to units. At the peak, instruction was given at the school
during twenty-two hours of each day, including Sundays. Captain Monkhouse (T.E.E.)was Commandant of the School which
was staffed by T.F. personnel selected from many units. In
October, 1916, the schoo1 came under C.-in-C., Home Forces,
and was re-christened thc " A.A. Searchlight and Sound
Location School." Later it moved t o Ryde. Haslar Depot
I
was commanded by Colonel E. Robinson, formerly Commanding
Officer of the T.E.E. To his exceptional ability and power of
I
organization was due much of the credit for the continuous and
efficient cxpansion of searchlight units for A.A. defence at
home and overseas. His second-in-command at Haslar was
Major C. M. Short.
Thefirst daylight raid over London was on the 28th Noveniber,
1916, but nothing further of note occurred till, on the 25th May,
1917, a flight of sixteen aeroplanes (Gothas) made the coast of
Essex but failed t o reach London. They turned south and
followed the coast, inflicting a hundred casualties on the
Canadians at Shorncliffe and Folkestone. On 5th June,
eighteen machines attacked Sheerness, one being hit by gunfire.
On the 13th June a squadron of eighteen machines attacked in
daylight, reaching the coast a t 5 a.m. and arriving in London
a t noon, when they dropped seventy-two bombs on and near
,
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Liverpool Street Station, causing serious casualties, 104
killed and 423 injured. This raid was repeated on 7th July
by twenty-four machines, who dropped seventy-six bombs,
killing forty-six, injuring 123 and doing damage t o the extent
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~200,000.

These raids showed that the defences which had beaten the
Zeppelins were not able to deal with the aeroplanes, the guns
not being effective against the smaller targets. Steps were at
once taken to improve the defences, and Major-General
E. B. Ashmore (late R.A.) was brought from France to take
command of the London Air Defence Area (L.A.D.A.), which
was officially established on the 3rst July, 1917. Additional
defences were organized and communications improved, while
in September balloon aprons were added. There was also a n
important development of barrages of gunfire, which though
expensive in ammunition, were effective in stopping raiders.
On 12th August, 1917, twelve Gothas reached Harwich, but
the defence squadrons were ready and the attack was turned
over Southend. On 18th August an attack failed owing t o
bad weather. On 22nd August thirteen Gothas attacked
Sheerness and Dover, but naval machines at Sheerness turned
away the attack, two enemy planes being shot down off
Ramsgate and a third off Dover. 1 his was the last daylight
raid ofi England.
The first nigM attack, by aeroplane was made on Chatbam
on 13th and 14th September, 1917. It was met by coastal
machines and the recently organized barrage fire. On the
14th September ten machines reached London and on 24th,
25th, 28th, 29th and 30th September and 1st October, there
were night raids by from ten to twenty machines, but only a
few of these reached London. On 24th and 31st October
there were two more attempts, and others on the 6th. 18th and
2znd December. One or more Gothas were brought down on
most of these dates; but a raid on 18th December caused
damage valued at ~ 2 2 5 , 0 0 0in London. In 1918 raids were
made by giant airships on the 28th January, 16th February
and 7th March, and on 19th May there was a general attack by
thirty t o forty Gothas of which thirteen reached London,
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doing ~130,000damage. Seven of the raiders were brought
down, three by air action, three by gunfire and one by engine
failure. This success was final and there was $10 more bombing
of Lo?tdoii.
By this date the London Air Defence Area (L.A.D.A.)
extended from Bishop’s Stortford to Reigate, north to south,
and from Beaconsfield to Tilbury, west to east, while there
were advanced bands of guns and light defence extending from
Chatham and Sheerness up the coast to Harwich, and also
from Margate to Folkestone and Herne Bay to Lympne.
Early in May, 1918,the Portsmouth defences were included in
L.A.D.A. and the remaining anti-aircraft defence commands
in the Midlands and North coalesced to form what became
known as Northern Air Defences (N.A.D.) under Colonel,
later Brigadier-General, P. Maud (late R.E.). He had been
working on the General Staff of the Home Forces in organizing
an improved system of intelligence of air raids for the whole
country.
Meanwhile, during the latter half of 1917,it was decided
that the existing system for providing A.A. searchlight defence
was extravagant in personnel, and a comprehensive scheme
of reorganization was embarked upon. Under the new scheme
the personnel required for the searchlights co-operating with
guns was to be attached to the various companies of the
R.G.A. for operations. In each A.A.D.C. an R.E. officer was
attached as second-in-command and as technical adviser.
The result of this scheme was the saving of a considerable
number of officers and administrative personnel which had
htherto formed part of the many A.A. companies. It was
in October that the first move was made to give effect t o this
scheme by disbanding the company headquarters of the
mobile companies attached t o artillery brigades, and by
attaching individual searchlight sections to batteries. Then
followed the break-up of the Gun-Light companies. A t the
same time, a new series of A.A. companies, R.E., numbered
I to 12, came into existence absorbing the personnel serving
the aeroplane barrage. By January, 1918,the reorganization
was complete, and there were then in the British Isles fifty-five
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A.A. companies, R.G.A. and twelve A.A. companies, R.E.,
of which twenty-three and five respectively were in the
Northern Air Defences. The others, and also nine mobile
batteries were all in the London Air Defence Area.
Certain developments in equipment and organization proceeded throughout the year. Sound locators were first provided,
the searchlight detachments being increased by two men for
their manipulation. The replacement of b c m . , by Izo-cm.
projectors was continued. Telescopes were attached to locate
the smaller, faster and higher targets which the aeroplanes
now presented. The use of the searchlight for height-finding
and track plotting on the so-called " fixed azimuth " principle
was evolved. Some minor changes in establishment and organization took place, and by July, the number of A.A. companies,
R.E., had again risen t o seventeen, but further enemy action
was by then negligible, and the searchlight units endured an
uneventful and monotonous existence until the Armistice
intervened in November, 1918. There were then 629 searchlights deployed in the United Kingdom. Of these, 264 were
in Northern Air Defences, 357 in the London Air Defence
Area, and eight training lights at the School of Electric
Lighting.
During the whole period of the war there were 105 ah raids
on Great Britain, and 8,776 bombs were dropped by 643
airships and aeroplanes. The total casualties were 1,413killed
and 3,407 injured. The Zeppelin effort was practically abandoned by the end of 1916 and during the remaining two years
of the war only fourteen airship raids occurred. The aeroplane
raids were at their peak during xgI7, when twenty-seven
attacks were made, causing 2,208 casualties. In 1918,by which
time our defences had been much improved, there were only
six raids with a casualty list of 612.
The share of the Royal Engineers in the air defence organization was mainly in the working of the searchlights, but they
also constructed gun and searchlight positions and the communications to them. In so far as this organization reduced
t o a minimum the loss of time, and consequently of output,
due to air raids over Great Britain, its efficiency may be said
A . A . DEFENCE
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to have borne a very d05e relationship to the ultimate success
of the armies in the field.
Authorities consulted :A memorandum by Brigadier-General W. Baker Brown, C.B.
TJie History of the Tyne Electrical ElLggiPaeers, R.E., ( T .F . ) by
Captain L. E. C. M. Perowne, R.E.
The Miscellaneous Volume 0.f X . E . Work in the Eziropean War by
Major-General G. H. Addison.
Aiu Defence by Major-General E. E. Ashmore.
An Article in the Encyclopedia Bvztanizica by Maj or-General
E. B. Ashmore.
The Dejence of Londoit 1915-1918 by Rawlinson.
The Germait A i r Raids 015 Great Britain 1914-78 by Captain
J. Morris, R.A.F.

WORKSAT HOME

We have seen at the beginning of this chapter that the
organization and control of the engineer services at home was
continued on the same lines as in peace, but was much expanded.
General control was retained by the War Office, and in each
Command the Chief Engineer continued to be responsible to
the G.0.C.-in-C. for the construction of defences and to the
Major-General ilc Administration for other works.
The most urgent work of the Royal Engineers, and of great
importance throughout the war, was the construction of the
defences against invasion, described earlier in this chapter,
but of almost equal urgency and quite the largest of the
engineer responsibilities were those connected with the accornmodation of troops. On the outbreak of war the total accommodation available in the barracks of the United Kingdom
was for 174,800 N.C.Os. and men. T h s was increased by
permitting a reduction of the air-space allowed per man from
600 t o 400 cu. ft., giving an increase of nearly 50 per cent
and by housing troops in married quarters, the families being
sent to their homes and placed on the lodging list. These
steps increased the accommodation in barracks at home to a
total of 262,000 men, in addition to the quarters provided in
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I defence buildings at defended ports. As reservists were called
to the colours and new recruits poured in, accommodation €or
a further 800,ooo men was provided under canvas or in hirings
and billets. All these changes involved much engineer work
in order to provide additional cooking, water and sanitary
facilities and semi-permanent accessories in camps.
I
Hutting.-As soon as Lord Kitchener started his scheme for
the first IOO,OOO men of the New Armies, it was realized that
only part of these could be accommodated in barracks, and
,
proposals were at: once considered for the construction of
hutting. As soon as the orders for the provision of this hutting
I
were
issued on 12th August, 1914,the design branch of the
I
D.F.W's. Office, under Major B. H. 0. Armstrong and Mr.
J. D. Michel, the Chief Draughtsman, began the preparation of
plans and by 14th August a complete set of designs for a
typical hutted camp for one battalion had been prepared and
,
approved by the Army Council. These were lithographed in
large numbers and distributed to Commands,and were followed
by similar type-plans for groups of artillery, engineer and
A.S.C. Units. Plans were also prepared for hospitals, for
large remount depots to contain 1,000 horses, each near ports
of embarkation, and also for many other buildings.
Meanwhile, the selection of sites was begun, at first by
Colonel J, H. Cowan representing D.F.W.and an officer of
the Q.M.G. branch. But at the end of August, the Q.M.G.
formed a separate Directorate for Barracks under MajorGeneral C. E. Heath (late A.S.C.),
with, as Assistant Director,
Brigadier-General F. G. Bond (late R.E.) from the retired list.
This Directorate then arranged for the selection of sites. Lord
Kitchener, however, took a personal interest in the hutting
scheme and was anxious to provide more accommodation in
the north of England. He cut through the routine of the Army
Council, ordered the D.F.W., Major-General Scott-Moncrieff,
to report to him direct, and sent him t o the Yorkshire area to
look for sites. These were selected at Catterick, Ripon and
other places.
The unit of quartering was the division of twelve battalions
-about 15,000 men, including the additional IO per cent
WORKS AT H O M E
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who \vent with their units t o the overseas base. The design
of the hiitmerits was based on the use of sleeping huts each
60 ft. long by 20 ft. wide with an average height of I O ft.
With a gangway d0n.n the centre for table and benches, they
each accoinmoclated thirty men, and forty huts were provided
for each battalion. Armstrong's design also included a large
central cookhousc with half-battalion dining-rooms on each
side.
As in France, mud was a serious enemy. It was in fact so
serious that the camps had to be vacated in November and the
troops accommodated for the winter in billets and hirings,
but by thc spring of 1915 the provision of roads and other
scrviccs had made the hutted camps habitable. Water supply
and drainagc produced many difficult problems, especially as
many local authorities and those responsible for the conservancy
of rivers objected t o the use of any form of soak pit or surfacc
disposal. The huts were normally provided with electric light
and whcn a local gas or electric station was not available,
power stations were built in the camps.
To provide the stores and accessories, the War Office continucd their peace-time practice of arranging contracts for
the supply of the different fittings, but the number of contracts
was increased t o include thc leading manufacturers of each
typc. This proved v e r y successful and the supply of fittings
never failed during the whole four years of the war. Contracts
irerc also placed with the leading wood-working firms and all
huts required b y Commands were ordered through the War
office.
Centres for the Barrack Officer responsible for the supply
of furniture and equipment were provided in each brigade lines
by allotting two huts, which with the space between them
were fenced off to form a barrack store.
Rifle Z\'altgcs.-Colonel J. H. Cowan of the D.F.W's. Office
was given the task of providing army camps with efficient
rifle ranges. In time of peace the siting of a riAe range presents
very considcrablc difficulty as modern rifles require a very
large safety-area behind the butts. By the careful selection
of ground, Cowan succeeded in reducing the size of the safety-
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area formerly laid down, and finally selected 200 ranges
which, in spite of criticism, proved perfectly safe. They were
'
not taken into use, however, when first completed in 19x5. as
ammunition could not be spared. Miniature ranges were constructed at all camps.
Horse Lines.-In the original scheme horse lines, in groups of
1,000horses, were placed near the ports of embarkation. The
first provision was for a total of 15o,ooo, but this was much
increased later. In addition, horse lines were provided in each
, camp for the full number of animals included in the war establishment of the unit, although they were never fully occupied,
because units at home were not made up t o strength.
Hos@als.-Schernes were prepared by Major Amstrong for
hutted hospitals of 600 beds with all accessory buildings.
Several hospitals of this size were often required at one place,
and it was then possible to arrange sections for different types
of case and to provide for dental, eye and other specialists. The
capacity of all existing military hospitals was increased by
the addition of hutted wards, extra operating theatres and
sleeping accommodation for the staff, Many existing buildings
especially in London and the larger towns were occupied as
hospitals, often at the expense of heavy structural alterations.
Buildings were made available by the Metropolitan Asylums
Board, who discharged non-dangerous patients and concentrated the remainder. Many of these institutions, when cleared,
could each hold from z,ooo to 3,000 beds, but considerable
hutted additions were required for operating theatres and for
the extra staff both male and female. An emergency hospital
of about 200 beds was usually provided near each of the larger
camps. In addition to the official hospitals, a number of large
private houses all over the country were converted into hospitals by their owners, who in many cases formed a voluntary
nursing staff. By 1917there were 320,000 military hospital
beds in Great Britain.
Prisoners of War Camps.-A special branch was formed at
the War Office to deal with prisoners of war and a t first this
branch provided the accommodation it required. Later this
duty was taken over by the Barrack Directorate and several
1
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large prisoner of war establishments were formed, notably at
the Alexandra Palace in North London.
The Royal Flyiiig Corps.-A very important task and one
which increased rapidly in size and urgency was the provision
of accommodation for the Royal Flying Corps. On the outbreak of war this corps was in its infancy, and the accommodation available (other than the old Balloon Factory at Farnborough, which had been growing under R.E. tutelage for
some years) was limited to the establishments at Upavon
and Dover, but further aerodromes had been planned at
Orfordness in Suffolk and on Salisbury Plain.
On the outbreak of war Colonel W. MacAdam (late R.E.),
who had been an Assistant Director under the Director of
Flying Services, was transferred to the office of the D.F.W.,
where he concentrated on the provision of flying grounds and
buildings. I n concert with the Flying Branch he selected the
sites for these grounds, and arranged all questions of leases and
clearance, especially the removal of overhead wires in the
vicinity. Plans for the buildings were then prepared and
handed over to the Command concerned for execution. The
schemes provided for one or sometimes two squadrons at
each aerodrome. For each squadron three hangars were
constructed to a design prepared by Armstrong. Thc main engineering difficulty was the provision for the wide doors, having a
span of 60 ft.,later increased to 8aft. Special timber trusses were
designed, this being the only available material. The original
schemes cost from L50,ooo to ~60,000a squadron, but by
1918 the cost of the squadron, aerodrome and buildings had
risen to ~250,000.Accommodation for a drigihle balloon was
constructed at Pulham in Suffolk. The shed was built under a
special contract, but the other buildings and accessories were
provided by the local R E .
When the Royal Air Force was formed in April, 1918,and
started its own offices in London, Colonel MacAdam and
Lieut.-Colonel Armstrong were transferred to the new headquarters, MacAdam hecoming the first Director of Works of
the R.A.F.
&+d?mzce Depots. -There were great increases in the Army
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Ordnance Depots. At Woolwich Arsenal, urhere the Superintendent of Building ?Vorks was Colonel X’. H. Hemming
(late R.E.), the establishment spread right over the Plumstead
Marshes. At Weedon, one of the buildmgs was altered to make
a store for I-million rifles. A t Didcot a new depot was constructed for the issue of equipment. It expanded to Iarge
dimensions and has become part of our permanent organization.
Koads.-The construction of roads at first proceeded slowly,
owing t o the difficulty of obtaining material, but early in 1915
the War Office applied for assistance from the Road Board.
The Secretary of this Board, Mr. H. Maybury, had at his
disposal not only information concerning all sources of road
material but also lists of road-making plant in the possession
of local authorities. By drawing on these resources, he was
able to organize squads under expert supervision, which
gradually improved the system of roads both inside and outside
the camps. The services of the Board were also used for
making hard-standings in horse lines and in mechanical
transport depots.
Command orders, which originated in the Eastern Command,
were also issued for the construction af paths in camps, the use
of scrapers and the metalling of horse watering points. They
at least reduced the trouble from mud.
rontracts.-h order to carry out the mass of engineer work
outlined above, it was necessary to simplify and shorten the
ordinary peace procedure for placing contracts. Many methods
were tried, but in general it was found impossible to avoid
cost plusjixed $ercentage contracts. Sir John Jackson, a leading
contractor offered his services on this basis and other contractors folIowed his example.
I and.-In
1914 the R.E. were the responsible custodians
of all Iand and property held by the War Office, in the large
Commands a special civilian Lands Officer being appointed
to the R.E. Staff. All records of lands and buildings were held
in the D.F.W’s. office under a retired Quartermaster R.E., who
was graded as a Chief Draughtsman. The D.F.Ws’. organization had soon t o be greatly expanded by the appointment of
land agents, or the employment of local agents, t o deal with the
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large areas of landed property taken over for camp sites and
in connexion with the extension of the defences. A special
Lands Branch was formed a t the War Office and a special
Land Commission under Mr. H. Duke (afterwards Lord
&fernvale)was formed t o deal with claims. Towards the end
of the war this organization had grown so large that it was
formed into a separate branch, and the senior land agent
in each Command was made independent of the Chief Engineer
and reported direct to the Major-General ijc Administration.
Hired Bzddi+zgs:-The large number of troops which had
to be accommodated in billets in the winter of 1914 made
it necessary t o take over many buildings at short notice.
When the units left their billets to go overseas or into summer
camps, the divisional Billeting Committees received far more
claims for damages than they could handle. They usually
solved the problem by handing over all the papers to the local
C.R.E. before leaving, Owing to the existence of the Central
Force, this question became very large in the Eastern Command,
and on the initiative of the R.E. a Command Quartering
Committce was formed. This put forward to the War Office
a proposal for the division of the Command into quartering
areas, each controlled by a local committee of which the
president was a specially appointed officer with the status
of A.Q.M.G. and the members the local representatives of the
R.E., the lands branch, the barrack branch and the medical
service. Rules for the guidance of these committees were drawn
up by Colonel E. H. Hills who was the Secretary of the Command Committee. The whole scheme involved the appointment
in this Command of twenty officers as presidents, and about
twenty additional land agents, the latter being combined with
the similar number already employed. The whole scheme
worked very well, and after a few weeks the Director of Barracks
at the War Office, Brigadier-General F. G. Bond, late R.E.,
embodied the scheme in Barrack Regulations, where it still
remains,
Summary.-Work connected with hutting continued throughout the war as more and more accommodation became necessary
for additional training centres, for prisoners of war, for con-
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valescent camps, for u n i t s from the Dominions and Colonies
and towards the end for large numbers of American troops.
There had t o be many major moves. The development of the
tank necessitated the Tank Corps taking over the hutments
at Wareham, Bovington, Swanage and Lulworth. In 1917
the huts and barracks at and near Longmoor were allotted t o
the Director General of Transportation as a centre for the
transportation service. The barracks and hutments in Kent
and Sussex, which had been occupied by Canadians since
1915. werc transferred to the Air Ministry in 1918.
The following table gives the distribution of the first hutting
programme in the winter of 1914and of the total hutting up
to the autumn of 1918 :Contnzaiid
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Programme, xgrp.
Men housed

Aldershot
... ...
Eastern
...
,..
Eastern (Central Force)
heland ..,
...
.._
London
...
...
N ort hem
... ...
Scottish
...
...
Southern
... ...
Western
...
...
Channel Islands Garrisons and Misc.
...

ii ugg2is1, 1918.
Men housed

60,000

100,000

80,000
50,000

zgo,ooo

40,000

15,000
250,000

90,000
I0,OOO
2a0,oOo
50,000
310,000

a0,oOo

155,000

10,000

200,000

15,000
800,000

15,000

--

1,300,000

CHAPTER IV

SUPPLY OF ENGINEER STORES AND EQUIPMENT
Lack of pre-war reserves-Liaison with overseas theatres, F.W.5.Chief Mechanical Engineer, %. W.8-Chief Electrical Engineer,
F.W.9-Effect of the creation of the Ministry of MunitionsTrench Warfare Department-Development of gas-warfare
research-Separation of research from production of gas
equipment-The Chemical Warfare Department-The R.E.
Commit tee.

LACKOF PRE-WAR
RESERVES
THE Expeditionary Force that the Government intended
t o send overseas in time of war was limited to one cavalry
division and six divisions-of all arms. The name and size
of this force indicates the Iidits of the Government conception
of their overseas commitments. Moreover they envisaged
but one line of communication, and had contracted with the
French to carry out all work upon it.
During peace the Treasury, through its Finance Branches
at the War Office, saw to it that the army was rigidly confined
to this strait-waistcoat conception of war, and the funds t o
cover war munitions and stores for the whole army (over and
above mobilization equipment) was limited to i5-miHion,
known as the Mowatt Reserve. It was quite clear that the
amount that could be allotted for engineer stores and equipment was ludicrously inadequate.
Within twenty-four hours of Lord Kitchener's entry into
the War Ofice, the size of our overseas commitments was
raised from seven to seventy divisions, with as many more
from the, Dominions as they would send, and the Indian army
W a s t o be expanded to over z million fighting men.
AS soon as the whole scope of our war commitments was
multiplied by this large factor, and when the French found it
impossible to carry out their contract for the L. of C . works,
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it was even more obvious than it had been before that the
organization for supply of engineer plant and material was
faced with the necessity for an enormous and very rapid
expansion. It has already been related that the Director of
Fortifications and Works expanded the organization of his
office from five main branches and three sub-branches to
eleven branches. Here, w e will endeavour t o give some idea
of the work done by the various branches of his office responsible
€or supplying stores and plant. I t would be waste of space
to describe the paltry pre-war preparations that had alone
been possible within the limits of the Government's straightjacket.
LIAISON O\'ERSEAS--F.\V'.5
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LIAISON
WITH OVERSEAS
THEATRES,
F.W.5
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Early in the war a new branch of the Fortifications and
Works Directorate, called F.W.5, was formed at the request
of the Director of Works in France. The head of the branch was
Lieut.-Colonel D. Brady who had been in France under the
Director of Works at the commencement of the war, but had
been transferred home early in XgIg. He was assisted by one
Staff Captain and five lady clerks. His original duty was t o
act in England as the representative of the Director of Works,
B,E.F., who put demands on F.W.5 for everything he required,
including personnel. F.W.5, for instance, obtained the names
of British contractors who would accept service in France,
and made the arrangements for the passages of their staff
and workmen. This arrangement worked very well, and very
soon the Engineer-in-Chief in France and the Chief Engineers
of armies were making demands on F.W.5. As new theatres
of war developed in the Dardanelles, Egypt, Mesopotamia,
Salonika and Africa, other Chief Engineers also made use of
his services. One of the great advantages of this branch was
that F.W.5, being in touch with all the sources of supply
at home was often able to suggest alternative articles which
would do as well as those demanded. F.W.5 kept in close touch
with the forces in France by personal visits to that country,
and many of the senior officers responsible for works made a
practice of calling at his office whenever they came home on
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duty or leave. There was also constant telephone communication with the offices of the Engineer-in-Chief and Director of
Works in France.
The work of F.W.5 in connexion with stores consisted
mainly of sorting out the demands and distributing them
t o the branches of the War Office concerned, usually F.W.8,
F.W.9, or the Army Ordnance Corps.
F.W.5 was a member of the Timber Committee formed in
London, and when the Canadian Forestry Corps was formed,
nearly the whole of the IVar Office work involved in administrating this Corps, fell upon him. The importance of these
duties will be seen from the fact that, of the large total of
engineer stores required by the armies in France, about threequarters consisted of timber or timber articles.

CHIEF &llCCHAXICAL ENGINEER,
F.W.8

~

The head of this branch in August, 19x4, was Captain R.
Oakes, later promoted Major and Brevet Lieut.-Colonel. He
was Inspector of Iron Structures in the D.F.W. Office. His
pre-war staff consisted of one officer (staff captain), two
quartermasters, and twenty-one other ranks ; one additional
staff captain and three clerks were added on mobilization.
I n 1914 the branch was in occupation of a few rooms in the
War Office, but the enormous increase of work necessitated a
large expansion in both staff and accommodation. After many
rebuffs, Oakes carried his point and on 1st April, 19x7, moved
his whole staff to Adastral House, Blackfriars. At the same
time his status was raised t o that of an Assistant Director
with the title of Chief Mechanical Engineer. Oakes was then
able t o organize his staff into sections, each undcr an officer
who was either an R.E. officer or an experienced civil engineer,
many of whom had had actual experience of work in the field.
As demands increased new sections were formed by subdivision of the existing staff, and eventually in November,
1918,the staff at Adastral House numbered forty-nine officers
and 143 clerks and draughtsmen. In addition to this, there was
the staff of the Shipping and Stores Branch at the London
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Docks, non-existtmt before the war, and also a Iarge staff
of inspectors who were continually at work visiting and
helping contractors. In peace-time the number of inspectors
in permanent employ had been three, but by liovembet, 1918,
this had expanded t o a total of forty-six commissioned and
twenty-eight civilian inspectors and examiners.
As trench warfare developed, demands were received for
many new forms of plant, such as excavators and mining stores,
all of which fell to the lot of F.W.8. The French railways also
appealed for assistance, and later, when the Americans arrived
they made large demands for machinery and stores. At the
end of 1916, when Transportation became a separate organizstion, the Director-General of Transportation took over the
responsibility for his own stores, plant and material, for the
railways, light railways, roads, inland waterways and docks,
and a year later the Royal Flying Corps formed its own supply
organization.
In September, 1917,Oakes, who had been given the Brevet
rank of Lieut.-Colonel, was selected t o fill an important railway
post in Mesopotamia and Colonel S. J. Craster from the retired
list succeeded him at Adastral House.
Sandbags.-Though issued through the A.O.D. these were
provided and inspected by F.W.8. The total number supplied
reached 1,3oo-rnillion, costing about L15-million. A shortage
of sandbags occurred in France in the early stages, but this was
traced more to difficulties in distribution than to shortage of
supply *
Lvuter supply, nri,riiig aud nziscelEa?ieoiis stoves.-The duty
of F.W.8 covered the supply of service types only, though
the numbers dealt with were very large, e.g., 223,000 miners’
hammers, 235,000 picks and shovels, IO million steel posts
and the same number of screw-pickets for wire entanglements.
Many commercial patterns of mining and excavating tools
and machinery were used.
Bridgiiig Eq?ti~~~eirl.-Bridging
also provided much new
work, as the rebuilding of broken bridges from local material
had proved too slow, at best taking several weeks. The total
bridging equipment for the original expeditionary force included
CHIEF MECHANICAL E N G I N E E R
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only 108 pontoons. This number was increased to nearly
3,000 almost the whole of the equipment having to be designed
ane-7 to meet manufacturing difficulties. Oakes was asked to
design and obtain a series of steel bridges up to 85-ft. span,
wrhich could be transported in sections and put together rapidly
on the spot. Some details of these are given in Chapter XXIII.
A new form of bridge was designed by Professor C . E. Inglis of
Cambridge University and was extensively used in many
theatres of war.
Hutti?lg.-The rapid provision of sufficient huts presented
great difficulties. At first supplies were of sectional huts of
Armstrong design, but they proved too bulky for shipment.
In 1916,the Engineer-in-Chief in France. adopted a design
proposed by Captain Nissen, for a semi-circular hut constructed
of corrugated steel sheets on a wooden foundation. A first
order for 27,000 Nissen huts was placed at the end of 1916
and for zo,ooo more a few months later. The first order was
completed by the autumn, but the second was delayed till 1918.
In the autumn of 1917,the manufacture of the wooden bases
and ends was undertaken by the Director of Works, B.E.F.,
in base workshops. A demand for another zo,ooo Nissen huts
was made for the winter of 1918-19,but these were not required as the Armistice intervened. A large task connected
with hutting was the provision of stoves, of which 53,000
were demanded in 1917.
Special pEa?zL-This
included laundry and woodworking
machinery, machine tools for engineer workshops, fire engines,
destructors, disinfectors, cranes, concrete mixers, boring rigs,
pumps, airlifts and water purifying plant. Baking plant was
supplied to the American Army for a total of I$ million bread
rations a day. Every theatre of war added its quota to the
work of the branch. Thus Mesopotamia asked for spare parts
for hundreds of pumps of English manufacture seized in the
country. Palestine, in April, 1918,demanded a special bridge
to cross the Jordan, 240 ft. over all ; this was supplied and
erected in September, 1918.
Perhaps the largest item of all was the supply of IO and Iz-in.
water pipes and four complete pumping stations t o carry water
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from Egypt to Palestine along the caravan road across the
desert for a distance of 87 miles. The order was received in
July, 1916, and the work was completed, with the assistance
of supplies from America, by February, 1917.
Demands from various theatres of war entailed much experiment with commercial forms of plant. A trial ground was,
therefore, established at Claygate, Surrey, for testing
tunnelling machines, pipe pushers, trench diggers, ropeways,
etc.
During 1918, there was a large increase in demands from
all theatres, and in the third quarter of that year engineer
stores shipped to all fronts exceeded z10,ooo tons, with a value
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~2,400,000.

Skipping.-Another new service arose in connexion with the
shipping of stores overseas. Under the pre-war organization
of the army all such movements were arranged by the Army
Ordnance Department, but as this department was overwhelmed with the movement of ammunition and military
equipment, Captain Oakes was called on to act as Engineer
Shipping Officer. Captain and Quartermaster A. N . Tucker,
was placed in charge of this sub-branch and at first was posted
to Southampton, but, this port proving unsatisfactory, Tucker
was transferred to the S.W. India Docks (Port of London),
where he remained until the end of the war. At first all stores
were shipped as soon as possible after arrival at the port, but
this arrangement caused considerable congestion at ports
overseas. I n April, 1917,on the representation of the Director
of Works in France, a store depot was, therefore, established
at Abbey Mills near the docks, where stores not immediately
required could be unloaded and kept till wanted. To provide
the shipping required a fleet of some twenty small vessels was
allotted by the Admiralty. They proved very convenient,
as with their small draught they could enter any of the French
ports used by the army. In addition t o the Port of London,
Liverpool was used for the shipment of steel sheets, Rochester
for cement, and other ports for special stores. In 1917,the
activity of the submarine caused the western ports to be given
up and steelwork was diverted t o the Newhaven-Dieppe
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route. The growth of Richborough as a port for barge movements t o Calais caused a diversion of the Rochester traffic
and of many other articles required for the northern part of
the L. of C. in France.
CHIEF ELECTRICAL

I

ENGINEER,
F.W.9

The head of this branch, in August, 1914, was Major A. W.
Dumaresq, assisted by a staff of two officers and six subordinates, In May, 1917, Dumaresq died suddenly in his office
and was succeeded by Lieut.-Colonel E. C. Seaman. In May,
1919, he died and Lieut.-Colonel H. G. K. Wait took his place.
The status of the head of this branch was raised in 1917to that
of Assistant Director, and in 1918 t o that of Deputy Director,
with the title of Chief-Electtical-Engineer. The staff at the
cnd of 1918 was twelve officers with thirty-four subordinates.
The equipment dealt with by the branch during the war
was worth about .&-million. It fell into certain main groups,
deal! with below.
Searclalights for Coast Defeme.-Many
new stations were
formed for which equipment had to be provided, but at all
existing stations the equipment worked well throughout the
war-a striking testimony to the care uThich had been given
t o its design in peace-time.
Searchlzghts for Anti-Aircraft Defence.-Some details of the
development of this new branch are given in Chapters X and
XIX. At first only a few lights were installed, but in the summer
of 1915 seventy-five sets were ordered, some to be mounted on
3-ton lorries complete with gencrating plant ; in December,
I g I j , the number was increased to 500 sets, raised to 620 in
the spring of 1916. I n 19x7,when attacks by aeroplanes were
commenced, the diameter of the projectors was increased t o
120 and 150 cm., and an order was placed for 800 lights of
these sizes; only 125 had, however, been supplied by the date
of the Armistice.
In 19x7,sections of A.A. lights were sent t o France, and by
the end of the war one hundred fixed and one hundred mobile
lights had been issued.
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Towards the end of the same year a special searchlight
committee was formed including representatives of France
and the Vnited States and from the Admiralty.
Electric Light.-Portable
sets for lighting offices in the
field were designed and sent out, and the branch also supplied
all the electric-light fittings for the various camps at home and
abroad. The work grew to large proportions, and a total of
44 million yards of cable was issued during the war.
SigFaal Stores-were dealt with by a separate branch of the
office. Their number grew enormously as the army made increasing demands for more and better communications. The
resources of the Post Office were used from the first and their
stocks were heavily drawn upon, to the tune of IOO,OOO telephone and telegraph sets, 53,000 miles of cable and 13,000
tons of line wire.
The signal stores supplied through F.W.9 included 11,000
telegraph sets, IZO,OOO telephone sets, IOO,OOO signalling lamps
and 600,000 miles of telephone cable, with other items in
proportion.
WireEess Stores.-In August, 1914,there was in existence
at Aldershot the Wireless Telegraph Experimental Section,
which had carried out a series of experiments and had evolved
two forms of apparatus-a service 80-ft. mast station and a
service pack transport set, These equipments had not, however,
been included in any organized unit of the field army. Trials
with wireless had been carried out under the R.E. Committee
from the first arrival of Mr. Marconi in this country, but the
work was partially suspended during the S. African war.
From 1g02 onwards they had been continued under the officer
commanding the 1st Telegraph Company at Aldershot, and in
the last few years before 1914 had included experiments in
working to and from aircraft.
On the mobilization and departure of the Telegraph Company, this work devolved on .the Chief Inspector of R.E.
Stores at Woolwich. The work increased so much that, in 1916
a separate Signals Experimental Establishment was formed at
Woolwich andaChief Experimental Officer appointed,with a staff
eventually comprising seventeen officers and 267 subordinates.
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W.D.SignaE Factories.-In July, 1915,it became evident
that the resources of the country would not suffice t o provide
t h e stores required for the signal and wireless services. Many
of these were of new and experimental patterns, so a small
factory at Soh0 was taken over for their construction, and this
was soon followed by three others, These factories were
administered by the Chief Inspector of R.E. Stores, but as
work increased a special superintendent was appointed and the
factories were reorganized, cxtended and multiplied. Expenditure reached ,$-million a year and the output averaged
1,000 instruments a week, the staff employed being eight
officers and 3,233 subordinates.
Up to April, 19x8, F.W.9 was responsible for the provision
of wireless apparatus for the Royal Flying Corps, and even
after a separate Air Ministry was formed he continued to act
as a contractor for the supply of apparatus t o the R.A.F.
EFFECTSOF THE CREATIONOF
MINISTRYOF MUNITIONS

I

THE

When a Surveyor-General of Supply was appointed in 1917,
this officer, Mr. Andrew Weir, wished to take over the supply
of engineer stores. This procedure was, however, opposed
by the D.F.W., Major-General G. K. Scott Moncrieff, who
represented how intimately the question of engineer stores was
linked up with the progress of military operations. The Surveyor-General accepted this argument, but appointed a representative, Mr. Peters, to ascertain whether business methods
were being applied and whether the country was getting full
value for its money. Mr. Peters, who was a leading civil engineer
thereupon investigated the work at Adastral House in great
detail and also visited the store depots in France. He reported
that the work was being carried out in a conipletely satisfactory
manner and that he could not suggest any improvements.
It was left in the hands of the R.E. The Trench Warfare
Supply Department under Colonel Louis Jackson was, however,
transferred to the Ministry of Munitions, as will be explained
in the following section which deals with that department,
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This important branch was evolved from small beginnings
by Colonel Louis Jackson, c.M.G., late R.E. (afterwards MajorGeneral Sir Louis Jackson, K.B.E., c.B., c.M.G.), and developed
by him into a very large organization. On the outbreak of
war Colonel Jackson, who had retired in 1913,was recalled to
take over the section of the Fortifications and Works Directorate which dealt with Coast Defences. It very soon became
apparent that a special executive organization was necessary
to deal with the numerous urgent questions concerning materials
and appliances for field engineering. The R.E. Committee,
which had for many years before the war conducted all investigations and experiments on such matters, became practically defunct on the outbreak of war, since its members,
all of whom held other full-time appointments, either sailed
with the expeditionary force or became immersed in other
pressing work.
Colonel Jackson’s Section was therefore
appointed to deal with field engineering problems as they
arose.
As soon as the position on the Western Front began t o
become static and to develop into trench warfare urgent
demands arrived from G.H.Q., particularly from the Engineerin-Chief, for all kinds of new warlike devices such as handgrenades, smoke bombs, catapults and spring guns, listening
apparatus and other mining contrivances, mining explosives,
trench pumps, bullet-proof shields, loophole plates, trench
mortars, signal flares etc. Later came demands for camouflage
material, rifle grenades, steel helmets, flame-throwers and
gas warfare appliances of all kinds, includmg gas and smoke
shell for artillery and trench mortars. These are only some of
the numerous articles the invention and production of which was
the responsibility of Colonel Jackson’s organization.
To deal with all these new and difficult problems he sought
for and secured the able and willing service of many leading
scientists, engineers, inventors and manufacturers. When
the Germans had made use of gas in an attack in the Ypres
Sector in April, 19x5, a demand instantly arose for appliances
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to protect our troops against it. It had happened that Colonel
Jackson, acting with commendable foresight on certain
rumours which had reached this country, had already got into
touch with the Chemical Sub-committee of the Royal Society,
formed t o advise on chemical problems arising out of the war.
He had persuaded Sir William Ramsay, F.R.s., a member of
that body, to consider the problem of devices t o protect our
troops against gas in the event of the rumours proving t o be
well‘founded. As soon as the first gas-attack took place Lord
Kitchener dispatched Dr. J. B. S.Haldane, an eminent physiologist, and Professor H. B. Baker, a chemist from the
Imperial College of Science, to France to investigate the nature
of the gas used and the problem of protection. Sir William
Ramsay quickly produced t o Colonel Jackson the first respirator
of wool and flannel soaked in hyposulphite of soda, and
Jackson passed it on t o the Medical Department who were
responsible for the defence of the troops against gas. Large
quantities of this type of respirator were soon dispatched to
the front, and were quickly followed by the first issue of
flannelette helmets which were also produced by Jackson’s
department. The decision to retaliate by using gas ourselves
necessitated much work in the investigation of the types of
gases t o be employed and of the means of discharging them
from cylinders or otherwise. This work was entrusted by Lord
Kitchener t o Colonel Jackson.
The establishment of the Ministry of Munitions under Mr.
Lloyd George, in June, 1915, was followed by the transfer of
Colonel Jackson (who received the rank of Brigadier-General
and the designation of Director-General, Trench Warfare
Department), with his whole organization from the War Office
to the Ministry of Munitions. At the same time the Medical
Department at the War Office was given complete responsibility
for the design and supply of anti-gas appliances for the protection of troops.
Under Jackson’s direction this department grew into a
very large organization producing immense quantities of field
appliances and lethal weapons, perfected from the ideas of
many inventors and carried through the expenmental stages
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into production. In this connexion one should realize the
difficult maze that has to be travcrsed between the conception
of a brilliant idea in the inventor’s brain and the final production of a finished fool-proof article operating in the hands
of t h e prii.ate soldier. In Lvar and in peace great credit is
rightly given to the man who has the original inspiration,
but felv inventors are capable nf exploiting their ideas or of
putting them on t h e market in a practical form. This generally
has t o be done for thcm. Jackson’s department waded through
the proposals of numerous inventors, the majority fantastic
and unpractical, but seized on manj?, turning them into useful
weapons or military devices. Among the outstanding successes
of the department was the production of large supplies of the
early types of hand-grenade, the War Office having entirely
failed before the war to admit the necessity for such a weapon.
The famous grenade invented by Mr. Mills, was developed,
and the urgent demand for it was met by the expansion of its
manufacture in the course.of six months, from about 3,000
t o 800,000 a week, mainly through the energy of Mr. Alexander
Roger, one of Jackson’s assistants. Another development of
great value was the production in its ultimate practical and
fool-proof form, and the manufacture in great numbers, of the
Stokes mortar, invented by Mr. (afterwards Sir Frederick)
Stokes. It was first made with a 4-in. bore for use with gas
and smoke shells by the Special Brigade, R.E. (see also under
Chapter XX), but soon afterwards with a 3-in. bore for use by
infantry with H.E. shell.
Among other achievements of the Trench Warfare Department was the establishment of an experimental ground at
Wembley, where many daiigerous but productive experiments
were carried out. Jackson also realized that in the scramble for
raw materials for explosives it was possible and necessary t o
makc use of ammonal which had been discarded by the Admiralty and the Ordnance Board ; it served the Royal Engineers
well throughout the war and still does so. He also discovered
by experiment that phosphorus was a most suitable material
for making smoke screens, and he secured for its production
thc services of Sir ICichard Threlfall, whose firm, Messrs.
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Allbright and Wilson of Birmingham, were the only manufacturers of this substance in the country. Jackson, a t the
instigation of Colonel E. D. Swinton, late R.E. (afterwards
Major-General Sir Ernest Swinton, K.B.E., c.B., D.s.o.), started
experiments t o produce a Tank,” and his assistant, Captain
Hetherington, had reached the stage of making a promising
chassis, before it was discovered that the Admiralty had
completed their first models, which were tried and subsequently
adopted.
Another difficult problem was the development of flame
projectors. The Germans having introduced this form of warfare, it was considered that we should give it a practical trial
in the field. The first British flame projectors were of a portable
type carried on a man’s back. A unit of the Special Brigade
was formed under the command of Captain W. H. Livens,
R.E., and its personnel were trained in their use. Types of
long-range flame projector were also devised by Captains
Vincent and Livens and developed by the Trench Warfare
Department. The Livens type, with a range of about a hundred
yards, had t o be installed in an underground gallery in the
front trench system, and two of thcm wcrc successfully used
in the opening phase of the Somme battle in 1916. The great
labour, however, involved in the installation and the high
probability of damage by shell-fire, led to this weapon being
abandoned, and the energies of Captain Livens and his unit
were turned to the development of the Livens gas projector,
a weapon subsequently developed by the Trench Warfare
Department and used in large numbers.
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As soon as the demands of gas warfare had begun t o develop
Jackson had formed a Scientific Advisory Committee to consider these and other scientific problems. For its personnel
he secured the most active members of the former Chemical
Sub-committee of the Royal Society, namely, Professors
H. B. Baker, J. F. Thorpe, and Sir George 3eilby, and its
Secretary, Professor A. W. Crossley, all of whom rendered most
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valuable help throughout the rest of the war in the development
of this branch of warfare. Their first problem concerned experiments with various gases in order to choose those most effective
for use in the field, and the best form of apparatus for their
discharge from cylinders in the trench-line. In this they
worked in close liaison with Lieut.-Colonel C. H. Foulkes,
D.s.o., R.E., who had been appointed by Sir John French t o
command and train the units raised under the title of “ Special
Brigade, R.E.,” for the prosecution of this form of warfare
(see Chapter XX), Jackson’s Department and the Scientific
Advisory Committee also assisted at the production of gas and
smoke bombs for the Stokes Mortar, and later of gas and smoke
shell for artillery and of Livens projectors and their bombsa method of discharging gas introduced in rg17. Under General
Jackson’s direction a large training and experimental ground
was established at Porton, Salisbury Plain. This establishment,
which is still in existence, became a model of its kind and was
of the greatest value. It owed a great deal to the creative and
administrative work of Lieut.-Colonel A. W. Crossley, c.M.G.,
c.B.E., R.E., F.R.s., who was its Commandant from its inception
until the end of the war. He was helped by Major (afterwards
Brevet Lieut.-Colonel) S. T. Cargill, RE., and among those
who gave valuable assistance in the investigation of the varied
problems which arose were Professor Hopkinson of Cambridge
University, Dr. Sir Alexander Scott, F.R.s., Sir Richard
Threlfall, Sir Boverton Redwood, Professor John Cadman (now
Lord Cadman) and Sir Francis Ogilvie. On the production
side Jackson had the assistance of Mr. (now Sir Alexander)
Roger, Captain Moreland, and others, and in experimental
work Captains Vincent, Trelawney, Lister, Richmond, Wicks,
Leeming, and Sutton, all temporary R.E. officers. I n administrative work he was helped by Mr. R. Enthoven, late I.C.S.,
and Captain Atkinson, East Surrey Regiment, and in the
general administration of the Department by Lieut.-Colonel
(later Colonel) J. C. Matheson, R.E., until 1917,when he was
sent t o the Western Front and almost immediately severely
wounded. Major M. St. L. Simon (later Colonel, c.B.E.),
and Captain (later Brevet-Major) C. H. Ley, o.B.E., both
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of the R.E., were also on Jackson’s staff. At the end of
1916,Jackson, who had been promoted to the temporary
rank of hlajor-General, spent two months in Russia having
been invited personally by that Government to advise them
on munition supplies.

SEPARATION OF

RESEARCH
FROM

PRODUCTION OF

GAS EQUIPhlENT

By December, Igrj, tkc activities of the Ministry of Munitions had developed and increased to so great a degree that it
was considered necessary for those departments dealing with
the manufacture and supply of munitions to be independent
of the departments responsible for research, design and experiment, Jackson’s department was therefore divided into twothe Trench Warfare Research Department, which remained
mdcr his direction, and included the Scientific Advisory
Committee, henceforward called the Chemical Advisory Committee, and, under other hands, the Trench Warfare Supply
Department, which dealt with weapons and appliances that had
passed the experimental and design stages and were ready to
be manufactured in mass. Whatever advantages this split
may have had in the production of guns, shells and normal
war-material, it crcated difficulties in the supply of chemical
munitions, the nature of which necessitated prolonged experiment and frequent changes of type. Under these conditions,
the difficulties of maintaining constant liaison between the
designers of the appliances, the personnel in France who would
have to use them, the manufacturers who produced them and
the inspection department who had to pass them for service,
were much increased by the divided responsibility, and it is
very doubtful whether efficiency was advanced by the change.
In the autumn of 1917, when the Germans gained a surprise
by the introduction of mustard gas shells, attention became
focused upon the drawbacks of a system, under which research
and experiment on chemical weapons were conducted by the
Ministry of Munitions while similar services with regard t o
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the means of defence were conducted by the Anti-Gas Branch
of the Medical Department of the War Office. Obviously
these t w o matters were merely different aspects of a single problem, and should be studied and developed by a single organization. Sir Douglas Haig strongly urged this view on both the
War Office and the Ministry of Munitions, which was then
presided over by Mr. Winston Churchill. In consequence it
was decided t o amalgamate the bodies dealing with research
and development of both offensive and defensive gas warfare
into a single organization t o be placed under the control of
the Ministry of Munitions. To effect this reorganization it
was considered desirable to appoint a soldier with personal
experience of conditions on the Western Front, and in November, 1917,Major-General H. F. Thuillier, c . B . , c.M.G. (late R.E.),
G.O.C. 15th (Scottish) Division, who had been for a considerable
time Director of Gas Services with the B.E.F., was selected
and sent home for the purpose. He amalgamated General
Jackson’s Chemical Advisory Committee and the War Office
Anti-Gas Committee into a greatly expanded single body called
the Chemical Warfare Department, containing sub-committees
representing all the principal branches of science. MajorGeneral Jackson’s connexion with trench warfare and chemical
warfare research then came to an end, and he received for his
services a knighthood and the thanks of the Minister of
Munitions (Mr. Winston Churchill).
The further work of the Chemical Warfare Department is
described in the next section.

THE CHEMICALWARFARE
DEPARTMENT
This department, as we have just seen, was brought into
being in h’ovember, 1917,by the amalgamation, under MajorGeneral Sir Henry F. Thuillier, K.c.B., C.M.G. (late R.E.), of
the gas warfare portion of Major-General Louis Jackson’s
Trench Warfare Research Department and the Anti-Gas
Branch of the Medical Department, War Office, which had up
till then been responsible for the design and manufacture of
d l anti-gas protective appliances. The conditions and events
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which brought about the necessity for this amalgamation have
just been described.
The activities of the ncw department, which was under the
Ministry of Munitions, of which Mr. Chnrchill was at that time
Minister in charge, covered all research and experiment with
regard to gases for offensive use against the enemy and the
methods for using them, but did not include responsibility for
their production beyond the stage of field experiment. With
regard to defensive appliances, however, the department was
entrusted with the entire responsibility for design, experiment,
manufacture and inspection, i.e., for production, from the first
stage to the last. The Chemical Warfare Department took over
from the Trench Warfare Research Department the big
chemical experimental ground at Porton, under Lieut .-Colonel
A. W. Crossley, C.M.G., R.E., F . R . s . , with its complete organization for field tests of all gas appliances, both offensive and defensive. In order to effect a thorough amalgamation of the
offensive and defensive sides of the gas problem General
Thuillier immediately formed the Chemical Warfare Committee,
designed to deal with all aspects of the subject in a comprehensive manner. It was composed of sub-committees dealing
with the following subjects :Organic Chemistry, directed by Professor W. J. Pope, F.R.s.,
of the University of Cambridge.
Inorganic Chemistry, directed by Professor H. B, Baker,
F.R.s., of the Imperial College of Science, South Kensington.
Physics, directed by Professor J. F. Thorpe, F.R.s., of the
Imperial College of Science, South Kensington.
Physiology, directed by Professor Leonard Hill, F . R . s . , of
University College, London.

Each of these sections organized intense research in all
the university laboratories in Great Britain and some of those
in Ireland on all compounds that could conceivably be useful in
chemical warfare. A systematic investigation was put in hand
of every compound described in BeiEstein’s Chemical Dictio?zary,
a well-known compilation containing a description of every
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chemical compound then known t o science. Every compound
that seemed under preliminary consideration t o have any
chance of being useful for gas warfare ivas subjected to physiological examination and trial in a laboratory. The few that
from thcsc researches gave promise of being of real war-value
were then tested by field experiment.
In addition t o the above scientific subcommittees the
Chemical Warfare Committee included a n Anti-Gas Section,
consisting of the organization formerly under the War Office,
which after its transfer was directed by Lieut.-Colonel E. F.
Harrison, c . M . G . , and also a Chemical Warfare Designs Section,
directed by Professor J. F. Thorpe, F.R.S. The former included
the great organization then already existing, and afterwards
considerably expanded, for the design, manufacture, and inspection of gas-masks for the troops. The Chemical Warfare
Designs Section was created at this time t o deal with all
questions relating to the design of appliances in which gas was
used, especially those connected with the chemical contents,
bursting charges, etc., of gas-shells for artillery and gas-bombs
for mortars.
General Thuillier was president of the Chemical Warfare
committee, the secretary being Dr. C . R. Young, who was
later succeeded by Captain J. Davidson Pratt. The secretary
had the duty of compiling the records not only of the proceedings of the Committee but also of the scientific research and
experiment made in all branches of gas warfare. Besides the
wide-spread inquiry, already mentioned, into all chemical
substances of possible use in war, the most important tasks
which came before the Chemical Warfare Department in
connesion with the use of gas in offensive operations were
research into the method of manufacture of dichlorethyl
sulphide (mustard gas) of which no previous experience was
available, and the development of thermo-generators for the
formation of poisonous fine smoke clouds by the distillation of
diphenyl chlorarsine and diphenylamine chlorarsine, which it
was expected would penetrate the German gas-mask. The
mustard gas problem was an exceedingly difficult one and
many months elapsed before a comparatively simple method
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of manufacture was discovered and brought t o the pitch of
large-scale production. The transition from research, through
experimental stages, t o this large-scale production was in
different hands, so that changes in methods, which from
research or experiment seemed likely to save time or labour,
could not be brought into effect with the smoothness and speed
that would have been possible had all processes been under a
single control. The reason for this restriction was that it was
the practice in all other departments of the Ministry of Munitions t o keep the processes of design, of manufacture in bulk
and of inspection under separate and independent controls.
The French, who were not tied in this way, followed the logical
course of having a unified control, and succeeded in producing
supplies of mustard gas shells for use in June, 1918,while
ours were not available till September-only six weeks before
the armistice.
The manufacture of diphenyl chlorarsine and diphenylamine
chlorarsine, and of the thermo-generators (known at the time
as the " M. device " for their discharge in the form of fine
smoke clouds were problems of considerable difficulty, which
was increased by the fact that the responsibility for their
manufacture was independent of the Chemical Warfare
Department. This difficulty led to delays, and it was not till
September, 1918, that simple and effective appliances were
produced in sufftcient quantity for small-scale field trisIs to be
carried out in the South of France. These trials showed that
the device fulfilled all requirements and that the smoke could
penetrate the German mask in a few minutes at a range of
over 3,000 yds. from the point of discharge. The production
of a sufficient number for a major operation, however, was not
complete a t the time of the Armistice.
The design and manufacture of gas-masks were not hampered
by the division of responsibility referred to above. In the
War Office organization which was taken over, the whole
responsibility for gas-masks (the earliest researches, the
design, experiment, field trials, manufacture and inspection)
were all under the single control of the Director of the Antigas Organization. On the transfer to the Ministry of Munitions,
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this arrangement-although contrary t o the practice of all
other branches of the Ministry-was allowed to continue as
a special case, because any delay in changes of design and
proccsses of manufacture, to meet new German gases, might
have led to great loss of life. The result was that whenever it
was necessary to alter the design and bring out a new type of
mask the change was effected without interrupting the even
flow of production.
The output of gas-masks was greatly increased during the
autumn and winter of 1917-18 in order to supply the armies
of some of the Allies. The American army authorities decided
not only to adopt the British pattern of respirator but also,
in view of the great difficulties which they had experienced
in its manufacture, to ask the British Government to supply
their troops in France until the American authorities had
perfected the production of their own. The total number
supplied t o the American Expeditionary Force was about
400,000. In the beginning of 1918 the Italian Government,
finding that their respirators were not proof against the latest
forms of German gas, made an urgent request t o the British
Government for 1,600,000 respirators of the British design.
The probability of this demand had been foreseen and the
output increased with a view to meeting it. It was therefore
possible to dispatch 800,ooo to Italy immediately and t o provide the remainder at the rate of 300,000 a week, so that the
whole demand was met in three weeks without reducing at all
the supplies t o the British and American troops. Altogether
the total number of British box-respirators produced by the
Anti-Gas Department of the War Ofice and the Chemical
Warfare Department of the Ministry of Munitions was approximately 13k million in addition t o 4$ million spares. In the
spring of 1918 the production of gas respirators was being
carried on in forty large factories in and around London and
employed IZO,OOO persons, mostly females.
Early in 1918, when the idea of using poison smoke clouds
from the distillation of dephenyl chlorarsine and diphenylamine
chlorarsine had been taken up and steps were being taken t o
produce an appliance t o effect this, it became necessary to
CHEMICAL WARFARE DEPARTMENT
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design and produce a modification of the canister of the British
box respirator, since the one in use would not keep out these
clouds. The new type of canister contained folds of cheesecloth which prevented the passage of even the finest particles
of smoke ; it also had more active charcoal and chemical
granules which gavc better protection against all kinds of gas.
A full supply of these canisters was manufactured but they were
never issued to the troops for fear of disclosing the intention
to use the " M. device."
In October, 1918, Major-General Thuillier was appointed to
the command of the 23rd Division in Italy. It was then arranged
that Brigadier-General Foulkes should be President of the
Chemical Warfare Committee, combining this duty with the
post he already held of Director of Gas Services at G.H.Q.in
France. Lieut.-Colonel E. F. Harrison, who had been Deputy
Controller of Chemical Warfare under General Thuillier, was
to become Controller in his place. Unfortunately Colonel
Harrison fell a victim t o the great influenza epidemic and died
very shortly after taking over this increased responsibility.
His work in the development of the box respirator, and later
in thc general management of the vast organization for its
manufacture in bulk, had been of priceless value, and had he
survived he would assuredly have attained a very high position
in the profession of chemical technology.
For further information on the development of gas warfare
on the Western Front the reader is referred to Chapter XX.

THE RE. COMMITTEE
The period of the 19r4-18war was a turning point in the
history of the R.E. Committee : as constituted and organized
in 19x4, the committee could not successfully stand the test
of war on a large scale, and the end of the war saw its eclipse.
I t had done well in ensuring that the engineer units sent overseas with the Expeditionary Forces had been provided with
excellent equipment of its kind, but the basis on which that
equipment had been designed and provided was more appropriate t o small forces engaged in colonial operations than
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t o large-scale continental warfare. In this respect of course
engineer equipment was by no means unique, as all arms of
the service were similarly affected, but the static conditions
and siege operations that developed after the first few weeks
in France perhaps bore most heavily on the Engineer arm and
demanded most from it,
Large-scale war of course produces rapid changes in the
needs of an army, and inspires new ideas, new devices and new
weapons. Speed in assessing the value and possibilities of these
is essential if the army is t o reap the full benefit from them.
It was owing t o its lack of speed and lack of facilities for
research and development that the organization of the R.E.
Committee was found to be inadequate in the emergency.
It had no permanent members free from other duties and had
to rely upon the staffs of engineer schools for advice and for
trials of new proposals-staffs more than fully occupied with
increased instructional and training duties. The unsuitability
of the constitution had been pointed out as far back as 1872,
when the need for a small number of full-time members had
been stressed, and the arguments then used may be quoted,
as they were equally applicable to the needs of the 1914-18
period.
THE R.E. COMMITTEE

“ The time of members is so fully occupied by the special
(instructional) duties of their appointments that they are
quite unable t o bestow adequate attention upon the subjects
submitted to the Committee. These subjects are very numerous;
they embrace nearly every branch of science, and may require
laborious and close investigation.”

In supporting this representation the I.G.F. commented 1-

I cannot help seeing that, while many subjects are unavoidably postponed, many others have been dealt with in too
superficial a manner, and the inevitable result must be that
some day the Committee will-from no fault of its ownlead the W.D. into some serious mistake.”
“

The war at a n y rate endorsed the need for an improved
constitution of the .R.E. committee, and that lesson was
learned ; two others were also appreciated and applied. These
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were the need for making greater use of scientific aid, and the
need for facilities for experiment, development and design.
As a result, in the immediate post-war years the committee
was reconstituted as an executive board with permanent
members, with its own directly controlled experimental
establishments, and with its own scientific and technical staffs.
The Royal Engineer Board, as it was named, thus replaced
the R.E. Committee. Its activities do not concern this period,
but a record of them will be found in a later volume of this
History.
The early part of 1914found the R.E. Committee engaged
upon its normal pre-war development work, though there is
evidence of a slight speeding up in t e m p o ; there are also
indications of some foresight in regard to the possibility of
war on the Continent and perhaps suggestions of some special
needs that such a war might bring with it.
There were at this time two major items under investigation.
These were the development of a light bridge and rafting equipment for field squadrons, to replace the air-bag equipment, and
the design of a light wireless telegraphy field set, t o replace
the rather inadequate W/T pack set. The growing importance
of radio communications for the army was fully appreciated,
and though the Wireless Telegraphy Experimental Section at
Aldershot was small, development was making rapid progress,
Of other work in hand the following are worthy of mention
and show that the committee was attempting to anticipate the
future needs of war supposing it came :Modifications were being made t o the bi-partite pontoon
equipment to increase its load carrying capacity to cater for
motor vehicles, although the number and weights of such
vehicles that were expected to use these fonvard bridges were
not great. To provide for large-scale demolitions and for mining
operations, experimerits werc being carried out with commercial
and service explosives other than gun-cotton and gunpowder ;
T.N.T., blastine and gelignite were under comparative trials.
Trials were in hand in the use of an air-space with mined
charges but as a result it was reported that "there did not
appear to be anything in the invention as applied t o mines."
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T h s is of some interest, as, when the proposal was revived
later for mined and bore-hole charges, a definite advantage
was proved and the practice was recommended.
The following were also being developed :-an improvised
hand-grenade invented by Captain R. S. McClintock, flares for
illuminating wire entanglements, lights for short-range night
defence of positions and light-weight engines and generators
for WIT sets, man-driven pedal generators having proved a
failure.
It should be noted that the responsibilities of the committee
in respect of bridging were really confined to field equipment
t o accompany engineer divisional units and subject to the
limitations of horse-drawn transport. Responsibility for the
heavier bridges required for rear areas and the materials with
which to construct them, lay with the stores branch of the
D.F.W. and his Inspector of Iron Structures ; such materials
were supplied to engineer stores depots overseas and not as
equipment of engineer units.
After the outbreak of war the committee continued t o
operate in its normal way, but it soon became apparent that
its procedure could not compete adequately with the speed of
events and with the rapid expansion of the demands being
made upon the Corps. It was handicapped by the lack of
continuity in its membership owing to the calls elsewhere for
experienced R.E. officers, and also by added pressure of work
on the instructors of the engineer schools. Necessarily the
normal procedure had to give way, and gradually the majority
of the work of the committee was soon taken over by F.W.d(u),
Colonel Dumaresq, F.W.4(6), Major R. A. Lewis, and later
by the Inspector of Iron Structures, F.W.4(c), Lieut.-Colonel
R. Oakes. The committee as a whole though still advisory
became more of a confirming than an initiating body.
With the formation of the Ministry of Munitions the committee was merged-if not completely submerged-in that
Ministry, and was closely associated with the Munitions
Inventions and the Trench Warfare Department, created by
Colonel (afterwards Maj or-General Sir) Louis Jackson (late
R.E.). It was, however, still able to have direct access t o the
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Engineer Advisor-later
Engineer-in-Chief-G.H.Q., B.E.F.,
who arranged for many trials of new ideas, appliances and
methods submitted for consideration, and was the source from
which information and details of performance of new requirements largely emanated. In France a number of experimental
bodies were set up to develop new equipment and test new
ideas, but it was the Experimental Section R.E. formed in
France at the beginning of 1916, under Lieutenant E. S. R.
Adams, which was the main official establishment for such work.
The Committee was not directly related t o any of these bodies,
nor was it concerned with sound ranging, tanks, gas or camoutlage, all of which made their initial appearance in 1915116,
though R.E. officers were actively associated with these
novelties.
Captain F. J. C. Wyatt, who was in later years a member,
and later President, of the R.E. Board which succeeded the
committee, formed the Special Works Park for experiment,
development and practical use of camouflage and also organized
local production of camouflage material.
Similarly in the development of tanks the committee was
but slightly concerned, though of course affccted in its work
by the great increase in bridge loads due to these weapons and
also by the apparent need for a special R.E. tank. Most of
the experimental work in this connexion was carried out by
the Experimental Bridging Company, R.E., established at
Christchurch under the command of Major G. le Q. Martel ;
the Committee was closely associated with this establishment
during the war but it was not until later with the post-war
reorganization that it could direct its activities.
Another experimental establishment in this country dealing
with various appliances, special machinery and heavy bridging
at Claygate,
material was set up by Lieut.-Colonel Oakes. (1.1,s.)
and was associated with the depot under Major A. V. T.
Robinson (later Wakeley) in France for handling such material.
This was no concern of the committee but through their
link with I.I.S. in F.W.4, some touch with its work was maintained.
The Inspector of R.E. Stores at Woolwich Dockyard was
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also associated \\+ith experimental and development work ;
he took under his tying a number of small groups, either
existing before the \var like the Wireless Telegraph!. Experimental Scction at Xlriershot, nr formed specially to tackle new
problctrns such as sound ranging, sound location and detection
of aircraft. The cumtiiittcc \vas in touch with much of this
work and, t h c q h it Iiad no actual control, its close association
with the Inspector (later Chief Inspector\ of R.E. Stores,
Colonel Robertson, enaliled it to have some say. in ine direction
of development x m k .
In 1917 a Signals Senice Committee was formed controlling
the SignaIs Experimental Estahlishrnent on Woolwich Common,
which had been set u p in r916, and had absorbed the original
Wireless Telegraphy Experimental Section, transferred from
Aldershot to i2‘oolwich Dockyard on the outbreak of war.
In Februarv, 1918,an Anti-aircraft Searchlight Committee
was formed and to it was added sound location in May of
that year ; experimental work was carried out at the S.E.E.
on Woolwich Comrnon and at the Searchlight Experimental
Establishment under the O.C. London Electrical Engineers.
These link?,witli esperimcntal organizations outside the committee’s direct control have been mentioned as they were, in
fact, preliminaries to the transfer of control of experimental and
design work to the committee or its successor at the end of the
war, The method of recording the committee’s activities by
the issue of half-yearly ‘‘ Extracts of Proceedings ” was continued in the new rigime, and in the issue for the years 1919
and 1920, a useful summary Inay be found of some of the
subjects dealt with during the war period. Some brief notes
on the more important matters covered are given below under
the headings of the major subjccts concerned.
Bridgiirg.--The actildics in this respect were very limited,
being confined almost entirely to modifications to existing
mobile equipment and to t h e consideration of a number of
proposals for new forms. This \vas due t o the static conditions
o f trench Iv-arfarc and to the fact that the heavier semi-permanent bridges in the rear areas did not come within the
committee’s responsibilities, though it assisted at times in an
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advisory capacitjr. The E.-in-C. in France was energetically
pursuing investigations into heavy bridging and kept within
his own hands the development of this equipment and the
training of units in its use. In retrospect it is, however, surprising to find how very limited was thc bridging work of the
committee during a period when the development of mechanical
transport was producing such a radical change in the bridging
problems of the Army.
The modifications and additions t o the hi-partite pontoon
equipment already referred to, were completed and approved
by the end of ~914,
and it seems strange that the committee
was not brought into the problem of developing floating bridge
equipment capable of dealing with the greatly increased loads
-tanks, super-heavy guns, etc.-that made their appearance
during the war, but that nced was provided for by the Special
Bridging Company mcntioncd esrlicr in this section.
The committee completed work 011 the ncw design of light
bridging equipment for field squadrons in the summer of 1915.
After full trials by O.C. 3rd Field Squadron (Major C. E. P.
Sankey) and trials in France under the Cavalry Corps Cornmander witnessed by t h c E.-in-C., this design was approved
as service equipment, but consideration was given t o the
possible use of metal to replace the timber and canvas folding
boats.
Several novel designs for light transportable bridges were
brought to the notice of the committce, but the only one
worthy of mention here is that submitted, through the Commandant S.M.E., by Lieutenant C. E. Inglis of the Cambridge
University O.T.C. He was of course closely associated with
the Corps in post-war years as Professor Inglis of the Cambridge
Engineering Laboratories in which most of the younger
officers of the Corps did their University training. The primary
form of this proposal was a rapidly built girder bridge to carry
infantry in single file ; it consisted of a series of pyramids
with apes upwards, built of light steel tubes a11 8 ft. long and
connected together with a simple and rapid device. The narrow
foot-way was carried on the lower horizontal members so that
passage was through the pyramids. The girder weight was about
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25 lb. prr foot run and no individual member exceeded 40 Ih.:
its capacity was unrestricted crm-ded single file for spans up
t o 72 ft., or men at I yd. spacing for spans up to 96 ft.; construction could be effected read!, for launching in 15 minutes
with almost untrained men. Thr proposal also envisaged thc
use of this girder reversed with apex downwards as an overbridge for heavier loads, and for still heavier by the use of two
or threc girders combined, or the usc of two girders with apex
upwards, connected by trussed beams as transoms for tlic
madway. The committee referred the proposal t o G.H.Q. in
France t o ascertain if such bridges were likely t o be required.
G.H.Q. indicated that the usefulness of such a bridge would be
limited in the then sphere of operations, t o the passage of
infantry in file and that the type was unlikely t o be suitable
for heavy bridges in their part of the country. They asked
for sample bridges for infantry in file to be produced and
submitted t o trials a t the S.M.E. This was arranged hiit.
provision was also made for trials of a " heavy " type bridge.
The triaIs of the " light " bridge were successful, and G.H.Q.
accepted the results and askcd for the supply of ten sets for
88-ft. spans. Trials in France resulted in a request for additional
material of the same type but of dimensions suitable for thc
passage of troops with their first-linc transport. A specification
for a 96-ft. girder was supplied and a demand for seventeen
such spans, complete with accessories, was made for supply
as early as possible. The first sample of the " Heavy " type
with Iz-ft. tube mernhers was scnt to France and accepted in
the early part of 1916. Further design work was undertaken
by In@ t o produce a really heavy bridge of rectangular type
for usc in rear areas, but this was not the concern of the R.E.
Committee.
S i g ~ a lfommuiiications.-The army entered the war with
its communications based primarily upon permanent line
telegraphy in the rear areas and niobile (horsed) field telegraph
and cable equipment for the fighting zones, the latter being
supplemented by lamp, heliograph and flag signalling. Line
telephony was available and increased in its scope rapidly as
static conditions developed. U'ircless telegraphy equipmcnt
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had already made its aplmmnce in a small way and radio
telephony was deldoping ; both W/T and R/T were to make
considerable advances under the pressure of war and its
increasing demands for ex tcnded communications. In view of
the great developments in the use of radio by the army in
later years it is worth v-hile recalling the inception of this work
e\yIl ~li"ugIi5 0 i - i ~iiientiofi has h e m i ~ ~ of
d itc Eai!iCi.
Experimental work on wireless started at the S.M.E. in
1903, but was transferred in 1907 to Aldershot where the
Wireless Telegraphy Experimcntal Section was formed in
charge of Captain C. E.Evans, with Captain H. P. T. Lefroy
and Lieutcnant R. Chenevix Trench as assistants. In 1908
Lcfroy took over from Evans, and Lieutenants Chencvix
Trench, E. D.Carden and A. C. Fuller, with two civilians and
eight military other ranks, completed the establishment. The
Commandant Signal Scrvice Training Centre as a member of
the R.E. Committee, kept that body in touch with the work
of this section. This experimental section did much original
work and helped in the setting up of the Aldershot W/T
station. I t produced from its own specification the sample of
the Light Field WIT set that was adopted as army equipment
at the beginning of the war t o replace the early pack sets;
it also provided the first two lorry-borne WJT stations (2-kw.
spark sets) that went owrseas with the 1st Cavalry Ilivision
in 1914,commanded by Lieutenants J . L. Tomlin and C. J.
Aston.
Another achievement of this small section was the design
and complete production of an equipment known as " W.O.S.P.,
KO.5," which was, in its day, considered t o be the only secrct
method for sending W/T ; this set was on exhibition at the
Science Museum for seyeral years before thc second world
war.
Most of the personnel of the Experimental Section were
dispersed to their units on mobilization, but the remainder
were moved, early in 1915,to Woolwich Dockyard where they
worked under the wing of I.R.E.S. until July, 1916, when
the Signals Experimental Establishment was formed on
Woolwich Common, and absorbed the expanded remains of the
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section. Colonel A. H. Bagnold, c.B.,C.M.G. (late R.E.), was
appointed Chief Experimental Officer, and was succeeded by
, Lieut.-CoIonel L. F. Blandy early in 1918.The S.E.E. became
the home of all research on communications’ problems, and
was also used for work on acoustics, searchlights and air defence.
Throughout the war it provided standard time signals autoI
matically transmitted from the Aldershot station for the forces
overseas, and also transmissions for frequency-checking at
certain times daily.
In 1917-18the S.E.E. carried out trials of ground comI munication by R/T with aircraft from Biggin Hill ; these
were in continuation of trials carried out in France by Lefroy
in 1916 with a 250-watt set, and their immediate object was
the direction of night-flying aircraft to intercept enemy
Zeppelins. It is of interest to recall that the first trials of
communication between aircraft took place in 1912,when
Trench and P. G. Grant or sometimes Evans, established quite
good communication between two small airships, Beta and Eta,
using sets built by the Experimental Section.
Much work was done by the Establishment on the interception of enemy communications and on the location of enemy
stations by direction-finding methods, which proved a valuable
aid t o the intelligence service ; no material attempts were
’
made by either side during the war to jam enemy communications and to start a “ jamming war.”
,
During Blandy’s regime at S.E.E. the first W/T set transportable by two men was produced. It had an output of 300
watts and a range of from 15 to 20 miles, and was intended
for use between battalion and brigade headquarters. Longer
range working centred mainly on the Aldershot station, via
S.E.E., and worked to G.H.Q. in France, the Middle East and
the Sudan, and later formed the main link with Cologne and
Constantinople.
DeveIopments in the other forms of communication were
many and varied but work was mostly of the same nature as
that before the war, though intensified. The outstanhng feature
of this was its enormous extent rather than technical improve’
ments of novel interest. One item, however, that should be
I
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mentioned was the Fullerphone-a device developed by A. C.
Fuller, R.E. (later Major-General), to improve performance and
t o eliminate the power of the enemy to pick up our messages
by induction methods. This device was brought to the notice
of the committee late in 1915 by the Commandant, S.T.C.,
and it was arranged with G.H.Q. for Fuller to go to France t o ,
riemoasi~ait:his expeihieiiid mi&!.
The --”..
,,,,lt was an order
for the immediate supply of 1,000sets, with a slight modification
found necessary by Fuller. This device known as the “ Instrument Telegraph (Fuller) ” or more generally as the “ Fullerphone ’’ was a definite advance in field communications and
remained an item of service equipment for many years.
The R.E. Committee was associated with all these activities,
and in 1917set up a Signals Service Committee which relieved
the main R.E. Committee from the detailed work of signals
I
communications.
Explosives, Mining aitd Demolitions.--Throughout this period
trials of trade explosives, available in quantity, were carried
out t o determine which were suitable for R.E. purposes to
supplement the supply of gun-cotton, the standard demolition
explosive, and t o replace gunpowder for mined charges. These 1
experiments were on a considerable scale, mainly carried out
at the S.M.E., and often confirmed by practical trials in
France. In general ammonal proved the most suitable for
service use, but in the early years at least the demand for it
for filling grenades limited the supply for R.E. work. Elastine,
gelignite and sabulite were all approved, but T.N.T., permite
and amatol were rejected as unsuitable. Other trials with these
explosives were carried out, notably those arranged by the
Scientific Advisory Council with Professor Cadmari at the
University at Edgbaston, where the after-effects were specially
investigated. In all these tests and trials the Research Department, Woolwich, gave much assistance and technical advice.
Another almost continuous investigation was started early
in 19x5 t o provide a means of boring horizontally for smail
mined charges. A large variety of appliances-power-driven
drills, hand-operated pipe-forcing jacks and other deviceswere produced for trials. Most of them failed under the con-
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ditions required-restricted
space, difficult soil, silence and
rough-handling. Several were given practical trials in France
but few were of any use. Linked with these trials were unsuccessful attempts to provide an earth auger suitable for
buried charges.
In r9r5 a novelty in demolition stores made its appearance
in the form of Cordeau detonant,” a detonating fuse used by
the French Army. Bickford produced a British type made by
filling a thin lead tube with T.N.T., but, as satisfactory results
had not been achieved by the end of 19x6 the matter was
dropped. Samples of the French fuse proved reasonably
satisfactory and some supply was made available to our troops.
Another investigation of importance to effective minewarfare was the development of listening devices to detect
enemy mining &d to locate the position of his galleries. Many
devices were tested at the S.M.E. and in France where in the
last half of the war a number of different types were used.
Miscelluneoais Muibrs.--Development of survey appliances
was a normal subject for the committee and the pre-war work
was continued. There were many new requirements resulting
from trench warfare and mining. For these conditionsreduction
in bulk was often desirable and special periscopic cameras,
compasses and inclinometers for underground use, were produced. In addition special theodolites, required for locating
enemy artillery by flash-spotting, and survey methods, had
to be developed to assist in sound ranging, and for ‘‘ fixing ”
our gun positions and enemy targets-the start of artillery survey.
Anti-aircraft defence measures came under the consideration
of the committee, and an A.A. Searchlight Committee was
formed at the beginning of 1918 ; this committee also dealt
with research on sound detection and the location of aircraft,
subjects which became of great importance to the successor
of the committee in the post-war reorganization.
The committee was involved to some extent in the special
needs of trench warfare-catapults, rocket-operated grapnels
for removing obstacles, flares, portable and wheeled shields
(abandoned as impracticable), different forms of wire entanglement, wire cutters and a host of other devices most of which
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were used as temporary expedients pending proper design and
provision. Many such devices were developed locally by
formations in the field on their own initiative, and were then I
taken over by the Experimental Section R.E. in France or
the Trench-warfare Department of the Ministry of Munitions.
One of these devices perhaps calls for mention here-the
screw picket-n rapid and quiet means of erecting an entanglement even on frozen ground. In the early winter of 1915 the I
enemy were found to be using these pickets and an immediate
demand was received from G.H.Q. for supply to our troops.
The R.E. Committee received'this demand, accompanied by a ,
drawing, and a small supply for trials was put in hand im- ,
mediately. After some changes in the shape of the point,
the famous corkscrew type was produced, but it was later
discovered that a n identical picket had been developed by the
committee some thirty years earlier, and was recorded in their
'' Extracts of Proceedings." Presumably the Germans had
read them but we had failed t o do so.
With that brief summary of the work of the R.E. Committee
in its last years this section must close. The rebirth of the Committee in more executive form with scientific aid and experimental establishments of its own, and with its responsibilities
and scope considerably extended, is dealt with in Volume VI1
of this History. I n its new form it became the Royal Engineer
Board and later the Royal Engineer and Signals Board, and
served the Army in the uneasy period between the two world
wars.
I
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CHAPTER V

SURVEY

I

The Ordnance Survey in 191q-Pre-war policy of the Geographical
Section, General Staff-Technical experience and training
for war-Survey arrangements for the Expeditionary Force
-The Geographical Section during the war-The Ordnance
Survey during the war.
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VOLUME
I11 of this History brings the story of the Ordnance
Survey practically up to the outbreak of war in r g q . The
recovery from the difficult period of the Boer War, the happy
result of the Test Triangulation on the shores of the Moray
Firth, and the conclusion of the major portion of the new
geodetic levelling-so badly required in Great Britain-are
adequately dealt with, Ample opportunity had been given
during this period for training the rank and file in the application of survey to war, and our participation during the
first thirteen years of the century in colonial topographical
surveys and boundary commissions had provided numbers
of reliable and experienced non-commissioned officers.
Although valuable domestic survey history was made in
the t w o years immediately preceding the war there is no space
in which to record it here.
PRE-WAR
POLICY
OF THE GEOGRAPHICAL
SECTION,
GENERALSTAFF
Volume 111 leaves the Geographical Section in 1911, under
the direction of Colonel W. C . Hedley. For many years previously, especially in the period during which Generals Ewart
and Henry Wilson were Directors of Military Operations,
work on an important series of maps, on the scale of I/IOO,OOO,
of north-east France and Belgium had been in progress. This
109
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was designed to take the place of the existing Belgian series
and of the rather poor 1j80,ooo staff map of France. In order
to provide for futher possible eventualities, large areas of the
French 1~80,000lying to the south of the special 1/100,000
area were printed. Maps suitable for a possible campaign in
north-east France and Flanders were packed and stored ready
These cartographic
fclr issue with mr?hilimtion eqiiipment.
preparations for the coming struggle show singular care and
forethought on the part of the Directorate of Military Operations.
In addition t o these preparations for the major theatre of
war, every likely area had been examined as far back as 1907,
Where it is possible to employ British surveyors the mapping
of such areas presents few dificulties save those of finance.
In other places, under foreign rule or influence, rough and hasty
measurement may occasionally be possible, but in the main
existing surveys have t o be used, and the collection of these is
an important part of peace-time preparation. Year by year
the survey of northern Sinai had been carried out by officers
sent each winter from home, assisted by the staff of the Survey
of Egypt, and, in 1913,the Sinai survey was extended to cover
the Negeb, or southern desert of Palestine. Compilation maps,
necessarily somewhat rough, were also prepared of Turkcy in
Asia and the Balkans, on the scale of 1/250,000.Both Directors
of Military Operations above mentioned took a personal interest
in all this work, and, in particular, decided upon the area to be
prepared in north-east France and Belgium.

TECHNICAL
EXPERIENCE
AND TRAIKING
FOR WAR

I

The four original survey companies were raised for the
large-scale chain-survey of the United Kingdom. Their training,
exceptionally thorough for that particular work, did not
include trigonometrical and topographical surveying. I n 1887,
therefore, training in field survey was started under the
direction of the late General Sir Charles Wilson, though it
was not in those days based upon modern topographical
methods. In 1800 three survev sections (each of two officers
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and twelve rank and file) were formed as training units and in
1912 four such survey sections existed. Each member of a
section drew extra duty pay, and each section went through
a refresher course every third year. In 1904a survey section
of two officers and twelve men (seven surveyors and three
lithographers) was inserted in War Establishments, but was
specifically confined to small wars.
The necessity-for map printing in the field had been felt
during the South African War, and field printing sets had been
set up as early as 1900 on the Orange River and elsewhere.
In 1911 a small mobile printing section equipped with hand
presses was included in War Establishments, and destined for
mobilization with the Expeditionary Force.
I n 1913an extensive trigonometrical survey of the Plymouth
defences fixed positions of guns, datum points, depression
range finders and searchlights. During this work officers and
men of the Ordnance Survey, in close touch with the garrison
artillery command, became acquainted with those artillery
survey problems which were t o become so important in the
war, The point seems a small one, but is important, since it
shows that subsequent happenings were in reality a normal
growth of existing co-operation. In fixed defences R.E.
officers had long been responsible for surveying gun positions,
but their co-operation on survey matters with the siege and
field artillery was a war development.
An important feature of this time was the close touch maintained with foreign survey departments and with the leading
geodesists of the day, both British and foreign, To conduct
precise original surveys is within the competence of many
R.E. officers ; but to improvise, adapt and adjust from foreign
material and maps, so necessary in war, can be possible only
to the very few who have the necessary skill, and the equally
necessary knowledge of contemporary foreign methods. It
may be added that personal experience of computation in all
survey processes, including adjustments and projections, is a
prerequisite of success.
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FOR THE EXPEDITIONARY
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I n 1913,one hundred R.E. officers and ninety other ranks
were employed on surveys (including the Survey of India), and
on the outbreak of war there were available some 150 serving
rank and file, expert in field surveying arid capable uf Wu1.k
confided only to officers in the French and German armies at
the time. It is true that many of these men were abroad, and
that others were lost to survey by being posted t o field or
fortress companies, but the potential u4as ample to meet the
minute provision made in establishments for the map supply
and survey needs of the Expeditionary Force. The Intelligence
Branch of the General Staff at G.H.Q. included a topographical
subsection, consisting of one officer (G.S.0.3) and a clerk ;
it had no transport, and was purely for map supply. On
the L. of C. one officer and one clerk were to supervise the
receipt, storage and dispatch of maps printed in England.
Divided between G.H.Q. and the L. of C. was a printing
company with its headquarters on the L. of C . and with small
mobile sections with the corps. The survey sections were no*
t o be mobilized and, in common with the survey companies,
were t o be used for reinforcing fortress or field companies.
Moreover, three-quarters of the R.E. officers of the Ordnance
Survey and of the Geographical Section of the General Staff
were earmarked for mobilization with field and fortress units.
Thus the preparations made for map supply to the troops,
for dealing with any changes in the scene of operations, and for
occasional but necessary surveying in the field were far behind
those of continental armies. The Expeditionary Force was,
in fact, organized for mobile warfare and was equipped in
strict accord with that principle, the maps prepared for its
use being the normal topographical maps of the country.
There were no survey arrangements for siege operations or for
long drawn-out battle ; no counterparts to the French Groupes
de Clanevas de Ti7 or the German Ye7messungs Abteilungen ;
no proper arrangement for the location of hostile guns ; nor
even for the survey of the ports of disembarkation.
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On the other hand the resources of the half-military halfcivil organization of the Ordnance Survey, the trained officers
and men of the Ordnance Survey and of the Geographical
Section General Staff, an important reserve in the civilian
staffs of Colonial Surveys, and carefully prepared maps of
many theatres of war were available, and were eventually t o
prove sufficient. We had too, the great advantage of an entire
absence of preconceived judgement.
The peace training and experience of officers of the Indian
Survey were at least equal to those of the very few on the
Home Establishment who had achieved continued survey
employment. Losing on mobilization, as it did, all but seventeen
of its establishment of fifty-four officers, the Survey of India
was yet not only t o provide for most eastern and some African
geographical tasks, but also to contribute t o the European
fronts.
Survey work in the field is described in succeeding chapters
dealing with the operations on the various fronts.
THEGEOGRAPHICAL
SECTION

DURING THE W A R

In August, 1914,this section, under the command of Colonel
W. C. Hedley, included six officers and forty-three others
(clerks, Iithographers, draughtsmen and photographers). All
five asisting officers and twelve of the other ranks were taken
from the section. Lieut.-Colonel P. J. Gordon (late Indian
Army and Survey of India) joined, and the stafl was filled by
engaging new civilian craftsmen.
It is something of a mystery how two officers managed t o
meet the demands of so many theatres of war. That they did
so is due to the facts that the Ordnance Survey was placed
wholly at the disposal of the War Office, that the Royal
Geographical Society undertook much of the necessary compilation, particularly of map gazeteers, and that the production
of suitable maps had been carried out with much foresight
before the event.
In 19x5 the Section was labelled Intelligence " (M.I.4)
instead of " Operations " (M.0.4) since the mentality of the
I'
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time, whilst appreciating the necessity for collecting and
issuing maps, failed to envisage actual field work, or the
employment of numbers of technical units. Notwithstanding
this, M.I.4 had, itself, to intervene in research, organization
and the purchase of technical equipment and machinery.
Whilst survey personnel in the field rose to a total strength
nf x m e 5,acc?, Co!cnel Medley remained t h e m e technical
survey adviser and manager at the War Office. His efforts
may be gauged from the fact that 8 tons of maps per day
was no uncommon amount for dispatch to the Western Front,
that innumerable situation maps and diagrams were demanded
daily by the Cabinet and the War office, and that expert
advice on all aspects of field survey work was called for cont inually.

THE ORDNANCESURVEYDURING
THE WAR
The outbreak of war found the Ordnance Survey with
twenty-two officers (of whom twenty were on the Active List)
and about 1,940 other ranks (military and civil), under the
command of Colonel C. F. Close (later Colonel Sir Charles
Arden-Close, K.B.E., c.B., c.M.G., F.R.s.). Sixteen officers on the
Active List were taken for other duties, and of a total of 326
other ranks of the Corps (not including seventy-eight employed
on Colonial Surveys) twenty-seven left for overseas survey
duties, and 295 for other branches of the Corps. No less than
568 of the civil establishment joined His Majesty’s forces,
although very few ever reached those survey units in which
they would have been so useful.
Colonel Close immediately installed additional printing
machinery, recruited fresh staffs, and trained men for duty
with the survey units in the field. There were, at the outbreak
of war, six Ordnance Survey field divisions. Plan revision was
cut down t o less than a tenth, three field divisions were closed,
and the war deprived the National Survey of nearly four years
of revision. On the other hand, map production and printing
became very much more important, since every map printed
was potentially, a war map. The War Office made increasing
demands for training as well as for the dispatch of maps and
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stores to the field, the Admiralty required confidential chart
printing, and the Cabinet and various Departments of State
depended, for secret or confidential matter, upon Ordnance
Survey map reproduction.
An interesting feature of the war organization of the Ordnance
Survey was the establishment of an Overseas Branch, first at
Wardrecques in December, 1917,and afterwards near Wimereux
in June, 1918.under the 1ateColonel W. J. Johnston. “O.B.O.S.”
was a sub-branch of a civil department. Although g v e n an
establishment in the Expeditionary Force it diff eted essentially
from any other survey unit except in so far as it was under the
technical orders of “ Maps G.H.Q.”
Fortunately, to replace some of the officers who left on
mobilization, the Ordnance Survey was able t o secure the
services of the following retired R.E. officers, all of whom had
had survey experience : Brigadier-General Penrose, Colonels
Macdonnell, Wauhope, GaIe, Hill, Jessep, Longe, Creswell,
and Laffan; Lieuto-Colonel Harrison; and Colonel W. M.
Coldstream, late of the Survey of India, who was available
only for 1915and rgr6.
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CHAPTER VI
TRANSPORTATION AT THE W-4R OFFICE*
Historical background-Pre-war employment of regular officers
on railways-Arrangements for mobilization-Raising and
training of new units-Assistance rendered by the British
railways-Railway material and stores-Inland water transport and docks-The great reorganization in 1916-Richborough cross-Channel service-The Cherbourg-Taranto route
-List of transportation units,
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HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND

THE Transportation Service during the war of 1914-18,including its preparation before the war, affords a good example
of the system of using for military purposes the skilled personnel
and organizations which exist in peace.
Since regular Royal Engineers of all ranks served in every
part of the organization, except the Inland WaterTransport,
and were largely responsible for pre-war preparation (so far
as they were allowed to make any), and since all civilians who
joined it in regimental ranks were commissioned or enlisted
as Royal Engineers, it is clear that the work of this important
branch of the great army of the war is entitled to a prominent
place in the history of the Corps.
During the nineteenth century thousands of miIes of railway,
unheard of in Napoieonic days, had been built in Europe, and
in the wars of 1864, 1866 and 1870 Germany, Austria, France
and Italy all employed railways on a large scale. On their
first attempts to utilize this new and powerful method of
moving large quantities of troops and munitions to increase
the force and speed of their strategical and tactical operations,

* Acknowledgement is due to the special War Transportation
number of the Railway Gazette September, Igzo, for much of the
information in this chapter.
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every nation found to its astonishment that the activities of
the military staff soon strangled the efforts of the railway
technical staff to operate the railways in the service of the
a m y . Learning their lesson in turn, Germany, Austria and
France arrived at identical conclusions concerning the principles by which armies could alone make the maximum use
of railways without entirely disorganizing them.
It was
found that military demands for railway transport must only
be communicated to the railways by a special army staff
established throughout the railway system for that purpose,
and also responsible for communicating to the staff of army
formations their orders as to the timings and quantities of
transport available. No other army officer, whatever his
rank, should be allowed to give any order to the railway
technical staff.
The British had not taken part in the wars of 1864 t o 1870
but in 1896-8 Lord Kitchener, using Major. E. P. C. Girouard,
R.E., as his Director of Railways and eight R.E. Subalterns,
had constructed 585 miles of railway t o make the re-conquest
of the Sudan possible. In the South African War we utilized
some thousands of miles of railway for the operations of an
a m y of $-million ranging over a sub-continent. 1,100miles
were captured from the enemy in a demolished condition,
denuded of technical railway staff, and had to be repaired and
operated by personnel provided by Great Britain and South
Africa. Lieut .-Colonel Girouard was also Director of Railways
in this campaign, working directly under the Cornmander-inChief. He had carefully studied the operation of railways in
war, and followed the principles that had been laid down
by the continental armies. He established under his orders
throughout the South African railway system a special military
staff of Assistant Directors and Deputy Assistant Directors of
Railways and Railway Staff Officers (RSO's.), who were
the sole channel of communication between the army and the
railway technical staff, and uice versa. He used regular R.E.
companies assisted by locally raised units, for the repair of
damaged railways, and he organized operating staffs to take
over the captured lines denuded of railway personnel.

I18
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The Esher Committee of xgoz realized the necessity of
establishing at the War Office an organization to plan for the
use of railways in future wars, and form a nucleus t o expand
on mobilization. They appointed a Director of Movements and
Quarterings (D.M.Q.), the first holder of this appointment
being Brigadier-General H, hl. Lawson (late R.E.). He had
three branches under him, Q.M.G.1, Q.M.G.2, and a new
railway branch Q.M.G.3, with the modest staff of one R.E.
captain (graded D.A. and Q.M.G.), and two clerks.
Lawson drafted regulations for the establishment in war of
a special staff of R.S.Os. (later R.T.Os.), D.A.D.Rs.
and
A.D.Rs. under a Director of Railways at Army Headquarters
to form the link between the military and the technical staffs
of any railways used in war. He had consultations with the
managers of the British railways concerning the recruitment
and organization on a special army reserve basis, of R E . units
for the survey, construction, repair and operation of railways
overseas in future wars. Lawson also concentrated the three
regular R.E. railway construction companies (Sth, loth and
53rd), at Longmoor in Hampshire in 1905, and built there a
few miles of instructional railway on which to train units in
rapid construction and repair-a centre which would be the
depot where the special reserve railway units would assemble
on mobilization, and would form the connecting link in peace
between them and the regular units.
Any new organization inserted into a long-established
Ministry of Government has a hard struggle, first for its creation
and then for the continuance of its existence.' The railway
(later Transportation) organization at the War Office was
certainly no exception t o this rule. For the reasons stated in
the preface to this volume much of Brigadier-General Lawson's
programme was whittled down, and in particular the creation
of the special reserve railway units was never in fact authorized.
The 53rd Railway Company, R.E. was disbanded leaving
only two regular units, an indication that little railway work
was expected in the next war. There were, however, in existence
three special reserve (formerly militia) railway companies, one
provided by the Angelsey and two by the Monmouthshire
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Special Reserve R.E. They carried out their annual training
at Longmoor. Thus we eventually mobilized for war in 1914
only two regular and three Special Reserve railway construction
companies, whereas, as we shall see, more than 400 military
railway units were required before 1918. Moreover, the main
sound principles which should govern the use of railways in
war, so clearly laid down in the regulations of every army on
the Continent, and already followed successfully by ourselves
in South Africa, had become obscured in our Fzeld Service
Regailafions, 1913,and even these regulations were not fully
put into practice.
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EMPLOYMEKT
OF REGULAR
OFFICERS ON
RAILWAYS

In an account of pre-1914 preparations for railway work in
war we should not omit to mention the arrangements under
which certain R.E. officers were employed on civilian railways
in peace, From the very commencement of railway work in
India, R.E. officers had played a very important part, in all
grades up t o the highest appointments, in the creation amd
maintenance of the Indian railway system, and in I914 a
considerable number were so employed. For many years at
least one young officer in each batch, after completion of his
courses at Chatham, had been trained for one year at a special
course on British railways as a preliminary t o work on civilian
railways in India and elsewhere
In Africa, as in India, much of the railway construction and
operation had been under the direction of R.E. officers. Thus,
in 1914,the Sudan railway system was under the management
of Lieut.-Colonel E. Midwinter, with a few R.E. officers unqer
h m . In Egypt, Lieut.-Colonel Sir George Macaulay was
President of the Egyptian Railways and Harbours, Major
R. B. D. Blakeney was General Manager and Major G. C. M.
Hall was Traffic Manager. In East Africa, Major (afterwards
Major-General Sir James) J. R. L. Macdonald, Colonel Sir
Godfrey Rhodes, Colonel G. A. P. Maxwell and other R.E.
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officers had built and operated railways. In Nigeria, BrigadierGeneral H. 0. Mance, Colonel F. D. Hammond and other R.E.
officers, N.C.Os. and men, had done much railway construction.
Strong detachments of the 8th and 10th Railway Companies,
R E . had been employed in various parts of Africa where they
had left their mark on thousands of miles of line. We have
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Thus there were sufficient R.E. officers and other ranks
available with their knowledge of military organization and of
railway work in war and peace, t o leaven that great body of
railway personnel which was destined t o be drawn from the
civilian railway systems and organized into military units.
We shall meet the names of many of these officers in subsequent
chapters dealing with the transportation work carried out in
the various theatres of war.

ARRANGEMENTS
FOR MOBILIZATION
In December, 19x2,the Movements Section of the War Office
was reorganized under an Assistant Director, Colonel E. M.
Perceval, succeeded later by Colonel Hon. A. R. Stuart-Wortley,
with a Staff Captain (Captain H. 0. Mance, R.E.) under him
for railway work. The purely railway section, Q.M.G.3, was
thus reduced from D.A. Rr Q.M.G.to Staff Captain status,
with little realization that in war a Director-General would
be required, with a seat on'the Army Council and even direct
access to the Prime Minister. Captain Mance was assisted
by a retired officer-clerk. His duties were defined a s :
" General railway questions, traffic arrangements with railway
companies in peace. Railway questions in connexion with
mobilization and war. Study of the use of railways in war
and utilization of intelligence regarding railways in all possible
theatres of war. Training of officers for railway duties in war.
Technical training of railway troops and preparation of training
manuals on railway duties. Supply of railway stores. Issue
of headquarter warrants,''
A scheme was prepared t o form on mobilization a Railway
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Transport Sectian of six D,A.Ds. Railways and tIventy-four
R.T,Os. by earmarking officers, who were to receive a minimum
of training on manceuvres. Railway stores were to be provided
by a branch of D.F.W's. office. Any organization for railway
intelligence was still in abeyance. For the British Expeditionary
Force the mobilization scheme provided only one Assistant
Director (Colonel A. M. Henniker, R.E.) to supervise the work
of the Railway Transport Establishment and of the 8th
Railway Company, R.E., which was to be the only construction
unit to be sent. The modesty of these arrangements was due
t o the definite assurance by the French that they would provide
all railway services for the B.E.F. (see Introduction). A Staff
Captain (Captain Redman, R.E.) was to join Captain Mance
as his assistant on mobilization.
With regard t o plans for the movement of the B.E.F. to
France, it was not until 1911that it was permissible to take the
management of the British railway companies into the confidence of the War Office for the necessary preparation of this
extremely secret scheme, but by the end of 19x2 co-operation
had been organized as is explained below.
A Railway Executive Committee consisting of nine General
Managers (subsequently increased to twelve) was appointed
in November, 1912,as a consultative body with a view to its
undertaking executive functions and co-ordinating the working
of the railways in war. The President of the Board of Trade
was titular chairman, but the work was done by the acting
chairman (Sir Herbert Walker, General Manager of the L S W ,
Railway) from April, 1914,till the end of the war.
It was decided that in the event of general mobilization
all essential railways would be taken over by the government
under Section 16, ReguIation of Forces Act, 1871.
A Communications Board was formed under the presidency
of the Quartermaster-General, consisting of the members
of the Railway Executive Commit tee and senior representatives
of interested Government Departments. The military secretary
of the Board was Captain H. 0. Mance, R.E., and the railway
secretary was Mr. Gilbert Szlumper, later General Manager of
the Southern Railway.
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The railway programme for the movement of the Expeationary Force was arranged by the War Office directly with
the London and South Western Railway, which acted as
‘‘ Secretary Railway,” and also co-ordinated the main programme with the command programmes where necessary.
The officials of this railway actually in charge of the work were
the oniy people outside iiie ‘Jar GEce e i i h s k d *:Ah the
complete schcme for the mobilization movements.
Captain Mance at the War Office kept in close and continuous
touch with these officials, and where necessary with the officials
dealing with Command H.Qs. Periodical conferences were
held at the War Office at which the mobilization programmes
were reviewed and difficulties and suggested improvements
discussed. Among the secret plans were those for the rapid
construction of additional sidings and other facilities that would
be required on mobilization.
A t the same time the complicated arrangements for the
shipment of the Expeditionary Force across the Channel were
being worked out between the Movements Section of the War
Office and the Admiralty.
On the bringing into force of the mobilization programmes
the whole of the energies of the Movements Section, under
Colonel Hon. R . Stuart Wortley, were concentrated on carrying
them out. The moves by rail and ship took place without a
hitch, and were followed by those for the concentration of the
Home Defence Forces. These were arranged between the
War Office and the Railway Executive Committee, and completed as planned in spite of the difficulty of bringing back
Territorial units from their numerous and scattered summer
training camps.

RAISING
AND TRAINING
OF NEW UNITS
As it was felt from the outset that sooner or later the
Expeditionary Force would be called upon to provide its own
railway services, Colonel Twiss (late R.E.), who had been
earmarked as Director of Railways for the Expeditionary
Force but not sent out (for reasons stated in the Introduction),
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was instructed immcdiatcly on the outbreak of war t o reopen
negotiations nith the British railways for raising four railway
companies ; Colonel Waghorn [late R.E.), lvho had been earmarked as Deputy Director of Railways, was instructed to
organize an intensive stud)* of the possible requirements for
repairing the rail\\*aj.s up to and across the Rhine and to make
preliminary arrangements for acquiring the necessary stores
and plant.
At this time the A.A.G., R.E. at the War Ofice was overwhelmed with the expansion of other R.E. units, and as it
was thought that any additional railway units could be obtained through the agency of British railways, it was arranged
that railway personnel should be dealt with by the Railway
Section of the Movements Directorate-an arrangement which
continued throughout the war. The old files at the War Office
containing Brigadier-General Lawson's discussions with the
railway companies were consulted and some of his detailed
war establishments were used. Thus began the large expansion
in the number of R.E. transportation troops for operations
overseas, numbering eventually more than IOO,OOO. At the
end of this chapter the reader will find tables showing the
large number and the varied types of the units actually raised.
The peace-time R.E. railway training centre at Longmoor
was found to be invaluable as a war depot for transportation
units. On the departure of Colonel Twiss to France as Director
of Railways in October, 1914,Colonel €3. M. Sinclair became
Commandant. The depot grew rapidly soon filling the whole
of Longmoor and then of Borden and two battalion lines at
Aidershot. By 1917the strength had reached 10,000. Units
were raised and trained for railways, light-railways, roads
and I.W.T., but inland waterway training was later transferred
to Richborough. From the outbreak of the war until the end
of November, 1918,nearly 1,700 officers and 66,000 other ranks
were sent overseas, including thirty officers and 3,000 other
ranks from Canadian, Australian and South African units.
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ASSISTANCE
RENDERED
BY

THE

BRITISH
RAILWAYS
I

On the outbreak of war 130 out of the 176 railway companies.
of Great Britain were taken over by the Government under the
Regulation of Forces A c t , 1871 (railways in Ireland were
included later), and their control was handed over to the Railway Executive Committee. It was not intended to supersede
in any way the existing management of the railways, but that
the State should be thus empowered to make the many separatc
railways co-operate as parts of a single system.
It was soon found that the British railways were able to
assist in more ways than by the movement of troops and
stores, and the provision of personnel for military railway
units. Through various subcommittees, the railway organization was used for the supply of many types of tools and small
stores, and for the manufacture of war material such as
stretchers, general-service wagons, fuses and shells. They
built nearly a hundred ambulance trains for British and
American forces. Much railway work was required at the ports
to meet increased military requirements, numerous depots were
provided with railway connexions and internal rail communications, and special connexions and marshalling yards were
constructed to handle the extra traffic.
Valuable service was performed by members of the Engineer
and Railway Staff Corps in different capacities. This was a
unit created in 1865,formed of distinguished senior members
of the railway and engineering professions. I t was intended
that they should be consulted from time t o time by the War
Office. In practice during peace they were usually consulted
in their individual capacities as members of civilian railway
companies, which, as we have seen, were in close touch with the
War Office. Non-railway members were consulted from time
t o time on their own speciality.
Among special missions were those carried out by Mr. (later
Sir Guy) Calthrop (General Manager of the London and North
Western Railway) to Italy, Sir Francis Dent (General Manager
of the South Eastern Railway) to Salonika, Colonel Stewart
(Commanding Canadian Railway Troops) to Egypt and
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Palestine, and Major-General Freeland (late R.E.) to Mesopotamia. In March, 1917,Brigadier-General R. de Candolle
(formerly General Manager of the Buenos Aires and Great
Southern Railway) was sent to Roumania in view of the great
difficulties confronting the Roumanian railways owing to the
military situation.
RAILWAY
MATERIALAND STORES

At first all purchases of railway material and stores were
effected through the Inspector of Iron Structures (Lieut.Colonel R. Oakes), under the D.F.W., but by the end of 1915
it was found that railway requirements covered such a wide
field outside the needs of the engineer services that it was agreed
that the Railway Section of the Movements Directorate should
be responsible for future provision. Acting on the principle
of using existing organizations as far as possible, the services
of Messrs. Rendel, Palmer and Tritton were engaged at a
nominal fee over and above out-of-pocket expenses, for all
design and inspection work required in connexion with railway
and light railway requirements except those articles provided
through the Stores Sub-committee of the Railway Executive
Committee. By 1916 the formation of a Ministry of Munitions
and the priority given to shells made it increasingly difficult
for the War Office t o obtain rails and other supplies for railway
services, at a time when a vast increase in transport requirements was impending. From the end of 1916,under arrangements made by Sir Eric Geddes, most purchases other than
through the British railways, were effected through the Ministry
of Munitions, a special railway section of which was housed
in the office of the Director of Railways, Light Railways and
Roads, situated in temporary buildings on the Victoria Embankment. Messrs. Rendel, Palmer and Tritton continued to
act as consulting engineers.
INLAND
WATERTRANSPORT
AND DOCKS
I n view of the extensive canal system in France, it was
found desirable, before the end of 1914,to organize barge
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services for the requirements of the British army. An Inland
Waterways Section, staffed by temporary R.E. officers, was
therefore included in the Railway Section of the War Office,
and charged with the, purchase of barges and the stores necessary for their upkeep and with the recruiting of the first
inland water transport units. A base for this purpose was
established at Dover and a temporary store depot at Ashford.
The personnel was a t first trained at Longmoor.
All technical questions in connexion with docks in France
were left in the hands of the French, until growing British
requirements demanded better regulation of the ports and the
provision of additional facilities. This need led to the creation
of a Royal Engineer Docks Organization which was associated
with the Inland Water Transport Section.
In the spring of 1916, owing to the growing diversity of
transport requirements, the Railway Section at the War Office,
which had become an Assistant Directorate on 23rd April,
19x5,was subdivided into two separate Assistant Directorates
for Railways and Inland Waterways. An Inland Waterways
Stores and Personnel Dcpot was set up at Richborough,
expanding greatly later to include the cross-Channel barge
and ferry services.

THE GREATREORGANIZATION
I N 1916
I n August, 191G, Sir Eric Geddes was sent out to France t o
study the transport situation in the B.E.F. which, as explained
in a later chapter, had completely overtaxed the French
Railway system. The Assistant Director of Railway Transport
from the War Ofice (3rigadier-General H. 0. Mance) and a
senior R.E. officer from France (Brigadier-General H. F.
Freeland) were attached t o his staff for this purpose. On his
return in September, Sir Eric Geddes was appointed DirectorGeneral of Transportation in France and Director-General
of Military Railways at the War Office. These posts were
separated in April, 1917,when Sir Guy Granet (General
Manager of the Midland Railway and member of the Railway
Executive Committee), became Director General of Movements
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and Railways, with a seat on the Army Council. He was
succeeded in March, 1918,by Sir Sam Fay (General Manager
of the Great Central Railway and Member of the Railway
Executive Committee), The Railway Section was expanded
into a Directorate of Railways, Light Railways and Roads
under Brigadier-General Mance, and was organized in three
Sections : Policy and InteIIigence (Lieut.-Colonel E. Woodhouse), Stores (Colonel H. A. Micklem) and Personnel (Lieut.Colonel R. H. Cunningham). The Inland Water Section was
expanded into a Directorate of Inland Waterways and Docks
under Brigadier-General A. S. Collard (formerly employed on
the construction of the Baro-Mano Railway, Nigeria). and
subsequently under Brigadier-General A. S. Cooper (formerly
General Manager, Nigerian Railways). This was organized
into numerous sections dealing with the diverse activities of
this directorate. In January, 1917, the Movements Directorate,
under Sir Sam Fay and later Brigadier-General DeIano Osborne,
was also placed under the D.G.M.R. The Railway Section of
the Movements Directorate (Colonel A. S. Redman) dealt
with all home movements, including co-ordination of government requirements for railway transport where they were
likely to clash with each other or with civilian needs. A subsection dealt with the numerous military camp railways. The
D.G.M.R. had a most effective civilian statistical service and
a link in Paris with the French authorities, under Major-General
Thornton (General Manager of the Great Eastern Railway and
Member of the Railway Executive Committee). This organization continued until the end of the War.

RICHBOROUGH
CROSS-CHANNELSERVICE
In view of the congestion at the original Barge Depot at
Dover and also at Longmoor Camp, it was decided in January,
1916, to develop Richborough as a depot and base for inland
water transport. At this time Richborough consisted of a short
length of quay suitable for barges, and one dwelling house.
By 1918,it had become a large and well-equipped seaport,
of 2,000 acres. comdete with all services and caDable of h a n d h p"
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tons of traffic per week. Building yards and workshops
were constructed t o increase the supply of barges and other
small vessels needed in all theatres of war. The River Stour
was diverted by cutting a new channel to render possible the
construction of 2,300 ft. of new wharf for the cross-Channel
barge service, in which, at the end of the war, 242 barges were
empioyed, inciuriiiig tell of i,ooo-toii capacity. On 10th
February, 1918,a cross-Channel ferry service, approved early
in 1917,was brought into operation between Richborough and
Calais with a supplementary service from Southampton to
Dieppe. These ferries were invaluable for the transport of
locomotives, rolling stock, heavy guns and tanks, In all,
some sixty miles of broad gauge railway were laid at Richborough.
30,000

CWERBOURG-TARANTO
ROUTE

Owing to the heavy losses of shipping through submarine
activity, it was decided early in 1917 to organize under the
War Office an overland line of communication from Cherbourg
t o Taranto, some 1,460 miles, thereby considerably reducing the
sea journey for personnel and supplies t o the near east theatres.
For this purpose a terminal depot with rest camp was constructed near Cherbourg ; intermediate rest camps were
established at S t . Germain and Faenza, with other facilities
en route ; and a completely new lighter port with rest camp
accommodating 15,000 men, together with a hospital of 250
beds, was constructed at Taranto under the supervision of
Lieut.-Colonel C. Morgan (later Sir Charles) of the Engineer
and Railway Staff Corps, Chief Engineer of the London,
Brighton and South Coast Railway. The very difficult task
of organizing and co-ordinating this work in record time was
carried out by Major-General W. H. Grey, G.O.C. Mediterranean L. of C., previously head of a large commercial firm
in West Africa, and latcr Director of Inland Water Transport
in fi4csopotarnia where he had done wonders in reorganizing and
increasing the river transport. He subsequently organized
the lines of communication of the British Forces sent t o assist

TRANSPORTATION UNITS
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the Italians after their reverse in 1917. Up t o February, 1919,
380,000 passengers and 184,000tons of goods had been conveyed by the Cherbourg-Taranto route, which was also heavily
used for demobilization.
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Buxton
Richborough
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Poplar
Glasgow
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NOVEMBER,
1918

United Kingdom
Railways and Roads Training Centre,
RaiIway Construction Troops Depot,
Railway Operating Troops Depot,
Instructional Military Railway.
Road and Quarry Troops Depot.
I.W.T. Depot,
Workshop and Shipyard Companies, Nos.
11 to 17,19 t o 27,37 t o 40 and 43 t o 48,
Construction Companies, Nos. 96, 97, 117,
1x8,132, 136,141 and 142,
Marine Companies, H.Q. and Nos. 70 t o 75,
Traffic Companies, H.Q.
and Nos. 56 to 61,
Train Ferry Companies, H.Q. and Nos. 85
and 86,
Stores Companies, H.Q. and go and 91,
Accounts Company, No, 95,
Tugmasters.
I.W.T. Headquarter Depot,
Construction Company, No. 99,
Train Ferry Companies, Nos. 62 (shore) and
88.
I.W.T. Headquarter Depot,
Craft Repair Company, No. 77.
Mesopotamia I.W.T. Reserve Unit,
Marine Company, No, 44 (Scottish Canal).
I.W.T. Construction Companies, Nos. 98, IOO
to,103, 105, 106 t o Y O ~ , I I ~120
, and 122.
Transportation Stores Company.
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Western Frottt
Railway Construction Companies NOS.8, IO, 109 to 114, 118
to 120,259 to 264,268,271,
275, 277 t o 282, 295 to 298,
3rd R. Anglesey and 2nd
and 3rd R. Monmouth.
Nos. I t o 7, 9, II to 1.5, 20
Broad Gauge Operating
to 31,34,40 t o 53,64 and 65Companies
Signal and Interlocking
No. 200.
Company
Broad Gauge Workshop
61 to 63 and 78 t o 80.
Companies
Broad Gauge Miscellaneous
37 to 39, 82 and 83.
Trades Companies
NOS.16 t o 18,66,67 and 70.
Wagon Erecting Companies
One.
Steam Boiler Repair Company
Nos. I, z and 3 .
Electrical Sections
Nos. I t o 13 and two on
Railway Traffic Sections
Mediterranean L. of C .
Nos. I t o 5.
A.D.L.R. Headquarter Sections
Nos. I, 2, 4, 6, IO, 11 and
L.R. Operating Companies
29 t o 34.
Nos. 18 t o 22.
L.R. Train Crew Companies
Nos. 231, 232 and 234 to
L.R. Foreway Companies
240.

Nos. 23 and 24.
Nos. 25 and 26.
No. 28.
Nos. 301 t o 319,330to 347
and 349.
Nos. 198, 199, 320 to 329
Quarry Companies
and 348.
No. I.
Quarry Maintenance Section
Transportation Stores Companies Nos. I t o 13.
Nos. I t o 16 and 24 t o 27.
L.W.T. Headquarter Sections

L.R. Misc. Trade Companies
L.R. Workshop Companies
L.R. Tractor Repair Company
Road Construction Companies

1

1

1

1
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Docks Headquarters

Nos, r(Boulogne), z(Havre),
4 (Calais}, 5 (Dunkirk), 6

1

Port Construction Companies
I

I

'
I

I

(Dieppe) and one a t Cherbourg.
Headquarters
(G.H.Q.),
Nos. I (Lery), z (QueviHyRouen), 3 (Oissel-Rouen),
4 (Rang-de-Fliers), 5 (Les
Forts-Bergues),6 (Dunkirk),
7 (Ostend),8 (Boulogne)and
X I (Havre).

Egypt
Railway Construction Companies Nos. 115, 116,265, 266 and
272.
Railway Survey and
Reconnaissance Sections
No. 106.
Broad Gauge Operating
Companies
NoS. 71 to 771 94, 95, 99 t o
105, 201 and 202.
Railway Traffic Sections
Five Sections.
Nos. 96 and 203.
L.R. Operating Companies
L.R. Train Crew Companies
No. 98.
Salonika
Base Depot
Railway Construction Companies
Railway Survey and
Reconnaissance Sections
Broad Gauge Operating
Companies
Railway Traffic Sections
L.R. Operating Companies
Transportation Stores Park
Railway Labour Company

Nos. 117,267 and 273.

No.

IO$.

Nos. 19, 32 and 204.
No. I .
Nos. 33 and 107.
No.

270.
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Italy
Railway Traffic Sections
Wagon Erecting Company
L.R. Operating Company
Transportation Stores Section

I.W.T. Detachments

Three.
One section.
No. 109 (one platoon).
One.

East Africa
Port Amelia, Mozambique,
Lhdi, Dar-es-Salaam and
Kilindini,

Mesopotamia
I.W.T. Headquarters at Basra, with the headquarters of the
following departments : Construction, Marine Engineering,
Dockyards and Shipbuilding, Vessels, Native Craft, Conservancy and Reclamation, Barge Depot, Coal Depot, Buoyage
and Pilotage, I.W.T. Stores and I.W.T. Accounts.
Camps at Ma’qil, Khora Creek and Abadan (Tanurna),
Detachments at about sixty-four places in the Baghdad
Section, Narrow Section, Persian L. of C. and Upper, Middle
and Lower Euphrates.

Russia
I.W.T.Detachment at Murmansk.

CHAPTER VI1
,I

TRAINING AT HOME
Chatham in the early days of the war-RE. Training Depot,
Aldershot, in t h e early days-New Training Centres at
Newark and Ueganwy-The formation and training of a
New-Army field company-Some
remarks on pre-war
training.

CHATHAM
IN

THE

EARLY
DAYSOF THE WAR

ON 4th August, 1914,Major-General R. Maxwell (late R.E.
and afterwards Lieut.-General Sir Ronald, K.c.B., K.c.M.G.) was
G.O.C., Eastern Defences with his Headquarters at Chatham.
He went to the War Office at once t o be Deputy C.I.G.S. and
soon crossed to France.* He was succeeded at Chatham by
Major-General H. Mullaly who remained till the end of the
war.
Brigadier-General J . E. Capper (afterwards Lieut .-General
Sir John, x.c.B., K.c.v.o.) was Commandant S.M.E. and
Commander of the R.E. Depot. He left in 1914t o proceed to
France.t
On 5th October, 1914, Brigadier-General F. RainsfordHannay took up the appointment at Chatham vacated by
Brigadier-General Capper and remained to the end of the war.
Other appointments a t Chatham and their occupants on 4th
August, 1914,were :Brigade Major-Major
H. W. Weekes; O.C. Training
Battalion R.E.-Lieut.-Colonel T. A. H. Bigge until August,
1915.when he went t o France and later became A.G.7 at the
War Office. He was succeeded by Lieut.-Colonel T. H.

* As Inspector-General of Communications in France, 1914.
He was later Quarterrnaster-Genera1 in France, 1915-17.
t As Deputy Inspector-General L. of C., 1914; later he was
Chief Engineer, Third Army, 19x5 ; G.O.C. 24th Division, 191517 ; and Director-General of the Tank Corps, 1917.
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Cochrane ; O.C. Depot Battalion R.E.-Major, later Lieut.Colonel, R. H. Macdonald. The officer in charge of R.E.
Records was Colonel B. R. Ward ; Captain €I
G..Lyons (later
Colonel Sir Henry, Kt., D.SC., F.R.s.)‘ was recalled from the
Reser1.e of Officers and took charge of a very busy recruiting
office. His distinguished service in many spheres is recorded

fi.1 Sewhrr?.

Mobilization of the R.E. of the Regular Army proceeded with
clockwork precision and absence of fuss as in all other arms of
the service, thanks to the well-prepared mobilization schemes
and arrangcmcnts. As soon as Lord Kitchcner’s call for
recruits for the New Army had been issued, however, things
began to hum, and the great improvisation began a t Chatham
as at cvery military station.
The peace-time intake of recruits had been about four per
day. This rose at once to a hundred and then by leaps and
bounds t o a peak of 800. The catch” of a single night
stretched from end to end of St. Mary‘s Barracks in a solid
mass. The provisional companies could not cope with them,
nor could the barracks accommodate them, so they were
planted o u t in billcts all over Gillingharn and Old Brompton.
For this purpose they were organized in billeting companies,
each sometimes numbering up to 1,200.K.C.Os. were, of course,
very scarce, so sappers and bandsmen were made into acting
N.C.Os., each in charge of a hundred men, to bc their drill
instructor, sergeant-major, friend and marker. The men were
kept occupied by drilling but they had arrivcd without greatcoats and in their old clothes. I t was not long before hundreds
could be seen sitting on The Lines unable to march because
their toes were poking out of their boots. Plates, cups, knives,
forks and particularly razors werc not to be had, so Major
H. Eiddulph became a commercial traveller buying up all he
could in the Midlands. The Brigademajor signed bills for
clothing alone up to ~ 6 0 , 0 0 0uhich were passed without a
qucry.
A special branch of the R.E. Records Office was formed
under Colonel Sim t o deal with attestations, but could not keep
up with the work. Large numbers joined who should have
“
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gonu to Caterham and vice i‘ersa. Trade tcsts could not, of
coiirsc, be carried out and had to be dispensed with. There was
no such chargc as Absent without Leave :’ txcausc anyone
who wantcd to could disappear for a time without hcing discovcrcd Food never failed. Billeting saved trouble over this
and helped with the plate shortage, but the payment of the
men arid for their billets was a heavy task. All the young
officers undcr instruction at Chatham, not already drafted
away, were appointed as company subalterns.
The situation would have been hopeless if it had not been
for the Lvonderful spirit of the men, who never grumbled, and
the fact that the weather was perfect. On one occasion at 5 p.m.
the Brigade Major came upon about a hundred men sitting on
the curb near the Memorial Arch and, OR his inquiring what
they ivere doing, a six-foot smart public schoolboy jumped up,
We’re waiting for breakfast,
stood at attention and said:
Sir, but it’s quite all right !
The number of splendid and
well-qualified men who came voluntarily from abroad was
very striking and most of them had to pass through the ranks.
Thc Records Officer sorted the men, formed them into
companies almost daily and sent them off t o vai-ious stations
t o relieve the congestion at Chatham. Each company consisted
of zoo men, one officer, one acting C.S.M., one acting Pay
N.C.O. and one bugler. The various rapid changes in organiza.
tion and administration were published in Circulars.” The
nurnher of men at Chatham rose to 17,000,and after the first
confusion was over and some order and training had been
established, a parade of six R.E. battalions, numbering 10,000,
was held on The Great Lines. 1 he Sapper published a photograph of this historic occasion.
The way that order, organization and training n.ere estabiishyd can perhaps best be explained by giving a description
of thc work of thc Training Battalion, R.E., which M‘BS renamed
the 1st Reserve Battalion, R.E. Four other almost similar
battalions were formed from time to time as the war wcnt on.
The battalion \vas organized i a war, as in peace, into a
headquarters and six companies. Must of the six companies
were commanded by officers of the Royal Anglesey or Royal
“
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Monmouthshire R.E., Special Reserve, who remained in their
appointments for nearly the whole of the war. There was thus
a considerable continuity in command, which was very valuable.
The functions of the battalion were to receive young regular
R.E. officers on first commission from the R.M.A., Woolwich,
temporary officers on first commission or on transfer from other
arrnc znd, Inter, cadets 011 pmhgtion fer temporary y m m i s s i o n ,
and recruits on enlistment. All these had to be tramed in drill,
field engineering and musketry, and dispatched, as required,
overseas or elsewhere.
The company commanders were so fully occupied with the
administration of the large numbers of men with whom they
had to deal, that they were relieved of nearly all responsibility
for training. This was undertaken by the H.Q. staff of the
battalion, assisted by the very able regular N.C.Os. who had
performed this duty before the outbreak of war. To these
N.C.Os. (and t o those who resisted the considerable pressure
from them and from others to send them overseas) is due
any credit there may be for the high and uniform standard
of training of those officers and men who passed through.
. Young reguIar R.E. officers arrived from the R.M.A. every
three months in batches of about thirty and ordinarily underwent about five month's training. Of this, three months were
devoted t o drill, musketry a d field engineering and the
remainder to other subjects. Officers with temporary commissions and, later, cadets on probation arrived in batches of
about the same number at irregular intervals. They received
the same training as the regular officers for three months and
were then considered ready for drafting. There were thus
always from TOO t o 150 officers being administered and trained.
Outside messes had to be hired, but all officers spent part of
their time in the headquarter mess.
Recruits arrived weekly in parties of IOO t o 1x0. Each
party on arrival was posted to a company for administration
and divided into four sections for training. This consisted
of five weeks drill. on the square, one week of musketry at
Shornmead Fort and six weeks of field engineering. Selected
men received further training in special subjects, but were
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transferred elsewhere for the purpose. The number of recruits
in the battalion at any one time was usually between 2,500
and 3,500.
Accommodation was provided in Brompton and St. Mary's
Barracks, in billets and under canvas. The floor space allotted
p.er man in barracks was reduced from the 60 sq. ft. of peacetime t o 40 sq. ft., and all accommodation including that in the
basements was fully used. An outbreak of spotted fever which
occurred in 1916 showed that the wisdom of thus crowding the
men was perhaps questionable.
The organization under which responsibility for training
was allotted t o a cadre of experienced regular N.C.0.s. under
the battalion staff or the Chief Instructor in Field Works was,
in the circumstances, probably the best that could be adopted.
Time was very short and it was essential that a definite standard
should unfailingly be reached in that time, both by ofhcers
and men. The company commanders were not young men, nor
had they received a regular training ; they were, moreover,
fully occupied with the administration of their very large
companies. Even if they had had the experience, they certainly
had nut the time to undertake much training. As time
went on it was found possible to accede t o the requests of some
of the instructors to be sent overseas and to replace them with
war-enlisted men who showed special aptitude, but it was
never possible t o spare the old militia officers who commanded
and administered the companies. They loyally remained at
their dull and laborious duty throughout the war.
A small mounted section containing about thirty horses was
maintained t o give elementary instruction in riding and horsemastership to regular and temporary officers. It was commanded by a prominent member of the local hunt, cornmissioned temporarily into the R.E. This section performed a
very valuable service, and the instruction given in it was all
that many officers received in this branch of training-so
important in those days.
CHATHAM I N T H E EARLY DAYS
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R.E. TRAINING
D E P O T , ALDERSHOT
Ix’ THE
EARLYDAYS

I

The R.E. Training Depot at Aldershot was a n establishment
for training “ Drivers (horse) R.E.,” who enlisted for twelve
years, of which two were with the colours and ten in the
I~esei-ve.In yeace thcj; *yycr,t t$r~ugh2 CGUTSP ~f ahnut fnurteen
weeks, in which they were trained in foot-drill, riding and
driving, and were then posted t o units. The Aldershot Depot

also taught certain recruit sappers to ride after they had completed their training at Chatham in drill and field works. The
peace strength of the Depot in August, rg14, was three officers
and about 400 other ranks. Reservists began to arrive on the
first day of mobilization, and the frequently practised mobilization scheme worked smoothly and with complete success.
By 10th August the numbers had increased t o 1,800 as there I
was a surplus of unallotted reservist drivers and of unfit men
returned from units. The posting of N.C.Os. from the depot
t o units caused a shortage in the depot, intensified by the
swollen numbers t o be handled. The accommodation in barrack
rooms was doubled by placing mattresses OR the floors between I
beds, and tents were pitched on the grass plots. The diningrooms were also used for sleeping and meals were served in
barrack rooms, the men using the service canteen, knife and
fork, in their personal kit.
Reservists were clothed and then dispatched to their units
where they received their arms and equipment. The regimental
tailor had an arduous time, since the sizes of men’s clbt$hes,
recorded when they had left the colours, did not conform t o
the altered figures now returning after an interval of sometimes
many years. The weekly paying of 1,800 men required special
organization and occupied six or seven hours.
After the orderly mobfization and departure of the field
units, improvisation began. Recruits for the regular army
began to arrive t o be trained at the depot, and at the same
time the flood of recruits for the New Army passed through,
before being posted t o the new units which now began to form
at Aldershot to take over responsibility for their training.

1
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Large numbers of horses came in from the remount depots,
and picket lines had t o be laid down on every open space.
Only the actual cricket pitch was spared for use when the war
was over. The Officers' Mess carried on as usual under the
imperturbable and skilful Mr. Trodd, so well known to two
generations of R.E. officers during his fifty years as mess
butler. Subaltern officers slept two or three in a room and
field officers gave up one of their two rooms. Officers' married
quarters were evacuated and used for temporary officers'
messes. Classes of instruction for young officers in riding,
driving and horse mastership were started.
The numbers in the depot fluctuated considerably from day
to day, owing to constant orders to send off drafts. Moves were
usually ordered by telephone OT telegram direct from the War
Office, and generally the draft had to be at Southampton
the same evening. Clerical and administrative work was
very heavy. The Army Ordnance Department was now
struggling with demands from a n army in the process of
expansion to a size many times greater than anything ever
contemplated, so that the work of equipping drafts was a
matter of considerable difficulty.
The peace-time staff of warrant officers and N.C.Os. was
invaluable and accomplished wonders. It was hard t o refuse
their earnest wish to go to the front, but at Aldershot, as at
Chatham, and at the training centres opened at other places,
experienced W.0s. and N.C.Os. were essential for training,
and it would have been a wrong policy t o send this nucleus
training staff t o the front in the first year of war.
Throughout the difficult period of improvisation all ranks
at the R.E. Depot, as elsewhere, whether in the old, new, or
Territorial Army, remained keen and cheerful under the most
trying conditions.
S h W I K A I S I N G CENTRES
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NEW TRAINING
CENTRESAT NEWARK
AND DEGANWY
In the spring of 1915 it became obvious that Chatham
would be unable to compete with the training of all RE.
officers and other ranks prior to their posting to service units.
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A new training centre was, therefore, cstablishcd at Newark,
under Brigadier-General A. L. Schreiber, temporarily recalled
from France, with Colonel Jerome as his Assistant Commandant,
to whom he handed over after a few months and returned
aschief Engineer of aCorps. Captain R. L. Bond was temporarily recalled from France to be Adjutant. Offices were established
in the Militia Barracks: and all ranks were billeted in houses,
schools, breweries and other buildings, until huts were built
in 1916.
The organization and system of training for temporary
officers and other ranks was much the same as at Chatham.
The training was carried out under a Chief Instructor in Field
Works (Major Rotherham) by assistant instructors and N.C.Os.
There was also a Chief Drill Instructor (Lieutenant and
Quartermaster Bright) with N.C.O. assistants, and also musketry instructors. Pontoon training was carried out on the
Ouse, and, later, training in riding and horsemanship was
arranged. Officers wounded overseas and discharged from
hospital were available very temporarily as company officers to
carry on the very heavy administrative work of the large
companies.
By August, 1915, the numbers at Newark were nearly 3,000,
but of these about 1,000were permanently unfit for general
service, either because they had been badly wounded or seriously
ill, or because they never had been fit, It was some time before
medical boards removed these non-effectives.
About September, 1915,Colonel Kemey, having visited
Newark to see how the centre was run, proceeded t o Deganwy
t o open another training centre there. This was organized
c:: almcst the same system.

THE FORMATION
A N D TRAINING
OF

A NEW-ARMY UNIT

(Sznd Field Company, 19th Division, B.E.F. October, 1914to
July 1915)
This item of minor history is inserted as a typical example
of the experiences of so many who were engaged at this time
in raising units for the New Army ab iiritio. The reader will

I
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note that nine months were required before this field company
was ready t o take its place in battle as part of a trained and
' organized division,
On the outbreak of war the narrator, at the age of 38, was
Staff Officer R.E., Malta, and had had no previous field company or war experience. He had, however, served for four years
as adjutant of a Territorial R.E. unit, thus gaining some
insight into the method of teaching field works and bridging,
and experience in the handling of non-regular soldiers.

I

l h e i2'arrative
I arrived at the S.M.E. on the afternoon of 3rd October,
1914, reported t o the Brigade Major (Major H. W. Weekes),
and was posted to No. z Billeting Company. The Mess was
crowded with regular officers (many like myself, from overseas),
Special Reserve, Territorial and temporary officers. I could
get no accommodation in barracks, nor indeed in Old Brompton,
and was found a room in an hotel in Chatham High Street.
No. z Billeting Company was one of three super " Depot
companies formed for the reception of the mass of recruits
arriving for R.E. and signal units. The headquarters of No. z
were in the Model School, Chatham Lines, and our men were
billeted in New Brompton. The company was 1,200 strong,
when I joined, and was commanded by Major W. J. O'Meara
(R. of 0.). The only other officer was and Lieutenant B. C .
Dening. We had a regular pay corporal, and three corporal
instructors. With this small staff we could do little but see
that our men were fed and paid, and keep them employed with
squad drill, physical training, and a little elementary field
works instruction. Meanwhile the S.M.E.
and Depot staff
were working overtime in forming field, fortress and signal
companies, preparing documents, and dispatching embryo units
t o their destinations.
The Formatiof? of the Linit.-My new company, the 82nd
Field Company, R E . was in orders on the 16th October,
I was furnished with a nominal roll of zoo men and instructed
t o have them ready to march to the station efz r o d e for Bulford
Camp, at 9 a.m. on the 18th. The men were warned on the
rL
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afternoon parade of No. z Billeting Company, next day, and
then sent to their billets t o pack. No uniform or equipment
of any sort had been issued, so that the men had only to put
together their small possessions, which were collected by lorry
and taken direct to the station. Two soldier-like men in
civilian clothes were handed over to me on the marching-off
para.&-hnth
of them time-expired. R.E. N.C.Os.-one,
ex-Sergeant Deyerinond, to be my C.S.M., and the other,
ex-Sergeant Johnson, to be my C.Q.M.S. Both proved to be of
pure gold, and both ended up with D.S.Ms. and commissions.
On our departure, I was the only officer and was the only individual in uniform, but I marched off proudly at the head of
this gallant, ill-clad, almost ragged, ten score of young men
who were t o become, in due course and after many tribulations,
a field company R.E. trained and equipped for war. I only
knew one of them, an ex-sapper called Collins, who had been
cook’s mate in the ~ 1 s Company
t
with me a few years before,
and had volunteered t o come with me. I accepted him and
made him company cook-my first appointment and, as it
turned out, a very lucky one.
Move do Budford.-The
steadiness and good behaviour of
this oddly assorted zoo men on the journey from Chatham
t o Bulford was remarkable. There was no difficulty in lining
them up along the platform, and there was no noise or confusion when they entrained. I was a little anxious, on arrival
at Waterloo Junction, when I was told that we had t o change
into a train at the main terminus. As I saw no possibility of
marching the men across the footbridge and through that long
narrow passage connecting the two stations, I asked my
C S M ’ s . advice. He said “ Tell them to follow you, and then
march straight ahead.” I did so, and the men followed and
entrained without any further advice or instructions. On
arrival at Bulford we found that we were to be accommodated
in tents, but we were allotted two barrack huts as dining
rooms, and I was given half a hut as my company office. The
tents were already pitched, for which I was very thankful.
My C.Q.M.S. was invaluable. He knew his job from the start,
and had a wonderful way of getting hold of any stores or
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equipment available. It was not long before rations were drawn
and the first dinner cooked by Collins and two volunteer
cook's mates. That same afternoon the C.Q.M.S. and myself
borrowed two mounts from a signal unit, and rode over t o the
Ordnance 1)epot at Tidworth to find out the situation regarding
uniform and equipment. We were disappointed to discover
that no uniform whatever was available, but we got fifty rifles
and belts and some small kit in the way of clasp-knives,
cutlery and cleaning gear. That was all.
Early Lraiiiiiig days.-As a start, 1had all the men on parade,
and asked anyone t o fall out who had had any previous military
training. Two responded-both smartish ex-R.E. Territorials.
1 then asked for any man who had been a foreman in civil life.
About four stood out. I picked the likeliest looking pair and
made them and the two Territorials acting lance-corporals.
The next step was to organize the unit into sections, allotting
t o each so many tradesmen and making up with pioneers.
Nearly all the men came from the North Country, and were
either miners or in the heavy industries (I lost all the former
on the formation of the mining companies). We had very few
carpenters or bricklayers, w h c h was a little unfortunate.
Many of the pioneers had no trades at all, but had joined
" t'Ingineers " to be with their pals from the shops.
The
drivers were all put in a mounted section for training purposes,
and their instruction in the very early stages was carried out
by the C.Q.M.S. who had been a mounted sergeant in a field
company and was well up to the job. At an early opportunity
I paraded all the men in a hut and gave them a talk on the
organization and duties of a field company, and an outline of
the training they would be going through to fit them for their
special work in the field. Incidentally I found these talks very
helpful and valuable, and in the first weeks I set apart half an
hour of each day for a talk t o the company on training, the
progress of the war and any matters requiring explanation or
elucidation. Until we got some uniform and boots, especially
the latter, it was difficult t o do much outdoor drill or field
work, We started with physical training, squad-drill and
elementary indoor instruction in knots and lashmgs. For this
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w e had plenty of rope and spars, and enough barrels and
superstructure to make a barrel-pier. We had to go easy with
the physical drill, as the pathetically thin working clothes
of the men wouldn't stand the strain, and the sight of safety
pins holding together ripped garments was all too common.
The spirit of the men was splendid, and even the many small
hardships arid iricuriveriierices u i Lilt: early days ~ i e v e taffecled
'
their keenness. Football was started, and one of our huts was
converted into a reading and recreation room. We soon had
our first sing-song. Luckily I was soon given an imprest
account, and I was able to draw on this for an adequate supply
of crockery. The rations from the first were adequate and
good, and Collins with his two assistants turned out excellent
meals three times daily. This kept people happy.
At the start we were rather hampered by want of transport,
but my C.Q.M.S. always seemed to bc able to borrow a mount
for a daily visit to the Ordnance, and he managed somehow
t o get a G.S. wagon to fetch stores as they became available.
There was a t this time no chance of giving any proper instruction in riding or mounted duties to the drivers, so they were
trained in field-works with the sections. As my only qualified
instructors were the C.S.M. and C.Q.M.S. and the latter had
t o spend a lot of time at Ordnance, the drill was takcn by the
C.S.M. (who did it very well), and the field-works by myself.
We were assisted later by a very useful old soldier, Corporal
Scholes, ex-R.E., who had been a Field Works Instructor,
and was loaned t o us by the S.M.E.
Arrival of SirbnlferiG OJjicers.-Luckily
the situation was
much improved by the arrival of two subalterns, who had just
completed a short course a t the S.M.E. They were two keen
young temporary officers, who had had one or two years'
experience with engineering firms-S. N. Barron and H. C .
Bates. They knew their drill and were well qualified to give
preliminary instruction. Barron, who was a structural engineer,
undertook the training in field-works and the use of the pick
and shovel, while Bates, who had been building bridges for the
Midland Railway, took over instruction in bridging, light
railways and demolitions. As regards equipment we were able
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to draw fiftypicksand shovels and some cutting tools in addition
to the bridging stores already rcfcrred to.
Early Orgunization.-On the arrival of the first two subalterns I was able to develop further the section organization.
Barron was posted to No. I Section, and Rates to No. 2. By
this time, too, it was possible t o estimate the qualifications
of the four acting lance-corporals for permanent rank. I
promoted the two best to sergeant, and the other two t o
corporal and 2nd-corporal respectively. Four more sappers
were promoted lance-corporals with a view to further advancement at an early date. At the same time I put a bank-clerk
from the Midland Bank in the company office with the rank
of corporal, and his brother, on the recommendation of the
C.Q.M.S., was promoted 2nd-corporal (mounted). Both of
these brothers did exceedingly well. We had enough N.C.Os.
now for company duties. An orderly corporal was instituted and
a guard mounted by day and night. The Company began to
take shape.
A month later two more subalterns arrived for duty-A. I;.
Hewett and J. Strachan-very young and very keen, having
just finished their education at engineering schools. Strachan
survived t o command the company for the last six months of
the war. The posting of these officers t o Nos. 3 and 4 Sections
completed the company organization, except for the Captain,
second-in-command, who did not turn up till some weeks later.
Meanwhile the rest of the 19th Division was being rapidly
formed and trained. The 8Ist Field Company (Major C. A.
Elliott) was with us at Bulford, and the 94th (Major F. G.
Guggisberg) was in training at Basingstoke. The headquarters
of the division and the divisional R.A. were also at Bulford,
with the infantry brigades at Tidworth, Blackdown and Winchester. Luckily the 57th Brigade, t o which the 8znd Company
was affiliated, was at Tidworth, and it was possible to keep
in touch with the Brigadier and his staff from the first.
Training of flte Company (dismounted).-It was now possible
to draw up a programme of training for the unit. My instructions were t o have the company ready to take the field in
three months' time, Le., by New Year, 1915. I arranged a
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programme accordingly, allotting so many days or hours to
each sub-hcad of technical training, leaving time for tactical
and physical training and equitation. A complete copy of
this programme was issued t o section officers and sergeants,
and on every Saturday m o m h g the part of the programme
(with any amendments) for the following week was posted
ofi the notice board. Each scctia:: *xis trained mder its own
officer and N.C.Os. and, to ensure uniformity of instruction,
I instituted a lccture for officers and N.C.Os. every evening
(except Saturdays and Sundays) after tea, when I explained
the work for the next day and the method of carrying it out.
We had weekly route marches, usually on Friday, and these
were carried out in conjunction with a tactical scheme illustrating the role and work of a field company in attack or defence.
In this period, too, we did a lot of night work, such as finding
the way by compass bearing, carrying and using tools noiselessly in the dark, tracing out a trench-line, putting up wire etc.
The facilities for technical training at Bulford were very good.
We had a variety of ground for the tactical siting and digging
of defence lines, chalk strata for instruction in mining, and
plantations for instruction in clearing the foreground and the
making of fascines, bivouac shelters and rough huts.
Traini9tg in Mozinted Duties.-This was not so easy. It was
not until a month had passed that we were able t o procure
eight horses and saddles for the teaching of riding and horse
management. We then began classes in a n open-air mhage.
I t was found that few of the men enlisted as drivers had ever
sat on a horse before, though several were carters or teamsters.
Two of the worst were brought to my notice as never having
had any horse experience. They explained t o me that they were
engine drivers. I gave them the option of being remustered,
but they preferred to stay with the horses and did quite well.
We could not make a start at driving until my C.S.M. solved
the difficulty by obtaining a G.S. wagon and harness from an
Australian unit going overseas from Larkhill. He told me
that it cost him half-a-crown-a cheap buy. I was not so lucky,
We found a derelict dogcart in a ditch at Sling, with a smashed
wheel and shaft. I t looked ideal for a mess-cart, so I put on
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our wheelwright t o repair and paint it. He had just finished
this most efficiently when the owner then turned up t o claim it.
Riding instruction progressed rather slowly till the arrival of
Captain C . G, Lewis, when a new era started. He was a most
able and keen instructor, and the standard of riding, driving
and horse management rapidly improved. Soon after his
arrival more horses became available and we received one or
two technical vehicles, The high standard we eventually
attained was a striking testimony to Lewis’s work.
Company and Section Rolls.-From the very start I kept a
company roll, for my own use, in a handy pocket-book made
by Gale & Polden. In this was entered up the name of every
officer and man as he arrived, with the address of his next of
kin and subsequently his rate of pay, promotions, casualties,
transfers, etc. It was very little trouble to keep it up, and I
found it of the greatest value during my two years in command
of the company.
Arrival of Reservs.-In March the company received a
reinforcement of one officer (J. Haw) and fifty other ranks.
These were posted to sections t o complete the quota of trades
as far as possible, and nearly all were in time absorbed into the
establishment. When we finally marched ob with our “ first
reinforcement ” to be left at the base, there were only ten to
leave behind.
D)iscipline.-From the beginning I realized that there was
going to be little crime. Thk men were dl so keen and earnest
that they seldom tried to rebel against authority or break the
rules. Unpunctuality was never a trouble, and there was
no drunkenness or misbehaviour in camp or quarters. Our
only real difficulties arose from the periodical week-end leave.
All the men were from the North of England, and a week-end
from Friday night to Sunday night was largely spent in the
train. There were thus nearly always absentees on Monday
morning, and at times men did not return till Wednesday.
Used as they were t o civil life, where if a man stays away
he merely forfeits the day’s pay, it was difficult t o make them
realize that this was not the way of the army. Practically all
the men, youths as they were, were married, and I have no
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doubt that gentle pressure was brought t o bear a t home t o
keep them over time at the risk of my displeasure. Inoculation
was another stumbling block. It was an innovation, and all
the men disliked it, though the majority submitted after a little
persuasion. A few steadfastly resisted, and, and it had to be a
case of no inoculation, no going overseas,” and in the end
all, but three or four, came into line. Later on, of course, the
inoculation clause ’’ became part of the conditions of enlistment.
Issue of Uniform aid Eqzri$ment.-As already explained,
we were somewhat handicapped at the start by want of uniform
and boots. We were soon able, however, to get a partial issue
of boots for those most in need, and some socks, underwear
and flannel shirts. After two months at Bulford we received
our first issue of blue uniform. It was rather ugly and of inferior
serge. I t consisted of a jacket, plain blue trousers and a fatigue
cap. We were glad t o get it, however, as many of the men
were definitely in rags by this time, and it wus uniform. It
was February, 1915, before we began t o get service dress,
but the unit was completely equipped by the middle of March.
By this time, too, we had exchanged our first issue of D.P.
rifles, for service rifles with bayonets and web equipment.
As regards technical equipment, we got our first tool-cart
and limber, G.S., in December, and we were then able to horse
and equip one Fection complete. This was excellent for instructional purcoses, and each section had the use of it in
turn. More vehicles and sets of harness arrived early in the
year, and by the end of February we had everything except
our pontoon wagons and a few items required to fill the toolcarts. On the zznd March we were able t o parade as a complete and fully equipped field company. This was the great
day.
Edremhi??g.--In November we worked, in conjunction with
the 8Ist Field Company, in laying out and excavating a small
complete trench system at Shipton Bellinger for the use and
instruction of the 57th Infantry Brigade. While we were
doing it, we were inspected by Field-Marshal Earl Kitchener,
then Secretary of State for War. This exercise was exceedingly
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the site and did a lot of the work a t night. Incidentally we got
out a very good drill for night-wiring, which we found invaluable in our early days in Flanders when the sappers were being
largely used for this work. During this exercise we also got
some useful experience in designing and constructing dugouts,
machine-gun emplacements, etc.
Wire-Cutting.-As a sequel t o the Shipton Bellinger training,
we were told to practise wire-cutting and the destruction of
wire entanglements, for the passage of infantry. For this we
made and experimented with Bangalore torpedoes, constructed
of iron pipe filled with gun-cotton primers. We also practised
at night, with wire-cutters and with strong hooks like boathooks made of round iron bar. and-Lieutenant Bates designed
a grapnel, with a flexible wire cable attached, to be fired
from a home-made mortar into the enemy entanglement.
The cable was then t o be hauled in from the front-line trench.
While practising with this near Sling Plantation, the charge
of powder was rather overdone, with the result that the
grapnel parted from the cable, soared over the plantation
like a rocket and landed among some new huts on the other
side. Bates went after it, and found a party of workmen
eyeing the half-embedded object and discussing the situation.
Trench Mortars.-We had been told to try our hands at
improvising trench mortars. Experiments were made with a
length of iron water pipe firing a jam-tin that exactly fitted
the bore. Here again our keenness to get results led to overloading the gun. During an inspection by the Divisional
Commander, a mortar made of 4-in. pipe completely disintegrated, the charge and bomb exploding together inside.
Luckily everyone was under cover. We did, however, evolve
a 3-in. trench mortar with a jam-tin bomb and time fuse,
which we used later with some effect near Festubert. In
addition we made several kinds of hand-grenade, such as
" stick " and " hair-brush " bombs, and even a rifle grenade.
All this experimental work was good instruction in handling
explosives even if the results attained were a bit amateurish.
Bridgirzg.-We spent a very useful fortnight during March
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on the Thames at Pangbourne, carrying out instruction in
pontoon bridging, both light and heavy. There was plenty of
equipment, easily suficient t o bridge the river, as well as
three or four Weldon trestles. We kept a flying bridge going
all the time which was good instruction and useful training for
ferry work. The march t o and from Bulford, with nights in
billets at Marlborough and Newbury, gave us useful practice
in march discipline and billeting. By this time we had an
efficient fife and drum band, organized by the C A M . , and a
great asset on the march.
There were few facilities for heavy bridging at Bulford, but
we had the use of the weir-pool at Amesbuy, where we made
single- and double-lock bridges lashed and bound with wire,
and a pier for barges. This was partly on cribs and partiy an
piles. Bates designed a girder bridge which he and his section
constructed out of hutting material, requisitioned from the
contractor. Another bridge, made by Banon, was a suspension
foot-bridge constructed of telegraph wire and light planking.
Tacticad 7i.atuirrgg.-J3efore we got our horses we did weekly
route marches, combined with a simple tactical scheme. As
soon as w e had our full equipment we made a tactical march
through Savernake Forest, sleeping in bivouacs, and doing
day and night schemes. SubsequentIy sections were sent aut
in turns t o carry out an engineer night reconnaissance, and the
rest of the company would march out next day t o complete
the exercise, the whoie unit returning to camp together. We
also had some very instructive days with the 8rst Field Company under the C.R.E. (Lieut.-Colonel P. G. Grant). During
May we did some combined training with the 57th Brigade
and then with the Division, ending with divisional maneuvres
from 24th till 26th May, when we bivouacked and worked as
divisional engineers.
Firznl I'oucIm.-The month of June was spent on section
and company training and on recapitulation of technical
instruction, which had been somewhat hurried in the early
days. During this final month we practised turning out on an.
alarm b y day or sight. A subaltern would also be gven orders
to march with his section to some destination and to carry
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Out a scheme when he got there, We did this occasionally as
a company with captain or a subaltern in command. Casualties
were also practised giving section sergeants the command of
their sections. A big effort, too, was made in horse management
and stable discipline, with a view to getting the horses as fit
its possible and under the best possible control of their drivers
for the move overseas.
The company paraded at full strength, with the 19th Division
for inspection by H.M. The King on 23rd June.
We received orders to mobilize for overseas on the 10th
July, and embarked at Southampton on the 18th. If the
company that landed in France on the morning of the 19th
July was not the best trained of the new,field companies, it
was certainly one of the keenest and happiest.
SOMEREMARKS
ON PRE-WAR
TRAINING
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A conspicuous feature of the Russo-Japanese War of 1903-4
had been the famous siege of Port Arthur which demonstrated
the power of the II-in. howitzer. The close of this war found
the opponents in a stalemate situation in trench lines throwing
bombs at each other. The war of 1912 between Turkey and the
Balkan nationsalso finished in a stalemate in the Chatalja Lines.
Royal Engineers, therefore, found it difficult t o believe the
doctrine that the next war would be so mobile that siege or
trench conditions would not arise. A t all events, the records
of the training of engineer units before the war indicate that
much attention was being paid to field defences and to the
construction and demolition of barbed wire obstacles-particularly the demolition, €or which all sorts of expedients were
tried, including the Bangalore torpedo copied from Captain
McClintock's original experiments with his Sapper and Miner
company.
His experiments with improvised hand-made
bombs also received great attention at home. Experiments
with various types of trench shelter, including the use of reinforced concrete, if sometimes rather crude, at least showed a
realization that such structures would probably be required.
There were many experiments and demonstrations by field
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companies of the penetrating power of rifle fire against various
materials likely t o be available for parapets and for revetment.
Though at Chatham after the South African War there had been
large-scale siege exercises against the old Chatham fortifications,
it is fair to say that instruction and experiment in mining and
counter-mining was not taken really seriously.
It wzs realized thzt motor -v~ehic!es:.;ere abmt t o increase
considerably the loads that would be imposed on military
bridges. It was, therefore, a biennial feature of field company
training to construct what were known as heavy bridges,”
i.e., bridges to carry 3-ton lorries, and many types of these
were tried. Special experiments were carried out by field
companies in 1912,1913 and 1914t o find a way of using the
standard service pontoon equipment t o carry mechanical
transport. Captain C. E. P. Sankey produced probably the
best solution of the problem, but in 1914the sound conclusion
was reached that our entire pontoon equipment must be
scrapped and a stronger type designed. Mobilization thus
caught us with this task still undone, thereby imposing severe
restrictions on the loads that could be carried by our floating
bridges throughout the war, the effects of which will be seen
in later chapters. I t was not till after the war that the redesign
of our pontoon equipment was eventually carried out.
Mention should be made of the valuable training for war
which had been received by Royal Engineers of all ranks when
carrying out the works services of the army in peace-the
construction and maintenancc of all types of buildings and their
provision with water, electric light and power, drainage, roads
etc. This work in a n improvised form is the first thing demanded
by an army from its engineers in war and the 1914-18war
was no exception.
The construction and maintenance of the fortifications of
defended ports at home and overseas gave valuable war
training ta all ranks. Searchlight personnel trained in these
coast defences provided detachments for mobile field searchlights and became the nucleus of the A.A. searchlight units.
In other chapters the reader will find notes on the pre-war
training in railways, survcy and signals.
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ROYAL ENGLNEERS IN OPERATIONS ON THE
WESTERN FRONT, 1914-18

CHAPTER VIII

ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF AND CHIEF ENGINEERS I N
FRANCE
Lack of higher engineer posts in ~grq-The Brigadier-General,
R.E. at G.H.Q.-Appointment of Chief Engineer, B,E.F,Appointment of E.-in-C. and C.Es. of armies and corpsDevelopment of duties of E.-in-C. arid C.Es.-Final distribution of duties in the E.-in-C’s. office-List of Es.-in-C. and
C.Es.

LACKOF HIGHER
ENGINEER
POSTS
I N 1914

THEreader is reminded that in the Introduction he will find a
general explanation of the reasons why army regulations in
19x4 contained no provision for Chief Engineers of armies or
of corps in theatres of war.
We h d that our Field Service Regulations, Part I , (reprint
1914)in Section 5, described the characteristics and functions
of divisional R.E. units, bridging trains (pontoons and trestles
only) and field companies, but mentioned no other units, In
Section 17 we find reference t o the duties and functions of
signal units which were elaborated in Appendix I. Otherwise
there were no references in F.S.R., Part I , t o engineer organization, duties and functions.
Turning t o F.S.R., Part I I (reprint 1913)~
we find in Section
23 a definition of the functions of a Director of Army Signals,
and also in Section 23 the duties and responsibility of a Director
of Works on the Lines of Communication. Section 59 referred
to the general organization of the military railway services
and the responsibilities of the Director of Railway Transport ;
while Appendix I made the M.G.O. responsible for the provision of technical stores of engineer units and of their vehicles.
These were the only references in the regulations for army
organization, extant in 19x4,which concerned the functions
of engineers and their organization in an Expeditionary Force.
I53
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E.-IN-6. AND C.ES. IN PRAKCE

The regulations of August, 1914,are completely silent about
an Engineer-in-Chief and his staff and about Chief Engineers
and their organization at headquarters of armies and of corps.
In those days the “ Division ” loomed in the eyes of the
British army as a very large formation. The R.E. certainly
did not think of war in terms of armies and corps, any more
than did the bulk of the army. We devoted much thought to
the functions of a divisional C.R.E., but little to those of a
corps or army C.E. and still less t o those of an E.-in-C. In
fact, there seemed t o be little necessity for higher engineer
control.
Moreover, the officials referred to in the regulations quoted
were provided with totally inadequate establishments to enable
them to carry out their duties. Their startling inadequacy
can he fully appreciated by comparing them with the War
Establishments of November, 1918,and the long list of many
types of engineer units then in the field. The reader’s attention
is directed t o the one Brigadier-General, R.E., at G.H.Q. to
act as technical adviser, with his two horses and one clerk,
and the Director of Railway Transport must have smiled when
he found himself provided with a riding horse. It was from these
slender War Establishments that an engineer organization
in every theatre of war had t o be created and expanded as
rapidly as possible t o cope with the imperative demands of
the then biggest war in history.
It is essential that the reader who did not take part in these
events should at this point get a clear outline picture of the
engineer organization that existed in France at the time of
the Armistice and (subject to adaptation) in other theatres
of war.
Starting from the front there were the units of the divisions,
each with its C.R.E. Divisional areas were grouped into and
backed by a corps area with a Chief Engineer on the staff
of the Corps Commander, t o whom he was responsible fop all
engineer work in corps and divisional areas. The COTPS engineer units were each under a C.R.E., Corps Troops, responsible
t o the C.E. Corps areas were grouped into and backed by army
areas, each with a Chief Engineer Army, on the staff of the
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Army Commander and responsible t o him for all engineer work
in the area of the army and its corps. Army engineer units
were under a C.R.E., Army Troops. The Signal organization
was similar. Behind the areas of the armies was the zone of
the Lines of Communication where the engineer work was
executed by the Director of Works, whose organization is
not dealt with in this article.
The Engineer-in-Chief was technically responsible to the
C.-in-C. for all engineer work, not only in arrnv areas but also
in the Lines of Communication zone. I n this zone he delegated
full responsibility to the Director of Works but retained control
over the allotment of personnel and engineering resources
to all parts of the theatre of war, until, in April, 19x8,personnel
distribution was transferred t o the Adjutant-General. The
Director-General of Signals, the Director of Railways (later
Director-General of Transportation, i.e., roads, railways and
inland water transport), were also at G.H.Q. The number and
types of engineer and transportation units created t o execute
the work are summarized at the ends of Chapters I1 and VI.
This very rough outline of the Engineer-in-Chief's organization
and functions will perhaps help the reader to follow the ensuing
story of how it grew from such small beginnings into a big
organization, so humorously summarized in the Engineerin-Chief's Christmas card of 1917(reproduced after p. 174).
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G.H.Q.,

1914

After the foregoing introduction t o this subject the reader
will not be surprised that on the way to France the Artillery
Adviser, Major-General Lindsay, remarked t o his opposite
number-Brigadier-General G. H. Fowke--" I don't suppose
that you will have much t o do in this war! " It should also
be recorded that on arrival (in France) a single motor-car was
provided for the use of the two advisers, and that their two
clerks were thoughtfully allotted pedal bicycles to increase
their mobility !
Actually, during the rapid retreat of the British army from
Mons to the Aisne, there was little that General Fowke could
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accomplish single-handed, though he undertook reconnaissance
of successive defensive positions, and managed by personal
exertions t o effect the destruction of one or two bridges,
notably one at Soissons.
After the move of the B.E.F. in October, 1914,from the
Aisne t o the section covering the Channel ports, at Fowke’s
urgent representation Sir John French consented to the
attachment of two officers* (Lieut.-Colonel J. E. Edmonds
and Major R. N. Harvey) to the E.-in-C. for general duties,
including collection of engineer intelligence, liaison with the
French and later for work on defensive positions. Shortly
afterwards, the first battle of Ypres resulted in the stabilization
of the front, with G.H.Q. at S t . 0mer.T This inaugurated the
period of stationary warfare which lasted for nearly four years.
For warfare of this character no provision had been made,
either in personnel or equipment. However, Fowke and his two
officers were exceptionally well qualified by their experience:
to deal with the new problems as they arose, and to give
authoritative advice regarding field works and siege operations.
This was communicated t o formations through the General
Staff in a series of field-work notes and designs. The improvisation of hand grenades, trench mortars, periscopes, hyperscopic
fitments for rifles and other material was taken in hand and an
experimental section was formed, in charge of an officer

* The staff of the E.-in-C., exclusive of attached officers, numbered :In August, 1915, 5 officers.
In August, 1916, g officers.
In August, 1917,14 officers.
In August, 1918,Zj officers.
The subordinate staff increased to about sixty clerks and
draftsmen.
t Here Generals Lindsay and Fowke (known to the General
Staff at G.H.Q. as “ The Bing Boys ”) and their assistants were
allotted one room as an office ; the assistants shared one table.
$ Both Fowke and Harvey had been Instructors in Field Works
at the S.M.E. Fowke had been a member of the British Military
Mission in the Russo-Japanese War of 1905-6. Edmonds had for
many years served on the Staff, and in the Intelligence branch of
the War Office.
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(Lieutenant Adams, 2nd Bridging Train, R.E.) expert in
mechanics, for the design, testing and manufacture on a small
scale, of the various weapons, appliances, projectiles, etc.,
which were hastily improvised to counter the German attacks.
In conjunction with the French, rear lines of defence were
sited and marked ; notably the “ B.C.D. Line ” (BoulogneCalais-Dunkirk) t o cover a re-embarkation.
In addition to railways, the French had undertaken also
to construct and maintain all road communications in France,
for our army-by the agency of the Sous-Commission du
Service Roudier. It soon became abvious, however, that they
could not fulfil their obligations, and in November, 1914,two
officers (Lieut.-Colonel W. A. Liddell and Major C . C. H. Hogg)
were appointed to General Fowke’s office t o co-ordinate and
supervise work on roads and bridges in army areas. It was
realized moreover, that new types of bridges would be needed
during an advance t o cope with the rapidly increasing transport,
and the great weights t o be carried. Other pressing demands
reached G.H.Q. for accommodation, works and stores of all
kinds in the army area, and it was necessary that provision
should be made locally for these, since there was no agency
for labour, stores or works administration between the Director
of Works, L. of C . , and the Cs.R.E. divisions.
C.E., B.E.F. APPOINTED
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APPOIKTMEKT
OF CHIEFENGINEER,
B.E.F.
The formation of the Second Army in the last days of 1914
clarified the situation. It was evident that the senior R.E.
officer at G.H.Q. could no longer be restricted to advisory
functions, and imperative that he should assume administrative
and, in certain matters, executive powers t o cope with his
growing duties and responsibilities. This, in fact, Fowke did
without hesitation.
Although formal recognition of status was delayed, in
January, 1915,General Fowke became Chief Engineer, B.E.F.,
and Lieut.-Colonel Liddell was appointed Deputy Director of
Works, G.H.Q., to administer under his orders works and
works-personnel in army areas.
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Two months later an official representation was made to
the War Office by G.H.Q., regarding the changes in the position
and duties of artillery and engineer advisers, but it was not
uriiii j d y , igi5, that aii -&al;!i;hmciit
Y X S appro:wl for the
E.-in-C. and for Chief Engineers of army and corps. These
officers were formally given the powers of a Director of Works
in respect of expenditure, purchases, etc., and, 111 addition
t o acting in an advisory capacity, powers t o plan and execute
works under the orders of their commanders. In September,
1915,the E.-in-C, was authorized to correspond direct with
armies and corps on matters connected with the design and
pattern of engineer stores and general questions affecting R.E.
equipment and issues.
The winter of 1914-15 found the opposing forces on the
British front in a position of stalemate. On both sides there
was a great shortage of ammunition and of aeroplanes. A
considerable proportion of the front was waterlogged, and
not only was the construction of satisfactory defences difficult
but any considerable movement by either side was impossible.
There was an acute shortage of R.E. officers, caused by heavy
casualties in field companies and a n increase in the number
of these companies in the establishment of divisions. Consequently the staffs of the E.-in-C. and C.Es. were kept to a
minimum,
During this period the staff of the E.-in-C. worked in two
sections. One section continued t o give its attention to the
provision of rear lines and the instruction in field works of the
new field companies, infantry battalions and, later on, divisions
as they arrived in France; and to keep the General staff
informed of the methods of trench warfare devised at the
front.
Experimental work was continued, but the armies were
now manufacturing at BCthune and Hazebrouck their own
improvised stores, and i t became the principal duty of the
Experimental Section to test and report upon the various
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types of trench stores, particularly hand and rifle grenades,
trench mortars, rockets, flares, land torpedoes, smoke bombs,
catapults, trench diggers, etc., submitted by inventors at
home and in the theatre of war. Many of these inventions were
ludicrously unpractical, but much development took place,
particularly in mining. At the end of 1914 it had become
known that the Germans were mining on a definite system,
and in view of the shortage of engineers in the front line, a demand for special mining units was raised. The creation and work
of the large mining organization is not dealt with here, but
we may record the arrival at G.H.Q. in February, 1915,of
Major Sir J. Norton Griffiths, M.P., of King Edward’s Horse.
He was a civil engineer and contractor of wide experience,
very influential in the political and mining world, and with a
forceful and dynamic personality. From the first he was
associated with Major Harvey, who by this time had become
Assistant to the Chief Engineer.
The use of gas by the Germans at Ypres, in May, 1915,
raised entirely new problems, which in the first instance were
referred t o the E.-in-C., on whose recommendation the Special
Brigade was organized under command of Lieut.-Colonel C. H.
Foulkes, R.E., with the rank of Brigadier-General.
Following some sporaaic bombing of G.H.Q., an anti-aircraft
searchlight service was organized and remained directly under
the E.-in-C. throughout the war. The first three projectors
arrived in July, 1915. By the end of 19x6 there were twentytwo anti-aircraft searchlight sections, and when the war ended
there were eighty, under an Inspector-Lieut.-Colonel W. C. H.
Prichard.
The other section of the office of the E.-in-C., under D. D.W.
G.H.Q., became engaged in a multiplicity of duties similarly
involving engineering problems of a type and on a scale URprecedented in the British army. Road communications were
administered in conjunction with the French, and to supplement local resources a number of R.E. units, practically
untrained, were sent to France for road work early in 1915,
but demands for additional front-line units caused their
diversion to formations. The training of these units t o fit
E.-I?;-C.
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them for front-line work devolved on the D.D.W. They were
subsequently replaced in the summer by eleven R.E. labour
battalions.
Depots of bridging material on canal barges were formed
by fortress companies. Orders were also given for a considerable number of steel girder bridges, and designs for
special types of canai bridge and equipIuelit were p r e p m d
locally by an experienced bridge engineer attached t o D.D.W.
Memoranda of instructions for bridge work were compiled and
issued t o armies. Later, Major C. E. Inglis, Professor of
Engineering -at Cambridge University, advised the E.-in-C. on
bridging. His valuable work is well known t o the Corps.
. It was clear from the outset, that the future requirements
of the army for roadwork, bridges and water supply could not
be gauged accurately until a considerable amount of definite
information regarding engineering and physical conditions in
the area of operations had been collected. This intelligence
was practically non-existent both in the French army* and in
the departments of the French civil administration. Two
officers (Captain G. J. V, Shepherd, R.E. and Lieutenant
W. B. R. King, R.W. Fus., Geological Survey of Great Britain)
were attached to the E.-in-C. in May, 1915,and with the help
of two engineers of the Belgian Poizts et Chazissies attached t o
the D.D.W., the compilation progressed satisfactorily for about
a year. Investigation was also made into existing and possible
inundations,-) sources. of water-supply, road metal and other
engineer information. It was by use of this information and
by close liaison with all branches at G.H.Q., formations and
the L. of C., that the E.-in-C. was enabled t o estimate future
requirements of stores and equipment, much of which took

* For kxample, French intelligence maps did not show the
Canal du Nord under construction at the outbreak of war, nor the
causeway, road and railway across the Somme near St. Valery.
f Thereby, in the summer of 1915,the Belgian army was enabled
to maintain a large inundation of the river Yser to neutralize
a considerable length of front. Pumps supplied from England
and installed on two barges pumped over 37 million gallons of sea
water daily into the river channel. I n winter these barges were
used to lower the water level around defences near BCthune,
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months to manufacture and supply. The forecast of stores
became one of the most important functions of the E.&-C.
When his duties and responsibilities were expanded, a portion
of the E.-in-C's. Intelligence Branch was transferred to the
Intelligence Branch of the General Staff,
For the next few months both sections of the E.-in-C.'s
Staff were continuously engaged in initiating and elaborating
proposals for R.E. Staff, and for the organization and equipment of new types of units for work additional to that carried
out by divisional engineers. For example, following the Indian
system, Field Engineers (civil engineers of wide experience,
with temporary commissions) were appointed t o corps early in
1915,for miscellaneous duties on roads, water supply, accommodation, etc. In the summer, the four fortress companies in
France were converted into army troops companies-serviceable
units, equipped with motor transport and made capable of a
wide range of duties. Eventually the number of these companies was increased to fifty-two. There weTe many other
new units formed for stores and parks, and for the operation
of workshops, forestry, survey, mining, etc.
In February, 19x6,General Fowke was appointed AdjutantGeneral t o the Forces. His successor was Major-General
Spring R. Rice, who had been Chief Engineer at Salonika. In
September, 1917,he was succeeded by Major-General G. M.
Heath.

DEVELOPMENT
OF DUTIES
OF E.-IN-C.A N D CHIEF
ENGINEERS
Except for the creation of the Third Army and a n extension
to the south as far as the Somme, there was not much change
in the position of the B.E.F. in 19x5 ; but with the advent in
1916 of large reinforcements, increase of ammunition and
development of air strength, the E.-in-C's. responsibilities
were increased correspondingly.
A memorandum on the Administration of Works in the
Field, prepared by*the E.-in-C., was issued by the Q.M.G.
in January, 19x6, t o regulate-the transactions of eng;lneer
officers in army areas. C.Es. of armies under the technical
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control of the E.-in-C., were charged with the administration
of all works, labour, ctc., required in army and corps areas :
the administration and supervision of advanced parks, and
other administrative and financial measures were prescribed.
In respect of works, Cs.R.E., field engineers and unit commanders were stated to be the representatives of C.Es.
Further steps were taken t o regularize the position of the
E.-in-C. at G.H.Q. and to organize his staff. In a letter of
April, 1916, it was laid down that the E.-in-C. should be under
the C.G.S. in respect of operations and defence, and for works,
under the Q.3I.G.; that he should be responsible for the provision of engineer plant and stores ; that he was authorized
to communicate direct with C.Es. of armies regarding works
and their relations with the French authorities. His financial
responsibilities were defined. Also in April, 1916,the establishment of the E.-in-C. at G.H.Q. was enlarged and reorganized.
The post of Deputy Engineer-in-Chief was created and Colonel
W. A. Liddell was appointed thereto. This distribution of
duties, and the status of the E.-in-C., were subsequently
confirmed and placed on record by a n Army Order issued on
1st January, 19x7. In March, 1917, another Army Order
defined the status and duties of Chief Engineers of armies and
carps.
A5 the British Army grew in size, and especially when
offensives on a large scale began, armies and corps became
the only more or less permanent institutions in given areas.
Through them flowed a constant stream of divisions attacking
or recuperating after heavy losses. So it became increasingly
necessary for the larger formations to take control of many
matters formerly left to divisions, in order to secure continuity
of policy. ' This applied particularly t o engineering. As a result,
the functions of the C.Es. expanded. They were expected t o
take a firm grip on the engineering work of their areas, and
to mould it into one connected whole. They were expected to
exercise some measure of control over the engineering of lower
formations and to undertake themselves work of all kinds
extending far forward into the battle zone as well as far in
rear of it.
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At this period of thc war the staff of a Corps C.E. normally
consisted of one staff officer and three field engineers, and he
probably had permanently under his orders :3 army troops companies, R.E.,
2 or 3 tunnelling companies, R.E.,
I company of a labour battalion, R.E.,
M.T. pontoon park,
I infantry labour battalion,

supplemented by a varying number of field squadrons and
companies, R.E. and working parties drawn from miscellaneous
units, such as the Special Brigade, R.E., the corps cavalry,
corps cyclists, squadrons of cavalry, etc., and as much horsed
and lorry transport as he could persuade the D.A. and Q.M.G.
of his carps to place at his disposal.
Engineer control within the limits above defined was achieved
by a combination of the following: engineer circulars and
instructions, standard specifications and designs, inspections,
reports, conferences and correspondence.
By the latter part of 1915 it had become evident that the
mining operations ought t o be more closely co-ordinated, and
accordingly in January, 1916, it was decided to create the
appointment under the E.-in-C. of Inspector of Mines with the
rank of Brigadier-General, with a Controller of Mines for each
of the four armies. Norton Griffiths remained Technical
Adviser at G.H.Q. A notable addition to the E.-in-C's. office
in 1916was the appointment of Major David, attached to the
Australian Mining Corps, a professor of Sydney University
and a member of Shackleton's South Polar Expedition, as
adviser upon geological conditions in mining operations. David
had a world-wide reputation as a scientist, and his services
were in\-aluable.
In the autumn of 1915another new service had been born to
the R E . as a result of the French having established at Amiens
a workshop for camouflage equipment, mainly connected with
trench warfare. The establishments of each army and corps
were now t o include camouflage oficers, while a Controller of
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Camouflage was added to the E.-in-C’s. staff-Lieut.-Colonel
F. J. C. Wyatt, R.E.
The conditions in 1915 did not produce any large demand
for accommodation of troops, who generally found billets in
villages at that time undamaged by shell-fire and bombing.
When, in 1916,a large concentration of troops on the Somme
was contemplated it became necessary to provide certain hutted
encampments and other shelters, The question became more
acute after the close of the Somme battle, and led t o the
designing at G.H.Q. in the spring of 1917,of the Nissen hut.
The first order from G.H.Q. was for 47,600 huts of this pattern.
The type was utilized in every European theatre of war and
involved an expenditure of over E7 million. Major Nissen,
who possessed great mechanical ingenuity and workshop
ability, was chiefly responsible for this design, and for other
types of shelters and many of the items of camp equipment and
accessories which were issued t o the troops in large numbers
during the war.*
Not very much actual bridging was undertaken in 19x6
but steady progress was made with the supply of steel bridges
and equipment. A t first classes werc formcd at Havre Depot
for the instruction of officers and men in the erection of steel
bridges, but these proved inadequate to deal with the personnel
required. A bridging school was therefore established at Aire
in 1916-17 and subsequently moved to Monchy Cayeux. In
all, some 400 officers and 2,000 men were trained in France.
A new type of bridge, designed by Professor Inglis, was
tried and adopted. The original pattern, designed for infantry
only, allowed of bridging spans up to IOO ft. in a very few
minutes, but modifications for heavier loads were taken in
hand, with the result that the Inglis heavy bridge, permitting
the passage of all but the heaviest type of artillery and tanks,
* T h e Nissen Hut, with a semi-circular corrugated iron roof,
was designed t o provide a stable, warm and weatherproof shelter
for men i n devastated areas. It was readily transportable, one to
a lorry, and erected with great rapidity by unskilled labour, Each
hut housed at least twenty men. Nissen type hospital huts and
steel tents were also supplied in large quantities,
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was made in a fraction of the time which it would take t o
erect similar bridges of normal pattern. This type of bridge
proved invaluable for hasty work during the final advance of 1918.
Early in 1917,in anticipation of an eventual general advance
by the B.E.F., the bridging requirements for an advance
of 50 miles were worked out in the E.-in-C's. office and orders
placed for the material and stores. A special type of bridge
was designed by Captain Hopkins (a specialist in bridge design)
and adopted in spans from 60 ft. to 120 ft. Designs were
also prepared for floating bridges for heavy loads, using service
equipment. These bridges were frequently constructed at a
later date. A floating bridge with piers of 60-70-ton Thames
lighters was assembled at Dunkirk in readiness for the passage
of the Yser at Nieuport.
The concentration of large bodies of troops and horses
on the Somme in the spring of 1916 caused a revision of the
equipment provided for water supply, and the collection of a
large amount of material for use by the R.E. In this area,
which closely resembles Salisbury Plain, there was practically
no surface water except in widely separated streams, and it
was necessary to sink wells or bore holes through the chalk
sub-soil. Prior t o the commencement of fighting, more than
a hundred power pumps were installed, and 120 miles of water
mains were laid. As the battle progressed, these figures were
largely increased. The single Mechanical and Electrical
Company then existing could cope with the maintenance of only
a fraction of the plant, and by the end of the year it was found
necessary to form five such companies, with enlarged establishments. Boring plant had also been procured, and successful
use of air-lift pumps OR the bore-holes, a novelty in military
practice, greatly increased the supplies of water available. It
was by these means only that the troops could be maintained
in the area they occupied during and after the Battle of the
Somme.
The organization for the supply of stores and equipment
is not within the scope of this section. Were we will only note
that the E.-in-C. and the D.W. each made forecasts of requirements. The D.W. was responsible for provision, storage and
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distribution of stores. Allotments of stores WCTC madc monthly
t o C.Es. of armies.
I n 19rj-16 a small R.E. unit was formed under Lieutcnant
Mallinsori t o ccploit the timber in the forest of Nieppe adjoining
the River Lys. This unit worked directly inider the Deputy
E.-in-C. until merged into the Directorate of Forestry, formed
ear!y ir, '$17 mder L ~ r Lc~.-it,
d
for extensive operations both
in army and L. of C. areas. Eventually there were eleven
forestry and two artisan works companies, R.E. controlled by
the directorate.
In addition to the mining and the bridging schools, established
in 19115,a school for training in Ficld Engineering mas organized
by thc E.-in-C. at Roucn early in 1917,t o which junior officers
and othcr ranks were sent for short courses of instruction in the
latest methods. I n the winter of 1916-17 a school for senior
field and army troops company officers was formed at Le Parc,
and lasted for about a year. It was re-establishcd at Blendaques
for the same period in December, 1917. These schools were
under the direct supervision of the E.-in-C.
The demand for tramways originated in divisional areas.
They then became co-ordinated by corps headquarters, then by
headquarters of armies and e\mtually by G.H.Q., who made
E.-in-C. rcsponsible. The line of demarcation, or rather
the merging of tramways into thc organization of light railways
ailcl standard-gauge railways, was necessarily rather indefinite. The Director-General of Transportation was responsible for light railways as ~vellas normal gauge, and at the
time of the Armistice his assumption of responsihility for
forward tramways was under discussion.
The battle of the Somme had thrown an escessivc strain
on the French railway and road systems, and this caused a
big transfer of responsihility from the French to the British
behind the British front. A llircct or-General of Transportation
(Railways and Roads) was therefore appointed. He took over
roads in rear areas, but in forward arcas they remained the
responsibility of the engineers in formations, who obtained
material, stores and plant from the E.-in-C. The R.E. also
continued to be responsible for the construction of all ne\v bridges.
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DISTRIIII:TION OF T ~ U T I E S Ih' ?'FIE E.-IN-C'S. OFFICE
On thc 27th October, 1918 (at which date the imminent
[
collapse of Germany cotild not yet he guaranteed) the E.-in-C.
approved the follolving reorganization of his office :FINAL
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CORPS HEADQUARTERS
Chief Engineer

I
I

Staff Officer

I

Water Supply
Officer

I

Bridging
officer

I

I

Stores

C.R.E.,
Corps Troops

Officer

I
I

Adjutant

I

l

l

Corps R.E. Units

ENGINEERS-IN-CHIEF
A N D CHIEFEKGISEEHS
I N FRAKCE
ENGINEERS-IFCHIEF
Year o j
Appoiritmeni

Brigadier-General (later Major-General) G. H. Fowke ... 1914
Major-General Spring R. Rice ...
...
...
... 1916
Major-General G. U. Heath
...
...
...
... 1917

DEPUTYENGINEERS-IN-CHIEF
Brigadier-General W. A. Liddell . . . . . .
Brigadier-General D. S. McInnes
...
Brigadier-General E. P. Brooker ...
...
Brigadier-General J. E. Edmonds
...
Brigadier-General H.Biddulph ...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...
...

1916
1918
... 1918
... 1918
... 1918

CHIEF ENGINEERS
OF A m m s
First A rmy

...
Major-General S. R. Rice
Major-General G . 31. Heath ...
Major-General H. de V. Atkinson

...
...
.,.

...
...

...

... 1915
... 1915
... 1917
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Second Army
Major-General A. E. Sandbach. ..
... ...
Major-General F. M. Glubb
...
... ...
(also E.-in-.C. Italy xq.xx.17 to 17-3-18)

I

Third Army
Majoor-General J. E. Capper ...
Major-General W. Hiiskisson ,..
.
Major-General E.R. Kenyon ...
Major-General W. A. Liddell ...

'

'
'
I

,..
...

...

...

...

...

I915
1915

...

... I951
... 1915
... 1916
... 1918

...
...
,..

Fourth Army
Major-General R. U. H. Buckland

...

...

... 1916

FiJth Army
Major-General R. P. Lee
Major-General P. G, Grant

...
...

...

...

...
...

...

...

1916
I917

CHIEF ENGiNEERS OF CORPS
1

I corps

$ Brigadier-General S. R. Rice ...
.'

...

. . a

Brigadier-General C. Godby
,..
Brigadier-General R. P. Lee ...
...
Brigadier-General E. H. de V. Atkinson
Brigadier-General H. W.Gordon
...

...

...
...

...
...

I 1 Corps
Brigadier-General A. E. Sandbach
.,, ...
Brigadier-General G. M. Heath
...
...
Brigadier-General C. Godby ...
...
...
Brigadier-General G. H. Boileau (Temporary)
Brigadier-General C. Godby ...
...
...

I I I corps

Brigadier-General F. M. Glubb. ..
Brigadier-General J. E. C.apper
Brigadier-General A. L. Schreiber
Brigadier-General A, Rolland ...

...
...
...
...

...
...
I . .

...

... I914
... IgK5

...
...
...
...
...
...

1915

1916
1917

1914

19x5
I9I5

... 1918
... 1918
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I I/ c o r p s
Brigadier-General R . V . H . Buckland
...
Brigadier-General E . R . Kenyon
...
Brigadier-General S. F . Williams
Brigadier-General C . Jf . Carpenter ...
Y

...
...
...

... 1914
... 1916

... 1916

...

... 1918

...
...
...

... 1915
... 1917
... 19x8

...
...

...
...

... 1915
... r918

...
...

...
...

... 19x5

...

... 1918

...

... 1918

... ...
Rrigadicr-General E . A . Tudor
... ...
Brjgadier-General J . -4. Gibbon
...
Brigadier-General C . S. Cartwright
...
...
I3rigadicr-General H . i V . Rushton
...
...
131 igadier-General IC. A . C'11am
Bri&icr-Gen.eral H . G . Joly de Lotbiniere ...
...
Brigadier-General H . Biddulph
...
Brigadicr-General h . 53 . Carey
...
...

... 1915

P' ('OY$S
Brigadier-General R . D . Petrie ...
Brigadier-General A . J . Craven
Brigadier-General A . G . Stevenson

...

...
...

1'1 Corps

Brigadicr-General C . Hill
...
Brigadier-General R . N . Harvey

T'II Corks
Brigsdicr-General W . Huskisson
Brigadier-General J . A . Tanner
13rigadier-General R . D . Petrie ...
Urigadier-Gencral R . A . Gillam
Brigadicr-General C. J . Armstrong

...

...

...

...

...

...

1915

1917

7'111 ('0r)Is

I . .

1 s c-ol.ps
13-igadicr-General A . C. Painter
Urigadicr-Gencral E . H . Bland ...
13rigadicr-General G . P . Scholfield
Urigadicr-General G . S. Cartwriglit
Brigadier-General R . h . Gillsm

...
...
...

...
...

...

...

1915

...

1916
1917

...
...

1917

... 1918
... 1918

... 1918
... 19x5

...

...

...
...

... 1916
... 1918

...

1915

... 1918

,
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c.1.q.

x ('OrPS
Brigadier-General -1. A. S. Tullucli
Brigadier-General G . H. Koilcau

...

...

,..

191j

...

19'7

...

...

191s

...

... 19'7

..,

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

f . .

X I ('orps
Brigadier-General L. Jones
... ...
Brigadier-General H. J . 31. JIarslrall ...

X I I Corps
Brigadier-General G. Godby ...
Brigadier-General F. K . Fair ...
Brigadier-General G. Walker ...
Brigadier-General C. G . W. Hunter

...

...

...
...

...

X I I I corps
Brigadier-General S. H. Powell
Brigadier-Gencral E. P. Brooker
Brigadier-General €
R.
-I
S..Christie
Brigadier-Gencral C . A. Elliott.. .

...

...
...
,..

...

...

...

19'5
1916
... 1916
... 19x7

...
...
...

1915

...

1918

I9Ih

1917

X l V Corps
Brigadier-Gcncral H. I<. Gale ...
Brigadier-General C. S. IVilson...

...

...

... 1916

___

1916

._.

1916

xv corps
Brigadier-General P. G. Grant
...
Brigadier-General S. D'A. Crookshank
Brigadier-General H. J. M. Marshall ...
Brigadier-General C . W. Singer
...

...

...

(Jan.) 1917
. _ . (Feb.) 1917
... (.4pril) 1917

X V I corps
Brigadier-General H . L. Pritchard
... ...
_ _ . 1916
Brigadier-General G. Walker (Temporary) , ,. (July) 1916
Brigadier-General H. L. Pritchard
... ... (Aug.) 1916
XT'II rurps
Brigadier-General H. C,. Xanton
Brigadier-General IT.L). I\'\'aghoni

...

...

...
...

X1,'III forps
Brigadier-General If. G. joly de Lotbini?re ,.

.

... 19x6
,.. 1917

...
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xrx corps
Brigadier-General A. G. Brernner
Brigadier-General H. Biddulph
Brigadier-General E. N.Stockley

X X Cor$s

I

Brigadier-General R. L, Waller

...
...

...
...

...

,.. 1917

...

... 1917

...

...

... 1917

...

...

... 1918

...

...

...

1917

...

...

1916

X X I COY$S
Brigadier-General R. P. T. Hawksley
X X I I Co@s
Brigadier-General A. E. Panet

xxur corps

Brigadier-General G.

D.Close

Canadian Corps
Brigadier-General W. B. Lindsay

.., 1917
.., 1918

...
...

I .4m a c Corps
Brigadier-General A. C. Joly de LotbiniEre

... 1918

I I A n z a c Covps (see X X I I Corps above)
... (Dec.) 1917
...
Brigadier-General A. E. Panet
(Transferred from H.Q. I1 Anzac Corps t o H.Q. XXII
Corps, 31.12.17. The I1 Anzac Corps became XXII at
midnight 3I.I2 , I7.

I I n d i m Covps
Brigadier-General H. C. Nanton

...

Cuvalry Corps
Lieut.-Colonel W. H. Evans (C.R.E.) ,..

OTHER ENGISEER
.4PPOINTMEXTS

Director of Hiarks
Major-General Sir Andrew RI. Stuart

Deputy Director of Works (Stores)
Colonel W. Baker Brown
...

IN

...

... 1914

...

_ . _ 1916

FRAXCE
...

..*

I..

...

1914

...

1916

I

i

.
I

'

I

1

I
I
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Director of Eaginetr Stares a d Materials
Brigadier-General J. S. Sewell ...
...

...

,.. 1918

Director of .,I ma3 Sigrtals
Major-General J. S. Fowler (later Sir John)

...

... I914

Director of Survey
Brigadier-General E. M.Jack ,. .

...

... 1916

...

r)irector of Raihmys (Director of Rail TrUnsf~0l.ttill
Brigadier-General 3. H.Twiss ...
... ...
Colonel W. D. Waghorn (later Sir W.)
...

1915)

... I914
... 1916

Director-General of Transportation
Major-General* Sir Eric Geddes

...

Director of Trurzsportation
Brigadier-General H. F. E. Freeland
Brigadier-General V, Murray +. .

...

...

... I917

Director of Light RaiEways
Brigadier-General+ G. H. Harrison

...

...

...

...
-1.

...

1916

...

1916

...

rg17

I

Director of ~ o c l z s
Brigadier-General* R. L. Wedgewood (later Sir Ralph) 1917

1

Chief Eizgineer, Port Construction
Colonelf Sir Alexander Gibb ...

...

...

...

I917

Director of I d n a d Water I'rartsport
Brigadier-General* G. E. Holland

.,.

...

...

1917

Director of Roads
Brigadier-General H. Maybury (later Sir Henry)

.,.

1917

Iirspector of Mines
Brigadier-General R. N. Harvey

.,.

...

.,.

1916

llircctor of Gas Sewices
Brigadier-General H. I;. Thuillier
Brigadier-General C. H. Foulkes

...

...

...
...

1916
1917

* Temporary Commission.

...

...
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Llirector of Forestry
Brigadier-General* Lord Lovat

...

...

...

19x7

Iiis$eciov of Scarcldighis
Lieut.-Colonel W. C. H. Prichard

...

...

...

1917

COiilmtter oJ ( ' a H K Iz tJ!age
Lieut.-Colonel F. J. C. Wyatt

i

.+,

...

...

...

.
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War Babies

CHAPTER IX

BATTLES O F 1914 I N FRANCE AND FLANDERS
Mons and the Retreat-Passage of the Marne-Passage of the
Aisne-First
battle of Yprcs-IVinter
of 1914115-R.E.
Units of the initial B.E.F.

MONS AND

THE

RETREAT

THEBritish Expeditionary Force landed in France in August,
1914,with one cavalry division of four brigades, an independent
fifth cavalry brigade, and four infantry divisions (the st,
and, 3rd and 5th). The 4th and 6th Divisions were temporarily
retained in England in case of a German invasion, but followed
in a few weeks. A list of the R.E. units in the Expeditionary
Force is given at the end of this chapter.
The Royal Engineers were represented in the Force by a
" Brigadier-General,
Royal Engineers " (Brigadier-General
G. H. Fowke) attached t o General Headquarters with a roving
commission and no staff except a single clerk ; by a " Colonel,
Royal Engineers " on the staff of each of the two Corps Headquarters (Colonel S. R. Rice and Colonel A. E. Sandbach) ;
by a C.R.E. (Lieut.-Colonel) with an adjutant and a clerk in
each infantry division ; by two field companies to each division
and a field squadron with the Cavalry Division ; and by two
fortress companies on the Lines of Communication.
The field units had been well trained within the narrow
limits imposed by rigid peace economy, and all of them had
passed through the South African war. Although the lapse of
time had changed the personnel, the traditions and experience
of fairly recent active service had permeated the units, and
many of the reservists who joined on mobilization had been
through that campaign. So far as was possible, the units were
ready for the new adventure.
Their organization and equipment underwent no change
I75
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throrlgllout thc whole ~ v a r ,and although this might be interpreted ;:s only another indication of t h e lack of a spirit of progrcss, it is an undoubted fact that the field units with their
elastic 01-ganization in sections remained unaltered, and
nol:oc-ly u.antcc.1 to changc thcm from the beginning to the end.
The only shortcoming was that therc were never enough of
them. I t \vas quickly realized that a third field company
in a division uz,\\*antecl,and thc deficiency, was made up by
taking Territminl units from the di\isions assemlding in England. Thcre were as yet no pioneer battalions.
I t \vas in thc higher organization and in the general lack of
knonrlctlge of what was coming that the Royal Engineers of
1914were inaclccliiately prcparcd. The Boer War had not
been an engineers' war. The make-believe position of the
Engincur :l\di*iser at G.H.Q. n-as in itself a synptom of thc
lack of appreciation of thc engineering problems of continental
figliting, which, whcther it turned out to be a mobilc campaign
or static trcncii-war, callccl for preparation of engineer resources
on tlic largest scale.
Seglect of the theory and practice of field defences had becn
encouraged by the el? az*nuI principles of the French School.
Thc. [.h-itisliGciieral Staff and the teaching of thc Staff College
had hccn affected l q the doctrine that the Crimean War was
too far back for it t o be espccted that anyone should trouble
about its lessons. T h e impracticability of carrying out engineer
works 011 pcacc manceuvres had prcvcnted the Staff from
gaining any visual esperie~ice,and it had been left to individual
officcrs of the R o J d Engineers t o do what they could in their
annu:iI training and a t the School of Military Engineering t o
assimilatc the lcssons that i v w e to IIC drawn by those who
looked for thcm.
But if the Crimean War \\’as too far removed from modern
prutnbiiities, the liusso-.I apanese IVar pi-ovided a sufficiently
up-to-clatc field of study, and it u-as fortunate that the o€ficcr
selcctcd for thc ~)c)st
of Engineer Adviser to the Commanderin-Chief was m e \1~110 had the widest experience of engineer
duties, and had hccn one o f the allachCs sent out to the Far
East t o
thc war of 1904-5. A s we have seen in the
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previous chaptcr he lost no time in obtaining an cspansion of
the higher engineer representation.
The British F k p d t i o n a r y Force had scarcc~l>-rt.ached its
first positions 011 the Mons canal \.rvhcnthc oTlcomilig CerInan
columns and thc reports of the withdrawal of the French
Fifth 4rmy matlr it clear that a retrcat was irnprrative. Stvps
had been taken on the z3rd August t o select a main position
in rear of thc line of outposts, and troops, aided by gangs of
Belgian civilians, had already hegun to dig trcnches ; but the
principal work of the R.E. units was that of preparing bridges
for demolition. Most of the subalterns of the companies were
detailed to take charge of these preparations, while the company
commanders and the Cs.R.E. reconnoitred a second line in
rear. The limited amount of explosives carried and the absence
of any doctrine for a wholesalc demolition belt prevented the
destruction of roads, railways or Iniildings.
The fog of war irnmediatcly descended upon the B.E.F.,
and with evcry hour there came nex.s of increasing gravity.
The situation dei.eloped so rapidly that the issuch of orders was
scanty, and none of the units knew what was happening.
A cheerful optimism, howcver, pervaded all ranks. Most of
the bridges along the canal were in the outpost line and east of
Mons they werc far beyond it.
The brunt of the first day's fighting fell on the I1 Corps
(3rd and 5th Divisions). The front of thc 1 Corps (1st and 2nd
Divisions) had been drawn back t o link 1111 with the French,
and there were no bridge demolitions in their area.
In the small hours of the morning of the 23rd August, the
C.O.C., I1 Corps had sent orders to his divisions to prepare
the bridges over the canal for demolition, but they were not
t o be destroyed without orders from the divisional staffs.
In the 3rd Division (C.R.E.-Lieut.-Colonel C. S. Wilson;
56th and 57th Field Companies) the tield companies were
scattered on sarious works, and many of the bridges on the
divisional front were roshcd 115't h e Germans lwforc t h e preparations wrrc completed. Thc 56th C.ompany (Major ru'. J.
Hopkins) had reconnoitred thcir bridges on the evening of
the zznd, and had asked permission t o prepare them at once,

i
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but were told t o do nothing that night. When the sections
reached the canal nest morning the enemy was already sniping
a t the bridges. One section of the company was rushed while
fixing its charges, and Lieutenant H. W. Holt, R E . (S.R.)
was killed and the rest of his section captured.*
Owing to untoward circumstances connected with storechanging beforc mobilization, the companies had no instantaneous fuse with them and only one exploder per section. The
demolition parties had thcreforc t o rely on their electric
firing-apparatus and safety fusc-all too scanty.
The 57th Field Company (Major F. G. Howard) had eight
bridges to prepare, but in spite of the gallant work donc
,.
under heavy fire, only onc EWS b h v n up. lhere were more
bridges than officers t o take charge of them, and many junior
N.C.Os. wcrc detailed to carry out the work. Lieutenant
A. F. Day with Corporal A. Payne and twelvc sappers on
bicycles with half a tool-cart went t o the road bridge over thc
railway and canal north-west of Mons t o hlow up the portion
over the canal. Corporal Payne was sent along the canal t o
reconnoitre the railway bridge near Ximy. On Payne’s return
Lieutenant Day decided to go on with six sappcrs t o demolish
the Kimy bridges, leaving Corporal Payne and the rest of the
party to deal with the bridges at Mons. The lack of safety
fuse and the paucity of explosives forced Corporal Payne t o
resort to the risky alternative of using equal lengths of safety
fuze, and trust t o their being lighted more or less simultaneously.
The bridge was blown up, but the full extent of the damage
could not be ascertained. Meanwhile, Lieutenant Day arrived
a t the Nimy bridges and decided that, as he had insufficient
explosives for both, he nould prepare the railway bridge,
but unfortunately before he could get his charges fixed the
Germans attacked and captured the bridge, and hc was wounded
and taken prisoner.
The bridges from dernappes station t o Mariette were allotted
to Lieutenant 1’. I<. Boulnois (57th Company) who took with
him four N.C.Os. and four sappcrs on bicyclcs, and his foragc
cart loaded with explosives and a drum of cable. He divided

* Demolitiom
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u p his small party and stores, and arranged to return with
t h c esploder and blow up each hridgc in turn. The bridge at
JIariettc \vas prepared . ,1 Svrgeant Smith and Sapper Dabell.
About z p m . 1.icutenant Roulnois, accompanied by Sergeant
Smith, w i l t off on tlicir Iicycles to visit the other bridges.
On their w a y '(they met Captain T. Wright (Adjutant, 3rd
Divisional R.E.) coming from Lock z where he had been
wounded in the head hy s h r a p e l nhile t q i n g to cross the
t\scnty I-ards Iiet\seen the barricade and Lance-Corporal
Jarvis's boat. S o orders had yet lieen received for the destruction of the bridges, but thcl; stopped a dispatch-rider (searching
for the Scots Fusiliers) and learned that he was carrying
orders €or a general retirement. They at once realized that
they were faced with the problem of instantly blowing up
five bridges on a front of 3 miles with one exploder.
'' Wright started,,& in a car to order the destruction of
Day's bridges, and !old 3oulnois to get OR with his as best
he could. Boulnois bicycled with Sergeant Smith to his farthest
bridge, close to Jemappes station, and successfully destroyed
it at about 3 p.m. He then decided that, as there was no time
to lose, he would omit the bridges at Lock z and the two next
t o it (Lance-Corporal Halewood's) and make for the Mariette
bridge which carried a main road. On their way, they again
met Wright and, after a short consultation, it was decided
that he should take the esploder and drum in his car and,
accompanied hy Sergeant Smith, go to Mariette while Boulnais
went to Lance-Corporal Halewood's bridges. Here he succeeded
in joining u p his leads with the local electric supply in an
adjoining house, hoping that the current which was still
running the lights would set off the detonator if he switched it
on suddenly. By this time, however, the village had been deserted, and at this very moment the current failed.
Captain Wright and Sergeant Smith on reaching Mariette
made most gallant attempts to get at the free ends of the
leads, which on]}- just reached the towpath. B Company of
the 1st Korthomberland Fusiliers was still holding out at the
barricade on the south sidc of the canal, but the towpath was
separated from thc barricade by the subsidiary canal, here
3IOSS hS1) THE RETREXT
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spannecl by a girder bridge fifteen l o twenty feet wide. Captain
Wright ‘ bridge-laddered under this subsidiary canal bridge
with extra leads ticd on to him, and time and again tried t o
get a t thc ciids of thc leads on thc towpath. I k c h time his
hands or ]lead appearcc1 a1)nve thc lcvcl of the towpath he \$*as
fired at froin about thirty yards off, so eventually he gave up
the attempt. In swinging himself Inck undcr thc girder across
the snlisidiary canal, lie lost his grip owing to esl~austion,ancl
\vas ptillccl out of t h c water by Sergeant Smith.
‘‘ Thc rcsult was tliat of eigltt lx-iclgcs allott.cc1 t o the 57th
Company oiilp thc iiiic close t o .Jc~nappcsstation \vas blown
up. Captain \Vright and Lance-Corporal C. A. +Jarvisw r e
awarded the V.C. for their gallant work at thc llariette bridge
and a t Lock 2 respectiveiy.”*
Lancc-Corporal Jarvis and Sapper Neary of t h e 57th Field
Company had h e n left t o prepare the charges :it Lock 2 , alld
working in a small boat underneath the bridge, managed
t o fix their charges, u+hilst heavy firing went on ovcr their
heads, but they had to makc occasional dashes back across
the tnrcnty yards lxtwcen the canal and the hrricadc to
fetch cxplosivcs ancl run out their leads.”’ The bridge was
successfully l~lownup.
On the j t h Divisional front (C.R.E.--Lieut.-Colonel J. A. S.
Tulloch ; 17th and jgth Field Companies) the 17th Company
(hIajor C. W. Singer) prepared bridges in Ghislain. The charges
on the railway bridgc llad been fixed, when eiiemy shell-fire
blew off the gun-cotton without detonating it. Corporal
AIarsdeIi attempted t o refix it, hut was killed before he \\’as
successful. The main road bridgc, together u.ith a footbridge
alongside was prepared by the sainc section (aid Lieutenant
K. I3. Godsell), but htavy shelling drove the party off until
the evening, when the work was finished. All these bridges
were successfully blown in the small hours of 24th August. At
Lock 4, Lieutenant C. 13. R. Pottinger, of thesame company, had
troublc with his exploder and the bridge had t o lie left standing,
although h c had cndcavoured t o set the charges off by firing
at the detonators &tli his rcvolvcr. Several barges along thc
* Deiiialilioits nl :lloiis, K . E . J u w u ( i / , March, 1932, pp. 2 7-2s.
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canal were sunk hy exploding a 1-11). slab of gun-cotton close
to the kccl of cach.
The oihvr field company of the 5th I)i\*ision, t h e 59tli
(Major I;. \i::alk(.r), had the bridges \vest of Lock 4 to Impare,
including a plate-girder railis-a)- bridge at Lcs Herhii.rcs.
Lieutenant I’cm~\.cuick and So. I Section prepared t h t h railway
bridge and succcssfull?. Ijlciv it. Lieutenant Flint arid 90. 3
section at the tlridge o\.cr the Hain on the I-illc Pomincrocul
ThuIin road fired their charges under fire from a ficld gun
which thc Germans had posted a milc am!- in full viwv on the
dead-straight road. Their bridge was succcssfull~.hlown up.
MeanLvhile the mounted section of this company, under
Captain W. H. Johnston, had begun thc construction of a
pontoon hriclge over the Haine t o enable the infantry to retire.
Lieutenant Ponnycuick took his section t o assist in this about
3 p.m. In the cvcning, after the East Surrcys had retired,
this bridge had to he destroyed, as there was no time for dismantling.
The field squadron with the cavalry blew up the drop-bridge
over the canal, north of Lieutenant Flint’s bridge, at 5.15 p.m.
The bridge at 1,ock 5 and a wooden bridge near it were also
destroyed by thc squadron. Early on the morning of the
24th two more bridges at St. Aybcrt were blown u p by the
same unit. Thry sent back all their wheelcd transport during
the night of t h r 23rd on the orders of the Cavalr!? Uivision,
so they were without tools or explosi\,cs until 30th August,
when they picked up their transport at CompiPgne. They were
employed as rnountvd infantry in the meantime.
Thc situation at nightfall on the z y d August was that
most of the hidges prepared for dcmolition had been succcssfully dcstroycd, but several were left untouched for want
of time and eq’losivcs to destroy thcm. Thc canal was narrow
and the Germans could not be delayed for long. ru’evcrtliclcss,
all that could he done under the circumstanccs had I m n done,
and the moderate amount of available exldosives had been
utilized to tlic full. Man!, gallant deeds had t w n p’rformed,
and the casrialtics aniong thc field cornpanics I\YW anioiig the
first incurrcd in the war. The sudden conversion of thr advance
~
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of the B.E.F. into an enforced retreat had prevented the
preparation of any scheme of demolitions, and the absence of
orders was perhaps inevitable in the confusion which followed,
but thc traditional training of the field cornpanics had prepared them to act wherever they saw their opportunities.
Next day, the 24th August, the whole force retired to a
line running east and west through Bavai. No bridge demolitions were carried out, but some of the ficld companies were
cngaged in the preparation of farm buildings for defence and
in the construction of strong points, which, of course, wcrc
never occupied. Long marches and very little rest now becamc
the order of the day.
On the 25th August, the retreat brought thc I Corps across
the Sambre, but there \vas still no policy for demolishing
bridges. There lyas a general espcctancy that the advance
might soon be resumed, and therefore the bridges werc not
t o be destroyed. Orders given t o the 5th and rzth Field
Companies of the 2nd Division (C.R.E.-Lieut.-Colonel R. H. H.
Boys) to prepare demolitions were cancelled almost as soon as
issued.*
Meanwhile the retreat of the I1 Corps was becoming jammed
by traffic congestion, and its position seriously endangered.
General Srnith-Dorrien’s decision to stand on the Le Cateau
position and strike hack at the enemy so as to gain time for a
subsequent retirement, was taken during the small hours of
the 26th. There hadbeennotime to prepare a scheme of defence.
At Le Cateaii, t h e 59th Field C.nmpaiiy had i t s first experience
of infantry fighting. A t 7.15 a.m. on the 26th, the company
paraded outsidc its bilkts at Reumont, and was about to
move off when Major Walker received orders to report to the
G.O.C. 14th Brigade, Tvhose headquarters were said to be in
Le Cateau, with a view to strengthening a position about that
place. Captain W. H. Johnston was sent ahead with the
cyclists to reconnoitre the town for materials for head cover,
He was unable t o find the 14th Brigade headquarters, but he
soon met German cavalry. An ammunition column, apparently
stampeded by the Germans, dashed up the road from Le
* Demolilioas rrf M o i t s , R. E . J o i t m d , March, 1932, p. 3 2 .
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Cateau at full gallop m d went through the 59th C'oinparq'
which W;LS dt:sccIlding tlich hill. 'llis caused consitlerable
confusion and ant' tnan and t\vo h0rst.s n w e injund. 1:fforts to
find thc lrrigadt. hratlcInarters \\"x: ~rnsucccssful,and a s tho
thc cnml)an!- was crnplog-ed in
battle \vas no\\- d(~\-c~loping.
assisting the ryth Brigade t o strrngtIicn its position on the
right Hank of thc: 5th 1)ivision. l'hrrc was vci-y little time
for work, t x r t fire trcnchcs were dug and communications
irnprmwl. These trenches were Innnned by tlic rrtreating
infantq. and 111-the saI)I)tm who dug Ilicm. IThcm thc: trenches
becant. o\x?rcrojvdcd,t l i c sappers got [)ut and lap in the open.
They came under heavy shrapnel fire in the afternuon, but
they took an effective part: in stemming the German infantry.
At 4.30 p.ni, thev joined in the gcncral rvtircmcnt ordered.*
The 17th Fieid Coml'any (Major C,. W. Singer) put the
village of Troisvillcs into a state of clvferice, digging trenches,
loopholing walls, and constructing olxrvation posts until
z p m . , when the enemy's attack rnadc further work impossiblc.
The company was then moved across to the right of the
division and ordered to prepare a position t o cover that flank.
There was no time for \York, howevor, and the company joined
in the general retirement, tiringing up the rear in such excellent
order as to gain thc congratulations of Sir Horace SmithDorrien liimself. The 56th and 57th Field Companies of the
3rd Division on the left, were not heavily involved in the
fighting and carried out no R.E. work.
From IIOW onlvards, until the B.E.F. arrived on the Aisne,
the work of the divisional engineers consisted of the demolition
of bridgcs and the construction of othcrs. During the night
of z 6 t h / q t h August a section of thc 59th Company under
Lieutenant Flint Iilc\v u p the bridge over the .St. Quentin
Canal at Jussy, and othcrs in the neighlwurhood m r e prepared
for demolition. Several prepared bridges ivere left for the field
squadron to blow up, hut as the squadron followed another
routc, the demolitions were not carried out.

* ii'ar diary of 59t 11 l;it.,ld Cornp;111y. Diary d Lieutenant
J, A . C. Ptltinycuick, R.E. 1;mm flit. C'irrrizgh fo t h .-1isirs, &.E.
Jozrrmii, April, 1919.UjJit.id/ Hisfory, 1914,17d.I , p. 166.
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Therc was at this time much confusion about blowing up
bridges. Thc French were generally averse to their demolition,
and there nas a shortage of explosives, but it seems that there
was a rclrictance t o destroy bridges which might presently
be required for an advance. This doctrine ignored the fact
that the enemy was certain t o blow them up himself if forced
to retire, and our failure t o destroy them merely assisted his
advance. There were practically no orders for bridge demolition
until the Marne was reached. The military importance of
demolitions had not been fully realized throughout the British
Army, and the supply of the necessary explosives was far
too scanty for the large amount of work t o be donc.
The I Corps had fewer bridges to deal with, but being
nearer to the French army, met with more opposition t o their
destruction. On thc 27th August, the 23rd Field Company
(Major C. liussell-Brown) prepared a bridge at Petit Cambresis
on thc Sambrc Canal, and also built a footbridge alongside it
for the withdrawal of the rear-guard, but “ a t 3 p.m. orders
came to ivithdraw the charges and leave the bridge standing.
Arrangements had also been made to destroy the permanent
bridge over the canal at Oisy and the temporary trestle bridge
which had lieen built alongside by the a y d Company but at
the last moment urgcnt orders were sent by thc 1st Division
cancelling their destruction.”* The zGth Company had orders
t o prepare fi1.e bridges over thc Oise at Etreux, but these also
were not destroyed.
The I1 Corps, continuing irs retreat from Le Calcau, urdered
the preparation for destruction of the bridges near Ham.
The 17th Company was sent there, and Lieutenant G. F. E.
Smyth and 2nd Lieutenant K . B. Godscll prepared the bridges,
but again the orders for demolition were postponed or withheld until the opportunity had passed.
On the 28th August, it was again only in the II Corps
that any steps were takcn t o prepare bridges. I n the I Corps,
the 11th Field Company (Najor P. T. Denis de Vitrd) reconnoitred the bridges over thc Oise at Beautor and Condren, but
the charges were not fixed until the following day, when the
* Dcinoliliorrs at Mons, K.E. Joztraal, March, 1932, p. 33.
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5th (Major C . N. North) and 11th Companies dealt with them.
The 57th ('cirnlranlr prepawl thc: hridgcs at Ham, but only one
' was tltstro!wl. The othcr ivas preparcd
Licutenant Fh.dnois, but at t h c last minutc the chargrs nmc' withdrawn, and
the bridgc 1c.ft for a French cavalrj- brigade to cross.
On thc 29th August, the bridges prepared at Beautor and
Condren wen: allotted to the 11th and 5th Companies rcspectively. -4 medley of ordcrs and counter-orders rcachecl the
unfortunatc company commanders, but the two bridges at
Condren w c w eventually tilown up.
Meanwhile, the 4th Field Troop (Captain L. ChenevixTrench) had l m n detailed t o prepare the bridges at Chauny.
Some French sappers were found to he preparing the main
railway bridge there, so the field troop undertook the road
bridge and a metre-gauge railway bridge. Lieutenant T. '4. S.
Swinburne took charge of the road bridge, and a corporal was
posted to thc light railway bridge. Orders and counter-orders
succeeded each other owing t o anxiety on the part of the
Cavalry Division to see its brigades safely across, and on the
part of the I Corps t o get the demolitions completed. The
N.C.O. on thv railwai. bridge had orders t o blow it up as soon
as he heard the explosions at the neighbouring bridges, and
when the French blew theirs a t 3 a.m. on the 30th he followed
suit successfully. Lieutenant Swinburne, on the other hand,
received a written order from the I Corps to remove his charges
and drop them in the river !
In the uncertainties of thc retreat, there was some confusion
concerning the respcctiw responsibilities of the infantry
divisions and the cavalrjr. The O.C. 5th Field Company went
to Chauny at 6.30 p.m. on the 29th t o ascertain what had been
done, and found, as he thought, that the field troop had left
four bridges unprepared. On his return to his company he
reported this t o the G.O.C., 6th Infantry Brigade, and was
ordered t o do the preparation with his own men. Accordingly,
he sent two sections back t o Chauny, but there received a
series of orders and counter-orders, and finally only succeeded
in partially destroying thc two railway bridges. The 5th
Company had a disturbed night in bivouac at Amigny. Twice
I
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during the small hours, Major Sorth received ordcrs t o blow
the Condren bridges, and twice he received counter-orders.
Both bridges wcrc finally destroyccl on an order received at
5 a.m. on the 3oth, which was quickly translated into action
before any further changes could intervenc. OIW of the two
bridges had in fact lieen blown at 3 a.m. on a previous order.
Meanwhile, the I1 Corps h a d crossed the Oise, and had
issued orders to its divisions t o prepare t h e bridges over the
river and the canal. The 5th Division was made responsible
for the liridgcs at Vartsnes and Pontoise, and t h e 4th Division
(which had now arrivcd in the field ; C.R,E.-Lieut.-Colonel
H, B. Jones ; 7th arid gt.h Field Companies) for those at Pont
L’EvCclueand Ourscamp. The 7th Company (Major S. G. Faber)
mas ordcred to prepare the bridges between l’ont L’Ev6que
and Sempigny, working all through the night of thc zgth/30th,
while the 4th Division was crossing. Lieutenants l?. G. Wright,
G. N. Macready and I<. 1. Gourlay each blew u p their bridges
successfully. Gourlay’s first attempt on his bridge, an old
stone one of massive construction, was only partially successful.
Hc had attacked tlie Iiaunches of two arches, but the charges
were insufficient, and he had t o made a second attempt,
While he \vas placing this, tlie cavalry picquct covering the
bridge was attacked by dismounted Uhlans, who had crossed
the river in a boat only a few hundred yards from the village,
bringing a machine-gun with them. Whcn thcy opened fire down
a small street through the village parallel to the canal, t h e
horscs of thc cax-airy picquet were enfiladed and stampcdcd,
and the 72.13. horscs took fright and disappeared up a side road
into thc forest, never to lie seen again. The bridge, was held
until Gourlay had fired the second charge, and he got away,
mounted liehind a cavalrj- officer.”* Two sappers were severely
wounded.
The 17th Company was responsible for the two bridges on
the Noyon-Pontoisc road, and four bridges at Varcsnes were
allottcd to the 59th Company. Licutcnant Smyth (17th Company) successfully blew up the girder bridge over the canal,
but the wire-cable suspension bridge over the Oise proved 3
* ~ r ? m / i t i o ? i(sI ! ilrloiis, I?. E . J o ? ~ Y I I ~June,
,
1932, p, 222.
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failure owing to shortage of gun-cotton, and had to be left,
' damaged but still passable.
On the 30th August, the I Corps marched on and reached
the Xisne near Soissons. The troops bivouacked for the night
on the north bank, tlut the bridges Lvere t o be blown up at
I 3 a.m. next morning, OT immediately if there was any danger of
a rush. As before, the chief activities of the field companies
occurred in the 11 Corps, which crossed the Aisnc at V k
and Attichy. Captain H. M. Henderson and Licutcnant
' R. C . Wells (57th Company) with a few sappers successfully
blew the bridge over the Oise a t Bretigny. On arrival at the
bridge they found two or three Uhlans on it. Henderson with
' one of the sappers drove them off, rescuing a man of the 59th
Company previously captured by them.*
1

1
'

Thc 59th Company left the neiglibourhood uf V a r h e s
very early on the morning of the 3oth t o follon. tlic rest of the
5th Division in tlie direction of Xttichy. At about S a.m. when
the company had rejoincd the main colurnn, and during a brief
halt for breakfast, Lieutenant \!'est, ILL., an officer dispatchrider, rode up on his motor-bicycle with a note for Major
Walker from Major Buckle, Royal West Kent ICcgimcnt, t o
say that the suspension bridge at Pontoisc was not completely
demolished and \vas still passable. Lieutcnant Pennycuick
came up whilst Major Walker was reading the note, and
immediately volunteered to go back with Lieutcnant l i e s t
to see if anything could be done. Tlie distance was about eight
miles. The noto or-bicyclc was loaded up with a box of fourteen
gun-cotton slabs, on the top of wliich mounted Pennycuick
with his pockets full of primers and detonators. Major Walker
suggested that if he could get t o tlie bridge, the bust place
at \vliich to attack the suspension cables was on the top of
the piers. The two officers rode off, and passing first through
the infantry rear-guard, and then the cavalry, reached the
bridge, much relieved to find that the enemy had not yet
arrived. They climbed one of tlie piers to investigate, and
Peniiyctiick decided that witli the small quantity of gun-cotton
they liad \villi t h u n it \vas better to makc surc of tlie job on
one side than attempt a demolition on both piers. There weere.

* Ibid.,

p.
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tjvin cables on butii sidcs of the bridg?, each cable being of
rouncl steel, some two inclws in diameter. The whole charge of
thirtccn slnbs (one had fallen into the river) was fitted in
Ixt\wcn tlic t a o cablcs oii the top of tlic left-hand picr, but
the first attempt t u set it off was a failurc. Thc detonator fired,
b u t the only result \vas that the yrirner broke up, A fresh
primer and detonator having been inserted, the seconcl effort
\vas successful and, considcring the sni;dl sizc of thc charge,
t h e dcmolition was ;igood one. T h c top of th. !nasonry pier
\vas bloivn OR, and lmtli the cables WL'W cut. This dropped
tlte roadway into the water and left it snspeiided on the righthand cable only. In addition, thre: or four of the tics on the
right side of the bridge wcre hrokcn, robab ably by flying fragnients of masonry. I t \vas a hold Teat n n d both officcrs were
awarded the I). S.(1. ' '*

!

The hridge over thc Oisc at Bailly, which had been prepared
by Captain 17. C. Westland (9th Field Company) on the 29th
was not destroyed, on orders receivcd by Brigadier-General
Haldane (loth Brigade) from the I1 Corps. The charges iverc
withdrawn and Captain Westland rejoined his unit on the 3rst ;
but at 3 p.m. on the 30th the C.R.E., 4th Division received
orders t o send a n R.E. ofrcer to I1 Corps for instructions.
Four bridges over the Oise were t o be destroyed from Bailly
to CompiGgne. 3Zotor Inrrirs were available to carry working
parties and explosivcs. Xone of these bridges were blown, as
the ordcr liad arrived too late. A party of the 9th Field Company under Lieutenant C. E. Fishboumc started off for Bailly
in 3 lorry at 9 p.m. " t o find their way in the dark b y unknown
roads, to a village they had never seen, to blow u p a bridge
which had not been reconnoitred by any of the party. As the
infantry escort, which had been ordcrcd bj- the division,
did not arrive Major J. B. Barstow (O.C. 9th Field Company)
accompanied the party, taking an escort of two sappers.
They left the lorry z miles outside Bailly, and procccdcd on
foot, but were fired on by a picquet a t about fifteen yards range,
with the rcsult that Major Barstow \\'as killed, and 2nd Corporal
Stone so scvercly wounded that he could not be moved. The

* Ibid.,

p. 224.
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remaindcr of t h c b part>. rt:turncd to camp (thrre of them
wounclc~d)at 5 a.m. ha\.ing been unal)lc to blow r l p the bridge,
which could Iiavr, bccn destroyed earlier in the da!.
Captain
Wcstland uithoiit any troutde.”*
Thc destruction of t h r bridge at CompiPgnc forms one of
thc classics of those days. The Commander-in-Chief, whose
head(1usrters M‘c’rc still in the town on the 30th August, gave
orders that thc bridge \vas to be hloivn up next morning on
thc rtxcluest of the French. It was a magnificent stone bridge
of thrcc archcs siilq)ortcd by two massive piers. The I1 Corps
was instructecl t o send a party t o prepare it,’and Lieutenant
B. K. Young, 9th Field Company, was detailed. He arrived on
the site a t about 5 p.m. on the 30th with his section sergeant,
eight sappers on bicycles and his tool-cart. He calculated the
charge required for the haunches of one arch at z# tons of
gun-cotton !
Meanwhik, Brigadier-General Fowke had been t o see the
bridge, taking with him Captain S. F. Newcomhe, whom he
placed in chargc. Captain W. G. S. Dobbie, adjutant of the
4th Divisional R.E., also appeared on the scene, and thc two
officers set about finding explosives and any information that
could he obtained from the French. Captain Dobbie found
a French Territorial officer who produced plans of the bridge
disclosing the position of the demolition chambers with which
all French bridges in that region had been provided, and about
a ton of melinite. X wire had already been sent by General
Fowke for z tons of gun-cotton from another depot, and at
about 6 p.m. a ton of it reached the railway slation.
With these fortunate developments, the sappers set t o work
t o remove the pa77e‘ setts and expose the demolition chambers.
There were three of thesc chambers in ea& .$er, each 18 in.
in diameter am1 30 f t deep, going dowh well b l o w the water
line. They w r e SO narrow that there was‘ao’ioom for a man
inside to bend his body, and the bags of gunkotton had to be
lowered and trampled into position with the, feet. Captain
Newcornbe himself undertook this difficult task, while Young
prepared the electrical circuits and fuses. 400 lb. of gun-cotton

* Ibid.,

p.
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tied up in sandbags with three slalx prepared with primers
and detonators to each bag were 1oir.ered into each shaft.
Al~outa hundred pounds of the French melinite was added as a
sort of tamping to each charge, and finally a layer of three
sandbags filled with gravcl finished them off. Fuse and leads,
in duplicate, were brought up and laid across the pave’ in
grooves filled in with gravel and sand. During all this prcparation, which took until nearly daybreak on the 31st, the roadway had to be kept open for two lines of traffic, and all through
the night a stream of \~hiclesof every kind continued.
By dawn, all was ready. The sergeant and the sappers Ivere
sent back to find their company, taking with them the surplus
gumcotton, while Newcombe and Young remained to lilow
the bridge. The orders were that the demolition was to be
made as soon as all the cavalry had crossed. General FoLvke,
who had remained on the spot, received a message from
General Allenby at 11 a.m. saying that his division was clear,
and he gave the order t o fire the chargcs. Just as Lieutenant
Young pressed down the handle of the exploder, a car full of
refugees dashed on to the bridge. There was no exploslon ! The
exploder had failed. There remained the alternative fuse. This
did its work-rather too suddenly, for the 6 ft. of safety fuse
burnt in 30 seconds.
The result was one of the cleanest demolitions of thc war.
There was almost no noise, and no damage to the neighbouring
houses ; but two of the three arches with their pier simply
vanished, and no debris remained above the water line.
The moment of the failure of the exploder (it was afterwards
found to have been defective) was an unenviable one for the
R.E. subaltern. Under the eyes of his Engineer-in-Chief his
first alternative had failed, but hc has himself borne witness
to the composure of the general. The happy escape of the
refugee car, follo~vcdbj+the completc success of the demolition,
was a sufficiently satisfying climas to a very hard nlght’s
work.
On the 31st August, thc I Corps crossed the Aisne in t w o
columns, at Soissons and to the west of it, and halted for the
night between the river and the forest of Villers CotteretS.

I

r9=
The I1 Corps bivouacked south-west of ViIlers Cotterets, and
the newly-formed I11 Corps (4th Division and 19th Brigade,
Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General F. M. Glubb j marched
through the forest of Compii,gne to its south-west corner near
Verberie. The retreating columns were unmolested by the
enemy, and the bridges over the Aisne between Fontenoy and
Soissons were destroyed. Lieutenant G. C. Gowllsnd (5th
Company) blew up the girder bridge at Pommiers and Lieutenant J. H. Stafford ( ~ 3 r dCompany) that at Bois Roger,
both in the early evening of the 31st August.
The Field Squadron, working with the Cavalry Division
on the left, prepared the suspension bridge at Port de la Croix
St. Ouen, but received no orders for its destruction, and on
being relieved at nightfall, the squadron withdrew its charges.
A t 8.30 p.m. the bridge was rushed by UhIans.
The retreat was continued throughout 1st September, but
only in the I Corps area were any demolitions carried out.
The z3rd Company destroyed a girder bridge at Marolles
at 11. p.m. and two bridges over the Ourcq at La Fert@Milon
at 11.30 p.m. On 2nd September the 26th Company prepared
two solid bridges over the Marile at Meaux, but had tu leave
them for the 57th Company to destroy the next day.
By this time, the B.E.F. had reached the outskirts of the
Paris entrenched camp, and found that most of the bridges
had been prepared by the French, and that French officers
had been told off to them, with strict orders that demolition
was only to be carried out by order from the Governor of Paris.
In some cases this difficulty was overcome by verbal arrangement on the spot, backed by the obvious necessities of the
moment, but in others much delay ensued while the various
channels of communication operated. Some more definite
allocation of responsibility for the bridges was included in
British G.H.Q. orders for 2nd Scptcmber, which apportioned
t o the three corps the responsibility for destroying the bridges
over the Marne.
On 3rd September, the whole Force crossed the Marne;
the 1st Division at Trilport ; the 2nd and 3rd at Meaux ; the
5th at Isles les Villenoy ; the 4th at Lagny ; and the Cavalry
MOS5 A S D THE RETREAT
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I~ivisionat Gournay. T l i e ~blcw
~
up all the bridges behind
them as the); moved south-east.”* That night, the army lay
south of the river, from joiiarre to Kogcnt.
The 1st Division was ordered t o preparc the liridges at St.
Jean les Deux Jumeaux and La Ferti. soils Jouarw. The 23rd
Company was givcn St. Jean and Sommeron ; the 26th
Company (Major H. L. Pritchard) La Ferti.. Therc were four
bridges in all, two falling to each company. Those at St. Jean
and Sommeron presented no difficulty, and were successfully
dcstroyed at 6.30 p.m. The 26th Company’s bridgcs werc
ready 1 ) ~ .7 p m . but orders for their destruction were withheld
until 4 a.m. nest morning, when the O.C. conveyed them to
his section officers, Lieutenants E. E. Calthrop ancl A. G.
Smith, whom he had left by themselves on thc bridges, covered
b y a company of Coldstream Guards. Hc found that Lieutenant
Calthrop had already rcceivcd orders to blow his firidge and
had done so, but that the stecl girders, although cut through
had not fallen and still supported enough of the bridge t o
afford a passage for infantry. A second attcnipt was made,
but this was further hampercd by the bursting into flame of
a broken gas niaiii, igiriled by a spark struck by a sapper
picking at the finat. Six charges were used this time, but
again the result was not cntirely satisfactory. Thc C.R.E.
tlicr, arrived on the scene, and as the Germans had already
rcaclied the farther Ixmk, he ordercd the sappers to jvithclraw.
’The 2nd Division had the two lxidgcs at Trilport to deai
with. Thc 5th Field Company (Major C. 5 . Sorth) was ordered
there, the road bridge being allotted to Lieutenant A?. Q.
Pcrkiiis and the railway Iiridgc t o Lieutenant G. C. Goidland.
T h e road bridge had xlrcady lwcn prepared tly the 4th Field
Troop. Both wcw successfully dcstroycd. T h e 3rd I ~ i v i s i o
dealt with the Ixidgcs at Arcaim, the 57th Cornlmny (hTajor
I;. G. Howard) cnrrj-ing out thc work and cornlrleting destructioii at 5 p,m, The j t h Ilivision found the bridges in their
area undcr the charge of Frmch officers. l’herc was some
difficulty at first in persu;~dingthcse officers t o acccpt instructions from the British, as thcg had their own defirlite orders,
* q i j i c i r r l Hisiovy ‘ g i g , Vol. I, p. 253.
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but eventually the trouble was cleared up, and thc demolitions
were all successfully carried out.
On 4th September the retirement slowed down ; the 111
Corps remained at Lagny, while the right wing of the B.E.F.
swung back t o Coulommiers. On 5th September the great
retreat came to an end, and in a few hours was converted into
the victorious advance which forced the Germans back to the
Aisne .
CROSSISG T H E MilkSE

PASSAGE
OF

THE

MARNE

It might have been expected that the Germans would have
made certain of the demolition of the bridges over the Marne,
but they had prepared none of those on the front of the British
army. Only the largest bridges at La Ferti. sous Jouarre were
destroyed, and this had been done by the British in their
retreat.
The heads of the British Corps had reached the southern
bank of the Marne by the evening of 8th September and on the
9th the I and I1 Corps crossed the river. The 111 Corps was
waiting for the completion of a bridge at La Ferte. This
bridge, the first to be built by the field companies, was sited
just below the old broken masonry bridge at the south end of
the town. Its length was 220 f t . and it was made up of two
trestles, the four pontoons of the 7th and 9th Field Companies,
four barrel piers, m e barge and two boats. The site was
reconnoitred by the C.R.E., 4th I)ir.ision (Lieut.-Colonel
H. B. Jones) and his adjutant (Captain W. ti. S. Dobbie).
The field companies were well behind. The 9th Company had
been digging all night and putting Jouarre into a state of
defence, and it was not until 4 p.m. that it arrived on the
spot. The 7th Company was even later. Considering the extreme
probability that' bridges would be required on the Marne, it is
remarkable that the pontoons had not been pushed farther
forward. The 1st and 2nd Bridging Trains, extremely cumbrous
horsed units, after many adventures during the retreat, had
been sent back t o Le >fans, and were only entrained on this
day for the front. There was no reason why they should not
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have been sent forward two or three days earlier, to follon? up
the advancing army.
Thc xvork at La Fcrt6 was divided ; the 7th Company made
the approaches and thc 9th Company built the bridge. The
covering troops wcrc ferried across bp boat. Extra decking
and road-bearers had t o be found locally, and barrels were
collected from the ncighbouring cellars, their contents heing
run t o waslc. Several Germans, dead drunk, were found during
this process.* Work on the bridge continued all through the
night of gth,'Ioth September and was finished at 6.30 a.m.
" The last link was dramatic.
All we possessed had been put
into the bridgc and it would not meet, when Lieutcnant
R. G. Wright (7th Company) suddenly appeared up stream in
a roxv-boat Lvhicli just filled the gap and saved the situation."?
The division started crossing at once, and traffic continued up
t o 5.30 p.r~i. At 4 a.m. ncxt morning, the IIth, thc bridgc
was clismaritlcd, the coinpanics collecting their pontoons and
hurrying oif to ovcrtakc their divisions.
The two bridging trains had meanwhile been sent up by
rail from Le Rims, and on the I i t h , after detraining at Chaumes,
were moving up at a good speed; but they wcrc still two
days' march behind. They each carried forty-two pontoons and
sixteen trestles, and had about 350 horses.

PASSAGE
OF

THE AISSE

O n the inarch from the llarnc to the Aisne, nearly all the
field companies found themselves too lar back in the columns,
and ivhen required t n push forward their bridge equipment
they had great difficulty in getting past the traffic.
The I ancl 11 Corps and the Cavalry all had to overcome the
resistance of the German rcarguards in their advance to thc
Aisne, but the prisoners taken were from so many mised units
that it apprearcd that the Germans might retreat farther than
thc river. 'The British pursuit [vas therefore pressed, and the
ordcr-s issucd on the night of the 12th prescribed an advance
+
.

Lt.U. li.Young, L)ili~~:t'~~ccSiibalicr?t,
X . E . joirrical, Dec, 1933.
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to a linc ahout f i \ ~rnilcs Ixyond. Crossing
across t h e -4isne
placcs were allotted as follows :('a\~dry Division and I Corps :-Eourg, h i t ;lrc!* and
C.ha\*onne.
&ugh's Cavalry and 11 Corps :--Vailly, Condi. and Missy.
I I I C,orps :--Venizel and Soissons.
The bridges at all these placcs, i:xct:pt CnndC, had been
blonn up by the Germans, but at Vcnizcl and Pont Arcy the
demolitions had bcen only partially successful,
The 4th Division had ordcrs to push across the river on
the night of the 12th if possible, and the Ilivisional Commander
sent for the O.C., 9th Company (Major D. 31. F. Hoysted) at
8 p.m. and instructed him to have a reconnaissance made.
Captain F. C. Itrestland was sent to investigate, and came
back uith the report that on the Yenizcl bridge oidy two charges
had gone off, and that Inen could get o\.er thc hridqe in single
file ; that n a s all that he could b e sure of in the dark. Acting
immediately on this news, the IIth Brigade (Brigadier-General
Hunter-Weston, late R.E. )began to cross. €31; 3 a.m., the whole
brigade was 01-er, and e l m some batteries of artillery were
unlimliered and passed o\.er br- hand. This established a
hridgchciad and provided cover for the sulisequent bridging
operations. The pontoons were brought up and the 9th Company built a bridge alongside the damaged one. By midday
on thc 13th, the 4th Division thus had two crossing places over
the Aisne, and these were soon to he supplemented by another
pontoon bridge on the night of the 14th, built by the 9th
C.ompaiiy with pontoons brought u p by the 2nd Bridging Train,
and by a numbcr of footbridges put across on thc gunwales
of some barges found in the river.
MeannMc, on the right of the British army, the Cavalry
Division crossed at Bout-g, and the 1 Corps at Bourg, Pont
,4rcv and Chavonne. At Bourg, the C.R.E., 1st Division
(Lie-ut.-Colonel -1.L. Schrcibcr), and his adjutant rcconnoitred
thc crossings and found t h e 2nd Ca\dr!- Brigade trj-ing t o
forcc a passage. Thc t t v o road-bridges o \ w the canal n.ere
intact, but the main hridge ol-er thc ri1m had t i c ~ : nIilown up.
.A crossing was possible, however, by the bridge which carried
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the canal over the Aisne. This aquaduct had been damaged
but needed only a little repair to make it passable even for
heavy artillery and mechanical transport.* After crossing t h e
river, transport could follow the canal towpath on the north
bank until it reached the Bourg-Soupir road. After a little
fighting, the cavalry got across at 9.50 a.m. The 23rd and
26th Field Companies were brought up and were employed for
the greater part of the day in keeping the towpath in repair
and widening and lowering it under the bridge. By the evening
(13th) most of the 1st Division had crossed, but the transport
continued its passage all night. Some barges were also placed
across the canal t o provide a second crossing for infantry if
requircd. Meanwhile, at Pont Arcy, the rIth Field Company
repaired the road bridge which had only been partially demolished ; and by 5 p m . the 5th Company had put a pontoon
bridge across about half a mile west of Bourg.
Next on the left came the 3rd Division, of which t h e 8th
and 9th Brigadcs got across by means of a single plank footway
left by the Germans over a gap in the road-bridge at Vailly,
supplemented later by a pontoon bridge built by the 56th
and 57th Compauies, and a footbridge improvised over the
damaged light railway liridge.
Farther t o the west, the 5th Division crossed at Missy
and at thc Moulin des Roches. At AIissy, the enemy were
driven from the damaged bridge at about j p m . , and the 59th
Field Company was able t o begin the preparation of rafts for
the 13th Brigade. One small boat, one timber raft and two
hay-bag rafts were used. The crossing of the brigade continued
all night. The 17th Field Company arrived at Moulin des
Roches at I I a.m. and started work on ferrying the 14th Brigade.
A two-pontoon raft working on a cable, two rafts of tarpaulins
stuffed with hay, and n small boat were quickly got together
and the ferrying began at 12.15p.m. Sixtj. men, or four horses
and thirty men, at a time were taken by the pontoon ferry,
and twenty-nine men by the hay-rafts and boat. By 6 p.m.
the whole of the 14th Brigade was across, except its S.A.A.
carts. After a short interval for rest, work was resumed at
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8.30 p m . , and then the 15th Brigade crossed during the night.
By 6 a.m. an 14th September both brigades were over.
The passage of the 4th Division, \vhich had been begun by the
11th Brigade during thc night of the Izth, was continued
on the 13th. Captain ir.1’. Smith (7th Company) was sent
at 4 a.m. to rcconnoitre the road-bridge at Soissons. The
7th and 9th Companies (3Iajors S. G. Faher and D. M. F.
Hoysted) wcre lmught u p to Vcnizc.1 and started work together
on a pontoon hriclge at a sitr selected by the Chief Engineer
III Corps (Brigadier-Gmcral F. nr. Gluhbj. Work began at
10.30 a m . , but almost at once thc village was shelled, and
bridging \vas interruptcd until noun. The span was 195 ft.,
and three trestles, four pontoons and five barrel piers were used,
By 6 p.m. the bridge MYIS complete, and crossing continued
throughout the night. At 3.30 p.m. the 7th Company was
taken off and sent t o Soissons, 4 miles westwards, with a view
to joining the 2nd Hridging Train (Major C. M. Carpenter),
which had arrivcd that afternoon, in the construction of a
heavy bridge close to the broken road-bridge.
By daybreak on 14th Scptembcr, most of the fighting units
of the B.E.F. \vert: uvcr the river Aisne, and were driving back
the German rearguards and endeavouring to secure a foothold
on the higher g-ruund on the north bank. The I Corps had
orders to resurnc thc ndvancc and capture the Chemin des
Dames ridge ; thc I 1 and I11 Corps had similar orders t o
continue t h e pursuit. Rut so far from continuing his retreat
the enemy was strongly entrenching himself. The ensuing
day’s fighting was cxtrclmely fierce and confused. ‘‘ It was
the first day of that sta1)ilization of the battle line that was
t o last so many war!’ rnontlis.”*
The field conipanics, for the most part, continued their
work on thc bridges, repairing the dainagcd ones, and adding
new ones. The z y d and 26th (’omlmiics ad\Tanccd with their
d
line astride the Bourgdivision, and ~ ~ t . l ~ i t rat ’ tlcfcnsi\-e
Vendresse road. T h e j t h Company Irrnt forward with the
6th Brigadft.
The jrd I>i\.ision m i s t lvitli strong opposition, and their
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bridge at Vailly came under very heavy artillery fire. In
assisting the 5th Cavalry Brigade over the pontoon bridge,
Captain T. Wright, V.C., the adjutant of the divisional engineers, was fatally wounded himself while helping wounded
men to shelter.
The ferrying of the 5th Division at the Moulin des Roches
continued all day, ammunition being passed over one way and
wounded brought back the other. Captain W. H. Johnston ,'
and Lieutenant R. B. Flint, of thc 59th Company were indefatigable ; the former himself working the rafts under heavy
fire. Captain Johnston received the Victoria Cross, and I
Lieutenant Flint the D.S.O.
i
In the 4th Division the 7th Company under Captain V. P.
Smith, which had been sent t o Soissons the previous evening,
attempted t o put a heavy pontoon bridge across the river jn
daylight, but the site was now in full view of the enemy, and
no sooner had the first pontoon becn put into the water from
a convenient covered lane when heavy shells descended with
great accuracy on the spot, accompanied by lighter artillery
fire directed along the half-mile of road through the town
on which the loaded pontuon wagons were standing, lending
colour t o the rumour that spies in the town were signalling I
to the German gunners. I t was decided to postpone building
the bridge until darkness, but in the afternoon, as the French 1
had taken over thc area, the operation was cancelled. The
7th Company returned t o its division, and the pontoons were
diverted to form another medium bridge at Venizel, which was
put across that night by the 9th Field Company.
From this date onwards, the work of the field companies,
besides the maintenance and repair of the bridges, included
a steadily increasing amount of trench-work and wiring. The
long period of trench warfare had begun. The infantry had
not yet been trained to strengthen their own positions, or even
t o improve the slight shelter trenches dug with their small
entrenching tools, Anything deeper than thrcc feet, or anything
in the nature of a wire entanglement was considered to be the
business of the sappers, and as there were as yet only t w o
field cornpanics to a division, the tasks thrown upon them
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immediately became overwhelming, Brigades called for assistance in improving the precarious foothold which they had
just won upon the high ground on the north bank of the Aisne,
and the utmost that could bu done was t o allot to them one
or tivo sections each, leaving the remainder to keep up the
all-important bridges. There was no reserve of engineers in
hand, and tho only relief thc sections obtained was the alternation of work on the bridges, which were frequently shelled,
with nights in the trenches, which !vert. often attacked. Work
on the bridges was at times very tiring, as the combination of
heavy rain and German shelling had produced a swollen river
ful of debris, including very large trees. The floating bridges
were thus in constant danger and had to be dsmantled frequently to clear the stream.
The first requirements in the front line were overhead cover
from shrapnel, revetment in the trenches and barbed wire
entanglements for the frontal obstacle. There were AO steel
helmets. Tools and materials were scarce. The local French
shovel-a heavy long-handled implement-was requisitioned
wherever found, and wire was collected from the farms, but
it was unfortunately not a closely-fenced country. The undercutting of the parapet t o obtain resting-places-learned
from
the Boers-produced the first dug-outs.” The supply of
revetting materials, wire “ gooseberries,” ckeiwnx de frise and
fascines became the task of the field companies by day in order
to carry the work forward by night. The strain fell particularly
heavily upon the officers, for they had to make their reconnaissances in the morning, prepare their programmes and see t o
the collection of materials in thc afternoon, and take their
sections out at night.
During this period, a fine example of field company work
was achieved by a section of the 9th Company, under Lieutenant G. le Q. Martcl. The old roadbridge at Soissons, consisting of several stone arches, had had a whole span demolished,
leaving a gap of 76 ft. Lieutenant Martel prepared a design
for a woodcn lattice-girder bridge t o carry a concentrated load
of I O tons, and using local materials only. Work began on
30th September and the first girder was completed and tested
CHOSSISC T H E A I S N E
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on the afternoon of 1st October. The other three girders were
ready by the 5th. Launching was done on the 6th, and the
bridge completed on the 7th. I n all, the work took 61 hours.
The construction of the girders under cover of the neighbouring
houses caused intense interest among the French troops in
whose area the bridge was being built. Many helping hands I
assisted the sappers in the launching : at one period the
Chief Engineer of the 111 Corps (Brigadier-General F. M.
Glubb) and his chauffeur were to be seen among those holding
on to guy-ropes. The heaviest timber used was g in. by 3 in.
The lattice bracing was of Ij-in. floor-boarding from neigh- 1
bouring houses. The work was a grcat success, and the bridge 1
became known thereafter to the French as thc Pmtl des A PzgEais.
A detailed account of it was officially circulated in the French
Armies. *
During September, the 6th Division arrived on the Aisne.
The C.R.E. was Lieut.-Colonel G. C. Kemp and it had the 12th
Field Company (Major -4.F. Sargeaunt) and 35th Field Company (Major F. AI. Browne),t In order that they might gain
instruction, the 12th Company was attached t o the 3rd Division
and the 38th to the 2nd Division. They were employed in
building and maintaining bridges across the Aisne and on work
in the front line.
The 1st and 2nd Bridging Trains, under Majors G. P.
Scholfield and C . AI. Carpenter respectively, had been sent t o
overtake the army soon after the general retreat was converted
into the advance. and they arrived on the Aisne on 15th and
13th September respectively. The 1st Bridging Train was
attached to the I Corps and the 2nd to the 111 Corps. Their
pontoons being variously distributed amongst the divisions,
but remaining under their own officers,
Work was also done in the preparation of defensive positions
on the south bank of the Aisne. Battalions taken out of the
line for rest provided the working parties, and R.E. officers
borrowed from the field companies and bridging trains supervised them under the directions of the divisional Cs.R.E.
* A n account,withylates, isgive~iintficK . E . Jotw?ral, Dec., 1914.
7 Killed in the Hohenzullern redoubt at Loos in 1915.
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The 20th Fortress Company (Major A. G. Stevenson) and
qznd Fortress Company (Major T. E. Kelsall) took part in the
operations, acting in the capacity of what were later known
as A my Troops Companies. They were allotted to divisions
and worked under Cs.R.E. on roads, battery positions and
i semi-permanent bridges over the Aisne.
~

FIRSTBATTLEOF

'

~

YPRES

Early in October, the B.E.F. began its transfer t o the
left flank of the line, its place on the Aisne being taken over
by French troops. The I1 Corps drew out first, and the gap
was closed by extending the flanks of the I and 111 Corps
until they joined. The I11 Corps followed between 8th and xoth
October ; and the I Corps between the 14th and 19th.
Of the R.E. units, the 56th and 57th Field Companies (3rd
Division) arrived first, detraining at Abbeville on 8th October,
followed immediately by the 17th and 59th Companies (5th
Division). The troops marched forward until they made
contact with enemy advanced guards in the neighbourhood of
Hazebrouck, Bailleul and Armentitres.
At about the same time, the 7th Division (C.R.E. Lieut.Colonel A. T. Moore) landed on the Belgian coast at Zeebrugge,
and, with the 3rd Cavalry Division forming the new IV Corps,
covered the withdrawal of the Belgian Army across the Yser.
The field companies of the 7th Division-the 54th (Captain
J, A. McEnery) and j j t h (Captain L. St. V. Rose)-were thus
approaching Ypres from the north-east as the 3rd and 5th
Divisions were coming up from the south-west.
The country in which the British troops found themselves
was very different from the hills and \,alleys of the Aisne.
The Flanders plain was lowlying, closely intersected by
hedgerows, wet ditches and canalized streams. The sub-surface
water, never very low, rose rapidly in wet weather, and filled
all excavations. It was an area in which the troops were to
toil with relentless labour for the next four years.
As the divisions arrived, they engaged with the enemy on
a front which continually extended northwards until the allied
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left flank rested o n the sea. The XI Corps (3rd and j t h Divisions)
)vas the first to come into the new line, and pressed back the ,
German Cavalry about Givenchy and Neuve Chapelle. All
field companies, which had formed parts of the advanced
guards during the approach marches, no\\' assisted the infantry
brigades t o entrench and t o consolidate the long front. Billeted 1
close behind the support lines, the companies spent their days 1
in collecting materials and their nights in carry-ing them
forward and putting up wire entanglements. Many footbridges were reqmred over the numerous wet ditches ; these
had to bc portable for handiness and of simple pattern for lack
of materials.
As the line dosed on the sca, the fierce struggle for Ypres
began. The German right flank, consisting at first of two
cavalry corps, was reinforced by infantry drawn from other
sectors-and during the latter half of October by four new
reserve corps, which were flung against our lines in a desperate
attempt t o break through t o the Channel ports. The brunt
fell upon the British I and IV Corps. The fighting from 19th
October to aznd November, known as the First Battle of
Ypres, was as critical as an; in the war. It was fought with the
heaviest odds against the small British force and against a
line which in some places was held even by cooks and batmen.
The field companies bore their share in this famous defence ;
among them the j t h and 11th Field Companies specially distinguished thcmsclves.
Even a t this point in the war, the company commanders
found that brigadiers had no very definite ideas about the
employment of engineers in operations. Companies were
attached t o brigades, but the company officers had tn press
for orders in more cases than not, Many a time the sections
trudged out to wait for hours, expecting orders which never
came ; the error of exhausting the sappers before they were
really needed for work prevailed for a long period during the
war. Much, however, depended upon the energies and capacities
of the field company commanders. If the hrigadiers were
uncertain how t o employ them, the commanders themselves
could tactfully guide them. At a later stage of thc u-ar, thc
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field company commander would be detailed to attach himself
t o hrigade headquarters for operations, but during the first
battlc o f Ypres thrrc was no such liaison.
-4good account of t h e work of a field company during the
first hattlc cif Yprcs is contained in the war diary of the 5th
Company commanded by Major C. N. North. " On 24th
Octohcr, after a night spent bivouacking in a field east of
Hoogc, we moved out a t 7 a.m. for work with the H.L.I. and
' Worccstrrs, but as usual during fighting nobody appeared t o
want us, and one had t o make oneself a nuisance to get orders
or information." It was evcntually found that the company
had heen placed under the 4th Brigade, who were due t o attack
at 3 p.m. The company was ordered t o assemble near Polygon
Wood and await instructions, but these ncver came, and in
spite of many efforts 011 the part of Major North t o find useful
'
crn~ilo!;ment for his unit the day was wasted.
The attack continued next day, but the 5th Company
remained in reserve until about z p.m. Then it went forward
t o the trenches of the Irish Guards and worked until 8 p.m.
A bridge and a corduroy road were made over a swamp ;
, paths were cut and communication trenches were started. In
addition, some wire was put out in front of the 2nd Coldstream
'
Guards. During the next four nights, similar work was done,
I costing the company the loss of Captain J. K. Dawson-Scott,
'
who was killed tjrhile reconnoitring the line, and of Lieutenant
' &. Q. Perkins, who was wounded while leaving the trenches.
On the night of 3Ist October, Major C. S . North was himself
killed while reconnoitring, and the command of the company
devolved on Lieutenant A. E. Collins.
For the first ten days of Xorember, the j t h Company worked
every night on improving the scanty defences. Two small
redoubts were made at the corners of Polygon Wood. On
11th Soyemher, at about 9.30 a.m., while the 5th Company
was still bivouacking in the north-v.est corner of Polygon Wood,
not far from 5th Brigade Headquarters, the new O.C. (Major
A. H. Tyler) was informed that the Germans had broken
I through t h e 1st Black IVatch and 2nd Connaught Rangers.
Sergeant Lethbridge, R E . , and some twenty sappers were
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sent to man the trenches on the south side of Polygon Wood,
\vhile %rajor T!;ler took the rest of the company southwards ,
into the open, occupying a disused trench and a short length
af hedge on the left rear. This trench was enfilsdcd by enemy
fire from the Konne Bosschen on the right, and Lieutenant
A. E. Collins \!--as killed. The Germans had set fire t o a cottage !
on the edge of the Sonne 13osschen, and the smoke from this
obscured the view of t h e sappers in the trench. Also the
right flank was in danger, as the Germans in the wood were
well behind it. This caused Major Tyler to fall back to a
second position, n-hich had n similar right flank trench thrown '
back, from which Lieutenant Goivlland's section, aided by some
t\venty or thirty infantrymen, was ablc in their turn t o enfilade
the Germans.
At about 2.30 p.m., the Prussian Guards' attack having
been stopped, the 2nd Osforcl Light Infantry made a vigorous
counter-attack n.ilh two companies, and drove the Guards
through the S o m e Bosschen. Sceing this success on his right,
Major Tyler ordered his men foruwd. The company split up
into parties ; one under Lieutenant Gowlland C T O S S ~ over
ton.ards the left and followed a trench down the edge of Polygon
Wood ; another under Lieutenant H. 1:. Renny-Tailyour
moved across the open, and a third with Major Tyler and 2nd
Lieutenant N. 31. Vihart moved along a communication trench
towards the old British front trench. Fire from t h e w parties
accounted for about a hundred of the enemy running back
outside the Xonne Bosschen. Soon afteruuds, Major Tyler
and Lieutenant Renny-Tailyour v-ere killed, and several other
casualties were caused 115: heavy machine-gun fire from a
building on the right front. At about 4.30 p.m. thc remains
of the 5th Company were withdrawn under orders from Brigade
Headquarters. About a quarter of thc conipany had become
casualties.
When the company had moved out in the morning it left its
section cooks txhin'd at the bivouac. These men attached
themsel\.es to a neighbouring French battery. Later, when
enemy fire from a building outside the Nonne Bosschcn was
annoying the guns, thesc five men, lcd by Sapper Vye, advanced
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in skirmishing or&r on the hoiisc, drove out fivc Gurmans and
captured tivo of them. Thrsc. thv!, handed o \ w t o the French
batten-, and then jojncd thcir oum company and took part in
the final counter-attack dcscribcd ahnve. The 5th Company
gained seven D.C.JIs. for its exploits this day ; a record for so
small a unit.*
I
On 31st October, the 1st and 2nd Divisional Headquarters at
Hooge chiteau ww-e shelled, and very serious losses occurred
i among the divisional staffs. Among those killed was Captain
R. Ommanney, R.E., the C.S.0.3 of the and Division ; Lieut.I
Colonel R. H. H. Boys, the C.R.E. of the division was wounded.
He was succeeded on 12th Kovemher by Lieut.-Colonel G. P.
Scholfield.
On 26th October, a section of the 11th Field Company
(Major Denis de Vitri.) assistcd a company of the 1st King's
in assaulting houses supposed to contain German machineguns. A t 5.20 a.m. this section succeeded in taking four houses
on the Passchendaele-Bercelaere road. These were loopholed
and held by the section. At 9 a.m. another section advanced
t o support the first, and the two then held the houses all day,
: during which they suffered nine casualties. At dusk, they were
relieved by infantry. The rest of the company worked until
, 5 a.m. next morning improving the trenches held by the King's
Regiment. Major de VitrP was wounded, and was succeeded by
Captain J . W. Skipwith, who was himself wounded two days
'
later, and was succeeded temporarily by Captain A. J. Darlington, the adjutant. The latter returned to the division t o act as
C.R.E. on 1st November, and the command of the 11th Company passed succassively to Lieutenant K.J. Martin, Lieutenant
A. T. Shakespear, and Major C. H. Foulkes on 10th November.
So heavy were the casualties in the 5th Company on xIth
November that Lieutenant Shakespear was transferred to
take temporary command on 12th November, but the 11th
Company itself suffered two more casualties among its officers
that dav, Lieutenant A. Tyler being killed, and Lieutenant
, Bourdilion wounded.
In the 1st Division, both the ~ 3 r dand 26th Field Companies
* Tt'ar DicirJt 'If 5th Fir/(/ Co?nfi(tfilv,K . E . Journal, Oct., xgrg.
,
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were frequently employed as infantry. On 31st October two
sections of the 23rd Company were sent forward in extended
order along the Ypres-Menin road near Veldhoek, in support of
infantry ; while the other two sections moved through woods
farther south and had some fighting against small parties of
Germans. They also man-handled one of the British guns out
of action.
The 26th Company (Major H. L. Pritchard) advanced in a
similar manner and ultimately came undcr the orders of
Major-General Bulfin. On 1st November a heavy attack was
made o n Bulfin’s force, and the 26th Company being the only
reserve at hand, was put into the fight. The four sections were
distributed to fill the gaps in the line. At dusk, the company
was withdrawn, but continued at work through the night. It
had lost Lieutenant A. G. Smith killed and about seventy
other casualties-nearly half its strength.*
In the 1st Division, on 11th November, the divisional
reserve included an engineer battalion 350 strong, composed
of the 17th Company (5th Division), 56th Company (3rd
Division) and 59th Company (5th Division) under Lieut.Colonel C. S. Wilson, C.R.E. 3rd Division.
On 7th November, the two field companies of the 1st Division
were turned out at 8 p.m. to try to localize the fircs in Ypres,
which by this time were burning continuously. They succeeded
in putting out many fires near the main square, and in saving
-for the time being-the tower and spire of the cathedral.
But fresh incendiary shells kept falling on the town, and it was
impossible t o keep down the flames.
W I N T E R OF I914/15

As the First Battle of Ypres died down, the stabilization of
the line began, and for the rest of the winter the R.E. were
employed without respite on improving the trenches, repairing
roads, improving billets, and manufacturing all kinds of trench
stores, makeshift bombs, grenades, periscopes and trench
mortars. Nearly every field company had a bomb factory. It

* Official History, 1914,Vol.

11, p, 350.
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was not always possiblr to maintain full safety precautions
under t h y haphazard conditions of the period, and some serious
accidents occurred. An explosion in the homb-shop of the
11th Field Company (in the 11th January, 1915,killed six men
and woundcd clrven.
The 8th Division, C.R.E. Lieut.-Colonel W.H. Rotherham,
arrived in France on 6th November, 1914, It contained the
2nd Field Company (Major C. E. C. Vesey) from Egypt, and the
15th Field Company (Calitain P. K. Betty) from Gibraltar. It
and the 7th Division were formed into the I V Corps in
November.
During October the Indian Corps (Chief Engineer, Colonel
H. C. Nanton) disembarked at Marseilles. It contained the
Lahore and Meerut Divisions, with 20th and zrst Companies,
3rd Sappers and Miners, and 3rd and 4th Companies, 1st
K.G.Vs. 0. Sappers and Miners.
During the winter the B.E.F. was formed into two Armies
composed as under :-

First Army (Chief Engineer, Major-General S. R. Rice) .*
I Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General C. Godby).
I V Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General R. U. H.
Buckland).
Indian Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General H. C.
Nanton).
Second r f rmy (Chief Engineer, Major-General A. E. Sandbach).*

I1 Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General G. M. Heath).
III Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General F. M. Glubb).
During November the Special Reserve Siege Companies
arrived to supplement the very slender resources in Corps and
Army engineers. They were the 1st and 2nd Royal Anglesey and
the 1st and 4th Royal Monmouthshirc, and were destined to
have a very busy time for the next four years.

* The two Chief Enginecrs of Armies were appointed is February,
1915, but their successors in I and 111 Corps respectively were
not appointed till April and May, 1915.
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During the winter, an additional field company was sent
out t o each division. Thcsc werc first line Tcrritorinl units
who ,had mcibilized on the outbreak of war, and had had,
therefore, some five months' training before going t o the front.
The eight infantry divisions now in France received, between
10th December and 3rd January, additional cornpanics as
follows :1st Division-1st
2nd Division-1st
3rd Division-1st
4th Division--Ist
Company,
5th Division-2nd
6th Division-1st
7th Division--2nd
8th Division-1st

I

I

Lowland Field Company,
East Anglian Field Company,
Cheshire Field Company,
[The St. Helens) Wcst Lancashire Field
Home Counties Field Company,
London Field Company,
Highland Field Company,
Home Counties Field Company.

These extra field companies were a mclcornc addition to
the divisional engineers. Besides providing a third company
to fit the three-brigade organization, they afforded relief to t h e
overworked regular companies which by this t m e were very
much in need of a rest. The new units brought a varied esperience, which, if it was not war experience, was fruitful in
organizing such growing necessities as workshops, sawmills,
laundries and so on.
Erewries were converted into bathing cstablishrncnts, where
hot baths were obtainable close up to the lines. Old cngines
were searched for, and brought into use for driving saw-benches ;
and soon each company had its o w n sawmill, from which it
turned out timber scantlings of all sizes, mining and dug-out
frames, loophole boxes and light wooden tramway track.
Each infantry brigade started a mining section, fathcrcd
at first by the field companies, and developing rapidly into
the tunnelling companies. Most of the commanders of the
original mining companies were drawn from the field companies.
Early in 1915, the difficulty of getting up supplies from
the refilling points led to the manufacture of wooden 2-ft.
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gauge tramways. The rails wcre 3 in. by z in. and the sleepers
of I in. planking. Wheels for the trucks came from the mining
area round Binthunc or from the factories of Armentieres. It
was rcmarkable how thew little railways stood up to the traffic
and thn shelling, and they proved to be valuable labour-savers.
Owing t o the quiet running on wooden rails, they could be
taken close up t o the support trenches. They were the forerunners of the light railways of 1917-18.
Opcrations against the enern)' were kept up during the winter.
The yrcssure was designed to maintain the offensive spirit
of the troops, to remove an obnoxious proximity or to assist
the French. During one of these operations by the Sth Division,
two scctions of the 15th Field Company assisted the 2nd
West Yorkshire Regiment t o consolidate on 18th December.
The German advanced trench was seized, but the enemy
counter-attacked next morning, driving our troops out again.
Lieutenant P. Seame, 15th Field Company, displayed great
gallantry on this occasion by standing up on the parapet and
bombing the Germans while the West Yorkshire Regiment
withdrew and carried back their wounded. He was awarded
the Victoria Cross.
Another Victoria Cross won during this winter was that of
Lieutenant C. G. Martin, 56th Field Company. He was in
command of a small bombing party during an attack by the
7th Brigade near Spanbroekmolen on 12th March, and although
wounded early in the action hc led his party into the enemy's
trenches and held back the German reinforcements for two
and a half hours until the evacuation of the captured trench
was ordered.
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R.E. UNITS O F THE
INITIAL BRITISH EXPEDITIONARY FORCE
AUGUST. 1914
5th Cavalry Brigade
4th Field Troop,
5th Signal Troop.

Cnvaluy Division

1st Field Squadron,

1st Signal Squadron,
1st Signal Troop.
2nd Signal Troop,
3rd Signal Troop,
4th Signal Troop.
I

11 A R M Y CORPS
3 ~ dDivision

ARMY C O R P S

rst Division
23rd Field Company,

515th FicId Company.
57th Field Company,
3rd Signal Company.
-5th Division
17th Field Company.
59th Field Company,
5th Signat Company.

26th Field Company,
1st Signal Company.
2nd Division
5th Field Company,
11th Field Company,
2nd Signal Company.
A R M YTROOPS
1st Bridging Train,
2nd Bridging Train,
H.Q., G.H.Q. Signal Company,
H.Q., 1st X . H . Q . Signal Company,
H.Q., 2nd A.H.Q. Signal Company,
H.Q.. 3rd A.H.Q. Signal Company,
Air Line Sections A t o E,
Cable Sections F to P.
Wireless Section Q.

L. O F C. IJXITS
Railway Transport Establishrncnt,
8th Railway Company.
10th Railtvay Company.
29th Works Company,
20th Fortrcss Company.
4znd Fortress Company,
1 s t Printing Company.
POSTAL
UNITS
Base Post Office.
ildvanced Uasc Post Office.
1st Stationary b'ost Ollica.
2nd Stationary Post Office.

ARRIVALS IX THE B.E.F. U P TO
6th OCTOBER, 1914
rst Cavalry Division
1st Ficld Squadron, H.Q. &
1st Signal Squadron,
1st Signal Trocp,
2nd Signal Troop,
4th Signal Troop,

2

2nd Cacalry Division'
Troops, 4th Field Troop,
1st Field Squadron, 2 Troops.
2nd Signal Squadron,
3rd Signal Troop,
5\11 Signal Troop.

* T h e 2nd Cavalry Division was formed on

16th September.

R . E . U N I T S O F THE B.E.F.
I ARMY CORPS
N o change.

IT ARMY CORPS
NO change.

I

INDEPENDENT
I

’
~

7111 D z v r w n t

54th Field Company,
55th Field Company.
7th Signal Company.
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111 A R M Y CORPS*
4th Division

7 t h Field Company,
9 t h Field Company,
4th Signal Company.
6th Dil’iSiOt?
I z t l i Field Company,
38th Field Company,
6th Signal Company.

TROOPS
Fortress Company, from I,. of C.,
i m d Fortress Company, from L. of C.,
1I.Q. of 3rd A.H.Q. Signal Company.
Otherwise no change.
ARMY

20th

ARRIVALS I N THE B.E.F. UP TO
22nd NOVEMBER, 1914:
m d Cavalry Division
2nd Field Squadron,
4th Signal Troop.
y d Cavalry Division
3rd Field Squadron,
3rd Signal Squadron,
Two Signal Troops.

Iv CORPS

1
,

71h Dioisron
8th Division
2nd Field Company.
15th Field Company,
8th Signal Company.

Seciinderaliad Cavalry Brigade

Indian Field Troop,
Signal Troop.
1 s t Indian Cavalry Division
2nd Indian Field Troop,
2nd Indian Signal Squadron,
Three Signal Troops.
1st

TNDIAY CORPS
Luhore Dzoision
20th Company 3rd S. & h l . .
~ 1 s Company
t
3rd S. & M..
Lahore Signal Company.
Jleertrt Division
3rd Company 1 s t K.G.O., S. & M..
4th Company 1st K.G.O., S. & M.,
Meerut Signal Company.

L. OF C . UNTS
1st Sicge Company. R. Anglesey R.E., 2nd Railway Company. R . Modmouthshire K . E . ,
1st Siege Company, R. hionmouthshire
3rd Railway Company, R. Anglesey
R.E.,
2nd SiegeCompany, R . Anglesey K.E., R.E.
4th Siege Company, R. bfanmouthshire H.E..
1st Hanging Section.

ARMYTROOPS

* The 111 .krm). Corps was formed on 31st August, the 4th Division having
landed on ~ 2 n d-xugust and the h t h Division landing on 9 t h September.
t The 7th Division landed at Zeebrugge on 6th October.
Those W ~ C J had arrived in France by this date,received a bar, inscribed
‘’ 5th Aug. to :and Sov. r q 1 4 , ” to the 1 9 1 4 Star, and may wear a silver
rosette on the ribbon.

CHAPTER X

BATTLES OF 1915 I N FRANCE AND
FLANDERS
ChapelIe-Second

battle of

I’pres-Aubers
Ridgeduring the summer of 1915Preparations lor Loos-Loos-Defensive
work in 191j.

h’euve

Fcstubcrt-Operations

NEUVECHAPELLE

EARLY
in March, 1915, preparations began for the attack on
Neuve Chapelle. This was the first planned battle which the
B.E.F. fought ; it was also the first battle fought by the
British independent of French assistance. The plan was
formulated by Sir Douglas Haig, commanding the First Army,
and it was carried out by the I V and Indian Corps. The attack
was to include the capture of the village of Neuve Chapellc
and was designed as a step towards gaining the Aubers Ridge,
with the possibility of an advance on Lille.
About ten days were available for the preliminary preparations, of which the engineer work can be classified under the
following headings :( a ) Digging of trenches and building of breastworks for
use as assemlily places for the attacking brigades.
(b) Construction of additional communication trenches,
(c) Building of splinter-proof shelters for thc report centres

of brigades.
( d ) T ~ y i n gwooden tramlines to facilitate supply of stores
and ammunition t o the trenches.
( e ) Formation of advanced depots of engineer tools and
stores.
( f )Training of sappers to work with the infantry trenchblocking parties.
(9) Building of splinter-proof bomb depots in the trenches.
712
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(h) Chstruction of ladders to facilitate. ?sit of the assaulting
troops from the trenches.
( i ) Proiision of light foothridgcs for thc passage of wet
ditches etc. in the German 1int.s.
( j ) Cutting embrasures for machine-guns in front-line

trcnchcs.
( k ) ICeconnaissance of ground.
( 1 ) Issue of tools, sandbags etc. to thc infantry.

The trcnch-blocking partius were each composed of some
twenty-five infantrymen with three sappcrs, carrying tools
and sandbags. The sappers assisted in thc construction of
machine-gun emplacements, and in making stops, which were
to be 40 yds. ahcad of the machine-guns, blocking the trench
but allowing one man t o pass at a time. The grenadiers of the
party bombed forward so as to cover the construction of the
stops.
The field companies were allotted as follows :-

7lh Ditisioti .--2nd Highland Field Company to 21st Brigade
(leading), 55th Field Company, three sections to 20th Brigade
(supporting), 54th Field Company, two sections to zznd Brigade
(holding the original British trenchcs on the left of the attack).
In reserve at Laventie under thc C.R.E.-One Section 55th
Company and two sections 54th Company. Each field company
bad a hundred infantrymen attached as carriers.
8th Division.--r$h
Company, attached t o 23rd Brigade
(left attack), with one section split up among the infantry
blocking parties, 2nd Company, attached to 25th Brigade
(right attack), with one section split up among the blocking
parties. The 1st Home Counties Field Company and 1st Siege
Company Royal Anglesey R.E. (less one section each, detailed
to dig communication trenches up t o the captured lines) in
reserve at Pont du Hem under C.R.E., 8th Division. Each
field company also had a hundred attached infantry.
Aleevirt Dzzisiow-The 3rd and 4th Companies of the 1st
Sappers and Miners, with four companies of the 107th Pioneers,
were told off in three parties t o construct strong points behind
the first objective.
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In the 7th Division, a mobile depot of engineer stores was
farmed, together with eight pontoon wagons, and parked at
Laventic. The wagons proved very useful later in getting
stores fonvard. Some of the stationary dumps previously
prepared were sui on firc and destroyed before they could be
I
used.
I
The Cs.R.E. of the 7th and 8th Ilii-isions a t this date were
Lieut.-Colonels R. P. Lee and P. G. Grant respectively. Up to
7th March, Major C. E. G. Vesey (2nd Field Company) had been
acting as C.R.E., 8th Division, pending Lieut.-Colonel Grant’s
appointmcnt, and had hcen respomible for most of the preparations. The hattle npcned on 10th March.
The principal attack fell to the 8th Division in the centre.
Carcful prcparations had been made by the C.R.E., and as
soon as the viilagc of Neuve Chapelle had been cleared of the
enemy, thc R.E. partics went fonvard and began the consolidation, loopholing walls and blocking up window openings and
doorways. Work was carried on as long as possible but the
shelling of thc village was very heavy. In the afternoon, the
1st Home Counties Field Company and the 1st Royal Anglesey
1
Siege Companjr bvere brought up from the reserve to clear and
repair roads.
The attack was renewed nest day, and the 2nd Company
ivas allotted to the 25th Brigade holding Keuve Chapelle, while
the 15th Company went to the 24th Brigade for the attack on
the next objective. The 1st Home Counties and the Anglesey
Companies were again ernploycd on road work. Shelling and
machine-gun fire were more severe than on the previous day,
and little work was possible till nightfall when the R.E. parties
carried on with their consolidation.
Although the first attack had been a n undoubted success,
and had given rise to impressions of an actual break-throughso much YO that the cavalry were brought up t o be at hand
ready to exploit the breach-the
impetus gradually spent
itself, and the operations died down for want of sufficient force
and ammunition. By thc evening of 13th March, work had
reverted t o purely defensive consolidation.
The engineers of the 7th Division had not been able to
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accomplish much, owing t o thc splitting up of the companies
amongst the battalions. After the first day, there was difficulty
in locating the sections, and the companies were therefore not
used t o the bcst advantage.
The 1C.E. casualties in the 8th Division alone amounted t o
five other ranks killed, three officers* and seventy-seven other
ranks wounded, and four other ranks missing.
There Ivcre three distinct methods of employment of the
engineers in this, the first, set-piecc attack of the B.E.F.
In the 7th Dijision, as mentioned above, the field companies
were split up into sections working with batfalions ; in the
8th Division, the Companies, although allotted to brigades,
were given definite tasks by their C.R.E. and were kept to a
certain extent under his control ; in the Meerut Division, the
companies with their attached pioneers worked definitely under
theirC.R.E. and independent of brigades. Of the three methods,
the middle course became thc general practice up to about
19x7. The companies always did better work when under their
, own Cs.R.E., but it was considered essential that brigadiers
I
should have engineer assistance immediately at hand. A compromise uas therefore arrived at, While the front line was
, static, field companies could work in sectors, which were usually
brigade sectors, and with which the R.E. officers soon became
familiar. For operations, the companies were usually told off
to brigades, but executed work detailed by the C.R.E. For
movement from one part of the line t o anothcr, the field
companies moved and billeted with brigade groups.
Evert when the third field companies had arrived, there was
always more work to be done than engineers to do it ; and at
the time of Neuve Chapelle there tvere \very few opportunities
for giving the companies any rest. The infantry had not been
trained to do any consolidation of their own positions-indeed
there was no reason why they should have been, if proper
provision of engineer units had been made, and wiring the front
line was still done bp the field companies. The call for infantry
'
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* Lieutcnant

,

!

G. J . \2'cllesley and 2nd Lieutenant H. J . Higgs
Lieutenant H. A. Broadway
of thc 1 5 t h Ficld Company.
of the 2nd Ficld Company, and 2nd
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carrying parties t o assist them was treated as a fatigue rather
than a measure of mutual help. It was not until 19x7 that I
the infantry as a whole fully realized the need for closer cooperation, and that the field companies really did exist for
their bcnefit.
After Ncuve Chapelle, the increase of the B.E.F. and the
arrival of new divisions with new field companics (partly
officered by promotions from the units of the first eight divisions) permitted a more rapid development of the rcarwarc!
services which ministered to the comfort of the troops. Reliefs
could be carried out more frequently, and men corning out of
thc line could obtain hot baths and clean clothing bcfore
enjoying a n w k or ten days' rest in barns and billets which
had been rendered more habitable than before.
At the end of 1914and during the first six months of 1915,
the following new divisions with their Cs.R.E. and field cornpanies arril-ed in France :-

I

I

27th I)i\.ision,
Lieut.-Colonel S. Keen (T.F.), with 1st
19th Dccembcr S. Midland, 1st and 2nd Wessex Field
Companies.
25th Ilivision,
Lieut.-Colonel H. W. Jerome, with 1st
T jt.h January
Xorthumbrian and 1st N. Midland Field
Companies.
Brigadier-General C . V. Wingfrcld-Stratford,
4Gth Uivision,
24th February with 2nd S . JTidland and z11st N. Midland
Field Conipmies.
47th I)ivisio~i, Colonel A. H. Kenncy, with 3rd London and
9th 3Iarcb
4th Loiidon Field Companies.
qSth Ilivision,
Lieut.-Colonel E. S. Sinnott (T,F.),with xst
28th March
S. 3'Iidlandaiid 2 n d S. Midland FieldCompanies.
49th Division,
Lieut.-CoIonel R. H . Hcywood (TI.),
with
12th April
2nd ]Vest Riding Field Company.
joth IIi~-isioii, Lieut.Coloiiel J . E. AIcPherson (T.F.), with
ISth April
2nd Northumbrian Field Company.
j I s t Division,
Lieut.-Colonel C. L. Spencer (T.F.), with
30th April
1st Highland and z/znd Highland Field
Conipanies.

~
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Lieut.-Colonel H. A. A. Livingstone, with
63rd, 63th and 90th Field Companies.
Lieut.-Colonel H. Prentice, with 61st, 62nd
and 8qth Field Companies.
Lieut.-Colonel, S. F. Williams, with 69th,
70th and 87th Field Companies.

9th Division,
9th May
14th llivision,
ISth JIay
1 2 t h Ilivision,
29th hfay

Early in April a further extension of the British front
rclieved more of the French troops, and there were now sixteen
British divisions opposed to 114 German. The new extension
carried thc British line round t h a Ypres salient once more,
as far as the Ypres-Poelcapelle road, and from now until the
end of the war, The Salient was held by British troops.
The trenches taken over were in poor condition, and very
insanitary. The French, relying upon their famous artillery
to smother an!. attack, had neglected their earthworks, and
evvn the dead of the first battle of Ypres still lay unburied,
in the Langcmarck area. There was thus much work t o be
don(: and, as it so happened, very little time to do it in, for
the Germans were about to launch their first gas attack on the
northeast shoulder of thc salient.
Bcfnre this attack, the British I1 Corps had been making
yrcparations to drive the Germans off Hill 60, an artificial
mound adjoining the I'pres-Comincs railway, about two and a
half miles snuth of Ypres, giving the enemy a full view over
that part of the salient right up t o the ramparts of the town.
Thc 28th Division hac1 lxgun the preparations by mining
tolvards tht. hill. -4mining section had been formed of Welsh
miners from thc. 1st a i d 3rd Battalioils of the Monmouthshire
1ii.girncxt (28th Di\-ision) and attached to the 1st Northumb r i m Ficld Company. 'Thrtse inen worked under the direction
of hlsjor D. A l . (;riffith, adjutant to the C.R.E., 28th Division.
W h t a t h c dilision ivas rt-lit.ved by the 5th Division, the miners
JW-V
left and n'erc rtsinforced
the newly-formed 171st
Tunding C:ompany. Thc 13th Brigade was ordered t o carry
out t l i c attack, which cainc as a complete surprise t o the enemy.
111 thc middlr~of a quiet c.\.cning, 17th Xyril, five mines were
eslilodrd, ;L lm~nbardrnc~ntI)>- tivclve battcrics immediately
I'
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burst out, and the storming party-a company of the 1 s t
Royal West Kent Regiment and a section of the Istlznd Home
Counties Field Company-dashed out t o seize the craters. It
was the first example of mining and crater-seizing on our front.
The attack was completely successful, and consolidation began
at once, but the inevitable counter-attacks followed early
next morning, and throughout the period 18th to ~ 1 s April,
t
the hill was subjected to terrific bombardments and infantry
attacks, and was finally lost on the 5th May.

,
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SECOND BATTLE OF YPRES

As already mentioned, the British army now held two-thirds
of the perimeter of the Ypres Salient. The rcmaining third
was held by the French 45th and 87th Divisions (the former
a n Algerian division and the latter a Territorial) filling the
line between the 1st Canadian Division and the Belgian
army. The V Corps front was held by the 27th, 28th and 1st
Canadian Divisions. Although there had been some authentic
warnings that the Germans intended to use gas, they were set
aside and, even when some of the gas cylinders had been blown
up on Hili 60 on 17th April, the smell of gas had been attributcd
to gas shells.
A t 5 p.m. on zznd April, gas was rcleased against a 4-mile
front held hp the French 45th and 87th Divisions, accompanied
by a furious bombardment. The French troops immediately
broke. All through that night, thcy wcre leaving their lines,
with the singlc exception of the Ist/Ist Tirailleurs, who stood
their ground on the left of the Canadian Division.
This produced a great gap in the salient, and very few
reserves werc at hand to fill it, but the Germans were in no
hurry to come on, apparently fearing the effects of their own
gas, or perhaps unprepared to follow up so surprising a success.
At midnight, the Canadians made a counter-attack through
Kitchener’s Wood, and by daybreak, there was somc sort of a
line, with large gaps, drawn back from the Canadian left Aank
to the Brielen bridge. Reinforcements were hurried up, and
every battalion in the divisional, corps and army reserves was
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put in. A delihcratt. countrr-attack was made on the afternoon
of ~ 3 r dApril, in full daylight, but it was stopped by concentrated German mschinc-gun fire, with very heavy losses to
the Canadians and the 13th Brigade of the 5th Division. The
Germans were able to bring very heavy artillery fire to bear
upon the British defences, and hon.ever stoutly the battalions
fought, they \vert: too few to withstand the enemy pressure ;
and the French, in spite of Fach's measures, were unable to
do anything on thvir part to rcco\:er t h e ground they had lost.
At 4 a m . on 24th April, another cloud of gas was released,
and the British line was again forced hack. Attacks and counterattacks followed in rapid succcssion, but it was not until 1st
May that the deliberate withdrawal to whar was known as the
Frezenberg Line began. During the night of 3rdlqth May the
three divisions-qth,
28th and 4th-withdrew t o the new
line, unmolested t y thc enemy. Further attacks followed on
8th May, forcing thc tine still farther back, and on 13th and
25th May more withdrawals were made, until thc line came
finally to rest on a n ~ T Clittle more than two miles from Ypres.
The battle included some of the heaviest fighting of the
war. '17ie casualties in the ten divisions engaged, including
the st, end and 3rd Cavalry Divisions, amounted t o 2,150
officers and 57,125 other ranks.*
During all this fighting, the whole of the engineers of eleven
divisions, as w d l as 1I.E. units of corps troops, were heavily
engaged in consolidation, first of the G.H.Q. line, which had
been begun in the days of thc first battle of Ypres, and, during
the later stages of thc fighting, of the successivc support positions ncccssitated by the withdmwal.
The R.E. units most hcavily engaged were :xst, 2nd and 3rd
rst, 2nd and 3rd Field Squadrons.
Cavalry I Iivisii ms
4th Division
9th and I/rst West Lancs. (T.F.) Field
Companies.
5th 1l)ivision
5qt€i, 1i2nd Homc Countics (T.F.) and
z j ' I s t N . Midland (T.F.) Field Companies.

* Ofjicinl Hisfory, '9'5, Vol.

I , p. 3.56
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54th and 55th Field Companies.
17th. I/xst and I/znd Wessex (T.F.)
Ficld Companies.
38th Fit.ld Company (transferred from 6th
ZSth Division
Division in April).
r/rst and rjznd Korthumbrian (T.F.)
50th Division
Field Companies.
20th and axst Companies, 3rd Sappers
Lahorc Division
and Miners.
Canadian Division Ist, end and 3rd Canadian Field Cornpanics
Ijrst Wiltshire Fortress Company (T.F.).
I1 Corps Troops
2nd Siege Compann)7 R. Anglesey and 4th
V Corps Troops
Siege Company R. hIonniouthshirc lCoyal
Engincers.
2nd Bridging Train R.E., and 2nd CornG.H. Q. 'Troops
wall Fortress Company R.E. (T.F.).

7th Division
27th Ilivision

,

I

The liridgcs over the Yser Canal wcre, of course, of vital
importance t o the conduct of the battle. in April, when thc
British took over the rcst of the salient tlierc had been only
one bridge, built by the Frcnch on timbcr trcstlcs with a
canal barge in thc centre, about one and a quartcr miles east of
Brielen, but a numbcr of footbridgcs had bccn irnmcdiately
added by the field companies of the Canadian Division. The
roads through Ypres were still available for the 27th and 53th
Divisions, as the cathedral and cloth hall ivvero still standing,
though heavily damaged, and the finc old 1iousc.s round thr.
Grande Placc had not yet covered the roadway \vith their
debris. On 5th and 6th Ah!., pontoons of the 2nd Bridging
Train werc brought up, and two bridges werc piit across the
canal by the 2nd Cornwall Fortress Company. Thc O.C.,
2nd Bridging Train (Major C. 81. Carpcnter) was put in charge
of the sktcen bridges on the scction of the canal north of
Ypres, with working parties drawn from thc bridging train,
the T , ' I S ~ Wiltshire Fortress Company and the 4th Siege
Company, I<. Monmouthshire Ro5d Engincers.
On 29th Aprii, \\-hen preparations werc tieing Inadc b y
General Pliinier for a withdrawal of the British line, all available
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engineer companies, n.ith largp working partics from the zSth
and 50th Ilivisions, w r c set t u work on a new linc, under thc
Chief Engineer V Corps (Brigadier-General R. I). Petrie) .
Thc trrnchcs could not be dug morc than three fcct deep, and
the only sheltcrs which at that time could be provided were
merely splinter-proof. Supplies of timber were very scanty,
and thcrc was not !,et a regular flow of stores t o fill up the
R.E. parks which had been established a t AbeeIe and Strazeele.
Thc remnants of thc villagcs left in the gradually narrowing
salient werc put into a statc of defence by the field companies.
t

,
I
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AUBERS I i I D G E

While the Second Battle of Ypres was at its height, another
large-scale opcration was in preparation b y the British First
Army. Sir John French had agreed with Gcneral Joffre to
co-operate with thc French Tenth Army in a strong offensive
north of Arras in order t o drive the Germans from the high
ground known later as the Vimy Ridge and, if possible, t o
break through to Cambrai and Douai. The British First Army
was t o advance on 8th May, the day after the French attack
opencd, towards the Aubers Ridge and La BassCe. The dates
were later postponed twcnty-four hours
Sir Douglas Haig’s plan was for the I and Indian Corps
t o attack between Chocolat hleunier Corner (about onc and a
half miles north of Festubert) and Neuve Chapelle, while the
IV Corps attackcd astride the Sailly-Fromelles road, on a
frontage of 1,500 yds.
The I Corps comprised the. Ist, 2nd and 47th Divisions;
the Indian Corps, the Lahore and Mccrut Divisions ; the IV
Corps, the Yth, 8th and 49th Divisions. In G.H.Q. reserve,
there were the five cavalry divisions st, end and 3rd British,
and 1st and 2nd Indian), the Canadian Division and the 51st
(Highland) Division.
A4sthe result of the expcrience gained at Ncuve Chayelle in
March, the preliminary hmbardment t o clit the cnemy’s wire
and to demoralizc the defenders was t o be intense, hut, unlike
the French who had ample supplies of ammunition, t h e British
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were forccd to limit their artillcry preparation to forty
minutes.
The amount of engineer work was greater than at Neuve '
Chapelle. The 54th and 55th Field Companies of the 7th
Division had been scnt to help at Ypres, and did not rejoin
their division until 7th May. The preliminaries consisted of :the preparation of assembly trenches close up to the front line ;
the digging of communication trenches t o cater for up and
down traffic ; the cutting of steps in thc parapets to facilitate
exit ; the provision of light foothridgcs to cross the ditches and
larger brooks ; the provision of portablc artillery bridges to
get the field artillery forward ; and the collection and protection of dumps of stores, amnlunition and grenades.
The attacks were not successful. On the right, the I Corps
and the Indian Corps wcrc unable to reach thcir objectives ; and
on the left, the I V Corps, attacking with the 8th Division,
although it had some initial success, met with a similar failure.
The Germans were too well-entrenched, and the British artillery
had failed t n smash their defences or to cut their wire. Further
assaults on the enemy's position were first postponed and then
cancelled. The loss of 458 officers and 11,161 other ranks had
been incurred.
The field companies in the attacking divisions had been
allotted similar tasks in each case. As a rule, onc field company
was allotted to each brigade, leaving one company in reserve
under the C.R.E.
The following account (from the diary of the C.R.E., 8th
Division-Lieut..-Cnlonel P. G. Grant) gives a description of
the engineer work in the battle :On the night of 5/6th May the companies placed eighty
footbridges across the Layes brook.
For the attack on Fromelles on 9th May each field company
had one officer and sixty infantrymen attached. The R.E. were
distributed for the attack as follows :Right attack
2nd Field Company, less one section.
(24th Brigade) One section, 1st Home Counties Field
Company.
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15th Field Company, less one section.
Onc section, 1st Home Counties Field Company.
One section each of 2nd and 15th Field Companies.
xst Home Counties Field Company, less two
sections.
1st Siege Company, R. Anglesey R. Engineers.
I j x s t W. Riding Field Company (from 49th
Division).
The scctions detached from the 2nd and 15th Field Companies
were intended to work at Fromelles when the village had been
captured. The 1st Siege Company, R. Anglesey and the 1st
West Riding Company were temporarily attached with the
object of rapidy improving roads through the British and
German trenches so that the guns, cavaIry and motor machineguns could he got through t o the front at the earliest possible
moment.
C.R.E. headquarters were opened a t IO p.m. on 8th May in
the Rue des Quesnes, alongside the divisional headquarters.
At 4 a.m. on 9th May, the R.E. assembled in trenches close to
ilit:st. hcadcluarters.
The bombardment started a t 5 a.m. and at 5.40 a.m. two
mincs prepared by the 173rd Tunnelling Company (Major
G . C. Williams) were fired, and the infantry assault started.
At 5.50 a.m., the C.R.E. heard that the main assault had
gained the German trenches, and he ordered the Anglesey
Siege Company and the West Riding Company to move forward
t o start work on the roads. They were guided forward by the
adjutant, Captain P. Neame, and were accompanied by Major
R. Walker, Staff Officer t o the Chief Engineer, IV Corps, who
was to superintend the work as soon as it was started, leaving
thP C.R.E. frcc to devote his attention to the work in the
captured localities.
At 7.50 a m . , Captain Neame and Major Walker returned and
reported the position of the two companies they had taken
out to the R u ~Petillon. They had been unable to move these
parties farther, as no Inure movement of supporting troops
was taking place.

I,cft attack
(25th T3rigadt:)
I n rcscrvc',
under C.R.I.:.

.

i

i

At 9.40 a.m., after ascertaining a t divisional headquarters
that no progress was being made by either the main or subsidiary attacks, the C.R.E. sent Major Walker forward again
to ascertain the situation, and to arrange for the withdrawal
of the Siege and West Riding Companies in small parties,
should this course appear desirable. At 1.20 p.m., parties of
these units began t o arrive a t headquarters, followed latcr
by Major Walker, who had found it impossible, oiving to shellfire and the stoppage of thc infantry advance, to movc forward.
At 7 Pam., the C.K.E. accompanied the G.S.O.1 of the
division to the headquarters of the 23rd and 24th Brigades,
t o arrange for the covering of working parties to dig commanication trenches up to the lodgements held by the 2nd Rifle
Brigade and the 2nd Lincolns. On arrival a t 23rd Brigade
headquarters, they learned that there was no longer any
Lincoln lodgement, hut that thc Rifle Brigade were still holding
out. Arrangements were then made to dig the communication
trench from the point where the reclairncd sap met the Fromellcs
road.
Meanwhile, neither of the two field companies with the
attacking brigades had been able to do any work but during
the night, one section of the 2nd Field Company (Lieutenant
H. .I. Higgs) proceeded to the sap and started thc trench. Very
little progress was made, owing to the latcncss of the hour at
which the Rifle Brigade were able t o report their situation,
and owing to the dificulty of getting the party up to the work
through trenches crowded with mcn, and the sap encumbcrcd
with killed and wounded. This party withdrew ticfore daylight
on the 10th and at 3 'a.m. the Rifle Brigade wcrc withdraivn
from their lodgcment.
daj.light, all the R.E. companies
werc reassembled in thc \-icinit); of headquarters.
During the night of 10th; I rth May, the West Riding
Company returned t o the 49th Division, and the Anglcscy
Siege Company returned t o its work undcr the Chief E n bmeer
'
IY Corps. The companies of the S t h llivision, with their
attached infantry, carried forward c/~t.i'(lzrx-iie-friseancl Iilocketl
the openings made for the attacking troops in thc wire cntanglcrnents in front of the brcastworks. They also brought in a
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number of woundcd found in front of the breastwork and in

, the sap.
Next day, divisicrnal headquarters and the C.R.E. rctmned
t o Sailly and the division settled down once more to trench

routine.

FESTUBERT

I

I
I

I

The battle of Fcstutwrt lasted ofkially from 16th May to
27th May, 1915. It ~ v a ba continuation of the effort t o assist
the French attack on 1;iniy Ridge. The R E . units taking part
were :-

I . covps

I

I'hicbf Engiricvr, Urigadier-Gt.nera1 C.
I
;
I ,tlh y .
C.R.E., Lieut.-C:olonul G. P. Scholtield,
2nd Division
with 5th, 11th arid i j r s t East Anglian
Fivld Companivs,
C:.II.E., Lieut.-Colonel I<. P. Lvc, with
7th Division
j q t h , jjth and r,2nd Highland Field
Companies,
C.R.E.,
Colonel A. H. Kenncy, with rijrd
47th Division
and r,'4th London Field Coinlmiies,
C.R.E., Lieut.-Coloiicl C. L. Spmcer, with
51st Division
I '1st and ~ ' 2 n dHighland Field Companics,
Canadian Divisiun C.K.E., Lieut.-(~olnnel C. J . Armstrong,
with Ist, 2nd and 3rd Canadian Field
Companies,
C'.R.E., Lirut.-('olonel G. A. J . Leslie,
Meerut Division
with 3rd and 4th Companies, 1 s t Sappers
and Miners,
C.R.K., Lieut.-Colonel Camphcll Coffin,
L a h m JXvision
ivith 2rst Company, 3rd Sappers and
Miners.

The work of the engineers was on the same lines as at the
battle of hubers Ridge. The result of the fighting was considerably more substantial ; but the casualties amounted to
another 710 officers and 15,938 other ranks.
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The plan of the battle was that the German defences were
to be breached in two places: by the 7th Division north of
Festubert, and by the 2nd Division from the Rue du Bois,
north of Chocolat Aleunier Corner. The 2nd Division was to
assault under cover of darkness with two brigades, supported
on the left by a brigade of the Mcerut Division ; their objective
was the capture of the German front and support trenches.
" At daylight the operation mas to be given a fresh impetus
from the south by an assault of thc 7th Division, the 2nd
Ilivision rcnewing its advance simultaneously from the line
of the captured German support trench." " The right flank
was to he secured hy the 47th Division while on the left, the
Neerut Division was to advance and build up as rapidly as
possible a lcft defensive flank along the Port Arthur-La Basske
road.''*
In the 2nd Division, a considerable ditch, Izft. wide with
4 ft. of water, ran parallel with the line of breastworks and
this had to be crossed before the troops formed up. Footbridges
had been prepared by thc R.E. and these were successfully
laid by the 5th and 11th Ficld Companies. The assaulting
battalions moved out over the ditch and lay down in no-man'sland.
The R.E. were distributed for the attack as follows :5th Field Company (to 5th Brigade) ; two sections accompanied the assaulting battalions with Bangalore torpedoes,
etc.
11th Field Company (to 6th Brigade) ; two sections accompanied assaulting battalions.
1st E. Anglian Field Company, under C.R.E., to dig communication trenches.
Two parties of one N.C.O. and three men each also accornpanied the assaulting battalions t o look for mines, wires, etc.
The attack started at 11.30 p.m. on 15th May. The 5th
Brigade was not successful ; its assembly had been seen by
the German flares, and as soon as the assaulting waves rose

* Ojficiui History, 1915,Vol.

11, p.
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from thr- ground they w r e mrt l)!. hcai.?. machinr-gun and
rifle fir(., which rakrtithcni from flank to flank. Thc shcll-fire
I
brokc up snrn(. of t h r t r i t l p o i w thr ditch, and prc\-cnted
the imrnrdintr. atI\-anrch of tht, siilqmrting lincs. Thc Bangalore
torpcdo partii+ rt*turiicd \\.it11 th(b rcmnants of the first line.
i
The 6th Brigade’s assault \vas mure succcssful. The two
lines of German trcnchvs ivcre taken almost at once. Two
, sections of the I Ith Fic>ldCornpan!- \ix-rr aldc t o do good work
in the c a p t u r d trcnchcs, convcrting the parados, repairing
breaches and making machinr-gun rmplacvmcnts. The R.E.
sections \vent ovtbr lvith thc third ivax.r of t h e assault. -4s the
distance to be covcrcd was nearly 400 !-ds., all four wa\-es of
the attack ivere in the open heforc the leading wal-e had reached
the German trench ; t h e casualties werc consequently heavy.
The 11th Company lost one officer killed (Lieutenant A.
Trewhy), one wou~iclcd,four othcr ranks killed, twenty-one
wounded and two missing. Liciitenant Bourdillon was shot
through the shoulders but continued on duty for more than
twenty-four hours. The casualtics in the 5th Comljany were
two officers wounded, t w o other ranks killed, twenty-three
wounded, and two missing.
j
The 1 s t East Anglian Coinpny, with zoo men from the 107th
Pioneers (Meerut Division) dug a new communication trench
’
400 yds. long lx4wec.n thc tlvo front lines ; the company lost
one man killed and 011c nwundtd. At night, t w o sections of
the 5th Company wirctl in the 5th Brigade’s front, while on
the next night the 11th Company wired in the whole of the
6th Brigade’s new front and also its exposed right flank.
In the 7th Ilivision, which made its attack at dawn on
16th hIay, thc result was mow succcssful, and a coiisiderable
bite into the German front line was made and held. The zznd
Brigade with the 54th Field Company attacked on the right,
and the 20th Brigade Lvith tlic 55th Company on the left.
The zlst Brigade ~vviththcs 2nd Highland Field Company was
in reserve. The assaulting battalions formed up in the assembly
trenchcs soon after midniglit, and t h e assault began at 3.15
a.m. Six field guns had t x ~ quietly
n
Imught u p and established
in emplacements in thv British Iront line. The zznd Brigade
I

~

I
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gained its objective by 7 a.m.,h i t it was not until midday that
a section of thc 54th Company under 2nd Lieutenant Batho ,
was ahlc t n gct fonvard and construct L: strongpoint in the
captured front lint., ~vliich\vas impro\~crland Jvircd in at night,
together \\.it11 the right flank. Thc 20th 13rigadc inct with c w i
more oplmsition than its ncighlioiir, and the 55th Company
had no work to do until darkness camc.
I
1 3 ~ .9 a.m. 011 16th May, the attacks uf tlic 2nd and 7th
Ilivisions had not rcducecl thc gap ivhich it was cspccted woulcl
lie closed by thc coi-ivcrgci~itdirt:ctinns of thc two olmatinns.
Thc ntlst stagc was therofarc planncd to remedy this :tnd the
2nd Division was orclcn-d 1.0 attack soi~th-c~nsl~~~ards,
whilc
the 7th Di\?isiimprcsscci iiortli-~.astwards.T h r c was insuficient
time to prepare tlicse attacks, and th(:y did not m i k e much
€itiad\vay. -4s with so many hattlcs at that tinic, the impcttus
o f the attack petcrecl uut for want of ilic iiecessaty w i g h t
and drive of frcsh ti-oops, I n spite of thc relief of thc 2nd arid
7th Divisions h y the, 5 1st ancl Cari:idiaIi Divisions, allcl of the
participation of t h r 47th Iliirision, \'cry liitlc further progress
\vas made, s1ic.1b y 25th llay the lint liccarnc stahilizcd again.

~
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A lesser attack a t Gi\.enchy by t h e 7th Division was madc on
15th and 16th J u ~ i etu help the F~*cnclifarther south ; and at
Hooge, the V Corps ctf thc Second Army also carried out
operations in June t o iinprovc its position. The attack of
t h e 7th ili\.ision rcsrilted in no gains, nncl thc only work that
the enginccrs could (10 \vas t o re-\virc the British frcint line
1vIicw gaps had lieen rnacle far the assaulting \va\'cs.
Fighting around I-iongc jvcnt on at intur\ds during July.
The 14th llix%ioIi (C.R.E., Licut.-Coloncl A. 1'. Sargeaunt ;
61st, Oznd and 891h Ficltl Corn~miics)hac1 SOIIIC' sw-cre fighting
to imprin-e t h e position rotind I-looge Ch6tcau, \vhich by this
time was a heap of ruins. On :jot11 Julj,, the Germans, in onc
of their counter-attacks uscd flamc-projectors for the first
time. Thest! cnuscd thc loss of part of t Iic ~ ~ c ~ v l y - ~trenches.
von
On 31st .]u!y, Licui.-E'oloncl A . I'. Siirgcaunt, \vas killed by a

I
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she11 ivhilr insliccting the trenches with the G.O.C., 16th
Brigade ncar %illrhckc.. Major J. P. hiackes!., 6rst Comiiany,
temporaril!. took o\*crthe duties of C.R.E., but on 4th August,
Lieut.-Colonel T. A. H. Uiggc arrived and assumed the postThe situation at Hoogc was finally restored on 9th .4ugust,
when thc 18th Brigade of thc 6th I)ii.ision made a successful
attack, in which two sections of tlic 12th Field Company
(Major A. Camphc.11) and two sections of the 1st London Field
Company (Major S . H. Joseph) went over with the assaulting
battalions, carrying liarbcd wire, which was put up in twenty
miniitcs, immcdiatelj. aftcr the ohjecti1.o was gained. The R.E.
were thcn split up along the whole nelv line and worked all day
with the infantry digging, clearing and consolidating. The
engineer casualties on this occasion were severe. In the 12th
Company, Captain A. G. Turner and 2nd Lieutenant Frecheville were wwundcct, 2nd Lieutenant Sibbeth killed, nine
other ranks killed, iwenty-six wounded and seven missing. In
the 1st London Company Captain R. W. Narracott was
wounded, missing and believed killed, Lieutenant Gamage
wounded, two other ranks killed, nine wounded and seven
missing ; nearly half the total number engaged. Shortly
after this successful action, which had been prepared with
unusual thoroughness, Lieut.-Colonel G. C. Kemy (C.R.E.,
6th Division) left t o take command of the 138th Brigade, 46th
Division. He was succeeded by Major A. G. Stevenson, from
the 20th Fortress Company.
l'rirs PA 12A .rI oNs

FO I<

Loos

There iiow f o l l u \ v u l a pcriod of stixmuous prcparation for
an offrnsive in conjunction with the French, who were planning
a n attack in Artois from Arras on the Vimy Ridge, and also a
great offensive
Charnpagnc. The coming battle w a s to be
the largest operation !.i.t untlcrtakm hy the British armies,
and evvr-y pssi1)lc dfort !vas made t o crcate the best chances
of success.
More di\.isions c i f the Xow Army were sent out ; some
arriving in France on]?. a few d s - s before Loos, with no time
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to settle down before they were thrown into the battle. These
new divisions with their dates of arrival, their Cs.R.E. and
field companies were :Lieut .-Colonel G. S. Cartwright, with 73rd,
15th Division,
74th and gIst Field Companies,
13th July
Colonel H. R. Gale, with 77th, 78th and
17th Division,
93rd Field Companies,
17th July
Coloncl E. R. Kenyon, with 83rd, 84th
20th Division,
and 96th Field Companies,
20th July
Lieut.-Colonel C . W. Davy, with 8Ist,
19th Division,
82nd and 94th Field Companies,
zrst July
Licut.-Colonel H. 13. des Voeux, with
37th Division,
15znd, 15yd and ~ 5 4 t hField Companies,
28th ,July
Lieut.-Colonel T. C. Skinner, with 79th,
18th Division,
80th ancl gznd Field Companics,
30th July
Lieut.-Coloncl 1’. J . J . Kadcliffe, with
23rd Division,
xoist, 10211tl and 128th Field Companies,
25th August
Lieut.-Coloncl A. J . Crsvcn, with 103rd,
24th Division,
104th and 129th Field Companics,
30 August
22nd Division,
Coloncl J . A. Tanner, with 99th. 100th
4th September and 127th Field Companies,
z 1st Division,
Licut.-Colonel Clifford Coffin, with 97th,
9th September
98th and 126th Field Companics,
26th Division
Lieut.-Colonel C. G. W. Hunter, with
19th September 107th, 108th and 13rst Field Companies,
Lieut.-Colonel C. R. Ilobbs, with 105th.
25th Division,
25th September roGth and 130th Field Companies,
Guards Division,
Lieut.-Colonel J . E. Vanrenen, with 55tIi,
formed in France 75th and 76th Field Companies,
With these large reinforcements, the veteran divisions of
the B.E.F. could be relieved and prepared for the corning
battle. Although the original divisions had long since used
up nearly all their regulars and reservists, there were, with the
returned wounded, enough remaining to prescrve something
of the tradition of the units ; and the new forces now arriving
consisted of the finest volunteer contingents, who lacked
nothing but experience and training. The new engineer
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companies were largely composed of groups of men from the
, same factories or works. They possessed the necessary trade

1

skill and thr will to work, but the handiness of trained sappers
requires much time and training to achieve. If the new divisions could have had three or four months’ service in France
before being put to the test in battle, much more might have
been accomplished.
On 11th July, a Third Army was formed under Sir Charles
Monro, and took over a new front sandwiched between the
French Sixth and Tenth Armies. Major-General J. E. Capper
was its first Chief Engineer.
The Third Army at first consisted of :VI1 Corps

x corps
Indian Cavalry
Corps

Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General J, A.
Tanner, 4th, 37th and 48th Divisions.
Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General J, A, S.
Tulloch, 5th, 18th and 51st Divisions.
1st and 2nd Indian Cavalry Divisions.

Other Corps formed at this time were :-

VI Corps,
1st June
XI Corps,
29th August
XI1 corps,
6th September,
Canadian Corps

Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General C. Hill,
6th, 14th and 49th Divisions.
Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General L. Jones,
Guards, zrst and 24th Divisions.
Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General C. Godby,
zznd, 26th and 27th Divisions.
xst and 2nd Canadian Divisions.

The XI1 Corps with its three divisions went to Salonika in
November, 19x5.
The New Army divisions came out with pioneer battalions,
but the original regular divisions were not yet provided with
these units, who were organized and armed as infantry, but
had had a little training in entrenching. They worked under
the orders of the divisional C.R.E.
In addition to the divisional field companies, each Corps
now had two or more army troops companies. These units were
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intended for rear area work such as water supply, work on
corps defence lines, observation posts for artillery, gun positions
for heavy artillery, trench tramways, road-screening, corps
engineer dumps and workshops and erection of hangars for
the Royal Flying Corps-in fact, a very varied programme.
They were smaller than field companies and less mobile. Their
establishment was three officers and 139 other ranks, but they
were provided with mechanical transport, an advantage much
desired by the field companies, but never obtained. The A.T.
Companies were first produced by converting the four regular
fortress companies already in France-the zoth, 25th, 31st
and 42nd ; the two Special Reserve siege companies of the
Royal Anglesey and Royal Monmouthshire Engineers (which
each formed two A.T. Companies) ; and ten Temtorial fortress
companies. In the spring of 19x5, eighteen new companies,
numbered from 132 t o 149,were raised and trained at Buxton.
They were at first called Fortress Companies, but in August
were renamed Army Troops Companies.
By this time, the accumulated experience of Ypres, Neuve
Chapelle, Aubers Ridge and Festubert had provided many
valuable lessons. I t was recognized that in order to smash
the German defences, far more artillery was needed, and of
heavier calibre. The B.E.F. was still worse off in this respect
than the French army, who themselves were worse off than
the Germans. A break-through could only be expected by
a crushbg local superiority in men and guns, The R.E. preparations for the battle of Loos were therefore directed to
increasing the accommodation for stronger forces, improving
the means of communication and supply, strengthening the
existing front-line defences, increasing the number of artillery
observation posts, and collecting engineer stores of all kinds,
both for the work in hand and for the consolidation of the
objectives when they had been won.
The addition of the third field company to each division had
enabled Cs.R.E. t o relieve those engaged in the front line, and
t o employ the " resting " companies on rear area work. The
arrival of army troops companies further relieved the divisional
engineers by releasing a number of skilled men who had been

I
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drawn fronithefield companies for employment inworkshops,etc.
The intention to use gas involved alterations to the trench
parapets for the installation of the cylinders. There had been
little time since the German gas surprice in April to organize
retaliation, but no time had been lost, either at home by the
small body of scientists under Colonel L, Jackson, late R.E.,
or in France by the improvised companies organized by Major
C. H. Foulkes, R.E., lately commanding the xrth Field Company. These units (the 186th and 187th) were designated
Special Companies, R.E., and were raised at Helfaut, near
St. Omer, in July, with men transferred from the infantry in
France, stiffened by a number of specially enlisted R.E. from
England. Two more companies (the 188th and 189th) were,
added in August. This was the beginning' of the Special
Brigade, R.E., which became responsible for all the gas operations on the Western Front, and, under the command of
Brigadier-General C. H. Foulkes, turned the tables on the
Germans and gave them far more gas than they ever gave the
British. Their work is described in Chapter XX.
The installation of about 5,500 gas cylinders in the front-line
trenches required the labour of 8,000 men. The cylkders were
brought up from railhead by lorry, and then carried some
one and a half miles to the front line. There they were.handed
over to the special companies, R.E., who mounted them in the
recesses made under the parapets. This arduous and dangerous
work was carried out without the loss of a single cylinder.
Unfortunately, the supply of cylinders from England provided
only about half the number required to give a steady flow
of gas ; the deficiency meant intermittent discharge, supplemented by smoke candles. The gas programme covered
forty minutes from zero hour; that is t o say, the infantry assault
was to take place forty minutes after zero, by which time the gas
was expected to have swept over the German lines and to have
been followed by a protective smoke screen. The discharge
of the gas was in the hands of the special companies, one
officer and 180 men from these units being allotted t o each of
the six divisions making the assault.*
* O p i a Z History, 1915,Vol. 11, p. 160.
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There was no offensivemining, and the 180th Tunnelling Cornpany was used for running Russian saps out into no-man'sland where the distance between the two front lines was too '
wide to be covered in the time allotted.
On the 47th divisional front, the line opposite the Double
Crassier formed a re-entrant curve unsuitable for the launching I
of the assault. A new front line was therefore dug, in the form
of a chord across the arc and joining up with the heads of saps.
This line, some 1,500 yds. long, was dug at night by successive
infantry working parties supervised by the 2/yd London
I
Field Company (Major H. E. T.Agar) and was completed in ,
all respects, with gas-cylinder recesses, traverses, bomb stores, '
and wiring. Assembly trenches 50 yds. in rear were also
dug, and communication trenches leading into them-a total
of about two miles of digging in three weeks, but with very
little intelference from the enemy.

,

Loos
The gas was released at 5.30 a.m., on 25th September.
Owing to a drop in the wind, it did not travel at the speed
hoped for ; and it moved more slowly in some sectors than in
others, Consequently, the degree of surprise varied in different
parts of the German front.
The 49th Division, on the right, was on the whole successful,
gaining and holding its objectives and covering the right
flank of the 15th (Scottish) Division.
The 15th Division was t o capture the village of Loos and
Hill 70,a low but dominating feature of the flat battlefield.
The 15th Division played a very important part and made a
more successful advance than any other. It had been in the
line since the end of July and was therefore well acquainted
with the trench system. Its preparatory work was also very
thorough. The attack was made by two brigades ; the 4 t h
on the right and the 46th on the left. The 73rd Field Company
and one company of pioneers (9th Gordons) were allotted to
the 44th Brigade, and the gIst Field Company and one company
of pioneers t o the 46th Brigade. No less than five objectives
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were given t o the brigades, but the principal one was Hill 70,
east of Loos. The assault was made in four columns, two from
' each brigade, each column consisting of one battalion with
machine-guns, one section R.E., and one platoon of pioneers.
This left two battalions, two sections, R.E., and half a company
of pioneers in each brigade reserve. The 74th Field Company
and two companies of pioneers were in divisional reserve,
I under the C.R.E. (Lieut.-Colonel G . S. Cartwright). The
xSoth Tunnelling Company (Captain W. E. Buckingham) in
Mazingarbe, was also placed under his orders.
When the battle began, half each of the 73rd and gIst
field companies formed part of the assaulting columns ; the
other halves moved with their brigade supports. Parties from
each company were detailed to lay out and superintend the
digging of communication trenches from the British t o the
German front line. The two leading sections, Nos. r and 2, of
the 73rd Company (Major S. Mildred) followed the. 9th Black
Watch and 8th Seaforth respectively. As soon as his section
was extended, Lieutenant Inglis was killed by a shell, and
I
Sergeant Baldwin took command. Both sections continued
their advance about a hundred yards behind the infantry
until they came to the, barbed wire in front of Loos. Here
2nd Lieutenant Ryan was killed, and eleven sappers either hued
or wounded. Sergeant Baldwin then took charge of both
sections, although wounded himself, and carried on for the rest
of the day and night. In front of Loos, the two sections
separated ; No I followed the main body of the infantry, and
No. 2 worked round the village on their right. No. I section
went through Loos with the infantry and eventually arrived
on the top of Hill 70. They remained there until driven back
to a line below the crest, where they assisted the infantry to
entrench. They continued this work until IO p.m., when they
were withdrawn by order of the brigadier. Meanwhile, No. z
section moved via the outskirts of Loos t o a line about sixty
yards from the top of Hill 70. On their way they picked up a
party of infantry without an officer. Three German cables
were cut at this point by the sergeant in command. The
section then advanced with the object: of reinforcing the
i
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Black Watch and Seaforth, but they came under such heavy
fire that they had to lie down. When the infantry retired over
the ridge, the sappers helped them to dig in, and a part of this
section remained behind all night to help hold the line.
In the meantime, the rest of the 73rd Company (Nos. 3
and 4 sections) waited in support with the 10th Gordons.
No. 4 section was ordered to bridge a trench over the Lens road.
During this work, 2nd Lieutenant Nolan was killed, and
t e n N . C . 0 ~and
. men killed or wounded. Captain E. D. Carden
then took command, and ordered the two sections to advance
behind the Gordons. They reached the crest of Hill 70 at
about 9.30a.m., and saw some infantry at the Keep, very hard
pressed. They advanced to the Keep and tried t o hold it,
but the machine-gun fire was too hot, and they had t o retire.
Captain Carden and 2nd Lieutenant F. H. Johnson then found
a machine-gun, and with ten sappers made for the Keep again.
This time they got inside but were soon driven out. Captain
Carden was severely wounded, and 2nd Lieutenant Johnson
was wounded in the leg, but carried on until midnight. He
led several charges to retake the Keep, but the enemy remained
in possession. For his splendid example and gallantry he was
awarded the V.C.* The sappers now retired to the line held
by the infantry, who had arrived in support, and besides
helping them t o dig in, remained behind all night to assist in
holding the line.
In the gxst Company (Major H. de L. Pollard-Lowsley) the
two sections (Nos. 3 and 4) under Captain A. P. Sayer, with the
46th Brigade, had similar experiences, but found more difficulty
in keeping in touch with the advancing battalions, on account
of congestion in the communications trenches. No. 3 section
lost its officer, Lieutenant MacNaught who was twice severely
wounded, at the outset, and all its N.C.Os. except one, the
section being reduced to fourteen men.
Lance-Corporal
Melvin then led the section up t o the German support trench,
where he found some infantry. He set his men to assist in
converting the trenches. At 10.15 a.m. he reported to Captain
* Oficial History, 1915,Vol 11, p. 205. Lieutenant Johnson died
of wounds as a Major on 26th November, 1917.
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Sayer, who put Sergeant Hay in charge, and led the section up
to Hill 70. Under Captain Sayer’s instructions, Corporal
Bannister reconnoitred Chalk Pit Wood, and Sergeant Hay put
some houses in a state of defence by loopholing the walls and
making fire-steps. At about 6 p.m., however, an officer 01the
xxth Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders ordered Sergeant Hay
to hand over his tools to the Highlanders, who required them
to dig themselves in.
No. 4 section, under Lieutenant J. A. Parker, went forward
at 6.45 a.m. and advanced by short rushes towards the German
lines. Unfortunately, he took a wrong direction, crossed the
Loos road and entered the zone of another column. Two
casualties occurred almost immediately the section left its
trenches, and two more very soon afterwards. At about 7 a.m.
the section reached a point about fifty yards from the German
trenches. There they were subjected t o an extremely heavy
fire and were unable t o advance. Eight or nine of the remaining
men were hit at once, and only a few got within twelve or
fifteen yards of the German wire. Lieutenant Parker sent
back a message asking for instructions. He was ordered to
withdraw his men and proceed to Hill 70 or, if he could not
proceed, t o join Captain Sayer on his right. Meanwhile,
Parker had been busily engaged under heavy fire in applying
first-aid dressings to his wounded men. He did this entirely
unaided, and continually exposed himself. The slightest movement was followed by enemy fire, but he was not hit. On
receipt of orders, he withdrew his section, and brought in the
remaining wounded t o the Loos road, where they were in
comparative safety. In order t o bring in Corporal Parrish, he
had t o crawl forty yards and fetch a Hambro’ Line, which he
fastened round Panish and himself, and dragged him to a safe
position. After getting his section under cover, he returned
and helped in a badly wounded man of the Highland Light
Infantry. With the remnant of his section, reduced t o twelve
men, he now led them towards Hill 70, and leaving them near
the Loos-Benifontaine road, he went ahead to reconnoitre.
He found Lieutenant A. H. Davenport with No. I section near
Puits 14,digging a trench, and returned t o fetch his men, but
LOOS
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as they now had no tools, he decided to take them back to
collect some. He reported to the O.C. in Loos Keep at about
7.30 p.m, As he had so few men left and they were thoroughly
exhausted, he asked permission to leave them where they were
for the night. Parker himself, though nearly worn out, went
out again a t 10.30 p.m. to satisfy himself that all his wounded
had been brought in. Next day, Parker’s section joined the
98th Company of the zIst Division, which had now come into
the battle, and were extended with them in the old front-line
trenches. During the afternoon, the G.O.C., 46th Brigade
told him to withdraw, and the section returned t o Mazingarbe
t o get food and rest. After this, Parker and his men were sent
out again that night to collect stragglers, and brought in some
zoo to 300 men. Although no K.E. work had been done, the
section had displayed great courage and endurance, under a
most determined officer.
No. I section (Lieutenant Davenport) of the 9rst Company
went over the top at about 7.45 am. They also lost position
and fouhd themselves in front of the 8th K.O. Scottish Burderers, who had themvlves taken a wrong turn in the trenches.
The section, with a,platoon of pioneers, moved towards Hill 70,
but were directed by the O.C., 8th K.O.S.B. to a house near
the Chalk Pit, which he ordered them to fortify. This house
was duly converted, three machine-gun positions being constructed inside it, and the walls loop-holed. Then at about
I p.m. Davenport with his own men and two sections of the
8th K.O.S.B. dug in on the west side of the Lens-Benifontaine
road. At about 3 p.m., a few sappers of the section made two
machine-gun emplacements in the yard of a house immediately
north-east of Puifs 14bis. This house was heavily shelled, but
the section suffered no casualties. Later in the afternoon, the
sappers and the platoon of pioneers with them dug in on a
line held by the 6th Cameron Highlanders. At about 9 p.m,,
the O.C., 6th Camerons ordered Davenport to advance across
the Lens-Hulluch road and dig in on the other side. They
finished digging here at about midnight, having been at work
almost continuously since 8 a.m. They ‘then rested until 3-30
a.m. on the 26th September, when a general stand-to was
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ordered. About II p m . , the heavy shelling made the Bois
Hugo untenable, and a retirement was made to the LoosBenifontaine road, the R.E. and pioneers holding their trench
until all the troops had moved back. The R.E. section then
became scattered, and after spending the afternoon searching
for his men, of whom he only had one N.C.O. and two sappers
left with him, Davenport reported to his O.C. at 4.30 p.m. He
was then ordered to assist in diverting stragglers back to the
old front-line trenches. He continued at this task until midnight. Early on the morning of the 27th September, his section
was reassembled and returned to Mazingarbe.
No, z section (Lieutenant McCourt) advanced over the
parapet at 8.15 a.m., with a platoon of pioneers under Lieutenant Bisset (9th Gordons). When they reached the German
front line, they halted and were joined by Captain MacWhirter,
who commanded the company of pioneers furnishing the platoons which accompanied the R E . sections. He ordered them
to continue the advance, and under rifle and shrapnel fire
they reached a line near the crest of Hill 70. Here they halted
and lay down, while Lieutenant McCourt sent a man forward
to reconnoitre. But before this scout returned, Lieutenant
Bissett moved his pioneers over the crest. They were immediately subjected to heavy fire, and Lieutenant McCourt did not
see them again. He then moved his section a short way over
the ridge, but the fire was so heavy that he withdrew to about
a hundred yards below the crest. Almost immediately after
this, at about 9-30 am., the infantry, who had advanced
beyond the crest of Hill 70, began to retire in some disorder.
They quickly rallied behind McCourt’s position, and he then
fell back to their line. During the day the enemy made a few
weak attacks but were repelled without difficulty. In the
afternoon, the sappers filled the sandbags which they had
carried with them, t o improve cover. Soon after dusk, reinforcements arrived, and McCourt withdrew his section to a
house on the edge of Loos, and sent a report to his O.C.However, before receiving the latter’s reply ordering him to stay
where he was, and be prepared to assist in the consolidation of
Hill 70,he had withdrawn to Quality Street, where he arrived
LOOS
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at about 5.30 a.m. on the 26th September, and reported to the
O.C., 74th Company. At 9.30 a.m. he was ordered to rejoin
his own unit with such men as he could collect, but unable t o
find his company he remained with the 74th. Finally, the
O.C., gxst Company found him at about 2.15 pm.,by that time
exhausted, and ordered him to join Lieutenant Parker and go
back to Mazingarbe. Parker was collecting stragglers on the
Lens road, and between them they collected about 500 men
by 8.30 p.m.
Meanwhile, the znd-in-command of the gIst Company
(Captain A. P. Sayer) had had a varicd experience. When No. 3
section had lost its officer and all but one of its N.C.Os.,
he took charge and led it forward through Loos towards Hill
70, to which all available R.E. were now being directed in order
to assist in consolidating such footing as had been obtained by
the infantry. Leaving the section in charge of Sergeant Hay,
he returned t o report to his brigade headquarters, where he
remained for the rest of the day assisting the brigade staff.
Next morning, at 7 a.m., he went out with the brigadier to
advanced brigade headquarters. Parties of infantry were
returning from Hill 70, and the brigadier ordered Sayer to
collect them and take them back to support the troops which
were t o attack Hill 70 again at g a.m. He collected 3 N.C.Os.
and about 120 men from various units, including the 8th
Somersets and Durham Light Xnfantry from the zIst Division.
With these, he lined a bank along the Loos-Hulluch road
behind a battery of howitzers. A t about 9-15a.m. a company
of the 13th Royal Scots, who had lined the road on his rightl
moved forward up the hill. Assuming that these men were
advancing to carry forward the attack ordered for 9 am., and
as their left flank appeared to be exposed, Captain Sayer took
his party to cover it. This became all the more necessary,
because some Germans now appeared, advancing on the skyline in that direction. On arriving at the front trenches, he
found them crowded with mixed troops, a large proportion
being from the 8th Somersets. Sayer called on these troops
to charge. The distance was only about fifty yards, and the
wire was not strong. The Scottish troops followed, and being
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met with a w r y severe fire, they were obliged to fall back. A
second effort failed in the same way. Sayer then got into telephonic communication with 46th 3rigade headquarters, and
reported his situation. He was ordered to hold on. A t about
r0.30 a.m. the troops on his left suddenly began to give way and
t o retreat rapidly down the hill. The fire from his left checked
the pursuit, but some Germans coming out of Chalk Pit Wood
brought reverse fire on the position. At the same time, the
men on the right began to retire. Sayer rallied a party of
stragglers and put them in a support line under an infantry
officer, while he himself went off to rdly other parties. The
retirement on the left continued rapidly, and he endeavoured
to form a line along the Loos-Hulluch road, hut only succeeded
in placing one sergeant and sixteen men in some houses which
had already been prepared for defence (see above) and in a
short line on either side under a subaltern of the Somersets.
He met the brigadier of the 62nd Brigade, who ordered him to
rally more troops who were retiring to the south. He collected
a certain number into the original British front line, but the
men were worn out. Some symptoms of gas were beginning to
be felt; this was probably as much due t o leakage from
unfinished cylinders left in the British trenches, as to the
effects of German gas shells.* All through the afternoon of the
26th August, Captain Sayer, although feeling the effects of gas,
continued to assist the brigade staff in rallying men. Thus the
officers of the 73rd and 91st Field Companies played a conspicuous and soldierly part in the battle. When they could do
no R.E. work, they helped t o rally the troops and hold the line,
The 741h Company, in reserve, was sent forward by the
C.R.E. at about 9.30 a.m., on 25th September with the 180th
Tunnelling Company t o bridge the trenches and prepare tracks
for the artillery t o move forward. The guns advanced about
noon. On the 26th the 74th and 180th Companies were employed on improving the Lens road and clearing it for traffic.
The 74th also assisted in preparing the original German front
*This account of the experiences ol the 73rd and 9rst Field
Companies IS based on the reports of the 0s.C. of the companies
and Captain Sayer's narrative in the War diaries.
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line and support trenches for defence. A t midnight, both the
73rd and 74th Companies, although very exhausted, were sent '
out again t o do further work on the road to Loos, which was
made passable for motor ambulances by 4 a.m.
On the 27th September, the three field companies were reassembled a t Le Saulchoy Farm, Mazingarbe. The xSoth
Tunnelling Company returned to Verquin and reverted to the
I V Corps. The total casualties in the 15th Divisional Engineers
during 25th t o 27th September, amounted to six officers and
132 other ranks, or about one-third of the strength with which
they went into action: The 15th Division had held on with
magnificent courage, and its field companies had shown themselves as stubborn as the infantry. The division was relieved
on the night of 26th to 27th September by the Guards Division,
and its survivors withdrew to Mazingarbe.
The 1st Divisioiz (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel H. F. Thuillier)
came next in the line, The 23rd Field Company (Brevet LieutColonel C. Russell-Brown) was allotted t o the 1st Brigade, and
the 26th Company (Major H. L. Lewis) to the 2nd Brigade ;
one section of the 1st Lowland Company (Captain W. Downs)
was attached t o Green's Force (London Scottish and 9th
King's) ; another section, with half a company of infantry,
formed a bridging party t o make crossings over trenches for
field guns. The remainder of the Lowland Company was in
divisional reserve at Philosophe.
As the attack was preceded by a gas discharge, two sections
each of the z y d and 26th companies were in the front trenches
to assist the sappers of the 187th Company in working the
gas cylinders. They were then to concentrate on their right
and carry out consolidation work. Owing to the wind being
nearly parallel t o the British trench, the gas was not a cornplete success ; the 26th Company's sections were very badly
gassed and had t o be withdrawn, being replaced by the 1st
Lowland Company.
As soon as the 1st Brigade had broken through north of the
Bois CarrC and advanced towards Hulluch, the a3rd Company
followed and began consolidation of two points, while the
Lowland Company began work on reversing captured trenches
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t o the south of the 23rd Cornpan).. The trench bridges were
sent forward at about 4 p m . , and these enabled the field guns
t o come into action along the spur running north-east towards
Hulluch. In the 23rd Company, Lieutenant B. B. Edwards
and ten men became gas casualties. Nos. I and 4 sections,
under 2nd Lieutenant W. R. Wilson, were ordered a t about
10.30 a.m. to move forward into Hulluch and consolidate. But
Hulluch was not yet occupied, so Wilson took his men as far
as the Lens-La Bassee road, and went forward to reconnoitre.
Seeing no British troops in the village, he withdrew his sections
to work on a strong point farther hack.
In consequence of the early replacement of the 26th Company
by the Lowland Company, there was no R.E. reserve left, and
the 23rd and Lowland Companies were almost continuously
at work for 72 hours, the men being completely exhausted.
Great difficulty was experienced in getting water and rations
t o the front sections after the attack. The roads were practically impassable after the guns had gone forward, and the
ground was very open, with no covered approaches, so that
wagons could get nowhere near the front. The casualties in
the ~ 3 r dCompany were one officer wounded (Lieutenant
J, W. D. Mallins), one officer gassed and forty-two other ranks
killed, wounded or missing.
The 7th Division (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. H. Boileau) had
taken over its sector on the right of the I Corps on 4th September, with headquarters a t Labourse. The 95th Field Company
had joined the division on 30th August, to replace the 55th
which had been transferred t o the newly-formed Guards Division. The other field companies in the 7th Division were the
54th andI/znd Highland (later the 4oxst Company).
The front line had a re-entrant which was an awkward feature
from which to advance. So, between 5th and 25th September,
a new line, 300 yds. in front of the old one was dug, with two
new support lines and numerous communication trenches.
Accommodation for gas cylinders and gas operators was made
in the new fire trench, and various dug-outs provided, Some
of the communication trenches were roofed to give cover from
shrapnel. About 3,500 trench ladders and 2,500 foot-bridges
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Were made and placed in position for the assault. A section of
the 1st Bridging Train was allotted t o the division, its wagons
being used for carriage of stores, as there was no bridging in
prospect.
I n this division, the field companies were not split up. The
54th Company w-as attached to the 22nd Brigade ; the 95th
to the 20th Brigade ; and the I/znd Highland to the zrst
Brigade, in reserve. It had been arranged that the field cornpanies were not t o be frittered away and exhausted by day,
and so rendered useless for work a t night.
One of the objectives of the division was the Quarries,
which were captured by 9.30 am., and afforded good cover.
The main task was to wire them in, but this could not be done
in daylight, owing to hcavy fire from Cite St. Elie. The 54th
Company held back in the support line, sent an officer to
reconnoitre the position at 3 p.m., and at 6 p.m. the whole
company went forward with stores and wired the whole position,
about 1,000yds. in perimeter. They were assisted during the
night by the other two field companies. However, the Germans,
by a clever infiltration between the 9th and 7th Divisions,
at about I a.m., managed to surprise the garrison, capturing
the brigadier of the 27th Brigade who had gone into the
Quarries t o telephone.
During the succeeding nights, the field companies were
chiefly occupied in consolidating strong points and in wiring
the new line which was completed by the night of 27th
September. The 31st Fortress Company and the 1st Hants
Fortress Company were lent to the C.R.E. for the repair of the
Vermelles-Hulluch road, up t o the old German line. OR 1st
October, the 7th Division was relieved by the 5th Brigade of
the 2nd Division, and moved northwards t o take over the
Cambrin-Cuinchy sector from the 2nd Division. The casualties
among the 7th Divisional R.E. during the period 25th t o 30th
September amounted to two officers killed, one officer wounded,
five other ranks killed, thirty wounded and six missing.
The 9th Division (C.K.E., Lieut.-Colonel H. A. A. Livingstone) had been given a particularly hard task, the capture of
the Hohenzollern redoubt and the slag heap at Fosse 8. The
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division had not been in action before, and its first experience
was certainly a very exacting one. I‘hc fidd companivs (63rd,
64th and 90th) as U-cll as the pioneers (9th Seaforths) were
held in reserve under the C.R.E., who, in his diar)., complains
of the complete lack of accurate nebvs obtainable at headquarters during the battle.
The 26th Brigade had compIete SUCCL‘JS at first, but the 28th
Brigade suffered man)*casualtics from gas,blown by thc changeful wind back into its trenches before the men had started. A
large part of the 26th Brigade’s succcss was n i a r r d by the
consequent exposure of its left flank, as the ~ 8 t hBrigade did
not capture its first objective. The 90th Company was sent up
from reserve t o assist in consolidating Fosse 8 ; it also helped
to fill the gap in the defenders’ line. On the night of the 26/27th
September, Lieut.-Colonel Livingstone was mounded by a
sheIi splinter, and his place was taken by Majur G. R. Hearn.
On the 27th many of the gains of t h e 26th Brigade were retaken
by the Germans.
The 2nd Divisiorz (C.R.E., Lieut,-Colonel G. P. Scholiield)
was faced with a more difficult no-man’s-land than any of the
other divisions. The months of underground warfare had
devastated the ground and left many large craters whose lips
obscured the opposing front-line trenches. The fainous brickstacks opposite Cuinchy conceaIed well-protected machine-gun
posts and shell-proof dugouts. The division was ordered to
attack on a three-brigade front. The gas discharge was a
partial failure owing tu a change in the direction of t h e wind,
and to add to the factors against success, two mines laid by the
173rd Tunnelling Company were by order fired ten minutes
before zero, which gave the Gcrmans time t o man thcir parapets.* The assaulting wavcs could only reach the German
lines through the narrow gaps between t h c mine craters, and
these gaps were only too well covered b y German machineguns. Just before zero two mines were fired by f h 170th
Tunnelling Company and one by the 176th Company, but the
Germans had evacuated their front line and the effects were
negligible. Many of the troops waiting to attack had been
* There was a similar instance at the Battle of the Somme.
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gassed in their onm trenches. The R E . officers in charge of the
special companies consitlcring that it was too risky to discharge
the gas had referred t o divisional headquarters, but had
been told that the programme must be adhered to. The men
were much hampcr'cd by having to w a r their gas-helmets,
which at that time were merely hags of flannel chemically
treated, nith eye-picccs that liecamc dimmed as soon as the
helmet was pulled donn over the face. As a result many of the I
men wore their hclniets rolled up. The three field companies,
the 5th, 11th and r/rst East Anglian, were affiliated to brigades, but owing to the failirrc of the attacks, no consolidation
I
work was possible and they wcrc for the most part little used.
Thus a t the end of the clay, thc main battle of Loos ended
with a substantial succcss by the 47th and rgth Divisions on
t h e right, a moderate success by the 7th Division in the 1
centre ; a slight success hy thc 9th Ilivision on the left, and for
the rest, only posscssion of the German front line. Fresh
divisions were at hand, but not near enough. A whole new
Carps, the XIth, consisting of t h e Guards, zIst and 24th
Divisions, was coming up, and it was hoped that a renewal of
the assault would bring about the rupture.
Meanwhile, three subsidiary attacks farther north had been
staged to prevent the enemy from moving his reserves. These
were carried out by the Mecrut Division of the Indian Corps,
the 8th Division of the I I I Corps, and the 3rd Division of the
V Corps. None of them succeeded. I n the 8th Division (C.R.E.,
Lieut.-Coloncl P. G. Grant) the attack was made in the Bois
Grenier sector, south of Armentitres, and was intended t o
break through towards Frornelles and join up with the hleerut
Division's attack on Aubers Ridge. The field companies
(znd, 15th and r/Ist Home Counties) were kept under the
control of thc C.R.E., definite tasks being given to each.
The assault, carried out b ) ~the 25th Brigade, succeeded in
capturing the German front trench, but the three battalions
were driven hack later by a strong counter-attack. The R.E.
could not carry out all their tasks, but they did dig a new trench
connecting the two salients, Bridoux and Well, which considerably shortened the linc, and during the night it was further
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improved and communication trenchcs provided. Casualt ics
were suffered by the 15th Field Company (six killed and cight
wounded) which was cxposcd to heavj, shtblling and machinegun fire while tr!ring to gct t o their work ti). day. Tht: 8th
Division had been in this scctor since xoth Ma!,, and a featurt:
of the work done by thv fivld ctrnipanic>sduring this time was
the development of thc trvnch trarn\vay system. The rails
were still of wood onlv, but the trams w r c of the utmost
value in removing strdchrr cases, and bgr thcir mcans and by
the Communication avenucs, made in the last two months, the
work of evacuating thr wounded was carricd aut quicklj- and
very grcat improvement
without any further casualties-a
on the conditions which cxisted on the yth May, when the
wounded had to be carried for a long way over the open by the
stretcher-bearers."* The subsidiary attack by the 3rd and the
14th Divisions was dirrcted against H o o g ~and the Bellewaarde Ridge. The attack was preceded h j f the explosion
under the German trenches of four mines, prepared by the
175th Tunnelling Company. As soon as the debris had subsided, parties of the 56th and I '1st Cheshirc Fidd Companies
with Bangalore torpcdocs rushed o\-er and blew gaps in the
wire entanglements.
The initial attack on the German lines having come to a
standstill, there was no corps or a m y reserve immediately at
the disposal of the First Army. The three divisions of the XI
Corps were kept tightly under the hand of the Commander-inChief until 25th September, when Sir Douglas Haig received
the zIst and 24th Divisions who were making a painful night
march at a very slow pace on congested roads. The Guards
Division was still kept in G.H.Q. reserve. Thc action of the
zxst Division (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel Clifford Coffin) and of the
24th Division (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel A. J . Craven) on the
26th September, resulted in failure. Both divisions had to be
withdrawn and reassembled. The field companies were largely
employed in collecting stragglers and rcpairing the old British
trenches. The Guards' Divisiun (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel J. E.
* Report on the Loos operafions, 25th Septemher, rgr5, by t h e
G.O.C., 8th Division.
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Vanrenen) came up and relieved both divisions during the night
26/27th September.
The battle dragged on until 13th October. Fresh divisions
were put in to relieve tired ones, and a line was finally stabilized. This included Loos (now covered by the French 18th
Division) and some of the open ground between Loos and the
Quarries, but it was otherwise the old British line again.
In addition to the units already named, the following also
took part in the battle of Loos :3rd Cavalry Division
12th Division

19th Divisim
28th Division

46tL Division
First Army Troops
I Corps Troops
IV Corps Troops

Indian Corps Troops

3rd Field Squadron-O.C.,
Captain
V. €3. Simon.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel S. F. Williams,
with 69th 70th and 87th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel C. W. Davy,
with 81st, 82nd and 94th Field Cornpanies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel A. R. Winsloe,
with 38th and z/xst Northumbrian
Field Companies with roIst Field
Company attached.
C.R.E., Brigadier-General C. V. Wingfield-Stratford, with I/&, xlznd and
z/Ist North Midland Field Companies.
145th Army Troops Company.
31st and I / I s t Hants. Army Troops
Companies.
25th and 138th Army Troops Companies.
1 s t Siege Company, Royal Anglesey
R.E. (S.R.) and 139th Army Troops
Company.

The Victoria Cross was won on 13th October by Corporal
J . L. Dawson of the 187th (Special) Company at the Hohenzoilern Redoubt. In the words of the London Gazelle During
a gas attack, when the trenches were full of men, he walked
backwards and forwards along the parados, fully exposed to a
I'
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very heavy fire, in order to be able the better to give directions
to his own sappers, and to clear the infantry out of the sections
of the trench that were full of gas. Finding three leaking gas
cylinders, he rolled them some 16 yards away from the trench,
again under very heavy fire, and then fired rifle bullets into
them to let the gas escape. There is no doubt that the cool
gallantry of Corporal Dawson on this occasion saved many
men from being gassed.”

DEFENSIVEWORKI N 1915
~

,
I
’

Considerable progress was made during 191s‘in the organization of the trench systems. The year was one of allied offensives,
undertaken t o relieve the pressure on Russia and to take
advantage of the absence of the Geman reserves due to their
concentration in the eastern theatre, but it was also a year of
continual strengthening of the defences although not on the
same scale as those of the enemy, as the Germans were always
able to command more labour. The British had to rely upon
tired infantry and sappers to improve their trenches and communications. Their store depots, for the first half of the year at
any rate, were short of the necessary materials especially
timber, as the British exploitation of the available French
forests had not yet begun. The location of the British line in
the low-lying fields of Flanders had rendered necessary the
change over from the trenches of the Aisne valley to breastworks and thls involved a large increase in revetting materials.
The Germans always saw to it that they preserved whatever
high ground there was and left the British line to be overlooked from above. Drainage became so urgent a problem that
two special units-the r$th and 197th Land Drainage Companies-were formed in January, 1916,of experienced fenmen and sent out to France. Water was always the chief
trouble of the field companies in the First and Second Amy
areas, but when the Third Army was formed in July, 1915,it
took over a line in the chalk upbnds north of the Somme, and
its engineering problems were of a different kind.
The heavy casualties in the o n g n d field companies of the
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B.E.F., especially among the officers, had necessitated a
restriction on the wastage of skilled traops. and the infantry
were now charged with a larger share in the work of making
their own front line stronger and more habitable ; but owing
t o the inexperience of the officers and N.C.Os. it required a
I
great deal of coaxing t o persuade them that their own safety
and comfort depended on the state in which they kept their
trenches. Although there was much variation in this respect
among the British divisions, it was, however, almost always the
case that sectors of the line taken over from.the French were in ,
a worse condition than those handed over.
The British offensives of 1915 (Neuve Chapelk, Aubers
Ridge, Festubert and Loos) resulted in heavy battering of the
front-line trenches, and very heavy was the task of rebuilding
them after each successive failure to break through the German
lines and get on to drier ground. Throughout the year, the
trench system still consisted of the front line, a support line,
and occasionally a reservc line with detached posts or keeps.
Farther back, there were Corps Lines and G.H.Q. Lines consisting of detached ‘‘ localities,” rather spasmodically worked
on, and often allowed, for want of labour, to fall into sad
disrepair. Dugouts, such as they were in 19x5,were beginning
to be kept out of the front line, and t o be put behind, with
short connecting trenches. The deep mined dug-out was as yet
in its infancy, owing to lack of skilled labour, and t o the trouble
with the water. The dug-out of 19x5 was still a mere splinterproof shelter.
The new divisions arriving in France had very few staff
officers of experience, and there was a wide variation in the
organization and administration of the defences. In’ some
divisions, there was a sound system, and regular maintenance
and the cleaning up and repair of trenches were taken seriously.
In others, it was quite the reverse. The officers of the field
companies became the best guides t o the trenches, and where
there was good liaison between them and the brigade staffs,
the result was almost invariably a good trench sector. Communications would be properly marked with signboards, firesteps would be kept clear, sandbag revetments maintained in
I
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good order and so on. Throughout 1915,there remained a
, general shortage of materials. Chief Engineers and Cs.R.E.
had t o send officers back t o the base ports to search for timber
supplies which were still t o be found in merchants' yards.
There had been no provision in peace-time for trench warfare,
1
and very little encouragement had even been given to the
digging of trenches. Consequently the infantry were untrained
, in actual digging ; they were still less skilled in the more
difficult tasks of revetment, etc.
" Duck-boards "-or
" trench
mats " as they were first
called-came into general use in 1915. The improvised workshops of the field companies were soon engaged in ripping up
timber and turning out hundreds of these articles every day.
These duck-boards themselves were next improved by being
supported on " A-frames," which served the dual purpose of
holding the revetments and of carrying the footway above the
mud and water.
Trench tramways, to which reference has already been made,
were
an early development in 1915,especially in the Neuve
iI
Chapelle sector, where the 8th Division was stationed for so
long. The light wooden rails, made in the company workshops,
stood up well t o the rough treatment they had t o undergo,
and
all units found that they saved much toil and labour. In
,
' the coal-mining district around Bkthune, the necessary wheels
'
for the trucks were not difficult to come by.
There were never enough troops available to adopt a system
of defence in real depth, which became possible in 1918.
Divisions held the line with two brigades, the third in reserve,
and often all three brigades were up. Behind them was the
G.H.Q.Line, a disjointed system of defended localiti'es, very
lightly wired, and only worked upon when Chief Engineers of
corps could collect sufficient men. Until the army troops
companies appeared, gangs of civilians and occasionally a field
squadron from a cavalry division were normally the only
sources of labour.
One of the chronic difficulties with which a divisional C.R.E.
had to contend was the lack of a motor-car. Throughout the
war no C.R.E. of a division had a car allotted t o him for his
I
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sole use, and always had t o borrow. He was thwheavily handicapped in trying t o control work over a very large area.
To make up for the lack of training in elementary field
engineering, various classes of instruction were formed in the
field companies, through which batches of infantry officers
and N.C.05. passed. " Show grounds were established where
samples of trench devices, revetments, etc., were on view, and
drills for the rapid erection of barbed wire entangiements were
practised.
"

'

CHAPTER XI

'

BATTLES OF 1916 I N FRANCE AND FLANDERS
Preparations for the Somme-Battle

of the Somme-R.E.

units

engaged.

PREPARATIONS
FOR

THE

SOMME

THEwinter of 19x5116was spent in reorganizing the B.E.F.,
and in the formulation of the allied plan for a combined
offensive in the summer, A new army, the Fourth, formed on
1st March, under General Sir Henry Rawlinson (with MajorGeneral R, U. H. Buckland as Chief Engineer), took over
the line from the right of the Third Army at Hebuterne down
to Maricourt just north of the Somme. It comprised three
new corps: the VI11 Corps (Chief Engineer, BrigadierGeneral G . S. Cartwright) the X Corps {Chief Engineer,
Brigadier-General J. A, S. Tulloch) and the XI11 Corps (Chief
Engineer, Brigadier-General S. H. Powell).
As more reinforcements arrived, divisions were regrouped
and six new corps were formed. These were the XIV Corps
(Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General H. R. Gale, succeeded in
March by Brigadier-General C . S. Wilson), the XV Corps
(Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General P. G. Grant), the XVII
Corps {Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General H. C. Nanton) the
I Anzac Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General A. C . Joly
de Lotbiniere), the I1 Anzac Corps (Chef Engineer, BrigadierGeneral A. E. Panet) and the reconstituted IX Corps from
Gallipoli (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General E. H. Bland).
The R.E. were considerably increased. Army troops companies were authorized to a scale of one per division. An
electrical and mechanical company to take charge of machinery,
chiefly power-driven pumps and electric light, was formed in
September, 1915. (In December 1916, additional E. and M.
companies, numbered 350 to 354, were added t o allow one for
each army.
253
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As the new allied offensive was not planned to begin until
July, 1916,there were several months in which to organize
the armies. The corps areas were now comparatively settled,
and could be fully exploited. The German attack on Verdun
beginning in February, 1916,caused the French to withdraw
their Tenth Army from Arras, and this necessitated an extension of the British ’front, which was made by extending
the right and left flanks respectively of the First and Third
Armies until they met. This caused the transfer of the VI Corps
from the Albert area to Arras, and’the interpolation of the new
XVII Corps north of it.
It was now necessary to prepare for the large forces which
would be engaged on the Sornme. Most of the work fell upon
the Chief Engineers of corps and their army troops companies,
but the field companies of resting divisions were also engaged to the fullest extent.
In those areas where the villages were not heavily damaged
accommodation was increased by fitting up the barns and
other farm buildings with bunks in tiers, made of wooden
framing and wire netting. Several thousands of these were
turned out every day, the construction being of the simplest
type. Quite a rivalry grew up among some of the sections of
field companies as to the largest number of bunks to be erected
in a day’s work, The Nissen hut was introduced about this
period, and the time required for the erection of one of these
was also reduced t o its lowest terms by the rivalry among the
crccting parties. The water supply arrangements called for
many new pumping stations with piped supplies to groups of
storage tanks, to horse-watering points and even to the
trenches. This work was principally carried out by army
troops companies working under the Chief Engineers of corps,
with a field engineer acting as Corps Water Supply Officer.
The administrative preparations for the Somme operations,
which of course included all the engineer work, were the
subject of a long memorandum issued by G.H.Q.in February,
1916 (see Appendix 16 t o the Oficial History, rg16, Vol. I).
The front of attack had been forced upon the British by
General Joffre. It was by no means suited to the development
I ‘
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necessary for the preliminary accommodation of the large
forces that would have to be assembled, or for their maintenance and supply when operations began.
Thc Oficial
Historry describes the area selected as follows :PREPARATIONS FOR THE SOLIME
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" The front having been thus arbitrarily settled, the communications had to be extended and improved, and measures
taken to provide facilities, including water, for at least seven
weeks lodging of over 400,000 men and IOO,OOO horses. The
railways were inadequate ;. the roads in the area behind the
front where the troops would have to be concentrated were
few and indifferent and, owing to enemy observation, there
was practicaliy only one near the front (the Coutay-HddauvilleEngelbelmer-Martinsart-Avelu y road) which could be used
both by day and by night. The accommodation in the scattered
villages had to be supplemented by bunks put u p in barns,
larger rooms and huts ; aIthough, if the weather was good,
the troops could, if necessary, bivouac, Except for a small
length of stream between Vadencourt and Coutay, and on the
right the SQrnme and the Ancre, there was no surface water
and no other water readily available in the area, except the
few village wells. To obtain more in this chalk country meant
sinking deep bore-holes, although in the valleys, water could
be obtained by relatively shallow bores."*
The railways serving the Somme front had from the first
been insufficient and, in view of the battle, required much
improvement and extension. Between the river and Arras,
a distance of 2 5 miles, only two lines approached the front,
coverging on Albert, which lay within easy reach of the enemy's
guns. These were the double line from Amiens, which beyond
Albert crossed into the German position, and the single metregauge line Doullens-Albert. At the northern end, two single
lines from Doullens and St. Pol converged on Arras. Lateral
communication was provided by the great main line
Amiens-Abbeville-Calais, and the line Amiens-DoullensSt. Pol-BPthune, single beyond St. Pol ; but this last had two
disadvantages : it was hilly in some sections, and only 20
miles behind the front. Besides having to supply military
requirements these lateral lines had to carry heavy traffic of
coal from the north for the railways, munition factories and
* Oflcial History, 19'6, Vol. I, pp. 271-2,
I'
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city of Paris, amounting t o fifty trains a day. It was calculated
that the Fourth Army would need eleven trains daily to carry
supplies ; fourteen trains for ammunition, carrying a total of
5,250 tons ; six trains for reinforcements, remounts and stores ;
thirty-one trains in all, and the total requirements of the Third
Army were reckoned 'at twenty-eight. These numbers might
be expected to rise in times of stress, when there were many
wounded, to seventy and fifty-eight trains respectively. To
reach these latter figures, it was agreed t o cut out the carrying
of stone for roads, a decision which was to have dire consequences in the later stages of the battle.
The necessity for better north and south communications
had been realized as early as October, 1914, when the Allied
troops reached Flanders, and during 1915 the Amiens-BCthune
line, originally single, had been doublcd as far as St. Pol. It
had been proposed t o convert the Doullens-Albert metre-gauge
t o standard, but it was eventually decided on 1st April, 1916,
t o build a new 17-mik standard-gauge line from Candas
(on the railway about four miles south of Doullens) to Acheux,
This provided four or five new railheads for the battle front.
Another new standard-gauge line, completed towards the
end of May, was constructed from Daours, on the AmiensAlbert line, northward up the valley of the Hallue, to Coutay
(8 miles west of Albert) where a large ammunition dump
was formed. This line gave three more railheads. A spur
line, which left the main line at Dernancourt, constructed in
November, 19x5, was, at the request of the Fourth Army,
extended eastwards to serve gun positions on the high ground
south-east of Albert. Much work on additional sidings and
improvements t o stations was also undertaken. Vignacourt,
on the Amiens-St. Pol line, was enlarged to deal with two
djvisions instead of one, with an ammunition depot east of
it at Flesselles ; a supply siding (' Edge Hill ') was laid out
near Buire on the Albert-Amiens line, and the Dernancourt
line was further extended to the ' Loop east o€ the BrayFricourt fine."+
" There were in June, 1916, no Iight railways or ' foreway '
tramway systems as there were later. Before the Somme the
definite policy of the Q.M.G. was t o concentrate all efforts
on standard-gauge railways, and to push the railheads forward
I'
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within reach of divisional horse transport, thus eliminating
mechanical transport and saving petrol. Only in cases where
their necessity could be cIrarly demonstrated were bo-cm. lines
to be laid. Use was made, however, during the dumping
period, of the existing Iight railway from Acheux to Albert
and its spurs, and of a field bo-cm. system taken over from the
French when they were relieved.
" In anticipation that the war would again become one of
movement, and the zone devastated by trench warfare would
be rapidly passed over, it was considered wasteful to embark
on an extensive system of light railways which might soon be
left far in the rear.
" Not
only had the existing water supply arrangements
-for drinking, washing, baths and laundry work-to
be
improved, but provision had t o be made for the large number
of divisions and other troops, including cavalry divisions, which
would soon be arriving. In anticipation of the operations,
special measures had been taken by the Engineer-in-Chief for
the collection of a very large quantity of water-supply plant
and equipment. It included pumping sets of every description
-even powerful steam fire-engines obtained from the London
County Council, which on occasions proved of exceptional
valuc. A fcw boring plants were also successfully employed.
Two water-supply barges, equipped with purification plant
and large pumps for forcing water through pipes, were sent
to the Sornme. These and other sources supplied large systems
of water distribution during concentration. A shop for the
repair of pumps was established at Varennes near Acheux.
Elaborate arrangements were made for the extension during
the advance, of systems of 4-in. and 6-in. piping, which were
laid either on the ground or in trenches, close up to the front
Iine, and for the provision of water-points ; also for the
establishment, as new areas were conquered, of similar pipelines based on the Somme or existing wells, and on new boreholes. Mobile pumping 'sets on lorries were prepared to aid in
the supply of water.
" For the distribution of water t o the troops, the normal
regimental equipment of units was largely augmented by the
allotment to each corps of eighty water-carts or G.S. wagons
carrying zoo-gal. tanks, and the provision of a water-tank
column, consisting of 192 3-ton and XIX r-ton lorries, carrying
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and 13j-gal. tanks, and equipped with apparatus for the
purification of surface water 01 water from shallow wlIs.”*
’file roads in t h e area were nominally in charge of the
French IIlgCnierrr-err-Ckef des Poirts et Choirssies at Amiens,
but for war purposes under an Anglo-French Sous Commission
d’Arnie’e dri Re’seair Roirtiev of which the Iiq+iezw-en-Chef
and the Chief Engineer of the Fourth Army were members,
wit11 a British and a French officer as joint secretaries.
‘‘ ?’lie main roads were not constructed for heavy or extensive trafftc ; the thickness of metal was only about three inches
011 a foundation of chaIk, and it broke up if the surface was
cut arid the water reached the chalk. The side roads were little
better tlian tracks. To define responsibility, a line was drawn
running approximately through corps headquarters, in front
of which corps carried out repairs, and in rear, the SOUSCornpnassion, which had a t its disposal two companies of an R.E.
labour battalion and two companies of French cantonniers.
Each corps had two companies of an infantry labour battalion.
The lack of stone for repairs was the great problem. In the
whole Fourth Army area there was only one quarry, northeast of Corbie, and this yielded poor metal with a lot of clay
interiniued. The supply for the British was always behind
requirements, as neither sufficient stone nor trucks to carry it
were available, and the roads could not be used Jess or closed
(as an eminent civilian road expert from home suggested).
Repairs had therefore t o be carried out as traffic permitted,
the road gangs, who worked amidst the vehicles and horses,
meiiding the worst places during halts and blocks.
Log and sleeper roads over bad places were not in general
use uiitil September, rgrG ; plank roads, for which zi-in.
or 3-h. planks were required, did not become general until
October, although one was made through Fricoiirt by the
74th Field Company and the 7th York and Lancaster (Pioneers)
on dth, j t h and 6th July. Planks, when available, practically
solved the problem of forward roads, as they conld be laid at
a great pace, and if the road sufiered from bombardment
repairs could be easily and quickly executed.
“ Special attention had t o be paid to the roads leading
t o the chimps and railheads ; b u t owing to the lack of stone,
little more could be done than ‘ darn ’ the worst places, fill
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potholes and improve drainage. To make roads fit for continuous military traffic was quite beyond the available labour,
metal and plant. There was a shortage of steam rollers. In
addition to upkeep, a great deal of w6rk hacl also to be done
in repairing and widening bridges, and widening roads, or
at any rate in providing passing places; in constructing
causeways over the Ancre, laying out tracks, and marking and
preparing fords ; in making approaches to the new camps, and
metalling halting-places at the railheads, in the station yards,
and alongside the new sidings.
It was intended t o form forward dumps of road metal,
but the shortage prevented this from being done, and only a
few small heaps for repairs in the worst stretches in use could
be provided. During the preliminary period, although the
condition of the roads gave great anxiety, there was no actual
breakdown, and it was hoped that the success of the Allies
in the offensive would soon carry them o u t of the zone devastated by artillery fire and cut up by battle traffic on to roads
kept in good repair by the enemy. During the first fortnight
of the battle, the roads just managed to hold out, but after
that the consignments of stone received were a very small
fraction of the essential minimum, and both transport and
labour being difficult to obtain, the thin crust of road metal
was cut through by the heavy traffic, the rain penetrated to
the chalk, the surface became a mass of liquid mud without
bottom, and a nightmare situation arose.”*
(‘Extra accommodation for the troops was provided by
tents and by erecting huts of wooden framework covered by
tarpaulins, enough to close-billet at least 15,000 men per
division being required. In some cases, the shelter provided
was no more than tarpaulins spread over small-arms ammunition boxes. The huts were grouped around villages and woods,
six or seven of these localities being allotted t o each division,
Each of these little settlements had to be given a water supply,
either led to it, or pumped from springs, welIs and streams. A
permanent town-major with a small staff was allotted to each
divisional or other area.”t
As the divisions took over from the French, or arrived
later to augment the British forces, their engineers and the
I‘

“

* Oficial History,
t Ojicial

1916,Vol. I, pp. 276-8.
History, 1916,Vol. I , p. 278.

observation posts, and were of course far less conspicuous
than built-up roofs. In order to avoid having the entrances-
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Cover, proof against fragments and shrapnel, resting either on
elephant shelters or on timber frames ; but the heavier natures
of guns stood mostly in the open, shelters for the detachment
and cartridges being provided in dug-outs close by. To induce
the enemy to scatter his fire numbers of dummy empIacements
were made.
The construction of jumping-off and assembly trenches
was as a rule carried out by the infantry. These were rows
of deep trenches, covered over until the last moment with
wire netting and grass, that they might escape aerial observation.
“ The mining programme included eight large and eleven
small mines ; two large mines on t h e Mametz front, with nine
small ones ; three at the Tambour opposite Fricourt ; two
near La Boiselle, with two small ones ; and one near Beaumont
Hamel. Lack of man-power prevented more being undertaken.
The tunnelIing companies, besides mining, constructed a
number of Russian saps (shallow tunnels, under no-man’s-land),
and the field companies made a few more. Some were to be
used merely for communication purposes, either as tunnels,
or, by removing the earth over them, as trenches; Qthers,
after going a certain distance, were widened to form emplacements to be opened out at the last moment for machineguns and mortars.”*
‘ I

I‘

I

,

The methods adopted by the divisions to carry out their
engineer work vaned according to the personality of their
Cs.R,E. Practically all of them, during the period of preparation, employed two of their field companies in the line, and the
third company in the rear area, working on hutting, water
supply, divisional schools, laundries, baths, etc. There was,
without doubt, a considerable difference in the degree of
thoroughness with which the divisional trench, areas were
organized and maintained. Generally speaking, when the
British divisions took over from the French they found the
trenches well sited, deep and plentiful, but insanitary and
poorly revetted. When British divisions relieved each other,
they were always critical of the state in which their predecessors had handed over but given a reasonably long period in

* Oflcid History, 1gr6, Vol. I, pp, 284-6.
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one sector, a British division usually made considerahle
progress. The British infantryman does not take kindly t o ,
digging, but, by 1916, he had come to realize that the more he
helped himself, the more he relieved the sappers and thus
eiiabled them t o improve his comfort and well-being.
Some Cs.R.E. employed an officer borrowed from a field 1
company to act as a Division Officer, R.E. of: Field Engineer ;
others added a Tramway Offcer, and a Water Supply Officer.
The adjutants usually attended to the supply of stores and
materials.
Responsibility for the policy of the work to be done in a 1
divisional area rested, of course, with the divisional commander,
but it was the C.R.E. who drew up the programme, The
following programme drawn up by the C.R.E., 8th Division
(Lieut.-Colonel F. G . Guggisberg), when his division took over
I
a portion of the 111 Corps front on the Somme, in April 1916
is typical of a well-organized plan of action :~

1

PROGRAMME
APPROVED BY G.O.C. FOR RE, IN RIGHTBRIGADE
SECTOR
Laying out and superintending the digging of a front-line
fire trench to join Largo St. t o the junction of Inch St.
and the old firing line. Wiring to be left to the infantry.
.2. A definite support line ; to be made fit for defence under
R.E. supervision.
3: A definite reserve line ; t o be made fit for defence under
.R.E. supervision.
4. Approaches. Put them in a fit state for traffic, and [abel
t h e m ; after which they will be handed over to the
infantry.
.. 5 . h g - o u t accommodation. Is t o be increased as much as
possible, especially in the trenches in and behind the
support line. Old dugouts now in disrepair should be
reclaimed in preference to starting new ones. All dug-outs
t o be numbered in accordance with the system handed over
by the 32nd Division. Deep dug-outs should not be made
in advance of the support line.
I.

.
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6. Wiring of the front line will be left t o the infantry, as
will also the wiring of the support and reserve lines, but
both the latter under R.E. supervision.
7. Machine-gun emplacements and cnsemates. Each machinegun should have a deep dug-out to hold the gun and crew
during an enemy bombardment, for it will rarely be
possible t o provide cover to the actual gun position, that
will resist a direct hit from a j.g-in. shell,
8. Posts and defended localities. To be kept in a state of defence
by their garrisons, under supervision of O.C., 15th Field
Company : Bicourt Wood : Maxse Redoubt ; Usna
Redoubt ; Tara Redoubt.
9. Marking the trenches.
IO. Trench gratings (duck-boards), pumps, etc.
I I . Reconnaissance for a decauville tramway, mule-drawn,
will be made, and the line pegged out with numbered pegs.
Starting-point, near the cemetery, north-west of Bellevue
Farm.
PREPARATIONS FOR THE SOMIIE

Without such a programme, there was likely to be a haphazard employment of the field companies. When the companies
were attached t o brigades for work, the C.R.E. lost control
and the best results were rareIy obtained.
Although the time had not yet come for a large-scale use of
trench-tramways and fonvard light-railways (later known as
foreways) several divisions laid decauville tram-lines.
By this time, the selection of officers for the appointments
of Chief Engineers of corps and Cs.R.E. of divisions was based
upon experience in the field and, as a rule, a Chief Engineer
was selected from those who had been Cs.R.E. of divisions, and
Cs.R.E. from those who had commanded field companies in
the line.
The Fourth Army made its headquarters at Querrieu on
1st March, 1916. It took over the XIII and X Corps from the
Third Army and the recently formed V I I I Corps was in army
reserve. The I11 Corps came in on 25th March, and took over
the 8th and 34th divisions from the X Corps, and new XV
Corps took over the 7th and zlst Divisions from XIII.
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On the eve of the battle of the Somme the divisions of the
Fourth and Third Armies, from right t o left, are shown below.
'
The field companies in the divisions are tabulated a t the end
of this chapter :-

FOURTHARMY
(Chief Engineer, Major-General R. U. H. Buckland)
XI11 Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General S. H. Powell):30th Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel A. E. Panet,
18th Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel H. G. Joly de Lotbirdre,
9th Division
in reserve.
X V Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-Genera1 P. G. Grant) :7th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. H. Boileau,
zIst Division C.R.E., Lieut .-Colonel CIifford Coffin,
17th Division in reserve.
111 cor$^ (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General A. L. SchreibeFJ34th Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel A. C. Dobson,
8th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel F. G. Guggisberg,
19th Division in reserve.
X COY$=(Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General J. A. S. Tul1och):3znd Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel E. P. Brooker,
36th Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel P. T. Denis de Vitre,
49th Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel T. E, Kelsall.
VI11 COY$JS*
(Chief Engineer, Brigadicr-General G. S.
Cartwright) :29th Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colunel H. Biddulyh,
4th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel S. Mildred,
3rst Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel J. P. Mackesy,
48th Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel H. j. M. Marshall.
(in reserve)

ARMYREs E R V E
1st Cavalry Division
3rd Cavalry Division
2nd Indian Cavalry Division

* Commanded by Lieut.-General Sir Aylmer Hunter-Weston
(late R.E.).

I
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12th Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel S. F. Williams,
25th Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonrl C. R. Dobbs.
11 Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General C . Godby) :C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel C. A. Elliot,
3rd Division
~ 3 r dDivision C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel A. G . Bremner,
38th Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. S. Knox.

THIRDARMY
I

~

I

'

(Chief Engineer, Major-General W. Huskisson)

V I 1 Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General J. A. Tanner) :56th Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel H. W. Gordon,
46th Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel C. V. Wingfield-Stratford,
37th Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel H. B. Des VOCUX.
V I Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General C. Hill) :55th Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel C. B. Bonham,
14th Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel J. E. E. Craster,
5th Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel R. F. A. Hobbs.

;

X V I I Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General H. C. Nanton):51st Division C.R.E., Lieut.-CoIonel C. I;. Rundall.

I

ARMYRESERVE
35th Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel H. W. Rushton.
The 37th Division, VI Corps and XVII Corps did not take
part in the initial assault.
BATTLEOF

THE

Soaim

The greatest battle in British history-up to that time-,
opened on 1st July. During the early hours of the morning all
the assaulting troops reached their assembly positions with
few casualties. So slight was the enemy's interference that it
was thought that the seven days' artillery bombardment had
done its work and completely broken down the enemy's trench
system. But the Germans had provided their garrisons with
deep mined dug-outs, so well protected that even the storm
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of shells which had been showered upon their trenches had
been unable t o touch them, and as soon as the British opening
barrage had lifted t o allow the assault t o begin, the machinegunners emerged unscathed, to open a murderous fire on our
advancing infantry. It was this feature which broke 111) all
thc carefully made plans for the assault; it was this that
cntiIely blunted the edge of the first day’s attack, and caused
the very heavy casualtics that took all the weight out of the
blow so long preparccl and so hopefully launchcd. It was
this and one other factor. In deference to the French, the
assault was not made until 7.30 a.m., when the waves of men
had to advance in broad daylight, instead of at dawn as we
should have preferred. They were thus exposed to the full
effect of the German machine-gun fire.
This failure to achieve the expected success resulted in the
work of the divisional engineers being limited to little more
than the repair of roads and the opening up of communications.
All divisions had sections of their field companies allotted for
the rapid construction of strong-points to form part of the
consolidation of their final objectives, but in only a few cases
were these objectives attained.
XI11 Covps.-On the right, the assault of the 30th and 18th
Divisions was remarkably successful, and by the end of the day
both had secured their final objectives, but with casualties
amounting t o some 3,000 in both divisions. Thc field cornpanics
in both had been given similar tasks. In the 18th Division
(79th, 80th and 92nd Field Companies), two sections of each
company were allotted to lirigades for thc consolidation of
captured positions, and they began their work Iwfurc nightfall.
I n the 30th Division, the 201st Company, all of which was
working on the consolidation of Rlontauban \-illage, was
subjected to heavy bombardment and suffered many casualties.
During the night, which was quiet, much progress was made
in opening up communications and clearing the roads and
tracks.
X V Cor$s.-The attack of the 7th and zIst Divisions made
good progress on both flanks, but in the centre, Fricourt proved
too strong, and by thc evening the Germans were still in the

,
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village. The 7th Division (54th. 95th and I . j r d Durham
Companies) secured Mametz and carricd the line forward in
conjunction with the 18th Division on their right. The three
field companies and the 24th Manchester Rrgimcnt (Pioneers)
completed the wiring of the wholc of the new front during the
night, and built four strong-points. Two roads through C.arnoy
and Wellington Redoubt wwc rcpaired and each brigade
had two communication trenches duck-boardcd by the evening.
The zIst Division (97th, 98th and 126th Companies) had a
hard task in the village of Fricourt. The village was not in
the first objective, but was to he pinchcd out by the advances
on its east and west before being attacked in the second stage.
The consolidation parties were unable to do anything on the
night of 1st July, but the sections of t h e 98th Company hecame
involved in the fighting and were utilized t o strengthen the
63rd Brigade’s right flank.
Prior to the opening of the battle the original front of
the 64th Brigade had a salient at each end with a drop back
of sixty or seventy yards in the centre, but the divisional
engineers, without even the infantry knowing it, had mined
a Russian sap from salient to salient. Thr top of this tunnel
was knocked in on the night of the 30th Junejxst July, so that
the first wave could start from a straight line in front of the
British wire, which, however, was almost entirely removed.”*
In other sectors, many Russian saps had hecn mined towards
the German front line in order to provide covered communication trenches. The ends of these in no-man’s-land were blown
open by small charges, and they providcd an exccllent covered
approach. Six of these saps were dug by the 1H3rd Tunnelling
Company on the XI11 Corps front, and four by the 178th
Tunnelling Company on the XV Corps front. But not all the
saps fulfilled their r6k, as will be seen.
Three large mines, prepared by the 178th Tunnelling Company, were fired at about 7.28 a.m. undcr the German line
oppositc the Tamhour, a salient facing Fricnrirt . The purpose
of these mines was t o distract the enemy’s attcntion, and form
craters kvhich would block Pnfiladr fir(> against tlie zIst
* Oflcial History, 1916,Vol. I, p. 359.
“
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Division.”* Unfortunately the enemy established himself in
the crater lips before the British infantry could reach
them.
111 Cov$s.-On this front thc 179th Tunnelling Company had
prepared two very large mincs under the salient round La
Boiselle. One mine was charged with 60,000 lb. of ammonal
and the othcr with 40,000 Ih. The explosion of these mines
was very effective but comparatively local, and the German
machine-guns, safe in the deep dug-outs beyond the radius of
the mine, were as usual rushed up t o the surface, and took
a very heavy toll of our advancing infantry waves. Three Russian
saps across no-man’s-land had been dug on the III Corps
front in order t o provide a covered approach after the assault,
but owing t o the secrecy under which they had been prepared
their existence was not realized until the time t o make the
best use of them had passed. The use of such saps by assaulting
troops was, of course, impractical, as only a few men could
emerge at a time, and once the exits were disclosed it would
not have been difficult for the Germans t o have bottled up all
the men still underground. A view was held, however, especially
among the tunnelling officers, that the saps might have been
used t o get selected hombing parties across, so that as soon as
the barrage lifted, these men could dash in to attack the
machine-gun c r e w as they emerged from their dug-0uts.t On
the other hand troops packed in shallow tunnels before the
mines were exploded would have heen exposed to grave risks
from the collapsc of walls and roof. The real use of the Russian
saps was for messengers and reinforcements after the successful
capture of the enemy‘s front line.
X C*orps.-On this front, the only success of the day was
the capture and retention of the Leipzig Salient by the 32nd
Division, both the gand and 36th Divisions having suffered
heavily from enfilade machine-gun fire. In the 3znd Division
(206th, 218th and 219th Companies) each brigade had a section
of a field company affiliated. The 219th Company consolidated

* O@caaL History,

t Tznt~tdlers, by

Newman, p. 128.

1916,Vol. I, p. 348.
Captains W. Grant Grieve and Bernard
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the Leipzig Salient during the night, but clsewbere very little
work could bc done. In the 36th Division (Izrst, raznd and
150th Companies) two sections were attached t o each brigade,
but owing to the failure of the assault, they could do no
engineer work, and were employed in collecting and carrying in
the wounded. The 150th Company sent a section forward
with the 11th Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers to assist in consolidating the Crucifix,” which was the southern tip of the
Schwaben Redoubt, but the section officer, Lieutenant Peacock,
was killed, and none of the sappers returned. This company
also extended the trench tramway system and opened up
tracks.
VI11 Corps.-The zgth, 4th and 31st Divisions and two
battalions of the 48th Division were in the line. Opposite
Beaumont Harnel, a large mine (40,000 Ib.) had been laid
under Hawthorn Redoubt bjr the 252nd Tunnelling Company.
There was a controversy concerning the time at which this
mine should be fired. The Corps Commander, Lieut .-General
Sir Aylmer Hunter-Weston (late R.E.), wished t o fire it four
hours before zero, so that the resulting crater could be occupied
and consolidated before the assault, and so that the alarm on
the German side should have subsided.* But G.H.Q. views
were against this, on the ground that it was much more likely
that the Germans would occupy the crater first and have a
strong vantage point. In the end, a compromise-so often
a danger in war-was made, and the mine was fired ten minutes
before zero. This uas against the advice of all the tunnelling
experts, and had the very effect it was desired to avoid. The
Germans had ten minutes warning of the attack, and they
made full use of their time. The premature blowing of the
mine also compelled us to lift the heavy barrage ten minutes
earlier. Thus the enemy were giyen ample time t o come out
of their shelters and receive OUT men with withering fire,
while in the act of forming up.i
The attachment of the field companies to brigades in
VI11 Corps varied widely. I n the 29th Division (C.R.E.,
* Oj7cial History, 1gr6, Vol. I, p. 429.
t Oficial Hrslvry, 1916,Vol. I, p. 432,
“

~
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Lieut.-Colonel H. Biddulph, with the 1st West Riding, 1/3rd
Kent and I p n d London Field Companies) a whole company
was attached t o each brigade, but this was more nominal than
actual, because special requirements for work on roads and
water supply left little more than a section available for
consolidation work. I n the 4th Division (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel
S. Mildred, with the 7th, I/rst Durham and I/Ist Renfrew
Field Companies) a section only from each company was
attached. I n the 31st Division (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel J. P.
Mackesy, with the zIoth, 211th and zz3rd Field Companies)
three sections of the 210th Company were attached to the 94th
Brigade and the remaining section and the 211th and 223rd
Companies were kept in reserve.
V I 1 Corps.-Two divisions, the 56th (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel
H. W. Gordon with the 1st Edinburgh, z/Ist and 2/2nd London
Field Companies) and the 46th (C.R.E., Brigadier-General
C. V. Wingfield Stratford, with the I / I S ~and z/Ist North Midland Field Companies) were used to make a diversionary attack
on the Gomrnecourt Salient. On the 56th Division front, the
width of no-man's-land-some 800 yds.-had been reduced by
the rapid digging in one night (z6th/z?th May) of a new line
350 yds. farther forward. This feat was accomplished by the
167th Brigade with the 1 s t Edinburgh Field Company and a
company of the 1/5th Cheshire Regiment (Pioneers). By good
organization and careful preparation, 2,900 yds. of fire trench
and 1,500 yds. of communication trench, were completed at
the cost of only eight men killed and fifty-five wounded.*
The attack on the Gommecourt Salient failed for the same
reasons as the attacks along the Fourth Army front, and no
consolidation was possible.
The results of the first day of the battle were a heavy
disappointment. The troops were nearly everywhere back in
their own lines, and it was only the joth, 18th, 7th, zIst, 34th
and 36th Divisions who had made any gains still held by
nightfall. Consolidation parties elsewhere could do nothing, and
for the most part the field companies were used to help carry
the wounded. In the 7th Division, the three companies were
* Oflcial History, 1916,Vol. I, pp. 457-8,
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able to do a considerable amount of clearing of trenches, and
Mametz village was consolidated by the 95th Company. In
the 34th Division, the companies were each affiliated to the
brigades, and as usual in such cases, they were unable t o effect
any considerable amount of work. They had to carry their
own stores, which limited their capacity, and were able to do
little beyond repairing wire and clearing trenches. In the
36th Division, detachments of the companies were sent forward
early in the day.
It had not yet been established that no useful purpose
could be served by pushing the engineers forward until the
situation was sufficiently stabilized to enable them to carry
out their work. Sections which went forward with the infantry
waves were frittered away in casualties ; those that were kept
a little way back were exhausted by the long strain of waiting
under shell-fire. It was proved time and again that companies
working under their Cs.R.E., and where necessary, held back
until nightfall, did more useful work than any of the dispersed
sections affiliated to brigades.
Although the field companies could do very little in the
front line, the army troops companies and tunnelling companies
were fully engaged that night in clearing the roads and opening
up communications. Upon the former fell the task of providing
water and repairing the damage done by the German artillery
fire. The elaborate plan for carrying forward the water-supply,
worked out for the Fourth Army area by Major H. S. Rogers,
R.E., was put into operation, and the careful arrangements
proved of great value in the subsequent operations. The
collection of material and the reconnaissances which had been
made all facilitated the rapid opening up of fresh supplies of
water to keep pace with the stage-by-stage advance into which
the battle now developed. ‘‘ The most successful pipe-line in
point of time was the extension of the Fricourt system, one
water-point being actually established in Fricourt within
twelve hours of the taking of the village, the entire system being
completed in about ten days after the advance.”*
A t Army and Corps headquarters the true state of affairs
* Water Sup$ly in France, p. 65.
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after the first day’s fighting was not fully appreciated. The
grim total of the casualties had not yet been compiled. The
Germans were thought t o be more badly shaken than they were,
and although the progress achieved had fallen SO short of the
objectives for the day, the battle had only begun. Reserves
were a t hand, and orders were given for a continuation of ihe
assault.
The night of rstlznd July, following the attack, was quiet,
and so was the next day, Sunday. Both sides were reorganizing
and regrouping their forces ; but for the engineers, the days
were now crowded with heavy work. The long bombardments
had torn up the ground and obliterated all tracks and roads.
The wells in the shattered villages had to be cleared and opened
up. The ruined cottages, now little more than heaps of rubble,
had t o be converted for machine-gun posts. Dug-outs had to
be cleared and their entrances reversed. Fricourt, Marnetz
and hfontauban were the first villages t o fall into our hands ;
the capture of others proved to be a long and costly process.
Although the infantry brigades, gradually reduced to skeletons,
were taken out of the line and replaced by fresh divisions, the
engineer companies had t o be left behind to work under the
new-comers. This necessity continued throughout the war.
There were very few intervals when thc field companies and
pioneers could be taken back for a complete rest and change ;
there were none at all for the tunnelling and army troops
companies, but thesc units had more comfortable billets and
their men were taken t o their work irz their own rriechariical
transport. The men in the field companies had to march,
carrying their tools and materials.
There followed a rapid succession of divisions until by the
end of the battle-officially reckoned as 18th Novemberthe only divisions serving on the Western Front who had not
been “ through the Somme ” were the 40th and qznd. Some
divisions had been put in three times, and most of them
twice.
A list of the field, army troops and tunnelling companies
who served on the Somme in 19x6 is given below.
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R.E. LTNll-S OS THE SOMME

Guards
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

5th

I

6th
7th
8th
9th
IItll
nth
14th
15th
16th
17th
x8th
19th
20th
ZISt

23rd
24th
25th
29th
30th
3rst
32nd
33'd
34th
35th
36th
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55th, 75th and 76th.
zjrd, 26th and I/rst Lowland.
5th, 226th and I.!Ist East Anglian.
56th, I/Ist Cheshire and I/Ist East Riding.
9th. 1,'Ist Durham and I 'xst Renfrew.
59th, Iiand Durham and I;znd Home Counties.
12th, I!rst London and 2 '2nd West Riding.
54th, 95th and x!3rd Durham.
znd, 15th and I;Ist Home Counties.
63rd, 64th and 90th.
67th, 68th and 86th.
6gth, 70th and 87th.
61st, 62nd and 89th.
73rd, 74th and grst.
155th, 156th and 157th.
77th, 78th and 93rd.
79th 80th and 9znd.
8xst, 82nd and 94th.
83rd, 84th and 96th.
97th, 98th and 126th.
Ioxst, xoznd and IzSth.
ro3rd, 104th and 129th.
105th, 106th and zjoth.
1,'3rd Kent, I,'znd London and I!Ist West Riding.
200th, 201st and aoznd.
210th, 211th and 223rd.
zo6th, 218th and 219th.
Ixth, 2 ~ 2 t hand 222nd.
207th, 208th and 209th.
203rd, 204th arid 205th.
IzIst, 122nd and 150th~
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Field Comparties

37th
x5znd, I j3rd and 154th.
38th
123rd, 124th and 151st.
39th
225th, 227th and 234th.
41st
228th, z33rd and 237th.
46th
Ijrst, 1/2nd and z/Ist North Midland.
47th
rj3rd, 2j3rd and 114th London.
48th
rjrst, i/znd and ajrst South Midland.
49th
57th, 1/2nd West Riding and zjrst West Riding.
50th
7th, I/Ist and zj2nd Northumbrian.
51st
rlIst, x/znd and 2/2nd Highland.
55th
r/xst, a/xst and 2/2nd West Lancashire.
56th
IlIst Edinburgh, z/xst and ajand London.
63rd (R.N.) xst, 2nd an$ 3rd Field Companies, R.N. Division,
A my Troops Coniparhies

238th,
2Soth,
281st,
282nd.
x/xst Hants (later 559th),
r/rst Wilts (later 265th),
1/3rd Cornwall (later 573rd),
IjIst Sussex (later 577th).
I / I S ~Devon (later 567th),
1st Siege Company, R.Mon. RE.,
4th Siege Company, R. Mon. R.E.,
2nd Siege Company, R. Anglesea R.E.

T z t m e L h g Companies
181st,
183rd,
252nd.
The five field squadrons, two railway companies and three
R.E. labour battalions also served in the area.
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The casualties suffcrtd in some of the R.E. companies were
scv('rts, and w t w sustainrd chicfly in the periods of waiting

in t~sl)osdpsiticins rathcr than while doing actual work.
Tht- I rth Cornlimy had four officers wounded and sixty-four
othvr ranks killrd and \vounded in thc period 15th to zznd
July in High Wood. On 14th July, in the 7th Division, the
54th Company had one officer \rounded. fi1.e other ranks killed
and cightccn wounded; the g j t h Company had one man
killed and t\vcl\.c \rounded ; and t h e 113rd Durham Company
had one officcr woundrd and thirteen other ranks kil.led or
woundcd. On 29th August, in the 14th Division, one section
of the Sqth Company lost one officer killed, one wounded, and
ten other ranks killed or wounded. In the 34th Division, which
had some of the stiftest fighting, the engineers lost seven
officers and sixty-cight other ranks in the first five days of
July. In the first twenty days, the 9th Divisional Engineers
lost eleven officers and over zoo other ranks, i.e., more than
the equivalent of a whole field company.*
On 29th July, No. 3 section of the 82nd Field Company
(19th Di\ision) working under t h c 57th Brigadc, was engaged
under fire in building strong-points in front of Bazentin-lePetit during the night. The infantry assisting the section was
withdrawn to prepare for an attack next day, but the sappers
volunteered to go on with the work, and did so, until nine
were killed and nearly all t h e others wounded. In the village
there now stands a h i c k memorial t o ' Nine Brave Men '.''I
There were many occasions when the field companies took
part as infantry in the opcration.
Thc sections of the 98th
Field Company (zIst Division) sent up to consolidate, became
involved in the fighting, and were utilized to strengthen the
63rd Brigade's right flank.":
"Two attempts made by the 207th Field Company (34th
Division) and a company of the 18th Northumberland Fusiliers
(Pioneers) to reinforce this party (of the 15th Royal Scots,
left to deal with Sausage Redoubt) across no-man's-land also
"

I

"

* Oficial History,
I

I
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Vol. IT, p. 205, footnote.
Oflcaal History, 1916,Vol. I, p. 359.
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failed owing to machine-gun fire ; it was obvious that until
the Germans could be cleared out of the Redoubt, the troops ,
of the second column lying out in no-man’s-land could neither
be reinforced nor relieved during daylight.””
Brigadier-General Gordon made a similar reply when
asked to renew the attack of the 70th Brigade (8th Division)
-there was indeed little of it left, and its front was held by a
hundred of its men and the 15th Field Company, R.E.”t
Meantime, the other field companies K.E.(2nd and 1st
Home Counties) of the 8th Jlivision, which had not left their
positions of assembly, were sent u p t o assist in holding the line.
They actually spent the night in hinging in wounded.”:
“ Soon the 1/3rd Durham Field Company, R.E. (7th Division)
arrived and proceeded to construct strong-points at the eastern
and southern angles (of High Wood) ; again and again the
sappers had t o pick up riflcs and assist the infantry t o rcpcl
counter-Attacks. 9
“ The 64th Field Company, R E . (9th Division) which had
been attached to the South African Brigade, was relieved next
morning (20th July) ; it had done excellent work, both in
such consolidation as was possible, and ;is a fighting unit.”ll
The 20th Royal Fusiliers, following close behind thc right
of the advance with the r z t h Field Company, R E . (33rd
Division) now pressed into the fight, and the southern half of
the objective was cleared of the enem?.. The 11th Field Company which had taken its share of the fighting, lost all its
officers and was brought out of action by a corporal.”y
The Germans did, indeed, make several attempts to reenter Ginchy during the evening, and in repelling them a
distinguished part was played by the engineers (16th Division).**
* OjiciaE History, 1916,V O ~I., p. 381.
7 Oflcial History, 1916,Vol. I , p. 390,
Oflcial History, 1916,Vol. I , p. 391.
5 Oficial History, 1916,Vol. 11, p. 87.
I

“

’I

“

I‘

11 Oflcial History, 1916,Vol.

11, p. 106.

7 Oficial History, 1916,Vol. I I , p. 111 and footnote
** Oficial History, rgr6, Vol. 11, p. 275.

CHAPTER XI1
BATTLES O F SPRING AND SUMMER 1917 I N FRANCE
AKD FLANDERS
German withdrawal in March----Preparation for Arras-ArrasMessines--Projected landing on the Belgian coast.
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GERMANWITHDRAWAL
I N MARCH

THE months of January and February, 1917,were occupied
by the Fifth Army in carrying out several minor operations t o
improve its positions and to embarrass the Germans, while
the Fourth Army was engaged in taking over further large
sectors of the front in accordance with British agreements
with the French. By the end of February, the British front
had been extended as far south as the Roye-Amiens road, near
Andechy, and the Fifth Army was following up the Germans
who had already begun to withdraw from the muddy valley
of the Ancre. The extension of the front southwards brought
the Fourth Army line over the Somme, and this immediately
gave rise t o heavy engineering problems necessitating extensive
bridging in the troublesome valley and the opening up of fresh
roads. When, in March, the Germans made a much larger
withdrawal back to their Hindenburg Line, the problems were
increased by the bridging required over the Somme-Oise
canal, and by the communications required over the devastated
area left between the opposing armies.
The Hindenburg Line, a broad defended belt, had been prepared by the Germans with considerable secrecy during the
autumn and winter. They had used forced labour from France
and Belgium, Russian prisoners of war and German civil
contractors. It shortened their front by 25 miles, and ran
of La Fer+-west of St.
from near Vailly, on the Aisn-ast
Quentin and Le Catelet-Havringcourt-Mcmvres-Qu6antBullecourt to Tilloy, south-east of Arras,
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As the Germans fell back, they carried out a most thorough
destruction, long prepared and scheduled, and in execution '
exceeding all the laws and customs of warfare between civilized
nations, Not only werc the roads mined, but all buildings
were demolished t o deny their use as billets, to block the roads
and as a source of useful material. Fruit trees were hacked I
down, wells were polluted by farmyard manure and the
carcases of animals, and booby-traps were laid to catch
the unwary. The mentality of the German race was certainly
I
well exhibited.
The problems of the engineers of the Fourth and Fifth ,
Armies thus multiplied just at a time when the reserve divisions
and technical troops were being withdrawn in preparation
for events farther north. First of all it was necessary to keep
close touch with the retreating enemy ; he could not be allowed
to settle himself into his new line of defence without molestation. The British artillery must be pushed forward as soon as
possible t o pound the defences, and the British line must be
established in time to give support t o the Third and First
Armies in their Arras offensive.
It was on the Fourth Army front that the problem of getting
forward was the heavier, as the Fifth Army had no river
obstacle. It fell t o the I11 and I V Corps, (Chief Engineers,
Brigadier-Generals A. L. Schreiber and S. F. Williams) to
bridge the Somme and its tributaries. Here was a situation
which called for thc application of peace-time teaching; a
river to be crossed which ran parallel to the front ; the enemy
known to be retiring ; six divisions in the line ; materials t o
be found near the sites ; and the full bridging equipment of
the engineer units at hand. It was decided that the first
requirement was t o bridge for infantry and pack animals ;
t o be followed by medium pontoon or trestle bridges for
divisional transport and field artillery ; and then by heavy
bridges to carry mechanical transport and heavy artillery.
The line had recently (in February) been taken over from the
French, and G.H.Q. had warned armies and corps to be prepared for a German withdrawal. The policy t o be followed
had been discussed as recently as ~ 5 t hMarch, at a conference
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of Chief Engineers held by the Engineer-in-Chief, MajorGeneral Sir Robert Spring-Rice. It was thcn agreed that the
first reconnaissances were the duty of the di\%ional engineers,
that each corps should,place an officerin clrargi. of the bridging,
that each army should select one of its Chief Engineers to control
bridging material sent up from the base, that an army troops
company in each corps should be earmarked for the erection
of the heavy bridges and that estimates of requirements should
be immediately prepared.’ The German retirement began, however, before full effect could be given t o all these arrangements.
The Oficial History thus describes the Somme obstacle :From the right flank at Offoy to PCronne, the Somme ran
roughly parallel to the front. It was a 1-ery formidable obstacle,
with a canal following the left bank, the main stream under
the right, and in between them marshy ground, cut in places
by narrow channels with osier beds. Everv bridge had been
destroyed by the enemy. The roads crossed the marshes on
causeways, which banked up the water into pools nearly half
a mile wide. Where there were mills, as at Offoy, Bethencourt
and Brie, there had bcon bridges over the mill-pond and spillway, as well as over the flood-water channels already mentioned, the canal and the main stream. Crossings were practicable only where the causeways existed. To make a new way,
as the Germans had done at Rouy-le-Grand, would have
entailed the construction of a fresh causeway as well as of at
least three bridges. At PPronne, the Somme curls westwards
towards the Channel. The left flank of the Fourth Army,
the XV and XIV Corps, had in front of it thc Somme’s tributary, the Tortille, and the unfinished Canal du Nord, whose
alignment here followed its bed. Although the bow-string
bridges of the canal had been dropped on to their abutments,
and the brick arches over the stream had hcen cut, neither the
canal nor the Tortille formed an obstacle in any way comparable with that of the Somme. The crossings over the
other small tributaries flowing westward into thc Somme (the
Germaine, the Omignon, and the Cologne) had also been
destroyed. As these streams ran rough1)-parallcl t n the advance,
the crossings had t o he re-established for the sake of lateral
communication, but did riot represent a very urgent problem.”*
* Oficiul History, 19x7,Vol. I, p. 130.
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The R.E. units on the Fourth A m y front, from right t o
left, a t this time wcre :--

FOURTH
ARMY
(Chief Engineer, Major-General R. U. H. Buckland)
I V Corps (Chief Enginecr, Brigadier-General S. F. Williams) :32nd Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel R. H. Thomas, with
206th, 218th and 219th Field Companies.
61st Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. E. J. Durnford,
with 476th, 478th and 479th Field Companies.
35th Division,
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel H. W. Rushton, with
in reserve
zo3rd, 204th and 205th Field Companies.
111 Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General A. L. Schreiber):C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. B. Roberts, with
59th Division
467th, 469th and 470th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel C. Russell-Brown,
1st Division
with 23rd, 26th and 409th Field Companies.
48th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel V. Giles, with 474th,
475th and 477th Field Companies.
X V Covps (Chicf Engineer, Brigadier-General P. G. Grant) :40th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel R. j. B. Mair, succeeded by Lieut.-Colonel A. C. Baylay on
25th March, with zzqth, 229th and 231st
Field Companies.
8th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel C . M. Browne, with
and, 15th and 490th Field Companies.
33rd Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. F. Evans, with
IIth, 212th and 231st Field Companies,
X I V Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadicr-General C. S. Wilson) :Guards Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel A. Brough, with 55th,
75th and 76th Field Companies.
29th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel H. Biddulph, with
455th, 497th and 510th Field Companies.
20th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Coloncl A. Rolland, with
83rd, 84th and 96th Field Companies.
A m y nttd Corps Eight army troops companies, two tunnelTroops
ling companies and one pontoon park.
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It will be convenient t o describe separately the bridging
work done by each division.
32id Diri;ioii.-The
field companies o f this division on 17th
March, were widely scattered. The Somme was t u ~ l v cor thirteen miles from the front line, and t h e intervening roads had
been thoroughly obstructed and damnged. Kews of the enemy’s
retircment was circulated in divisional orders. Two sections
each of the 206th and 218th Field Companies were attached
to thc 96th and 14th Brigades respectively, in order to assist
the brigadiers, but no steps appear to have been taken t o make
R.E. reconnaissances of the bridges likely t o be required or
of the area ahead, On the 18th March, a reconnaissance was
made by the IV Corps Mounted Troops (1st King Edward’s
Horse and Corps Cyclists) who reached the canal, and reported
all bridges destroyed between Voyennes and Epanancourt.
No engineer officer accompanied this reconnaissance, and the
mounted troops withdrew for the night as far back as Rosicres,
leaving no patrols on the river.* The bridging equipment of
the 206th and 218th C.ompanies was, however, brought
forward.
On the 19th March, another reconnaissance was made by
the 1st King Edward’s Horst:, and a line of cyclist patrols
reached the Buny-Matigny road, which they held until relieved
in the evening by the 5’6th Royal Scots. The bridge at Bethencourt was found to be but slightly damaged, and King Edward’s
Horse repaired it themselves and crossed by 4 p.m. The absence
of any K.E. officer from this reconnaissance is again to be
remarked. At Rouy-le-Petit, the 1st Dorsets also repaired
their own crossing over the Ingon, a tributary of the Samme,
by building what amounted t o a causeway. The pontoons of
the 206th and 218th Companies reached the river in the
evening, and the O.C. 218th Company (Major F. C. Westland)
was placed in charge of the bridging to be started next day.
The rest of the divisional engineers were ernploj+cd on the
roads. It would seem that some time was lost in getting
t o grips with the bridging problem in this sector, but doubtless
there were many other jobs t o do.
* #j]iir.iid H ~ s ~ o1917,
Y ~ ,Yo]. I , p. 133,
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On the 20th March, King Edward’s Horse were again able t o
help themselves. They put a company of cyclists across at
Voyennes at 6 a.m. and took in hand the repair of the bridge
there to carry cavalry. This was ready by 11.40a.m. Meanwhile, the 218th Company began work on a pontoon bridge at
Voyenncs. This was ready to take cavalry by 2.30 p.m., and
completed for wheeled traffic by 6 p.m. The 219th Company,
prcviously working on roads, was now moved up to Voyennes
and began the construction of another medium pontoon bridge
which was completed next day, zIst March. It was not until
then that t h e 32nd Division began t o push its infantry across
the Somme-four days after the German retirement had been
notified.
On thc 21st March, the three field companies were at last
placed under the C.R.E. for bridging. The 218th Company
now joined with the 219th in the building of a heavy trestle
bridge at Voycnnes, and on 22nd March, the 206th Company
made the preliminary repairs to the lock at Offoy, which
controlled the canal as far down as Peronne.
I n addition to the bridges over the canal and the Somme,
the 32nd Division had a number of smaller ones t o deal with.
A serious problem was presented by the demolition of a large
stone culvert undcr thc railway near Quiquery, The thoroughness of the demolition had dammed up the little river Ingon
which joins the Somme near Rouy-le-Grand. The 219th
Company and three companies of the 2 n d K.O.Y.L.I. began
wurk upun it, but eventually a section of the 256th Tunnelling
Company had t o be called upon to drive a tunnel through the
embankment. In all, the 32nd Division built twenty-one
bridges between 20th and 28th March, when they were taken
off t o resume their tactical r6le in the advance.
61st Division.-This division was much nearer to the Somme,
on 17th March, than its neighbour on the right. It suffered
in the same way from the lack of appreciation of the bridging
problems, and its C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel Durnford, was taken
away and placed in charge of roads in the IV Corps area,
The 35th Division was about to be withdrawn into corps
reserve ; all its field companies were employed on roads, and
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its C.R.E. could have been more appropriately placed in charge
, than the C.R.E. of a division advancing across the Somme.
It was Major C. B. Hosegood (O.C., 476th Ficld Company)
who acted as C.R.E. during this important time.
Orders for the advance of the division were issued on 17th
March, followed by further orders issued on the 18th, neither
of which made rcfercnce to any bridging. Nor was there any
engineer reconnaissance. The division seemed t o be entirely
preoccupied with the road problem. It was not until 4.30 p.m.,
'
on 19th March, that the pontoon equipment was ordered up,
and no work began on bridge-building until 20th March. On
that date, the 476th Company started a heal?? trestle bridge
at Epanancourt, using local material ; the 478th Company
began a medium pontoon bridge at Bethencourt; and the
476th Company reconnoitred the crossing at Pargny. On the
aIst March, the pontoon bridge at Bethencourt was finished
and next day the 478th Company began a heavy pontoon
bridge at the same place. From 2znd to 27th March, the 476th
Company worked on the heavy trestle bridge at Epanancourr.,
and on a medium bridge at Pargny. On 28th March, the
division was finally over the Somme and the field companies
followed up. Bridges were built over the Omignon at Devise
and at Vermand.
59th Division.-This division of the III Corps had only one
river-crossing on its front, at St. Christ, some three miles
ahead of its line on 17th March, but no reconnaissance was
made until the 19th, when the adjutant of the divisional
englnrers went forward to examine the possibilities. On that
day the 469th Field Company built a footbridge and started a
medium bridge, which was not completed until the ~ 2 n d . I t
was not until then that the 470th Company began a heavy
trestle bridge with material from a German dump left at
Bethencourt. This fridge was completed on 27th March.
There was apparently no hurry about getting this division
across.
rst Di7iisio?i.--on the front of the 1st Division (C.R.E.,
Lieut.-Coloncl C. Russell Brown ; 23rd, 26th and 409th Field
Companies) there were two important crossings, at Eterpigny
I
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and at Brie, wherc the main Amiens-St. Quentin road had no
less than six gaps. There was no delay in this division in
getting t o work on the problem. On 18th March, the 23rd
Company sent Lieutenants Smith and Cowley to reconnoitre
Eterpigny, and the 409th Company sent Lieutenant Bost t o
Brie. An officer of the 3rd Brigade found a boat and crossed
t o Brie, which he found empty. A patrol of the 1st Glouccsters
then got across, followed at 11 a.m. by the O.C. 1st Royal
Munster Fusiliers and his company commanders. The field
companies were scattered, but half of the 409th Company
reached Brie on the evening of 18th March, and had built
an infantry bridge by IO p.m., allowing the Munster Fusiliers
to cross and form a bridgehead. The 23rd Company had
completed their infantry bridge at Eterpigny by g a.m. on
19th.
The next stage was to build medium bridges for the divisional
mounted troops and transport. At Eterpigny, the German
crossing was reconstructed. The bridges had been heavily
damaged, and the demolition craters had softened the riverbed so that trestles and piles gave much trouble. The obstacle
consisted of the canal and the river, with a stretch of marshy
ground between. A mixture of pontoons, Weldon trestles, pile
piers and timber trestles lashed with wire was used. Work
went on from dawn to IO p.m. on 20th March, and the crossing
was ready for field artillery by 1.30 p.m. next day. The 23rd
Company was then taken off for urgent road-repairs between
Barleux and VilleI s-Carbonnel, but some of the bridge piles
sank and the decking caused trouble, so the company was
brought back t o the bridge, on the ~ 3 r dMarch, t o effect
repairs.
Meanwhile, at &e, the size of the task was becoming only
too clear. The crossing had consisted of a series of bridges and
some 600 yds. of causeway over the marshes. The Germans
had blown six gaps : over the canal (35 ft.), the canal's Aoodwater channel (28 ft.), the mill-stream (93 ft.),the mill spillway (24 it.), a breach in the causeway (78 ft.) and finally the
river itself (33 ft.). Three mines had been laid in the causeway,
but only one had exploded.
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It was decided to reconstruct this crossing to take divisional
transport and guns. The necessity for a heavy bridge was not
apprcciatcd locally, thc corps having failed to step in until the
division had completed its own arrangements to work at
high speed on a medium crossing. It is clear that a heavy
bridge, if required, must have the shortest alignment and the
pick of the abutments. The divisional crossing should, therefore,
have been made as a deviation, leaving the original site for the
corps bridge. Had this been done, much time and labour
would have been saved, as we shall see.
The 409th Company(Major W. Downs) started work on the
divisional bridge at 5 a.m. on 19th March, with orders for
completion by dawn on the 20th. The weather was very wet,
and it was soon apparent that help was needed. Two sections of
the 26th Company (Major W. Shanks) were therefore brought
up during the afternoon of the 19th, and started work at the
Brie end the same evening. Until five gaps had been bridged,
however, work on the sixth could not start:.
Very good progress was made during the day. The first
gap, over the canal, was completed by 1.30p.m., and the next
by 4 p.m. Work continued during the night by the light of
bonfires, the mill-stream being bridged by 8 p m . , and the
spill-way by IO p.m. There remained the gap in the causeway
and the bridge over the river. The former was the more
troublesome, as the mine had softened the bottom, and the
stream was very rapid. Three Weldon trestles with the oldpattern grip-straps were used, but with the legs sinking fast
into the mud, it was a matter of great difficulty in the dark t o
keep the transoms corrected. These difficulties were all overcome, and the gap in the causeway was bridged by 1.30 a.m.
The final gap was crossed with trestles built of timber found in
Brie, and with rails from the railway west of the canal. At
5 a.m. on 20th MaIch, the Ivhole crossing was ready for the
passage of cavalry and field guns, just 24 hours after starting
work. The credit for this fine performance belongs t o the
409th (1st Lowland) Field Company, who worked without a
break in the wettest of weather and on a very difficult site.
Credit is also due t o the two sections of the 26th Company
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who, amving after dark, lost no time in preparing their end of
the crossing and so bcing ready when the rails could finally
be put across.
There was, however, no respite. It now became necessary
to make a deviation bridge to carry the medium traffic while
a heavy bridge was built undcr III Corps arrangerncnts on thc
very site just used by the 1st Division. It was decided t o build
the deviation north of the divisional bridge. The remainder
of the 26th Company was now brought up and both companies
were placed under the orders of the Chief Engineer, TI1 Corps
(Brigadier-General A. L. Schreibcr). Major Downs (O.C.,
409th Company) was chief executive enginecr. with Major
Shanks (O.C., 26th Company) as his assistant, while Lieutenant
Stephens (574th Army Troops Company) acted as corps
technical adviser.
The corps scheme for the heavy bridge comprised the
following spans, numbering the gaps in the same order as
before :No. I gap-30 It. on crib piers,
No. z gap--ax ft. 6 in. on crib piers,
No. 3 gap-60 ft. on crib piers,
Eo. 4 gap--16 ft. on crib picrs,
No. 5 gap-Filled in by means of a cofferdam,
No. 6 g a p 4 0 ft. on crib piers.
These heavy bridges were ordered up from the base. Two
trainloads arrived a t La Flaque, tcn miles from Brie, on zIst
March, and two more on the mnd. From La Flaque all this
material had to be carried by horse transport t o the site.
The deviation bridges a t gaps I, 2, 3 and 6 were started on
the 20th. At gap 4 the embankment did not readily admit
of two bridges; it was therefore decided to postpone the
erection of the second for some days. No. 5 gap (the breach in
the causeway) was to be filled in with brick rubble, for which
purpose, a coffer-dam had to be built. Piles were driven
to protect each abutment, giving it a point on the up-stream
side. These points were again joined by further lines of piles,
also meeting in a point up stream. A dam was then built
round these outside piles, and also straight between the
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abutments. A certain amount of the pressure was taken off
this gap whilst the dam was being built, by driving piles
across the channel up stream, and also by cutting new channels
in the mud banks so as t o divert the water through gaps 3,
4 and 6. The dams were composed largely of sandbags filled
with brick rubble and a little cement. They caused the water
to rise about fifteen inches, but it was successfully carried off
by gaps 3 and 4. As each deviation bridge was completed, the
original medium bridge was dismantled to make way for the
abutments of the heavy bridges, which were commenced at
once,
On zznd March two sections of the 427th Field Company,
under Major Mousley from the 4znd Division, were attached
t o the 1st Division for work on the bridges, and on 23rd March
the 23rd Field Company (Major W. R. Wilson) was brought
up and took over work on No. 6 gap.
On 24th March, the C.R.E., 1st Division was at last put
in charge of the work, Lieutenant Stephens remaining as corps
technical adviser. On 25th Maich, the heavy bridge across
No. 2 gap was completed and the dam at No. 5 gap ready for
filling in. Next day, the four lattice girders for No. I gap were
in position ; by xo p.m., No. 5 gap had been filled ; and one
heavy girder of Na. 3 gap was in place. On the q t h , the bridges
over gaps I , 3 and 6 were completed, and only No. 4 remained.
As the construction of a deviation bridge here would require
several days, it was decided t o postpone this work and to
convert the existing medium bridge into a heavy one in one
night, All materials were brought up and laid out, and at
2.30 p.m. traffic was stopped. The decking of the medium
bridge was then lifted so that the abutments for the heavy
bridge could be started, the decking being temporarily replaced
t o enable traffic to cross between 5 and 6 p.m. The bridge
was then again closed, and the medium bridge was finally
removed, By 3 a.m. on the zBth, gap No. 4 was completed.
All that remained to be done was the decking on the 60-ft.
spans at gaps 3 and 6 and some of the approaches. By midday
aU the decking was fixed, and by 4 p,m. the crossing was ready
for heavy traffic of all descriptions,
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The heavy bridges had thus taken five days in all-a very
fine performance. In addition to the field companies mentioned, a detachment of the 142nd Army Troops Company
had assisted with the erection of the steelwork, transport of
the 4th Pontoon Park had carried material to the site, and large
working parties had been furnished by the 1st Northants and
1st Loyal North Lancs. During the last days of March, the
23rd and 26th Companies made further improvements and
addltions. A new medium bridge was built alongside the heavy
one over gap 4, which was completed on 10th April by the
26th Company ; while a more permanent medium bridge was
built at gap 6 by the 23rd Company. Thus, by xoth April,
there were two complete crossings at Brie, for medium and
for heavy traffic.
On 6th April, the 23rd Company was sent t o work on the
bridge at Lamire Farm. This had no particular value as a
line of communication, but was required as a tactical crossing in the event of a German counter-attack, a possibility
which was always present in the minds of the Fourth Army
staff, The 59th Division had started work, and a succession
of field companies had begun to reconstruct the tangled
German bridge, but all had been called off t o other more urgent
work. When the 23rd Company arrived, there was a veritable
tangle of timber wreckage. As an instance of confused planning
the story of this bridge is given from the history of the 23rd
Field Company :r r A new line was set out, avoiding the worst portions of
wreckage, a zo-ft. pile-driver with a half-ton monkey was
brought down from Brie bridge and re-erected on a two-pontoon
raft, and two smaller pile-drivers were also utilized. A deviation footbridge was constructed t o keep traffic off the main
bridge. Pontoons which had been in bridge over the eastern
main channel were taken out to allow piling, and fint a 24-ft.
pile (made up of two piles strapped together) was driven to
1-in. sinkage with a 4-ft. drop of the monkey. All was well
under way when, on 9th April, orders were received t o stop
work on this bridge, t o put all pontoons into the water and
to get a bridge through quickly. Then came another order
cancelling the last. Finally, two sections were left to complete
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the bridge as a footbridge onl>*; one section heing diwrtrd to
Eterpigny bridge to replace the pontoons by 40-ft. piled piers,
and one section bcing taken out for training.”*
On 17th April, thc 1st Division was relieved h?. the 4znd
and the field companies \yere uithdraw-n for rest and training.
They had well carncd some repose.
48th Divisiow.-This
Division (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel V.
Giles ; 474th, 475th and 477th Field Companies) was much
nearer t o the Somme than any of the others. Its responsihilities extended from Larnire Farm on the south, to Bazincourt
Farm on the north, and it faced the old walled town of PAonne.
It was clear that the first requirement for the advance of the
division would be the bridges, and no time was lost in making
preparations, the situation being admirably handled. As
early as 14th March, as soon as he learnt the first news of thc
enemy’s retirement, Lieut.-Colonel Giles ordered up all the
pontoon equipment, to be asscmbed at Frise by the 17th.
Kext evening, 15th March, he ordered a reconnaissance
of the canal and river crossings from Bazincourt Farm to Walk
for an infantry footbridge and a medium bridge, the equipment
to come up at once. During the night of the rgth’16th
and early the next morning, the 475th Company carried out
the reconnaissance, and the 474th Company took up two
pontoons from Frise to Buscourt Lock, where they launched
them and concealed the superstructure. On the afternoon
of the 16th, the C.R.E. and his adjutant made a personal
reconnaissance from the front line and approved the arrangements.
“That evening (16th March) the 475th Company brought
the remaining four pontoons and one trestle wagon from
Froissy to Buscourt Lock. All six pontoons were then towed
through the cutting while the superstructure went by road:
At Sormont Farm three rafts were formed, and loaded with
the superstructure and a special trestle made up for the canal.
The rafts rowed away at I I p.m. The night \vas very dark and
cold ; the journey slo\v and difficult. The bottom of the
canal was full of snags ; nine tree trunks lying across had to
“

* HiSl07y C I the
~
23rd Field Company i.ka the Great Wav.
TournnE, Tune, 1 ~ 0 .
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lie sawn through ; zoo yards of ice a n inch and a half thick had I
to bc lxoken ; all had t o bc done noiselessly, with the enemy
hit n quarter of a mile away. Thc first raft took four hours
for the voyage of a mile, and arriLwI at the site of the bridge
about 3 a.m. on the 17th.
Work was begun at oncc. To place the trestles, holes were
cut in thc roadway of thc destroyed bridge, which it was
iinpossible to move. By noon, the span of 60 ft. across the canal
was complete, hut left unchessed, so as not t o attract attention ,
from the air. One shell and a few rifle shots were the only
enemy interference. At dusk, the 474th Company arrived,
chesscd the canal bridge, and completed a rough footbridge
over the river on the piles of the old bridge. ' A ' Company of
the 8th Royal Warwicks who arrived at 7.30 p.m., crossed
the canal h y the bridge, and were ferried across the river on
pontoon rafts, followed by another company at IO p.m., 18th
March. These were the first troops into PL'ronne.
The Germans had made a successful demolition of the
bridge ovcr the river, destroying the heavy timber piles by
fire and explosive down to the water-line. Some thirty feet of
the shore bays on either bank were however fairly sound.
Orders were received by the 475th Company at I O p.m. (17th
March) t o make good this bridge for medium traffic, and t o
prepare landing stages and a raft for ferrying field artillery.
A neu pier was built on the north side, and the old bridge
macle good on the south ; a raft of six pontoons was made up
with superstructure from a German timber dump at Biaches
and at z p.m. the ferry was ready.
'' Work on the bridge began at noon, and went on, one bay
at a time, all through a cold afternoon and a very dark night.
A t 7.30 a.m. on the 18th a battery arrived and was ferried
across with its ammunition wagons, and hy ~ i o o n two
,
troops
of yeomanry, a platoon of cyclists and a company of infantry
had been carried over. The ferry interfered with the work on
the bridge, hut this was ready by 3.30 p.m., built on the pile5
of the old bridge, with four pontoons in the centre bays:
which were i o lie replaced later by trestles.
" The Divisional Commander (Major-General R. Fanshawl
had stated his requirements the day before for bridges on fhc
main roads south from PCronne, at the Faubourg de Paris
at La Chayellette and at Lamire Farm, farther up stream
The 474th Company began work at the Faubourg de Paris
I'

'

'

"
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and thc 477th a t the othcr tlvn plac~bs. On the z r s t , a portion
of the division ad\.anctd as ‘ \Yard’s (’olumn,’ and thc 477th
Company lvas 1vithdran.n t o g o fonvard \vith it. The bridge
at Larnirt Farm \vas takcn o1.t.r by th(. 474th Cornpan!* and
finished on thc 24th. This ctm~l)an!.. at the end of tn.0 da!d
work at the Faubourg de Paris, n a s told that their bridge was
t o take lorries. After complcting thc horsr transport bridge,
they, therefore, bpgan a timhrr girder hridge, using material
from the Biaches d u m p . This \vas finishcd liy the joth.
The 475th Cornpanv aftcr a day’s rest on thc zoth, began
the repair of four footbridges I,et\vcen the Faubourg de Paris
and Bazincourt. Thrce of thcm n . c w m i n d , and one underwater charge exploded and killed 2nd-Jdieutcmant H. R.
Lambert and wounded two sapjwrs-the only casualties in
the bridging operations. Repair trf footbridges and the maintenance of the Razincourt hridgr occupied t h e 475th Company
until the 24th when it was mo\wI t o work with the 474th
Company on thc timber-girder bridgc at thr Faubourg de
Paris.
Thus in the course of ten days, the field companies of the
48th Division, with thcir infantry working-parties, had built
three horse-transport liridgcs, some six footbridges, and a
heavy timber bridge from local niatcrial, without any help
from an army trool)s cornlnn.” ; and on(! of the field companies
had gone forward to deal with engineer \York arising from the
further advancc of the di\ision.”*
GERJIAS M’ITHDRAWAI,

,

’

“

“

Thus the 48th Division handled its own bridging problem,
and the story of it is a model of rfficicnt planning and execution.
The 40th arid &I). Ilicisioris.~T;arthernorth, there were no
such river crossings to construct. Only thc 224th Field Company
of the 40th Division was callcd upon to repair a bridge over the
little tributary of the Tortille on the Clery-Peronne main
road. This was subsequently rebuilt into a heavy bridge of
16-ft. span by the 239th Army Troops Company. Several
other minor bridges w r c repaircd or rebuilt on the small

* From t h e narrative siipplicd by Liptit.-Colonel J. S. Yule,
R.E. The substancc of this narrati\*c is cmbwdicd i n t h e Oficial
Hislory, 1917, Vol. I , pp. 131-2, for which it was written. The
rest of this chapter on the lxidging o f the Somrne is based on notes
supplied by Colonel Yule.
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streams-tllc Tortille, thc Cologne and the Omignon-on the
advance towarcls thc Hindcnburg Linc, but it is time to carry
the narrative up t o the north, whcre bigger operations were
now impending.

PREPARATIOSS
FOR ARRAS

'

Preparations for the battlc of Arras began soon after the
Chantilly Conference of 16th Novcrnbcr, 1916.The operations
were to be the British share in General Joffre's plan for a
full offensive in the spring of 19x7. Sir Douglas Haig also had
a plan for large scale operations farther north, with a view
t o driving the Germans away from the Belgian coast. This
latter operation developed later as the battlcs of Messines
Ridge and the third hattlc of Ypres. The preparations for
Arras were in the hands of the Third Army (Chief Engineer,
Major-General E, R. Kenyon), and the front selected for
attack stretched from Bapaume to Arras. A secondary attack
on the Vimy Ridge was entrusted t o the First Army.
In thc midst of the prcparations, the German withdrawal
t o the Hindenburg Linc, which began on 17th March, 1917,
pivoting just south of Arras, took away a considerable part of
the selccted front. This had the effect of creating a third type
of terrain for thc Third Army. In thc sauthern sector, they were
faced with a " scorched earth " territory between the original
line and the Hindenburg Line ; in the central sector, the city
of Arras provided a unique accommodation area close up to
the front trenches, well furnislicd with billets for troops,
covered approaches, and underground shelter and communication. On the left, the sector remained as taken over from the
Frciicli in March, 1916, and included the clialky lower slopes
of the Vimy ridgc with no gnod accommodation within two
or three miles of the front line, and only two roads, radiating
northwards from Arras.
Thcre w r e thrcc corps in the Third Army at this time :
the VI1 Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General J. A. Tanner),
the VI (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General C. Hill) and the
XVII (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General H. C. Kanton), All
three corps had been in their positions for nearly a year ;

I
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the XVII Corps had been temporarily withdrawn in October,
1916, but had returned to its old area early in January, 1917,
' Each corps had t o prepare for large increases in the number
of thc troops t o be accommodated, and the usual problems
' at once arose, with the usual statu of urgency and lack of
sufficient stores.
The main cngiIwcring problem of all oiffensives-that of
roads-was a mattcr of material. Thc French.roads, admirably
made for their peace-time purposes, were founded upon chalk.
Whenever frosts occurred, this foundation broke up in the
subsequent thaw under the heavy pounding of the army's
mechanical
transport, and a chalky ooze would appear on the
I
1 surface, the granite setts would work loose, and the whole
road would begin t o disintegrate. This would necessitate a
closing of roads t o all traffic for a few days, with consequent
delay in getting up supplies. The winter of 1916-17 was a
particularly severe one, with frosts and snow prolonged into
March, and snow even fell on xoth April, after the battle had
begun.
There were, therefore, urgent reasons for accumulating an
ample supply of road material, for organizing a large force of
' labour for maintenance and repair, and for building up dumps
' of material for carrying forward the roads through the newly
won ground. Unfortunately, serious delays on the railways
coincided with the beginning of preparations, a s the new
organization of the Transportation Directorate had not yet
got into its stride. Chief Engineers found themselves with
empty dumps and a huge programme of work,* while the
I

I
~

!
'

* From 17th March to 9th April, the day of the attack, the
situation as regards trains was as follows :Asked for
Received
Ammunition trains . ..
216
215
Stone ...
...
...
...
206
125
R E . Stores
...
...
...
56
35
Railway hIatcrial (estimated),..
...
91
88
Thus, while the full complement of ammunition was received,
only about five-eighths of the stone and R.E. stores was made
available." O-[/icial H i s f fir?!, 1917,p, 190, footnote.
"

I . .

. I .

. I .

1 . .
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accumulation of ammunition demanded that the roads should
be ready t o carry it. They and Cs.R.E. were, in addition,
hampered by insufficient road transport. Throughout the war,
this had t o be begged for, and was never placed automatically
at their disposal.
Roads.-A large programme was prepared at the outset
by Major-General Kenyon. He selected twelve routes to the
front, and aimed at accumulating sufficient material at the
head of each to build five miles of timber-planked road by which
it was hoped to bridge the interval destroyed by gunfire
and to reach the German road system on the far side. In
actual fact, the bombardment did not do so much damage as
was expected t o the main roads leading out of Arras. The
Arras-CambIai road was found to be in fairly good order when
it came into our hands, and was used by the VI Corps for the
operations against Monchy-le-Preux, as far forward as Fenchy
Chapel and as early as 10th April.
The creation of the Directorate-General of Transportation
largely removed the responsibility for roads from the shoulders
of Chief Engineers, who after about January, 19x7,had only
to concern themselves with roads ahead of the “D.G.T. Line”,
which was usually the line of railheads. Divisions wcrc responsible only for forward roads and for clearing them for light
traffic. Chief Engineers of corps usually had one K.E. labour
battalion at their disposal for road work, and they also drew
on the engineer units of divisions as they came successively
out of the line.
Water Su$PZy.-The
next important item was the supply
of water, but it did not present so much difficulty as on the
Sornme. The town supply of Arras was in working order, and
the numerous villages in the rear areas were supplied with
wells, developed duripg the previous two years of military
occupation. I n the VI1 Corps area, however, the Germans
had destroyed or contaminated all wells as they retreatcd, and
much work was necessary to clean these out or to run fresh
supplies by pipe. The rivers Scarpe, Authie and Ternoise above
Arras ensured ample supplies for horses, but a large number
of watering places had to bc installed in‘ places where the

~

,
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cavalry divisions could be billeted, as well as in areas occupied
by the horse-lines of artillery brigades. There were many
artesian wells in the Third Army area, the word " artesian "
actually being derived from Artois, the old name for that part
' of France, The supply for the town of Arras itself was obtained
from the ancient springs which the French had protected.
The pumping station at the town waterworks was aIso well
strengthened and suffered no serious damage in spite of several
direct hits. The French army had put in a powerful centrifugal
1 pump, and the Third Army added another as a stand-by. In
1 addition to the installation of numerous watering points for
horses and men within the town of Arras-where the points
were screened from view, although the front line was so close
-4-in. mains were carried into the Ronville and St. Sauveur
caves, with storage for the cook-houses and dressing stations.
The personnel employed for the development of these water
supplies consisted of a Corps Water Supply Officer attached to
the Chief Engineer, detachments of army troops companies,
I the 35md Electrical and Mechanical Company, attached t o
the Third Army and parties supplied by labour battalions.
The divisional engineers were mainly concerned with the finding
and clearing of wells in the forward area, and in digging new
wells 10-20 ft. deep. Any sapper with experience of internal
combustion engines had by this time been withdrawn from
field companies ; indeed, the army troops companies, too,
had been " milked " for personnel t o form the new electrical
and mechanical units.
Accoinmodation.--The villages in the Third Army, except
those destroyed in the VI1 Corps area, were for the greater part
fully occupied by their inhabitants, who still carried on their
valiant efforts at cultivation. The towh of Arras, although
subjected to daily hombardment, still held about I ,000 French
civilians ; but there were many habitable billets still standing,
and the discovery of the extensive caves under the Ronville
and St. Sauveur suburbs, which were rapidly joined up by the
New Zealand and 179th Tunnelling Companies, gave remarkable
additional accommodation right up t o the front h e . The
cellars of the town provided shelter for another 13,000 men.
'

1
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These facilities helped with the accommodation of the divisibns
holding that part of the line, but for the large reinforcements
which were to be brought in, it was necessary t o build numerous
hutted camps over the whole Third Army area. Over 4,000
Nissen huts-giving cover for IOO,OOO men, say, eight divi- I
sions--were askcd for by the Chief Engineer. A large number I
of village barns, now emptied of their stores of grain, were
filled with wire-netting bunks in two or three tiers and pro- ,
vidcd fairly comfortable billets for large numbers. The fitting
up of these barns was the work of the army troops companies,
assisted by sections of the field companies whenever they came
out of the line.
‘I‘ramwa_vs.--ln the XVII Corps area, where roads to the
front line were almost non-existent, an elaborate 60-cm.
light-railway system had been established by the French, and
had been enlarged and improved by the XVII Corps until it
formed a complete supply system for the front line, and had
a length of about thirty-two miles. It was connected to the
broad-gauge line at Maroeuil, and from there to the corps
depot at Bois de Bray, where petrol-driven tractors worked
the trucks. Forward from the Bois de Bray they were pulled
by mules. The tramway mas used for taking up ammunition,
rations, engineer stores and water, and worked punctually to a
time-table. The average nightly traffic grew from 30 tons,
when the system was taken over from the French, to IOO tons
by the end of 1916. One of the Chief Engineer’s field assistants
was placed in charge, and drivers for the tractors and mules
wcrc obtained from the divisions in the line and from the
army troops companies. In February, 1917,this light railway
was taken over by the Assistant Director of Light Railways,
Third Army.*
In the VI Corps area, a tramway had been laid by the New
Zealand Tunnelling Company in thc old Crinchon sewer through
~

~

* It is interesting t o note that hlr. Lloyd George in his Meinoirs
claims that nobody had thought of using light railways in the
forward areas until his creation of the Djrcctorate of Transportation. Trench tramways, of course, had been in use long before this
--since early 1915at least.
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Arras, and connected up with the Runvillr and St. Sauveur
caves. The scwer, rcally a tunncilcd stream, was egg-shaped
in section and had a footway throughout its length.
Fronl-lziie $reparatioiw.---In the front trench system, a large
number of trench-mortar {hmplaccments was constructed.
These provided camouflagcd cover for the 2-in., 6-in. and
9.45-in. mortars which were now in plentiful supply. The
emplacements were of the cut-and-cover type. The spoil
from the excavations was distrihutcxd uvw the chalk-littered
surface a t night, and so pitted was the whole area that it was
difficult t o detect any daily changes. As a result there was
far less retaliation from the enemy during the long preparatory
period than might have been expected in view of his commanding positions.
The ammunition dumps for the field artillery were usually
in slit trenches ; but the guns thcmsclves were provided with
overhead cover carried on rolled steel joists. Help given t o
the artillery in the erection of these shelters was usually
limited t o the attachment of a field company officer, but
insome cases R.E. sections werc employed t o assist. By this stage
of the war, units had become very handy in helping themselves.
Among the miscellaneous duties falling to the field companies were the protection of bomb-stores, the making of
trench ladders, of trench bridges to carry the field guns, of
notice boards for marking captured trenches, the doubling
of communication trenches so that each brigade should have
at least two up " and two " down " routes, and finally the
establishment of dumps of enginecr stores, of water-cans
and of material for the tramways.
ARRAS

:

,
'

~

~

~

~

~
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ARRAS
The battle of Arras started on 9th April, 1917,the disposition
of the engineer troops from right to left being :7 laird Army (Chief Engineer, Major-General E. R. Kenyon) :VI1 Corps
Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General J. A,
Tanner; ' z r s t , joth, j 6 t h and 14th Divisions,
with 33rd Division in reserve,
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VI Corps

XVII Corps

19x7

Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General C. Hill ;
3rd, 12th and 15th (Scottish) Divisions, with
29th and 37th Divisions in reserve.
Chicf Engineer, Brigadier-General H. C .
Nanton; gth, 34th and 51st (Highland)*
Divisions, with 4th Division in reserve.

Third A m y Reserve
Cavalry Corps
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel W. H. Evans ; x s t ,
2nd and 3rd Cavalry and 17th Divisions.
XVIII Corps
Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General H. G.
joly de Lotbiniere ; three divisions.
First A m y (Chief Engineer, Major-General C. M. Heath) :Canadian Corps rst, 2nd. 3rd and 4th Canadian Divisions,
with 5th (British) Division in reserve.
First A rniy Reserve
XI11 Corps
Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General E. P.
Brooker ; three divisions.
G.H.Q. I’leseyve
58th Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel E. M. Newell,
11th Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel F. A. K. White.

The first day of thc battle was a shining success. Although
there was no break-through and no gap, for which the cavalry
still waited, the depth of the advance on the Third Army front,
the number of prisoners and guns captured and the comparatively light British casualties, all marked a hopeful improvement upon the methods and results of the Somme operations.
There was good ground for hoping that the next few days
would open up still greater possibilities.
The successful infantry advances on the VI and VI1 Corps
fronts enahled the divisional engineers to carry out a large
part of their programme on the first day. Strong-points were
built in numerous places even in daylight ; trench tramways
were carried forward ; the old British trenches were bridged ;

* Commanded

bv Maior-General G . M. Hamer (late R.E.).
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mule tracks were laid out and constructed ; booby traps were
removed ; the captured German trenches were sign-boarded ;
and numerous German dug-outs were bombed and cleared.
The R.E. and Pioneers worked all through the night of
9110th April. On the VI1 Corps front, where progress had been
more difficult on the right flank, the roads between Mercatel
and Neuville, Beaurains and Mercatel, and Beaurains and TilLoy
were all cleared and made passable. On the VI Corps front,
the main Arras-Cambrai road was made fit for lorry tIafhc
as far as Tiloy by midnight, and for the next three days and
nights this road became densely packed with streams of traffic,
especially at night when sometimes four lines of wagons,
gun-teams, limbers and infantry struggled along in opposite
directions through the darkness. Large craters had t o be filled
in and the p a v i setts re-laid, tree trunks cleared away, and
drainage restored. By the night of 11th April, this road was
restored as far as Feuchy Chapel, where a road leading northwards to Fampoux gave valuable lateral communication under
cover of Orange Hill.
On the right flank of the XVII Corps, the road up the narrow
valley of the Scarpe through S t . Nicholas and St. Laurent
Blangy was cleared by the 9th Division, while before dusk the
34th Division had made the St. Nicholas-Bailleul road fit for
wheeled transport as far as the old German front line. The
15th Division began the clearing of the river Scarpe to take
pontoons loaded with ammunition and to bring back wounded
on specially made rafts. This proved a very useful line of
communication, and by the evening of 11th April a. passage
had been cleared of snags as far as Athies. Each division, as
it came in turn to this part of the front, carried on the clearance,
the 15th, 17th, gth, 4th and 51st Divisions all having a share
in it. The forward traffic was limited by the landing and
unloading facilities at the enemy’s end, but as a means of getting
wounded back to Arras without jolting, the waterway was
welcomed by the medical staff.
The work thus begun on 9th April, was carried forward
without intermission by night or day throughout the operations lasting until 30th May. During these the front line was
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carried forward beyond Guernappe, hIonchy-le-Preux, Roeux,
Gavrelle and the Vimy Ridge, extending the lincs of communication for the engineers, but not varying the work
There was comparatively little bridging to he done. Thc
Cojeul river had t o be crossed in one or two places, but it was
in Arras itself that the heaviest task appeared. The bridge
carrying the main Arras-Cambrai road over the railway just
north of the station was destroyed on 9th April by the cxplosion of the ammunition dumped under it €or the howitzers
in the railway cutting. A chancc shcll hit the ammunition
and the loss of the bridge was tlw result. A new heavy bridgc
was started a few days later b y thc 557th (Glamorgan) A.T.
Company, assisted by a scction of a ficld company from thc 29th
Division. Shelling was fairly continuous arid it was here that
Major-General E. R . ICcnyon, Chicf Engineer of the Third
Army, was wounded while on a visit t o thc work. Some thirty
other casualties, mostly among the carrying parties, nccurrcd
during the thrcc wccks of construction.
Two bridges werc tiuilt, sidc tiy sidc, cach consisting of a
6o-ft. span, a PI-ft. 6-in. span and a 14-ft. span, cnrrird 0 1 1 stcel
cube piers, resting on coricrctc foundntions. Another important
road hridgc over a railway ciitting near Arras w;is rcl)airetl
undcr heavy- f i r 1 3 1)). t h c s zS(1t.h A.T. (~(1111~):111y,holes in t i i t >
arches being fiHud \\tit11 rcbinforccd concsttc. in\wl\.ing llic
erection of falsework t o a hciglit of lxtn.ce11thirty and lorty f w t .
Orders for this \York n.ei-e issued on 16th April, and tht. liridgt.
uas reopened for traflic 011 11th Nay, during \vhich period
fourteen R.E. and cighty-thrcc otlicrs r:ngagi:d in t hr ivork w t v ,
killed or n.oundd."*
"

The R.E. Bridging School established at Airc in December,
1916,with Major A. V. T. Wakcly as Commandant, had
already trained a number of officers and N.C.Os. of field and
army troops companies in the erection of heavy bridges, arid this
work was now bearing fruit in the new and less static conditions. The army troops companies with their hcavicr q u i p ment and their motor transport were bcttvr placed than the

* 1l;ork

of fht. R . E . in the I:irropcniz W'ar. Bridging, p.
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field companirs for erccting girder bridges, and it was not the
normal function of the field companies to do more than ensure
the passage of their division.
The new front linr of the Third Army underwent a number
of changes due to successful attacks and counter-attacks,
especially at Wancourt on the right, at Rlonchy in the centre,
and at Roeux and Oppy on the left. The field companies and
pioneers were continuously engaged in making new switch
lines, communication trenches, and overland tracks. By the
end of May, the Army line became more or less stable, while
the storm of battle shifted still farther north.
On xst May a welcome changc was made in the organization
of the. field engineers. A C.R.E. (Lieut.-Colonel) and an
adjutant were appointed t o each corps to administer all R.E.
units attached to the corps (army troops and tunnelling companies, R.E., labour units etc.), and t o relieve Chief Engineers
of administrative responsibilities. A t the same time, the
status of the staff officers, R.E., attached to Chief Engineers
was improved by their grading as Brigade Majors. Hitherto
they had been classed merely as Fisld Engineers.
MESSINES
The Battle of Messines was a separate operation with a
limited objective, but it formed a stage in the larger operations
which Sir Douglas Haig planned with a view t o driving the
Germans from their dominating position round Ypres and t o
securing the Belgian coast. The whole plan had been maturing
in 1916,but the German offensive at Verdun and Nivelle’s
plans for 1917 had interfered. When Nivelle’s plans had failed
and the French army had become perilously involved in largescale mutinies, it became imperative for the British Commanderin-Chief t o relieve the French.
The Second Army was to assault the Messines-Wytschaete
ridge on a frontage of three corps, the I1 Anzac Corps on the
right, the IX Corps in the centre, and the X Corps on the left,
with the XIV Corps in G.H.Q. reserve. The preparations
for the battle had been begun long before the date fixed for
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the assault-7th June, 1917. The battle was .to be opened
by the explosion of nineteen gigantic mines, which were designed
to destroy the enemy’s front-line defences on a wide sector,
and to demoralize his front-line garrisons. These mines had
been systematically prepared, and were carried to completion
on a carefully thought-out scheme by the Controller of Mines,
Brigadier-General R. N. Harvey. The story of this vast
tunnelling scheme is told in Chapter VI11 of this history. It
is sufficient here t o say that the arduous and gallant work
of the tunnelling companies through the whole of 1916and the
first half of 1917 was rewarded by the successful explosion of
the largest mines ever used in warfare. So thorough had been
the work of these companies that the charges, some of which
had been laid and tamped for a year or more, exploded without
a hitch,
The engineer preparations for the offensive were on a vast
scale. The chief services required were additional roads and
railways. Much had already been done during 1915and 1916
to increase the railway facilities. The main line between
Hazebrouck and Ypres had been doubled, and a new line from
Bergues t o Yroven had been laid, which was doubled early in
1917. From the standard-gauge lines, narrow-gauge branches
were laid to serve the ammunition dumps, and to relieve the
traffic on the roads. All the existing roads were improved and
metalled roads were carried into the forward area almost to
the front line. Large dumps of stpne and of beech-wood slabs
were accumulated for the rapid extension of the roads over
the new ground that it was hoped would be gained. The use
of timber roadways had become more common, for after the
experiences of the Sornme, it was realized that a timber road
could be laid far more rapidly than a metalled one, and did not
require so much consolidation. The operations in the Ypies
salient during the latter half of 1917saw a wide development
of this type of road. The slabs were ten to twelve feet long,
two and a half inches thick, and roughly trimmed on the edges.
They were cut by the forestry companies, R.E., in the rear areas,
and were usually laid by pioneer battalions, R.E. labour
companies, tunnelling companies and sometimes by “ resting ”

!
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field companies. The formation was prepared by digging side
drains and filling the shell-holes with the spoil, or with rubble
from the ruins. The construction and maintenance of these
improvised roads, often under heavy shell-fire, involved high
casualties ; but without them, the essential artillery barrages
could not have been fed with ammunition. The Flanders
campaign became a long struggle with the mud, and R.E.
work consisted almost entirely of constructing and maintaining
the tracks and roads.
The plank roads served the battery positions and formed
the traffic circuits ; the duck-board tracks led forward t o the
infantry positions, or rather, the line of shell-holes which served
as such. Light railways and tramways were laid wherever
a firm enough formation could be prepared, but the ground
was so pock-marked with water-filled shell-holes that only a
very few lines were practicable. These proved very useful for
the transport of wounded, who otherwise had to be carried
along the duck-board tracks by relays of stretcher-bearers
with much suffering and further casualties.
In addition to the corps and army work on the mines and
roads, there was the usual heavy programme for the divisions
during the preparatory stages. Field companies and pioneer
battalions were kept busy right up t o zero day (7th June)
on the construction of battery positions, artillery group,
brigade and battalion headquarters, advanced dressing stations,
water pipe-lines, assembly and communication trenches,
ammunition stores and R.E. dumps.
The divisions engaged in the opening of the battle were :-

11Anzac Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General A, E. Panet):3rd Australian and the New Zealand Divisions,
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel R. J. Done, with
25th Division
~ o g t h ,106th and 130th Field Companies.
4th Australian Division, in reserve.

I X Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General G. P, Scholfie1d);36th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel A. Campbell, with
I Z I S ~ ,122nd and 150th Fjeld Companies.
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16th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel R. F. A. Butterworth,
u i t h 155th 156th and 157th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel P. E. Hodgson, with
19th Division
81st, 82nd and 94th Field Companies.
11th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel F. A. K. White, with
in reserve
67th, 68th and 86th Field Companies.

X Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General J. A. S. Tul1och):41st Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel E. N. Stockley, with
47th Division
~ 3 r dDivision

24th Division*
in rcscrve

228th, 233rd and 237th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel H. R.S. Christie, with
517th, 518th and 520th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel E. H. Rooke, with
IoIst, Ioznd and 128th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel T. T. Behrens, with
xo3rd, 104th and 129th Field Companies.

The experiences of the 25th Divisional Engineers may be
taken as an example of the engineer work in the battle. This
division had taken over the Wulverghem sector of the 11
Anzac Corps on 6th April, with orders to prepare it for offensive
operations. T h y therefore had the practical advantage of
making the preparations in the sector from which they were
subsequently t o attack. Except for a short rest for ten days
in corps reserve, the division was continuously employed on
these preparations up t o the day of the assault. For the
battle, the field companies and the pioneer battalion were,
as was usual in this division, held in divisional reserve, with the
exception of the 106th Company, which was detailed t o assist
the 75th Brigade in the consolidation of its objectives, Definite
tasks were allotted t o the remainder. Two companies of
pioneers (thc South Wales Borderers) were t o clear the Wuivergehm-Messines road, starting work an hour and a half after
zero ; the other two companies of pioneers were t o extend
an existing trench tramline to the Messines ridge, starting
work an hour after zero. The 105th Field Company was to
employ one section on clcaring a track forward to enable

* Commanded by Major-Genera1 J’, E. Capper (late R.E.).
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field guns to ad\-ance ; the remaindcr of the company was to
makc tracks across no-man's-land, passable at first by pack
transport, and later hy wheeled transport. The 130th Company
was t o assist thr 7th and 74th Brigades in the construction of
communication trcnches across no-man's-land into the captured area. The tracks werc successfully cleared by midday,
when the sections w'cn:withdrawn to rest. The 130th Company
worked on the communication trenches until 4.30 p m . , resuming work at night. During the ncst three days thc forward
tracks and communication trenches were extcnded and improved, so that by the afternoon of 10th June, it was possible
to take wheeled transport by two separate routes up the
west slopes of the Messines ridge, to Isithin about 400 yds. of
the Messines-Wytschaete road.
In the 41st Division, the three field companies worked in
turn on the alignment and consolidation of a reserve line in
rear of the newly-won position on the ridge. As the whole
attack had been so successful, the companies were able t o work
in daylight, with consequent great advantage to the progress
made.
The field cornpanics of the 24th Division, brought up from
reserve, assisted the 41st Division by extending a light railway,
fitting up the water-supply in the forward area and making
overland tracks for mule transport. The 47th Divisional
Engineers had similar tasks alongside the 41st Division.
The three reserve divisions (4th Australian, 11th and 24th)
carried the advance as far as the Oosttaverne Line, which
was the farthest objective of the plan. Although it had been
originally intended to exploit a successful issue of the battle
of Messines, thc plan had been modified and a considerable
pause in the offensive operations now followed, while further
Preparations wrre made for the large-scale operations by the
Second and Fifth Armies.
PROJECTED LANDISG AT OSTEND

PROJECTED

LANDIXG
08 THE BELGIAN
COAST

In conjunction with the Fifth Army's attack against the
Passchendaele ridge, an operation was planned for the Fourth

~
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Army against the Belgian coast. A force was t o be landed
behind the German line and to move on Ostend. This operation
depended on the successful advance of the Second and Fifth
Armies across the Passchendaele plateau, but as the attack
did not succeed in achieving this result, the plan was never
camed out. It was proposed t o attack on the coastal sector,
to facilitate the difficult operation of landing ; and a division,
specially trained for the purpose, was to be put ashore behind
the German landwild defenczs.
The coastal sector had been held for a long time by the
XXXVI French Corps, and it was necessary t o relieve this
corps by British troops, as the operations would involve a
combined naval and military landing. The XV Corps (Chief
Engineer, Brigadier-General C . W. Singer) was sent northwards
and took over from the French on rxth June, 1917. The
1st Division (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel C. Russell-Brown ; 23rd,
26th and 409th Field Companies) and 32nd Division (C.R.E.,
Lieut.-Coloncl R. H. Thomas, succeeded on 2nd July by Lieut.Colonel G. C . Pollard) were sent t o form the corps, the 1st
Division being selected for the special training in landing
operations.
The 1st Division had first of all, however, to take over a
sector of the front line. The French had handed over only three
floating bridges communicating with a precarious bridgehead
on the right bank of the Yser, and these were continually
damaged by shell-fire. The 23rd Field Company bore the brunt
of the maintenance and repair of these bridges, and built a
medium bridge on barrel-piers to supplement them. The
seaward crossing was so exposed t o the rough waters at the
river mouth that the 23rd Company’s diary records two men
seasick on the bridge. The 26th and 409th Companies were
employed on camp construction. On 7th July, the 23rd
Company was relieved by the 458th Company of the 49th
Division (lent t o the 66th Division), and was withdrawn t o
join the rest of the 1st~Divisional Engineers in the preparation
of Le Clipon Camp.
On 10th July, the Germans, realizing that the appearance of
the British in place of the Frcnch portended no good, strongly

i
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attacked the bridgehead held by two battalions on the right
bank of the river, The bridges were quickly destroyed by the
intense bombardment, and the infantry were cut off and
overwhelmed. The bridgehead was lost and the foothold on
the far bank was given up, On 16th July, the 1st Division was
withdrawn for its special training and was relieved by the 66th
Division (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. C . Williams';* 43oth,
431st and 4 p n d Field Companies).
In the meantime, a special camp was being prepared at Le
Clipon, six miles west of Dunkerque, bythe C.R.E., 1st Division.
The nature of the landing operation required the greatest
possible secrecy, and in order that there should be no leakage,
the camp was fenced off, and all the troops, except those which
were not taking part in the landing, were confined within the
very strictly-guarded perimeter. Since horses were excluded,
all transport within the camp was by decauville railway.
The 26th Field Company (less one section, dealing with stores
arriving by rail at Coudekerque-Branch, just south of Dunkerque) and half the 409th Company were employed at the
camp ; the other half of the 409th Company was quarrying
stone near Dunkergue for the roads leading t o it. On 7th July
the 23rd Company also joined in the work. ,411 stores had to
be obtained direct from Calais, and owing t o congestion on
the railways, considerable delay was experienced. Stores
arrived at the stations at Loon Plage, Bourbourg and Gravelines, and were delivered by lorry. Accommodation for the
troops was in tents, but each brigade headquarters was allowed
one Nissen and one Armstrong hut, and each battalion had one
Nissen. Water, although very near the surface, caused some
anxiety. At first, shallow wells, six t o ten feet deep, were dug
and lined with timber or corrugated iron, and each provided
with storage for zoo gallons. But this proved insufficient, and
the Fourth Army provided two sterilizers, and installed them
at Loon Plage, whence tank lorries carried the water to reservoir tanks at the camp. The brigades moved in on 17th July,
and the camp was practically finished by the end of the month.
* Later, General Sir Guy C . bvilliams, K.c.B., c.M.G., D.s.o.,
Chief Royal Engineer.
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The field companies then began their own special training for
the landing operations.
This training and the plan of the operations are fully described in an article in the R.1:. J O Z ~ Y J of
I ~ June, 1924,by
C,olonel W. G. S. Debbie,* who was G.S.O.1 of the 1st Division
a t thc time. Vcry thorough training for such an operation was
essential, for the selected landing places had peculiar difficulties owing l o the profile of the steep sea-wall, which had a
bulging coping, and up which the assaulting troops would have
had t o climb. h full-sized model of this profile was built, and
the men practised with it until they could negotiate the slopc
with easc. h model of one of the huge 600-ft. naval pontoons
or barges was made in the camp so that details of loading and
thc distribution of loads--stores, vehicles and personnel-could
be worked out. Each pontoon was t o carry one brigade of
infantry, with a coniyletc battery of artillery, a field company,
a pioneer company, a miltor machine-gun battery, a cyclist
battalion and three tanks-in fact, a whole expedition in each
vessel. Tbcre wcre three such pontoons, each t o I x pushed
along by tw-o shallow-draft monitors lashed togethcr on either
quartcr at thc stern, 111all these exercises the tiield companies
took their part. The landing, however, never took placeI n addition t o the special work involved in the training of
the 1st Division, there was much engineer work required in
the maintenance of thc corps sector of the linc which, on
account of its exposed frontage, necessitatcd continual upkeep
of communications. The XV Corps, which had with it six
army troops companies, two tunnelling companies and the
12th Pontoon Park, carried out a large programme of work,
the chief items of which were the extension of the water-supply
and the maintenance of roads. The corps laid a 4-in. water.
main from Rosendael to Oost Dunkei-quc, whcnce extensions
carried the water t o a point within 3,000 yirds of the front line,
a total length of pipe of about sixteen miles. A small fleet of
barges brought a daily supply of 50,000 gallons by the canal
t o 3ray Duncs from a sterilizing plant at Bergues. The two
* Later, Lieut.-General Sir \.l;illiam Dobbie, G.C.Y.G., K.c.B.,
D.s.o., of Malta fame.
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tunnelling companies-thc 257th and thc 2nd Australianwere empIo!-r.d chicfly on making and repairing dug-outs in
Nicuport and its neigh1,oarhood.
On 27th ]unci, a 15-in. shi.11 complc~lely demolished the
C1iit.f Enginerr’s office, but as this happcnt‘d at 5.30 a.m. no
harm was clon(, t o prsonncl.
The German attack on 10th July, ancl its preliminary bornbardmcnt fell hea\.ily on the 1st and 32nd Divisions. T h e
field cornpanics (the 23rd, zo6th, 218tl1, 219th and 432nd ; the
last-named being borrowed from 66th Division) had considerable casualties while replacing the broken bridges. On the
32nd Division front alone therc were eight heavy, three medium
and fifty-three light bridges to maintain.
The field companies of the 66th Division having no previous
experience in France, went through a short course of pontooning and rafting on t h e canal near Furncs while out of the
line.
The 32nd Division was relieved on 17th July by thc 49th.
and the 66th Ilivision on 25th September by the 42nd. The
42nd Division was in turn relieved on 7th October by the 41st
who handed over to French troops on 17th November. The
33rd Division took over from the 3and for the last half of
August. The 1i.E. units who served on the coast during this
period were :PIiOJECTEI) L h h - l ) I N G AT O S T l i S l I
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XV Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General C. W. Singer) :1st Division

9th Division
32nd Division

33rd Division
41st Division

C .R.E., Licut .-Colonel C. Russell-Brown,
with 23rd, 26th and 409th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Licut.-Colonel G. R. Hewn, with
63rd, 64th and 90th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel R. H. Thomas, later
Lieut.-l*.olunol G. C. Pollard, with zo6th,
218th and 219th Field Companies,
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. F. Evans, with
IIth, 212th and 222nd Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colond E . N. Stockley, with
228th, 233rd and 237th Field C,ompanies.
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C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel D. S. McInnes, with
4z7th, 428th and 429th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel D. Ogilvy, with 57th,
456th and 458th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. C. Williams, with
43oth, 431st and 4 p n d Field Companies.
148th, 283rd, 284th, 285th, 289th and 557th
Army Troops, 257th and and Australian
Tunnelling Companies and the 12th Pontoon
Park.
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4znd Division
49th Division
66th Division

Corps Troops

On 6th November, the Fourth Army headquarters were
moved south again to take the place of the Second Army,
now ordered t o Italy. The XV Corps remained in the Nieuport
sector until 18th November, when the French XXXVI Corps
again took over,

I

CHAPTER XIII
BATTLES OF AUTUMN 1917 IPi FRANCE AKD
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Third battle of Ypres-Battles of Pilckern Ridge and Langemarck
-Battles of Menin Road and Rroodseinde-Battles of
Passchendaele-Battle of Carnbrai.

THIRD
BATTLE
OF YPRES
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THElong drawn-out and costly operations which followed the
battle of Messines had for their objects the winning of the high
ground on the Passchendaele-Staden ridgz, from which it was
hoped a drive might be made which would loosen the German
hold on the Belgian coast, and also induce the absorption of
German reserves with a view to preventing any onslaught
on the French Army, which was still suffering from the wholesale mutinies of May.
The Second and Fifth Armies (Chief Engineers, MajorGenerals F. M. Glubb and P. G. Grant), with the co-operation
of the French First Army on the left, were to develop a series
of attacks, each of which had a limited objective, but were
to work on a definite plan. The Germans were t o be shaken
and demoralized by terrific bombardments before the infantry
assaulted their positions. These bombardments, however,
caused great obstacles in the form of swamps and quagmires
which precluded the use of tanks, and in the end made it
impossible even t o get the guns forward. The ground was
naturally of a swampy nature, and the unusually wet weather
throughout the four months, August to November, swelled
the numerous little streams and filled every shell-hole t o the
brim. Roads no longer existed, and even if road metal could
have been obtained in sufficient quantities for their repair,
it would have been useless t o go on sinking it in the seemingly
bottomless mud.
311
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The Germans relied on defence by a deep belt of concrete
machine-gun posts, manned by little garrisons who, so long as
their shelters were not directly hit, seemed able t o hold out
until the assaulting troops literally reached their loopholes and
dropped hand-grenades inside. To destroy these pill-boxes,”
as they came to be called, required many rounds of heavy shell
-8-in. and upwards. Even a near miss by a 12-in. shell,
exploding in thc soft mud outside, would only tilt the block
of concrete and leave it still in occupation. A direct hit on
the roof would often kill all the occupants by concussion,
hut the enormous expenditure of ammunition required for the
systematic destruction of so many of these strong-points
resulted in still further increasing the sca of mud. Time after
time the assaulting infantry, after wading across the terriblc
ground, ivould-find unsuspected machine-gun posts untouched
h y what had seemed a totally destructivc bombardment.
The battle of Messincs, and indced the whole preceding three
years’ experience of fighting around Yprcs, had shown the need
for a continually increasing effort t o open up roads and tracks
in order to maintain the supply of guns and ammunition. It
became true to say that the more shells fired in the Ypres
salient the more work had to be donc t o restore the ground
over which the assaulting infantry must pass. Thus, the R E .
prohlems became principally a matter of labour and materials
for roads and tracks. The construction of strong-points, which
had figured so largely in the engincer programmes on the Sornrne
and at Arras, almost dropped out, and all efforts were concentratcd on communications. Communication trenches in
such ground became impossible, and all ways of approach had
to hc above ground. The roads had to be planned for the
service of the batteries and ammunition dumps ; the infantry
I d to usc the narrow duck-board tracks, and the pack animals
thc so-called dry-weather tracks, maintained by a continuous
filling of shell-holes by rubble from the shattered farmsteads.
The task of the Chief Engineers was probably at its most
difficult peak during the operations of Third Ypres.” Although the standard-gauge railways had been considerably
incrcucd, especially in the Second .i\rmy area, and the light
”

“
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railways had become the care of a separate directorate of the
Transportation Branch, it still fell to the Chicf Engineers of
corps t o carry out the construction and maintenance of cornmunications ahead of the D.G.T. (Director-General of Transportation) Line.
The corps troops engineers were more or less permanently
quartered in corps arcas, but the divisional engineers were
constantly on the move and had littlc chance of carrying their
programmes to completion. Their tasks were the duck-board
tracks, the bridgcs over the streams, the mule tracks, the
advanced drcssing-stations, battle headquarters for all their
divisional units, cover for field guns, screening of roads in
exposed places, clearing of blocked streams, removal of obstacles in the path of tanks, and even the destruction of
bogged tanks. The field companies were called upon to haul
guns out of the mire and hand them over to the gunners on a
road hard enough to enable the gun-teams to collect them.
The laying of tapes at night to guide the infantry to their
assault positions, sometimes marked by shielded lanterns
improvised from petrol cans, was also their responsibility.
The cxtenoiori of water pipe-lines beyond the line of corps
troops responsibilit?. hecamc impracticable, and the water had
to be carried in petrol cans from the storage tanks set up at
the roadsides.
Thc decision to use tanks in such an unfavourable terrain,
contrary to thc advice of the Tank Corps Commander, BrigadierGencral H. J. Elles (late R.E.),*brought an additional load t o
the divisional Cs.R.E. The inclusion of a few tanks in attack
ordcrs meant the construction of a means of crossing, for
example, the Steenheek; thr removal of fallen trees; the
clearance of previously derelict tanks or the creation of a
fascine-built track around them. How any tanks which might
THIRD BATTLE OF YPRES

* Later he was promoted Major-General and created a K.C.M.G.
After t h e war he was Commander of the Tank Training Centre at
Wool, Director of Military Training at the \Tar Office1930-4 and
Master-General of the Ordnance 1934-8. A t the time of his
retirement he was a General and had been created a K.C.B. and
K.C.V.O. in addition to his K.C.M.G.
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reach the front line could be expected to overcome the mud was
a question which confronted the divisions, but the attempts
had to be made. The results were invariably the same.
The front line became merely a series of shell-holes in which
the infantry found what cover they could, and a sheet or two
of corrugated iron or a ground-sheet laid across a plank was all
the protection many of them had against the incessant rain.
These gallant defenders could only be reached a t night-time,
and finding them in the darkness became another difficulty.
The line was reached by single-track duck-board paths, extending, in the case of the Fifth Army sector, for some five
miles from the canal bank at Ypres. These tracks, laid on the
surface, and propped up precariously between shell-holes,
were, of course, the objects of constant enemy fire. The traffic
over them was extremely risky a t night, for a false step often
meant at best a plunge into a deep hole full of water, at worst,
death by drowning in horrible mud. The stretcher-bearers in
particular had a gruelling task ; the duck-boards tilted up>
catching their feet, and relays of bearers had to accompany
each case. Thc maintenance of such tracks therefore claimed
the first priority in the programme, and many sections of the
field companies were continuously employed on this work.
Nightly the working parties, with a trail of borrowed infantrymen carrying the duck-boards, would set out t o repair the gaps,
and nightly the toll of casualties mounted up. As a typical
example, a young subaltern of a field company set out with a
carrying party on the long trail from the Ypres canal t o Poelcapellc. He had nearly reachcd his goal when the enem!
opened a bombardment with gas-shell. The carrying partj
scattered in the darkness, dropping their loads, and tht
subaltern found himself almost alone. He made his way back
to the brigade headquarters whence thc carrying party hac
been ordered, and persuaded the brigade-major to give hirr
another party. He led the fresh party up again, collecting
duck-boards on the way, and successfuly finished his t a d
before daylight. He had covered about sixteen miles duriq
the night.
Such were the conditions of the ground over which fort+>
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British divisions and the five Australian, four Canadian and
'the New Zealand divisions fought during August, September,
October and part of November, 19x7.
The work of the Royal Engineers in this long-drawn battle,
or series of battles, was the same for all the divisions and
corps engaged. As divisions were relieved, their field companies
remained behind to work in the foIward area on roads, tracks
' and water supply. The Yser canal bank and the ramparts of
Ypres were honeycombed with dug-outs and tunnelled shelters
lined with steel arches, and became the most comfortable
quarters that could be found within walking distance of the
front line. Beyond these, a few timbered dugouts with the
permanent water-level above their floors, some shattered farm
ruins, captured German concrete pill-boxes, a few sheets of
corrugated iron across a slit in the ground, or, as a last resort,
a precarious shell-hole with a ground-sheet for a roof, formed a
I diminishing scale of miserable shelter as the front line was
approached, Work went on day and night upon the improvement of the communications by which alone any supplies at
all could be carried forward. Each successive bombardment
tore up the ground over which the infantry had t o advance,
and the task seemed as far from completion as ever. The
engineer tasks were so much the same for all those engaged
that the narrative here must be confined to an outline only,
with an enumeration of the units taking part.

I

BATTLES
OF PILCKEM RIDGEA K D LANGEMARCK
The operations were divided into definite battles. First came
the battle of Pilckem Ridge (3xst July-2nd August). In this the
Second Army attacked with the I1 Anzac, IX and X Corps,
and the Fifth Army with the 11, XIX, XVIII and XIV Corps,
while the French I Corps attacked on their left. The R.E. units
engaged, from right t o left, were :-

'

SECONDARMY
I X C O Y ~(Chief
P S Engineer, Brigadier-General G. P. Scholfield) :19th Division
C.R.E., Lieut-Colonel P. E. Hodgson, with
8rst, 8znd and 94th Field Companies.
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.Y C'orps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General J. A. S. Tul1och):41st Division
C.R.E. Lieut.-Colonel E. X. Stockley, with'
zzSth, z33rd and 237th Field Companies.
47th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel H. S. Christie, with
517th, 51'3th and j Z n t h Field Companies.
I

FIF'I'AARYY
/ I C ' O Y ~ S(Chief Engineer, Brigadier-Gcneral C. Godby) :8th Division*
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel C. M. Browne, with
and, I j t h and 490th Field Companies.
C.R.E.. Lieut.-Coloncl C . B. 0. Symons, with
18th Division?
79th, 80th a n c l 92nd Field Companies.
24th Divisionf
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel T. T. Behrens, with
xogrd, 104th and 129th Field Companies.
25th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel R. J. Done, with
xogth, 106th ancl 130th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. W. Denison, with
30th Division
zooth, zoIst and zoznd Field Companies.
X I X C'orps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General A. G.
Bremner) :-

15th Division

16th Division
j5tti Ilivision

C.R.E., Lieut.-Coloncl K. S. Walker, with
73rd, 74th and grst Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Coloncl R. F. A. Butterworth,
with ~ s j t h156th
,
and 157th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel 0 . G. Brandon, with
qrgth, 422nd and q z y d Field Companics.

X \,'I1I I'orps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General H. G. Joly dc
39th Division

48th Division

LotbiniPre) :C.R.E., Lieut.-Coloncl H. J. Couchman, with
zzjth, 227th and 234th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel V. Giles, with 474th,
475th and 477th Field Companies.

* Tlic z j t h Brigade of tlic 8th Division was commanded by
1Srigadier-General Clifford Coffin (late R.E.).
t Commanded by Najur-General 12. P. Lee (late R.E.).
Commanded by Major-General J. E.Capper (late R.E.).
5 Commanded by Major-General H. 1'. Thuillier (late R.E.).
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C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel J. G. Fleming, with
q ~ i t h 401st
,
and 404th Ficld Cornpanics.

X I V I'orps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General C . S. Wilson):,Guards Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel E. F. W.' Lees, with
20th Division

29th Division
38th Division
Army Reserve

j g t h , 75th and 76th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel E. M. Yewell, with
Sjrd, 84th and 96th Field Companies.
C..R.E., Licwt.-Calonel H. Biddulph, with
455th, 497th and jroth Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel B. S. Philpotts, with
r23rd, 124th and 151st Field Companies.
VI11 Corps.t

The battle went well, but not so well as had been hoped. The
enemy counter-attacked strongly a t noon, but by the evening
the British gains amounted to about 2,000 yards on a frontage of
nine miles, that is to say, round the whole perimeter of the Ypres
salient. The losses were heavy, and six of the attacking divisions had to be relieved during the next few days.
Brigadier-Gencral Clifford Coffin, commanding the 25th
Brigade, 8th Division, who had been C.R.E., Z I S ~Division,
won the Victoria Cross, on 31st July, for his coolness and
courage in walking from shell-hole t o shell-hole, encouraging
his men and showing a complete disregard of danger from
heavy machine-gun and riflc fire, although in full view of the
enemy.
The offensive was rcsurncd with the battle of Langemarck,
16th- 18th A:igust, in which the following R.E. units were
engaged :-

II Cor@
8th Division
14th Division
24th Division

See above.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel D. S. Collins, with
61st, 62nd and 89th Field Companies.
Scc above.

* Commanded by Major-General G . M. Harper

(late R.E.).

f Commanded by Lieut.-General Sir Aylmer Hunter-Weston

(late R.E.).

3 18
56t h Division
X I X Corps
15th Division
16th Division
36th Division
61st Division
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I

C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel H. W. Gordon, with
416th, 512th and 513th Field Companies.
See above.
Sec above.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel A. Campbell, with
I ~ I S ~r22nd
,
and 150th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.;Colonel G. E. J. Durnford,
with 476th, 478th and 479th Field Companies.

corps

48th Division

C.R.E., Lieut.-Colone1 F.A.K. White, with'
67th, 68th and 86th Field Companies.
I
See above.

X I V Cor@

See above.

11th Division

BATTLES OF

,

MENIN ROADAND

BROODSElNDE

The battle of Langemarck failed t o gain the important
Gheluvelt plateau, on which the Germans had massed the
greater part of their artillery, and the capture of which was
vital t o the operations on either flank. The burden of the attack
on the plateau fell on the I1 Corps. The Commander-in-Chief
decided to transfer the I1 Corps to the Second Army and to
give the latter the task of clearing the plateau. An interval of
three weeks followed, during which fresh dispositions were
made.
The I1 Corps was taken over by the Second Army on 3rd
September, and withdrawn from the line. A fresh plan was
drawn up by General Plumcr for a methodical attack on the
Gheluvelt plateau. The XIX Corps of the Fifth Army was
relieved on 7th September, by the V Corps (Chief Engineer,
Brigadier-General A. J. Craven). The coming assault by the
Second'Arrny was t o be made by the X Corps and the I Anzac
Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General A. C. Joly de
Lotbinicre) with the IX and VIII Corps (Chief Engineer,
Brigadier-General G. S. Cartwright) covering the southern
flank. The preparations werc made with the thoroughness and
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method for which the Second Army had by now become

i famous. The Fifth Army was to attack with the V, XVIII and
,
'

XIV Corps on 20th September. A few preliminary operations
were carried out earlier in the month, notably by the 42nd
Division which spent a fortnight in the XIX Corps before
being transferred to the XV Corps on the Belgian coast. The
R.E. units were :42nd Division

!
'

'
'

C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel D. S. Mclnnes, with
427th, 428th and 429th Field Companies.

The battle of Menin Road lasted from 20th t o 25th September.
The X Corps attacked with the 39th, 41st and 23rd Divisions,
its right flank being covered by the 19th and 37th Divisions of
the IX Corps, while the xst and 2nd Australian Divisions of the
I Anzac Corps attacked on the left. The Fifth Army followed
suit attacking with 9th and 55th Divisions of the V Corps on
the right, the 5rst and 58th Divisions of the XVIII Corps in
the centre and the 20th Division of the XIV Corps on the left.
The day's fighting was successful and nearly ail the final
objectives were secured. The battle had been carefully prepared, the assaulting divisions had been rested and were
relieved by fresh troops within forty-eight hours. The Germans
had been driven from most of the Gheluvelt plateau. The R.E.
units in the above divisions (from right to left) were :-

IX Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General G. P.
19th Division
37th Division*

Scholfield) ;See above.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel H. de L. PollardLowsley, with 15znd, 15grd and 154th
Field Companies.

X Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General J. A.
i

I

S.

Tulloch) :-

39th Division
41st Division
23rd Division.

See above.
See above.

* Commanded by Major-General H. Bruce Williams,

R.E,
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I Anzac Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General A , C. Joly
de LotbiniGre).
F/ Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General A. J. Craven) :9th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. R. Hearn, with
63rd, 64th and 90th Ficld Companies.
55th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel 0. G. Brandon, with
419th, 422nd and 42yd Field Companies.

,

I

~

X V I l I C w p s (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General H. G. Joly
de LotbiniPre)
58th Division
5 x s t Division

;-

C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel W. H, Kelly, with
503rd, 504th and 511th Field Companies.
Sce above.

X I V Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General C. S. Wilson) :-20th Division
See above.
The next step was thc battle of Polygon Wood, which lasted
from 26th September till 3rd October. The main attack was
madc by the Second Army with the X and I Anzac Corps.
The Fifth Army co-operated with the V and XVTII Corps.
The R.E. units in the attacking divisions were :-

X CO+ (See above) :39th Division
33rd Division

I

See above.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. F. Evans, with
Ixth, 212th and 222nd Ficld Companies.

.4nzac Corps (See above) :-

TJ Corps (See above) 13rd Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel C. A. Elliot, with
gGth, 438th and 529th Field Companies.
59th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. B. Roberts, with
467th, 469th and 470th Field Companies.

X V I I Corps (See above) :58th Division
See above.
11th Division
See above.

1

1
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Thew steps had compietcd the capture of the Gheluvelt
plateau and thr stage \vas set for thc assault on the Passchendacle--Staden ridge. The plan for the next stcp- ~ ~ t battle
hc
of
Broodscinde on 4th Octobcr. was for t h r Sccond Army t o
mako the main assault with four divisions of thc I and I1
Anzac Corps, while the Fifth Army attacked towards P o d capellc with four divisions of the XVIII and two of the XIV
Corps. The X Corps with thrcc fresh divisions was to carry the
advance to the eastern edge of the Gheluixtlt platcau, and the
IX Corps was t o use the 37th Division to cover the Second
Army’s southern flank. All the main objcctivvs were won and the
day’s fighting was an outstanding success. The R.E. units in
the divisions referred t o (from right to left) were :-

I X Corps (See above) :37th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel H. de L. PollardLowsley, with 152nd, 153rd and 154th
Field Companies.

X Corps (See above) :5th Division
z ~ s Division
t

7th Division

C.K.E., Lieut.-Colonel J . R. White, with
59th, 491st and 527th Ficld Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. H. Addison, with
97th. 98th and 126th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. H. Boileau, with
54th, 95th and 528th Ficld Companies.

1 ,-irizac Corps (See above).

I I i l ~ i C:or$s
~ a ~ (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General A. E. Panet).
X V I I I Corps (See above) :48th Division
See above.
11th Division
Sec above.
X I V C orps (See above) :C.R.E., Lieut.-Coloncl C . R. Johnson, with
4th Division
gth, 406th and 526th Field Companies.
20th Division.
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On 9th October followed the battle of Poelcapelle. Again the
main attack was made by the Second Army, using the I and
II.4nzac Corps. The latter included the following divisions who
had come from the Belgian coast and now led the attack :11 i h i a c Corps (See above) :C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. C . Williams, with
66th Division
43oth, 43Ist and 43znd Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel D. Ogilvy, with 57th,
49th Division
456th and 458th Field Companies.

The X Corps made a slight advance with the 5th and 7th
Divisions, and on the Fifth Army’s front the 48th and 11th
Divisions attempted, unsuccessfully, to advance up the Poelcapcllc spur, while t h e XIV Corps, with the 4th and Guards
Divisions, improved the left flank.

BATTLES
OF PASSCHENDAELE
The objectivcs of the campaign were still a long way off, but
pressure had to be maintained t o prevent the Germans from
attacking thc French. The capture of the main Passchendaele
ridge, to deprivc thc Germans of domination over the Steenbeek
valley and t o improve the position which jvould have to be held
during the winter, now became the immediate objective, and
the two Iiattles of Passchendaele brought the Flanders offensive
to a close. The first battle opened on the 12th October, and the
main attack was carried out by the II Anzac Corps, which
ernplojwl the 3rd Australian and the New Zealand divisions,
relicving the 49th and 66th. The Australians wcre to take
Passchcndaele village while the New Zealanders attacked the
defences on the UTallernolcnspur to the west. Neither division
was able t o accomplish its task. The Fifth Army co-operated
with an attack by the 9th and 18th Divisions of the XVIIl
Corps, who failed through lack of sufficient artillery support ;
but the XIV Corps, with the 4th, 17th and Guards Divisions
was ablc to advance its line towards the Houthulst forest.
The 12.E. units (from right to left) were :-

I

PASSCHEND AELE
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X V I I I Corps (See above) :9th Division
See above.
18th Division
See above.
63rd Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel S, H. Cowan, with
(in reserve)
z47th, 248th and 249th Field Companies.
X I V Coq5s (See above) :4th Division
See above.
Lieut.-Colonel C. M. Carpenter, with 77th,
17th Division
78th and 93rd Field Companies.
Guards Division See above.
34th Division
Lieut.-Colonel A. C. Dobson, with zo7th,
208th and 209th Field Companies.
{in reserve)

i

'

1
I

,

The successive failures of all these attacks were largely due
to insufficient artillery support. Ammunition supply was very
difficult, and the continued bad weather since early October
had even prevented the batteries from reaching their new
positions and many of them had become bogged down. They
could now only take up fresh sites if planked roads could be
made in advance. Whole field companies became engaged in
extricating guns. Wooden sledges were made for t h e field
guns, but very substantial platforms were required for the
medium and heavy artillery. All these devices required time
and much labour, while every interval between assaults gave
the Germans an opportunity to improve their defences.
The forward roads continued to absorb the energies of the
divisional and corps engineers in both armies. Figures available
for the Second Army show that the average daily labour
employed on roads in the forward army area amounted t o
two infantry battalions, seven pioneer battalions, ten field
companies, seven tunnelling companies, four army troops and
two labour companies.*
The final battle was postponed until 26th October, t o enable
the roads to be extended and the artillery moved up. The
Canadian Corps (four divisions) was brought from the First
Army and on 18th October, took the place of the I1 Anzac

* OjiciaE History, 1917,Vol.

111.
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Corps in the Second Army. Thc Canadians were to capture
Passchendaele in three stages and the Fifth Army was t o
capture Westroosbekt. Other attacks werc to be made on the
flanks, to give the impression of a general offensive. The first
stage opened an 26th October, with an attack by the 3rd and
4th Canadian Divisions, gaining some 500 jrards and establishing
the Canadian front on drier ground to the south-west and west
of Passchendaele. The X Corps attacked with the 7th and 5th
Divisions on the Gheluvelt plateau, with the object of capturing
Gheluvelt village and Polderhock chjteau. Some initial success
was achieved, but the ground won had to be given up later in
the day, On the Fifth Army front, the XVIII Corps used the
58th and 63rd Divisions in an attempt to advance up the
Lekkerboterbeck valley. The mud delayed the troops, who in
consequence could not keep up with the barrage, and subsequent German counter-attacks drove them back to their
starting-line. The XIV Corps attacking with two fresh divisions,
the 57th and 5oth, was also unable to make progress. On
29th October, the XIV Corps was relieved by the XIX which
took over the 35th, 57th and 50th Divisions, the R.E. units
being :-

X I X Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General, A. G .
Bremner) :35th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel j. W. Skipwith, with
zo3rd, 204th and 205th Field Companies.
57th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel H. la T. Campbell,
with 421st, 5oznd and 505th Field Companies.
50th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel H. E. F. Rathbone,
with 7th, 446th and 447th Field Companies.
Another attempt was made on 30th October, the Canadian
Corps making further progress and reaching the outskirts of
Passchendaele. The XVIII Corps, attacking again with the
58th and 63rd Divisions up the quagmire of the Lekkerboterbeek t o support the Canadians' Aank, was able to make only a
slight advance,
On 2nd November, the XVXII Corps front again came under

I

I
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command of the Second Army, and was relieved by the 11
Corps, which contained the following divisions :I I C ' O Y ~ S (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General C. Godby ) :, 1st Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel C. Russell-Brown,
(from XV Corps) with 23rd, 26th and 409th Field Companies.
2nd Division
C.R.E.. Idieut.-Colonc-I P. K. Betty, with
1 (from First Army) 5th, 226th and 483rd Field Companies.
'
r8th Division
Sec above.
32nd Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. C. Pollard, with
(from XV Corps) zo6th, zx8th and 219th Field Companies.
63rd Division
See above.

'

~

'

On 6th November, the Canadian Corps attacked again. This
time the 1st and 2nd Canadian Divisions captured the whole
village of Passrhendaele, and secured ground on either side of
it.
This success ended the costly but very necessary Flanders
campaign ; events elsewhere caused the Commander-in-Chief
t o close down the offensive in the north, in order to provide
troops for the assistance of the Italians after their disaster at
Caporetto, and fur the new secret offensive which had been
brewing in the Third Army. The Fifth Army was withdrawn
into G.H.Q. reserve on 15th November, and its front was taken
over by the Second Army.

THE BATTLEOF CAMBRAI
(20th November-3rd December, 1917)

The plan for the battle of Cambrai developed from the
intentions, in April, 1917, of the Commander-in-Chief t o
attack the Hindenburg Line between Banteux and Havrincourt. In spite of the drain on his reserves in the Flanders
campaign, far beyond his expectations, Sir Douglas Waig
continued to direct preparations for a thrust in a new and
unexpected sector. There were a number of influences impelling
him. A sudden blow corning v-hen the German reserves had
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been heavily drawn upon and when the British themselves
might be expected to pause for the winter, presented opportunities for success. The Commander of the Tank Corps,
Brigadier-General H. J . Elles, and his staff were anxious that
the tanks should be tried out on ground more favourable to
them than the morasses of Flanders to which they had been so
unfortunately committed. There was also the new method of
predicted artillery fire (made possible by survey methods)
which many enlightened officers were anxious to see tried.
An attack opened by a large secret concentration of guns which
would not have to open fire until zero hour, coupled with the
destruction of wire entanglements by tanks instead of shellfire, formed the basis of the plan which was worked out by the
Third Army. The chalk uplands of the Cambrai area, and
especially the extensive wood of Havrincourt, marked the scene
of the operations.
The preparation of the plan was not made easier by the fact
that the divisions which Sir Julian Byng, the Third Army
Commander, wished to train were successively 1vithdran.n from
him to relieve the exhausted divisions in Flanders. All that he
could do was t o carry his preparations forward in the greatcst
secrecy without committing the troops. Then, just as the date
for the assault had been settled, the Italian disaster called for
emergency measures, and Sir Douglas Haig had t o give up
five divisions and several heavy batteries. But the Commanderin-Chief, who was convinced that the bcst way to help Italy
was to go on attacking in France, \vas not the m a n to be
turned aside from his settled purposc, and the preparations
for Cambrai went on.
The evolution of predicted artillery-shooting was due to
the close co-operation between the artillery and the R.E.
survey units. Sound-ranging and the conliexion of gun and
target positions to the survey triangulation had resulted in the
accurate fixing of the enemy’s gun positions, and it was now
proposed t o complete this co-operation by pin-pointing the
enemy targets all over the assault area, so that, as the artillery
concentrated for the battle, every battery should know its
targets and the precise ranges without having to disclose its
‘ I

I
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arrival. The story of this important development is told in
Chapter XII.
'
As with all the projected operations of 1917,the possibility
of a break-through and the exploitation of a " gap " by the
cavalry was at thc back of the Cambrai plan, and preparations
had thcrefore to bc made for the concentration of the cavalry
divisions as well as for the great numbers of batteries which
, would come down from the Flanders battle.
The country was as favourable as could bc found anywhere
along the British front. The ground had not bcen cut up by
shell-fire, and it was not intended that it should be. The
communications were well screened, and traffic up to the front
line by day was facilitated by well-drained communication
trenches. The Third Army, which had taken over first the
Fifth Army front in May and then the Fourth Army front in
July, had bcen drained of its divisions for the Flanders offensive,
and the work of preparation for the Cambrai battle fell heavily
on the I11 and IV Corps.
,
The 111 Corps had three army troops and two tunnelling
' companies (see below). The 239th Army Troops Company
was earmarked for water supply duties, and the 574th Army
Troops Company for heavy bridging. The z3znd Company
! was held in reserve. Heavy bridging material for the crossings
at Marcoing and MasniPres was assembled at Fins, and packed
ready on wagons on zero day. Among the preparations,
arrangements were made to connect up the 60-cm. light railway
from its railhead on the British side to the German light railway
opposite ; this was done by No. 2 Army Tramway Company,
R.E., and the two systems were joined up for traffic on 29th
November.
The divisions, with their R.E. units, in the line on 20th
November, from right to left, were .-

V I 1 Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General R. D. Petrie) :24th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel A. D. Walker, with

,

I

55th Division

103rd, 104th and 129th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel 0. G. Brandon, with
419th, 422nd and 4z3rd Field Companies.
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111 Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General A. L. Schreiber) :12th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel W. Bovet, with 6gth,
20th Division
6th Division
29th Division
(in reservc)
Corps Troops

i
I

70th and 87th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel E. M. Newell, with
83rd, 84th and 96th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. F. B. Goldney,
with Izth, 459th and 509th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Coloncl H. Biddulph, with
455th, 497th and 510th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel C. F. Rundall, with
232nd, q g t h , 574th Army Troops Compafiies, 178th, 181st Tunnelling Companies
and No. z Army Tramway Company.

I V Co@s (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General S. F. Williams) :51st Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel J. G. Fleming, with
400th, 401st and 404th Field Companies.
62nd Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel R. A. Gillam, with
457th, 460th and 461st Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel A. Campbell, with
36th Division
IzIst, Izznd and 150th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel E. N. Mozley, with
56th Division
(in reserve)
416th, 512th and 513th Field Companies.
Corps Troops
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel F. Al. Westropp, with
142nd, 565th, 577th Army Troops Companies
and z Sicge Company R. Anglesey R.E.

V Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General A. J . Craven) :(in reserve)
Guards Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel E. F. W.Lees, with
55th, 75th and 76th Field Companies.
40th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel A. C. Baylay, with
zzqth, 229th and 231st Field Companies.
59th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. B. Roberts, with
467th, 469th and 470th Field Companies.
The attack began at 6.20 a.m. on 20th November, and was a
complete surprise for the Germans. This time, the tanks
advanced over more suitable ground than they had ever met

I
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before, and closely following the barrage, they broke down the
wire entanglements for the passage of thr infantry. The first
objectives were soon overrun, and thc day's results were
outstanding, but the attack at first so successful, instead of
sweeping on with gathering speed to the hoped-for breakthrough, gradually lost momentum and came to a standstill.
The battle continued for ten days and resulted in a pronounced salient which the Germans heavily counter-attacked
on 30th November, and 1st December, and the British line was
forced back almost to where it had been at the start.
Taking the divisions in order from the right, the 24th Division
took little or no part in the battle, but remained in the front
line throughout, until relieved by the Cavalry Corps on 516th
December.
7 Ite 55th Division also remained in the front line throughout.
Its part OR 20th November, was that of protecting the right
flank of the 111 Corps. One of its brigades attacked and
captured Gillemont Farm, but was driven out again later in the
day. On 30th November, the division was heavily attacked
by the Germans and the line was pressed hack. The field companies were used as infantry to hold the line and for digging
fresh posts for defence. At first, there were no reserves, and
every available man was put in to establish and hold some
sort of line. The divisional front, although forced back, was
unbroken, and the division remained in the line until 2nd
December.
l k e 12th Divisioii made a very successful attack on 20th
November, advancing nearly 5,000 yds. Several strong-points
in the Hindenburg Line were captured, and their conversion
gave plenty of work t o the fieId companies for the succeeding
nights. But the general situation had not developed a: expected,
and by the evening of zIst Kovember, the 111 Corps, of which
the 12th Division was on the right, was on the defensive, and
great efforts were made to consolidate the gains. The field
companies were allotted to the brigades and all were at work
in the forward area. On 30th November, the Germans launched
their big counter-stroke, intending to cut right across the base
of the British salient, now dangerously inviting attack, They
CAMERA1
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penetrated thc line behind the 12th Division and captured
Guisiain. Brigadier-General Vincent, commanding the 35th
Brigade, his headquarters cut off from his troops, collected
his staff, t h e 69th Field Company and some machine-gunners
t o form a little force which took up a position west of the village,
and for several hours prevented the Germans from penetrating
further. Reinforcements, including the 239th A m y Troops
Company were sent t o him during the day and the sappers put
Revelon Farm into a state of defence. The 70th Field Company,
with the 36th Brigade, was similarly employed when Gonnelieu
was captured ; and the 87th Field Company took a share in
holding the line east of La Vacquerie. The division remained
in the battle until relieved on 3/4th December by the 61st
Division.
The 20th D ~ ~ H S in
TO
the
~E
centre
,
of the IT1 Corps, had siiiiilar
experiences. The ficld companies each had a section with the
attacking brigades, and built strong-points behind the new line.
I n the severe fighting on 30th November all three companies
manned trenches and for the next three days were used as
infantry. The division was relieved on 4th December after a
very long spell in thc front linc.
The 6th Dzvisioii.-Thc field companies were employed almost
entirely on the consolidation of captured positions. They were
severely handicappcd by the withdrawal of the divisional
pioneer battalion in the middle of the battle, and sapper labour
had to be diverted to supervise the untrained infantry borrowed
to replace the pioneers. The field companies were used as
infantry supports in the fighting from 30th Ko\.ernber to 4th
December, and then were engaged in building a corps defence
line on Highland Ridge. The division was not relieved until
11th December.
The zgth Divi~iori,in reserve at zero hour on 20th November,
was SOOR absorbed in the assault, its task being to secure the
canal crossings a t hfasni6res and hlarcoing by which the
cavalry mere t o advance. A detachment of the 455th Field
Company cut the leads on the bridges at RIarcoing and saved
them. The main road-bridge at hIasni2res was damaged by
the German demolition, but was subsequently used by the

'
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infantry until a tank broke it dovm and put it ciut of action.
Therr was another hridgr, fit for cavalry, some 1,600 yards
south-vast of Masnifircs;, hut its uxistcnce was unknown to
those o n the spot, although it had hccn referred to with its map
refermce in the divisional operation order. X squadron of
l Canadian cavalry gat across by a lock ln-idge which t h e infantry
had used, the trooprrs thcrnselvcs improving the crossing SO
that horses could get ovc‘r. But the squadron became swallowed
’ up on the other sidc, and few survivors returned. The preparations for crossing this canal wcm t o have been at fault.
The intention to pass the C.avalry Corps through demanded
that all means of replacing broken bridges should he pushed
well forward. Even if the German bridges had not been destroyed, extra crossings to s p e d up the passage of the cavalry
I would have been necessary. But the pontoons of all three field
companies, supplemented by six morr from the 3rd Pontoon
Park, ready loaded, were far back o n the Fins-Gouzeaucourt
road, behind the cavalry columns.
It was hoped,” says the
Uficial History, that the need for them would not arise before
the following day.” But the Cavalry Corps was already on
the move, and its divisions were closing up t o thc canal. The
1 infantry were unable to get across in sufficient strength, and
1 the cavalry divisions were disappointed once more. The
574th Army Troops Company was sent up by the I11 Corps on
the 21st t o rebuild the bridge at MasniCres;, but the C.R.E.,
29th Division was already repairing it to carry divisional
traffic, so the 574th Company =as diverted to Marcoing, where
the two heavy bridges, saved from destruction by the 455th
Company, were still intact. Two subsidiary bridges for tanks
were then built by the 574th Company on the 24th and 25th.
When the Germans counter-attacked on 30th Kovember,
they surrounded Masni&res,and the 497th Field Company had
the misfortune to lose the whole of its forward sections, including the O.C. They uere surprised in a tunnel under the
brewcrv at Les Rues Vcrtcs, while aslcep after a long night’s
work. The other two companks, the. 455th and 51oth, were
used t o support the infantry. The C.R.E. himself took a n active
part by organizing the 510th Company and the Pioneers in an
~

I
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iinprovised defence line, collecting ammunition for them and
finally handing them over to an infantry brigadier. The 455th
Company was with the 87th Brigade, and was responsible for
the demolition of the five bridges then in Marcoing; these
were successfully destroyed after the infantry of the .6th
Division had been withdrawn on the night of 3rd December.
The 29th Division had played a gallant part, and had been
in the battlc continuously from 20th November, until it was
relieved on 5th December by the 36th Division.
The 51si D i v i s i o ~had spent nearly three weeks before the
battle in preparing accommodation for large numbers of additional troops in Metz village and Havrincourt Wood, and in
training for the attack. On the morning of 19th November,
it took over the right sector of the IV Corps. Its assault on the
20th was successful, but the village of Flesquikres was not
finally cleared of Germans until the night of zlst November.
The 401st Field Company was then sent up to put the village
into a state of defence. The other two companies worked on
clearing the roads and on consolidation. The division captured
Cantaing and Fontaine ; the Germans recaptured the latter
on the zznd, but were again driven out by the Highlanders
next day. The division was relieved by the Guards Division
on 24th November. The field companies began theit withdrawal
but had not gone far when they were recalled for work under
the Guards and 40th Divisions. On 1st December, the division
as hurried back to the line, and took over from the 56th
Division. The front was then receding, and eventually, by
5th December, it was back to the original line of 20th November.
The field companies spent each night in wiring and strengthening the successive fronts.
7 h e 6zwd Divisio?i, like the jIst, was not brought into the
line of the IV Corps until the night of 17th November, in order
to conceal its arrival in the area ; it relieved the 36th Division,
but the latter’s outposts remained in position. The division’s
attack on the 20th was successful, and it captured the village
of Havrincourt and all its objectives .for the first day. The
460th and 46xst Field Companies worked on roads. Next day,
the division was ordered to capture Bourlon Wood, but this
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it failed to do. It was relievcd by the 40th Division on the
23rd, and thrce days later it camc back into the line to relieve
the same division. Another spell of heavy fighting for the
Bourlon ridge followed, but without success, and on 29th
November, the division \\*as relieved by the 47th. The Field
cornpanics and pioneers remained in the forward area to work
OTI roads and a reserve line. On 4th December, they rejoined
their division and it moved back to the XI11 Corps in the
First Army.
The 36th Dinision had only one brigade in the line at the
opening of the battle. The field companies were working under
the Chief Engineer, IV Corps, on the Trescault-Ribecourt
road, most of which was found fit for use. Only the 109th
Brigade was absorbed into the battle, and on 28th November,
the division was sent north to the XVII Corps, its place in the
IV Corps having been taken by the 2nd Division. On 30th
November, the 36th Division was ordered back and joined the
VI Corps. On 5th December, it took over from the 29th and
6th Divisions.
?he 56th Division, in IV Corps reserve came into the battle
on the zxst November. The field companies were employed
chiefly on the Bapaume-Cambrai road. On the 23rd, the 416th
Company erected a bridge for field artillery over the Canal du
Nord where the main road crossed it, and next day the 513th
Company erected a similar bridge close by, t o supplement it.
Both bridges were subjected to severe shelling. On 3rd December
the division was relieved by the 5rst and went northwards to
join the XI11 Corps.
The Guards Division, in reserve with the V Corps, was sent
up t o the IV Corps to relieve the 51st on the night of the zIst
and for the next few days consolidated their line in front of
Fontaine. An attack on Fontaine, on the 27th, was partly
successful, but a strong counter-attack forced the Guards
back again. The attack was stopped by the Army Commander,
and on the night of the 28th, the division was relieved by the
59th, and went back into reserve at Trescault, Metz and
Bertincourt. On 30th November, the division was again brought
into the battle. It was sent to the I11 Corps, to stem the German
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break-through a t Gouzeaucourt. Not only did it recapture
Gouzeaucourt, but it recovered the abandoned siege batteries
and their dumps of ammunition. Next day, it attacked Gauche
Wood and Gonnelieu, but it was unable to hold the village.
The field companies had the usual tasks of road clearing and
consolidation. On 5th December, the division was relieved by
the 9th Division.
T h e 40th Divisicii, also originally in reserve with the V Corps,
was sent to the IV Corps on the zznd, and that night relieved
the 62nd in the Bourlon Wood scctor. It attacked the wood
next day, and gained thc greater part of it. Thc 224th and 229th
Field Companies built strong-points in the wood to strcngthen
the line; the 231st Company worked on the roads round
Havrincourt. On 26th November, the 231st Company lost its
O.C., Major F. H. Johnson, who had won the V.C. at Loos.
On 25th November, the division was relieved by the 62nd, but
the field companies and pioneers remaincd for work under the
C.R.E., 62nd Division. On 4th December, the division was
transferred to the VI Corps.
I n addition to the divisions already mentioned, the following
were brought up as reliefs or reserves, and their field cornpanies shared in the battle honours :-

2nd Division

47th Division
59th Division

61st Division

C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel P. K. Betty, with
5th, 226th and 483rd Field Companies.
C.R.E.,Lieut.-Colonel H. R. S. Christie, with
gx7th, 518th and 520th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. B. Roberts, with
467th, 469th and 470th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. E. J, Durnford,
with 476th, 478th and 479th Field Cornpanies.

The battle of Cambrai came t o an end on 3rd December, with
disappointing results, but a break-through a t that time of the
year could not have been exploited by the British Army in its
exhausted state after the months of heavy fighting in Flanders.
A heavy toll had, however, been taken of the Germans, and they
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had been prevented from taking advantage of the weakened
state of the French army.
During the wintcr months which followed, all the troops were
heavily engaged in preparations t o meet the threatened offensive
! which Ludendorff was to launch when he had transferred enough
'
troops fram Russia. Additional portions of the front line were
taken over by the British, and a regrouping of the armies was
necessary.
Field companies had no rest ; they were needed to
,
reshape and consolidate the new sectors, and to strengthen
the support and reserve lines along the entire British front.
,

CHAPTER XIV

GERMAN OFFENSIVES OF 1918 I N FRANCE
AND FLANDERS
Preparations t o meet the spring off ensive-The German attack
in March-German
attacks in Flanders-Second battle of
the Aisne-Battle of Tardenois.

PREPARATIOSS
TO MEET

THE

SPRING
OFFESSIVES

As soon as the battle of Cambrai ended, on 3rd December,
1917,Sir Douglas Hnig assembled his Army Commanders and
impressed on them that tlicy must give immediate attention
to the organization of the zones for defensive purposes, and to
the rest and training of their troops.’ The troops were everywhere in need of it after the long and bitterly-contested
struggles of 19x7. Thc replacement of men, especially among
the infantry, had not kept pace with the wastage, and the
quality of the ncw troops was not as good as it had bccn.
There was much hard work to be done during the winter to
organize the defences, and the quantity and quality of the
labour to do it was far below the requirements. Rest and
training wcre equally important factors for success, and
these conflicted with the necd for large forces of labour for the
construction of defence lilies. There was no organization such
as the Germans nould havc raised from enforced civilians,
and most of the work to be donc was too near the enemy’s line
for the employment of paid civilian gangs, cvcn if any had
been obtainable. Much of the British front linc, owing t o its
recent conquest, was in a state of fluidity, and nearly all
lacked organization in depth. Attention had been concentrated
on offensive operations, and such rear lincs as existed had
fallen into disrepair, again from want of labour. The task,
therefore, that confronted Sir Douglas Haig’s engineers was
very great indeed.
A memorandum on the defeasive measures to be taken was
issued by G.H.Q. on the ~ 4 t hDecember, xgr7.t It laid clown
* OJiciai Nzstory, 1918,Vol. I , p, 37.
f Oficial Hzslory, 1918,i‘d. 1, Appendix 6.
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, that the defences were t o be organized in three zones: the
’
Forward Zone, the Battle Zone, and the Rear Zone. Each zone
was itself to be organized in depth, with several successive
lines, either continuous or in groups of trenchcs. The forward
I zone roughly comprised the existing front system, with its
firing line, support line, and communication trenches. The
battle zone could be more deliberately chosen, and was t o be
i sufficiently in war of the forward zone to allow artillery fire
t o be brought to bear on the enemy if he broke through the
former. This distance varied from 600 yards to two or three miles.
The rear zone was practically a second position ; it was to be
from four to eight miles behind the battle zone. The forward
zone became the chief concern of the divisional engineers,
while the battle zone and rear zone were under the supervision
of the carps. There w t e also other defensive lines in rear which
had been prepared from timr to time under G.H.Q. direction,
but these were for the most part only wired, the trenches
having fallen into disrepair for want of revetment.
At this period the French government became insistent upon
a further extension of the British front, and so it came about
that in January, rgrS, a large new. part of the line had to be
, taken o\.er, relieving the r\.holc of the French Sixth Army.
This brought the front of the British Fifth Army as far south
as the Barisis-St. Gobain railway, and gave General Gough a
large new area, in which the far from adequate defences did
not a t all conform to the standards now t o be adopted through,
out the British front. Thus during the critical three months
before thc German attack, thc programme of work was enormously increased by the vxtension of the Fifth Army front.
In consequence, fourteen army troops companies and other
R.E. units werc transferrcd from the Fourth (late the Second)
Army to the Fifth.* h preponderance of R E . units remained,
however, with the Fourth (or Scxond) Army which, on a front of
23 miles on zIst March, had sixty-eight companies, as against
the Fifth Xrm)+’sfifty-six 011 a front of 42 miles.+
The British XVIII Corps rt,licvcd the Frcnrli 111 Corps on
1)EFENSIVE PREPARATIONS
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14th January, but the British 111 Corps did not complete its
relief of the French XXXVII Corps until 29th January, and
it then had no army troops or tunnelling company. The 4th
(Siege) Company, R. Anglesey, joined it on 30th January,
followed by the 365th Forestry Company on 1st February ;
the 182nd Tunnelling Company on 7th February ; the 568th
and 567th (Devon) Army Troops Cornpanics on 11th and 14th
February. The 135th and 284th Army Troops Companies
were added later, but not until 7th March, a mere fortnight
before the Gcrman offensive began. Thus it will be seen that
the two Corps on the right of thc Fifth Army were short of
sappers and had very little time indeed for the preparation of
the new zones of defence.
The field companies, sorely in need of rest after the long
battles of thc Yprcs salient, were set t o work on the forward
zones, while the army troops companies and tunnelling companies, assisted by labour companies and entrenching* battalions, worked on the battle zones, under the direction of the
Cs.R.E. of divisionsin reserve or under Chief Engineers of corps.
However urgent was the labour situation on the Fifth Army
front, there was no less urgency on those of the other armies.
Although their fronts were not so extensive as the Fifth,
their closer proximity t o the vital Channel ports prevented
any further diminution of thcir resources. The dingdong
works programme extended along the whole British line.
The rear lincs of defences were merely spit-locked, or at
best, excavated to a depth of onc foot, but subsequent experience showed that troops retreating in the dark-or even in
daylight-could not be directed to halt on a spit-locked line,
if indeed they ever saw it. Much labour was expended on
defence works which were never occupied. Troops, new to
an area, when retiring have no knowledge of tear positions, and
unless they fall back upon trenches already visibly manned
by supporting troops they do not notice successive lines

* Entrenching battalions werc temporary units formed from
surplus drafts awaiting re-posting. I n 1916, they were largely
filled with the surplus arising from the reorganization of divisions
on a nine-battalion basis,
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scratched in the fields, even if these arc accentuated by barbed
wire. Yc,t such lines had been carefully srlcnctcd with a view
t o thv hest field of firr, with positions for machine-guns,
communications and so forth, and if onl!. sufficient troops had
becn available in rear they could have manncd thcse skeleton
trenches and set tn work to improve t h t m , a t any rate to a
protective depth.
The defensive measurcs included the preparation of all
bridges for demolition, and their numbering both on the ground
and on the maps; the storing of the charges in chambers
close at hand and the telling off of the firing parties. They
included arrangements for fclling trees across the roads. The
mining of road junctions and causeways-an important part
of any defence scheme-had to be omitted from the programme,
because it vas considercd that the tunnelling companies were
more urgently required for making deep dugouts.*
Iiiundations of certain areas were considered by G.H.Q.,
but the Engineer-in-Chief, Major General G. M. Heath, advised
against them. Hc put more faith in the destruction of bridges
and causeways. Inundations require time to develop ; they
GERMAN ATTACK IN MARCH

hamper the defence almost as much as the attack, and are
seldom of use except as part of a deliberately planned position.
Their effects cannot hr totally fxescen. Their use on the
Somrntb front would have required a withdrawal before the
attack.
THEG m m s OFFESSIVEOF MARCH,1918
The Gvrman offensivc of 1918 was expected to be on an
exceeding1)- large scalr. The closing down of the Russian
front in 1917 released huge forces, at lcast a million more
German soldiers becoming available for thc Western front,
I t was known in our Intelligence Branch that the first onslaught
would be directed against the Fifth and Third British Armies ;
the datc of the attack and other predictions of BrigadierGentral E. W. Cox (latc R.E.), the head o f the Intelligence
Section at G.H.Q., w t w fulfillcd almost to the da?..
The attack began in thick fog with a n intense bombardment
at 4.40 a.m. on zxst March. The infantry assault began at
* Oflcial Histarji, 1918,1’01. I, Appendix 18.
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9.40 a.m. on the Fifth Army front, and somewhat later on the
Third Army front. The attacking infantry infiltrated at a
remarkable speed, but the little garrisons of the posts in the
forward zone held out most gallantly, and many of them were
tot ally destroyed.
The first action of the R.E. units was, of course, the demolition of the bridges in the forward areas, especially those in the
111 and XVIII Corps. The demolition parties had all been
trained, and were standing by at their posts. But some confusion of responsibility occurred between the railway construction engineers, and the corps headquarters, and also
between the Fifth Army and the French. The III Corps front
had only recently been taken over from the French, and the
latter still held responsibility for some of the railway bridges
on lines operated by them. Responsibility for destruction of
bridges in a fighting retreat cannot be retained far back in
the army organization ; it is only the officers on the spot
who can judge thc right momrnt ; and so it happened that some
of the bridges allocated to thc railway construction branch
were not demolished.
The infiltration b>+the enemy was so rapid that it was
complained that our destruction of the bridges was incomplete,
but most of the complaints were founded on ignorance of the
fact that demolitions do not result in the total disappearance
of a bridge : it is nearly always possible for determined infantry to get across the broken dehris, especially when the
water is not deep enough to cowr it. The rapidity of the
infiltration was due more to thc fog and to the weight of
numbers than to any failure on the part of the divisional or
corps engineers. Another reacoii for the rapidity of the German
advance was thc fact that lock-gates were purposely not destroyed, as this tvould have serioiisly lowered the water level.
" The lock just soulh of the 'I'crgnicr-Fargnier
road had, however, been damaged by shcil-fire, so that between lhis and the
next lock 550 yds. to the northlvard the canal presented no
serious obstacle."*
A full account of the demolitions carried out in the Fifth
* Oflcial History, 1918,Vol. I, Appendix 2 2 .
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Army \vas published in the R o y a l Engitreers Joiirrial of March,
June and September, 1933,&itten by the late Major-General
Sir Reginald U. H . Ruckland. The fallowing outline is mainly
based on his narrative.
On the extreme right of the Fifth Army, the 58th Division
(acting C.R.E., Major F. G. B!.xvatt:r) had thirteen bridges t o
demolish oj-er t h e Crozat Canal. All uf these xwre destroyed
by Lieutenant IVall and 2nd Licutenant Bilham of the 503rd
Ficld Cornpant by the carly morning of the zznd March.
The 18th Division (C.R.E.,Liciit.-Colonel C. 3 . 0. Symons)
had seven road-bridges in its sector ; all of these were destroyed
by parties from thc 79th, 80th and 92nd Companies. The bridge
over the railway \vest of Xlennesis was not destroyed.
In the 14th Division (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel D. S. Collins),
nine road bridges wrre destroyed in the early hours of the zznd.
It is significant that the order delegating responsibility for
destruction of bridges t o diyisicms was not issued by Army
Headquarters until late on zznd March.* Even this delegation
did not appear t u go far enough. The commander of a brigade
in a fighting rctreat is in a better position t o judge when it is
wise to destroy a liridge than anyone a t division, corps, or
army headquarters. He is not likely t o order destruction
before his troops are across, and when his troops have crossed,
there is no longer any need to hesitate. In such warfare it is
useless to leave any bridges intact un the supposition that they
may be needed for counter-attacks ; the enemy will see t o their
destruction in that cvent. There are, of course, many occasions
when there is nobody to give thr order at all, and then the
R.E. officer or N.C.0. on thc spot has t o use his judgement.
In the XI11 Corps, the 135th Army Troops Company and
the 18znd Tunnelling Company, under the C.R.E., Corps
Troops, u-ere chargad with the demolition of the bridges a t
Chauny and the dumps at La Motte Farm and Liez respectively.
The four light railway bridges at Chauny were handed back to
the 504th Field Company (58th Division) and were destroyed
by them ; not without trouble, however, for the damage t o
one of them had 1101 pel-tmtcd the German infantry from

* Huckland.

11'~l.J o i i r i j l l l , March, 1033, pp. z z and
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crossing with comparative ease. Major W. H. Tamlyn (504th
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Company) 3n 31st March, reconnoitred this bridge and completed its destruction by personally placing combustibles on
the bridge and burning it ; the enemy had by then been in
occupation of Chauny for some days.
In the XVIII Corps, the 36th Division (C.R.E., Lieut.Colonel A. G. T. Cusins) had six bridges and two footbridges
to destroy in and around Hamel-Seraucourt. These were all
successfully destroyed during the night of the zrst and the early
hours of the 22nd by 2nd Lieutenant T. V. Norman, 121st
Company, without a casualty. He had an anxious time when,
having destroyed the bridges north of Seraucourt by order of
the 107th Brigade, he rcccived a request from the 108th
Brigade t o defer the demolitions as they wanted the bridges
for their own passage. Fortunately, Norman was able to guide
them t o another crossing-place. In the same division, the
150th Company had the Artemps group of four bridges, and the
Tugny group of ten road bridges and two footbridges to
destroy. One section of the 150th Company under Lieutenant
W. M. W. Brunyate dealt with the Artcmps bridges, wliile
Lieutenant C. E. Knox had the Tugnp group. At one of the
latter, the time-fuse failed when Germans were actually on
the bridge, but Lieutenant Knox, facing apparently certain
death, crawled under the bridge and lit the instantaneous lusc.
The bridge blew up, but he was miraculously unhurt, and was
awarded the Victoria Cross for this extremely gallant act.
Another group of four road and seven footbridges around
St. Simon was destroyed at about I O a m . on the 22nd by a
section of the same company under Lieutenant StapyltonSmith. Farther back, the 172nd Tunnelling Company had
charge of the demolition of bridges in the Ollezy sector, and the
1st (Siege) Company, R. Anglesey K. Engineers those in Ham ;
both companies under the C.R.E., XVIII Corps Troops
(Lieut.-Colonel J. E. E. Craster). These groups of bridges were
taken over on the zznd by the 30th and 36th Divisions respectively.
In the XIX Corps, the only bridges were those over the
little river Omignon. Those in the forward area were prepared
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by the 24th Division (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel A. D. Walker)
and those at Yilleveque, Caulaincourt, St. Martin les PrPs,
Tertry, Monchy Lagache, Devise, Fourques and Athies by the
C.R.E., XIX Corps Troops (Lieut.-Colonel G. S. Knox), who
had at his disposal the 239th, 281st, 283rd and 288th Army
Troops and the 173rd, q 3 r d and 2 j8th Tunnclling Companiesan unusually generous allotment of engineer units for a twodivisional front. Lieutenant A. I’i. Fairbourn, ro3rd Field
Company, 24th DiI-ision, destroyed the Vadencourt-Maissemy
bridge in face of the enemy at I p m . on the z ~ s t and
,
also the
bridge south-east of BihCcourt. Sext daj., he destroyed the
Vermand bridges.
The VI1 Corps had no bridges to destroy on the 21st March.
In the Third Army, the brunt of the attack fell on the
I V and VI Corps, which suffered heavy losses and had to
yield ground a s far back as Croisilles and St. Leger.
The situation, therefore, as regards bridge demolition, which
was the chief engineering task on the zIst, was that nearly all
the bridges which had been prepared had heen successfully
demolished by the field companies, tunnelling companies and
army troops companies concerned. The exceptions were those
bordering on the line of junction with the French, where the
responsibility had been left with them at their request. In
one or two cases, the charges had been displaced by shell-fire,
or the fuses cut, and could not be replaced in time, but in every
case the sapper parties told off for the work stood by their
posts and carried out their orders without failure ; in some
cases, already referred to, most gallant efforts were made t o
complete destruction where the charges had not done sufficient
damage.
In the light of bitter experience gained in World War 11,
the obstruction t o the enemy caused by the demolitions of
March, 1918,seems insignificant. KO use was made of land
mines, although these devices were considered, at any rate in
the VI Corps, where divisional schemes for their use had been
prepared.* There was no large-scale supply of these mines,
and certainly no labour t o spare for laying them. In view of
GERMAN ATTACK I N MARCH
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the very thin line of the Fifth Army and of the mischievous
fog which so favoured the enemy, it is possible that the layhg
of mine-fields would have proved as costly to the British as
to the Germans. Mines accidently exploded by retiring
infantry are no longer there to obstruct the advancing foe.
The rest of the story of the zIst March, for the R.E. units
is that of their employment as infantry soldiers. In nearly all
the divisions, sections of field companies were involved in the
fighting, OT were actually detailed as garrisons of posts in the
battle zone. In the 66th Division (acting C.R.E., Captain
C . A. West) sections of the 430th and 431st Field Companies,
with the Divisional Pioneers, held the village of Templeux-leGuerard and the neighbouring quarries during the greater
part of the day, and a t nightfall, were cut off and lost, only a
few men getting back. In the 16th Division (C.R.E., Lieut.Colonel R. F. A. Butterworth) two sections of the 155th and
157th Field Companies fought a t Lempire as part of the garrison,
losing Lieutenant G. H. Baxter, mortally wounded, before
falling back on Villcrs Faucon in the late afternoon. At Viliers
Faucon, the remainder of these two companies defended the
village, under Major P. F. Whittall (O.C., 157th Company).
The 156th Company fought at Ste. Emilie as infantry, on the
right of the 49th Brigade.
In the 5rst Division (C.R.E.., Lieut.-Colonel J. G. Fleming)
each field company had two sections in forward posts, manning
the defences. The two sections of the 400th Company, under
Lieutenant Watson, held their post until overwhelmed, out of
fifty-four men, only fourteen getting back. In the 6th Division
(C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. F. B. Goldncy) the officers commanding the 12th and 459th Companies, Majors A. S. Williamson and
M. R. Wingatc, were killed at an early hour. The casualties in
the three companies on zrst March, were: 12th Company,
thirty-one; 459th Company, thirtccn ; and 509th Company,
twenty-one.
There were many other instances of the participation of the
divisional engineers in the fighting, but details are lacking as
war diaries were often destroyed or lost during the retreat.
22~d
Mauck.-To return to the right of the British line, in the
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111 Corps the 58th Division became split : the 174th and 175th
Brigades were forced hack in a south-westerly direction,
while the 17yd Brigade with the 5 o y d Field Company
attached, Ivas driven north-west, and it soon happened that the
whole of the I11 C.orps passed under French command. The
Germans, of course, made spccial efforts to break through a t the
junction of the British and French armies. Many of the
bridges behind the 58th Division had been prepared for demolition by the 135th Army Troops Company and the 2nd Field
Squadron, and these wvrc now handed over to the field cornpanics of the division as the line fell back,
The 14th Division was heavily attacked and its brigades
were soon reduced to little more than battalions. The three
railway bridges at Jussy, which were supposed to be destroyed
by the French, were found to be intact, so the C.R.E. sent a
section of the 89th Field Company, under Lieutenant L. T.
Moore, t o carry out the work. Lieutenant Moore destroyed
two of them, but found a French officer in charge at the third.
While Moore was dcstroying another wooden trestle bridge a
mile away, the French officer was mistaken for a spy and was
arrested before he could blow up his bridge. Moore, however,
passed that way on his return and fired the Frenchman's
charges, but although the piles were destroyed, the girders
remained intact. He then cut the lower boom of the central
girder with the one box of gun-cotton which remained with
him, but he had tu leave the bridge still passable for infantry.
At another bridge, the gap made by the first charges was
not satisfactory, so fresh charges were laid by Captain Lyon,
89th Field Company, ivith great gallantry, under heavy
machine-gun fir?, and these completed the destruction.
Another exploit among the many connected with the bridge
demolitions was that of 2nd Lieutenant R. E. Walsh, IzIst
Company. He was sent with his section during the afternoon
to take over thirteen bridges across the Somme (prepared by
the 172nd Tunnelling C,ompany) between Ollezy and Ham.
' I These
comprised three bridges on the Dury-Ollezy road,
six at Sommette-Eaucourt, a steel railway bridge at Pithon,
a wooden bridge on the Ham -Sommette-Eaucourt road, and
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a pair of steel girder-bridges on the Ham-Moyon road. The
Dury-Ollezy bridges were blown up at about 1.30 p.m., and
the road bridges a t Sommette-Eaucourt at about midnight.
The two light railway bridges were set on fire ; this rendered
them useless as railway bridges, but left them stiI1 passable
for infantry. A t the time, there was some doubt as t o the
fate of the bridge a t Pithon. This being a railway bridge, it
was for the French to blow it up. Seeing that no steps had
been taken to dernolish it, end Lieutenant Walsh put 2nd
Corporal Wheeler and two sappers to do as much damage as
they could to the wooden piles of the abutments. \Valsh and
the N.C.O. were afterwards missing, so there is no record of
what was accomplished.”*

In the 61st Division (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. E. J. Durnford), which was the left division of the XVIII Corps, and was
being pushed in a south-westerly direction away from its neighbour in the X I X Corps, all three ficld companies had been
extricated from the battle zone, and were assembled at
Beauvois. In the afternoon, the!; were moved to Voyennes and
demolition parties n w e sent to take over the bridges at
Voyennes and O f h y from t h e rst Sicge Company, R. Anglesey
R. Engineers. At 6 p m . , German cavalry was reported t o be
coming down the main road, and the ficld companies were
ordered to man the bridgeheads at both places until relieved
by infantry. The 479th Company was detailed to hold Buny,
just east of Voyennes, and the 476th Company to hold Offoy ;
the 478th was posted midway, in support. Meanuhle, the
preparations for demolition went on, and at I I p.m., the two
bridges a t Offoy were destroyed by Lieutenant Powell, 476th
Company. During the night, the 479th Company at. Buny
was relieved by infantry, and as the 20th Division (C.R.E.,
Lieut.-Colonel E. M. Newell) had now taken over from the
6rst, the field companies were withdrawn to Nesle. The
bridges at Voyennes were subsequently l d o ~ - nup by the 20th
Division.
In the next division on the north, the 24th (C.R.E., Lieut.Colonel A. D. Walker), the 104th Company took part in the

* Buckland. R . E . Joitrriitl, June, 1933,p. 196.
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defenct. of Le Verguicr with troops of the 17th Brigade.
Divisional headquartcm orclcrcd withdrawal at about 11.15
a m . , I i u t it \vas not until bctu.c.en 1.30 and z p.m. that the
rrar partit:s, composed of thts 104th Field Company, one
company of the 1st Royal Fusiliers and machine-guns of the
24th R1.i;. Battalion rnovrd anay.*
In thcs 66th Di\.ision, 011 tho lcft of thc XIX Corps, the
C.R.E., I,icut.-Coloncl G. I:Williams,
.
had just been appointed
t o command thc 199th Hrtgatle in the division, and Captain
C. A. \i‘t.st was acting C.R.E. The 432nd Field Company was
heavily cngsgctl in rhc. diafcmx of Jeancourt, protecting the
right flank of the di\.isiiin.
Next in the line camt’ tlw 16th Division. During this day,
the 155th and 156th Ficltl (’ompanies movrd back to Biaches
and r c m n i n d in di\.isioi~alr c s c n c . The 157th Company was
helping t hrt rcar-guard of thtl 48th Brigade.
Thr zIst I)i\.ision (C.II.E., Lieut.-Coloncl G. H. Addison)
still htsld Epcht- and PviziCw in the front line of the battle zone,
GERMAK ATTACK IS MARCH

‘‘ The eneniy sent two divisions against it. Epehy-Peizi&re,
like other villages, was defended by a number of self-contained
posts, Epcliy garrisoncc1 by the 6th and 8th Leicestershire, with
the q7tli and 1 2 f i t h Field Companies, K.E., on the right flank,
and tht. 7th Leicestersliirc: in PeiziCre. At about 9.30 a.m., as
the eneniy seemcd t o br iiiaking his main efiort on the southern
part of Epchy, the Brigatlc ordered the tn-0 field companies
and tlic 0th and 8th Lciccstcrshire to retire from the village
and forin a defe1isix.e ilank on the Saulcourt-Epehy road.”t
Th(. 50th Division , ( ( , R . E . ,I-icut.-Colonel J . A. McQueen),
which hat1 hm i n G.H.Q. rtwrve hehind the XIX Corps, had
been hurritd forward cm zI..;t March, to occupy the defences of
the P6ronnc bridgehead. Tlir field companies were distributed
t o brigrrdcs. I n the evening, the enemy attacked from the
north-rast and east. The 7th Field Company, which had two
sectinns \vorking a1 Caulaincourt, fell hack to Tcrtry, where the
coml)an!’ rtx-formed, nncl u x s ordcrcd by thc 149th Brigade to

* OJic.iiriH I s i o r ~ 1918,
~,
L.01.
t

I , p. .Sq.

Oj;citil Hisioyi,, 1918,i-01. I , pp. 393 and 294.
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dig and hold a series of posts on the bank of the river Omignon,
covering the east of Tertry.*
The 47th, 63rd and 17th Divisions held the Hesquikres
salient., During the night of the zrst/zznd, the V Corps had
been withdrawn some 2,000 yards, but the salient was even
sharper than before, owing to thc withdrawal of the 9th
Division on the right. This was the junction between the
Fifth and Third Armies, and the gap was widening. The 99th
Brigade of the 2nd Division was put in to fill it, but contact
was somehow missed.
The 51st Division, in the right sector of the IV Corps,
covered the left flank of the Flesquikres salient. Its field
companies were scattered ; the forward sections of the 401st
and 404th Companies under Captain McCrone were with the
152nd Brigade, and remained in front of Lebucqikre all day,
digging a series of posts linking up with Beaumetz. The 400th
Company, with the assistance of the 252nd Tunnelling Company
made a defensive position covering Beugny from the north.
The 6th Division came next. Its field companies, which
had suffered heavy casualties on the zxst, were ordered to
form a defensive flank across the Vaulx-Beugny road, facing
north. This position was held until 6 p.m. Enemy parties
advanced against this line in the afternoon. but were driven
off. At dusk, the R E . party was withdrawn, as the division
had in the meantime been relieved by the 41st Division. In
the two days, 21st and zznd March, the R.E. of the 6th Division
had suffered cighty-five casualties.
The 59th Division (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel A. C. Howard)
formed the right of the VI Corps, which had stood firm on the
zIst. The division, much depleted, had been withdrawn into
reserve during the night, with the exception of the 17;th
Brigade, and its place had been taken by the 40th Division
{C.R.E.,Lieut.-Colonel 5. G. P. Goodwin).
The 15th Division (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel J. hl. Arthur) held
the right sector of the XVII Corps, south of the Scarpc. I t was
not attacked during the zIst or z2nd, but it had to carry out
*History o/ Lkc 7th Field Coinpnny, H.E.,by Major H. A,
Baker, p.
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a withdrawal during the night of the zznd/zyd, in order to

conform with the Third Army situation. The field companies
and pioneers were ordered to retire into Arras, removing as
much valuable plant from the dumps as they could. A small
party was left t o blow up the mine at La Bergtre Farm under
the main Cambrai road. This meant giving up hlonchy-lePreux, a sad blow t o those who had spent so much effort since
April, 1917, in retaining it, for it overlooked Arras and much
of the surrounding country.
North of the Scarpe the great offensive had not yet touched
the British line.
On 2 3 ~ d March the 58th Divisional Engineers were still
occupied with the demolition of bridges over the Oise. The
French were coming up, and presently the division came under
French control.
The field companies of the 14th Division became so closely
involved in the forward area that the C.R.E. found it impossible
t o organize further engineer work, and the companies assisted
their brigades as infantry.
The 30th Division (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel C. W. Denison)
still had bridges over the Somme in its area. Four of these at
Ham had been prepared by the 1st Siege Company and were
blown by them. Another bridge at Ham was destroyed by
the zoIst Field Company just as the enemy were gaining a
footing upon it. A batch of three bridges over the Canal du
Nord on the Ercheu-Libermont road, and two on the ErcheuEsmery Hallon road had already been prepared by the 96th
Company [zoth Division) and were taken over by the 30th
Division during the evening.
In the 61st Division, all the field companies had assembled
by 7 a.m. at Nesle, and in the afternoon, they were made
responsible for their own defence there. For this purpose they
were placed under the command of Major M. Whitwill, who
put an outpost line round the town. Trenches were dug, and
as much as possible done t o put the place into a state of
defence.
The 24th Division began its retirement on Pagny at 8.30
a.m., preparatory to crossing the Somrne canal. When its
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rear-guard reached the crossing between Falvy and Pagny,
there was confusion over the responsibility for demolishing the
five bridges. These had been prepared by the 1st Siege Company, whose parties were still standing by them. When the
O.C. rear-guard came upon the scene, he had no authority to
order the destruction of any of these bridges, and therefore
sent an orderly t o headquarters, 24th Division, for instructions.
Before these arrived, two of the bridges were b h w n up at
2.30 p.rn.1 (apparently by shell-fire), and at 4.30 p.m., as no
orders had come and the situation appeared desperate,
Sergeant Crossley, R.E., in charge at the canal bridge, the
most important of the five, blew it on his own initiative. The
result was not wholly successful, probably on account of the
*
uisyiacernenL u i ciie Liiaigcs uy ~ I I C I L - I I I C , U U L M L C I d L J ~ I L Y
from the 1 s t Field Squadron, under 2nd Lieutenant G. F. Baylay,
laid fresh charges under heavy machine-gun fire and completed
the destruction. Unfortunately Baylay was killed on his way
back from inspecting the result. By this time the Germans
were in Falvy, just across the river, and the 8th Hussars, with
one squadron of the 19th Hussars, had great difficulty in getting
across. Most of their horses had to be abandoned, as they
could neither use the wrecked bridges nor swim across on account of the boggy banks.'
In their retirement across the Somme, the 20th Division
took over from the 61st Division and destroyed a dam across
the canal south-west of Oppy, and blew up six bridges there,
a temporary wooden bridge over the canal north-east of Rouyle-Grand,-and two more on the Voyennes-Buny road. These
were all destroyed before 7.30 a.m. The division also became
responsible for three bridges remaining out of the five at
Bethencourt. These were blown up during the morning, but
not with entire success ; and a further attempt was made
the same evening by a small party under Captain B. C . Davey,
1 s t Fjeld Squadron, who successful destroyed the main one ;
the others were found to be unfit for wheeled traffic.:
4
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* O$icial History, 1918,Vol. I, p. 348. Buckland, R.E. Journal,
June, 1933. p. 204.
t Buckland. X . E . Journal, June, 1933,pp. 202 and 203,
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The 66th Division took up a line covering the Somme from
La Maisonette to Eterpigny ; the 197th Brigade on the left,
198th on the right and 199th in reserve. The remnants of the
thrw field companies were amalgamated to form C Company
of a crrmposite battalion ; the pioneers formed A and B Companies, and the battalion was placed under the 199th Brigade,
whose commander was Brigadier-General G. C. Williams, the former C.R.E. The field company commanders remained with their
respective brigade headquarters. Lieutenant Darbyshire, 43znd
Field Company, attempted to complete the destruction of a
bridge at the Faubourg de Paris, PCronne, but all his detonators
were destroyed by a bomb. Petrol was then sprayed over the
bridge, and it burned all night.
In the 16th Division, the 157th Company, acting as part of
the rear-guard of the 48th Brigade, and two companies of the
11th Hants. (Pioneers) fought a valuable delaying action in
Doingt. The 157th Company was under Major P. F. Whittall,
who gained a bar to his D.S.O. for his conduct on this occasion.
During the night, the division was relieved by the 66th and 39th
Divisions and the field companies were withdrawn to west of
CaPPY.
The engineers of the 50th Division crossed the Somme at
Brie (7th and 447th Companies) and at St. Christ (446th
Company). The 7th and 447th Companies prepared a bridgehead at Brie, but were ordered back in the evening, as the
8th Division (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel C . M. Browne) had now
come up to take over. All three field companies marched back
to Foucoucourt during the night.
In the 5rst Division, the forward sections of the 401st and
404th Companies still under Captain McCrone, were holding
their position in front of LehucquiSre. At 9 am., they were
attacked, and as the infantry next to them were driven back,
the R.E. were alss withdrawn t o the railway embankment south
of the village. As the Germans pressed on and captured the
whole village, the R.E. retired to a position in the north of
Velu Wood, where they again got in touch with the 5th Seaforths. The commanding officer ordered Captain McCrone
t o withdraw his men to the Green Line in front of Haplincourt:
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He arrived there and started work at once on improving the
defences, but once again was ordered back, this time to Bancourt. On their way, the R.E. removed as much as they could
carry from thc field force canteen at Haplincourt, so it is to be
hoped that they obtained s3me satisfaction from an otherwise
unsatisfactory day of moves, for they were once more ordered
back after reaching Bancourt. Had these two companies
remained under their C.R.E., it is likely that better use would
have been made of them. The 400th Company under Major
Kiggell had meanwhile been employed on strengthening the
defences of Beugny, a.nd were in some danger of being cut off
when the Germans advanced from Lebucqui?re, but in the
evening, Major Kiggell received orders to evacuate Beugny
--A
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The 15th Division carried out its withdrawal successfully.
Patrols commenced retiring about IO a.m., when the enemy
followed up. The mine at La Bergere was exploded about
10.30 a.m., and the R.E. party rejoined their company. The
73rd Company was detailed to work under the XVII Corps on
the Ficheux-Telegraph Hill switch, while the 74th and 91st
Companies worked under their C.R.E. on thc Neuville Vitasse
switch, with the help of the pioneers.
z4tlz-yd March.-On the extreme right of the Fifth Army,
the enemy attacked again at Vizy in the early morning of the
24th,and forced the remnants of the 58th Division farther back.
The situation in Chauny became critical at 8 a.m., and the
G.O.C. ordered the bridges there to be blown and the R.E.
dump to be fired. This was successfully carried out by the
511th Company and by the assistant adjutant and the R.S.M.
On the north side of the Oise, the 1731-d Brigade with the 5oyd
Company retired fighting to AbbCcourt. Seven bridges prepared
by the 135th Army Troops Company were handed over to the
511th Company. Next day, the 17y-d Brigade was relieved
by the French, and retired with the 503rd Field Company to
3esme to reorganize. For the next five or six days the 58th
Division was sorting itself out and being relieved by French
troops.
The experiences of all the field companies during the remain-
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ing days of the German attack on the Fifth and Third Armies
were much the samr. Alternately, they formed bridgeheads
at the river crossings, or defensive flanks to help the infantry ;
dropping their riflcs to dig or t o xvire, and picking them up
again to repel an attack. Space does not permit here a piecing
together of all the incidents referred to- often very inadequately--in the diaries, but the following account of the
adventures of t h c vnginccrs of a typical division will give an
idea of the part they played.
A t dawn on 27th March a composite battalion was formed
in the 50th Division, wider the orders of the C.R.E., Lieut.Colonel J. A. McQucen), for tactical and works purposes. I t
was composed of the 7th and 447th Field Companies, and
350 men from the remains of the I j I s t Infantry Brigade. As
these men were vcry mixed, they were organized into two
companies, one under the O.C., 7th Field Company (Major
H. A. Baker) and the other under the O.C., 447th Field Company (Major Chivers). The battalion was thus about 500 strong,
organized in two similar wings, each consisting of a R.E.
company (about eighty rifles) an infantry company (about
160 rifles) and a small headquarters section of cyclists and
runners.
The battalion left Wiencourt at 7 a.m. OR the 27th, with
orders t o take up a psition to the right flank and rear of the
reduced 149th Brigade, then holding the southern portion
of the Vauvillcrs-RosiPres line. Major Baker commanded the
right wing, Major Chivcrs the left. The right wing took up a
position immediately north-east of RosiPrcs, covering the
exits from the village, while the left wing was held in reserve
in a railway cutting one mile in rear.
No attack on Rosikres developed, and a t about noon the
C.R.E. was ordercd to withdraw the battalion, in order to
co-operate with a counter-attack about to be launched by two
battalions of the 8th Division from HarbonniPres on Proyart.
The left wing undcr Major Chivers was scnt off through Harbonnikrcs before thc arrival of the two battalions on Major
Baker’s wing, with orders to seize and hold a wood, about
one mile north-east of Harbonni&res,before the enemy reached
GERMAX ATTACK IS MARCH
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it. ‘‘ It reached its position with about ten minutes in hand,
and the advanced enemy lines, checked, lay down and remained
inactive.”*
The two battalions of the 8th Division and the right wing
of the Composite Battalion under Major Baker (who was
severely wounded in Harbonnibres and was succeedcd by
Captain W. F. Baldwin) now came up, the two wings gained
touch, and the Composite Battalion accompanicd the attack
as rear support to cover its right flank. The attack was held
up about 1,200 yards west of Proyart, where an existing line of
trenches was occupied and held for the night, with the 7th
Company on the right, in touch with troops in the neighbourhood of Framerville, and the 447th Company on the left.
-A-t- o n ,-, --- n n v t mnminz, t h e r R F rprpivpd informatinn
that the two battalions of the 8th Division on the left were
being withdrawn before dawn, and ten minutes later he was
ordered to withdraw the Composite Battalion to the north-west
of Harbonnieres, and thence to Caix. Major Chivers was severely
wounded before leaving the position, thus the commanders
of both wings of the battalion were casualties.
There wcrc one and a half miles of open country to be crossed
before Harbonnieres was reached, but thc withdrawal of the
7th Company was effected in an orderly manner from the left,
and without casualties. The troops on the right of the company
were not so fortunate, and lost heavily in their retirement
across the open. I n consequence, they reached Harbonnibres in
a very mixed state. There was no time to re-form, and the
Composite Battalion was ordered to continue retiring to Caix.
On arrival at Caix, orders were Ieceived to re-form on the line
Guillaucourt-Caix, but owing to the disorganized condition of
the troops, only the two R.E. companies could be used immediately for this purpose. They proceeded t o occupy a
portion of the line immediately north of Caix, till retirement
took place at about z p.m., the field companies being the last
to withdraw, and suffering considerablc casualties in doing so.
The R.E., while forming part of the Composite Battalion, lost
three officers and thirty-four other ranks.
* History 0 / 1 h 7th Field Conzpmay, R.E.. by Major H. A. Baker.
A
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The battalion was now broken up, and the 7th and 447th
Companies jvith the 7th D.I<.I. (Pioncrrs) were directcd to
co-operate with thc. Composite Infantry Krigadt. formed under
Brigadier-General I d d r l l . As the R.1:. transport had been sent
back to Xubercourt, thca sappers had no t o o l b , but managtad t o
makr. small rifle pits with their bayonets. In the afternoon,
the C.R.E. tvithdrtriv the 7th and 447th Companies t o Beaucourt, ivhere thcy picked up their tool carts. All three field
companics eventually retired across the Avrr: to Caste1 and on
30th March, the 50th Division was relieved.
(‘avey’s Force. -The Germans wc‘rc getting dangerously near
to Amiens, the vital railway centre that the Allies wished to
preserve at all costs. The Fifth Army’s reserves had all been
thron-n into the battlc, except certain units of corps and army
troops, when General Gough decided to man a portion of the
old French defence line some fifteen miles cast of Amiens. Latc
at night, on 25th March, it was dccided to collect all available
troops possessing rifles and to place them under Major-General
P. G. Grant, Gough’s Chief Engineyr. Grant was given three
officers from the army staff, and early next morning took stock
of his forces and detailed them to sectors of the line. There
were available :
The 144th, 213th, 216th and 217th hrmy Troops Companies.
The z531-d Tunnelling Company.
Thc 353rd Elcctrical and Mechanical Company.
No. 4 Army Workshops Company, R.E.
The 5th Survey Battalion (45 officers and 650 other ranks).
Two cornpanics of the 6th Regiment of United States
Engineers (railway construction troops), about 500 strong.
Detachmcnts from the Fifth Army Infan.try, Sniping and
Musketry Schools.
Three companies formcd from the I11 and XIX Corps Schools,
Detachment of Fifth Army Signals.

In all, this unique force amounted to 2,900 officers and men,
nearly all engineers. Some were trained soldiers, but many
were almost strangers t o the rifle, and nearly half had no
organized means of feeding themselves. Rut these obstacles
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were quickly overcome, and transport soon ai-rived from the
rst Cairalry Division.
General Grant organized his line in three sectors. The right
sector, from Deinuin on the Luce to Marcclcave (exclusi\:e)
was placed under the command of Licut.-Colonel N . M. S.
Irwin, Esses Regiment. He was given the 216th Company,
the 111 Corps Sclmol detachment, two companies of thc 6th
U.S. Engineers, the 353rd Company, and thc detachrncnt from
the j t h Survey Battalion. The centre sector, from Marcclcave
(inclusive) to the Bois d’dccrochc (exclusive) was under
Lieut.-Colonel 0. Graham, Rifle Brigade. He had No. 4 Army
Workshops Company, the Fifth Army Infantry School, the
Fifth Army Sniping School, and the 217th and ~ ~ 3 Cornr d
’
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Somme was under Lieut.-Colonel R. Hornc, Scaforth Highlanders. He had the 144th and 213th Companies, the Fifth
Army Musketry School, the XTX Corps School, and the
detachment of Fifth Army Signals. Thc troops took up their
positions during the day, and seventy-sis Lcwk guns from the
Army Park and sixteen machine-guns from a Canadian M.G.
Company wcre sent u p arid distributed.
Major-General Grant, having organized the force and placed
it in position, was relieved in the afternoon by BrigadierGeneral H. C . Kees, 150th Brigade, as hc could not be spared
indefinitely from his duties as Chief Engineer. In the evening
of the same day, the command again changed, and passed
to Major-General G. G. S. Carey, who was on his way to take
over command of the zoth Division. Thus it came shout that
the force organized by General Grant and chiefly composed of
technical engineer units, took the name of Carey’s Force. It
was a courageous effort and was a typical csarnple of thc
British army’s flair for improvisation in tight places. The
force provided, what was so often lacking during the retreat,
a visibly occupied line on which the remnants and stragglers
from the worn-out divisions could rally.
The 27th March, was a day of changes in position. Some
of the units got t o work on the improvement of their trenches,
and the making of machine-gun emplacements ; others were

’
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delayed by having t o move again. Thc 353rd Company was
CERMA?; ATTACK I N MARCH

transferred from the right scctor to the lcft. The ~ ~ 3Company
r d
was shifted from the crntrc sector t o the left. Half the 217th
Company was ordercd to Cerisy- Gailly, already in enemy
hands, and the secticuis had gone barely half a mile when they
camr under machine-gun fire and lost hnth thcir officers. The
men were ordered hack to rejoin the rest of their unit, which
had meanwhile been stmt with the 144th Company to a hill
1,000 yards east of Hamel. The company was here shelled and
, machine-gunned, and withdrew to the Bois du Tailloux to
reorganizc. Later, it was put into the line again in the Bois
d’Accroche. The 144th Company was moved at 3 a.m. to a
position between hiamel and Cerisy. Twelvc hours later, it was
ordcred to advance and to hold, with the 217th Company, the
, crest of the hill east of Hamel.
The XIX Corps, with six heavily depleted divisions, was
being attacked by cleven German divisions, and Carey’s Force
was the only rescrvr. No counter-attack could be expected
with such improvised troops, but Carey’s line still held as a
position on which to ially, and in the late afternoon of the
27th, troops of the 16th Division fell back to somc of his
trenches.*
During the night of 27th March, the 2nd Battalion, Canadian
Railway Troops, about 400 strong, arrived at Villers Bretonneux as reinforcements, and came into line in a wood northwest of Marcelcave. The enemy had reached the western
edge of Lamotte.village during the night, and the 61st Division
was ordered to makc a counter-attack at 5 a.m. on the 28th.
The attack did not start until midday, and was soon brought
t o a standstill. The XIX Corps was becoming isolated by the
retirements on either flank, and a further withdrawal became
necessary. The 61st Division retired on to Carey’s line, and the
remains of the 16th Division were in the left sector. The
253rd Tunnelling Company in the centre were heavily attacked
and suffered considerable losses.
By 29th March, there was a mixture of troops from many
divisions among whom Carey’s Force began to lose its identity,
t
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* Ojicial History, 1918, Vol.

11, p, 24.
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hut the original units still held, and by digging and improvillg
trenches helped to stiffen the line, and added their quota of
rifle fire to the defence.
On the 3oth, the ficld survey detachment was withdrawn,
having suffered 170 casualties (4 officers missing, 7 officers
wounded, 7 othcr ranks killed, 56 wounded, 73 missing, 23
sick). The casualties among thc army troops companics 011 thc
30th were: 144th Company, I officci, I C.S.N. and 3 otlicrs
killed, 16 wounded ; 213th Compan>r, I officer and 12 Inen
Ivounded, S men killed ; zIGth Company, 4 men killed, z
missing. The 253rd Tunnelling Company, in the five d a ~ ~
27th t o 31st March, had I officer and G other ranks lcilicd,
2 officers and 49 others wounded, ancl 3 officers and 30 others

. .
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On the 3rsl March, Carey’s Forcc was broken up, but a fcw
of its componcnts, the 144th, 213th ancl 217th Army Troops
Companies and the signals detachment, reniained for another
two days, and were then absorbed into what \\as knowi as
Whitmore‘s Cosmopolitan Force.* The men, totally untrsincd
for the task that fell upon them, had acquitted themselves ivcll,
and had filled a part which ccrtainly had its effect in ra11j.irig
the broken remnants and slowing u p the retirement. ‘They
rejoined their units and resumed their labours with thc warm
feeling of having played a worthy part in the Fifth .41siy’s
desperate battle.
The remainder of t h e struggle on the Somrne, so far as tho
British army was concerned, hecamc a battle for .4miens.
For another week, the fighting at Villers Bretonneux was
bitter and sustained, but thanks to the arrival of the fresh
Australian divisions and t o their vigorous defence, and to
t h e part played by the remains of the rqth and 18th Divisions
and the 3rd Cavalry Division, the Germans failed to reach
Amiens, and by 5th April, the grcat battle came to an end.
But another heavy onslaught was about to begin in Flandcrs.

* Oflcial Nistor-y, 1918,Vol. 11, p. 95.
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Ludcndorff's ncst hloiv fcll (111thc First h r m y line between
Bethunc and Armcnti&rcs. HtArtb, thc. British divisions, with
the rxception o f the 55th, had all h e n through thc. severe
fighting in thc Fifth and Third ilrrny areas. Thcy had bccii
hastil!- rchuilt Ivith reinforctmvnts from England-mere
youths, somc of thcm too y(JU11g to be placed in the battle line.
The dispositicm of the divisions on 9th A4pril,ivas as follows:-

I
~

:

X I f'ovps (Chitlf Engineer, Brigadier-General H. J . M.
Marshall) :55th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Coloncl 0. G. Brandon, with
419th, 422nd and 4z3rI.l Field Companies.
2nd Portuguese Division.

51st Division
(in rescrvcj

I
'

~

~

C.R.E., Licut.-('olonel J . (;. Fleming, with
qooth, 4o1st and 404th 1;ield h n p a n i e s .

X T.' I'orps (Chiuf Engineer, Brigadkr-General C. W. Singer) .40th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-(*.olonel,4.C. Baylay, with
224th, 229th arid 2jIst Field Companies.
34th Dit-isinn
C,R.E., Lic.ut.-('olonel A. C. Dobson, with
207th, aoQth and 209th Field Companies.
50th Division
C.R.E., Licut.-Coloncl J. A. McQucen, with
7th, 446th and 447th Field Chmpanies.
The XI Corps hcadquartcrs 1 ~ rvturnccl
d
from Italy on
March, to rc'sunic command of t h c same scctctr of the front
which it ]rad had before leaikig, and in n.hich it had remained
evcr since its formation in August, 1915,with the exception
of the four-months' Italian brcltk. The staff was therefore
thOroughly acquainted with the country.
The P o r t u p u s c Corps stood hctwr-ccnthe XI and XV Corps,
but only one of its dix-isions \vas in thc linc, and this had
rcccntly bccn placrc'd under thr XI Uorps, and its withdrawal
on thc evening of 9th -4pril hat1 alrcady 11r.c.n dccided upon.
Thc fact that t11r.x thrcc Portugucsc brigades n-ere holding
much the greattar part of the XI Corps front, and thc knowledge
that they w r c on the p i n t of r ~ d i c ~did
f riothirig t o stiffen the
Ijth
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Portuguese troops for the massive assault which was hurled
against thcm in the fog on 9th April.
The engineers of all the clivisions, except the 55th, which
had not been in the fighting farther south, and had had time
to refit since the battle of Cambrai, but were themselves much
weakened, and their losses had not yet been made up.
The defence lines were numerous, and chstributed in depth ;
they werc also backed up by the canalized rivers Lys and Lawe,
and by several small streams, but the low-lying and watery
nature of the country made it necessary to use breastworks
instead of digging trenches, arid these had suffered during
the long months of winter, as the pulling out of divisions t o
reinforce the Fifth and Third Armies had left little or no labour
for repairs. The sorely tried British divisions were again called
upon to withstand the attacks of more than double their
numbers of fresh troops, this time on a front where there was
still less room for strategic retirement without jeopardy to the
Channel ports.
The Gcrrnaiis were again favoured by a thick mist. ,The
lveather conchtiom of 9th April were exactly the same as
those of zist March; the defending troops were tired, lhc
reserves were few, and the prospects of the enemy were rosy
in the extremc. But he succeeded no better than 011 the
Sommc.
A heavy bombardment by gas shell on Armenti6res during
the night of 8th April had caused many casualties and, as
we have seen, a rearrangement of the line held by the Portuguese was in process of execution when the Germans attacked.
The whole of the Portuguese 2nd Division was t o have been
withdrawn during th? night uf 9th April, and its place taken by
the 50th Division from XI Corps reserve, and by the 166th
Brigade of the 55th Division. The 5rst Division was to takc
thc place of thc 50th in coi-ps reserve. This was unfortunate,
as the 50th had already reconnoitred the ground and the
defences which it was to have manned in the XI Corps area.*
All tlic bridges uvcr the rivers Lawe and Lys had been prcp a r d for. dcinulition, t h c greater number of them by t h c
* OjiciaE History, 1918,Yd. 11, p. 1.49, footnote.
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145th, 55znd and 556th Army Troops I:oinl):iiries, and a
rehearsal of the duties o f thc demolition parties was carried out
on 8th April.
The main strength of the British line lay in the 5jth Division’s
sector at Givenchy. The Division itself was strong and had had
time to organize its defences, and the infantry had been training
strenuously, especially at musketry. The 25 1st Tunnelling
Company had bccn at work for many months improving the
deep dugouts, making concrete machine-gun posts, and extending the system of tunnels. In the heavy fighting which
followed, the hold of the 55th Division on Givenchy proved to
be the rock on which the German attack was broken.
The engineer companies, except those of the 55th Division,
were all very weak in numbers, and those which had received
reinforcements had not yet had time to reshape themselves.
For the next ten days they were continually on the move or
taking part as infantry in the fighting.
The easy break-through on the Portuguese front soon
caused a gap between the 55th Division and the next British
division (the 40th) on its left. The XI Corps cyclists and the
corps cavalry (1st King Edward’s Horse) were hastily sent
up to fill it, followed by a brigade of the 51st Division. As
in the south during March, divisions soon became split up,
and the brigades, with field companies attached, had to fight
separate actions. The joth and 51st Divisions both had to
enter the battle in the wide gap left by the Portuguese without
any reconnaissance of the positions and with no previous
knowledge of the bridges prepared for demolition.
? h e grst Diuisio?i, on the morning of 9th April, was in
corps reserve, with its brigades around Busnes. As soon as
the German attack began, its x5znd Brigade was sent up by
bus to help to stop the Portuguese rush. The 4oxst and 404th
Field Companies were moved up to L’Ecl&me,while the 400th
Company reconnoitred the bridges over the La BassPe canal
near Hinges. The 55md Army Troops Company was at Rue
Ddannoy, with demolition parties scattered along the river
Lawe from BCthune t o Lrstrem. On the Ioth, the Germans
wploitrd their w c c t w hy widening the gap to the north,
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Thc gist Division held n line along the L~nlvcCanal from thc
south of Viellc Chapellc to Ixstrem. The field companies
rcconnoitrcd the crossings O\-CI* tlic Clarence river liehind, and
a psition running from Hinges through Pacuit, Epinctte snd
Gran(1 Pacaut.. A pc.iiitor)n liridp was put across thc La
Bass& canal south-wcst of thc Hinges bridge, and all demolition
partics stood 11y to destroy or rcmove their bridges. On the
zrth, the 3rd Ilivision (C.R.E., Lieut.-Coloncl JV. C. Cooper)
which had conic up on thc dag‘ bcfore to rciiiforce the XI Corps,
took over Inrt of the line of the 51st Division and relicvcd
the C.R.E. of responsibility for some of his tiridges. 011the
~ z t h the
, enemy brokc through the ccntrc of the 51st Division
at Pscaut, captured the lirigadicr and staff of tlic 15211d Brigade,
and ncarly rcached Rolic~cq. Thc 400th Fic3ld Company was
ul-dcred to dcfcnd Robccc!, and latcr in tlic day a composite
forcc about I ,700 strong, riiade u p of reinforcements, machinegunners, Canadian railwaymen, and two gas companies, R.E.,
was placed under the C.R.E., 51st IX\*ision, with the title
of Fleming’s Force. I t took ovcr the defence of the village,
which was now at tlic apcx of thc German salient on the Lys.
The 51st Division \vas i i o ~ vpractically stpcczed out 11y the
closing in of the 4th Ilivisinn on its right ancl the 61st Division
on its left, and the ficld cumpanics \yere withdrawn to Busncs.
The 40lh I)ii+sioir was :Llw givcri a hard task when its right
flank became csposed 11y the rout of the I’ortuguesc. It \vas
holding a t\\-o-hrigadc front from Ibis Gre1iic.r to Rue IXlevaI,
Jvith a region of ivct clitclics arid small streams liehind it.
A nrimher of ccx-k-float foiitbridgcs had 11ccn prepared for thc
rivcr L J ~ sancl
,
ns soon as the Gcrrnan attack began, tlicsc and
thc pontoon tiridges ircre si\-ling into position to facilitatc
retircmcnt or counter-attack. Tlic bridgeheads wcrc heavily
shclled all day, and t h c cricmy prcssed tlic division hack, its
right flank in the air. It brcarnc. necessary to demolish the
bridges, twenty-thrcc pontoon and emergency cork-float
bridges hcirig succcssfully destro!wl.
Thc field companies,
thc 224th, 229th arid z.{ist, continued t o defend tlzc north
bank of the Lys, hut tlic perinanent bridge at Sail137 \vas only
partially destro:-rd, ancl thcb demolition of the gcrrnancnt tiridge
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at Estaires completely failed owing to the prinicrs refusing t o
dctonatc. On 10th April, thc encmy pressure becamc heavier.
The field companies wi'ere concentrated at their transport lines
at Doulieu, and moved forward t o support the 119th Brigade.
They Jvere cirdercd to defend Lc J'crrier, now in the front line,
with the 88th Brigade (29th Division) on their left. The 145th
Army Troops Company, from the XV Corps, was also placed
under thc C.R.E. and helped to man the line ivith the infantry.
On the ~ ~ tthe
h ,R.E. remained in the line all day, forming a
defcnsive flank to a counter-attack by the 31st Division. At
nightfall, they lvcre relieved h>* i n f a n t r ~and withdrawn to
their transport lines at Strazeele. On the I z t h , the companies
dug and wired a chain of posts in front of Strazeele with the
infantry, the mcmy having attacked along the whole front.
On the I j t h , the 40th Division was withdrawri from the battle,
and the R.F:. companies assemhled \vest of Staples. Xext day,
they marched to Cormcttc, and the division was transferred to
the VI11 Corps, now out of thc line, and charged Lvith organizing
new dcfencr lines in rear. The casualties among the field companies of the 40th Division from 9th to 14th April, amounted
to : killed z oficers and 8 other ranks, wounded I officer and
82 othw ranks, missing 28 othcr ranks ; total 121.
Tlie 34th Uii'isioii had only reached the Lys area from
the Fifth Army at thc beginning of April. It was a t once faced
with the problem of a flank defence in the expected event of
the Portuguese failure. On the night of Sth April, when the
Germans hcat.il!, hombardcd hrrnentieres lvith gas-shell,
causing nearly 1,000 casualties, the zo7th Field Company
was almost entirely incapacitated by the gas, and next morning
the company's transport lines <yere severely shelled, so the unit
had to be completely uithdrawn. On 9th April the division
was holding the line on a two-brigade front curving round
Armenti6rt.s from Bois Grenier t o Houplines. The 208th and
209th Field Companies iverc at Pont Xieppe and Les Trois
Tillculs ; the>- had dt.mtrlition dctachrncnts at all the bridges.
011thc ruth the enem!- made Even more progress.
He had
securcd sex-cral crossings over thc L)-s, including the important
one at Bac St. JIaur, and the held companies were ordered
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to blow up all bridges as soon as the infantry had withdra\rn.
Complete retirement of the 34th Division across the Lys was
ordered to bcgin at 3 p m . , and thereafter the field companies
passed out of the control of the C.1I.E. For two days they
had to act independently, attaching themselves to the nearest
brigade. That evening, the 209th Company found itself on the
left flank of the Worcesters (25th Division) who were defending
Steenwerk station. The 208th Company was still farther
detached, and on the I I t h , was a t Neuve Eglisc. Messages from
the companies, however, kept the C.R.E. informed of their
whereabouts, and on the 13th, as soon as the situation
permitted, the companies were rc-formed, and the division
was withdrawn and transferred farther north to the IX
Corps.
717s 50flz Ilivisioit had come up from the Somme OJI 4th
April, to the Robecq area, where it was in rcscrve to the XI
Corps. I t had rcconnoitred the line it was t o man in case of
attack, but on 8th April it was transferred to the XV Corps,
and had to move again. On 9th April the divisional headquarters were at Merville. The threc field companies were in
billets immediately east and north-east uf Niepye forest, but
were moved forward during the morning to positions of general
readiness, immediately west of the Lys canal, between Bferville
and Estaires. All demolition arrangements for the bridges
over the canal were in the hands of the XV Corps, and the
40th and 34th Divisions were still in the line. On the roth,
the G.O.C. ordered thc preparation of a defensive line, about
three and a half m i l e s long, running roughly from the east
corner of Estaires through Keuf Berquin to Vierhock. The
C.R.E. reconnoitred the line, and all the available sappersthe 7th and 447th Companies and three sections of the 446thwere set t o work on it. The pioneers were employed in keeping
Merville and Estaires clear of debris. In the afternoon, the
bridges in La Gorgur and Estaires were blown up successfully
with the exception of the drawbridge east of Estaires. A
section of the 446th Company was sent after dark t o complete
the destruction, hut owing t u the darkness and the semishattered state of the bridge, it was impossible to do more than
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place a few luilk chnrgi.s, which uxw not entiiely successful
in rendering tlie hridge impassahlc. In the evening, the 556th
Army Troops I'nmpany was placcd by the XV Corps a t the
disposal of the C.R.E. It moved up to Merville, and took over
the bridges in the town. The 455th and 510th Field Companies
of the 29th Division (C.R.E.,Lieut.-ColonelR. K. A. Macaulay),
now coming from Ypres, were also placcd at the disposal of tht.
C.R.E., 50th nivision, and were sent to h d p dig posts at the
outer ,ends of thc rallying line.
On the rzth, the work was cantinucd, and the line of posts
was completed by about IO a.m. The infantry, falling back,
began to man them, and the field companies were withdrawn
to the north of Neuf Berquin. By the afternoon, the Germans
had reached the outskirts of Mervillc, and the 556th Army
Troops Company was ordered to dcstroy the bridges in the
town. The heavy bridge over the Lys Canal at the southern
entrance to the town was not entirely destroyed, but during
the night, when the Germans tried to rush it, a section of the
446th Field Company, under Lieutenant Williams, blew it up
while ten Germans were in the act of crossing. Williams
was killed by machine-gun fire a few moments later. I n the
evening, troops o f the 29th Division were beginning t o arrive
in support of the 50th. The field companies of the latter division
were withdrawn to La Rue du Bois a t the north-east corner of
Nieppe forest. On the Izth, all three field companies were in
action. The situation east of the Nieppe forest appeared
critical. The 7th and 447th Companies were sent to help the
infantry north and south respectively of the La Motte-Metvillc
road, and remaincd in action until the cvcning, when the
situation was cased by the arrival of the 5th Division (C.R.E.,
Lieut.-Colonel 1. R. White) recently returned from Italy. The
446th Company had meanwhile been in action with the 149th
Brigade mar Wvux Berquin. 011the 13th, thc companies were
lvithdrawn arid concentrated at Lc Parc, a hamlet on th?
north edgc of the Nieppe forest. For tlir next three days
they worked 011 a line of breastworks slid trenches from La
Motte throiigh the Bois d ~ Vachcls,
s
under the C.R.E., 5th
Uivision. T1w 50th ljivision, onus r i i m t * rcducwl tn the strength
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of little more than a hi-igade, gradually ~vitlidre~r
from t h e
battle, and was finallg- tnkcn out on the 17th April.
T h e 25th I h ’ ~ ) i ~ i ~(C.R.E.,
ti
Lieut.-Colonel 11. J . Done)
forming the right of thc I X Corps, had only arrivcd on the Lys
front on 1st April. It took over the Lys-Douve sector. Its
losses had been made good, and the cnmniancl of the field
companies had been o\whauled. When the battle began on
9th April, the divisional front \\-as not immediately assailed ;
but when the situation on the right became critical, owing to
the enemy’s capture of Flcurbais and Laventie, ancl his crossing
of the Lys at Bac St. h h r , the 74th Brigadc, from the 25th
Divisional reserve, \vas sent up to retakc Croix au Bac and
form a dcfcnsivr flank. As the 75th Brigadc was too weak to
hold the whole line from L e Bizet to Ploegsteert Wood, the
three field companies (rogth, 106th and 130th) and the pioneers
were sent up at IO p m . , under Lieut.-Colonel Fitzpatrick,
R.E., who commanded thc pioneer bat talion, ancl placed under
t h e orders of the 75th Brigade. They took up a position along
the Lys 500 yards from Vannc, forming a defensii-e flank, and
sent out patrols. Nest morning, 10th April, an intense bombardment of the divisional front started at 4.30 a.m., and
under cover of fog, the Gcrmans crossed thc Lys and reached
Le Touquet station. Lieut .-Coloncl Fitzpatrick was ordered
to counter-attack with the R E . and pioncers. He took one
company of pioneers and pushed up as far as Lys Farm, wheie
he found that the situation at Le Touquet had been restored
by the troops on the spot. J.Ieanwhile, the 75th Brigade had
ordered the rest of his troops hack to the Gravier area, as the
enemy were in Plocgstccrt and \yere threatening the Romarin
road. Lieut.-Colonel Fitzpatrick rejoined his battalion and the
field companies, who had taken up another position in front
of Romarin. At 4.33 p.m., Colonel Fitzpatrick was ordered to
retake Ploegsteert in conjunction with a party of R.E., some
Australians and two companies of the South Lancashire
Regiment. The attack ivas launched at 5.30 p.rn., but owing
to machine-gun fire from the right and hmvy fire from the
village, it failed, and the remnants n w c obliged to fall back,
after getting within zoo y m l s of their olijcctivct.
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On 11th April, thc field companics, n-ho had spmt the night
near Romarin, rejoined thc pionrers near Dnu Dou Farm. At
about I O a.m., as the troops on their right n-cre falling back,
the R.E. and pioneers wcre n.ithdraun t o the army line near
Romarin. The 105th Company shot down two enemy aeroplanes with their Lewis gun, one falling behind our lines, and
the other in the enemy’s. The R.E. and pioneers made an
attempt to regain Romuin, but only succeeded in winning
about half the village, and the 75th Brigade ordered them
back at dusk. The 134th and the 1st Australian Army Troops
Companies, who had bccn placed at the disposal of the C.R.E.,
w-ere sent to dig on the army line across the h’euve Eglise spur.
Next day, after a heavy artillery preparation, the enemy
attacked at 2 p.m. By 6 p.m., the situation south of Bailieul
became critical, and all available R.E. at the transpcrt lines,
about 140 all told, were sent up under Major J. W. Lloyd
(O.C., 105th Field Company) to take up a position on Asylum
Hill under the 7th Brigade. The R.E. under Major Lloyd
remained in action as infantry for the next seven days, forming
part of Brigadier-General Wyatt’s Forcc. On the 15th. when
the Germans took Ravelsbcrg Ridge, Lieutenant Cooper and
Rice, R.E. went forward to ascertain the situation. Finding
a gap in our line, they collected fifty stragglers and some ammunition and made a counter-attack, under cover of which some
of the infantry who were being surrounded were able to withdraw, and the situation was restored at this point. TWOdays
later, Lieutenant Cooper again distinguished himself, but was
unfortunately killed. He attempted to rush an enemy machinegun which had taken up a position on his right flank, but was
shot by a sniper from a shell-hole when he had nearly reached
his objective. On the Igth, the R.E. with Wyatt’s Force were
relieved by infantry and were withdrawn to their transport
lines.
The 25th Divisional R.E. had been fighting almost continuously from 10th to 18th April. The C.R.E’s. diary records :
“ For the first three days, there was a good deal of straggling ;
that is t o say, men in considerable numbers found their way
t o their transport lines, both R.E. and pioneers, In the fog,
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and in the confiised infantry fight, small parties became
separated and lost ; not knowing what else t o do, they either
made their way t o their transport lines or reported to Divisional Headquarters where they were fed, rested, equipped
with a m u n i t i o n and sent up again to their units. These men
were not real stragglers. They came in in good order, generally
very exhausted, but with their rifles and kits complete. Their
work in face of the enemy was marked by a steady and effective
use of their rifles, and by orderly retirements when ordered
to withdraw. Their casualties during these nine days were:
officers, 2 killed (Captain E. P. ‘D. Cator, acting O.C., 106th
Company and Lieutenant Cooper), z wounded and I: missing ;
other ranks, 27 killed, 93 wounded and 3 missing ; total 128.”
The 19th Division (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel P. E. Hodgson)
had taken over the Messines sector from the and Australian
Division at the end of March ; on 6th April it also took over
the Wytschaete sector. The 8Ist and 82nd Field Companies
were forward with the right and left brigades respectively, and
the 94th Company was at work behind. No attack was made on
the divisional front on the gth, but the division was ordered
to be prepared for relief on the next night in case the Second
Army shortened its line. On the Ioth, however, the enemy
attacked at dawn. The 8Ist and 82nd Companies were sent
to occupy strong points in the IX Corps defence line, and the
94th Company was ordered to consolidate a reserve line. The
81st Company suffered severe casualties, losing its O.C.,
Major Smith, severely wounded, one officer killed, and thirtytwo other casualties. The division successfully held its positions
in the battle until it was relieved by French troops on 17th
April. The R.E. had the usual tasks of destroying bridges and
culverts, and digging and wiring successive lines.
7’he 3pd Division (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel W. C . Cooper) was
in reserve south-west of Bethune, and on 9th April the 9th
Brigade was sent up to help the 55th Division. On the 11th
its other two brigadcs, the 8th and 76th, were moved up to help
the 51st Division and on the Izth, the whole division was in
the line, between the 55th and 51st.
T h e 4th Divisiotz (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel C. R. Johnson) was
hurried up frotn Arras on the rzth, and that night relieved
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part of the 3rd Division along thc La Bass& canal, from
t o Robtxq. On 18th April, the enemy made a
heavv attack on that part o f thr line hcld bJrthe Ist, 3rd and
4th Divisions, but was repulsed after heavy fighting. At the
timc of the attack, a party of sappers nf the 406th Field
Company (4th Division), about thirty-right strong, under
2nd Lieutenant R. Brand, was engaged in wiring a bridgchead
south of Pacaut Wood on thc La Bassee canal. When the
German barrage opened at '1.45 a.m., the party was obliged
to cease work and to take cover in the trenches on both sides
of thc bridge along the south bank. They were joined by
eight sappers of the 9th Field Company under 2nd Lieutenant
D.F. McKay. At 4 a.m., the barrage lifted on to the new linc
behind the canal. There was then an interval of five to ten
minutes before a party of seventy Germans with three machineguns made a rush for the bridge. They hesitated, collecting
in a bunch, and very effective rifle fire was opened on them
by the sappers. Some tried to dash across the bridge, others
were mown down on the opposite bank and the remainder
disappeared. About twenty Germans then dashed over thc
bank carrying a specially-made assault bridge, which they
launched intact, but it failed t o rcach across. Some of the
Germans dashed on but werc shot down to a man. After this,
a corporal of the 9th Company rushed on to our bridge arid
destroyed the off-shore bay with hand grenades, and thc
bridge was pulled across to our side. At about: 6 a.m., a party
of the Seaforth and King's Own appeared on the northern bank.
A whole pontoon was lying adrift in the canal, so 2nd Lieutenant Brand swam out and secured a line to it, by which he
ferried over about twenty-five of the infantrymen. At 7 a.m., onc
of the Germans on the north bank waved a white handkerchief ;
then others put up their hands, and finally between zoo and
300 surrendered. During the ferrying of prisoners in thc pontoon, some machine-gunners opened fire on the sappers, and
several were hit. This rencwd the fighting, but eventually
nearly 150 prisoners werc got o \ w . The sappers were withdrawn about 10.30 a.m., having lust one officer (Licutvnant
R. Findon, 9th Company) and one other rank killcd and
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fourteen wounded. 2nd 1i:utcnant 13rand, 406th Company,
was iinfortunately killcd 011 9th May.
'I/IC 5fh 11i78isio71 arrived in France from Italy on 8th April.
It: \vas originally intended t o rclicvo the 2nd Canadian 13ivision
011 thc Vimy front, but owing to the situation on the Lys, it
\\'as scrit u p on the 12th t o St~:cnbecquc,and assembled ncar
Thiennes. As soon as it had arrii-cd, it was ordered t o establish
two of its brigades cast nf S i c p p ~Forest. The 13th Brigade,
with the j27th Field Cornpnny, and thc 95th Brigade, with the
59th Field Compaiijr, u-crc scmt up, and the 15th Brigade
followed in support. Thc #Tst Company was ordered to sccure
thc hridgcs 011 the canal m s t of Airc. The division was quickly
cstablished in the line, \vitli thc 6rst o n its right and thc 35th
on its left. During llic Jiiglit, tliv h ~ l dcompanies constructed
a scrics of strong-points, aiid thc direct road t o Hazehrouck
througli Sieppc Forcst \!-as for the moment securely blocked."*
]luring t h c rcmaindcr of April, the 5th Division stood firm and
was vcrj- succcssful i n repclling ~iu~nerous
German attacks.
7'lrc Grst Ili~isiorr(C.R,E., 1,icut.-Colonel G. E. J. Durnford)
dctrained at Mervillc on iatfr ancl 11th -4pril and its units were
scnt up pircemcal as thcy arrived. The first two battalions
wcnt to hell) the 5rst Division, I I ~ Vw r y hard pressed, and
took u p ;t position co\w-it>6.1':icnut. 'l'hc rest of the division
began t o arrillc during thc iiighr of the 11th on the Clarcncc
river, hctjvcen Robccq ancl JTcr\.illc. The field companies were
setit off to prcparc the pontoon hridges for destruction. The
charges 011 a minor Iiridgc north of Calonrie failed to esplode,
and orders \vex scnt to t h e 4jSth Company that w e r y effort
inmt tic made to dernolish the bridge at once ; but this was
fourid to be impossiblc as the enemy had meanwhile obtained
possession. It transpired that the battalion commander or1
the spot had not allon.ed thr !>ridge to be destroyed at the
right moment, and had orclcrcd the R.E. section to inan posts
some distance away. Lieut~nwit Roberts had visitcd this
commsndcr several tinics l o ask i f hc might destroy thc liriclgt,
h i t 011 his last visit, thc t n t t alioii I~eadquartcrshad gonc, and
the cncmy \\.as in possrssion. Idicutcnnnt Roberts had oi-re man
* Oflcinl H i s t o y , r y 8 , Vol. 11, p, 226.
"
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ki1lt.d atid sc.vr.ral \vountlcd in making ~ h Glial
c
attcmpt. This
is an il1iistrstic.m of thc difficult position in which an officer
req)onsihlt: for bridge tltmiolitiori.; rrIa~-find hirnsclf. The
61st nivisioil rminincd in action for the rest of April, and
also chiring thtb ~\.lioleo f 31ay and June, until relieved in the
middlc of July by the 74th Division (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel
W. K.Izat),
'f h e 29th Z_)i.i~ision
(C.R.E., Licat.-Coloncl R. K. A. hIacaulay)
had been in thc Ypres sector since Januarj,, 1918.On 7th April,
it was r e l i e l d bv the 59th and ;Fist Divisions with a view
t o mo\.ing to St. Pol, but it u'as niow ugently required to stem
the assault near Xcuf Berquin, and at midnight on 9th April
receivcd orders t o embus for 3Icrville. The 455th and 510th
Field Companies moved with the 87th and 86th Brigades, but
the 497th Company rcmainrd uith the SSth Brigade at Ypres.
April 10th \vas spent in gctting into position about Neuf
Berquin and rcconnoitring the situation. On the I I t h , the two
companies, 455th and 51oth, in conjunction with the 50th
Divisional R.E., were digging a line of posts when the enemy
broke through in front, and the sappvrs had hastily to man their
works. Aftrr this thc coinpanics became scattered and the
C.R.E. lost touch. Tn.o scctioiis of the 455th Company got back
to thcir Mlots in the cvt.ning after losing four killed and seven
wounded : the other t\vo sections n.ere still on the left of the
50th Division line ; while thcre was no news of the 510th
Companj- in front of 3Ienille. Divisio~ialhcadquarters were
moved back t o La hIotte au Bois, and again next day to
Cacstrt.. The C.R.E. sent out his assistant adjutant t o try t o
grt into touch with his two companies, but he was only able
to locatc thc 455th Company's hcadquarters. The line was now
constantly moving hack. I n the meantime, the 88th Brigade
had bccome attached to the 34th Diyision, and the 497th
Cornpan!. \vas fighting at La CrPchtl, north of Bailleul. Its O.C.,
Major H. Ji'. IVrbstcr,
scvcrcnlJ- noundcd, and died of his
wounds lnt(,r. On the e1~11hg(.)f the 13th, the qjj t h and 510th
Companies \\\re sssemblrd m a r St. S~-lvc.streCappel, and the
division \vas relit.\-t.d b ~ t.h e 1st Australian Division. It was
mo\-ed up bcliind the Frcnch troops holding Kemmel on the
G E R J I X N AT~rAC'liS IS FLAS1)I:RS
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rgth, but did not go into action during t h c rcmaindcr of April.
The R.E. casualtics from 10th to 15th April wcrc 1 455th
Company, eight killed, sc\.enteen wounded and one missing ;
497th Company, three killed, one officer died of wounds,
twelve other ranks wounded arid three missillg ; j I O Co~npany, I
three killed, three officers wounded, and one officer and four
other ranks missing.
‘IIre 31sf Division (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel 1;. L. N. Giles)
had o~ilyjust moved to the Villiers Chatel area, nsrth-west of
Arras, in G.H.Q. reserve, when it received orders on 10th I
April, to prepare to move at one hour’s notice. The ~ ~ 3 r1
Field Company embussed at 4 p.m. with the 93rd Brigade,
the 211th Company with the 9znd Brigade, and the 210th
Company at I I p.m. with the 4th Guards Brigade, moving
up to Strazecle and Outtersteene behind the 29th Division.
From 12th t o 17th April, the division was in action in front
of Hazebrouck, the field companies taking their part with thc
infantry. On the 17th, the division was withdrawn, but
remained near Hazebrouck in reserve.
7 I ~ 33rd
e
Divisiou (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel G. F. Evans) a t
the beginning of .4pril \vas in the Passchendsele sector. It was
relieved by the 29th and 59th Divisions, and moved down to
the Third Army on 7th Apri! assembling near Hauteville.
On 11th April, it was moved up at short notice to Cacstrc,
and next day was put into the line in front of Meteren. On the
16th, the 11th Field Company distinguished itself in actioii
which is thus recorded in the O$rial Histog! : ‘‘ about 4.30
pin., two sections of thc 11th Field Company, R.E., in su~iport
of the left of the 4th King’s, made a counter-attack 011 a farm
half a mile w e s t of Meteren, bayoneting thirty Gernisris and
capturing eighteen with three machine-guns. This brilliant
little episode stabilized a situation which was becoming
dangerous.”* Lieutenant S. Feary, the officer in command,
was wounded ; he was subsequently awarded thc D.S.O. On
the xgth, the division mas relievtd by thc: 1st Australian
Division, and for- thr remainder of tItv mont 11 was eInpluytd
in digging rear lines.

* 05lirid
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The operations in Flanders continued until thc ciid o f April,
chiefly round Kcmmul and the Scherpenbvrg:, south-west of
Ypres, whew the XXII Corps took part. Thc Gcrmans made
several hcav!- attacks, but their troops u'vi-c exhausted, a n d
gradually the great battle camc to a n end, with the failure of
Ludendorff to break the British line and rcach the Channcl
ports.
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As part of the arrangements made with Gvneral Foch, the
British IX Corps (Lieut.-General Sir Alcxandcr H. Gordon)
was transferred on the 27th April t o what was considered to
be a quiet part of the front-the Chemin dcs Dames sector of
the French Sixth Army--in order that some of the divisions
which had had a heavy share in the fighting of March and
April might be given a rest, and so releasc French divisions
for Foch's reserve. The divisions selected were the 8th (C.R.E.,
Lieut.-Colonel C . M, Brownc), the z ~ s (C.R.E.,
t
Lieut.-Colonel
G. H. Addison), the 25th (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel R. J. Done)
and the 50th (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel J. A. McQueen). They
had lost nearly all their more experienced officers and N.C.Os.,
and had recently received a large number of young recruits.
They therefore needed a considerable period for reorganization and training.
The VI11 Corps, commanded by Lieut.-General Sir Aylmer
G. Hunter-Wesion (late R.E.), had also beon withdrawn from
the line, and was under orders to move t o Chalons-sur-Marne,
to join the French Fourth Army, with the same object of
relieving French divisions. Only one division, the 19th (C.R.E.,
Lieut.-Colonel P. E. Hodgson), had been allotted for the time
being to the VI11 Corps, and had arrived in tlic neighbourhood
of the Chalons on 18th and 19th May. I t u a s destined to be
drawn into the IX Corps' battle on the Aisnc.
British G.H.Q. had a strong impression that the Germans
intended to launch an attack on the Chemin clcs Dames, and
werc uneasy about the fit liess of thc tired divisions t l withstand
~
another attack so soon aftcr their heavj- u u r k 011 the Sommc
and the Lys. The French were convinced, hciwcvcr, that there

iI
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ivould be 110 objcct in a German attack in that sector, as it
tvould lead to no important strategic result. Thus mlicn the
1X Corps took oircr from the Frcnch XXXWIL Corps on
17th Rlap, tliv Iroops scttltd d o ~ v nin thcir beautiful surroundiiigs to a routine of static warfare :incl mild raids. But signs
of unusual activit). 011 the Gcrinaii sidc wcre soon noticed, and
the IX Corps rCportcd ob\.ious preparations for an attack.
The Germans had, in fact, mustcrccl t\vciit). divisions and 1,036
Iiatteries for an assault betivccn Berry au Bac and Soissons.*
Information from prisoners, taken on zGtb AIaj:, gave clear
warning of the impc~iidinga t tack, ancl troops were hurriedly
moved into Ixtttlc l~ositinns.
The I X Corps had the Z T S t , 8th and 50th Divisions 111 the
line, while the 25th was held l x ~ kby the French Sisth Army
Commander, G e n c r d Iluc1ii.1ie. Thc disposition of the R.E.
companies varied. The 2 1st Dij.ision kept all three companies
(g7th, 98th and 126th) and its pionccrs in di\.isional reserve.
The Sth Division placed the 490th Company at Berry-au-Bac
in support of its 25th Brigadc, and kept the znd and r j t h
Companies, a i d the pionccrs, to garrison thc defmccs of
Gernicourt. The 50th Di\-ision placcd the 447th Cornpan37
\vith the rjoth Brigade in the front line, and the 7th and MGth
companies in rcserve in thc Bois de Gtmiicourt. All threc divisions had R.E. denlolition parties standing by at the bridges
over the Aisne and its canal.
The opening lioinbardmcnt, \vliicli hegan at I a.m. 011 27th
May, was terrific ; it covered a front of 36 miles aiirl reached to a
depth of nearly twelve miles. Vcry many casualties \vcre incurred among troops moving to thcir positions, thc znd, 7th,
15th and 447th Firld Compiics, in particular., suffcring
heavy losses, even before da>.light.
The 25th Ilivision, from army rcscrve, was handed over to
the IX Corps on t h c night of the zGth, and movcd up to supporting positions early 011 the q t h , but its brigades were
quickly absorbed into the battle, and by I p.m. they were
fighting under the orders of t h c othcr three divisions, the
experienccs of whuse ciiginc~rsare described bclo\v. The
* OJk-id Hislorjf, 1918, I7d,I1 1, 11. 44.
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the ncst ten days, the company was continually on the move,
but took no further part in the fighting,
The I j t h Ficld Company (Major E. C. Hillman) wasin dug-outs
on the Aisne Canal a short distance west of Gernicourt, with
one section, under 2nd Lieutenant H. C. Garbutt, detached
near Berry-au Bac. All sections had parties told off for bridge
demolitions. As soon as news of the impending attack had been
received, orders were issued that the bridges were to be blown
at the discretion of the field company commanders on the spot.
Accordingly, when he received the warning order from the
C.R.E. at 8 p.m. on the 26th, Major Hillman went along the
canal to verify the readiness of ell his bridge-demolition parties.
He was at Berry-au-Bac when the German bombardment
opened at I a.m., and returned at once to his headquarters to
order immediate packing-up and readiness to move. He sent
out Lieutenants E. H. Jacobs-Larkcom and C. Sutton with
written orders to blow their bridges as soon as it became
evident t o them that the enemy was advancing, and that the
blowing of the bridges was necessary to prevent him from
crossing the river. The canal bridges were to be blown after
the river bridges. Shortly after this, all telephonic communication was cut, and no further instructions were received from the
C.K.E., but at about 4.30 am., Major Hillman was handed a
message from the 25th Brigade stating that the enemy had
penetrated the right flank of the Rifle Brigade. Stragglers and
wounded coming along the canal bank reported that the
Germans were advancing rapidly. At 6 a.m., 2nd Lieutenant
Strong was sent out to his bridges. At 6.15 a.m., Lieutenant
Garbutt came in with his section and reported that he had blown
all his six bridges at Berry-au-Bac, and that the enemy was
being prevented from working along the canal by some gunncrs.
At 7 a.m., Lieutenant Jacobs-Larkcom returned to company
headquarters, wounded in the face, and was evacuated. Major
Hillman, who had by now collected a number of stragglers and
three infantry officers, disposed his little force for the defence
of the canal bank.
At IO a.m., he was visited by Brigadier-General R. H. Husey,
commanding the 25th Brigade, and ordered to take his men

I
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, back across the canal and crtdravour t o hold the front d g c . of
the Bois de Gernicourt. In tht: \riIiagc itself were the zznd
D.L.1. (Pioneers) and somc o f the 490th Field Company. At
I I a.m., Major Hillinan receiwd word that the Germans were
well across the river a t Pontavcrt and were working round
hchind thc Bois de Gernicourt. He was becoming more and
, more isolated, and there was a gap of 1,000
yards on his right
between him and the East Lancashirc Regiment, who were
south-west of the village of Gernicourt. About midday, when
it became obvious that the Germans were in the wood, he
sent Captain .4.D. Black, of the 490th Field Company, with
twenty-five sappers, southwards to do what he could t o prevent
the enemy coming out of the wood. Captain Black evidently
went too far, for a t 12.30 p.m., the Germans suddenly appeared
within a few yards of Major Hillman in his trench. They threw
bombs, but the sappers had none to throw back. Hillman,
seeing that the position was hopeless, passed the word down
i to retire towards the East Lancashires.
Hillman was the last
' out, and following a trench that he thought would lead him to
the infantry, came upon the remains of Captain Black's party,
I Captain Black having been killed. He told them to follow him,
as he intended to get through the wood if possible, although
groups of Germans could be seen on all sides. Crossing a
clearing one by one, the little party managed to get into the
wood and discovered a track leading southwards. On this track
Hillrnaii found an abandoned 18-pounder gun and removed
the breech-block. At the end of the track, they saw a group of
men whom they took to be British, but soon found that they
werc Germans, making signs to them t o surrender. Hillman
shouted t o his men t o follow him, but they were evidently too
close t o the enemy to do so. Hillman, now left by himself,
i doubled through the wood, but came upon six Germans
talking together. He made a rush towards a trench but it
turned out t o be a cul-de-sac, and he upastaken prisoner.*
The 490th Field Company (acting O.C., Captain A. D.
' Black), which was working in the front. line and was billcted
* From Major Hillman's pprsoiial account, written in Fehriiary,
I I ) I ~ after
,
his release.
~
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at Lc CIiolcrs farm, turned oiit at I a.m. on the 27th ,
t o go into support under 25th Brigadc arrangements, leaving
hridgc demolition parties under Licutcnant P. Burr and 2nd
1,i~utcnnntU'. C. Lcslic-Cartcr. Heavy casualties were incurred
in rno\*ing up, but the C O I T l p l ! ' rnanned their trenchcs until
da!.liglit, \\hen Germans appearcc1 in the trench fifty yards to
their Icft. Black gave orders to retire to 2gth Brigade headqmrtcrs. Before these n'erc reached, thc company, now much
reduced in strength, niet some 1nc11of the Rifle Brigadc, whom
t h q . joined and assisted to hold their position until ;L tank
hrc. dnwri on them. Tltcy then retired past Brigadc hcadqiiartcrs and reached LC Cholcrs farm. Here Captain Black
sciit out Burr and Leslie-Cartcr to blow up their bridges,
while h c took his own part): to Gcrnicourt, where men wcrc
l~ciiigcollected in a trench to make a stand. After some four
hoiirs, \vord n'as passed along that Germans werc massing on
the left, and a party of thirty R.E. and infantry was sent
t o hold np their advaucc. By this time, Major Hillman, O.C.
I j t h Field Company, had takcii over command, and Captain
Black with some twentj*-fivc sappers and infantrymen, was
ordered to man a trench on thc left, but found it occupicd b y
Germans. He gavc ordcrs to rctirc, and word was passed
along to Major Hillman asking for ordcrs. The reply was to
gct forward, as the encmy ere killing men in the rear. Captain
13lack then led the way ovcr t h c top of his trench, hut \vas
immediatel!- shot. Lieutenant Otivay followd safely, gathcred
thc men tngcthcr in another french, and then, as ammunition
Ji;id I m n exhausted, and thcrc wcrc no.organized trorrps lcft in
sight, he returned by stages with ten other raiiks to the compnn~,'stransport lincs.
TJic 5ofh D ~ V I ' S I 'IZr/gl'iieevs.-Thc
OI~~
fietd companies of the
50th Division had similar cspericnccs. Cut off from telephonic
communication and ovcr\vliclmcd 114' the hmbardment, the
R.E, units were lcft t o thcir own devices. Apart from thc
demolition of bridges, tlicrc \vas 110 opportunity to do any work.
Sections becamc scattcwd, and companies reduced t o skeletons.
The 7th Field Company (Major \V. F. Baldwin) was under
warning orders to occupy a strong-point in the reserve line
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in the cvcnt of thc cnr.my penetrating thc front, h i t I)r4orc. the
, mcsscnger from thc C..R.E., carrying thr ortlihr t o ino\.cs forward,
r e a c h d the coml)any, t h y heavy conccntration of ps-shcll
had piit a large numhcr of men out of action. Maj(ir Baldwin,
:waiting for ordt3rs to move up, sent 2nd Idir.utc~narit13. G.
Pottle to reconnoitre, and while parading his t1irc.r s t d o n s
a t di\.isional 11radquart(-rs) \!'as killcd h>-shrapni.1. By this tirnt., t h v Gtsrtnans
were advancing through thc v m d s on all sicks and tIic c,ompany
I had t o rrtirc. nithout hcing able to reach its l,attlc.-i)ositii)n.
' Pottlr was nounded and sent back ; the c o m p n y scrgcantmajor and man). others u.erv killcd, and the scctions were
overivhclmed. Captain F. J. Skitter!., who had lakrn over the
command Lvhcn Major BaIdwin \vas killed, arid 1,tc.utcnant
H. I=. Sharpc \ v ( w wounded and capturcd, togethcr \vith all thc
survivors nf thc three scc.tions exccpt a fen. mtbn under ziid
Lieutenant M. H. King who got back t o thc company lines.
Only No. z section under Lieutenant W. H. Rchbcck, clcaring
roads at Bcauritlux, remained intact. This section rccelvcd
orders to rrtirc with the infantry to Maisy, south of thc Aisnr.*
Thc 447th Ficld Company (Major A. G. Rainsford-Hannajr)
fared even worse. It was in the forward area, on the Craonne
plateau, whcn thc bombardment began, and was ovrrwhelmed
and cut off whcn the Germans penetrated on the castern side.
Only onc man got back during the day to report himself at the
headquarters of the C.R.E.
The 446th Ficld Company (Major JIcClellanj was disposed
along the rirw hridges on the Aisne. Out of sixtecn bridges,
fourteen were dvstruycd, but not without casualties amounting
to four officers and forty-six other r a n k s t
The total R.E. casualties on the 27th May, in the 50th
Division alone amounted to thirteen officers and z8r other
ranks, more than two-thirds of thcir strength at the beginning
of the day.
'Ihe 25th 1)irisioii (C.R.E., Lirut.-Coloncl R. J . Done) had
been h * l d back in army reserve until the evening of the 26th,
* Historit (iJ t1ic 7th F i d d Com/wijr, R.L., pp. Go-I.
t Oflcitrl Histor)!, 1gr8,Vol. 111, p. jK.
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when it was handed over to the I X Corps just before tht
German attack began. The field companies were placed at thc
disposal of thc infantry brigadcs for work on the second line oi
defence. The brigades werc moved up in succession, and b j
I p.ni., on the 27th they were fighting under thc orders of thc
Sth, 50th and zist Divisions. The field companies were the1
placed at thc tactical disposal of the brigadiers and the C.R.E
ceased to have control over them ; all that lie could do was tc
sec l o thc successive moves of their transport lines. For a1
practical purposes, evcn divisional headquarters ceased tc
operate. For the next six days the R.E. werc used as infantrj
and it was not until 2nd June that the companies could bc
reassembled. Their casualties had amounted to about one
third of their strength.
T h e 19th Division (C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel Y . E. Hodgson:
which was intended to form part of the VI11 Corps in rcscrve
was dircctcd to the IX Corps, but: did not come into the Iiattlc
on thc Aisnc until 29th May, by which timc the French righ,
shoulder of the salient was stiffening. The division relievcc
the reinnants of the 8th, 25th and 50th Divisions on 30th May
and for the next six days, offered a stubborn resistance
Although still being forced back, the front was beginning tc
crystallize, and the R.E. companies wcre able to work 01
iwious defence lines. They suffered a number of casualtie
during a Gcrman attack on 6th June ; Major K. B. Godsel
(Sznd Company) was wounded, seven othcr ranks killed an(
eleven wounded. Four days later, the 8znd Company agaii
lost its O.C., Captain Gorringe, killed by shell-fire.
The divisions of the IX Corps wecc gradually relieved b:
French troops, and during June they returned to the Britisl
area.

THEBATTLE
OF TARDEKOIS,
POTH-3IST

JULY, 1918

Iii spilc of the hcavy load Iiornc b y the British arnie
during March arid April, 1918,the French High Command sti
nursed tlic idea that they should rmder more hcxlp in carryin
the burdens which had been weighing: on French troops fc
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I I i r c ~ t arid
~
a lislf rntriiths.* When the Gcrman attack on thc
' Frcvcil ircint from 111(, A4t-g
Innv tc I C l ~ i t c a uThirrr!. sccmed

about to fall, Foch lxy-amt*anxiorts about the Iiosition of his
reserves. Hc himself was preparing his counter-off eiisive
i against the western flank o f the German salient which had
resulted from the attack of 27th May to 2nd June, and he,
therefore, now called for the British XXII Corps, disposed near
Amiens, to he rnovcd h h i n d the French Fourth Army. Sir
Douglas Haig ivas o f the opinion that another heavy attack
against the British front was equally probable, and was against
a premature movc of his rescwcs, but while on a visit to
'i England, his Chief of Staff was persuaded to set the XXII
Corps in motion towards the Reims front on 12th July. The
XXII Corps at this time consisted of the 51st, 62nd, Eth, 15th
and 34th Divisions.
On 16th July, while the 51st and 62nd Divisions were concentrating in the French Fourth Army Area, the XXII Corps
! was ordered back westwards by General Pktain to support the
Fifth Army. Some confusion ensued, not only owing to the
counter-order, but also because the assembly places of the two
divisions were changed. It was not until 18th July (the date
, on which Foch launched his counter-stroke) that the 51st
and 62nd Divisions were concentrated east and south-east ot
Epernay, the leading units marching from the original detraining stations, and later ones being brought up by lorry.
They were then alIotted to the French Fifth Army. The other
two divisions, the 15th and 34th (the 8th had been withdrawn
from the XXII Corps), were directed to the French Tenth
Army. The 15th Division, while en route on 17th July, was
directed to detain at Clermont, forty-one miles west of Soissons,
and completed its concentration next day. The 34th Division
concentrated around Senlis on the same day. Thus the XXII
Corps was split in halves 011 the eastern and western side of
the Chiiteau Thierry salient. f
As soon as the great counter-stroke began on 18th July,
the Italian Corps, which held one of the Fifth Army sectors
* Oflicial History, 1918,Vol. 111, p. 223, footnote.
t O$cial History, 1918.Vol. 111, p. 235.
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south of Reims, suffcred Iicavy casualties and \vas Imdly shaken.
l t had to bc rcliovcd, ancl Gcncral Berthclot, the corninander;
of the Fifth Army, asked that thc X S I l Corps should be placed
at his disposal. Accordingly, during the night of 18th July,
the ~ 1 s and
t
62nd Di~isiunscrossed the RIarnc at Epernay
and, aftcr an arduous march, concentrated in the southern,I
part of the hlontagne de Reims forest, moving up in thc evening'
t o a preliminary position.*
The jIst and 62nd Divisions were pilt into the attack on
20th July. Thc fighting was hard and thc n-oodcd country.
difficult. The work of the R.E. was restricted to clearing roads'
and tracks for the Iiorsc transport ; b u t thc 404th Company of
the 51st Division Jvas left behind a t Xoussy with the bridging
equipment of both divisions, and placed under the orders of
the French I Cavalry Corps for bridging the Marne. A bridge of
tu.0 trestles arid ten pontoons was built on 27th July at Troissy.
The attacks wcre successful, and the line was carried forward
on succcssive days. The salient was flattened out, and the
British divisions were withdrawn on 1st August. On the western
side of the salient, thc 15th and 34th Dix-isions were brought
up to relieve the Aincrican 1st and French 38th Divisions 011
mst July, but they were scyarated from each other by two
Frcnch divisions. During the sharp fighting which followed,
the 15th Division distinguished itsclf on the 28th by the
capture of Buzancy village, but had to yield again t o a heavy
German countcr-attack. A section o€ the grst Field Company
under a i d Lieutenant Arbuthiiot accompanied the 44th
Rrigadc in the attack, for thc demolition of cellars and dug-outs.
The officer was scvercly tvoundcd when starting off from the
position of asse~nbly,but the section carried 011 under Sergeant
Colman and reached the old c1i;itcau of Buzancy. LanceCorporal Urazicr and four sappers helpcd t o T U S a
~ cellar from
which two Grrman officers and a hundred men were captured.
The diaries of this period are scanty, and give but few details
of the work of tlic field companies during the advance, which
continued till 5th August, when the 15th and 34th Division5
u-ere withdraum and returned to the British area.
* Oflcial History, 1918,Vol. 111, p. 242.
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The great German offcnsii-r of 1918 had been rt4stc.d and
' the tide had turned. The forpguing chapter has dealt nitb the
experiences of the R.E. units during thew \-cry difficult months
of repeated withdrawals and heavy fighting. IVe have sem how
often the divisional and even many other R.E. units were
1
called upon t o act as infantry, acquitting themselves with crcdit
in a rOle that was unavoidable during some of tlw critical
i stages of the battle. We have also sern the difficulties in keeping
control of scattered units during the disorganization of a retrcat,
1 and especially the complicated situations &ich are liable to
1 occur during the demolition of bridges, when there is doubt
or delay in delegating authority for firing the charges.
'

CHAPTER XV
THE FINAL PHASE ON THE WESTERN FRONT
Operations of t h e Fourth Army-'Tlie Hindenburg Line-Passage
01 the Sambre-Oise Canal-Operations of t h e Third ArmyOperations of t h e First Army-Operations
of the Fifth
Army-Operations of the Second Army.

OPERATIONSOF

THE

FOURTH
ARMY

SIR Douglas Haig's final offensive began on 8th August, and
the opening blow was struck 11y the Fourth Army, which held
I

the front from the Amiens-Roye road on the south to Morlancourt on the north, where it joined the Third Army front.
It was composed of the Australian Corps and the I11 Corps
holding thc front line, with the Canadian Corps, secrctly moved
down from the First Army, in reserve until just before the attack
began. The American 33rd Division was attached to the 111
Corps. The main attack was to be carried out by the Canadian
and Australian Corps, with defensive flanks formed by the
First French Army on the south and by the I11 Corps on the
north. I n army reservc were the xst, and and 3rd Cavalry
Divisions, and in G.H.Q. reserve, the 17th, 3snd and 63rd
Divisions, concentrated respectively behind the Australian,
Canadian and TIT Corps.
The R E . units concerned in the opening phase were therefore
those belonging to the British divisions in the 111 Corps. These
were :--

I11 C o r $ ~ (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General A. Rolland) 1x2th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel A. T. Shakespear,
with 69th, 70th and 87th Field Companies.
18th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel C. B. 0. Symons, with
79th, 80th and 92nd Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel A. E. Carey, with
47th Division
y 7 t h , 518th and Sznth Field Companies.
384
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58th Divisitrii
74th Diiision

I Corps Troops
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C.R.E., Lieut.-Coioncl A. J . Savagc, with
503rd, 504th and 511th Fitnld Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel W. R. Izat, xvith
5th R. Anglescj., 5th R. hionmouth and
439th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-ColonPl C. F. Ruiidall, with
z z ~ s t ,283rtl and 288th Army Troops Companies, No. I Siege Company, R. Anglesey
R.E., IBoth, 253rd and 256th Tunnelling
Companies.

The corps had been cmploj.cd for the prcvious four months
on strengthening thc defcnws uf Amiens ; it was now called
upon to form the left flank of tIic Fourth Army attack until
30th September, when it \vas withdrawn and its place taken hy
the XI11 Corps.
The whole of the Amicans otitcr dcfenccs wew gained in tht:
first three days' fighting, and tht. 111 Corps consolidated thc
northcrii defensi\-e flank of the army. Thcrv followed a period
of preparation for the next phasc until z I s t August, when the
advance 011 Pcronne began. Thc river Ancrc lay on the 111
Corps front and was crosscd IIJ, the 18th Division between
Albert and Dernancourt without much difficulty. During the
next few days, the troops w r c fighting over thc old Sornrnc
battlefield, stripped of all cover, and ploughed up by mine
craters and old trenches. For many da>+sthe fighting was
close and bittx. The Germans had had plmty o f time to build
machine-gun emplacements by the hundred ; but step by step
the Fourth Army made progress, and at iIitcwals launchrd
heavier at tacks as soon as the communications a i d conditions
of supply permitted them. The 111 Corps remained lvith the
Fourth Army until the rlutrr defences of the Hiiidcnhurg Line
had been taken and \vas then withdrawn t o the First A m y .
The R.E. units had the usual yrogrammv tbf road rt'coiistruction, clearance of ohstaclcs, houhy traps and mincs, and thc
carrying forward of watcr supplips. Thc only 1x-idgc.s required
were those over tlw i1nc.rI.r. and Halluc river-. Thc spans ivc'rc'
twenty feet or less and the di\.isions w w ~ p~ 1 1 1 rcsponsiblc
~for
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(hose required for horse transport. Thc roads in the recovered ,
area were found to be in surprisingly good condition, and the
\vcather rcqmilwcl fine. The forward n.ork 011 roads was done
I)!. the tiinnclling c o q a n i c s and di\isional pionccrs ; these
xvcre follo\vecl up b y the siege compnnics and labour companies.
Horse traffic \vas kcyt off the roads as much as possiblc by the
p i ’ i s i o n OF tracks quickly made 1,~’ the pioneers.
Thc u-atcr supply was organizcd under the Corps Water
Supply OFficcr,ivho was gi\+enthe zSSth Army Troops Company
a r d a section of tlic 353rd Elcctricd aiid Mechanical Company.
Captured n.clls wcrc clcaned and worked by thc divisional
criginocrs. As strori as thc attack on Sth August clcsrcd thc
arca, the Corps installed a high-spccd pump on a good x~cllin
Silly-1c-SI.c arid ran ;Ipipe-line thcncc to the Bray-Corlic road.
h rnohilo scction of t h e Fourth Army JVater Column \vas allotted
t o the corps arid worked directly under the Chicf Engineer.
-4s thc advancc prngrcssed, pumps and other water cquipment
wrc‘ dismmtlcd from rear areas and carricd fonvard. The work
had now 1)c.coineso extensive that a Water Supply Group was
formed, commandid at first by Jlajor D. A. M!~scDougall(O.C.,
S o . 1 Sicgc C:oinl)a~iy,Royal Anglcscy 1I.E.)and later by Lieut.Coluiiel C;. R. Hcarn (late C.R.E., 9th Division). It \vas composed as f d h w : 144th and &Sth A m y Troops Companies,
S o . I Sicgi‘ Cornpan!. I3.X.R.E.. 136th Labour Company, the
III Corps 1Vatt.r Column and S o . 2 section 353rd Electrical
aiirl Mt.clxunica1 (‘ompany. The successful advancc of tlic Fourth
Ai.111~-i)\.c’r tlics c1csolatt.d hnttlcticltls uf the Sornnic, dt-cady
tivicv fouglit o\+cr,was X’VI->* largcly due to thc rapid opcning
of comrnrinicatiuns and thc carr>,ing forward of the vitally
necessarj’ water supplJ-.

THE HINHXIU..HGLISE
Thc IS Corps (Chicf l h g i n c c r , J3rigadicr-Gciicral G. S. Cart\\right) c;~iiicinto t h c l~(~ii~-th
Army froin G.H.Q..rcservc 011 11th
Sraptchmbcr, aiicl took o w r thc riglit front from thc Australian
Corps, which mo\-cd farther north. Tho I S Corps took over the
.;nd
L)i\.isiun from thy Australiaus, the 6th Divisioti from

I
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the TX Corps xttnckirtg lvith thc. 6th Dii-isinn on thc right and
tkc 1st Division o n tlir left. Tht, 409th Ficlcl Company put
footbridges across the Omignon river, and thesc were later
converted for horsed traffic b y the 26th Company. Not much
progress was made in facc of the stiff opposition, and severai
determined counter-attacks against the 6th Division stoplxd
its advance. Operations were resumed on 24th Scptemmber,
when thc 46th Division had also comc into the line. Opposition
was again very strong, and not all the ohjectives were gained.
The preparations n w e , however, now sufficiently complete
for the storming of the main Hiriclerihurg Line. The chief
obstacle on the front of thc I X Corps was the St. Quentin
canal, which ran underground lietiveen Bellicourt and LC
Catrlet. The main attack of the c u q x was against Bellenglise
and the canal north of it, and was to be made by the 46th
Division with the 3znd Division in supporr. The canal was
fifty to sixty feet wide, with a depth varying from ten feet of
water down to a few shallow pools. The wvatcr on the front
of the 46th Division ivas almost a t normal level, arid t h c banks
were high and steep. The artillcry lmmbardmcnt, however,
had broken the sidcs of the canal in Inanj’ placcs, and the
debris formrd useful ramps up which the infantry werc nl-rle
t o scramble. Three thousand lifehelts had I m n sent up, and a
number of rafts and light portable boats wcrc jirepared.
Existing crossings consisted of the Riqucval hridge on the
lcft, x narrow 111 ick structure carr ying ail unmctalled farm road
about fifty fccl above the water, and on the right a low and
narrow concrete dam. 13etu-ecn thesc there ii’crt’ scveral
German foot-bridgcs just a h v c watcr lcvcl. The enemy
outposts were about joo !*ards wcst of the canal.
The 46th Division adlmced to the stwming of the canal
and the capture of Rrllonglisc with the Stafforrlshirc Brigade
(137th) in front, supportccl 11y the ’I-incoln and Lcicestcr
Brigade (135th) in its right rear, and 1)s’ the Sherwood Brigade
(139th) in its left war. After seizure of the crossings by thc
Staffordshire rrgimcnts, thc othrr tiyo brigades \\we to fullow
through and t r r cayturc. t h o rcmainc1c.r of ihc Ilinclcnburg
defcnccs and the villagc~ nf 13cllcnglisc. Thi. Strtffor(lshirc.
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Brigade, equippcd with a ship's lifebelt pcl m a n , was prepared
; to forcc the crossing without any bridges. Attached to the
brigade was: the 466th Field Company (Major H. M. Fordham)
with orders t o give all practical assistance with portable
: footbridges etc. The 465th and 468th Field Companies (Majors
Hardman and Lowbridge) were to follow up the leading brigade,
to construct footbridges for the use of the supportinginfantry,
and t o convert the narrow concrete dam into a crossing for
horsed transport , The high and conspicuous Riqueval bridge
I was not expcctcd to remain usablc or reparable. On the right
j of the 46th Division the field companies of the 3znd Division
were to build a girder bridge for lorries at the site of the main
road-bridge.
Zero,hour was at dawn on 29th September. There was thick
mist with visibility sometimes as low as twenty yards, and it
1 was not until the afternoon that it reached more than 200 yards
The 6th South staffordshire Regiment crossed the canal northwest of Bellenglise, where it was almost dry. They took the
enemy by surprisc and swiftly overran the village, securing
the tunnelled entrance t o the extensive deep dug-outs and
capturing many prisoners. The 5th South Staffordshire and
i 6th North Staffordshire Regiments, in the centre and on the
1 left, found a considerable depth of water in the canal, and the
banks were steep. They also, however, surprised the Germans
and gave them no time to destroy their bridges, but these had
been much damaged by the British bombardment.
The
first waves of infantry swam over, led by their officers with
ropes ; succeeding waves crossed on rafts and light portable
boats, or scrambled over the damaged German bridges. The
Riqueval bridge had bcen considerably damaged, and the
Germans were in thc act of blowing it up when it was rushed
by a section of the 466th Field Company, and was quickly
repaired and mdde temporarily passable for field g u n s ; a
most timcly feat at a critical moment. When the 465th and
468th Companics arrived on the canal bank, thcy found that
their cork-float bridges w'cl'e not wantcd, so they concentrated
on the repair 01 thv damaged German footbridges and converted the concrctc dam for usc by wheelcd transport, The
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138th and 139th Brigades soon followed, and the crossings
were secured. The 32nd Division opened the Bellenglisc roadbridge for motor traffic during the next day.*
The 1st Division did not reach the canal that day, but
the 32nd Division, leap-frogging through the 46th, made good
progress and captured Le Tronquoy. The artillcry then moved
forward t o take up positions within reach of the main Hindenburg Line.
The Hindenburg Linc was broken into between 30th September and 2nd October ; and thc Beaurevoir Line between
3rd and 5th October. Behind these, the Germans had n o
organized defence line, and the success of the Fourth Army
was to be exploited by a general attack, Elxed t o start on 8th
October, to carry the army forward to Le Cateau and across
the river Selle.
The Selle was not a very formidable obstacle, hut thc ground
on its eastern bank was closely hedged 2nd broken with orchards ; it afforded the enemy very good cover and protection
for his innumerable machine-guns. On the western bank, the
approaches were open to view and fire. The little river rises
beside the village of Molain, south of Le Cateau, and flows in
a northerly direction t o the Scheldt at Denain. Its width,
between St. Souplet and Le Cateau, is from fifteen t o eighteen
feet, and its depth from three to four feet, but it was at the time
bordered by watery meadows extending from IOO to zoo yards
on either side. In Le Cateau, it was about twenty feet with
bricked-up banks.; " A topographical feature of special importance, as affecting the operations, was the high spur running
in a south-westerly direction from Forest towards Montay.
From this spur, excellent observation could be obtained up the
valley of the river, and ovcr thc plateau east of it, and from it
enfilade fire could be brought to bear on any troops attacking
across the river.":
*From an account by Major Hardman, acting C.R.E., 46th
Dlvlsion , a n d from The Story o/ Ihc Fozirth Anny, by MajorGeneral Sir Archibald A. Montgomery, p. 159.
t Tire Story of fhc Fourfk Army, p. 205.

Ibid., p.
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The crossing of this part of the Selle was the task of the
I1 American and XI11 British Corps, the latter having taken
over the left wing of the Fourth Army from the 111 Corps. It
contained the following R.E. units :THE HIh’DEXBURG LIKE

’

XI11 Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General C. A. Elliott):18th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel C. B. 0. Syrnons, with
25th Division
50th Division
66th Division
Corps Troops

79th, 80th and 9znd Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel R . J. Done, with
xogth, 106th and 130th Field Comppnies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel P. de H. Hall, with
7th, 446th and 447th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel 0. S. Davies, with
43oth, 431st and qjznd Field Companies.
I#h, 283rd and 288th Army Troops Companies, No. I Siege Company, R. Anglesey
R.E. and 180th Tunnelling Company.

The 50th Division was the only one in the line on 1st October;
the other three were in corps reserve. It fell to the 50th Division
to make the crossing of the St. Quentin canal a t Vendhuille ;
farther south the canal had already been passed by the 111
Corps’ operations. The 38th Division of the V Corps had
already crossed the tunnel defences and were moving northwards through Gouy and Le Catelet. The 283rd A.T.Company
under the C.R.E., 50th Division, erected an Inglis bridge a t
Vendhuille, while the 7th Field Company put over two footbridges and a medium pontoon bridge in the same village.
The 446th and 447th Companies built a heavy bridge near the
same spot.
The XI11 Corps now made rapid progress over the open
country between the St. Quentin canal and the river Selle.
The 10th October found the 25th Division up to the western
bank a t St. Benin, and the 66th Division on the outskirts of
Le Cateau. The 25th Division was now relieved by the 50th.
and the passage of the Selle on the XI11 Corps front was made
by the 50th and the 66th Divisions on 17th October.
The 50th Division had all three field companies engaged
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on the bridging ; twenty infantry bridges were put across at

St. Benin and St. Souplet. Of these, twelve were launched by
the 446th Field Company, and four each by the 447th and 7th
Companies. Favoured l q r a ground mist and covered by the
smoke of the artillery barrage, the infantry quickly passed over
the river. Le Cateau was to be encircled by thc 66th Division
from t h e north and h y the 50th Division from the south, the
troops meeting a t the castcrn exit of the town. The South
African Brigade of the 66th Division was to cross by eight
bridges thrown aver the river immediately north of the town.
In order to conceal this intcntion, feints were made to cross in
the town itself.* The eight footbridges were put across by the
divisional engineers and pioncers by z a.m. The South African
Brigade formed up along the western bank, and as soon as the
bridges were placed, sent patrols over to lie up in the enemy’s
wire entanglements on thc opposite bank. In this forward
position and covered hy the mist, the brigade escaped injury
it Y ~ ~S E G Y X t h ~ the
t
~ I U I I Iiiic ciieiiig’s : j ~ i ~ ~ g
ASc jooii
.
50th Division had crossed highcr up, the South Africans went
over. The first wavcs met a succession of belts of wire entanglement and w r y strong opposition, but they found or
made gaps, and fought their way up to the railway cutting.
Meanwhile, the 1gl;tli 13rigade cleared up the town of Le
Cateau, and the bridgchcad was firmly established.
On zIst October, the 11 American Corps was taken out of the
line, and thc IX and S l I I Corps closed inwards. The 50th and
66th Divisions of the SI11 Corps were now in reserve, and the
25th and 18th Divisions Icd the way. The 25th Divisional
engineers had b e e n cniploycd on putting four heavy bridges
across the Scllc after the passage of the 50th and 66th Divisions.
The sites were still under fire and a considerable number of
casualties were incurred, espccially b? the 106th Field Company,
which had two officcrs wounded, two other ranks killed and
fifteen wounded. Sincc 3rd October, the field companies of the
25th Division had had seventy casualties.
The 25th Division nnw h c ~ l da front facing north-east, from
t h t i eastern outskirts of Lc. Catcair to thc north-eastern edge
* l ’ h Story o j / / l e 1;oiirth Ariity, p. 2 2 2 .
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of Bszuel. Its task was t o i n i p r ( i \ ~thc
~ roads and tracks up to
the Le Cateau-Bazucl road. and t o I ) r c y m for the nest phasc
of the operations, which u-ould includc the crossing of the little
brook Richernont, and thy construction of bridges for a r t i l l q
over the railwa>-, Thc. 111ook u a . 5 narrow cnough to
jumped
in some places, but thr. fourtccn footbridges preparcd were
carried forward and I i i n c . of thcm w r c put in place. The
130th Company had two intm killed and eleven wounded in
getting these across. Thc 105th Company built a trestle bridge
near the Moulin du Gardc, put two artillery bridges over the
brook, and made t w o horse-watriring points near by. Thc 106th
Company cleared a block on the Le Catcau-Bazuel road where
the railway bridge had hmn blown. The 18th Division crossed
the Richemont brook farther north and pushed on towards
Bousies.
There was no further big advance until the passage of the
Sambre-Oise canal was made on 4th Xovember, and the XI11
Corps swing through the southern portion of the Mormal
forest.

SAMBRE-OISE
CANAL

To return to the IX Corps. They had further stiff fighting
through Riqueval wood and Andigny forest before reaching
, the Sambre-Oise canal. The axis of the advance was now
running in an E.N.E. direction with the canal and the forest of
Mormal ahead. The canal ran cast of several large villages,
all of which formed strong centres of German resistance. Of
these, Catillon and Ors lay in thr path of the IX Corps.
Another general attack, embracing the Fourth, Third and
First Armies was ordered for 4th Sovember. The Fourth Army
was now up to the Sambrc-Oise canal, and its passage was
included in the first objective. The canal formed a considerable
obstacle, " being some seventy feet in width from bank t o bank
and thirty-five to forty feet in width at water-level, except at
the locks, which were only sevcnteen feet. It contained at that
time from six to eight feet o f water, and was nowhere fordable,
The bridges had either l w n drmnlishrd or were prepared for
demolition. The low ground on hoth sides of the canal had been
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inundatecl by the Germans, and much of it had been transfornicrl into a swamp. In some places the water (of the swamps)
was only ankle-deep, but north and south of Ors, there were
small streams parallel t o t h e canal, swollen to a width of about
fifteen fcct and a depth of two t o three fect ; similar streams
existed south of Catillon. Along each side of the canal between
Oisy and Lock No. I there were widc reservoirs ; a t their
northcm end they are more than twice the width of the canal,
and at that time contained a fair depth of water, but they were
narrower and shallower farther south. South of Catillon, the
enemy hacl felled the trees along the western bank of the canal
for the double purpose of irnprosing the field of fire and of
forming an abattis.”*
The i X Corps’ frontage of attack extended for about seven
and a half miles from Petit Cambrkis (south-east of Le Cateauj
on the south to La Folie on thc north. The 1st Division was
on thc right, and the 32nd on the left. Reconnaissance of the
L J I L ~ Isites
~ C iiiid iicciimiiktioi; sf ~ ~ ~ t c ; l !;ad
;~!s
g&g OE
since 23rd October. Thc following account of the preparations
and launching of the bridges by the 1st Divisional engineers
may bc taken as typical of the work done i n other divisions :The portion of the canal allotted t o the 1st Division was
that Ixtwetln Petit CambrCsis and Catillon. Several reconnaissances of this stretch were made by officers and x.C.0~.
of
thc thrcc field companies, and tu-o localities for the crxsings
were selected ; one a t the lock about 2,000 yards north-west
of Petit Cambr&is, thc other at the hend in the canal about
1,200 yards farther n x t h . A t the lock site the span was
17 f t . , with solid abutments, and there was a length of about
rSo f t . available for the bridges. At the other site, the .width of
water was about fifty feet, with masonry walls on either bank.
A higarlc was detailcd for forcing the passage at each of thesc
places ancl the rcsulting bridgehead would be about 5,000 yards
in perimetcr.
The two sites each required a diffcrcnt treatment, but at both
the bridging operations were to comprise first-wave infantry
:issault bridges, supplementary infantry bridges, bridges for pack
* 7’hc Story of the Foitrtfi A r m y , p. 242.
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transport, arid finally, bridges for horsed transport and field artillery. In addition, a bridge for motor transport up to an 8-ton axle
load was to be built close t o the site of thc demolished road
bridge at Petit CambrPsis, and a bridge for tanks at the lock
I crossing. The 1st Divisional Engineers thus had a very full
: programme.
The first-wave infantry bridges for the lock wcrc single-span
wooden footbridges, as light as possible. to carry four to six
men at a time. They were fittcd with a lever and a pair of
wheels so (hat they could be launched from the near abutment
with no assistance from the far side. The supplementary
infantry bridges were similar in design, but of stouter construction, and without the special launching device. The
bridges for cavalry and pack transport were also similar in
: design, but were made in two longitudinal portions for convenience in carrying. The bridge far horse transport at the
lock site was of simple single-span design, and would only be
necessary if the site for the tank bridge was unsuitable for use
in conjunction with the horse-transport route. The horse'
transport bridges at Petit Carnbrdsis were t o be made of
standard pontoon equipment. The infantry assault bridges
I were to be carried up bodily from the assembly positions to
the sites, so that no construction work should be necessary on
arrival.
The infantry bridges at thc northern crossing were floating
bridges carried on German steel floats, of which eighty had
been found in the pioneer park at Bohain, and were enough
for four bridges. These floats were very light, and their shape
was well adapted for sliding over mud. The bays of each bridge
' were
hinged so as to give the maximum vertical flexibility in
transit, and the head of each bridge was fitted with a ladder
to enable the far bank to be scaled with ease. The supplementary infantry bridges had picrs made of cork bales, petrol
tins or barrels. Eighteen cork floats were provided by the
IX Corps, from which two bridges were made ; 700 petrol
tins were supplied by the division, and made two mort bridges ;
enough barrels, of various sizes from 26-gall011upwards, to make
four bridges, were collected from neighbouring villages. There
SAMBRE-OISE C A S A L
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\V;LS t i t ) shurtagc of tiinlwr, wircb, ropc, steel joists, ~v1icel.s
ctc. ,4s thc bridges werc complctcd, they n-erc carried forward
liy night to thr asscmhl>- pnsitions. The tank bridge for thc
lock sitc \vas of t h c simplcst drsign, and consisted of only
tn.0 types of members, Io-in. h y 5-111.steel joists and 9-in. liy I
J - i i i . (kcking. Thc onl!.
constructional \York required at t h e I
site was the removal of thc coping stones of the lock and tlic '
spiking doxvn of the ribands.
The 2nd Brigade. \Tit11 the 409th Field Company (Major
C;. de C. E. Findlay) \vas tlctailcd t u make thc crossing at tlic
lock situ ; the 1st Brig:idca, with thc q r d Field Company
(Major W, G. Smith) to c r i w at. t . 1 1 ~northern site ; whilc tIie
3rd Brigade, with a section o f tlie 26th Field Company (Major
W. Shanks) was to csptiirc Ci1tillt111 and form a subsidiary
bridgehead thcrc. The rcrnainclcr of tlic 26th Company was to
build the horse-transport hric1gc.s at the lock site and at Petit
CanihrCsis. For t h o tank liridgc., a section of the 1st Australian
I uriiieiiiiig Cuiiiliaiij- iviis ~ 1 l o t i t : d:O %C
C.E.E. itt thc !<;ck
crossing, there were small stnwns on both sides of the canal.
Preparatiuns had becn inaclc for crossing them, and the
ncccssary- partics and Ixidgtis harl tjven told off.
Zero hour \vas at 5.45 a.m. (HI 4th November. A t that hour
when the artiiieq, lmrragc 11.11 0 1 1 t h c canal a i d its wcstcm
hank, the 409th FirLld C o m p i i j - was carrying forward :-

-

8 footbridges for thc s i t)sidiat.!'
~
~ti-camon thc iiear sick.
4 first-n:avc iiifantr), hridg:c:sfor thc lock.
4 supplcrnentar~-irifaritr!. Iwiclgcs for the lock.
6 pack transport bridgtis (2 for cadi of the subsidiary strca~iis
aid 2 for the lock).
ti footbridges for thc sulisitli;irj- sircam on the far sirlc.
The leadiiig bridgc-carryiiig parties under Captain Rhind and
Scrgeant McLarcn \I"T
wcll r~wnyat zero, and wcrt' soiiic
fiftj- to a 1~undrt.dJrards ahcwl r,f thc infantry. As soon ;ts il1c
harragc. had liftcd frmi t hc. canal, t11(w parties movtd forward,
lmt Captain Rhirid almost inimidiatcI!. fell sc\,crc>lyuoundc.ct,
a n d tvw or three other iiic'ii \rc'rc hit. For about half a minute
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the arm WLS tindic.llcd ; thcii Ihll cmcrny’s hariagii came down
on a lino about fifty 10 ~..iglit!. yaids w s t cf thc canal, with
some shells falling (Jn t h c canal bank.
The small stream west of the canal bank proved t o be more
of an obstacle than had bccn anticipated. Rarhed wire had
been entangled on the farther bank, roots and fallen trees
, obstructed the sites that had l w n selected and withering
machine-gun fire from a ruined housc near the lock caused
heavy casualties among the carrying parties and thc assaulting
infantry. Some o f the bridges intended for the lock had to
be used for the smallcr strcam, and only one bridge finally
reached the lock. This was successfully laid across by Major
Findlay and two of his r\;.C.Os., the rest of the bridging party
having become casualties. Major Findlay himself had been
wounded, but hc carried on and was the first to cross the lock;
his efforts and coolness under heavy fire having steadied all
who were mar him. Lieut.-Colonel Dudley Johnson, commanding the and Royal Sussex, thc leading assault battalion,
! came forward as soon as the delay occurred, and personally
’
collected men to help the sappers. As soon as the first bridge
was over thc lock he led his men across. The fine example and
I bravery of these officers gained for both of them the Victoria
Cross.
The leading infantry now silenced the machine-guns in
the lock-house, and the whole of the 2nd Royal Sussex crossed
over, folbwed by a large part of the 2nd Ring’s Royal Rifles.
Meanwhile, a second assault bridge was brought up and
successfully laid, followed a minute or two later by two of the
supplementary bridges ; and the bridges for the little stream
east of the lock were then carried over. By 6.35 a.m., there
were six footbridges over the lock, and at 7.45 am., the two
bridges for pack animals arrived, together with some forty
pack mules of the 2nd Royal Sussex. These bridges were
completed by 8.30 a.m., including screens, and the pack
animals crossed. Meanwhile, the section of the 1st Australian
Tunnelling Company had come up with the materials for the
tank bridge, and by 10.30 a.m. this was also completed.
Finally, the hnrsc-transport hridgc was completed by 4.30 p.m,
I
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Major Findlay, in spite of his wound, rcmaincd on the site till ,
IO p.m.
I
The 409th Company had suffered thirty-five casualties :
one officer killed, three officers wounded, eleven other ranks ,
killed, and twenty wounded. The officer casualties were 1
IOO per cent of those present, and the other ranks were 45 per 1
cent-grim evidence of the gallant performance of this fine
company.
A t the northern crossing, the 23rd Field Company met with
less opposition. Their bridges reachcd thc canal five minutes
after zero. There was no enemy shelling, and practically no
resistance except from one machine-gun post on the west
bank. Sergeant E. Cook, of the ~ 3 r dCompany, w'ith Sapper
G. F. Daycock, rushed this post, killing thrce Germans and
capturing the other two. The sergeant then laid his bridge
nine minutes after zero, and the 1st Cameron Highlanders
began to cross. A minute later, the three remaining first-wave
bridges were in position. Each bridge carried two sappers,
who placed the storming-ladders on reaching the far bank,
and went ashore to fix the anchorage. These leading sappers
captured two enemy posts behind the east bank. The casualties
of the 23rd Company were light: : one sapper killed, and one
officer, Lieutenant J. C. Pocock, and eight sappers wounded.
The 26th Field Company was divided up. One section
accompanied the 3rd Brigade in its attack on Catillon, another
was sent to reinforce the 409th Company at the lock after their
heavy casualties, and the other two sections went to Petit
CarnbrCsis to build the pontoon bridges for horse transport.
In the evening, the company took over the maintcnance of the
bridges at the lock as well as their own at Petit CarnbrCsis.
These bridging operations were the last actions of the 1st
Divisional engineers, for next day the division was withdrawn
t o rest.*

I

* This account is based on the C.R.E's. report ; an article in the
R.E. Journal, August, 1922, by Lieut.-Colonel C . E. P. Sankey ;
Hastovy OJ the 23rd Field Coinpany, R.E., by Captain R. L. Bond ;
and The Story of the Fourth Army, by Major-General Sir Archibald
A. Montgomery.
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North of the xst Division, the 32nd Division had to make
the crossing of the canal between Catilion and La Folie, which
included an awkward elbow in the canal close to the eastern
end of the Bois de 1’EvPque. The 14th Brigade was ordered to
cross just south of Ors, and the 96th Brigade immediately
south of the elbow. The crossings were to be covered by a
powerful artillery barrage and a smoke screen. The 206th
I Field Company was to put the bridges across for the 14th
Brigade, and the 218th Company for the 96th Brigade.
As soon as the attack’began, the enemy put down a heavy
barrage on Ors, but in spite of this the 206th Company succeeded in getting two petrol-tin footbridges across twenty- five
’ minutes after zero. The company also built a horse-transport
bridge by IO a.m. This enabled the rst Dorsets to cross. The
96th Brigade met with very severe artillery and machine-gun
fire, and the bridge detachments suffered heavy casualties.
Two footbridges on cork floats were put across, but were
,
almost immediately smashed. Two of the 218th Company’s
I officers, Lieutenants Oakes and Barker, were killed, and two
others wounded. Major A. H. S. Waters, who commanded the
company, fook charge, and by his personal efforts, backed up
by Sapper Adam Archibald, succeeded in restoring one of the
bridges under almost point-blank machine-gun fire in addition
’ to the heavy artillery barrage. Both were awarded the Victoria
Cross. The rest of the detachments were all killed, wounded,
or gassed. So hot had been the fire at this crossing, that the
l
96th Brigade had had to break off the attempt, and make use of
the crossing effected at Ors by the 14th Brigade.* They began
to cross at 8.30 a.m., and SOOR both brigades were making
headway on the eastern bank.
The day’s operations were a brilliant success. The IX Corps
had completed its crossing, and the Fourth Army’s bridgehead
over the canal was some three miles deep on a front of fifteen.
By this time, supply difficulties were becoming acute, but a
few more days of pursuit brought the corps to near the AvesnesMaubeuge road, where their operations came to a victorious
conclusion.
* The Story of the Fourth Army, p, 251.
1
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M ( u i i y h i I ( ~ , 1)r~yarat
ioiis had becm going 011 i n Lhc S I I I ,
(:orps f o r I I I C , 1)a~:~ngt‘of 1 1 1 ~ 3 carial. ‘L‘hcsc iiiclucld, on tlic
front of the 25th Ilivisi{~ii,the clearniicc uf tlic hlock a t Bamcl
(just cast of Lc Catcau), where the Germans had 11lown up a
railway bridgu. This cwtailed work by clay and night, s h a r d
Iiy the 106th C o n i p i j ’ of the 25th Division and the 7th Company crf the j o t h , both assistcd hy a company of pioneers.
The hea1.y girdcrs of t h c bridge, neighing alxiut 400 tons, had
fallen lrngtlwisc in thc rontl, ancl thc aliutmcrits had fallen O R
the top, presenting :I foi-miclnlde task for thc lightly equipped
ficld companics. I t $vas decided t o cut up thc girders with *
cxpjosives, and t o TLWI ) \ T thun piecemcal. Calciilated cutting
charges wcw quitc incfftctive, and far largvr ones had to bc
used, with thc ohjccl of hiowing whole sc~gmcntsof thc lwidgc
out of the way. 1:vc.n so, the remaining picccs neighed about
t w o tons, and had to Iw hoisted from the road with a derrick
a n d tackle. The work took forw dagrs, using 10,000 lb. of guncotton and Gcnnan Iwrclitc. I t was an unusualiy heavy
O h S t T l l C t i O n , and it W r m l t l scldoni Ila,ppcii that two wholc
field companics cciulcl tw s p r d for oiic such task, but it
proved tvhat could I,c clotic with w r y little mc:i~is.*
The XITI Corps was t i l cross the canal with thc 25th Division
on thc right, ancl the 50th Division in the centre, while the
18th D i ~ k i o non the lcft advanced through thc Aiormal forest.
The 66th Division, in r v m v e , was to pass through the 2 j t h
Division when t h c latter had captured Maroilles. The 25th
Division ‘(vas ttr cross oppsitc Landrccics, capturc the town
:ind push on to captttrc hlaroillcs. The 50th Division was t o
clear the southcrn corner of t h e Murmal forcsl, then cross thc
canal and advance eastwards in conj i u i c t i o ~with
~
thc 66th
Division. The chit:f prob1c.m would be tlic crossing at Landrecies,
as a bridgehead t h ~ wuould facilitate the paszage by the 50th
Division.
An account of the crossing by the 25th Division is given in
some detail, as it was the last R.E. operation of magnitude in
the XI11 Corps.
The canal at Landrccies was known to he about fifty-fiw
* Account based 011 t t w report by the C.R.13. 25th Ilivision,
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fect widc, v i t h a depth of watcr of six to .sc>v('nf c c ) t . Thcrc. was
a lock in the tolrn, Ivhich had thc normal width of stxvcnteen
fcbet. According t o the air photi)graphs, t h r main tiridge was
still intact, hut it was rrportcd to h e t m i n d . North-past of the
lock, the Germans had hililt a wo:irlcm horsc-transport bridge,
and south of the lock thcy had tlirc~)singltr-plank infantry
bridges. The ditches outsiir, tht. c a r d bank Lvcrc said to be
up t o nine feet wide, threc fcct dccp and vcry muddy. They
did not appear to haw much water in thcm, but it was possible
that they would have to 1)c bridged, a i ~ drnatcrial would have
t o be carried up for thrrn. Thc C ~ U T S ' ' of thc old river running
on the north-west side of tht. canal p s c n t c d an additional
obstacle. This was twenty fect widv and four or five feet
deep. The ground hdween it and the canal was said to bc
marshy and unfit for whecllcd traffic, thus r&rictiiig sitcs for
pontoon bridges.
It was decided that the ( J I ~ >way
t o put the first W ~ V C Sof
infantry over quickly was I)!, using rafts. Thc only availablc
equipment seemed to bc a limited numher of cork bales. Thcsr
had been tried by the 46th Division at tlicir crossing of the
St. Quentin canal at Bcllcnglisc, Imt had bvcn found \.cry
heavy, requiring cight mrw pvr raft. T(J carry enough of
these over onc and a half r n i h ( i f clifticult ground did not seem
feasible where spced and surpriw wvrc' nccessary. Trials
had been made elsexvhere ivith petrol tins, and it was, therefore,
decided t o inakc up rafts ivith thcst.. Thrce thousand tins w r t :
indentcd for. and the rogth Ficsld Vornpan!- (Major F. W.
Richards) was d(1tailc.d to inah, iL i)attc.i-n. It was proposed
to put zoo infantryrncn acIc~.~s
in (m-11 \vavc., aru! cighty rafts
were ordervd, in thc holw that fort!- or fifty would survive
the journey t o thtl canal, and 1))- uwrliiiig t h t w backwards and
forwards as ferrirs, (wtrugli mc'n \vould 1x1 carried t o securc a
footing on thc uppositet hank. In cmlcbt- to lw able t o use the
rafts subsequentl!. as a hridgc., a. light suj)cl-structurcxwas made
up jn bays of five fcct so that thc \vc>ightof i i o t mire than onc
man would comc upon t ~ l raft.
i
A raft rorisisltd of t w o floats,
of eight titis. T h v uxsight, nilh ~ i i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t r iuiacst 95
r i ilb.,
~c~,
"ith all available buo!.aiic~. of 2 2 0 111.; thvrc \vas thus a margin
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to allow for two titis being perforated by bullets. Each raft ,
carried a wooden paddle and a pair of lashings. A preliminary
trial was made a t Honnechy, and a demonstration, made on
the river Sellc at St. Bcnin c m the afternoon of 2nd November,
when an infantry piatoon was successfully ferried across, I
proved that thc pruject was feasible, and gave the infantry I
confidencc. Although such ;L type of assault bridge is now
commnnplacc, it must lit rcmcmhered that at the time the
equipmcnt \vas an entire novclty, and much of the subsequent
success of the opcration was, therefore, due to the careful
preparations arid rchearsal.
The 75th Brigade was to makc the crossings at Landrecies.
The 105th Field Company was to provide three separate
bridging parties :
No. I party t u hridge the old river with three floating
hridges (fifteen rafts).
No. z party to bridge thc canai between the iock and the
divisirrnal right boundary (thirty rafts),
No. 3 party to hridge the canal between the lock and the
divisional left Ixmidary (thirty-five rafts).

Each raft had two pioneers to carry it, and one sapper with
a hand-axc to cut gaps in hedges, to assist in carrying and to
paddlc the raft on its first journey. Each bridging party was
in the charge uf an R E . officer, and was subdivided into
groups of five rafts, each group under a sapper N.C.O.
On ncaring thc canal, the groups were to spread out so that
the rafts would be about twenty yards apart along the wholc
froiit of the crossing. Thc rafts would then be launched, the
sapper cm each raft would paddlc himself across and the
pioneers ashorc pay out the rear line. On reaching the opposite
bank the sapper would makc fast the front lashing, and then
the raft would hc pulled backwards and forwards with an
infantryman on each trip. As soon as the first wave of zoo men
was across, the rafts were to be collected and formed into
complete footbridgcs.
The 106th Field Company (Major C . G. Lynam) was detailed
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to make two pontoon bridges for field artillery, one on each
side of the lock and to act as reserve under the C.R.E.
All the materials were rcady hv 2nd November, and during
the night wt’n’ carried forward and dumped in three separate
places near the assembly positions. The night was very dark,
with heavy rain, and there was considerablr shelling. One
wagon was hit and the three drivers wounded, but only five of
the rafts were damaged. These were replaced, and the three
dumps were completed at 4 a.m.
On 3rd November, the 105th Field Company with three
companies of the divisional pioneers, moved up to the village of
Pommereuil. After dusk, they moved to their assembly positions, and distributed their rafts from the dumps. The two
portable bridges for the lock made by the 106th Company were
also brought up by their carrying parties of six sappers each.
As late as 2nd Novembei, it was known that the German
bridges over the canal were intact. The road bridge at Landrecies was known to be mined, and probably the others were
as well, but it was worth while making a n attempt to save them.
For this purpose, the C.R.E. decided t o use his section of the
182nd Tunnelling Company. Two parties of three sappers each
were to rush the horse-transport bridge and the footbridges
north-east and south-west of Landrecies respectively ; and
one N.C.O. and ten sappers were to rush the main bridge,
These parties took up their assembly positions with the others,
and all was in readiness by midnight.
The attack started at 6.15 a.m. on the 4th in a thick fog.
The R.E. and pioneers were assembled close behind the infantry, the intention being that as the advance proceeded, these
parties should drop back to about 300 yards behind the leading
wave, but owing to the fog and to the numerous hedges that
were encountered, many of the carrying parties became mixed
up with the leading infantry, and they even took some German
prisoners. The sappers with their hand-axes were found to be
very useful in clearing gaps in the hedges. On the right, the
5th Gioucesters advanced well up to the barrage until they
arrived at the railway, but here they met much opposition
until two tanks arrived and drove the cnemy out. The advance
SAMBRE-OISE CANAL
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from him a 1)latorm ivithout an officer. These lit* took straight
tci the railn.aj*tmliankmcnt, and Ivaving thc infantry platoon
to cover his ad\,ancc he Ird his own party to the canal bank.
One of his groups o f fivc. rafts had gone astray and did not arrive
till later, but hp had thirty rafts with him, of which four were
unserviceablc thn)ugh bul1c.t hoh~s. His part}. was the first
to reach thc canal, and the rafts were quickly launched. The
sappers paddlod them across tmticr machine-gun fire from the
houses in Landrtscics ivith only tww casualties. As soon as the
infantry arrived, they werc Lc~rrivd-over, the first company
crossing in tcn minutes. As soon as there appeared to be no
more infantry ready to cross, 2nd Lieutenant Petty collected
his rafts and formed two footbridges, which were wed later by
the rest of the 8th Warwicks. The horse-transport bridge near
Landrecies was found to be intact but damaged, and three
sappers of the I8md Tunnelling Company withdrew the
demolition charges. The advancc then continued and many
more prisoners were takcn in Landrecies. In due course the
whole objective was captured and consolidated, and an outpost
line established in front of it.
Meanwhile, the ~ 0 6 t hField Company was waiting for orders
to bring up the t w i pontoon bridges for the lock, but as no
reports had reachcd the C.1I.E. b y IO a.m., the C.O., Major
Lynam, wcnt forward to scc for himself. He found that
pontaoning was possible, and sent back orders for his bridging
parties. This message also wrnt astray but the parties eventually receivtd orders t o start. The sappers soon reached the
bridge sites, but as the wagons met heavy shelling on the
approach roads and were drlaycd, work did not start till about
4 p.m. The two bridges each required two trestlcs and three
pontoons, and were completed for traffic by 8.30 and 10.30
p.m. The 106th Company d s o repaired the German horsetransport bridgc at the same time. The bridge for tanks a t the
lock was built h!. the XIII Corps troops, and was completed
about 2 p.m.iicst day.
The forcgoing account, taktw from a report hy ihe C.R.E.,
25th Division, giws another pxample of thc success which
attends carcful prcparatioris atid rehearsal. It also shows
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the initiative and good leaclership of the junior R.E. officers
concerned. The operations were typical of the work of divisional
engineers during the final stages of the great advance.
There was niore bridging ahcnd of the 25th Ilivision in order
to cross the Petite H c l p nnd Grande Htlpc rivers. The
C.R.E. borrowed the pontoon equipment of tho 66th Division,
Xvith which the 130th Company h i l t 3 bridge ovcr the Petite
Helpe near Maroilles. Two cork float footbridges were also
put across at the same place on 5th Kovember. On 6th November the 105th Company bridgcd the Grande H e l p at Taisnicres with pontoons, arid afterwards replaced them with a
trestle bridge. On 7th Novemher the 106th Company, with the
z83rd A.T. Company, built a n 84-ft. span Iiiglis bridge at
Maroilles. The IoGth Cornpan!, also built a heavy A-type
bridge at the same place on 9th and 10th Soyember.
The Fourth Army operations had provided thc R E . field
units with a wide variety of works, the chief of which were
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ward the water-supply. That the advance maintained its paw
and vigour was as much due t o the success of the bridging
operations and the clearing of roacts as to the regular supply of
rations a u d ammunition, which itself depcndcd upon the work
of the enginecrs.

O m u - r i o s s 01: THE THIRDARMY
To the north of the Fourth Army, the Third Army p1aJ.c.d a
large part in the victorious operations which led up to thc
-4rmistice. I t held the front from the Fourth Army’s left flank
on the Ancre up to the river Scsrpe. It did not take part in
the battle of 8th August, but as soon as thr battle of Amiens
was over, Sir Douglas Haig decided that a successful attack
between Albert and Arras in a south-easterly direction would
turn the line of the Sommc south of PPronnc. Preparations
were thereforc made for a thrust by the Third Army towards
Bapaumc.
The Army consisted at this time of the V, IV and VI Corps,
from south to north. The R E . units in thesc corps were ;-
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P' Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-GeneralA. G. Stevenson) :38th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel T. E. Kelsall, with
123rd, 124th and Ijxst Field Companies.
zrst Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel C. Master, with 97th,
98th and 126th Field Companies.
17th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel F. A. Ferguson, with
77th, 78th and 93rd Field Companies.
Corps Troops
147th, &oth and 559th Army Troops Companics, 175th, 178th and 183rd Tunnelling
Companies.
THE THIRD ARMY

IV Corjbs (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General C. M. Carpenter) ;37th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel R . D. Jackson, with
r j a n d , 153rd and 154th Field Companies.
42nd Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel J. G. Riddick, with
4z7th, 428th and 429th Field Companies.
5th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel E. E. F. Homer, with
59th, 49rst and 527th Field Companies.
63rd Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel J. A. Graeme, with
247th, 248th and 249th Field Companies.
CorpsTroops
14znd, 149th and 7th R. Monmouth Army
Troops Companies.
179th and 252nd Tunnelling Companies.
V I Cor$s (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General R. N. Harvey) :Guards Division C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel E. F, W, Lees, with
55th, 75th and 76th Field Companies.
2nd Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel P. K . Betty, with
5th, 226th and 483rd Field Companies,
3rd Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel R. P. PakenhamWalsh, with 56th, 438th and 529th Field
Companirs.
52nd Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel L. F. Wells, with
qroth, 412th and 413th Field Companies.
56th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel E. N. Mozley, with
416th, 512th and 513th Field Companies.

of Allm-t. Thcy met with irnmrdiatc SIICCCSS. The 17th and
2151 Di\.isions made pr,igre:s along the left bank of the Ancre
nnrth cif T h i c p d . Farther north. the 3rd Division took
Go~nic~court.The attack sprcad along thc IV Corps front.
Thc ~~ncmiy's
main line of Icsistaiice was stormed, Bihucourt,
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Ervillers, Bo~~c.llt~s
and Bnirl, Recqucrcllta ivt’re captured, aiid
the troops wcrc closing down on Bapaumr from the north and
north-we st.
Next day, thv 24tf1, the. same divisions again moved forward
and pressed t h c enemy back rapidly. The 38th Division captured Thiepval ridgc, wading breast-high through the Ancre ;
the V Corps gaincd PoziPrcs, Courcelettc and Martinpuich :
The 42nd Division took P!-s and Jliraurnont ; The j t h Division
having captured Irlcs, clmrccl Lnul)art Wood ; The New Zealand Division took Grcvillers and assisted in the capture of
Bielvillers by thc. 37th Division. Farther north, the Guards
Division gained St. Leger ; the 56th Division had heavy
fighting about Croisilles ; and the 5znd Division took Heninsur-Cojeul and ohtained a footing in St. Martin.
In all these operations the work of the field companies was
of the usual type ; road clearing, discovery and cleaning of
wells, and clearing of mines and booby traps. There was no
bridging to be done. The companics were continually on the
move. After the first day’s attack, a series of strong-points
was built and wired as a reserve line in case of counter-attack, but
strong-pointswrrc at last beginning todrop out of the programme.
On 29th August, Bapaume was evacuated by the Germans,
and promptly occupied by the New Zealand Divisidn. The
second stage of the British offensive was brought to a close on
1 s t September and the Third Army had twelve days’ respite.
On 12th September, the IV and VI Corps attacked in the
Havrincourt scctrrr, with the New Zealand, 37th, 62nd and
2nd Divisions. Trescault and Havrincourt were taken.
On 27th Septembcl-, the battle of the Canal du Nord* began.
On the First and Third A4r~ny
fronts the enemy still held strong
positions covering the approaches to Cambrai between the
Nord and Scheldt canals, including the section of the Hindenburg Line itself north of Gouzeaucourt. At .j.Zoa.m. the Third
and First Armies attacked with the lV, V I , XVII and Canadian
Corps in the direction of Cambrai from Gouzeaucourt and
Sauchy Lestrk. The northern portion of the canal w’as too
* Not marked 011 I j250,ooo map. It ran north and south, passing
west of Havriiicourt and east of Mceuvres and Inchy.
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great an obstacle to I>P crossed in the face of the enemy. It
was therefore necessary for the attacking divisions to force a
passage on a narrow f r n n t about Mceuvrcs, and thereafter
turn the lino of the canal farther north by a divergent attack
developed fanwisc from the point of crossing.*
The attack proceeded according to plan from the start. On
the right, strong resistance was encountered a t Beaucamp and
several counter-attacks were made, but the 5th and 42nd
Divisions of the I V Corps established the right flank between
Beaucamp and Ribecourt. The 3rd Division moved forward
with the Guards Division and forced the crossings of the canal
in face of heavy machine-gun fire. In thc centre, the 5znd
Division, crossing the dry hcd nf the canal below Mceuvres,
gained the high ground overlooking Graincourt. On the left,
the 63rd Division and t h e 4th and 1st Canadian Divisions had
similar success. The 57th Division passed through and carried
the line forward east of Anneux to Fontaine.
The XVlI Corps had meanwhile hwn transferred from t h e
First t o the Third Army. The R.E. order of battle in this
corps was :-

X V I I Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General W. D.
Waghorn) :52nd Division
C.K.E., Lieut.-Colonel L. I;. Wells, with
41oth, 412th and 413th Field Companies.
57th DivisioIi
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel H. La T. Campbell,
with 421st, 502ndand505th Fidd Companies.
63rd Division
C.R.L., Lieut.-Colonel J . A. Graeme, with
247th, 248th and 249th Field Companies.
Corps Troops
549th Field Company (cx 73rd Division),
232ncl Army Troops Company, No. z Siege
Company R. Anglesey R.E., 177th and 178th
Tunnelling Companies.
At the end of the day, the divisions had reached the general
line Beaucamp-Ribccourt-Fontaine Notre Dame, with the
First Army continuing the line t o Oisy. The next obstacle
to be crossed was the Scheldt (Escaut) canal, running just

* Sir D. Harg's

Dispatch cif zrst Decembrr, 1918.
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west of Carnbrai. On 28th September, the Third Army captured
Masnicres and secured the crossings of the canal between
there and Cambrai. The 63rd Division, with its bridging
equipment supplemented by that of the 57th Division, had
built bridges for infantry and pack transport across the canal
and the old river during the previous night, and crossed east
of Canraing. The bridges were then supplemented by the rapid
repair of the old road bridge a mile south-west of Fontaine,
by a pontoon bridge close by, and a heavy timber bridge (to
carry 60-pounderguns) across the two locks near the roadbridge.
The C.R.E. 57th Division, deprived of his bridging equipment, was ordered to put a bridge for field guns across the
canal, north of the 63rd Division’s bridges. An old barge was
found, road-bearers were cut from the wood close by, and
planking for the deck was taken from neighbouring houses.
The sappers (two sections of the 5oznd and 505th Field Companies) worked until I a.m., and the bridge was ready for the
guns. The XIII Corps had meanwhile ordered up the bridging
equipment of the 52nd Division t o help the 57th Division,
and with this the 5o2nd Company built two pontoon bridges
cast of Fontaine Notre Dame.
By 13th October, the Third Army had reached the river
Selie at all points between Le Cateau and Haspres, and had
established bridgeheads at a number of places. On 20th October
seven divisions, the 38th, 17th, 5th, 42nd, 62nd, Guards’ and
Igth, from right to left, attacked the river line, and after
heavy fighting about Neuville, Amerval, Solesmes and Haspres,
forced the crossings and established a line east of the river.
The crossings were made on infantry assault bridges, followed
by pontoons or tresties for the field artillery and horse transport. Very few details of these operations are available, but
all preparations for the work were completed in time, and the
portable bridges, from thirty-five to forty feet in span, were
placed in position by the field companies during the night.
As a typical account of the R.E. work done in the Third
Army during these final weeks, the cxperiences of the 37th
Divisional Engineers are given here at some length :For the attack on ajrd October the field companies were
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north-west of I,c Catcau, disposed as follows: the 1j2nd
Company at BMicncour t ; . the 15yd at Viesly ; the 154th
at Briastre. C.R.E’s. hcadquarters were s t I3riastre. Thcrc
w r e tivo small rivers, the Harpies and tlic St. Gcorges, within
the di\isioiial objectiucs. Thcy ran north-wcst, between
Solcsmes and Le Quesnoy. The task of crossing these and
making approaches for infantrj- and field guns was allotted
to the 152nd and 154th Cornpanics, \vho \vert also to erect
[vatcring troughs and tanks along the rivers. The 1j3rd
Company was to bridgc the St. Georgcs with a double bridge
for heavy guns, strcngthcncd to take tanks on one half onlya curious variation from the usual typo. Portablc bridges
wcrc collected froni tliosc. n s d on the river Sclle, and cork
hales for assault crossings were drawn from the corps reserve.
The divisional dump was movcd fornrarrl tn 13riastrc.
When the bridging parties arrived at tlic Harpies, thej- found
t\vo brick bridges only slightly damaged, hit a trestle bridge
was built ’1:) the 154th Cornpan>- and ru’eniy iuuiiiiidges i i - t y c
also put across. The St. Gtorges r i \ w was not reachcd until latcr
in the day, and thc main road crossing was not clcar of the
cncmy until latcr still. A few fnotbridgcs \ v c w piit across that
night. The main hridgc was still standing but was badly
shaken. H o \ \ w ~ r ;t, fcn. field guns and some R.E. bridging
\\-agons \\’ere passed O ~ T I it nest morning.
The nest day’s advance included the littlr ri\+er Ecaillon.
This had been rcportccl as a considcrahlc strtmn lvith bridges
from tw\-cnl)’-sr\,ento thirty-thrcc fert spaii. It was, in fact,
f c r u n d to 1)c insignificant, and the spans werc 2.7 and 3.3
metres respccti\dy ; :in instancc wherc the little decimal point
aiicl thc confusion of iinits might h a w meant :I scrious calamity
had thc mistakP lxcn the other way round. The lighter bridgcs
ovcr thc Ecaillon w r c the task of the 154th Company ; the
I jznd Companj- \vent forlvard with the 112th Brigade, n-hile
lhc I j j r d Company had the tank and lorry bridges to build
ovcr the St. Gcorges and Ecaillon streams. As quickly as
possibhlc, the Ii’cltlon trcstle bridgcs \vcrc rcplaccd by trestle
bridgcs made from t w c trunks, beech slabs nricl salved mining
tinihcr-, a i d the Wcldoii trestles w r e recovcrcd.
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Hy t h e t>\"t,iiiiiguf thr, 24tl1, the division liad gained a line
to tlic north ancl vast o I Ghcssignics, and it 11-9sdecided to
consalidatc this before continuing the advance. il series of
small posts was dug hv the Iionecrs and wired by the 15znd
Field Company. W o r i in the valley of the Ecaillon was under
heavy gas and shell-firc, and had t o bc carried out almost
entirely in respirators. Much work was done to make the
troops more comfortshlc, and it is intercsting t:) note that in the
midst of t h t w acti1.i. upcrations, bath-houscs w'cre improvised
in Salesches, X'cuvillt- and Hirson. Improvements in billets
and gas-proofing of dugouts w r c in the programmes of all
the companies.
On 1st November, preparations were begun for the next,
and final, stage of the advance. Light portable bridges were
made and existing ones collected, water supply equipment
and Weldon trestles were mobilized, and notice boards and
other stores for marking out tracks were prepared. Girders
suitable for hcaiy bridging were found and arrangements
made for collecting them. The river crossing at Vendegies-auBois was doubled by the coiistruction of a plank and brick
deviation, The country was now becoming more closely set
with hedges and orchards, and the great forest of Morrnd lay
in front. Arrangements for the clearing of tracks for the infantry and artillery therefore became of the first importance.
The new attack was fixcd for 4th Nnvemher. The 152nd
Company was charged with clearing tracks for the xrzth
Brigade during the attack ; the ~ ~ 3 Company
r d
had to ciear
two roads forward for the ficid artillery ; the 154th Company
were t o build the light foothridges and any heavy bridges that
might be required. N J heavy bridge was known to be necessary,
but a railwal- bridge was rq'0rtc.d destroyed on the road t o
Le Quesnoy, and a demolition party from the 154th Company
was attached to the pimecrs for any clcaring work which
might be rcquircd. Sections from the 153rd and 154th Companies wcrc detailed for water supply ; and a section of the
25znd Tunnelling Company was available to scarch for mines.
The 152nd Company carried out its programme, working continuously from 5 a.m. on 4th So\.embcr to 7.30 a.m. on the
'l'tll< ~I'IIIRI) AKhlY
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5th, when the troops of the 5th Division passed through the

OPERATIONS
OF THE FIRST
ARMY
The First Army came into the general scheme of the final
offensive on 26th August, when it began the battle of the
Scarpe (26th to 30th August). At that date, the Army consisted
o f : the Canadian Corps (4th and 51st British Divisions, and
Ist, znd, 3rd and 4th Canadian Divisions) ; the XXII Corps ;
and the VI11 (formerly the XVIII) Corps. The R.E. Order of
Battle was as follows :-

I

THE FIRST A R M Y

'

Canadian Corps
4th Division

51st Division

I

I

4=5

C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel C. R. Johnson, with
gth, 406th and 526th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel N. W. Napier-Clavering, with 40oth, 401st and 404th Field
Companies.

X X I I Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General A. E. Panet) :11th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel F. A. K . White, with
67th, 68th and 86th Field Companies.
51st Division
Transferred from Canadian Corps on 29th
August.
CorpsTroops
217th Army Troops Company, 172nd and
176th Tunnelling Companies.

VI11 Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General H. G . Joly de
Lotbinihe) :8th Division

'
I

I
~

I

Corps Troops

C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel C. M. Browne, with
znd, 15th and 490th Field Companies.
zSznd, 290th and 560th Army Troops Companies, No. I Siege Company R. Monmouthshire R.E., 185th Tunnelling Company.

The Army had recently transferred the XVII Corps to the
Third Army and the XI11 Corps to the Fourth Army. It now
attacked with its right wing with a view to turning the enemy's
position on the Somme by a drive eastwards from Arras
cutting the German railway communications.
At 3 a.m. on 26th August, the Canadian Corps attacked
astride the Scarpe with the 2nd and 3rd Canadian Divisions
and the 51st Division. By noon, Wancourt and Gudmappe
had been taken, and also the prominent hill and village of
Monchy-le-Preux, which had for so long been the scene of
fierce struggles in 1917. North of the Scarpe, the 51st Division
pushed forward towards Roeux and captured Greenland Hill.
The First Army followed up its success next day by the capture
of several more villages, and at the end of the month, had
cleared the area between the Scarpe and SensCe rivers as far
as the Trinquis brook. This success brought the troops within
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assaulting distaricc uf thc Drocourt-Qu6aril Line.* The British
Diivisions cngaged were the 4th, Sth and ~ 1 s t .
The storming of the Drocourt-Quhit Line (and and 3rd
September) was carried out by thc First Army and by the
XVII Corps of the Third Army. The Canadian Corps
includcd the 4th British Division (which was reliei-ed on
3rd Scptembcr by the rst British Division) ; the XXII Corps
had only the 11th Division. " Thc attack was a complete
success ; b y noon, the whole of the elaborate system constituting the Drocourt-Qu6ant Line on thc front of our advance
was in our hands."t
The next operation on the Army front involved the crossing
of the Canal du Nord,: between 27th September and 1st October.
The canal had not yet been completed and parts of the bed
were dry, but everywhere it fonncd a serious obstacle, wIiiclr
the Germans had made the most of with thcir machine-guns
and wirc. The attack was madc with the Canadian Corps,
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(4th and 56th Divisions). The Canadians crossed near Mceuvres,
and with the 11th Division, turncd north-eastwards and took
Haynecourt, Epinoy and Oisy-le-Verger. The 56th Division,
waiting until the Canadians had passed Marquion, made its
crossing between that village a n d Sauchy-Cauchy. Beyond
the canal and running parallel to it there was the little river
Agache, which had to be bridged. Thcse operations were
successfully carried out by the 416th, 512th and 513th Companies, using cork rafts and their own pontoon equipment.
During the next three days, the First Army made further good
progress, and ended the month of Scpternher with the Canadians
close up to Cambrai.
The Second Battle of Cambrai (8th and 9th October) involved the Canadian and XXII Corps of the First Army, but
* Sir D. Haig's Dispatch of a I s t December, 1918. This line ran
from a point in the Hindenburg line about eleven miles west of
Cambrai, passing about seven miles west of Douai and joining the
main front east of Armenti6res.
t Sir D. Haig's Dispatch of zIst December. 1918.

$ Not shown on r/z5o,ooo map. I t runs roughly north and south,
passing about eight miles west of Camhrai.
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it was thc. prognsss of thc Third and Fourth Armies which caused
thc Gcrmans to cvacuatc the town ; the Canadians and the
57th Division entrrcd it OII the 9th.
The Victoria Cross was posthumously alvarded t o Corporal
James McPhie, 416th (City of Edinburgh) Field Company,
56th Division, who ivas in charge of a small party maintaining
a cork-float bridge across thr Sensk canal, near Aubencheulau-Bac, on 14th Octohcr. Just before dawn, the troops crossing
the bridgc were met with close machine-gun fire and became
so crowded that the bridge began to sink and break up. Accompanied hy a sapper, Corporal McPhie jumped into the
water and attempted to hold the cork and superstructure
together, but was unable to do so. McPhje then swam back,
and having reported the broken bridge, obtained materials
for repair. It was now daylight, but although he knew that
the bridge was under close fire and that the far bank was
in German hands, he led the way on to it, axe in hand. He
was at once severely wounded, falling partly into the water, and
died after receiving several further wounds. His magnificent
example ensured touch with the patrol on the enemy’s

bank.

I
I

,

On 20th October the First Army crossed the Selle north of
Haspres, the 4th and 51st Divisions (XXII Corps) attacking
the river line north of Le Cateau, and making the crossings.
These two divisions made further progress on the 24th, carrying
the line ncirthward to thc: Scheldt. A further blow was struck at
the enemy on 1st November, when the First Army attacked
on a front of six miles south of Valenciennes with the XXII
and Canadian Corps. During 1st and 2nd November, the 49th
and 4th Divisions of the XXII Corps crossed the Rhonelle
river, capturing Rlaresches and Preseau. ‘Passage over the
next rivers, the Aunellc and the Honnelle, encountered stiffer
resistance, and the Ixth and 56th Divisions were pressed back
slightly. On 6th November the opposition was overcome and
the First Army continued its advance. On 11th November
the 3rd Canadian Division captured Mons, and the First Army
had reached its starting point of the war.
During the period 8th August to 11th November, the
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divisional R.E. units engaged in the First Army, in addition
to those ahead!? mentioned were as follows :-

VI11 corps
20th Division
58th Division

X X I I covps
4th Division
I I th Division
56th Division
49th Division

C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel E. M. Ncwell, with
Sjrd, 84th and 96th Field Companies.
C.R.E. Lieut.-Coloncl A. J . Savage, with
503rd, 504th and 511th Field Companies.
See above.
See above.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel E. N. Mozley, with
416th, 512 and 513th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel D. Ogilvy, with 57th,
456th and 458th Field Companies.

OPERATIOS OF - r m FIFTHA m y
The Fifth Army had been reconstituted on 23rd May, under
the command of Lieut.-General Sir \I'illiam R. Birdwood. On
1st July, it took over the left wing of the First Army, between
Bethune and Estaires, with the XI11 Corps (3rd and 4th
Divisions) and X I Corps (5th and 61st Divisions). The 74th
Division, newly-arri\.ed from Palestine, was in Army reserve.
The XTlI Corps n a s transferred t o the Fourth Army 011
27th September, and was replaced in the Fifth Army by the
I I I Corps on 7th October. The I Corps, with the x j t h , 16th and
55th Divisions, was transferred from the First to the Fifth
Army on 20th September.
The rble of the army in the general plan \vas to exercise
continual pressure on the enemy and to take advantage of any
opportunity for exploitation which offered itself, rather than
to stage any major attack. The effect of the larger operations
of the Fourth, Third and First Armies to the south, and of the
Second Army to the north, \vas to cornpcl the Germans to
give up their Lys salient, and to fall back continuously until
the line of the Scheldt was reached.
The Fifth Army, with active patrols, advanced its linc first

I
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to the Lawe river, and then by stages to the thickly-populated
area of Lille, Tourcoing and Roubaix. There was little heavv
engineering work required hcyond clearing the roads, but a
number of minor bridges were built by army troops companies
and tunnelling companies. 1-ille itself was not badly damaged
and the bridges that were destroyed were not over rivers which
caused any delay. The biidgcs over the Haute Deule Canal on
15th October were put across by the 15th and 16th Divisions
(I Corps).
The field companies were almost continually on the move, for
open warfare had by this time become fully established.
Bridges over the Scheldt were put across a t Pecq and Tournai.
At the latter crossing, the largest bridge was an 85-ft. Class
'' A " span in the centre of the town. The Germans had wrecked
the old bridge and much time was needed to remove the
twisted debris. The site was restricted by the narrow street
approach, and the proximity of the houses made anchorages
and hold-fasts difficult. The bridge was built by the joint
efforts of the 284th and 552nd A.T. Companies of the X I Corps,
starting on 10th November.
The R.E. troops engaged in these operations were :-

I Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General H. W. Gordon) :15th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel J. M. Arthur, with

16th Division
55th Division
Corps Troops

73rd, 74th and 91st Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel F, Summers, with
r ~ ~ t 156th
h , and 157th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel 0. G. Brandon, with
419th, 422nd and 4 q r d Field Companies.
133rd, 135th, 290th and 560th Army Troops
Companies, 3rd Australian Tunnelling Cornpany, 170th Tunnelling Company.

111 Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General A. Rolland) :3rd Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel R. P. PakenhamWalsh, with 56th, 438th and 529th Field
Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel C. R. Johnson, with
4th Division
gth, 406th and 526th Field Companies.

C.R.E., Lieut.-Coloncl P. E. Hodgson, with
81st, 8znd and 94th I W d Companies.
- * 1. n:..: .: . . ~ C.X.E., Li<ui.-Coloiie! K, ,;. D G i i C , -<<ith
105th~106th ancl 130th Field Companics.
47th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel A. 23. Carey, with
517th, 518th and 520th Field Compmics.
57th Tlivision
C.R.E., Ticut.-Colonel H. La T. Campbell
and later I~icut.-Coloncl P. 0. L. Jordan,
with 421st, 502nd arid 50jth Field Companies.
j g t h Division
C . R . E . , ticut.-C(ilunt.i L. J . Coussmaker,
with 467111, 469th and 470th Ficld Cornpanies.
GGth Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Coloncl 0. S. Davics, with
43oth. 431st and 4 3 2 d Ficllrl Coinlxuiics.
I)iiision
C.R.E., liout.-CoioncI W. I?. Iznt, irith sth,
R. Angicscy R.J3., 5th 13. ?Jonmouthshire
R.E., and 439th Ficlcl Cornpanits.
J 9th

Division
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French divisions and Sir Herbert Plumer’s Second Army
(11, X, XV and XIX Corps).
The Second A m y attacked on 28th September with the
XIX Corps and the I1 Corps on a front of about four and a half
south of the Ypres-Zonnebeke road, while the Belgians
1 miles
continued the attack as far as Dixmude. It was a brilliant
success, and the line was advanced far beyond the limits of
the farthest advance in 1917, and the whole Ypres salient was
cleared.
The R E . troops engaged were :I
, I1 C O P(Chief
~ ~ Engineer, Brigadier-General C. Godby) :1 9th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel H. C. B. Hicking, with
63rd 64th and 90th Field Companies,
29th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel R. K. A. Macaulay,
with455th, 497thand 51othFieldCompanies.
36th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel R. H. Mackenzie,
with IzIst 122nd and 150th Field Companies.
Corps Troops
zoth, 138th, 289th and 556th Army Troops
Companies, 255th Tunnelling Company,

’

t

X Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General G. H. Boileau) :30th Division
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel P. F. Story, with
moth, zorst and zoend Field Companies.
34th Division
C.R.E., Lieut. Colonel A. C . Dobson, with
zo7th, 208th and 209th Field Companies.
Corps Troops
411th and 550th Field Companies (from 65th
and 7znd Divisions broken up), 167th Army
Troops Company, 17yd Tunnelling Company.
XV Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General C . W. Singer) :31st Division
40th Division
Corps Troops

C.R.E., MajoI A. S. Manse1 (acting), with
and 223rd Field Companies.
z ~ o t h 211th
,
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel W. R. Wilson, with
zzqth, 229th and 231st Field Companies.
136th, ~ q j t h214th
,
and 235th Army Troops
Companies, 3rd Canadian Tunnelling Company *
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X I X Corps (Chief Engineer, Brigadier-General E. N.
Stockley) :C.R.E.,
Lieut.-Colonel
D.
S.
Collins,
with
14th Division
61st, 62nd and 89th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel J. W. Skipwith, with
35th Division
z o y d , 204th and 205th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel A. C. Howard, with
41st Division
228th, q 3 r d and 237th Field Companies.
134th and 245th Army Troops Companies,
Corps Troops
No. 6 Siege Company R. Monmouthshire
R.E., 184th Tunnelling Company.
The initial assault was delivered by the 14th and 35th
Divisions of the XIX Corps, and the 29th and 9th Divisions
of the I1 Corps, Following these up were the 41st Division
(XIX Corps) and the 36th (I1 Corps). South of this attack the
X Corps (30th and 34th Divisions) carried its line forward to
St. Yves ana the oid ‘v;‘yisciiaet~-;-:~~essi;;28
ridgc. By 1st
October, the bank of the Lys from Comines southwards was
reached. Then followed a pause, while the communications
were improved.
On 14th October, the Second Army resumed its offensive,
attacking with the X Corps (30th and 34th Divisions), XIX
Corps (41st and 35th Divisions) and II Corps (36th 29th and
9th Divisions). Great progress was made, and the Lys was
crossed in several places. As an example of the bridging
carried out in this operation we may take the account of the
C.K.E. 36th Division, whose field companies built the crossings
a t and near Courtrai. On the afternoon of 16th October,
under cover of a smoke screen, the Izznd Company, having
ferried across a small covering party, built a pontoon bridge
at Courtrai. The bridge was nearly completed-in fact, a
few infantry had already used it-when intense machine-gun
fire was opened on the sappers from a flank, and the smoke did
not completely hide the work. At 2-45pm.,after three officers,
one of whom was killed, and twenty-four men, including most
of the senior N.C,Os., had become casualties, the party was
ordered t o withdraw.
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The xzIst Company was ordered to put a light pontoon bridge
across for the 107th Brigade. Half-pontoons were used, and the
necessary materials were collected and put under cover a t
night among farm buildings. Two boats were first rowed
across with riflemen, then in spite of flares sent up by the
enemy and heavy machine-gun fire, two companies of infantry
were ferried across safely and the building of the bridge began.
But it was found that the width of the river was eight feet
wider than had been estimated. The O.C. tried to fill the gap
with a Weldon trestle, but before this could be assembled,
a gas-shell fell among the party, killing four men and wounding
several others. Several men on the bridgehead were also hit.
The two R.E. sections in reserve were called up, and while the
wounded were being removed, Captain Knox decided to draw
upon the reserve pontoons of the 150th Company, instead of
launching the trestle. A pontoon was brought along at the
gallop, and the bridge was successfully completed. The 107th
Brigade then crossed without a casualty. At 4 a.m., on 20th
October, more shelling damaged the bridge, but repairs were
effected before the next battalion was due t o cross at 6 a.m.
A mare permanent footbridge was put across during the day
by the same company.
The 150th Company had already, on 14th October, built
light bridges over the Heulebeke, south-west of Ledeghem.
for the 109th Brigade and cleared the roads for its advance.
On 19th October, the company's pontoons were sent up in
reserve, in case the IzIst and Izznd Companies needed extra
'equipment, Casualties from shell-fire were suffered while the
sections were under cover. On the zoth, in addition to helping
the xnst Company to complete their bridge, the 150th put a
medium bridge across the Lys near Oyghem, with extra
pontoons from the 7th Pontoon Park.
On the 23rd, the 121st Company built a trestle bridge over
the river with timber cut locally. The river was a hundred feet
wide, with thirteen feet of water and a very soft uneven bottom.
The larger trestles were made with €edgers in the form of a
box. They were then floated into position and held there by
ropes. The boxes were then filled with stones and the trestles
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sunk. Further adjustment was made by the simple process of
a section of sappers jumping on a temporary decking until the
required settlement had been reached. This bridge was completed in two and a half days by a party of twenty sappers and
a platoon of pioneers, everything except the dogs and nails,
having been collected locally. On 25th October, a large convoy
of French 3-ton lorries passed over the bridge, two at a time,
without any effect on its stability.
The bridging work of the 36th Division on the Lys was a
striking example of good preliminary reconnaissance, careful
organization and placing of equipment, and gallant behaviour
of all ranks under fire. The initiative of the junior subalterns
contributed much to the success, and the special message of
appreciation sent by the Army Commander to the division
was a well-deserved tribute to the field companies.
The 30th Division built a super-heavy pontoon bridge on
19th to zxst October, about a mile west of Walluin, employing
~
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examples of these heavy pontoon bridges during the war,
chiefly owing to the difficulty of ensuring articulation without
damage to the baulks or decking. An 8-in. howitzer crossed
this one, with about nine inches of free-board. Another good
example of this division's work was a heavy trestle bridge
built by the 20znd Field Company over the Scheldt near
Bossuyt. A reconnaissance for this bridge was made a t 4 a.m.
on the 9th November, work on the timber trestles was begun
at the R.E. dump a t Xnokke soon after 9 a.m., and the bridge
with its road diversions was completed by 2.30 a.m. on the'
10th.
The Second Army had advanced well beyond the Scheldt
when the Armistice came. Its engineess had all shared in t h e
arduous work of crossing the rivers and rapidly opening fresh
communications. The few examples given above are typical
of all the others. In no case was the advance of the army
delayed for want of bridges. The pace was increasing towards
the close, but the supply of equipment met the demands.
The companies in rear dismantled the pontoon bridges as soon
as they had been replaced by more permanent structures,
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and sent the equipment forward. The exhilaration of open
warfare heartened the troops, and brought a reward for so
many weary months of toil and disappointment, but the
break-away from static warfare found them well prepared for
new problems.
In these chapters the author has mainly confined himself to
recording the work of divisional engineers and some corps
units, but during the retreats of March t o June, 1918,all the
numerous types of R.E. units, however specialist they were,
found themselves employed on the construction of defences,
on demolitions or as infantry. It should be specially noted that
from March to November 1918,the fighting was mainly mobile;
the long period of three and a half years of static warfare had
been broken up, and was succeeded by a war of manmuvre on
large parts of the front. The result was the release of a considerable quantity of R.E. man-power employed in the
tunnelling companies, who now became available for general
R.E.work, both offensive and defensive. Mention has been
made in these chapters of the very valuable and competent
work done by these tunnelling companies, who were welcomed
wherever they went by the Chief Engineers of Corps, but for
further information the reader is referred to Chapter XVIII.

CHAPTER XVT
WORK OF THE FIELD SQUADRONS IN FRANCE
Operations during 1914-Operations during rg15-16-The
Indian
Cavalry Corps-Operations during rg17-Operations during
19x8.
OPEKATIOKS

DURIXGI914

I N August, 19x4, the British Expeditionary Force included
five cavalry brigades, of which four were formed into a cavalry
division, while the fifth was an independent brigade.
The cavalry division had a field squadron, R.E., consisting
of a headquarters and four troops, each troop having an
establishment of one officer and about forty N.C.05. and men.
The 5th Cavalry Brigade had its own field troop with three
officers and seventy-hve N.C.Os. and men, i o m e d into iwo
half- t roops.
The officers with the 1st Field Squadron on the outbreak
of the war were: Major E. S. Sandys, Captain P. 0. Jordan
and Lieutenants G. E. H. Sim, T. H, Foster, R. R. Egerton and
R.G. W. €3. Stone.
In September, 1914, the 2nd Cavalry Division was formed,
the 5th Cavalry Brigade and its field troop being absorbed,
with an additional troop on loan from the 1st Field Squadron.
In October, 1914,the 2nd Field Squadron (Captain L. C.
Trench) which had been formed in England with a headquarters
and 2 troops, arrived in Belgium, and absorbed the old 5th
Brigade Field Troop, returning the troop borrowed from the
1 s t Squadron. Both the xst and 2nd Field Squadrons were now
organized with a headquarters, four troops and a small bridging
train. A third squadron (Captain C. E. P. Sankey), formed in
England in September, 1914,for the 3rd Cavalry Division,
arrived in France in October. At first, it had only two troops,
but in March, 1915,it was expanded to the same establishment
as the other two squadrons, Thus each of the three British,
and also the two Indian cavalry divisions (who arrived in
426
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, France in November and December, 1914,eventually had its
own field squadron, and at Cavalry Corps Headquarters a
C.R.E. (Major E. S. Sandys) was appointed for their technical
control. The establishment of a field squadron was 225 men
I and the same number of horses.
!
Shprtly afterwards two cavalry corps were formed in the
B.E.F.: the British Cavalry Corps (rst, and and 3rd Cavalry
I
Divisions) and the Indian Cavalry Corps (1st and and Indian
Cavalry Divisions),
The Indian cavalry divisions at first differed in organization
from the British ; they each had a C.R.E. and a number of
Field and Assistant Field Engineers, drawn from the regular
RE.officers serving in India, but on the formation of the Indian
Cavalry Corps in December, 1914,the British system was
adopted and, by May, 1915,the 1st and 2nd Indian Field
Squadrons had arrived in France with all-British personnel.
Thus the story of the Indian Field Squadrons belongs to that
of the regular Royal Engineers. The officers commanding these
squadrons were Major A. G. Bremner and Major S. D’A,
Crookshank respectively. The Indian Cavalry Corps existed
until March, 19x6, when it was broken up. Later, its two
divisions formed part of the reorganized Cavalry Corps,
formed in September, 1916,from the five divisions then in
France, with Lieut.-Colonel W.H. Evans as C.R.E. The 1st
and 2nd Indian Field Squadrons were redesignated the 4th and
5th Field Squadrons. When the 4th and 5th Cavalry Divisions
were withdrawn in March, 1918,and sent to Egypt, the 4th
Squadron was broken up, and the 5th remained in France
until April, when it also became dispersed.
A field squadron was not an economical unit. From a whole
squadron it was impossible, even under favourable conditions,
to provide a dismounted working party of more than seventy
N.C.0.s. and men, and this left the remainder of the squadron
practically immobile, and quite unproductive.
From the beginning of trench warfare to the end of the war,
it was hoped by all, and believed by many cavalrymen, that
one day a gap would he broken in the German lines and the
cavalry would pour through to spread havoc and confusion
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in the rear. No such gap was in fact ever madc. Even if the
cavalry had had their chance, it is difficult to imagine any
probable circumstances in which their engineers, if carried in
motor transport, could not have served them far better than
if mounted on horses. Moreover, during those periods when
the cavalry were either acting as infsntry or withdrawn to
rest, it is obvims that there was still lcss a case for a horsed
engineer. Throughout almost the whole of the war this was,
in fact, the fate of the cavalry, and a close examination of the
work of the field squadrons discloses no occasion on which their
horses were anything but an cncumbrance.
From their landing in France in the middle of August, 1914,
the Field Squadron, and the detached 4th Field Troop, accompanied their respective cavalry formations throughout the
retreat from Mons and the advancc to the Aisne.
During the battle of Mons, on 23rd August, the Squadron
destrojwl the bridges aver the Sambre rivcr and canal between
Pommereuii and St. Aybert. Kext day, aii wheeled transport
was sent to the rear, and the squadron acted as mounted
infantry. The only R.E. work clone consisted in the cutting
of fences for the passage of the cavalry. They were in thc firing
lint at Audignies on the q t h , retiring to Joulain ; they helpcd
to hold Solesmes on the zgth, and rctircd via Beaumont,
Ligny, Ronssoy, Rouy le Grand, reaching Flavy le Meldeux near
Ham, on the 28th. On the 2gth, they fought a delaying action
with the 2nd Cavalry Brigade round Guiscard and Crisolles,
reaching Ourscamp in the evening.
The same day, the 4th Field Troop (Captain L. C. Trench)
had to prepare for demolition the bridges over the Oise at
Chauny. There were three hridges, two of which were close
together while the third, carrying a rnetre-gauge light railway,
was about three-quarters of a mile away. The two bridges in
Chaiiny carried the main road, and the standard-gauge railway.
The actual destruction of thcsc bridges was not to be completed
without ordei-s. Sufficient time and material were available
to do the work, which presented no technical difficulty, and
w a h finished by noon 011 the 29th. The light-railway bridge
was left in charge of an N.C.O. with orders to blow it up when
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he heard the demolition of the others. The main railway
bridge was t o he dealt with by a party of French sappers, while
the main road bridge, an important and solid structure, was
manned by a detachment of the field troop, under Lieutenant
T. A. S. Swinburne. During the afternoon, the destruction of
the bridges was ordered and counter-ordered until the French
decided, with or without orders, to blow theirs. The destruction
was not complete, but the explosion had the effect, fortunately
as it happened, of causing the N.C.O. in charge of the lightrailway bridge to fire his charges, which he did with complete
success at 3 a.m. on the 30th. Late at night, Lieutenant
Swinburne received an order from the I Corps to remove the
charges from the main road bridge and drop them in the river.
As everyone had disappeared and all seemed quiet, he did so,
and the bridge presumably fell intact into the hands of the enemy.
The general retreat carried the Field Squadron back to
Gournay near Paris. When the advance was resumed, it moved
up via Marmand,.Jouy le ChQtel and La Honk to Sablonnihre
where, on 8th September, it reconnoitred the bridges over the
Marne and strengthened a bridge at La FertC Gauche for
lorries. On the gth, the Cavalry Division was ordered to seize
the crossings over the Marne at Charly and Saulcherry. The
Squadron prepared to bridge the river, but the existing bridges
were found to be intact, which was fortunate, for the two
bridging trains were at this time as far back as Le Mans.
The advance was continued to the Aisne, via Mont de Bonneil,
Grisolles and Cramaille to Braisne, where on 12th September,
preparations were made for bridging, but one bridge was found
intact. After severe fightmg, the advance was continued t o
Vauxcere and Oeuilly, where the squadron was employed from
14th September to 2nd October on improving and strengthening the bridges over the Aisne. One of these was a girder
bridge which had been partially destroyed during the retreat ;
its repair was completed just in time t o replace the field bridge
when the latter was put out of action by a flood.
On 3rd October the transfer of the British army t o Flanders
was begun. The 1st and 2nd Field Squadrons marched with their
cavalrv divisions, and enioved the exhilaration of movement
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and the apparent swccss of the wide outflanking operation,
but resistance began to stiffrn and, in fact, soon became an
enemy advance.
A crossing over the Ypres-Comines canal was made near
Hollebeke by the simple method of filling it with earth, helped
by about fifty Belgian workmen under the city engineer of
Ypres. The bridge carrying the main road over the canal near
the same spot, was found to be wrecked, and the R.E. were
complimented b y the cavalry on the thoroughness of its destruction. The Belgian engineer, however, explained that the
collapse of the bridge had been due t o a failure in the design
of the abutments.
Before theend of October, all three field squadrons were very
fully occupied in helping their divisions to prepare defensive
positions, and sometimes in helping to hold them. During
the first battle of Ypres, the cavalry were extensively employed
as infantry to relieve the latter, or to fill some threatening gap.
Ine 1st Squadron worked ~ I U I I Ithe s ~ i i t hof Messincs to a b ~ u t
halfway along the ridge to Wytschaete, the 2nd from there to
Hollebeke ChAteau: and the 3rd farther north. The shortage
of tools and wire made it very difficult to accomplish more than
the most elementary defences. The cavalryman had no entrenching tool, a.nd a t first did not perhaps fully appreciate the
value of a shovel which might be issued to him by a field
squadron ; but he soon learned to do so, and then the difficulty
was to recover it. Villages and farms were searched for any
sort of tool from a hoe t o a coal shovel, with which a man could
dig a little cover, and the fences for miles around were stripped
of their wire and posts in order to erect some sort of obstacle.
Three strands of wire were considered good, but t o get material
for even this it was necessary to send out collecting parties
well in advance. The arrival of the first issue of three coils of
barbed wire in a staff car from St. Omer was a great event.
When the battle had died down, towards the end of November,
the cavalry diviiions and their field squadrons were withdrawn
to billeting areas close behind the line. The 1st Squadron was
billeted at Thieshouk, the 2nd at Vieux Berquin and the 3rd
at Hazebrouck,
m.
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From then until thc end of th: war, work consistcd of one or
other of the following tasks, upon which field squadrons were
employed from one end of the British line to the other.
Activg as field companies when their divisions were dismounted and sent into the line. A cavalry division could
produce about 1,200 rifles, and a field squadron a t most
seventy men to go with them. Small though these numbers
may appear, they meant that each man left behind bad at
least four horses to look after. It was on one of these occasions,
at Ypres in March, 1915, that the 1st Field Squadron dug
and blew w t a t must have been one of the first, if not the first,
of the mines laid by the I3.E.F: in France. It was only 14 ft.
deep, with a gallery of 25 ft., and was charged with 150 Ib.
of gunpowder. This did no great execution, but it was a
beginning.
Dzgging parties.-Dismounted cavalry working parties were
in great demand, and as sappers were required to accompany
every party, the field squadrons spent many months in this
way at various parts of the line.
Preparing for the Ga$.”-Every
large-scale attack raised
hopes that a practicable gap would be broken in the German
line. The field squadrons’ share in the preparation for a gap
consisted in making and teaching the use of trench bridging
devices ; practising in the use of their own bridging equipment;
installing .water-points for the very large numbers of animals
which were brought up close behind the front of attack ;
preparing camps for Cavalry Corps Headquarters, which were
never used, except by exhausted infantrymen coming out of
the line ; clearing and marking 30 ft. wide cavalry tracks
through our own trench system up to the front line; and
lastly, producing the squadron complete and keyed up to
concert pitch at the right time and place on the day of
battle.
Wovking, dismozinted, when not required by their own
divisions, on front and rear defence systems for other formations.
Im$roving the billeting accommodation of the cavalry divi$om, This was, naturally, an endless task.
‘ I
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Instrr/cfiltg rcinnlry regiirr eiits in field engineering and defence
work of all kinds. In the carly part of the war, the manufacture
and use of bombs and hand-grenades was an important feature
of this work.
An important item in the equipment of a field squadron
was the 3-ton lorry allotted in 1915 for the transport of the
divisional rcserve of entrenching tools-500 picks and 500
shovels. At times, unfortunately only for short periods, up
to thirty dismounted sappers would be attached to a squadron.
These men could be moved, by dumping the reserve tools from
the lorry, and it mas thus possible to increase the effective
value of the squadron by about 50 per cent. Even with this
example of the results to be obtained from their mechanical
transport, the squadrons still kept their horses, though in none
of the tasks on which they were employed, as given above,
were horses of any use. The man it was who became the slave
of the horse.
Each time the stage was set for a " gap " high hopes were
raised that now, at last, cavalry would show what it could do.
The higher the hopes, the deeper the disappointment felt in
marching away from the battlefield, and leaving the infantry
still fighting, or passing others on their way forward. On the
other hand, as the war went on, the cavalry, owing to their
comparatively light losses, almost certainly contained the best
material of the army.

OPERATIONS
DURING 1915-16
After the first liattle uf Yprcs, the Cavalry Corps spent
the winter of 1914-15round La Motte, in the forest of Nieppe.
It stood by for the hattlc of Neuve Chapelle, and on
10th March, onc lxigado of thc 2ncl Cavalry Division was
engagcd.
On 22nd April, when the Germans madc their first gas
attack at Ypres, the Cavalry Corps went up in support of the
left of the British line, from Ypres to the right of the Belgian
army. The 1st Field Squadron, on the 23rd, helped the 1st
and and Cavalr!. Brigades nn the line Woesten-Elverdinghe-
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Brielen, the 2nd Squadron helped the 4th Cavalry Brigade t o
entrench in front of Boesinghe and the 3rd Squadron was at
Vlamertinghe with its division in reserve.
'' Later, the field squadrons were employed on trench work
east of Ypres, under the C.R.E., 28th Division, and continued
work in this neighbourhood until the end of May, sometimes
working with their divisions in the line about Hooge and
Wieltje and sometimes on the G.H.Q. Line east of Ypres.
Between 17th and 28th May the squadrons worked together
under the C.R.E., Cavalry Force (Major Sandys). During the
second gas attack, on 24th May, the 1st Squadron had to
abandon their dug-outs and man the Menin Gate trenches.
This squadron was withdrawn on May 28th t o Esquelbecq ;
the 2nd Squadron on 29th May t o Ebblinghem; and the
3rd on 5th June to Renescure. On 30th June the Corps went
up to work, dismounted, on rear-line trenches in the Ypres
a r e a ; the 1st Squadron t o Vlamertinghe under VI Corps;
the 2nd to Dickebuach on the Kemmel defences under V Corps ;
and the 3rd on trenches from Hi11 63 t o Neuve Eglise, later
going on to the Elverdinghe defences under VI Corps, handing
over these to the xst Squadron on 7th August, and then
working from 16th August OA trenches east of Arrnentihs,
where on 30th August, Lieutenant Theodore Smith was killed.
The squadrons were withdrawn about 5th September, respectively to Esquelbecq, Roquetoire and Vincly (near Fruges)
and the divisions started training for the battle of Loos."*
" For the battle of
Loos, the 3rd Cavalry Division was
placed at the disposal of the First Army. It proceeded to
the Bois des Dames on 20th September, and the field squadron
was employed in making cavalry tracks. On the 26th it assisted
the 6th and 8th Cavalry Brigades to consolidate the position
they had won on the east side of Loos, and was withdrawn on
the 28ti-1, Lieutenant R. D. Pank being slightly wounded
during the action. Meanwhile, the Cavalry Corps moved to
Noeux les Mines for the battle. The 1st Cavalry Division
reached Vaudricourt on the q t h , and held and put in order the
old German line behind Loos, afterwards working on the
trenchesunder the XI Corps. It was withdrawn on6th October, its
* Briej History UJ K.E. with Cavalry. K . E . J o i d Y i t c i l , March,
1926, p. 47.
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field squadron going to Sermy, and on 20th October, to Clarques.
The 2nd Cavalry Division arrived in the neighbourhood of
Ferfay on 29th September, whence a dismounted party with
the field squadron went up to Vermelles for work on the old
German line until 17th October.”*
The Cavalry Corps was withdrawn towards the end of
October, and the divisions settled down for the winter in the
rear areas. The cavalry was employed on G.H.Q. defence
lines, and the field squadrons were distributed among the working parties. This went on throughout the winter of 1915-16,
but on 3 r d December the Cavalry Corps formed a dismounted
division for work in the trenches.
‘‘ The composite division proceeded to La Philosophe and
worked on sccond-line trenches in the Hohenzollern Redoubt,
east of Vermelles, until its return t o the corps on 15th February,
1916. Major C. R. Johnson was appointed C.R.E., and Lieutenant G. E. Grimsdale, Adjutant R.E. of the division. During
this period, iieutenani R. E. Panit, 3rd Fieid Squarliuil, wab
again wounded on zznd January, 2nd Lieutenant Chappell,
3rd Squadron, was killed on 3rd February, Lieutenant Greathed,
1st Squadrori, wounded uri 8th February, and in t h e 2nd
Squadron, Lieutenant Wise was slightly wounded and Lieutenant K . M.Carnduff killed early in January.
“Towards the end of March, 1916, the British Cavalry
Corps was broken up, the 1 s t Cavalry Division being allotted
t o the First Army, the 2nd to the Second Army ; and the 3rd
held in G.H.Q. reserve. The 1st Field Squadron, at the end of
March, sent u p a detachment to Vedrel to work on the Estrce
Cauchie Verdrel line, under I V Corps. On 26th June, the
xst Cavalry Division arrived at Querrieu for the Sonime
offensive, the field squadron having to construct several
bridges. Uuring July, they stood to and moved up on several
occasions, and on 24th July, proceeded dismounted to Fricourt
for work with t h e cavalry on trenclies a t Montauban and
Bernafay Wood, under XI11 Corps ; this work was continued
until the re-formation of the Cavalry Corps at the beginning
of September, 1916.”t
* Brief Hislory of 1i.E. with Cmnlry. K . E . Joirriial, hIarcIi,
1926, p. 48.
f Ibid., p. 4S EL seq.
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The 2nd Ficld Squadron was similarly employed in the
Second Army area until September, when it returned with its
division to the Cavalry Corps.
The 3rd Squadron went lip t o Querrieu with its division
on 24th June for the Somme offensive, and took part in trench
work with the dismounted cavalry in front of Contalmaison and
Mametz Wood. In August, it moved to Le Quesnoy, west of
Amiens, and sent up a party to help the divisional machhegunners in the Leipzig Redoubt.
I g I j ANI)

“ On 5th August the squadron tnoved t o Dompierre, and
another party was sent t o Aveluy for work under I1 Corps,
when Captain Cobb and Lieutenant Hay were wounded. On
9th September the parties rejoined and the 3rd Division
marched t o Querrieu t o join the Cavalry Corps.”*

The new Cavalry Corps, formed at Daours in September,
19x6,had five cavalry divisions. These were concentrated in the
Fourth Army area, waiting for the long-hoped-for gap. Lieut.Colonel W.H. Evans was appointed C.R.E. of the corps, with
Captain G . E. Grimsdale as adjutant. The field squadrons were
employed on the usual work of making and maintaining cavalry
tracks in the forward area. The renewed attack did not result
in any opening for the cavalry, and at the end of September
the corps was withdrawn for the winter. The R.E. squadrons
were billeted respectively at Doudeauville, Douriez, Les Puits
Berfault, Boismont and Embreville. Hutting and stabling
formed the chief items of the winter’s work. Officers were sent
to the courses at the bridging school at Aire and the field
company commanders’ course at Hesdin.

THEINDIANCAVALRYCORPS
As already mentioned, the two field squadrons attached to
the 4th and 5th Indian Cavalry Divisions were purely British
units, and their story therefore belongs to this history.
The first cavdry formations to arrive from India were
accompanied by two Indian field troops, drawn from the 2nd
and 3rd Sappers and Miners, but with the arrival of the, zhd
‘
Ibid., p. 49.
ll.3
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Indian Cavalry Divisiun, in December, 1914,it was decidcd to ,
form an Indian Cavalry Corps, to abolish the Indian organization of R.E. with cavalry, and to reorganize with British
R.E. personnel.
The 1st and 2nd Indian Field Squadrons were formed in :
France a t Wittes and Ermy St. Julien in May, 19x5,under thc
command respectively of Major A. G. Bremner and Major
S. D’A. Crookshank. The two Indian field t r o o p were broken
up in July, 1915,and their personnel sent to the Indian
(infantry) Corps.
Therc was also a Canadian field troop, raised a t Aldershot
in September, 1915,under Captain R . F. Mainguy, cornyosccl
entirely of British R E . personnel, This troop joined the
Canadian Cavalry Brigade in October. It served for a time with
thc Canadian Corps, and was then attached to the 2nd Indian
Cavalry Division. Finally, in January, 1917, it was mergcd into
the and Indian Field Squadron, which was then renamed th(%
5th Fieid Squadron, the ET: Indian Sqnadrori iwxmiiiig ti IC
4th. Both thcsc squadrons were broken up in 1918,after their
divisions hac1 been transferred to Egypt.
From February till the end of April, 19x5, the Indian
Cavalry Corps was employed on constructing G.H.Q. defences
in thc neighbourhood of St. Venant and the forest of Nieppe.
During the early part of 1915 the corps moved up on several
occasions in support of attacks, returning always t o the Aire
neighbourhood. On 11th March they went t o Auchel for the
Neuve Chappelle battle ; at the end of April into Belgium
for the first gas attack at Ypres; on 17th May to east of
Lillers for the Festubert attack ; and on 27th May to Ypres
for the second gas attack. On this occasion the 1st Indian
Cavalry Division was put into the trenches a t Hooge, and
both the 1st Indian Field Squadron and the 2nd Indian Field
Troop did much front-line work there and at Railway Wood,
Captain J. C. Wickham, R.E., being severely wounded, From
the end of June to the end of July, 1915,dismounted men
from the 1st and 2nd Divisions were employed on the reserve
trenches and strong points in the Laventie and Noeux les
Mines areas.
‘‘ A t the end of March, 1916,the Indian Cavalry Corps was
‘ I
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broken up. The 1st Indian Cavalry Division moved northwards
t o the Auxi-le-Chsteau area, where the field squadron was
employed on the construction of the Third .4rmy School, and
later a divisional school at Vacqueriette. On 30th June the
division marched to the Doullens area for the Somme battle,
moving back t o the Auxi-le-Chgteau on 2nd July and to
Aubigny on 20th July. The field squadron was employed
under XVII Corps north of Arras on front-system redoubts,
concrete field-gun emplacements and dug-outs €or the corps
heavy artillery. On 3rd September, the division marched to the
St. Ricquier area, and on 13th September, reached the Allonville area near Querrieu, where it joined the newly re-formed
Cavalry Corps.
"Except for a training period at St. Ricquier, the 2nd
Indian Cavalry Division stayed in the Alloncourt area until
1st July, 1916, when it proceeded to Bussy-les-Daours for the
Somme offensive. The field squadron went on t o Meaulte and
later t o Fricourt, and until the formation of the Cavalry
Corps, in September, 19x6, was empIoyed in heIping its division
in attacks, making cavalry tracks, moving guns in Mametz
Wood and genera1 trench work under XIV and XV Corps."*
OPEKATlONS
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Preparations for the battle of Arras involved the xst, 2nd

and 3rd Field Squadrons, who carried out reconnaissances
of new cavalry tracks and constructed water-points near
Aubigny, Bailleulmont and Gouy. An advanced Cavalry Corps
Headquarters was built at Duisans. The rst Cavalry Division
moved up to the First Army north of the Scarpe ; the 2nd
and 3rd Cavalry Divisions on 9th April moved to east of Arras,
ready t o take part in the Third Army battle. Again no opportunity occurred, but the 3rd Cavalry Division sustained heavy
losses in an attempt to secure Monchy-le-Preux, which was
entered by a squadron of Essex Yeomanry and the 10th
Hussars, who galloped forward under heavy machine-gun fire.
On n t h April the cavalry were withdrawn again to the
area they had occupied during the winter. The 4th Cavalry
Division had gone to the Fifth Army near Bullrcuurt. where
* Brief History of K.E. with I'aoalry. K . E . Jour?ral, March, 1926,
P. 5 2 .
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‘‘ the 4th Field Squadron was employed OR water-points near
Sapignies and a cavalry track near Bullecourt. The 5th
Field Squadron accompanied its division in the advance of the
Fourth Army a n d were employed in filling craters, rozd work
and constructing reserve defence lines, being quartered at
Tert ry. ”*
On 9th May thc Cavalry Corps, leaving the 1st Cavalry
Division with the First Army near Merville, moved down to
the Fourth Army area on the Somme, joining the 5th Cavalry
Division. “ A portion of the front line between the Omignon
river and Epi.hy wns takm over from thc 59th and 4znd
Divisions, and a11 four cavalry divisions were put in. Cavalry
Corps Headquarters took over from 111 Corps at Catelet and
the divisions werc disposed along the Omignon and Cdogne
rivers.” The C.R.E. becamr in effect a Corps Chief Engineer,
and was given the assistance of three field engineers, and the
zSTst, z8znd, 565th A.T. Companies, R’.E., 180th Tunnelling
.Company, ~ y o .3 Rciniorcemenc Company, RE., and iiie 4iit
Pontoon Park.
“ Apart from the ordinary K.E. work connected with the
administration of a large area in a devastated zone, much
was done on the improvement of the defences, and the corps
was cornpliniented on the state i n which they left the trenches.
Major V. H. Simon, commanding the 3rd Field Squadron, and
Captain D . \Vise, z i i d Field Squadron, were killed east of
Ronssoy on 3rd June and I j t h May, respectively.
‘‘ On 3rd July, 1917,the 3rd Cavalry Division moved up into
the First Army area, and on 5th July, the corps handed back
their trenches t o 111 Corps (34th and 3 j t h Divisions). Corps
H.Q. moved to Aire and the divisions were located: xst at
MerviIle ; 2nd round Magnicourt along the Canche river ;
3rd a t Busnes ; 4 t h remaining with the Third Army, along the
Omignon ; and 5th north of St. Pol, with its field squadron at
Truisvaux.”

On m i d July the 1 s t Field Squadron accompanied a biigade
of thc 1st Cavalry Division to the Sccond Army, and was
employed on water-points rorclurny roads etc., hetweell Watten

* ]<.E. wifh Cavalry.

K.E.Jowrsal, June, 1926, p. 306
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, and Dickebusch. On 26th July the 3rd Field Squadron was

I

similarly cmploycd in the Westoutre area.
-4t the end of August, 1917, thc usual winter programme
of accommodation began, the hulk of the Cavalry Corps being
destined for the area between the Cologne and Omignon
rivers. The 4th Field Squadron and parts of the and, 3rd and
5th were engaged on this work which had to be interrupted
for the preparations for the battle of Carnhrai.
" A detachment of t h e 3rd Field Squadron constructed an
advanced Corps H.Q. and water-points for three divisions at
Fins. A track-making battalion was formed from dismounted
men of the 4th and 5th Cavalry Divisions and trained under
Lieut-Colonel R. M. Bell and Lieutenant S. G. Bennett, 4th
Field Squadron ; a bridge for crossing the St. Quentin Canal
was prepared by Lieutenant H. 1).Maconochie, 3rd Squadron,
and arranged for loading on t o two tanks. This bridge was
subsequently used to improve an existing bridge east of
Masnihes and facilitated the withdrawal of the Canadian
Cavalry Brigade, By 27th November the Corps had moved
back t o Villers Carbonnel and commenced taking over a portion
of the line between t h e Omignon river and Hargicourt, the
and Cavalry Division having been left at Fins."*

The Cavalry Corps was oncc more brought into action when
the Germans launched their heavy counter-attack at Carnbrai
on 27th November. The field squadrons were employed on the
construction of support lines and strong points.
On 6th December the Cavalry returned to their winter
quarters, and for the next three months, during the preparations to meet the threatened German offensive, they held a
section of the line of VI1 Corps, between Ronssoy and the
Omignon valley. A dismounted force was formed from two
of the cavalry divisions in turn, with a C.R.E. (Major A. F.S.
Hill, 4th Field Squadron). Meanwhile, the rest of the Cavalry
Corps was engaged on winter hutting, rear defence lines and
on the preparation .>f d l bridges in their area for demolition.
On 9th March, 19iS,thr Corps, now reduced to thrcc divisions
by the departure of the 4th Cavalry Division to Egypt and the
* Ibid., p, 308.
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clisbandment of the 5th, handed over its portion of thc front
to XIX Corps, and was employed on the construction of defencc:
works on the Fifth Army line, working under the Chief Engineer
of the. Canadian Corps. The C.R.E., Cavalry Corps was responsible for a sector of this line, and was lent the field cornp a r k and pioneers of the 50th Division, the 225th Field
Company (39th Division), the 283rd and 288th A.T. Companies
and a number of labour units.*

OPERATIONS
DURING
1918
When the German attack began on PIS^ March, I ~ I S thc
,
2nd and 3rd Cavalry Divisions were sent t 2 111 Corps, and 1st
Cavalry Division and the 5th Field Squadron to XIX Corps.
" On 23rd March the 1st Squadron blew up the bridges over
the Somme at Pargny and Bethencourt, 2nd Lieutenant G. 1;.
Baylay being killed.? On the 24th they were at Cappy and
Cerisy under VI1 Corps, and on the 25th at Bussy-le-Daours
holding the line north of thc Sommc about Morlancourt ; on
this day they again came under the orders of the Cavalry
Corps, which had arrived at Querrieu. The 2nd Cavalry
Division was at Maucourt on the zrst and the field squadron
reconnoitred the bridges over the Oise for demolition ; on the
23rd Lieutenant Kezsr's troop was in action at Jussy with
the 3rd Cavalry Brigade, the other troops being detached to the
4th and 5th Brigades, and rejoining the squadron on the 27th.
Meanwhile, the 2nd Squadron headquarters on the zznd and
24th prepared fourteen bridges about blarucamp and Quierzy
for demolition, and two more at Apyilly and Bretigny. These
they blew up on the 25th, the bridge at Pontoise being demolished on the same day. On the 29th the squadron dug posts
at Dive le Franc, handing over to the French, and again the
same thing at Ansauvillers, whence it marched north t o Roves,
rejoining the Cavalry Carps on 30th March.
The 3rd Cavalry Division joined with the mid under 11
Corps, and on the 26th the 3rd Squadron assisted the French
to hlow u p somr bridges near Pontoisr. 0 1 1 thc 27th, thr
"

I
I
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division assembled near St. ]tist, and on the y t h , rejoined thc
Corps a t Sains-en-Amienois.
“ The 5th Field Squadron, after retreating daily, was joined
on 25th March by two tunnelling companies (173rd and 258th)
,
z8.p-d and 288th) from
I and four A.T. companies ( z y ~ t h&st,
! XTX Corps, to form the XIX Corps R.E. Battalion, of which
Major E. J. B. Buchanan (5th Field Squadron) was placed in
command with Captain Fairtlough as adjutant. On the 25th
the battalion blew up a culvert between Estrees and Foucaucourt, and on the 26th they dug and manned the FramervilleVarvillers line. On the 27th they retired to the RouvroyFramerville line, where they were heavily attacked, and had to
I
! retire to the Quesnil-Beaufort line, Lieutenant Matthewson
being killed at Rouvroy. The battalion was reorganized at
’
Cayeux, and again put into the line at Demuin, where they were
heavily attacked and had t o retire to Hangard, consolidating
a position there, being withdrawn on the 3rst to near Boves.
Major Buchanan was seriously wounded and Lieutenant
Greathed slightly wounded, during the action at Demuin. The
’ battalion was relieved by infantry on 31st March, and the
squadron rejoined the Cavalry Corps near Glissy on 1st April,
“On 27th April the 1st C,avalry Division was hastily transferred
from the north t o the south bank of the Somme to fill
;
’
a gap in the line: it occupied this front until 3rd May, its
squadron being employed in support, and also in preparing
1’ field
some of the bridges near Daours for demolition. On 1st April
the ‘2nd Cavalry Division, with part of the 3rd, attacked at
Hangard Wood, north-east of Moreuil. The 2nd Field Squadron
followed up to consolidate, when Major T. A. S. Swinburne
was killed and Lieutenant de Meric wounded. On 3rd April
the 3rd Cavalry Division went into support north-west of
Gentelles, and the field squadron was employed on the Cachy
Switch until the 8th. On 6th April Cavalry Corps H.Q.
withdrew to Amiens with the 1st and 3rd Divisiom, the 2nd
Division moving back to Ailly-le-Haut Clocher.”*
I

~

I

The Cavalry Corps was moved up to the neighbourhood of
Aire on 17th April as a reserve behind the First Army during
the German offensive in Flanders, but the divisions did not
go into action. All through the summer, the cavalry were

* R.E. with Cavalry.

H.E. Jourml, June, 1926,p. 310-XI,
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employcd on various dcfericc works in thc rear weas. When
the Fourth Army operations lxgan on Sth August, the Cavalry
Corps was moved to west of Amiens to he in readiness to
exploit any break-through, hut once again there was no
opportunity for the cavalry. Thc 1 s t and 3rd Divisions were in
action on 8th and 9th October, and the field squadrons were
engaged in the establishment of water-points, the filling-in of
road-craters, the making of divcrsions and in searching for
mines and traps.
The cavalry divisions were next moved northwards to the
T-ille area, and made preparations for a hreak-through with
the Fifth Army, but the Armisticc intervened, and on 11th
November the divisions found themselves along the Blaton
canal in and around Ath.
Thus it will be seen that the field squadrons had their
share of the work, and if they were denied the dashing opportunities which throughout the war were the dream of the
whole cavalry force, they carried out thc same diversity of
work which fell to the lot of their comrades in the field companies. They were undoubtedly hampered by their horses, and
the substitution of light motor lorries as a means of transport
would in no way have reduced their mobility ; far from it.
Their story is the story of the last of the mounted engineers.*

* The valiiablc work of mounted engineers in Egypt and
Palestine is described in Volume VI of this history.
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ROYAL ENGINEERS AND THE ROYAL TANK CORPS
Invention oi t h e Tank-The Heavy Section, Machine-Gun Corps
-The Tank Corps in France-Maintenance-BridgingDirector-General of t h e Tank Corps.

INVENTIONOF THE TANK

FROM
the earliest times soldiers have endeavoured t o build
vehicles in which they could advance against the enemy
behind armour protection and from which they would be able
t o throw missiles at their opponents. There are a few instances
of the successful use of early types of fighting vehicles but it
was usually found impossible, with the feeble muscular power
of man or horse, t o carry sufficient armour protection to
withstand the missiles of the day. With the arrival of the
internal combustion engine armoured cars were suggested,
but the poor cross-country capacity of the wheeled vehicles
of that time limited their use to special conditions and circumstances. I t was not until the two inventions of the internal
combustion engine and the endless track were combined, that
it became possible t o construct proper fighting vehicles which
could carry sufficient armour to withstand the missiles of the
normal weapons with which the infantry were armed,
Unarmoured tracked vehicles propelled by internal combustion engines made their appearance some years before the
war. A proposal was made by Mr. de Mole in 19x2 that such
vehicles should be armoured and used as fighting vehicles.
No nation, however, was sufficiently progressive to develop
this idea.
There are few inventions which have not been sought by
many minds simultaneously. Sometimes the inspiring flash
has come to only one individual, but much more often several
people have been independently groping towards the right
443
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solution, arid previous inventions of another typc have pointed
the wa~7t o the answer to the new question. The final product
llas been the result of several independent experiments, each
giving some portion of the solution.
So it was with the tank. But Lieut.-Colond (later MajorGeneral Sir Ernest) Swinton, R.E., was the first to put forward
the Iiractical conception of a n armed fighting vchiclc protected
by armour and propclled on caterpillar tracks. Hc specified
exactly what thc machine should bc like and what i t should do.
After the war, a judicial commission was appointed to adjudicate upon the rewards due to. in,ventors who had supplied the
nation with valuable new devices for winning the war. This
commission had, therelure,. the duty of rewarding the invento:or inventors of the tank. They decided that thc answer WLS
in the plural, and they distrihuted the reward among a fairly
small band of men, among whom we are glad to note in this
history was hlajor-General Sir Ernest Swinton, whom the
I..mmicsio!l con.i.lme.l
!'!ZS m-ai!?!T,i rqcn.jb!e
fer the i&i..tion of the use of tanks in war.
Space bsing lirnitcd, the other inventors and the many able
inen who developed the usc and military application of the
tank, and fought this new arm to such great victory, will
not quarrel with us il we now confine ourselves in this history
tc the work of Royal Engineers in this achievement.
Towards the end of 1914 Lirut.-Colonel E. D. Swinton w a s
at General Headquarters in Francc as Eyewitness," providing
the public with information. He was impressed with the grezt
waste of lives in trying to compete with the machine-gun
and barbed wire, and he turned his mind to finding some
mechanical device t o overcome the strength of this defence.
He had not heard of hlr. de Mole's suggestion of 1912 to use
track vchicles for this purpose, hut he had heard of caterpillar
tractors, and he conceived the idea that they could hc armoured
and adapted to carry forward machine-guns. In October,
1914, Lieut.-Colonel Swintsn brought the idea t o the notice
of the Committce of Imperial Dcfence, on the Staff of which
he had wurkcd bvfure the war. Eight months later he persuaded
G.H.Q., France, to submit the proposal officially. In the
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incantime, in January, 1915, throrigh the charincl of t h C.I.D.
the idea came to the nntice of Mr. Winston Churchill, the
First Lord of the Admiralty, who, with his usual quick intuition,
seized upon the idea and brought all hi5 great driving power
to bear to enlist the services of able men, notably Sir Eustace
Tennyson D’Eyncourt, Commander Wilson and Mr. Tritton,
to design and produce practical results. With these gentlemen
were associated Colonel W. C . Dumble, R.E. and the indefatigable Colonel Crompton, R.E. (T.A.), always noted for appearing
at the right place at the right time. There were, of course,
many others concerned with the development of the tank,
and other proposals and committees were formed later, for
which the reader must go to other sources of information.

THEHEAVYSECTION,
MACHINE-GUNCORPS
In July, 1915,Colonel Swinton returned t o England as an
assistant secretary of the C.I.D. and at once took in hand the
co-ordination of the efforts which were being made in relation
‘ t o the design of fighting vehicles on caterpillar tractors.
Finally, on 2nd February, 1916, a machine became available
for inspection as a fighting vehicle constructed to Colonel
Swinton’s specification. The trials took place at Hatfield and
as a result it was decided to form a small unit of the MachineGun Corps, to be called the Heavy Section,” and LieutColonel Swinton was appointed t o command it, with his head’ quarters in London. He established a training camp at Elvedon,
-I near Thetford, and two R.E. officers-Major
M. O’C. Tandy and
Captain Martel-were lent t o him for a month t o prepare a
modern battlefield on the ground, over which the machines
could practise.
The&? n e w fighting vehicles, at first called land cruisers,
were kechristened “ Tanks by Colohel Swinton, a name which
has continued ever since, though its origin was due t o the
necessity for secrecy and, therefore, t h t pretence that they
were vehicles for use on water supply.
Lieut.-Colonel Swinton had the usual difficulty encountered
bv anv new branch that tries to insert itself into a Government
“

”
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office,lmt in spite of this he collected :I hand of very keen officers
and men whom lie inspired with enthusiasm. Re particularly
impressed the importance of secrecy on all ranks and it was
largely due t o his influence and leadership that secrecy was
maintained until the tanks were employed. The Army in
general and the Tank Corps in particular owe much t o the
great work carried out by Lieut.-Colonel Swinton in those
early days,
This embryo of a new arm in warfare was officially named
The Heavy Section of the Machine-Gun Corps.” In August,
1916,the first units of the Heavy Section, M.G.C., began to
move t o France. At the end of September the Commanderinchief in that theatre of war appointed Lieut.-Colonel €€, J.
Elles,* R.E., t o command these units. They now became
known as the “,HeavyBranch,”M.G.C.,and it was arrangedthat
Lieut.-Colonel Swinton should remain a t home t o guide design
and development and raise new units. Later, however, Lieut.Coionei Swinton was repiaced, and his vaiuabie experience
was lost ; this was a sad blow t o the Heavy Branch and
t o Lieut.-Colonel Swinton himself. The Army lost much from
this change of leadership at home in an important new branch
of warfare that was destined t o play such a great part in war.
“

‘ I

THE TANKCORPS

IN

”

FRANCE

I n May, 1917, the “Heavy Branch” became the “Tank
Corps,” with Brigadier-General H. J. Elks in command, and
by April, 1918, the same officer had become G.O.C., Tank
Corps.
There was much controversy (continued since the war)
whether the first detachment of these new weapons should be
thrown into battle for experiment and thus be disclosed to the
enemy or whether they should wait until a strong force could
effect a great tactical, even strategical, surprise. Colonel
Swinton strongly urged the latter view.

* Later General Sir Hugh Elies, K.C.B., K.C.M.C., K.c.V.O., D.S.O.,
who held the appointments of Director of Military Training and
Master-General of the Ordnance at the War Office.
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It was on 15th September, 1916, that a small rinit of " tanks "
first went into battle, but on this occasion and in subsequent
operations for fourteen months the tanks were used after
the point of attack had been disclosed by the artillery preparation for the battle. The Tank Corps had continually pressed
G.H.Q.for permission to use the tanks in the way for which
they had been originally proposed, i.e., for a surprise attack
and not as an additional assistance after a long preliminary
bombardment. This point had been stressed in a remarkable
memorandum on the r d e and employment of tanks written by
Colonel Swinton, dated February, 1916. The great tank
break-through of 8th August, 1918,was almost exactly in
accordance with the forecast of their r31e in this memorandum.
In November, 1917,the Tank Corps was at last given an
opportunity to attack without preliminary bombardment and
preparations were made at very short notice for the Battle
of Cambrai. In this battle General Elles advanced in the
leading tank and led the Tank Corps to their great victory,
which once for all settled the controversy upon the value of
tanks and established them as a new arm in war.
Many Royal Engineer officers in France were anxious to
join the Tank Corps but few could be spared. Lieut.-Colonel
R. C. R. Hill, however, commanded a tank battalion, and
Lieut.-Colonel L. C. A. de B. Doucet, R.E., commanded the
tank supply units, which consisted of the older pattern tanks
fitted up as supply tanks. able to pass over the shell-torn
ground and refill the fighting tanks in the field. Captain
G. le Q.Martel, R.E., was G.S.0.z at Tank Corps Headquarters
in France. Another officer, Captain S. H. Foot, R.E. (S.R.),
joined as an engineer officer and a little later became a Brigade
Major t o a Tank Brigade. In 1918 he went to the War Office
on the Staff of Major-General Sir John Capper, where he made
some very valuable proposals for future policy in mechanization.
MAINTENANCE
At a very early stage it became clear that the repair side of
the Tank Corps in France would be a matter of primary
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importance. Repairs in t h e field were normally the duty
of ,the Army Ordnance Corps, who empIoyed qrdnance
mechanical engineers, but the Ordnance Corps started the war
with totalIy inadequate strength and organization of mechanical engineers t o compete with the work. From the earliest
days it was manifest that the A.S.C. must take over from the
A.O.C. the responsibility for maintenance of mechanical
transport. On the arrival of tanks in France it was, therefore,
decided not to overload the A.O.C. with additional responsibilities, but t o form a body of engineers within the Tank Corps
for this work. The decision was a wise one. These engineer
officers belonged t o the Tank Corps and wore the Tank Corps
badge, though they remained on a special list as Tank Engineers.
Several engineers who had received temporary commissions as
KoyaI Engineers were transferred t o the Tank Corps for this
purpose. The head of the Tank Engineers was Colonel F.
SearIe, who had been well known in civil life before the war as
a mechailica! cngirlccr. E c founded 2 system G f rr,aintensnce
and repair by spare parts which undoubtedly contributed
very largely to the mechanical success of the Corps, and this
system has been largely followed ever since by all mechanized
units.
I n addition t o repair work these Tank Engineers formed
salvage units, which were later called field companies, for the
salvage of damaged tanks on t h e battlefield. The work was
a most hazardous undertaking, in which Captain Hon.
R. T. R. P. Butler, D.s.o.,Y.c., distinguished himself. This
o f h e r originally held a temporary commission, R.E.

BRIDGING
We have already seen that a body of mechanical engineers
was needed on the repair side for tanks, and it soon became
clear that assistance from engineers was also needed on the
tactical side. For instance, although the tanks had considerable obstacle-crossing capacity, there were many common and
natural obstacles that would hold them up. Assistance was
required in crossing these obstacles, and required in the
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forefront of the battle. It soon became clear that Royal
Engineer units would eventually be needed to carry out much
of this work and would have to make use of mechanical power
to assist them. Special Royal Engineer units were not, however,
formed until 19x8,but in the meantime some interesting work
of this nature was carried out, partly by the Tank Corps
itself, and partly by Royal Engineer officers who were detailed
to assist in the task, It will be remembered that the commander of the Tank Corps and some of his staff were Royal
Engineer officers, so that no difficulty was experienced in
directing this work even before the special units were
formed.
The first apparatus that had t o be devised was a type of
bridge which would enable medium tanks t o follow heavy
tanks across very wide trenches that were beyond the spanning
capacity of the medium tanks. To meet this demand, a bridge
was designed in the form of a sledge. This consisted essentially
of two steel joists a5 main girders, cross braced together, and
provided with timber decking. The bridge was 20 ft. Iong
and could be towed quite easily by a heavy tank ; the tank
would cross the wide trench and the bridge followed without
difficulty. When the bridge was spanning the trench, the
towing attachment could be released from inside the tank,
leaving the bridge in position. A number of these bridges
were made and would have been laid by the Tank Corps
themselves during an advance, but by the time we had a
number of medium tanks in France, the conditions of warfare
had changed, and the bridges were therefore little used.
Another bridging device that was developed provided a
means of assisting the passage of infantry, who were co-operating with tanks. The solution was found by carrying a
light bridge in the form of a trench board on the tail of the
tank. While advancing t o the attack the tanks would carry
these bridges like horns on their tails, and if they crossed a
trench filled with barbed wire, the bridge would be lowered
and refeased over the trench so as to provide a crossing place.
The work of lowering the bridge hito position was, of course,
done quite simply from inside the tank.
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At about this time it became clear that the Tank Corps
would need far more assistance from the Royal Engineers and
that special mechanized Royal Engineer units would eventually
be required. As a first step Major C . E. Inglis, Royal Engineers
(Professor of Engineering at Cambridge), so well known t o the
Corps, and a t that time engaged at home on the design of
bridges, u'ns instructed to co-operate with the Tank Corps on
all this work. Major Inglis visited headquarters Tank Corps
in France ; it was explained t o him that special mechanized
Royal Engineer units would probahly be formed, and certain
requirements were discussed with him. First of all as regards
main bridges, it was clear that tanks would be built in increasing
numbers and their weight and size were such that special road
bridges were required. This was a question affecting the whole
army, and Major Inglis was charged with the responsibility
of producing designs of both girder and floating bridges t o
meet these requirements. As regards the special needs of the
----I--- -1 &CIl. -l C c.--+J C ~ L".-I_I-I.C L1I I Lvv%5
I a l l K L U 1 p3, U I l C
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t o enable tanks t o cross short gaps under fire. The country in
France was intersected w i t K small streams and canals ; such
obstacles could often be crossed by the use of quite short
bridges about thirty fcet in length. It was, however, decided
t o start on experimental work for a zI-ft. bridge which would
enable anks t o cross canals a t the locks. The idea was that
the bridge should be carried by a special tank and lowered
over the gap when required, the work of lowering being controlled from inside the tank.
Another request from the Tank Corps was that some thought
should bc given t o the possibility of pushing a bridge mounted
on idle tracks, the idea being that the bridge would be launched
by a tank from the rear and so enable gaps of up to perhaps
sixty feet t o be spanned under fire.
I n 1918 it was decided that three special Royal Cqng'ineer
battalions should be fornled t o carry out this work in the field.
These were the first fully mechanized Royal Engineer units.
They were formed at Christchurch, Hants, in October, 191s.
Each of these battalions was t o have been equipped with
twelve heavy Inglis tubular bridges t o take the heaviest tanks
1f1
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and also forty-eight special bridging tanks, each carrying a
21-ft. bridge for use on short spans such as canal locks. In
addition, it was intended that these Royal Engineer units
should carry out other special work of an engineering nature
rendered necessary by the introduction of mechanization.
They were hardly established when the Armistice occurred,
and two of the three battalions were then disbanded. The
third battalion was maintained t o continue the experimental
trials which had been begun, and was commanded by Lieut.Colonel G . Le Q. Martel, I I L , who had initiated this work
in France, while serving as G.S.0.2 at headquarters of the Tank
Corps. Shortly after the Armistice, however, the battalion
was reduced in size and was called
The Experimental
Bridging Company,” with Lieut.-Colonel Martel still in charge.
In the meantime, Major IngIis had produced some excellent
experimental equipment. The tubular bridge carried the
35-ton tanks over a span of 105 ft. and could be erected very
quickly. The special bridging tanks carrying the short-span
bridges also materialized. In addition, special large pontoons
were provided for use in conjunction with the tubular work for
bridging wider rivers.
“

L)IRECTOI~-GENERAL CIF THE
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Before leaving the war period mention must be made of the
valuable work carried out for the Tank Corps by Major-General
Sir John Capper (late R.E.). In May, 1917,General Capper
was appointed Director-General of the Tank Corps with his
headquarters in London. The Tank Committee was formed
under his chairmanship to systematize and strengthen cooperation between the Army and the Ministry of Munitions.
The Director-General was responsible for all training at home,
which was carried out mainly at Bovington under a brigadiergeneral.
The Director-General constantly came over to France in an
advisory capacity and this established a close and valuable
liaison between the Tank Corps in the field and the administrative problems at home. He also visited G.H.Q. and the armies
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in the field, to press upon them tlre importance of tanks,
Under the Director-General, a close liaison was established
between the section of the Ministry of Munitions dealing with
tanks and the headquarters Tank Corps in France, and he did
much to guide design on the right lines. He was responsible
for putting before the War Cabinet, proposals for numbers
and types of tanks required. The Director-General was not,
however, on the War Office staff and this made his position
much more difficult. In spite of this he had steered the Tank
Corps through a difficult time, but in August, 1918,a change
was made in the organization and Colonel J. F. C . FulIer came
home t o be in charge of a branch dealing with tanks under the
Director of Staff Duties at the War Office, and the appointment of Director-General was abolished.

CHAPTER XVIII
FIELD DEFENCES, MINING AND CAMOUFLAGE
Field defences-Mining on the Western Front-Formation of
tunnelling companies-Growth
of mining during 1915Appointment of Inspector Mincs-Offensive mining operations-Decline of mine warfare in 1917-Tunnelling Companies in 1918-Fersonnel of tunnelling companies-Carnouflage-Products of the camouflage factories.

FIELDDEFENCES

INa war that lasted over four yews, and, of which the greater
part was more or less static trench warfare, it was natural
that considerable development and change should have come
about in the nature and disposition of the defensive works,
in the respective shares of engineers and infantry iq their
construction, and in the numbers and organization of the
engineer troops in the line. The change in the nature of the
works affected not merely the design of the trenches, etc. ,but
also their tactical organization and layout, and the manner
and strength with which they were occupied.
The regdations and the training before the war only envisaged the use of field defences for purely temporary purposes,
and specially emphasized the necessity for the resumption of
an energetic advance at the earliest moment,* The conception
that energetic advance might prove impossible and that the
operations might degenerate into the conditions of siege warfare had not apparently entered the minds of those responsible
for army training. The manual, Military Engiwering, Part 11,
Atkzck and Defence of Fortresses, 1910, defined a stormproof '' work as one of which '' the design is such that, given
a complete and efficient garrison, attacking infantry can be
destroyed as fast as they can approach, no matter how great
"

* MmrraE of

Field Engineering, xgrx, Sec. I, para, 5 .
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their dash and determination."* It went on t o say that " ;L
work can only be rendered storm-proof by the construction of a
deep ditch, causing the assailants to crowd together at points
where they can be shot down at short range either from
galleries in the counterscarp or from caponiers projecting from
the escarp." In short by the methods of the eighteenth century!
This too, after the South African MTar ten years earlier in which
Boer defensive positions consisting of simple trenches and
'barbed wire had proved themselves over and over again to be
storm-proof! The general attitude taken up in regard to
instruction in siege works was that operations in a European
war wouIcl be so mobile that the necessity for siege operations
would be most unlikely to arise. One practice exercise in the
attack of defensive works was held in 1907,with a view to
studying the possible contingency of a British Expeditionary
Force, which had landed on a n enemy's coast, finding itself
called on t o attack the pcrmancnt defences on the land front
of 2 c c x t ?ertress. Apart from this, little attention was paid
to the subject. The lessons that could have been learned from
the siege and defence of Port Arthur in 1904were ignored, and
1 1 0 attention was paid t o the German siege rnanmivres of 1908,
of which a full account was published in English. The annual
training of R.E. field companies in mine warfare was cut
down and the mining equipment, previously hcId for training
purposes, was neady all taken away. The infantry also had
very scanty training in field entrenching. They were indeed
discouraged from practising it at maneuvres by the rule that
units who dug trenches must return afterwards and fill them in.
Imbued with tlie spirit of tlie offensive, as inculcated by Field
Service Regadations, few divisional commanders either asked
for or took advice from their Cs.R.E., and still fewer had any
conception of the value of tlie assistqnce that their field companies could give, or of how to eniploy them. It is not surprising that the Expeditionary Force arrived in France very
ill prepared for tlie conditions which faced it after the few
months of the opening phase of the war, conditions that, after

* Military Eiigineeriitg, Purl 11,Attack afcd Uefcwce Df Fortwsses,
1910, footnotc t o
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the flanking movement to the north had reached the sea; soon
became those of siege warfare, It was fortunate that those
immediately responsible for the training of R.E. field units
before the war, with the customary independence of thought
of the R.E. officer, had not shared the official view that the
coming war would be of a type giving no scope for field or
siege engineering. Both at home and in India experiments
were carried out in the making up of cx tempore hand grenades,
with the appliance known as the Bangalore torpedo for
demolition of barbed wire, and with various other field and
siege expedients, and field unit commanders did their best
within the limits of the restrictions imposed from above to
prepare their units for the work they saw coming.
In consequence of the omission by the higher commanders
and staffs to study or practise the methods of siege warfare
all the lessons which might have been drawn from past campaigns were lost. The elementary tactical principles which
should govern the layout and occupation of a trench system
were unknown and even the nomenclature had been forgotten.
As the Oflcial History puts it* a fresh vocabulary was created
to meet the new conditions.” All trenches other than fire
trenches were called communication trenches regardless
of whether the communication was lateraI or from the rear.
The old word approaches ” used in the Peninsula and the
Crimea, which gives a shorter and more soldierlike description
of their purpose, had been forgotten. All forms of overhead
cover, whether the flimsiest protection that would barely keep
out splinters, or the deepest bomb-proof, were alike called
‘‘ dug-outs.” Mining became ‘‘ tunnelling ”; ‘‘ grenades ”
became r r bombs.” Much worse than this, however, was the
utter inadequacy of the supplies of entrenching materials,
moIs and trench weapons. In the first battles round Ypres,
barbed wire was almost unobtainable, ;.’ entrenching tools
scarce,i sandbags inadequate.§ The service hand-grenade,
FIELD DEFENCES
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costing more than LI and rarely obtainable, was quite unsuitable for trench warfare, since it had a long linen tail, a
long handle and a percussion fuse which made it very unsafe
to throw from a trencli. No others were available from home
before September, 1915,and in 1914the field companies at the
front were employed on the production of makeshift ones.
No trench mortars were available and for these also rough and
ready substitutes were made by the R.E. The German army,
however, soon after trench warfare began, was fully equipped
with hand grenades and trench mortars and also with lightball pistols, of which none had been supplied for the

B.E.F.

I

Towards the end of 1914,Captain B. C. Battye, R.E.
(later Colonel, D.s.o.), then serving with the Indian Corps,
designed and produced for that Corps cast iron segmented
hand grenades, filled at first with gun-cotton dry primers and
later with ainmonal. At the end of December, 1914,Captain
H. E. Bateman, R.E. iiaier Lieui.-CoiuIiei, u.s.u., M . G . ~ , uf
the 26th Field Company, acting under the orders of BrigadierGeneral S. R. Rice, then Chief Engineer of the I Corps, organized a bomb factory for the supply of the whole B.E.F., at
78 Rue de Lille, Bdthune, where he produced, with French
civilian labour as well as sappers, bombs of the Battye design
filled with ammonal and fitted with Nobel lighters. For nine
months, often under shefl-fire, which luckily never scored a
hit on the room where ammonal was being filled into the bombs,
Captain Bateman and his band of workers continued to turn
out bombs t o an average daily output of 1,000 t o 1,500.
Including a special issue of 80,000 for the battle of Loos, the
total output of the factory came to about a quarter of a million.
The output of the Bethune factory was the only reliable source
of supply for the B.E.F. until issues of cricket ball grenades
with fuse lighters, which, however, were useless in wet weather,
came from England in September, 1915, The well-known
Mills bomb began to be supplied soon after.
Thc trencli works made about the time of the first battles
round Ypres consisted of shallow trenches, in short lengths,
often separated by gaps amounting to zoo, 300, or even 400
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yards.* As the fighting stabilized, the trcnches were deepened
and connected up Iaterally. Trench positions for support and
reserve troops were added later and approach trenches constructed. Thus the main elements of a defensive position
were gradually built up. The fire trenches, which were at first
very narrow, were made in short lengths separated by narrow
traverses. A5 time went on they were widened t o about 7 ft.
at the top and z f t . at the bottom, with a depth of 6ft. 6 in.
or 7 f t . : andtraverses 12 to 15 ft. in widthwere madewhich really
would localize the effect of shells. The communication trenches
were either zigzag in trace or were also laid out in short lengths
with traverses. In the winter months drainage of all trenches
became a matter of great importance and great difficulty.
Many types of revetting were tried, but sandbags were by far
the most popular. They required less skill, fewer special tooh
and smalIer carrying parties. They were, moreover, far safer
under shell-fire and easier to repair. Overhead cover was long
in coming about. A t first it consisted of roughly undercut
shelters (known as '' funk holes ") in the front parapet, then
these were enlarged and roofed with planks or corrugated iron
with a little earth on the top. It was not until the summer of
1916that really shell-proof cover was generalIy provided. This
delay was due t o the insufficiency of engineer troops and
organization for supplying material, and also to the fact
that most of the areas occupied in the winter of 19x4115
were in low lying ground with the water-table very near
the surface.
The method of holding defensive lines of the above type
during the first two years of the war may be described as the
" h e a r " system.
It consisted in regarding the front line as
the main line of defence on which the defensive battle was t o
be fought out at all costs. I t was therefore occupied as thickly
as possible, generally with about a man per yard of parapet.
The support line, eighty to a hundred yards in rear, was held at
from a quarter to half the strength of the front line. For the
first year of the war the shortage of troops seldom permitted
of any being allotted t o the reserve positions. In the winter of
* Oflcial History, 19I4, Vol. 11, p. 175.
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191j,r6 the normal practice of an infantry brigade holding a
sector of the line was t o allot two battalions t o the front and
support lines, one battalion t o the reserve line, about 1,000 or
1,200 yards in rear of the front line, and t o have one battaIion
in mobile reserve in a village at a short distance behind the
trencli system. A division holding the line would have two
brigades in the line abreast of each other and disposed as above,
the third resting in villages two or three miles behind. The
practice of holding the front line thickly led t o a maximum of
casualties from shell-fire and did not prevent that line being
penetrated whenever a serious attack was made upon it. The
great tactical weakness of the defensive systems until near the
end of the war was that they grew up in a haphazard manner,
with no forethought. T h e position of the front line, on which
everything depended, was never deliberately selected 011 tactical
grounds but was always that line to which the exhausted troops
happened to be clinging when the last phase of active fighting
Ariji ~ X G ~ G S Z ; I : to ii.iihdra;;l from z fau!ty
’ n ~ dcwne i~ ~ I crrd.
L
front Iine position to another one with better tactical properties
a few hundred yards in rear was anathema t o the higher command.
Strong points ” for all-round defence were first provided
during the first battle of Ypres and also in the fighting during
t h e winter of I ~ I ~j . / They
I
were for the purpose of breaking
up an attack which had penetrated the front line and for
providing centres of resistance pending an organized counterattack. It was not until the summer of 1917that the practice
of holding the front line in strength began t o be givenuy, and
some divisions adopted the principle of manning it intermittently, relying for determined resistance on the reserve line.
This tendency t o make the main line of resistance farther back
continued t o deveIop untiI, early in 1918,the principle of the
organization of the defence in depth was definitely adopted,
and the method of applying it indicated, in instructions issued
from G.H.Q. I n these instructions it was clearly recognized
that the foundation of the defensive organization must be the
main battle position, selected by the commander as that on
which he intended to fight out the battle and t o expend his
‘ I
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last resources, and that in front of this position, and forming
part of it, there should be an outpost position also organized
in depth, and behind it some distance in rear, further positions
of defence for use in the last resort. These last were to be
sufficiently far in rear of the main battle position to make it
necessary for the enemy t o organize a second and distinct
operation in order t o attack them. Each of these three defensive
systems took the form of an interdependent network of trenches,
posts and defended localities, constructed with a view t o securing the defence of all ground of chief t a c t i d importance t o the
enemy. These posts were joined up whenever time admitted
by lines of trenches, giving intercommunication everywhere and
making it difficult for the enemy to detect the localities which
were held in force. r ‘ Switch ” lines of defence, connecting the
forward works with those in rear, were provided t o limit the
lateral progress of an enemy who had broken through the forward lines. The normal distribution of the infantry t o a position
of this nature, in the case of a division in the defence, was one
brigade to the outpost system, one brigade t o the main battle
position, and the remaining brigade as a mobile reserve, which
might be located in the rear defensive position or wherever
cover was available sufficiently near the main battle position
for it to be brought into action for counter-attack purposes.
This was the final form at the end of the war of a defensive
position organized and occupied in depth, though naturally it
was not everywhere fully attained since lack of labour often
prevented its construction.
At the outbreak of war the engineers of a division, apart
from the divisional signa1 company, consisted of two fieId
companies. A proposal had been made a few years before to
add a third company but this was rejected by the War Office.
There had been in fact a counter-proposal to abolish field
units,
companies altogether and to substitute *‘ pioneer
namely infantry with special training. It very soon became
apparent that two field companies were quite insufficient for
the large amount of work required in modern war. In December,
1914,it was decided to increase them t o three per division, and
the divisions at the front were reinforced by posting t o each a
FIELD DEFENCES
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fiefd company of the Territorial Force, taken from the territorial divisions training at home, who raised new ones to take
their places. When the operations became more or less static,
after the spring battles in Flanders and at Ypres, the increasing
demands of trench warfare made it necessary to allot t o each
division a battalion of pioneers, obtained by conversion and
special training of certain infantry battalions of the New Armies.
During the winter of 1g14ii5 it was discovered that the Germans were mining under our trenches in many places, To meet
this menace, which the Army Council before the war had
considered so negligible that the training of field companies in
this form of warfare had been reduced t o almost nothing, demands were made at the end of December, 1914,for special
mining companies. The work of the tunnelling companies that
were raised for this purpose is described in the next section
of this chapter. Besides employment in mining under the
enemy lines they were later of great value for the construction
of deep sLJ:-pioof
cover, and a;so, &Urliig tiir. adk-arict:iii IyT8,
for removing enemy booby traps and delay-action mines.
The divisional field companies were also sometimes reinforced
by attaching t o them men of mining experience picked from
infantry battaIions recruited in the mining areas of Scotland,
the Midlands and South Wales. It was not till these special
measures had been taken that deep shell-proof cover became
available in anything like sufficient quantity.
The shallow and scattered trenches of the first autumn and
winter were mostly executed by the infantry themselves often
with the field entrenching tool carried on the person. They
were later deepened and widened also by the infantry of
whom it is recorded that they displayed " considerable Iethargy
and a marked disinclination t o dig "*-no doubt owing to the
inadequacy of their training before the war. IVhen it was
possible t o undertake the deliberate execution of trench-work
the usual practice during the first year of the war was to aIIot
to the task a strong infantry working party and a section of a
field company R.E. This was a wasteful method since the
engineers were being employed on unskilled work when there
* O&cinl Hisfory, 1915,Vol. I, p. 5,
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was much skiJle(1 work required that could not be done at all
without them. Another example of wasteful method was that
for most of the first year all wiring was done by the R.E.,
though this was work which infantry could have easily been
trained to do, and the strength of the engineers was quite
inadequate to put up the large amount of entanglements
required. This was no doubt the reason why the wire on the
British front was always so much weaker than that on the
front of our French neighbours.
In the course of time, as the necessity for skilled work in making dugouts, in mining, revetting, trench boarding etc., became
more and more pressing, the infantry were required to do the
simple trenchwork without the assistance of engineers, except
for laying out the trace and for supply of tools etc., and also
t o wire their own front, the engineers being kept €or work
which the infantry could not do. Even then the engineers
required reinforcement by temporary working parties from the
infantry for the unskilled work such as carrying up materials,
the removal of spoil from mine galleries etc. This work was much
disliked by the infantry who believed they were being exploited
for the benefit of the R.E. and was called “ R.E. fatigues.”
The arrangement was also not Iiked by the engineers who often
had to work with unwilling and resentful infantry officers and
men, who had never been taught that the work in the execution
of which they were required t o assist was for their own security,
and that it was not unreasonable to ask them t o lend a hand
in it, Later the practice was adopted of attaching an infantry
working party permanently to each field company, with whom
they were billeted and fed. This arrangement worked much
better. The infantry soon learnt to do the work required of
them and became efficient at it ; they made friends with their
R.E. partners in toil and were wilIing and contented, but it
was not very satisfactory to the infantry battalion commanders
who lost a considerable number of their rank and file for a long
time,
Apart from this the organization of the technical troops
was defective, owing to its having grown up without forethought, The pioneer battalions did excellent and most
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valuable work, but the divisional pioneer battalion was entireIy
independent of the C.R.E. and was supposed to, and generally
did, receive its orders direct from the general staff. The latter
no doubt as a rule acted on the advice of the C.R.E. in regard
to the employment of the pioneers, but the want of a single
controlling commander for all the technical work of the division
was not conducive to efficiency. In practice the pioneers often
to all intents and purposes worked under the C.R.E. who
could thus divide the necessary tasks between them and his
own field companies in the most convenient manner, but this
arrangement, since the two commanding officers were of the
same rank, and the pioneer C.O. sometimes the senior, was
not an ideal one. The fact that it nearly always worked
satisfactorily was due to the good sense and goodwilI exhibited
on both sides.

II
i
I

MIXING ON

THE

WESTERNFRONT

In the war of 1914-18 it was perhaps not surprising that
military mining, the oldest application of engineering t o the
art of war, should be employed on a vast and unprecedented
scale. As, however, the size of the underground operations
carried out on the Western front is not always realized, a
statement of three outstanding facts, may help to give some
measure of the extent of this struggle :In 19x6, when mine warfare had reached its height on
the Western front, some thirty of the eighty miles of front
held by the B.E.F. were protected by underground galleries,
in several instances at more than one level. In some sectors,
notably south of La Bassee, it was possible to walk along a
continuous underground gallery in front of the British
trenches for several miles.
During 1916 nearly 1,500 mines were fired by both sides
on the British-German front, the majority not as part of
any major or local surface attack, but in the process of more
or less continuous underground warfare.
By the middle of 1916 the British had a total force of
approximately 25,000 men actively engaged in mining.
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It will be realized from the above that to describe in detail
the numerous underground operations carried out would be
quite beyond the scope of this history. All that can be attempted is'to give in outline the conditions which created the
need for this intensive mining, the nature of the units formed
in the corps t o carry out the work, and a brief description of
their achievements. For more detailed information the reader
is referred to the following two books on the subject : Work
of the Royal Engineers i n the European War 1g14-1pMila'tary
MiNing, published by the Institution of Royal Engineers in
1922, and Tunnellers, The story of Tunnelling Com@anies
Royal Engineers, during the World War, by Captain G. Grieve
and E. Newman (Herbert Jenkins Ltd., 1936). These two
books will be referred to hereafter as Military Mina'lzg and
TzlntdZers respectively. In addition to the above, The Life
of a Tunnelling Company, by Captain H. W. Graham (Hexham
J. Catherall & CO, Ltd., 1gz7),being the experiences of this
officer in the 185th TunnelIing Company during the war,
throws an intimate and interesting light on life in a miningunit.
During the years immediately preceding the Great War little
study or training in mine warfare was carried out in the Corps,
though two units, the 20th and 4znd Fortress Companies,
R E ,received special training in this branch of engineering
during the years 1911-14.These two companies went t o France
in August, 1914,with the B.E.F., in which, among their other
functions, they were " earmarked for siege duties." Actually,
however, as they were the first units to be converted to army
troops companies, they took little direct part in the underground struggle that was shortly to develop. O n the other hand
many of the officersand N.C.Os. of these two units were drafted
to the earlier tunnelling companies on formation, to provide
the necessary nucleus of regular personnel.
The neglect t o make a larger provision of trained personnel
was largely due t o the belief, then generally held, that any
European war of the Great Powers would'be quickly ended
by one short decisive campaign ; protracted sieges, in which
underground attacks would be useful, had no place in this prewar conception. For the same reason no doubt, in spite of 4
MINING
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significant instance of the attack a n d defence of trenclips by
mining during the Riissn-Japanese war of 1904-5 (the first
instance of the use of mining against field fortifications), the
possibility of the employment of mining in trench warfare was
given little consideration. Nevertheless it was exclusiveIy in
this new field that military mining was to be applied on such
an extensive scale on the Western front.
Here the long period of position warfare which, commencing
in the autumn of 19x4,and lasting for nearly four years, produced conditions up till then associated with fortress warfare.
Improvement in weapons during the years preceding the war
had conferred advantages on the defence, the consequences of
which had been difficult t o foresee ; the strength of positions
behind wire entanglements had become almost the equivalent
of that of the permanent fortifications of earlier periods. The
two opposing systems of field works extended almost unbroken
from the Swiss border t o the English Channel, and therefore
presented no vulnerable flanks. It soon became evident that
decisive resuIts could not be obtained by frontal attacks
delivered by the then accepted methods of field warfare. A
deadlock had been reached, in which many of the features
pecuIiar to siege warfare were reproduced on a vast scale.
In many pIaces the trenches were but a few hundred feet
apart, and occasionally far less ; they were packed with men
and there was no depth in defence, so that the tactical situation
was favourable to mine attacks. In these the Germans were
the first aggressors. The attack was apparently part of a
general plan, for in December and January, 1914-15,German
mines were exploded in a number of sectors from Lorraine t o
the plains of Flanders, notably, on t h e British front, at
Givenchy and Guinchy and in the Ypres salient.
To the British infantry in France, experiencing the first and
in many respects the most trying winter of the campaign, a
new horror was added. It was clear that immediate underground defensive measures were called for, as well as offensive
mining in retaliation. Field companies, fortress companies
and field squadrons started mining operations where the
situation was most threatening, With their many other im-
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portant duties, however, tliese units had neither the personnel
and equipment, nor, in many instances, the necessary experience
t o cope with this new problem. To assist the field companies,
officers and men with experience in mining in civil life were
drawn from battalions in the line and formed into brigade
mining sections, each of which usually consisted of one officer
and about fifty other ranks. It was soon evident, however, that
this improvisation was not the final solution, and that the
formation of engineer units specially organized and equipped
was essential.

FORMATIOF
OF TUNNELLING
COMPANIES

In December, 1914, Major J. Norton Griffiths, M.P., 2nd
King Edward’s Horse, had written to the War Office stating
that the engineering firm of which he was the head had a number
of expert underground tunnellers and borers, who had experience in driving tunnels under London and other large cities.
He suggested that these clay-kickers,” as they were called
from their special method of tunnelling, would be particularly
suitable for mining in the Flanders clays. When therefore a
decision to form special mining units was reached in February,
1915,Major Norton Griffiths was authorized to enlist miners
for service in France, and the formation of eight tunnelling
companies was approved by the War Ofice.
The need was so urgent that the first five tunnelling companies (170th. 171st, 172nd, 173rd and 174th) .literally came
into being in the front-linc. trenches, and elements of these
units were engaged in active mining within a few weeks of
their authorization. Miners or clay-kickers were enlisted one
day, equipped at C.hatham the next, and were working underground in France within a fortnight of leaving their civil
occupation. A considerable proportion of the personnel was
also obtained by transferring to the Corps men of brigade
mining sections and any other suitablc infantry with mining
experience who volunteerd. Nost of the new units were
attached to field companies a t the outset but they quickly
became independent. The formation of the remaining three
“
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of the first batch of tunnelling companies (175th, 176th and

I

177th) took place under rather less harassing conditions. Thc
177th Company did not go into the line till June, 1915.
Officers were obtained by granting commissions in the Corps
to mining engineers, or by the transfer of officers with a knowledge of mining already serving in other branches of thc army.
The earlier companies were commanded by regular R.E.
officers. Later, as these became casualties or new companies
were formed, selected war-time officers who had gained the
requisite military cxperience were appointed t o command. By
1918, all the tunnelling companies were commanded h!r
officers holding temporary commissions.
The establishment of these units was initially nine officers
and 283 other ranks organized into H.Q. (including a small
nucleus of regular personnel for administrative duties) and
four sections. These numbers were soon found to be quite
inadequate, and, after several increases, an establishment of
nineteen ofiicers jinciuding an adjutant and a medicai omcerj
and 550 other ranks was finally approved. Each tunnelling
company had in addition, for the provision of unskilled labour,
a varying number of permanently attached infantry-often
during the most intensive period of mine warfare as many as
500. Thus not infrequently the officer commanding was in
controI of over 1,000men.
More details of the formation of the first tunnelling conipanies will be found in Military Mining and Tunnellers, but
no account however brief is complete without some tribute t o
the genius and energy of Maior Norton Griffiths, who was
attached t o G.H.Q. in France to advise and assist in the
formation of thew units. Apart, moreover, from his tireless
enthusiasm for the task in hand, he was gifted with great
foresight. 'It was, for instance, due to his insistence that
tunnelling companies were provided with mechanical transport
(four 3-ton lorries, one box car and twelve motor cycles) ; they
were the first engineer units to be mechanized on any scale.
To this wise provision not a little of the efficiency of tunnelling
companies may be attributed.
In the matter of equipment, as well as personnel, much was
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needed. Many essentid items were archaic in design, for the
British army had had no experience in mining since the
Crimean War. The Rootes blower, an ineficient and exceptionally noisy rotary air pump was the only ventilating apparatus
available ; it achieved Iittle except to attract enemy attention.
An unwieldly and dangerously ineffective form of smoke
helmet was all that was provided for mine rescue ; listening
apparatus was non-existent. Modern equipment, adapted after
carefuI trials t o suit active service conditions, had therefore
to be Obtained, or, as in the case of listening apparatus, special
equipment had to be designed for the purpose.
In 1914,black gunpowder was still the standard explosive
for mine charges and it was used in most of the earlier underground attacks. High explosive, however, soon entirely displaced black powder owing t o the greater effect obtained.
Gun-cotton was used at first, but was disliked because of the
large amount of carbon monoxide left behind in the ground.
Ammonal was then adopted as the service explosive for mines,
though occasionally gun-cotton, blastine and other high explosives were used instead. The problem of providing an adequate supply of expIosive, always availabIe wherever required,
was a formidable one, for the quantities used in mine charges
rose by leaps and bounds ; in 1915,5 tons was considered a
big mine ; in 1917 the record mine of 42 tons in one single
charge was fired.

GROWTHOF MINING DURIKG 1915
While this new force was being organized, mining activity
continued to increase. During the spring of 19x5,our infantry
suffered casualties at several points as a result of German
mines and in the subsequent fighting. Brigade mining sections,
reinforced by the first elements of tunnelling companies as
they became available, did their best to cope with the situation,
These first efforts frequently consisted of narrow crooked
galleries, too shallow for adequate defence. But if this work
was not always effective, it served a great purpose in restoring
confidence t o the troops in the line. The holding of trenches
knowing that they may be blown up at any moment, and
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that no counter measures are being taken, is sufficient to
shake t h e stoutest of hearts.
Nor were these early underground activities entirely confined to the defensive. Numerous galleries were driven under
the enemy trenches, and from thew mines were fired t o assist
infantry attacks and raids ; one example was that of Hill 60.
Here miners drawn from the 1st and 3rd Battalions Monmouthshire Regiment (T.A.), subseq~iently reinforced by a
section of 171st Tunnelling Company, succeeded in driving
under the German trenches three galleries from which mines
were fired in conjuction with a successful infantry attack on
17th April, 1915.
By June, 1915,as we have seen, the first eight t u n n e b g
companies had been formed and were in the line. AImost every
week, however, mining broke out in some new sector of the
front. In the same month the Third Army took over from the
French a new front, north of the River Somme, where mining
had ais0 started. Five new tunneiiing companies (178th, 179th,
18oth, 18rst and I8znd) were formed to deal with the increased
underground liabilities. Still the demand for mining units
outstripped the supply, both on account of increased mining
activity, and the growing extent of front held by the B.E.F.
111particular the Vimy Ridge, taken over from the French early
in 1916, added a sector in which intensive underground fighting
was i n progress. As a result twelve more tunnelling companies
(183rd, 184th, ~ g j t hZjoth,
,
251st, 25znd, z53rd, 2j4th, 255th,
z56th, 257th and 258th) were formed a t various times during
the period August, 1915,to June, 1916.
Moreover underground operations were not entirely confined
to the campaign in France. In the Gallipoli peninsula, mining
broke out on the fronts held by the New Zealand Division*
and the 29th Division in May, 1915, and soon spread to many
sectors, for the nature of the soil was favourable and the
tactical situation somewhat similar to that on the Western
Front. Mining sections from Australian, New Zealand and
British infantry were formed on much the same lines as in

* See Haslory uf the rVew Zealand Engiveers, Evans, Cobb and
Sharpe, Ltd., \Vanganui, N.Z.
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France. Several mining attacks were launched at the opposing
trenches by both sides and intensive mine fighting developed
in which our forces gradually gained ascendancy. An account
of the mining opcrations in this campaign will be found in
Tunnellers,' Chapter 111. It was in Gallipoli that the 254th
Company started active life, though arriving only shortly
before the evacuation. This unit absorbed within its ranks the
British mining sections already formed.
In addition to the total of twenty-five tunnelling Companies
already mentioned, the overseas contingents provided seven
(three Canadian, three Australian and one New Zealand), and
the Australian forces also formed a unit designated '' The
Australian Electrical and Mechanical Mining and Boring Company." This unit, working over the entire British front, proved
of the greatest value to all tunnelling companies both British
and Dominion, particularly in carrying out trial bores to
obtain geological information and in the provision and maintenance of power plants for the illumination of mine galleries
and subways.
Thus, by early 1916, had been assembled a vast force of
miners which in numbers was not far short of the total of other
engineer effectives engaged in the front line in France.
Tunnelling companies from their inception had been made
army troops ; a wise provision in view of the importance of
these units remaining more or Iess permanently in the same
part of the line in order t o gain an intimate knowledge of the
local underground conditions. During 191j , the direction of the
work of tunnelling companies had been of necessity delegated
to corps or divisions. Neither in these formations, however,
nor with armies or at H.Q., was there an expert t o advise on
the employment or administration of these new units. Chief
Engineers and Cs.R.E. did what they could to fill this rBle
among their many other heavy responsibilities and duties, but
the tactics of military mining in this war of position was a
speciaIized and intricate subject. Moreover, in a campaign
where every battle overground had its mining counterpart
below, co-ordination of underground policy and effort had
become essential.
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Thus the mining situation at the end of 1915 was far from
satisfactory, and, although much valuable work had been
carried out, there had also been much rnis-spent energy and
wasted effort. Units had frequently been pitted against
trivial objectives quite incommensurate with the labour involved, and defensive systems had been put in where the likelihood of underground attack was remote.
There was also still much room for improvement in technical
equipment, but, until some centralized organization existed to
colIect and weigh the opinions of units in the h e on such
questions as power pIants, listening apparatus and problems
of a similar nature, the best solutions were unlikely t o be
forthcoming. Again there was an obvious need for centrdized
control to compile records and data, and to disseminate items
of technical importance t o units. Hitherto facilities for the
interchange of ideas and information on mining questions had
been meagre.

MIXES
It was in these circumstances that on 1st January, 19x6,
Lieut.-Colonel R. Napier Harvey was appointed Inspector of
Mines a t G.H.Q. ill France, with the rank of Brigadier-General.
General Harvey in his previous capacity as assistant to the
Engineer-in-Chief had bcen closely concerned with the formation of tunnelling coinpanics from the inception of these units ;
he thus had first-hand knowledge of the task before him,
while his unsparing energy and ready sympathy with the
miner made the appointment a thoroughly successful and happy
one. To his staff, Major R. G. Stokes, an experienced mining
engineer, who had seen service in the line from the start of
mining on the Western front, was appointed Assistant Inspector. Siinultaneously with the formation of this inspectorate
;in R E . oficer was appointed Controller of Mines at each
army H.Q., with the rank of Lieut.-Colonel and a technically
qualified officer as assistant. The functions of these new
appointments can be interpreted from the remarks in the
preceding paragraphs : their precise duties and war establishments wiIl be found in Militnvy Mining, Part I, Chapter I.
AI'POINTMEN'I' O F 1NSPECTOXI OF
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The effect of the introduction of this specialized adrninistration soon became evident. As has been seen, the Germans had
gained a great advantage by an early start. Though, by
vigorous local underground offensives, the difficult task of
driving the enemy back had been accomphhed at numerous
points, there were still many sectors of the line, particularly
on the fronts recently taken over by the B.E.F., where the
’ enemy was under or dangerously close to our trenches. With
control now centraIized it was possible to concentrate undzrground forces where they were most needed. It was on the
First Army front from the La Bassee canal to the Vimy Ridge
that the most intense underground fighting took place, and on
this front alone over 800 mines were discharged by both sides
during 1916. Gradually, however, under the direction of
Lieut.-Colonel G. C . Williams, Controller of Mines, First Army,
the enemy was driven back. Superiority underground was
obtained both here and at other parts of the line where the
situation had been unfavourable.
Our success was primarily due to the fact that we were now
better organized and equipped than our opponents. Data
obtained during and since the war definitely prove that on the
’ average we drove galleries more rapidly than the Germans.
Moreover,-as a rule, we were quicker to get into our galleries
’
after a “blow”, either our own or the enemy’s, and by this
method gained ground before the opposition could take
1
counter measures.
The spring of 1916 saw our trenches adequately protected’
against sporadic underground attacks at nearly all threatened
points and at the same time, under the able direction of
General Harvey, mining offensives, designed to help forward
future major operations planned by G.H.Q., were commenced.
Technical efficiencyunder the new administration also made
great strides. Gas poisoning, due to carbon monoxide formed
’ from the incomplete combustion of charges, was a prolific
source of underground casualties. In fact, during rgr5, deaths
from this cause considerably exceeded those inflicted by direct
enemy action in mine fighting. In the autumn of 1915,men
:
trained in rescue work in the coal mines at home had been
I

~

!
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enlisted to act as instructors t o mine rescue squads to be
formed in France, and Lieut.-Cojonel D.Dale Logan, R.A.M.C.,
an officer with experience in this work and in diseases peculiar
t o miners was attached to G.H.Q., as adviser on these matters
to the Engineer-in-Chief. On the appointment of General
Harvey this mine rescue organization was absorbed in his
inspectorate, Schools were formed in each army for the
training of inen in the wearing of oxygen breathing apparatus
and mine rescue duties ; well equipped rescue stations were
established in all sectors where mining was in progress and a
supply of canaries and white mice, used t o detect the presence
of carbon monoxide was provided. A detailed account of this
aspect of the struggle will be found in Military Mining, Part 11.
Later in 1916,the scope of these army schools was extended
t o include instruction in all brandies of military mining in
addition to mine rescue work. Various courses for officers and
N.C.Os. were held in which instruction was given in the
technique and tactics of mine fighting, the art o i iistening with
arid without instruments and the design and construction of
mined dugouts. These mine schools were also used as establishments for carrying out experiments and for testing mining
apparatus.'
Geology was another field in which expert assistance was
needed. With the Australian E. Csr M. Mining and Boring
Company, already referred to, had come Major T. W. E.
David, f indeed, this eminent geologist played a prominent
part in the raising of the Australian mining units. Major
David became geological adviser to t h e Inspector of Mines, and
thanks to his knowledge and indefatigable work, both in and
out of the line, tunnelling companies were provided with
geological information which proved invaluable in planning
offensive and defensive operations. Detailed information was
obtained on the extent and depth of the blue clay (the mast
suitable mining strata) in Flanders, the seasonal variation of

* For furthcr information sec Milifn.ry Minifig, Part 111,
Chapter V.
f A memoir t o Sir T. Ur. Edgeworth David will be found in the
R.E. J O U 7 l Z d of December, 1934.
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water level in the chalk, and on inany other questions of vital
importance to the miner.*
As regards improvement in equipment, the introduction of
power plants had obvious advantages in the promotion of
efftciency and reduction of man-power. Much was done in this
direction in the matter of pumping, ventilation and lighting,
though owing to the Iimiting conditions of trench warfare
excavation by power tools did not prove very successful.
Probably the most important technical advance was . the
introduction of the Geophone, a simple but most effective
instrument for underground listening, invented during 1915 by
a Professor a t the Sorboune University in Paris. The introduction of central listening stations in large mine systems was
also an important step.t

MINING OPERATIONS
OFFENSIVE

I

The opening of the offensive on the Somme in July, 1916,
was the first occasion on which tunnellers were employed t o

1
i

’

assist the initial stages of the advance of a major operation.
Although conditions were unsuitable for offensive mining, the
substratum being chalk in which the approach of a gallery
could be easily heard by the enemy, the mines fired were
extremely successful.
In addition “ Russian saps were
driven in the surface clay across no-man’s-land t o provide
advanced emplacements for trench mortars and machine-guns,
or communication trenches to be opened up at zero hour.
Trenches across no-man’s-land were also formed by hydraulic
pipe-pushers.1
Mines played little part in the Arras-Vimy Ridge offensive ;
the soil there was chalk and conditions unfavourable. By far
the most important contrihution of the tunnelling companies
”

,
I

I

I

I

* For further details see W o r k of the Royal Eaganeers, ~grp-18
-Geology, published by the Institution of Royal Engineers.
f For further information see Military Miwitcg, Part III,
Chapter V.
2 See Military Mijbiwq, Part I , Chapter I V and Tunnellers.
Chapter V.
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t o the preparations for the operation was an extensive system
of subways, the first occasion of their use on a Jarge scale.
Battalions, on more than half the front, were able by this means
t o take up their battle positions from the safe seclusion of
tunnels, and thus avoid disheartening and often disconcerting
prebattle casualties. I n the Vimy Ridge sector twelve subways
averaging half a mile in length were driven. I n front of Arras
by driving some three miles of subways, a series of existing caves
was connected up with the front line and with the covered-in
moat of the town of Arras. Troops were thus able to descend
underground in the centre of the town and travel in safety
to the front line trenches some two miles distant. The caves
also provided accommodation for 11,000infantry and large
quantities of stores. From the heads of subways communications across no-man’s-land were provided by Russian saps or
pipe-pushers as in the Somme offensive.*
The Messines Ridge offensive was launched on 7 t h June,
19x7,tn the accompaniment of the discharge of mines containing nearly a million pounds of high explosive on a front
of ten miles. This is the greatest and a t the same time most
successful mining operation ever carried out in warfare. The
enterprise is therefore deserving of rather more than the brief
reference to which other major mining undertakings have had
perforce t o be confined in this short summary of the tunneller’s
work.
The soil on this front was clay, in which, unlike in the chalk
farther south on the British front, work could be carried out
comparatively noiselessly and thus with far smaller chance of
detection. Galleries, some nearIy half a mile long, were successfully driven beyond the enemy front line under the forward
centres of hostile resistance. Altogether nineteen mines were
laid and fired ; the charges varied from zo,ooo t o IOO,OOO lb.
of ammonaI according to their depth and the effect to be
achieved. All the mines were over fifty feet deep and some of
the larger ones a hundred feet. The latter completely obliterated
several acres of ground. Apart from the material destruction
and disorganization wrought by the explosion of these heavily-

* See Military Miiting,

Chapter V.
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charged mines, the effect on the morale of the defenders was
shattering. Many of the enemy who escaped physical harm
were so shaken and bewildered that they were incapable of
resistance. Ludendorf in his Memoirs is insistent that but
for the employment of these powerful mines, our infantry could
not have effected a break-through on 7th June.
The attack on the Messines-Wytschaete Ridge was originally
planned to take place in the summer of 1916, but postponement for a year in order to conform with high strategy
on the Western front enabIed the underground scheme of
attack to be extended considerably. On the other hand,
Lieut.-Colonel A. G. Stevenson, Controller of Mines, Second
Army, and the tunnelling units under his direction, had an
anxious and difficult task in maintaining the systems intact
without revealing to the enemy that his positions were undermined. Moreover, some of the mines had been laid and tamped
as early as April, 1916, and it says much for the skill and care
with which this work had been done that they were still intact
and were successfully fired on the appointed day over a year
later.
As already stated, the galleries were driven through blue
clay, impervious t o moisture and similar to that on which
central London stands and through which many of the “Tubes”
have been tunnelled. Over this dry favourable stratum, however, was a subsoil of porous sandy loam varying in depth from
five t o forty feet. This was saturated with water held up by the
clay below ; as a result the loam turned to running sand
when a shaft was driven through it. At manypoints, therefore,
it was found impracticable t o get down into the blue clay without the employment of special methods unsuitable t o f r o n t h e
conditions. In fact our skilled mining engineers found that
in general a shaft could not be sunk through a greater overburden than twenty-five feet of sandy loam. Fortunately, this
adverse stratum was shalIower in the valley behind our forward
defences than on the higher ground, and we were thus enabled
to get down into the favourable blue clay strata here. On the
top of the Messines-Wytschaete Ridge itself, however, the
covering of sandy loam was thirty to forty feet thick, and there
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were therefore very few points where the Germans could reach
the blue clay, We learnt afterwards that rumours of a vast
mining offensive on this front did reach the enemy through his
agents, but that, on being advised by his geological experts,
after putting down trial bore-holes, that deep mining was
impracticable, he dismissed the reports as unworthy of credence.
The German experts were in the main correct, but fortunately
for us, they failed to appreciate that behind the British lines
the conditions were far more favourable.
Any mining undertaking, even a small protective system
of galleries, requires careful planning and direction if it is to
succeed, but an offensive scheme on the scale of that launched
in support of the Messines battle, on which some 6,000 tunnellers and attached infantry were employed over a long period,
called for foresight, planning and direction of a very high order.
Moreover, the probkms to be surmounted were many and
varied.
iu’ot the ieast u i iiiese WZ, the dispei-sid aiid soiicea~iii~iit
0:
the large quantities of spoil, excavated from the long galleries
(4 ft. 3 in. by z ft. 3 in. in section), so that enemy suspicion
of mining was not aroused. This task was rendered far more
difficult by the fact that, as no outcrop of blue clay occurred
on the surface in this area, the mere sight of earth of this
very distinctive colour was indicative of deep mining operations. At some points the spoil was built into dummy breastworks at night; at others craters were blown artificially
and the spoil dumped in them. In each case the tell-tale blue
clay had to be covered with surface soil or camouflage material
before daylight.
Survey presented another problem. It was of first importance
that the mines should destroy the strong points on which the
enemy relied for his defence. The direction of the galleries
therefore had to be determined very accurately on data
obtained from an excellent series of aeroplane photographs
taken for the purpose. The best testimony t o the precision
with which the work was executed, is that all the mines achieved
their objectives.
The design and construction of an underground chamber to
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hold Ino,nor) lh. of explosives, and arrangements to ensiire
the efficient detonation of this large charge also provided
engineering and technical problems which were successfully
overcome. The loading of mines of this size called for a high
degree of organization. It was desirable to avoid the risk of
having large dumps of high explosive exposed to enemy fire
close behind the lines : the explosive, moreover, had to be
brought up by lorry from the rear, then by horse transport or
trench tramway, then by infantry carrying party, before being
finally taken down the shaft and along the galleries to the
chamber loading party. To ensure an even flow of supply, and
thus avoid undue accretion of explosive at any point in the
chain, necessitated careful co-ordination and timing. In some
instances the large mines were loaded without hitch in one
OFFENSIVE M I N I N G

night.
The battle of Messines affords the sole instance in modern
warfare of the expIosion of heavy mines playing an outstanding
part in the prosecution of an assault on a strongIy defended
position over a wide front. Not only did the tactical dispositions, adopted during that period of position warfare in which
this operation took place, lend themselves to this form of attack,
but, as has been shown, the exceptional geological formation
beneath the battle-ground was peculiarly suitable. The length
of time available for preparation was a further favourable
factor. The likelihood of a similar combination of conditions
in some future campaign is probably rather remote. The
unique nature of the enterprise, however, in no way detracts
from the merits of the achievement.
Tunnellers played an important though less spectacular part
in the preparations for the last great British offensive of 19x7Passchendaele. The soil was not particularly favourable to
mining, and as explained in the succeeding section changing
conditions of warfare were rendering this form of attack less
effective. Ten and a half tunnelling companies were employed
on this front in the provision of underground accommodation
which experience was now proving to be so valuable. Battle
headquarters for brigade and battalions, dressing stations,
subways, observation posts, and shelters for troops were all
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included in the programme. A congratulatory message from
Sir DoLglas Haig to the Engineer-in-Chief in which the Cornmander-in-Chief refers t o " the splendid work accomplished
by the tunnelling companies " affords convincing evidence that
the by now traditional efficiency of these units was well
maintained.*

DECLIXE
O F MIKE IVARFAIIE
IS 19x7
As aIready stated, mining activity reached its height in the
middle of 1916. Thereafter it gradually fell away and underground attacks practically ceased with the triumph of Messines.
The decline of mining activity in the later part of position
warfare on the Western front may be traced to the gradual
change in the conduct of the defence. I n the earlier stages of
the campaign conditions conducive t o the maintenance of a
strongly' held front line obtained, and suitable objectives for
mining enterprise were presented. With the continual growth
of armaments and increase in shell power, however, the tendency t o develop defence in depth, and to hold a front by fire
power rather than man-power became more and more marked.
The continuous front line was repIaced by weakly held forward
observation posts, supported by positions situated well t o the
rear. By the.close of 1917,it had become a recognized principle
that the main centres of resistance should be sited beyond the
range, of' hostile trench-mortars and incidentally that of
underground attack. Furthermore, our own isolated front-line
posts did not create for the execution and concealment of
mining operations those favourable conditions which had been
a feature of the soljdly constructed forward defence systems
of the eaqlier phase.
Thus thewolutjon of position warfare tended more and more
t o discount the value of mining as a means of assisting the
infantry ?ssauIt. ,But though the primary purpose for which
mining troops had been organized gradually disappeared, the
same factors ,.which eventualIy led to an almost complete
cessation 'of mining activity called for skilled underground

* See Tunnelkrs, Chapter X r .
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work in another direction ; the bulk of the tunnelling company
personnel during the position warfare period of 1917-I8 were
employed in fulfilling the insistent and increasing demands
for dug-outs, subways and similar mined works.
On the First Army front alone over twenty miles of subways
were constructed in 1917.Many of these works were miniature
underground fortresses. Extensive dugout accommodation
for the garrison, headquarters, signal and dressing stations,
magazines and stores led off the main thoroughfares ; numerous
gas-proofed and defensible entrances and exits were provided
along their length ; and approaches led to machine-gun and
trench-mortar emplacements at vantage points on the surface.
In many instances trench tramways ran into the subways t o
facilitate the supply of ammunition and rations, and t o evacuate
casualties ; a small power-station provided light throughout,
and water was laid on. The garrisons were thus self-contained.
Not only was this class of work invaluable in facilitating
reliefs and reducing the casualties of everyday trench life,
but the subways by linking up dug-out accommodation enabled
the garrison to maintain a prolonged and concerted resistance
when the surface defences had, during an attack, been overrun
by the enemy. The defence of the Givenchy subway during the
German offensive of 9th April, 19x8,and following days, in
which action the z51st Company took a prominent part,
affords a classic example of the strength of works of this nature
when garrisoned by determined men.*
TUNNELLERS I N

i

~

TUNNELLING
COMPANIESIN 19x8
During the German offensives in the spring of rgr8, tunnellers proved, if indeed further proof was necessary, that they
were stubborn fighters above as well as below ground. The
eight tunnelling companies on the Fifth Army front played
their part manfully as infantry in nunierous rearguard actions
during the retreat on the Somme. They also carried out many
demoIitions during this action. As the German effort gradually
relaxed and the front again became more or less stabilized,

* See

TzrvaneZlers, Chapter XIII.
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tunnelliiig companies reverted to what had now become their
iiorrnal rde- -the constrriction of deep dug-outs and subways.
Some units, however, were employed on the preparation of
extensive demolition schemes and the construction of reserve
lines of defence-tasks for which they were well adapted.
The turn of the tide in the summer of 1918 called for the
skill of the tunnellers in another direction ; the rendering safe,
or the removal, of the numeroils land mines, traps and delayaction mines laid by the enemy. The Germans in their deliberate
withdrawal on the Arras front, early in 1917,had left behind
many of these demoralizing devices, and it was then realized
that a tunneller accustomed t o delve in dark and dangerous
pIaces and an expert in explosives was the man to deal with this
menace. Scouting parties formed from tunnelling companies
on this front had dealt with the situation on this occasion with
signal success. When therefore, in 1918,a German withdrawal
on a large scale appeared imminent, selected parties of tunnelieT5 ir; tjie
given a sliecia!
of iprdciiGE
based on previous experience, in the methods of investigating
newly won ground and the destruction of enemy traps, etc.
As a result, specially trained tunnellers accompanied advanced
guards of all formations during the victorious advance. Their
task was to examine and pass as fit for occupation, dug-outs,
subways, buildings, etc., and any other locality in which enemy
mines were likely t o be laid. The work required steady nerves,
keen observation, caution and ready deduction. The best
proof of the efficiency of these detachments is the small number
of casualties suffered by the British army from these insidious
devices. Some idea of the extent of the work can be gauged
by the fact that in carrying out the task over two and a half
milIion pounds of explosive were removed or rendered harmless.
The detection of cunningly concealed delay action mines proved
an exceptionally difficult matter and, when discovered, the
extraction from the heavy charge, of the fuse, often on the
point of firing, was a delicate and highly dangerous operation.
Considering the great risks that had necessarily to be taken,
however, casualties among these tunnelling company detachments were surprisingly low.

I
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Besides providing these forward detachments, tunnelling
companies, in common with all avaiIable engineer units, were
employed in the restorat ion of communications so extensively
damaged by enemy action. In this new field of activity they
did outstanding work. Though they possessed few skilled
tradesmen they had the great advantage of being in a position
, to furnish a large force of men skilled in the use of pick and
I shovel and thus, unlike t h e majority of engineer units, did not
have t o rely to the same extent on working parties from other
arms. Their comparatively liberal provision of mechanical
transport was another asset in their favour. Many miles of
roads were built or reinstated and 149 heavy and thirty eight
light bridges constructed. The most notable engineering
achievement was the construction of a heavy bridge of 180-ft.
span over the Canal du Notd by the New Zealand Tunnelling
Company. The work of the tunnelling companies during the
fighting of 1918is aIso dealt with in Chapters XIV and XV.
The great demand for miners at home after the Armistice
resulted in tunnelling companies being among the first units
t o be disbanded. Prior t o dispersion, however, they received a
special message of appreciation of their work from Sir Douglas
I Haig in which he said “ They have earned the thanks of the
whoIe army for their contribution to the defeat of the enemy.
Their fighting spirit and technical efficiency has enhanced the
reputation of the whole Corps of Royal Engineers, and of the
, Engineers of the Overseas Forces.” The full text of this unique
tribute will be found in the concluding chapter of Tzmndhrs.

!
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PERSONSEL
OF THE TUNNELLING
COMPANIES
~

~

~

The history of the tunnelling companies during 1914-18
affords a fine example of the successful performance of one of
the main rdes of the Corps of Royal Engineers in a major warthe adaptation of the engineering resources of the nation t o military requirements. The outstanding success of these mining
units must, however, in a very large degree be attributed to
the excellence of the personnel.
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The miner, whether from the metalliferous mines overseas ,
or from the collieries of Great Britain, from which the majority
of the rank and file were drawn, possesses qualities that go to
the making of a first-class soldier. Inured from youth to the
rigours and dangers of life in the pit, the miner withstood I
well the hardships of the trenches, which differed only in degree I
from those of his normal life. Moreover he was accustomed to
obey the stringent regulations enforced for safety underground
and was well schooled in teamwork ; thus the yoke of military
discipline fell lightly on his shoulders. Above all, just as
sailors are united in the brotherhood of the sea, so are miners
animated by a deep sense of loyalty t o their fellow underground workers, a bond which in a military environment is
easily forged into a fine esprit de corfis. The last words of Sapper
William Hackett, v.c.* I am a tunneller, I must look after
my mate is typical of the spirit of these men.
It is difficult t o pay adequate tribute to the work of those
t h e nffirprc
i~
-v;~!:o c = ~ ~ ~ a n this
d e dfine hcd~r
J cf met. & IJ ~ ~ . T
- - - * -T
--civil life were colliery officials of eminence in mining circles at
home or in the Dominions. A very Iarge number, however,
were rnetalliferous mining engineers who had answered the
call from all quarters of the globe, “from China t o Peru.”
They had had experience in running mining enterprises i n
remote districts where they had to fend and think for themselves-first-cIass training for the future R.E. officer. These
officers, used t o improvisation, were capable and ready to
take on any engineering job above as well as below ground.
This enterprising spirit permeated all ranks, and towards
the end of the war, when, as we have seen, mining work being
no longer required, the tunnelling companies undertook other
engineering tasks, the versatility of these units did much to
enhance a reputation already gained underground. The
tunnellers, organized as specialized R.E. units, not only carried
out the task for which they were formed with conspicuous
success, but also qualified as true sappers under Kipling’s
definition in that they were men who do something all round.”
* FoI 511 account of tlic circumstances under which this posthumous V.C. was awarded. Sec ‘I‘ztimellcrs, lip. 166-7.
“

”
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CAMOUFLAGE
C.4MOUE’LAGE~

1

Camouflage in the form of ruses de guerre is as old as war
itself but had been practised by ingenious individuals merely
t o create an opportunity or counter a definite threat. In the
1 Great War, however, it was soon recognized that the concealment of gun positions and the like from air observation was a
vital and continual necessity. To Guirand de Scevola, a French
gunner, is largely due the credit of applying his artist’s imaginaI tion and technique to this purpose early in the war, thus laying
1 the foundation of a military unit-service de cawaowjagewhose sole duty was the practice of concealment, mainly of
guns. The derivation of the word (‘ camouflage ” is uncertain ;
it is a slang word of which perhaps “ disguise is the nearest
I
English equivalent ; it may be defined as “concealment of
the method of concealment.” As a tribute t o the country of
its origin the word was immediately adopted into the English
language. The French detachment under Guirand de Scevola
was formed a t Amiens in February, 1915,and its activities
were soon extended to t h e concealment of observation posts.
I
The first of these, an imitation tree Iined with steel in which an
I
observer was able to stand, was erected near Lihons in May,
”

1

19x5-

~

I

The idea of forming a similar section in the British army was
first mooted in the winter of 1915. The welI-known artist,
Mr. Solomon J. Solomon, R . A . , who had interested himself
in this new art, was invited to come out to France t o assist.
He brought with him a small party, selected by himself in
England, consisting of three artists (one being Mr. W.W,
Russell-later Sir Walter Russell, RA.,Keeper of the Royal
Academy), a recent Director of Scenery for Covent Garden
(Mr.Oliver P. Bernard) and his stage carpenter (Mr. Holmes).
The last was a typical Yorkshireman, independent but dependable, a master of his craft. TO Colonel D. Brady (then F.W.5,
War Office) fell the duty of interviewing Holmes for selection,
but his Irish temperament must have been tested t o the limit,
when Holmes, calmly sitting on his table, replied t o Brady’s
remark that he would have to wear uniform, “ Not on your life,
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Cocky ”; HnJnies remained Jlr.’’ to the end. The wide
black somhrero xvliich h e ahvays wore made him fair game
for the amateur spy hunter in forward areas and much time
was spent in rescuing him from guard-rooms. Additional
artists and men of theatrical tradcs from various units were
assembled at St. Omer in 1916,ancl, after a brief attempt to
start work at Poperinghe, they wcrc formed into a unit under
the thinly veiled title of Special Works Park, R.E.,” whose
headquarters were established in a factory at \Vimereux.
Captain I;. J . C. Wyatt, R.E., was placed in command ancl
Solomon, no\v a temporary Lieut.-Colonel, R.E., was attached
as Technical Adviser. The total strength of the unit on ~ 2 n d
March, 1916,was ten officers and eighty-two other ranks,
Seven camoufleurs were lent by the French to assist in its
development, and in June a small detachment (Southern
Special Works Park) opened a factory at Amiens, under the
command of Captain C. R. Chesney, R.E. This factory catered
for the needs of the Third and Fourth Armies. Development
was rapid and successive increases in establishment soon became
necessary. In June, 1916, it was increased by thirteen officers
and 159 other ranks, and a second factory (Northern Special
Works Park) was opened at Aire in Kovember, under t h e
command of Captain J. P. Rhodes, R.E., t o meet the demands
of the First and Second Armies. The French carnoufleurs left
in July, 1916, and their valuable assistance was recognized by
the award of one D.S.O., hve M.Cs. and one D.C.M., which
were presented b y H.RI. King George V in August, 1916.
Demands for camouflage work of all kinds continued t o
increase throughout 1917,and t o meet them it was found
necessary to extend the organization towards the front line,
forming smalI depots or factories in corps areas, each under a
Corps Camouflage Officer. Suitable increases in establishment
were made and Captain F. H. E. Townshend, R E , , was appointed as Staff Officer. The final organization in November,
1918, was-a Controller of Camouflage at G.H.Q. (Lieut.Colonel Wyatt) with a small staff, a camouflage officer with
each army and corps, a camouflage factory in each army and a
factory a t the base ; in all sixty officers and 392 other ranks.
‘ I

“

I
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, All the officers with the exception of the regulars-Wyatt,
' Chesney, Rhodes and Townshend-were, or became, temporary
R.E., the bulk coming from field companies : about 20 per cent
were artists transferred from various units-among them
WalIis Mills, of Punch. With the exception of the original
nucleus of theatrical tradesmen, all the N.C.Os. and men were
drafted from nurind R.E. sources. In addition, a large number
I of French women were employed in the garnishing of nets and
other unskilled work.
A small detachment was sent, under Captain Rhodes, with
the British Army t o Italy in November, 1917,returning in
March, 19x8.
An experimental section was formed at an early stage and
stationed
on the airfieId at St. Omer, where all new ideas in
I
g n covers etc. were rested from the air, both visually and
p otographicalf y. Meanwhile, an experimental school had
been opened in Hyde Park in the summer of 19x6 under
Solomon. This was eventually taken over in May, 1918,by
,
Captain Rhodes, and regular courses instituted. Close liaison
was maintained with the camouflage service in the B.E.F.
While the American army was being assembled in France a
' small
party of the Corps of Engineers was attached to the
Special Works Park headquarters for instruction.
When the German offensive in 19x8 put a temporary stop
to normal camouffage activities the personnel were used to
lay out the new defence lines in rear, invohing the manufacture
of scores of miles of tracing tape and thousands of iron pins,
When the enemy obtained possession of Mount Kernmel,
which gave them direct observation over all our communications in that area, a rapid method of making road screening
material was evolved and over a hundred miles of screening
twelve feet high was supplied for erection. This consisted of
wire netting interlaced with vertical strips of can&, alternating
bIack and white, and scientifically spaced to present an app,arently ,solid screen.
The whok unit was disbanded after the Armistice and
no provision made for its resurrection. A smalI experimental
section was maintained under the R.E. Board until 1923,when
CAhlOUFLAGE
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it was abolished, but a retired artillery officer was attached
to the Board to co-ordinate experiments carried out in the
various commands, the policy being to encourage units to do
their own camouflage.

1
I

PRODUCTS
OF THE CAMOUFLAGE
FACTORIES
The main occupation of the special works parks was the
manufacture of screening for guns against observation from
the air, and the manufacture of observation posts.
Gun screens at first consisted of large canvas sheets painted
to resemble the local ground pattern as seen from the air.
The first big order came in June, 1916,and was for sixty
covers to hide the guns massing for the attack at Arras. They
varied from 36 t o 60 ft. square, and were to be made of
hessian canvas as was the usual practice at that time. The
canvas came in rolls 6 ft. wide which had to be joined together
to form the necessary size of cover, entailing nearly five miles
of stitching. There was but one sapper, an elderly gentleman,
who knew how t o use the only treadle sewing machine in the
unit. He worked in the open from dawn till dark, and completed
the task in one day thanks t o frequent ministrations of
stimulants. As soon as each covet was sewn a gang armed with
long brushes and paint pots applied the necessary colours
complete with daisies and buttercups. Fortunately the weather
was fine and the canvas covers were dry enough t o dispatch
the next day,
The experimental section soon demonstrated the futility of
canvas sheets, and netting garnished with painted strips of
canvas gradually became the standard material. As it was
manifestly impossible t o cater for specific positions in sufficient
quantities, mass production was evolved and the netting
produced in three patterns of colours to suit average conditions.
The%
canvas was painted and cut mechanically into appropriate
iengths of strips, but the actual tying into thc netting-wire
or fish-was done by hand by an army of women. In ail,
nearly fodrteen million square yards of garnished netting were
supplied.

I
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Observation posts were of two kinds, viz., trees or other
objects to accommodate an observer or periscope, and portions
of trenches, brickwork, etc., t o conceal the observer’s head.
A classic French example of the former was a facsimile of the
corpse of a soldier which lay in no-man’s-land on hands and
knees facing their own trenches ; the observation slit was in
the seat of his trousers. The technique of making these observation posts was as follows. First, the object to be imitated
was sketched by an artist and a thorough reconnaissance made
of the locality. The external appearance was then faithfully
copied in suitable material (thin sheet iron or reinforced plaster),
and fitted round a standardized bullet-proof core designed to
suit particular cases, e.g., trees large enough to accommodate
an observer, thinner trees or posts t o hoId a periscope and
pieces of wall or parapet to hide the observer’s head. The
original object was then removed during the night and replaced
by its facsimile. In the case of large objects, very careful
organization was required to ensure that the whole transaction
should be completed during darkness so that the substitution
should escape notice.
In addition, there were many side lines, such as sniper
suits and “ Chinese Attack figures. The latter were painted
milboard silhouettes representing men in various postures in
attack formation and were used t o draw enemy fire, either to
divert it from a real attack or to make the enemy disclose their
defence dispositions. Nearly EZ,OOO of these figures were used,
and many instances were recorded of (literally) spectacular
CAMOUFLAGE FACTORIES
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successes.

CHAPTER XIX
SEARCHLIGHTS AND FORWARD WATER SUPPLY I N
FRANCE
Searchlights during 1914-16-Expansion
during rg17-Searchlights in 1gr5--Water supply for fighting formations-The
Water SuppIy Cornrnittee-lTTater supply on the Somme,
19x6- Water for the battles of 1gr7-\Vater problems in
1918.
~

SEARCHLIGHTS
DURING 1914-16

Ix August, 1914,aerial warfare was in its infancy, a few pilots
discharged pistols at hostile aircraft without any results, and
occasionally a very small bomb was dropped without doing
aiiy Z&iiiEs"" ; but t h e great T d U P c! the .ernp!ane h
n
r rernnnaissance was very soon demonstrated, notably by the timely
disclosure of General Von Kluck's strategic moves before the
first battle of the Marlie in September.
In Chapter 111 we have recorded that the first German air
raid on the home country occurred on the night of 19th '20th
.January, 1915. AJthough the British Expeditionary Force
had been provided from the outset with a smdl allotment of
anti-aircraft artillery, it was not until March of that year that
a smalI night raid in the vicinity of G.H.Q. caused the C.-in-C.
to ask for the dispatch of three or four searchlights to France
to work in co-operation with these guns. As a result two searchlight sections were made up from regular R.E., with a proportion
of London Electrical Engineers at Chatham and Plymcuth,
each equipped with three 60-cm. electric projectors, and dispatched to France in April under the command of Lieutenant
Kermack. These sections were equipped with heavy stationary
generators and were far from mobile.
From these small beginnings was developed a large organization of A.A. searchlight units ivhich, by t h e end of the war
embraced a total strcngth of some 2,000 all ranks. As at home,
458
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the personnel was furnished in great part by the London and
Tyne Electrical Engineers, though many of the R.E. fortress
units of the Territorial Force aIso contributed, and the final
total included a large number of men of low medical category
transferred from the infantry.
In August, 19x5,it was decided that experiments should be
made in the lighting up of no-man’s-land with the oxyacetyline
lamps with which field companies were at that time equipped.
These were to be set up in the most advanced points of the
trench system. As fieId companies already had insufficient
personnel to deal with the work on hand, each company was
reinforced by twelve other ranks drawn from R.E.searchlight
units of the Territorial Force. As might have been expected the
opening up of lamps in these very forward positions immediately
drew a concentration of shelling and a hail of small arms fire,
and the detachments came to be known as “ T h e Suicide
Brigade.” Their arrival in any part of the trench system with a
view to lighting up was most unwelcome t o the normal garrison,
and orders were soon issued to discontinue the experiments.
In April, 1916,the 50th (Regular) Field Searchlight Company
R.E. (see Chapter III), arrived in France with its three sections
completely mobile with motor transport for lights, generators,
equipment and personnel. The headquarter section was
stationed at G.H.Q.,where its O.C. (Captain W, C. H,Richard)
became adviser to the Engineer-in-Chief on all matters dealing
with searchlights. The three sections were stationed at
Boulogne, Calais and Rouen respectively. By the end of May,
19x6, six more anti-aircraft searchlight sections (A.A.S.S.)
raised by the London Electrical Engineers (L.E.E.) and Tyne
Electrical Engineers (T.E.E.) and comprising three lights each,
had arrived in France and were stationed at Audruicq, G.H,Q.,
1st and 2nd Echelons, Abbeville, Etaples and Abancourt.
In June, the Iast bomb dropped by the last aeroplane during
a raid on the ammunition dump at Audruicq succeeded in
starting an explosion which blew up 40,000tons of ammunition
-practicaIly the whoIe contents of the dump. The pilot of the
German aircraft was quite unaware that he had scored this
great success, and it was six months before the enemy Jearnt of
SEARCHLIGHTS,
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it through illctter from America. This disastrous conflagration,
however, lit t i p t h e minds of G.H.Q. t o tlie real dangers of
liombing from tlie air and gave a great impetus to A . A . defence
in France.
Througliout 191(1, fnrtlier A..4.S.S.arrived, but owing to the
current shortages of man-power and equipment it was decided
t o reduce the sections t o ‘two lights only, and this decision was
supported by the tactical argument that, when deployed alone,
the three lights of a section served to delineate the target
more clearly to the enemy. The reduced cstablishrnent provided for one officer and eighteen N.C.Os. and sappers with
one A.S.C. driver attached. Four new sections were forthwith
created from personnel rendered surplus by t h i s reduction.
Meanwhile, on 1st July, the battle of the Somme began, and
about September, 1916, hostile aircraft began bombing by
night in forward areas particularly the Maricourt area on the
Somme battlefront. In the autumn, machine-gunning of t h e
roads bji nii.ci.& b c g ~ i i ,50 Nos. 2 ~ i j~ A.A.
d
Sczichlight
Sections were ordered t o the area between Montauban, Trones
Wood and the Somme. Their activity forced the enemy to
fly at considerable heights, and so reduced the damage. In
the Iast months of 1916, air raids were constantly made by
night dong the whole of the Somme valley as far as Amiens.
Nos. z ancl 5 A . A . Searchlight Sections and No. z Section 5oth
(F.S.L.) Company were allotted t o this region.
Soon after Iris arrival in April, 1916, Captain (temporary
hlajor) Prichatd handed over the command of the .joth (F.S.L.)
Company to Lieutenant ffrench Mullen, so that he himself
as adviser to the Engineer-in-Chief, couId give all his time to
the distribution and co-ordination of tlie new A.A.S.S. as they
arrived in France, and t o the formulation of a common doctrine
of operation. Artillery commanders a t various levels from
those of battery sections up to the 1I.Gs.R.A. a t army headquarters directed the operations not only of the A . A . guns,
but also of the searchlights t o serve the guns, leaving, however,
the technicd operation of the lights and the discipline and
adininistration of the personnel to the R.E. officers.
Location of aircraft bv night was a t first entirelv unassisted.

I
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but later the ear-trumpet locator and special binoculars for
night work were issued. Some individuals found that they
had a special gift for acquiring by practice an ear that could
locate aeroplanes, and a few always maintained that they could
do better with their own ears than with the trumpets provided.
It was soon found that a man standing to one side of a light
could see up the beam to the aeroplane, follow it and hold it
far more easily than the man working the light ; consequently
an arm was fixed to the projector, the other end resting upon
a circular rail with a radius of 1.5 ft. supported on pickets.
Later this was further improved by fixing a small handwheel
with a worm and quadrant gear so that the controller could
not only traverse the light, as he walked round the circular
rail, but also elevate or depress it. Eventually a telescope
was added and its movement co-ordinated mechanically with
that of the projector.
During 1916,and even in the early part of 1917, it was not
practicable to do much to improve or dter the type of lights,
generators and vehicles being supplied by the Ministry of
Munitions, because the demand for A.A. defence was not yet
so urgent in France or even at home as it became later. It was,
however, obvious that if lights and generators were mobile
they would have greater tactical value; and that go-cm.
projectors would be far more effective than 6o-cm,, whiJe the
generator for the 90-cm. light could still be mounted in a
mobile lorry. A t base depots, dumps and railway junctions,
well behind army areas, mobility was not so necessary and in
such places 120-cm. projectors with larger stationary generators
were desirablk.

EXPANSION
DURING

1917

On the 1st January, 1917,Captain W. C. H. Prichard,
already promoted substantive major, was now formally appointed Inspector of Searchlights (IS.) in France, with the
temporary rank of Lieut.-Colonel. The responsibilities and
duties of the I.S. on the Staff of the Engineer-in-Chief
were :-
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To advise upon the distributiorl of all A.A.S. units.
To specify types of equipment and submit demands for
quantities.
To deal with questions affecting searchlight personnel and
to submit demands for more units.
To arrange for the teclinical training of all searchlight
personnel.
To advise in consultation with the Engineer-in-Chief and
the M.G.R.A. at G.H.Q. upon the doctrine for working
searchlights in action.
To co-ordinate uniform methods of working searchlights
in all units.
To test the efficiency of A.A.S. units with the help of his
Assistant Inspectors.
To organize and administer a workshop for repairs.

I

Early in 1917,the \Var Office forinally approved the formad i u i d "l fuiiy-fit-e A . A . ~c;i~&iIi-ht
E;
s e c t i ~ 2nd
i ~ AX
authorized an entire re-equipment with go-cm. projectors. To
save delay t h e personnel for t h e new sections were scnt to
France without equipment, which was supplied througli the
agency of an equipment depot established under the Inspector
of SearchIights at Calais and operated by No. 26 A . A . Scarchlight Section.
During the spring, hostile aircraft attacks were mainly
confined to the Audruicq and Calais areas. A t Audruicq there
was a very large ammunition depot, as well as the stores and
workshops of the British railway organization in France and
other important depots and installations, and, close by, at
Zeneghem therc were other large ammunition depots. These
very vulnerable areas received A.A. protection from the
beginning, and, in June 1917,the defences were combined into
one command known as *' A k 2 Defences " which g r e u into
a very large organization as the war advanced. One of the
earliest tasks of the searchlight sections here was t o lay out
and operate " false areas " t o deceive the enemy. These are
believed to have been the first of their kind, and certainly
attracted many of the bombs intended for the real depots.
tiuii u i

!
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Other false areas were in due coiirse laid out a t different places,
though not always with the same success.
The searchlights could by this time pick up aircraft in their
beams, but still further experience and technicaj developments
were required to make certain of holding them effectively.
Accordingly, the object aimed at was the denial of the target
areas to raiders by means of barrages combined with the use
of false areas, and the actual destruction of enemy aircraft
was a secondary, though welcome, result.
Dunkerque was on several occasions made the object of a
combined enemy attack by sea, Iongrange land guns and
akcraft. Accordingly, in April, 1917,No, X I A.A. Searchlight
Section was transferred to this area where it operated successfully in conjunction with French air defences. In July, August
and September, 1917, very heavy night bombing was experienced in the XV Corps area behind Nieuport and in the
Second and Fifth Army areas in the third battle of Ypres.
Two sections of 50th (F.S.L.) Company and fourteen A.A.
searchlight sections were accordingly concentrated there. At this
time also the Isbergues steel works and the BMhune area were
being persistently bombed, so four sections were allo,tted for
their protection. The use of lights in the forward areas then
began t o be developed on a line between Ypres and Brielen.
The lights thus concentrated began to work with great
efficiency, and in spite of the misty atmosphere prevailing in
some of the low-lying country, between 50 and 60 per cent of
raiding aircraft were detected and held in the beams. Several
hostile aircraft were destroyed by A.A. gunfire, and many
were driven off. The enemy was forced t o fly at heights of
6,000 to 12,000 feet, which resulted in indiscriminate bombing
with a great reduction in casualties.
The searchlights themselves were often severely bombed,
and “ digging in for protection of the personnel and equipment
had to be resorted to. Eventually, although casualties were still
caused by sheitfire, the efficiency of the earthwork protection
was such that no casualties were caused by bombs when the
men were actually under cover. The detachments throughout
showed great determination and courage in keeping the
”
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searchlights directed on to enemy aircraft whilst being boinbecl,
a result which the enemy was never a b k to nchicvt: iri their
own A.A. defences. One Lewis gun per light was issued to
A.A. searchlight sections and these were mounted so as t o fire
along the searchlight beam. There is no record of their bringing
down an aeroplane, but they proved an excellent stimulus to
the morale of the section in action.
In August, 1917,a great expansion of A.A. defence units and
equipment had been begun as a result of the realization that
attacks by aircraft had become serious and were rapidly
increasing in number, weight and intensity. A higher priority
had been given t o the raising of A.A. units and t o the provision
of their equipment. An increase of thirty sections was
quthorized, and their establishment was again increased from
two lights to three. Training of new personnel had been
proceeding incessantly through 1917, but at the same time
a very serious shortage of man-power had arisen in the army
as a whoie, due t o t h e heavy casuaiiies in iiie infantry, ariiiiery
and the R.E. field companies. This shortage was made good
by combing-out from other units all men of high medical
category, and replacing them by men of low medical category
who, in the case of those posted t o the A.A. searchlight sections,
had t o be trained especially for their new rdle. A number of
American and Canadian troops were also attached t o the
British searchIight units for training.
. By the end of 1917,go-cm. projectors had replaced 60-cm.
throughout the units in France. A t the same time, the process
of replacing the non-mobile generating sets by petrol-electric
lorries began in the forward sections, and the great advantage
of increased mobility was immediately felt. The electric
generator and all electrical equipment in the lorry were designed
by Messrs. Stevens Cy: Co. for go-cm. projectors, the petrol
driven lorry was designed by Messrs. Dennis. Driving and
maintenance required specially skilled and trained R.E.
drivers, but these were forthcoming and in their hands the
vehicles and equipment proved most reliable. Orders were
also placed in 1917 for 120-cm. projectors with more powerful
stationary generators for A.A. protection of bases, depots, and

'
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railway jiinctions well behind t h e army arcas wlierc it was not
anticipated tliat tile enemy ground troops would penetrate,
but it was not until 1918 that all these orders for new equipment and additional A.A. searchlight units bore fruit.
In August, 1917,an Assistant Inspector of Searchlights, with
the rank of major, was authorized for each army,and with the
rank of captain for the lines of communication. The A.I.S.
of each army was the searchlight adviser to the artillery commander and the technical commander of all the searchlight
resources in the army area. The appointments first made t o
fdl these posts were : SEARCHLTGHTS I N

First Army
Seccnd Army
Third Army
Fourth Army
Fifth Army
L. of c.

Major R. G. Madge (L.E.E.) R.E.
Major D. R. ffrench Mullen, R.E.
Major G. Fergus Wood (L.E.E.), R.E.
In reserve.
Major A. W.M. Mawby (L.E.E.), R.E.
Captain H. G. G.Clarke (L.E.E ), R.E.

A.A. searchlight sections, in spite of the great increase in
their numbers, remained independent units throughout. They
were organized in five groups under the five Assistant Inspectors
of Searchlights,and not, as might have been expected, in companies for command and administration. Thk company
organization was, however, being prepared, but was not taken
into use before the Armistice.
After the successful battle of Cambrai in November, rgr7,
the enemy began to bomb heavily at night in the crowded
areas of the Third and Fifth Armies, and the 50th (F.S.L.)
Company and fourteen sections were therefore concentrated
in these areas t o form a continuous lighted belt close up t o
the front line. The action of the lights and guns was so effective
that hostile aircraft rarely penetrated and casualties were light.
On some occasions the searchlights picked up every aircraft
that approached.
In February, the defences of Audruicq and Zeneghem were
further developed and included with those of Calais and St.
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Omer tn form the Northern Air Defences under a Deputy
Inspector of Searchlights Northern Lines of Communication.
The officer first appointed to this post was Captain E. F. Rendell
(T.E.E.) R.E. Experience, however, showed that the control
of so extended a defence from a single point became unwieldy,
and the Calais and St. Omer areas were therefore operated
in action as separate organizations, the officer controlling the
searchlights at each place receiving the title of Area Searchlight Officer (A.S.O.).
SEARCHLIGHTS
IN 1918

I

In preparation for the German offensive expected in March,
1918, eight sections were allotted to the protection of the railway
junctions at Hazebrouck, St. Pol and Doullens. During the
fighting in March and April the forward areas of the First,
Second, Third and Fifth Armies were heavily bombed. German
troop penetration overran several of the non-mobile sections,
but the mobile equipments were in action continuously within
2,000 t o 5,000 yards of our retreating line, giving the A.A. guns
and the troops valuable help. The railway junctions mentioned
above, and base depots a t Abbeville, Abancourt, Etaples,
Boulogne, Calais and Audruicq were also heavily attacked,
but the defence prevented serious damage.
Throughout 1918,night bombing by both sides developed
greatly in intensity, not only of areas well behind the front
but also of troop concentrations, railway junctions, railheads
and other targets close behind the fighting troops. Early in
the year it had at last been found possible to allot bombing
squadrons t o the task of carrylng out reprisal raids on a Iarge
scale against the industrial centres of the Rhineland. These
squadrons were organized as an Independent Air Force and
were based on thc so-callcd ‘‘ Southcrn Acrodromes ” in
Lorraine. For their defence the formation of twelve additional
three-light A.A. searchlight sections had been approved, but
none of them became available before the Armistice. In
the meantime, four sections were moved from France to cooperate with the A.A. guns. The airfields were constantly
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attacked and these sections experienced a trying time, their
lights being frequently put out of action by bombs.
The summer of 1918 was occupied with the development
of the lighted belt behind the line. The sections thus employed
were regarded as corps troops, and into this framework new
sections were fitted as they became available.
Experience at home had shown conclusively that the most
effective method of dealing with night raiders was by the use
of night-flying aircraft working in conjunction with searchlights. By now the state of the defences in England had rendered her vdnerable areas practically immune from attack,
and, in June, 1918,No. 151 Night Fighting Squadron became
available for operation with the B.E.F. in France. Another
similar squadron arrived just before the Armistice. The
increase in searchlights had by then made it practicable to
produce a lighted belt, similar t o those in the home defences,
at least three t o four lights deep along a considerable part of
the front of the B.E.F. In this lighted belt, which, after the
type of aircraft then in use, was styled the “Camel Line,”
151 Night Fighting Squadron was very successful. On our
side of the line alone they brought down twenty-five hostile
aircraft and others on the enemy’s side. In the end there were
nine searchlight sections with First Army, five with Third
Army, and the 50th (F.S.L.) Company and five sections with
SEARCHLIGHTS I N
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Fourth Army.
The frnal British advance began in the Fourth Army area
on 8th August, and was very shortIy taken up along the whole
line. The Camel Line ” foIIowed up as closely as circumstances
permitted, the searchlights keeping their night action stations
‘ I

roughly between 2,000 and 6,000 yards behind the front and
endeavouring to maintain continuous touch with the lights of
neighbouring armies. During August, September and October,
enemy bombing continued, but in gradually decreasing volume
and severity, and by the end of October had practically ceased
in the British area.
After the Armistice the A.A. searchlight sections were concentrated and the process of demobiIization began, though
several of the sections advanced with the Second Army into
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Germany, and the searchlights of others were used for illuminating work on the reconstruction of demolished bridges and
railways.
It had been estimated in June, 1918,that twenty additional
sections would be required t o complete the defences then
thought essential, making a total of 285 lights organized in
ninety-five sections of three lights each. By the 1st August
there were in fact only seventy of the previously planned
seventy-five sections in France, and up to the end of the war
not more than seventy-seven were actually formed for service
overseas. Of these, one, No. 34, had been transferred to the
Italian theatre in January, 1918.
W A T E R SUPPLY FOR

I

FIGHTING
FORMATIONS

Geiteral Remarks
During the fighting in France the largest demands for water
generally came from divisional and corps areas, for during the
great battles it was always near the front that the largest
concentrations of men and animals occurred, often with very
little previous notice. To a less extent there were, of course,
considerable concentrations, especially of animals, in army
areas. In rear areas the conditions were easier, once the
existing water supplies of the civiI population had been developed and supplemented, often by British army engineers.
In this chapter we, therefore, deal mainly with water supply
in the areas of armies, of corps and of divisions, as this presented the major problem.
Fortunately for those responsible for supplying water we
started military operations with only a small force, and in
country where existing suppIies for the civil population could
with some assistance, cope with the demands of the B.E.F.
Later we moved into country very sparsely supplied with
water and the real problems arose. There was thus just sufficient time available to build up a water supply organization
for the B.E.F., and to collect and distribute the considerable
quantities of plant, equipment and stores required.
For full technical particulars of this water-supply work
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for fighting formation the reader is referred to the volume
dealing with water supply in Work of R . E . in the Euro@an
Wur, 1914-19. Information about L. of C . areas is included
in the volume dealing with work under the Director of Works.
A t first the British army was equipped onIy for the supply
of water to men and animals in small quantities from supplies
available on, or just below, the ground. At the dose of hostilities
the water supply organization and equipment had been so
greatly developed and improved that operations involving
troop concentrations of unexampled density could be undcrtaken at short notice in any area desirable for strategic or
tactical reasons, without reference t o the presence of water
on or near the surface. The saIient features of this development
were the formation of a water supply staff, the collection of
intelligence and geological data, the increase in mechanical
plant for well-boring, filtration and pumping and the distribution of water by pipe-lines and mechanical transport.
WATER SI'PP1.Y COMMITTEE

THE WATERSUPPLYCOMMITTEE
,

In May, 1915,a Water Supply Committee was appointed at
over by CoIonel W. A. Liddell, from the
Engineer-in-Chief's Office, with a member of the General Stqff
and a member of the medical services. On 15th June, 1915,the
committee recommended scales for supply of water to men and
animals under varying conditions ; purification at the front
by regimental water carts, at the rear by special plant instalIed
on motor lorries and barges ; storage in twenty-four watertank canal barges with a capacity of 12,000gallons each ; ahd
distribution by increasing the number of regimental water
carts, and by the addition to each supply column of a motor
transport water section, equipped with purification and depoisoning plant and tanks. Six barges and their plant were
ordered at once, and also one M.T.Army Water Column.
I n January, 19x6,in view of the extension of the British
front, the increase of the B.E.F., and the large operations
contemplated north of the Somme, the Water Supply Committee was reappointed. The committee took special note of

! G.H.Q.,presided
I'
1

,
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the proposed large concentration of troops and of the waterless
area between the rivers Ancre and Escaut. They also had
information of water supply difficulties experienced by the
French armies in Champagne in 1915during their very limited
advance there. On the zGth February, the committee reccmmended that :Water supply points should be established a t suitable
pIaces along the front and that water should be provided
as far forward as possible by means of speciaIly installed
pumps and piping.
Supplies should he supplemented by a system of motor
transport for the supply of water, approximately equivalent t o four army water columns ; and that the establishment of regimental water carts should be temporarily
augmented.
rgx 3-ton lorries each carrying 600 gallons of water
should be supplied as soon as possible to meet the requirements of six corps.
All avaiIabIe water purification plants on motor vehicles
shonld be allotted to corps in whose areas the difficulties
of water supply would be greatest.
The addition of eighty water carts per corps in zix corps,
If carts of the authorized pattern were not availablc,
water tanks should be fitted on suitable horsed carts.
( f )A special staff should be appointed in each army for
the organization and execution of works i n connexion
with the supply of water to t h e troops.
These recommendations were accepted, and a water supply
officer was attached to the Chief Engineer of each army and
corps, as his adviser, and to be responsible for the regulation
and issue of a11 water supply stores.
In 1915, eighteen power pumping plants each to deliver about
2,000 gallons per hour and n o miles of 4-.in. steel piping and
accessories had been ordered from the War Office. In January
and February, 191G, considerable numbers of pumps (capacity
2,000 to 7,000 gallons per hour and up t o 35o-ft. head) were
ordered together with large quantities of piping and accessories,
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in fact the whole available material of this nature in England
at the time was sent t o France.
The instaIlation of water supply systems was carried out by
field companies R.E. in divisional areas, and by army troops
companies in corps areas, supplemented by unskiUed labour.
By 1st July, 1916, over a hundred power pumps had been established in the Fourth Army area and almost IZO miles of
water mains were Iaid, It was, however, necessary to increase
the number of engine drivers and other technical trades. For
this purpose a detachment of No. I London and Tyne Electrical
and Mechanical Company, R.E. (T.F.) was sent t o work first
for the Third and then for the Fourth Army in the S o m e area.
So necessary was this type of unit found to be that in December,
1916,five new E. & M. Companies were raised (one for each
army), to work in liaison with corps water supply officers.
These units were always very much overworked.
Boring for water began in 1915. In March, 1917, three
water boring sections (twelve men in each) were formed,
later increased by two more sections. They were attached t o
E. & M. companies. A very large number of boreholes was
drilled and equjpped with pumps delivering great quantities
of water. In June, 1918, an Inspector was appointed t o the
staff of the Engineer-in-Chief to work in liaison with E. Sr M.
companies and boring sections and with army and corps water
supply officers.
Great importance should be attached t o the appointment,
in 1915,t o the Staff of the Engineer-in-Chief of two very
qualified and exceptionally efficient and hard-working geologists-Captains David and King (see pp. 160,163 and 472). The
information they supplied showing the water resources of the
country, water tables in chalk, boring possibilities, etc., saved
a vast amount of time and labour.
'i I
WATERSUPPLYON

THE

SOMME,
1916
I

Again the reader is referred to the volume on water supply
in Work of the R . E . in the European War, IgIp-rg, which gives
in considerable detail a very clear account of the water-supply
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work carried out in preparation for and during the following ,
operations-Somme
battles, 1916, German withdrawal to ’
Hindenburg Line, battles of Arras, Messines, Passchendaele and
Cambrai, 1917,German offensives in March and Aprif, 1918,
British Fourth Army attack in August, 1918, and the final
British advance. The following extracts do not deal with all
the above operations but include sufficient t o indicate the ,
magnitude and special features of the work carried out.
Let us first deal with the battle of the Somme, fought in an
almost waterless area. In June, 19x6, a memorandum was
widely circulated t o all concerned informing them of the
preparations that had been made and were still continuing
for the supply of water cluring the forthcoming offensive. This
was a most important document because it visualized a scheme
which worked most successfully, and became a pattern for all
subsequent water supply for military operations in France.
In this memoranduw it was stated that the work aIready
de.r?e inc!uded t h e esfat.!is!:ment
in f=r;;nrd zre35 (111, VIII,
’
X and XV Corps) of water storage, totalling 126,000gallons, at
points varying from ~,ooo-~o,ooogallons each ; the provision
.of ten advanced pulllying stations, two mobile Large units on
the Sornme and a depot of mobile pumping sets ; the allotment
to each corps of eighty additional water carts, and to the
army of one water-tank company with both r-ton and 3-ton
lorries (zoo and 600 gallons each) for water carriage up to
ten miles from water points t o unit water carts. All known wells
and other water intelligence were tabulated. The importance of
developing local sources by using mobile equipment was
stressed. Army reserves would include semi-permanent powerful pumps, mobile and hand pumps, canvas storage tanks and
special lorries for sterilizing, de-poisoning and emergency
pumping. It was laid down that the provision of water was a
R.E. service, but the filling of water transport vehicles and water
distribution from water points t o units was a Supply service.
Finally all pipes were t o be buried z ft. 6 in. deep.
The execution of the water suppJy schemes during thc
battles of 1916 worked satisfactorily. The great difficulty
was the occasional arrival at some water points of unexpectedly

’
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large numbers of horses. At the height of the battle, water had
to be provided for 300,000 men and 150,ooo animals ; more
than 10,000 gallons had to be transported by road, and
~i million gallons were pumped daily. It was clearly essential
that there should be centralized control of all water supply
WATER SUPPLY I N

schemes under the Chief Engineer of each army with an
adequate staff in touch with G. and Q. staffs.

WATERFOR THE BATTLES
OF 1917

The Germans withdrew across an area in which there is at
all times a great scarcity of surface water, but this was accentuated in 1917 by their thorough demolition and fouling of
exist@ wells. The divisional R.E. had the task of finding and
reopening these wells, which were normally about 250 feet deep.
Deep well hand-pumps were needed but were not available.
In their absence the windlass and bucket system was improvised
until belt pumps could be fixed. In the lower valleys shallow
weUs could be sunk, but the situation was generally saved by
drilling new boreholes. For instance five of the boreholes put
down in March and April delivered 40,000gallons per day.
In the Second Army area the development of water supplies
continued through the winter and spring of 1916j17:180
miles of piping were laid and pumping stations installed t o
deliver daily I miIlion gallons of treated drinking water and
# million gallons of untreated water for. horses.
Before the battle of Messines a memorandum on water supply
was issued, similar to that which was issued before the battles
of the S o m e , and the plan again worked very well.
During the period in which water supply was being developed
for the Messines battle, work was in progress on a large scale in
an area north of Ypres u p to the river Yser, including the
Belgian sector. The geological formation here was such that
deep boreholes were impossible, and it was decided that water
would have to be pumped from the river Yser. Two large
installations were, therefore, pluiitiecl at Haringlw aiicl Rousbrugge. The Haringhc scheme was begun at the end of April,
1917,and, when it was completed, ten sterilizers and three
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de-poisoners supplied IZO,OOO gallons of pure water daily.
There was extra plant for use when the Yser was turbid. At
Rousbrugge a barrage on the river was constructed to prevent
tidal water from mixing with the fresh, which was taken by
+in. pipes t o sedimentation tanks. The water then passed
through mechanical sand filters and was finally treated with
chlorine.

WATERPROBLEMS
ris 1918

I

The disorganization caused by the rapid withdrawah af
large numbers of men and animals in face of the German
assaults in the spring of 1gr8, produced seriaus problems, and
many quite new sources of water had t o be developed.
Very soon after our victary on the 8th August, 1918, confidential information was given t o the Engineer-in-Chief concerning the proposed large scale advance. Without this
pre-knowledge and chance to prepare there would aImost
certainly have been a breakdown in water suppJy, for the
proposals included the crossing of the practically waterless
plateau twelve t o twenty miles in breadth between the rivers
-4ncre and Escaut. The advancing forces were estimated at
600,000 men and 300,000 horses, who for a period must depend
on transported water. The amount of transport for this purpose
was worked out by the engineers, and transport lorries and
G.S. wagons fitted with storage tanks were alIotted by the
Q.M.G. A map of water supply information was distributed in
considerable quantities.
The most critical period was between zIst August, and 7th
September, after which a well matered country was entered.
In the critical period the situation was saved by the recovery
of t h e British boreholes put down in this area in 1917. The
t.stensi1-e and successful use of mobile air cornpressors for
giving an air lift in the boreholcs worked them to their full
capacity. I n one army area alone thirteen compressors, during
a period of six weeks from 3rd August t o 14th September,
dr~livcred20 niilliori gallons of water.
I t is estimated that in the last four inorltlis of fighting UVUI
zo rnillion gallons uf water were transported by road. T h e

1918
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total transport in four water-tank companies during the
advance consisted of 633 Ford cars, 1x8 3-ton lorries and
eighty-six sterilizers. These carnpanies were used for filling
storage a t water points and not for distribution to units. The
best results were obtained when these water-tank companies
were controlled by the Chief Engineer of the army.
The Northern Armies advanced through a well watered
country where t h e most urgent work was purification by
mobile plant, but the enemy's demolitions of water installations often necessitated rapid improvisation in order t o reinstate
them.
WATER PROBLEMS IN

CHAPTER X S
GAS WARFARE
Delence against gas-The box resPir;ltor-Anti-gas organization
in t h e I3.E.l7.-Offcnsive
gas warfare-Gas at the battle
of Loos--l’he
Special Rrigadc, R.E.- Tlic Livcns projector
--L7sr! of gas i n subsequent operati~iiis.

DEFEKCEAGAINST GAS

Defence against gas in the fieJd came under R.E. dircction
in April, 1916, when the organization for gas defence, which
prior t o then had been the responsibility of the R.A.RI.C., was
combined with the engineer organization for gas warfare
against t h e enemy, and both branches placed tinder the control
of a Director of Gas Services drawn from the Royai Engineers.
In April 191j,when the Germans first made use of gas
against the Allies in front of Ypres, our troops were completely
unprotected against it. Both at home and at the front experiments with various types of respirator were a t once carried
out ; methods of making dugouts gas-proof and clearing gas
from trenches were improvised ; alarm apparatus was installed
and the troops mere trained in the action to be taken when
these gas alarms were sounded. All these measures were at
first macle the responsibility of the Royal Army Medical Corps,
and an organization for their direction at the front in France
and Belgium lvas built up under the control of Lieut.-Colonel
S.L. CumInins, C . N . G . , R.A.M.C. This organization worked in
close co-operation with a corresponding organization at thc
Medical Branch of the \Var Office, tinder the control of Colonel
If’. Horrocks, R.A.M.C. (later Sir \ViJliarn Horrocks, K.c.>i.c.,
c.R.). This War Office organization became responsible for all
research and experiment in defence against gas and for the
manufacture of all gas masks and other protective appliances.
The anti-gas organization with the B.E.F. had at G.H.Q.
its headqrinrters, consisting of Lieitt.-CnloneJ Cmnmins nnd a
5 ob
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; small staff of chemical assistants, and a Central Laboratory
under Professor W. Watson, F.R.S. [later Lieut.-Colonel, I>.s.o.)
and Lieutenant B. Mouat-Jones (later Lieut.-Colonel, ~J.s.o.).
This laboratory did very valuable work in the rapid identification of the chemicals used by the enemy in shells and other
1 appliances. At the headquarters of each army was a Chemical
Adviser, who was responsible for advising the Army Commander
and his staff on all matters concerning defence against gas,
and also for inspection of anti-gas appliances and for supervision of the instruction of officers and other ranks in gas
defence measures at army anti-gas schools.
The gas used by the Germans in April, 1915,and for some
months afterwards, was chlorine. The first form of protection
devised against this was a large pad of cotton waste impregnated
with hyposulphite and carbonate of soda and wrapped in
cotton netting. This had to be fixed so as to cover the mouth
and nose and the netting ends tied behind the head. This
, hasty improvisation was the best that could be made at short
notice, but was not very effective. It was not long before the
, anti-gas organization at home produced the " hypo " helmet
which was a large flannelette bag made to cover the head and
provided with celluloid eyepieces. The open end of the bag
was to be tucked in under the jacket so that alI air breathed
'
had to pass through the flannelette which was impregnated
with hyposdphite of soda giving protection against chlorine.
An improved form of this helmet was introduced after a few
months. The impregnating chemical was modified by the
addition of phenate to the hyposulphite to meet attack with
phosgene which it was suspected the enemy would use. The
improved helmet also had a mouthpiece with outlet valve, and
glass eyepieces instead of celluloid which were liable to crack.
With this helmet, which was known as the '' P " helmet, air
' was breathed in through the flannelette and through the nose,
and out through the mouthpiece valve. After the Germans
had used phosgene in formidable attacks in December, 19x5,i t
was considered necessary t o imprave the protection against
this very dangerous gas. This was done by adding hexamine
to the hypo and phenate used in the impregnation of the

1
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flannelette. The result was known as the “ PH helmet, which
was issued t o the troops in January, 1916. It was in all other
respects similar t o the P helmet but gave greatly improved
protection against phosgene. Later on goggles were incorporated
in the helmet, which was then called the “ PHG.” This was the
situation in the spring of 1916, by which time Colonel Cuinmins
had built up a very efficient organization for directing the
measures of defence against gas. The circumstances under
which this organizatian was combined with the engineer
organization for the prosecution of gas warfare against the
enemy, and both branches placed under thc control of an
officer of the Royal Engineers, will now be described.
In May, 1915, the British Cabinet decided t o use gas as a
measure of retaliation against the enemy. Sir John French,
the Commander-in-Chief of the B.E.F. appointed Major C. H.
Foulkes, ~I.s.o.,R.E., t o organize measures for using gas, and
to command, train and direct the employment of the special
units to be raised for this purpose. 1 hese units were organized
as R.E. companies and were later formed into a brigade which,
with the idea of camouflaging its identity and purpose, was
designated The Special Brigade, R.E.” Major Foulkes (who
was promoted Lieut.-Colonel on receiving this appointment)
spent the summer months of 1915 in investigations and experiments on efficient methods of using gas and in organizing
and training his command. Its first use in the field was at the
battIe of Loos on 25th September, 1915. The work of the
Special Brigade and the methods of using gas for offensive
purposes are described later in this chapter.
A result of the developments above described was that
there grew up in the field two distinct and independent organizations dealing with gas warfare, one studying it and practising
it fram the point of view of protecting the troops against
enemy gas attacks, and the other intent on attacking the
enemy with gas weapans. C a m a n d e r s and staffs found that
they had two independent sets of advisers on gas warfare,
not always holding identical views. It became clear that greater
efficiency would be obtained by unity of organization and
command so that t h e whole subject would be studied ancl
”
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tlrvthopecl as a hingle probIem. To this end Sir Douglas Haig
in April, 1916, appointed Brigadier-General H. F. Thuillier,
c.M.G., Iate R E . , at that time commanding the 2nd Infantry
Brigade, to be Director of Gas Services, t o co-ordinate and
control the activities of the offensive and defensive organizations and t o be the Gas Adviser t o the General Staff at G.H.Q.
Colonel Curnmins remained as General ThuilIier’s Assistant
Director for the control of anti-gas measures, and Lieut.Colonel Foulkes, who was then promoted t o the temporary
rank of Colonel, remained in command of the Special Brigade,
RE., and in charge of all affensive operations.

THE BOX

RESPIRATOR

The chief problem at this time in connexion with defence
was whether it was really safe t o continue to rely on the “PH”
helmet for protection against whatever gases the Germans
might use. They had already made use of some new ones in
artiIlery shell, and from the information gleaned by the chemical
intelligence officers, who were part of the anti-gas organization,
there was reason to suppose they might introduce others. It
would not be possible t o add other chemicals to the impregnating material without reducing the protection against
chlorine or phosgene, and this would be a dangerous step,
since the Germans, as soon as they had captured some of our
helmets and discovered that they did not give protection
against certain gases, would use these against us. The necessity
for a new type of mask giving more general pratection, or
capable of being easily modified t o meet new developments,
was clearly indicated. This had already been recognized, and
in February, 1916,a special form of box respiratar had been
introduced and issued t o the personnel of the Special Brigade,
R.E.,and to machine-gun companies, field’artillery etc., but
fiat t o the infantry since it was too large and too heavy t o be
carried on the person by marching men. It had a large canister
containing granulated charcoal and other chemicals, connected
by a flexible rubber tube t o a face-piece with suitable inlet and
outlet breathing valves. The design of the large box respirator
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was by Mi-. B. Lambert of the University of Osford (aftetwtrds

Major, K.E., ancl Chemical Adviser, Line of Communications),
He also invented the special charcoal and chemical granules
contained in the canister.
To devise a modified farm of the box respirator which would
be small and light enough t o be carried by the infantry saldier,
and yet contain sufficient filtering material to give efficient
protection, was a problem of great difficulty. It was however
tackled with determinatio and energy and was successfully
solved. Colonel Cumrnins, .A.M.C. and Captain Auld, Royal
Berkshire Regiment [later Lieut.-Colonel, o.B.E., R.E.) worked
out at G.H.Q. the genera1 design of the smalI box respirator,
and were assisted in certain details by Major G. Douglas,
R.A.M.C. and Lieut.-CoJonel W. Watson of the Central Laboratory. The granules of the canister were those invented by
Major Lambert, but they were modified later by the provision
of a more active charcoal produced by Captain E. F. Harrison
'
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at the War Office. ColoneI Horrocks, and the Supply Branch

of the War Office Anti-Gas Department worked with great
energy to secure speedy production of the first order for a
million small box respirators and the issue t o the troops began
in August, 19x6.
This respirator had the vital advantage that it enabled any
new development in gas warfare on the part of the enemy to
be parried with little difficulty. New canisters filled with
chemical materials giving protection against the new gas could
be manufactured and substituted far those in use, and, since
the canister was carried in a satchel slung from the neck, even
an increase in the weight of its contents would not cause the
face-piece to come away and so admit gas. The increasing use
by the Germans of Blue Cross compounds in shells (mainly
diphenyl chIorarsine) made it necessary to add an additional
filtering unit t o the canister of the respirator in the form of
an extension clipped on to it. Over a million of the new type
were made, sent to France and issued t o the troops in less
than three months, and were entirely effective in giving
protection against BIue Cross gases. When the Germans took
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us by surprise in using mustard gas (dichlordiethylsulphide)
shells in July, 19x7, the box respirator was found t o give
complete protection against it to the lungs and eyes, but the
liquid gas was capable of causing severe burns on other parts of
the body through the clothing or even through boots, and many
casualties arose from this cause. When in the winter of r917/18
it was decided to develop what was called the '' hl device, a
generator for discharging a more efficient form of particulate
smoke cloud of diphenyl chlorarsine (described Later in this
chapter), it became necessary t o increase still further the
protection given by the box respirator. This was done by the
development of a new type of canister in which some foids of
cheese-cloth were introduced ; it also had more active charcoal
and chemical granules which gave better protection against
concentrations of all forms of gas. This canister was never
issued t o the troops in order that the intention to use the " M "
device shouId not be disclosed t o the enemy.
The work of research and experiment required for the changes
that became necessary from time t o time in the composition
of the contents of the canister of the box respirator was carried
out by the Anti-Gas Department at the War Office, in the
closest co-operation with the Central Laboratory and the
Chemical Advisers in France. The home anti-gas organization,
which in November, 19x7,was transferred from the War Office
to the Ministry of Munitions and amalgamated with the Gas
Warfare (offensive) Research Department, was respansible
for the manufacture of the many millions of flannelette helmets
and box respirators which were used by the British armies
throughout the war, and also by some of the armies of our
allies, An account of the work of these home departments in
connexion with anti-gas work is given in Chapter IV.
I '

ANTI-GASORGANIZATION
I N THE B.E.F.
,

In June, 1917,Brigadier-General Thuillier was appointed
t o the command of the 15th (Scottish) Division and Colonel
Foulkes, who was promoted to the rank of Brigadier-General,
succeeded him as Director of Gas Services with the B.E.F.
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A t the same time Colonel Cummins rejoined the R.A.M.C. and
Major (Iater Brigadier-General Sir Harold) Hartley, M.c., R.E.
took Colonel Cummins’s place as Assistant Director for anti-gas
measures. Major Hartley, who before the war was a lecturer in
chemistry at Balliol College, Oxford, had been Chemical
Adviser t o the Third Army for a considerable time ; his
scientific knowledge, his capacity for understanding army
organization and methods of work, and his tactful and helpful
dealings with commanders and staffs had been of high value.
He continued to do very important and valuable work for the
anti-gas service til1 the end of the war. Other chemical advisers
at the headquarters of armies, a11 of whom performed difficult
and vaIuable services, were Major G. W. Monier-Williams,
R.E., Major L. J. Barley, D.s.o., Scottish Rifles, Major H.
McCombie, D.s.o., M.c., Worcestershire Regiment, Major A. 3.
Allmand, M.c., Cheshire Regiment, Lieut.-CoIonel S. J. M. Auld,
o . B . E . , Royal Berkshire Regiment (later R.E.), Major A. E.
H d g k k , X.C., Cheshire Eegizect, LieuL-Co!sne! D. E.
Edwardes-Ker, o.B.E., The Buffs, and Major F. J. S. Wyeth,
M . c . , Essex Regiment. Major B. Lambert, R.E. was Chemical
Adviser t o all L. of C . troops and also adviser t o the Royal
A m y Ordnance Corps with regard to the issue, withdrawaI and
reconditioning of respirators. He had been, as we have seen,
the author of the original idea of the box respirator. Colonel
G. Douglas, c.M.G., M.c., R.A.M.C. was the physidogical adviser
t o the Director of Gas Services. His advice on the effects of
the various types of gas used or proposed by either side, and
on the treatment of those affected by them was of high
value.
The anti-gas organization with the B.E.F. had other very
important functions besides those which have been mentioned.
A chemical intelIigence service was estabhhed having a trained
chemical officer a t every army, and later at corps headquarters.
Its duty was t o examine German prisoners, t o scrutinize a11
captured documents with a view t o obtaining information of
any new development in gas warfare projected by the enemy
and t o ascertain the effects of our own gas weapons. All
information relating t o gas warfare was collated by Captain
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S. J. 31. Auld, and his successor, Captain T. H. Adams, at the
headquarters of the Gas Directorate from prisoners’ statements, captured documents, reports of secret agents, etc.
From thc information thus obtained inferences of value were
often drawn which enabled the anti-gas organization to anticipate the use of new gases by the enemy and to prepare protection against them. Everyone, from high commanders down to
the lowest ranks, had to be instructed in thenature of the dangers
against which they had to have protection, and the necessity
for strict discipline and good training had to be impressed on
them. This was effected by frequent visits of the senior gas
advisers to army and corps headquarters, by personal interviews with commanders and staff officers, and by the establishment of army anti-gas schools where instructors from
infantry brigades and battalions could be trained. The
chemical advisers at army and corps headquarters maintained
constant inspections to ensure that all units understood and
practised the iise 110th of individual and collective means of
protection.
Apparatus for giving alarm when gas attacks took placerattles, strombos horns, etc., were issued to troops. Spraying
equipment, with the necessary supplies of solution, was distributed, and the troops taught to use it for clearing gas from
the trenches. The methods of making dug-outs and cellars proof
against the entry of gas were designed and their execution
enforced. When mustard gas was used arrangements had to
be devised and brought inta operation for decontaminating
the persons and clothing af those subjected t o it, and for
decontaminating ground, buildings and weapons. The necessity
for scrupulous care and constant inspection of box respirators,
without which they could rapidly become unserviceable, and
for collecting and sendirg back t o the bases for reconditioning
all those that had become faulty, necessitated the issue of
careful instructions and the training of all officers and men.
Divisional gas afficers were appointed t o instruct and advise
on all these points and t o report when gas discipline was not
being.fuIly maintained. Besides the protection of men it was
necessary to devise protection for horses in the form of a
B.E . 1:. A NTI-GAS ORGAN IZATIOK
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respirator which was carried roIled and fastened to the noseband when not in use. All these, and ather precautionary
measures had to be organized and executed with minute care
and thoroughness and constituted an anxious responsibility
for all the anti-gas staff.
After its first establishment the organization was continually
developing to meet new conditions, and by the careful work of
its intelligence service and the admirable technical research
and experimental work of its skilled chemists, physiologists
and physicists, it was always, except on one occasion, successful
in anticipating new developments by the enemy and providing
the necessary protection in time to guard against them. The
one exception was the use of mustard gas by the Germans in
1917,which was uriforturiately not anticipated. Many casualties
were caused by this before tllc troops were trained to recognize
it. The box respirator, as has been mentioned, gave adequate
protection against this gas to the lungs and eyes, but could
cgt, n
rnf~pt
n
+ h r-n~a r k cf f!ip bndy
F n r t h P latter piirpose
r--------.--oilskin gauntlets and protective clothing were issued to same
artillery units that had t o liandle contaminated material, but
a general issue t o the troops was not considered practicable.
I t may be said that the most important achievement of the
anti-gas organization at the front was the development, in
conjunction with the A-iti-Gas Department at the War Office,
of the British box respirator. This appliance became world
famous. The high standard of protection it afforded and the
readiness uith which it was modified t o meet every development made it without doubt t h e most efficient protective
appliance devised by any of the combatants in the war, and
also made it a principal factor in the striking superiority which
the British gas services achieved over the German ones in the
war of the chemists of which an account is given below..
UFl:E s3I v 1: C;A s Wn I< FA ICE
At j p.m. on zznd April, 191j,the Germans discharged their
first poison gas cloud against French-African troops in the
"pres salient, to be followed by several others against British
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and Canadians driring the following weeks. As the result,
considerable local tactical successes were gained. The next
day Sir John French not only telegraphed t o the War Office
asking for respirators, h i t he urged that immediate steps be
taken far retaliation in kind. Political interest at this moment
was centred at home in the forniation of a Coalition Ministry
and it was not until 18th May, that the Secretary of State for
War announced that Cabinet sanction had been given for
iindertaking reprisals.
On 26th May, General Robertson (Sir John French's Chief of
Staff) sent for Major Foulkes, R.E., who was in command of the
rxth Field Company, and gave him an almost free hand to
organize and train the gas troops who eventually became the
Special Brigade, R.E. The following day this officer carried
a fetter to General von Donop, the Master-General of Ordnance,
in which General Robertson wrate :" The employment of gas may develop into a big thing, and
all branches of the staff here feel that gas may become a
fifth arm and that we need some officer at G.H.Q.who will
deal with the question as a whole. The Commander-in-Chief
has therefore appointed Major Foulkes, R.E., for this duty.
He has no pretence t o technical lmowledge, as far as I know,
and it is not considered that he need have very much, But
he has had much experience at the frotit, and can explain what
we need and how we can perhaps best use it."

Meanwhile, as already explained in Chapter IV, Colonel
Jackson, R.E., who was employed at the time under thg Director
of Fortifications and Works, had beep put in charge of the
preliminary investigations and he was already in touch with a
number of scientists and with the Chemical Sub-committee
specially constituted by the Council of the Royal Society t o
assist the War Office in the matter. The general problem of
protection against gas was being handled by the Royal Army
Medical Corps at the War Office.
At this time nothing was known of the .behaviour of gas
discharged in quantity in the open air ; nor were we aware of
the methods employed by the Germans for storing their gas,
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for bringing it up tu the trenches or for releasing it ; and
even the nature of the gas they had used was in dispute.
More.over, during the pre-war years thc Germans had established
almost a world monopoly in the Inanufacturc of chemicals,
whiIe the pIant available in this country for their production
was almost non-existent. The difficulties with which we were
faced were therefore formidablc ; and time pressed, as it was
the intention to iisc gas at the opening of the Battle of Loos
which was first fixed for 10th July.
An experiment was carried out on 4th June at tlie Castner
KeIher Chemical Work? at Runcorn in wliich chlorine gas (the
only substance it was possible t o procure in any quantity)
was discharged from spccially constructed steeI cylinders
designed an the syphon principIe, and it was from the meagre
details observed on this occasion tltnt the plans for the first
gas attack were drawn up.
Thousands of cylinders had now to be manufactured in this
cijiintij; 2nd iii i k i c r i c ~ ,ZZC! t h GII~TG~
~
~f C!:!SY~EC h ~ t~
d be
greatly expanded. Meanwhile the recruiting of the persannel to
be entrusted with the discharge commenced.
I t was the intention to install the cylinders iIi tlic treiiclies
in batteries placed twenty-five yards apart, and to put two men
in charge of each battery to open the valves, onc a chemist
specially enlisted from the tcclinicnl collegcs and schools in
this country, and the other a soldier from an infantry battalion
in the line who would supply the necessary experience of
trench warfare conditions. The cylinders were to be emptied
in turn, so that the duration of the discharge could be controlled;
and from the total frontage from which the infantry attack was
to be launched, which was first intencted to be 5,000 yards, thc
number of cylinders to be provided could be calculated, as well
as the men and officers required for dealing with thcrn.
Much of this proposed organization mas based on conjecture,
but it proved to be so suitable in practice that in tlie fsllowing
year. hardly any modification in principlc was iounci necessary,
although the equiprncnt was improved, a much more poisonous
cloud gas was brought into use (a chlorine and phosgene
mixture) and the strength of the companies was altered
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as to be based on the extent of trench system normally held
by a division, instead of, as at first, on a fixed frontage of attack.
A depot was formed in Helfaut, a small village just outside St.
Omer, practice trenches were dug on the neighbouring common
and the officers and men were trained, as they arrived, in
handling the cyhders and discharge pipes which were sent out
in advance for the purpose.
SO

GAS AT

THE

BATTLE
OF Loos

Meanwhile exasperating delays were occurring in the rnanufacture of gas and cylinders : the latter were at first acetylenewelded and it was found that chlorine acted on the joints and
caused leakages. As the date of attack was postponed from 10th
July, t o the end of August, and then in turn t o Sth, 15th and
finally to 25th September, and as new divisions began to arrive in
France, the front selected for the attack was gradually widened.
As more and more cylinders were to be expected during this
extended period the length of trench to be prepared for the gas
attack was also increased (it was eventually trebled) and a
corresponding increase became necessary in the number of
R.E. Special Companies required. Finally four were formed,
each consisting of ten sections under an officer,
The fifst draft reached Helfaut on 18th July, and as the
companies were completed they were moved up into the line
according to a prearranged plan: they reconnoitred their
fronts, selected bays in the trenches for the reception of
cylinders and marked each emplacement with a numbered peg,
the utmost secrecy being maintained as to the object .of these
preparations. As afficers were not arriving from home in
sufficient numbers, twelve subalterns were borrowed from
Territorial battalions temporariIy at rest, while eight others
joined from England on 18th September, only seven days before
the first gas attack took place !
There was also a shortage in the number of cylinders
that had been promised and the later consignments were
rushed up to the front as they were landed. One lot,
the last to arrive, left Runcorn by special train on zznd
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September, reached Boulagne on the morning of the zqth,
left by lorry and was carried into the trenches and put in position the same night ! Meanwhile a meteorological unit had been
formed which, on receipt of reports from centres all over
Europe, as well as from seventeen stations behind the front
line (the observations being made by trained men of the
Special Companies), was able to issue weather forecasts twice
a day.
By this time it had been established that the Germans had
used chlorine in their first cloud discharges, we had no choicc
at this period but to ernploy the same gas : but, whereas their
attacks had been made against unprotected troops, ours were
to be undertaken against inen who were all equipped with
respirators, whilst the German officers and machine gunners
carried oxygen breathing sets containing a supply of oxygen
which lasted thirty minutes. Two elements were therefore
absolutely essential for success : The attack must come as i:
cornpiere surprise-briuit: ilie Geifiiiiii d d i c r had t a t e n his
gas training seriously and before an improved pattern of mask
could be issued to him : and the duration of our gas discharge
must exceed thirty minutes in order to incapacitate even the
personnel equipped with oxygen sets.
As regards the first point, thc Commander-in-Chief, Sir
John French, and the Army Commander, Sir Douglas Haig,
attached the greatest importance t o the gas discharge because,
as explained in the O$iciaE Hislory, they considered that with
the troops and artillery a t their disposal at the time no attack
could succeed unless the conditions were favourable for gas.
Moreover, the frontage was not of their own choosing, and even
the time and date of the attack had been imposed on them
by our French allies.
As regards the duration of the discharge, the shortage of
cylinders made it necessary t o interpose periods of smoke at
intervals during the discharge, t o simuIate gas. This was the
reason why smoke was used for the first time in modern
warfare, and it was found so successful in its secondary
object of covering the movements of advancing troops that
liardly any British operation took place subsequently without

,
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it. The Stokes mortar, too, made its first appearance on this
occasion. The 3-in. pattern had been previously condemned as
unsafe for use with high-explosive bombs, but a few 4-in.
mortars had been ordered for firing gas bombs. These bombs
could not be produced in time, so smoke bombs were extemporized in the field and fired at Loos to thicken the cloud.
The mortars became so popular in consequence that pressing
demands were made for them by the infantry ; the original
defects were overcome ‘and high expIosive bombs were tired
from tens of thousands of these weapons throughout the later
stages of the war.
In the early morning of 25th September, 5,500 cylinders
were in position in the front line, in charge of fifty-nine officers
and*I,404men of the Special Companies. The weather report
was not very favaurable. Certain safety limits had been laid
down, namely a wind veIocity of not Jess than four to six miles
an hour and a direction of not under 45 deg. to the general
line of the trench system. Neither of these conditions was
fulfilled, but Sir Douglas Haig decided to take a risk as he
considered that the attack could not succeed without the assistance of gas.
Watches had been synchronized in the 400 gas emplacements,
and punctually at zero hour (5.50a.m.), with a redoubled artillery bombardment, the gas and smoke were released on a
front of 244 miles, the gas frontage itself being about
one-third of this, 14,500yards. The first aeroplane reports
that came in a few minutes later were to the effect that
the gas cloud was rolling steadily towards the German lines ;
and from the taIl wooden tower which had been specially
constructed in t k e grounds of Sir Douglas Haig’s battle headquarters at Hinges an awe-inspiring spectacle was visible.
For apart from the fumes and dust caused by the artillery
drum fire and the clouds of gas, smoke was being emitted from
11,000 candles,” 25,000 phosphorus hand-grenades and
10,000 bombs fired from the Stokes mortars in addition to
those fired from catapults and from other types of mortar.
The smoke enveloped the German artillery observers and
machine-gunners in an impenetrabfe cIoud.
I’
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Immediately the gas was observed the enemy opened a heavy
bombardment on our front line. In places the discharge was not
interfered with, but in others heavy shells fell in the trench or
burst on the parapet, overturning tons of earth and burying
the emplacements and their crews.
In the din of the bombardment and in these distracting
circumstances, the men of the Special Companies, now receiving
their baptism of fire, stuck to their work with the utmost
gallantry, and in some of the bays all twelve of the cylinders
that had been installed were emptied, thaugh there were others
where the officers, exercising their discretion, discontinued the
discharge as soon as it was evident that the cloud was likely
to interfere with the movements of the infantry. On the 2nd
Division front the infantry brigade commanders were warned
that it was dangerous t o open the cylinders at all, but peremptory orders were given t o comply with the programme. This
gave rise to exaggerated rumours as to the effects o€ the gas
h~,ijngcci =.,-;E tro~p;2nd t o +he S:&enTi=-nt
nr.piiirlirp aDainst
r--J-----0 ----- x.-using gas in attack-a prejudice which I t took a long time to
dispel.
So well had the secret of the gas installation been kept
that the attack came as a complete surprise to the Germans.
Along parts of the front the gas reached their trench system
and caused a complete panic, but in others it drifted along at
an acute angle and only reached the enemy well away to the
flank, Some of the infantry in their eagerness to advance left
their trenches ten minutes too saon and ran into the gas;
others lost their direction in the smoke with which, for reasons
of safety, the programme ended and which they mistook far
gas. But on the whole, contrary t o the general impression at
the time, the gas attack was a success and it is probable that
without it no ground would have been gained that day. As it
was, the famous Hohenzollern Redoubt was overrun with
very little loss and some of the battalions advanced a mile
and more at the first rush. Many gassed Germans were found in
the trenches and prisoners admitted that they had suffered
severe gas casualties. These admissions were repeated in contemporary accounts in the German Press and in post-war
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histories; but it was not until fifteen months later that
official German documents came into our possession which confirmed these reports. An extract from one of these from Fourth
(German) Army Corps Headquarters, dated 27th September,
1915, is given below :-

‘‘ No preparations for a gas attack had been observed. The
gas cloud was so strong that at 6 kilometres behind the front it
was only possible to see at ten paces distance. At 1,500 metres
from the enemy trenches the artillery was in great danger from
gas. Breech blocks became unusable and it was impossible to
give orders. By the ever-recurring gas clouds the respirators
gradually became less effective.”

The German official communiquP of 25th September, 1915,
contained these words :‘‘ Even this retirement was not the result of the English
Commander’s abilities, but was the consequence of a successful
surprise attack with intoxicating gases.”
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THE SPECIAL
BRIGADE
R.E.
Considerable technical benefit was obtained from the e*perience at Loos and from the gas attacks that were launched
later h 1915,and the four original companies that bore the
engineer numbers 186-189 were expanded into the SpeciaI
Brigade, R.E., consisting of sixteen cylinder companies,
organized in four battdions and lettered A ta Q, for cloud
enterprises ; four mortar companies in one battalion, numbered
I to 4 and equipped with the 4411.
Stakes mortar, for firing
gas, thermit and smoke bombs ; and Z Company which employed flame projectors including the heavy type that had a
range of a hundred yards. Later in the war every company was
trained in the use of all these methods, except the flame projectors, which were fired a number of times during the period
of the Battle of the Somme but were then abandoned as being
too unwieldy.
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THKLIVENSPROJECTOR
Meanwhile, Captain Livens, who commanded Z Company,
devised a projector, consisting of a steel tube, which fired a
bomb containing 30 Ib. of phosgene. The tubes were set in the
ground in batteries of about twenty a t an angle of 45 deg.,
varjations in range being obtained by altering the propellent
charges. A s many as 4,000 of these projectors could be fired
simultaneousIy in a single discharge, by an electrical device,
and the resulting cloud, being very dense and released in the
target instead of drifting down upon it, overcame the protection
afforded by the best German respirators and caused large
numbers of casualties.
The projectors were inaccurate as mortars, but the cancentrations of gas set up in a projector target were SO extremely
heavy that accuracy was unimportant. The targets were usually
local strong points, headquarters, etc., and the effect of the
resulting clouds was transitory. Cylinder discharges on the
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trench system was covered by them, while t h e cloud penetrated
t o the rear areas and caused casualties many kilometers behind
the front line.
The drums were sometimes filled with high explosive or
thermit instead of gas ; or sometimes with inflammable oils,
1,500 being fired t o set alight the woods on the Messines Ridge
just before its capture in 19x7. Occasionally, too, harmless
but evil-smelling substances were used immediately before an
assault, so that the enemy might be placed at a disadvantage
in having t o wear their masks when resisting our troops.
Projectors were used on a large scale for the first time
a t the opening of the Battle of Arras an 4th April, 1917,when
2,340 drums were discharged : but much larger operations
took place subsequently ; for instance 4,200 drums (and 3,100
Stokes mortar bombs) were fired on the night before the great
tank attack at Cambrai in November, 1917; 2,960 drums were
fired on 19th March, 1918,into St. Quentin, where the German
troops were assembling on the eve of their great assault ; and
3,730 drums (and 1,400Stokes martar bombs) into Lens on
zrst March itself,

U S E OF

GAS

I N SUESEQUEXT OPEHATIONS

The cloud method of attack was not altogether abandaned
and many such attacks were launched up ti11 the end of the
war. The tactics employed for taking the enemy by surprise
were very varied. Nearly a11 the attacks took place at night
so that the advancing cloud should not be observed by the
enemy’s sentries. Sometimes the discharge was followed by
another, and even a third, at intervals of an hour or two, and
occasionaIIy it was preceded by an artiIlery bombardment in
order to discourage observation and t o add to the confusion
in the enemy’s Iines.
Similarly, with the projector operations, the emplacements
were sometimes sited to the flanks of a target so that the troops
occupying the latter might not be put on the alert by the flash
of the discharge. On other occasions the attack took place (on
a distant target) in a dead calm when the use of gas was not
expected. Sometimes, too, dummy emplacements to a flank
were camouflaged with studied carelessness and, being recognized on air photographs, drew fire, while the real installation
was being built up elsewhere undisturbed. In fact, so varied
were the tactics employed that in a captured document the
Fourth (German) Army Commander complained that the
British were violating all the technical laws of gas warfare,
Cloud attacks were most frequent in 1916,when IIO took
place, and projector operations in 1917. The latter were more
popular with infantry commanders because the mortars were
dug between lines of trenches and their installation could take
place gradually, the drums being Ioaded into them at the last
moment. Consequently, less demands were made on infantry
units for labour, although the total weight of the material
carried for a given quantity of gas discharged, was actually
four times as great as in the case of a cylinder operation.
Because of their requirements for labour and because the
results achieved only became known some time after the event,
gas operations were usually undertaken with reluctance by
infantry commanders in spite of the pressure put on them by
G.H.Q., and it was found-as the American Special Units
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put it later on-that ‘‘ one had t o go out and sell gas to the
army.’ ’
To reduce the difficulty of installation, cylinders were sometimes placed, in 1918, in “retired” positions, and were
discharged after the troops had been withdrawn from the
trenches in front of them : 4,000 were discharged in this manner
near the forest of Nieppe irr June, and later on, several such
operations took place from the Ypres salient and elsewhere,
thousands of cylinders being transported on trench tramways,
discharged electrically from the trucks, and taken back empty
immediately afterwards.
Gas was discharged on a large scale as part of the preparation
for all the great battles of the war, and the Special Brigade
was continuously engaged, except for a brief period of rest
lasting two months at the beginning of 1918, when the opportunity was taken of arming the men with rifles instead of the
revolvers which they had previously carried. They acted as
infantry on many occasions during the operations of 1918,
arid in the conditions of open warfare which developed they
took every opportunity that presented itself of discharging gas
from projectors and Stokes mortars which were rushed up a t
very short notice by mobile detachments in lorries.
The total strength of the Brigade was 258 officers and j,832
men. Altogether no fewer than 768 separate gas operations
were carried out, in addition t o many with smoke, thermit,
oil, stinks and high explosive : 88,000 cylinders were
emptied, and 197,000 projector drums and 178,000 Stokes
mortar bombs were fired, representing a total discharge of
5,700tons of gas.- The magnitude of the operations varied from
the electrical release of 160 tons of gas from 5,110 cylinders
t o the firing of a few Stokes mortar bombs from the outskirts
of a half-captured village. As an ilhtration of rheir activity
it may be mentioned that on the night preceding H.M. the
King’s visit of inspection t o Helfaut eight gas operations were
successfully carried out, one with cylinders, five with projectors and two with Stokes mortars.
After the first period of extemporization, during which
much of the material supplied was very defective, accidents
“
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very rarely occirrred and our infantry suffered hardly at aJI
from our own gas. Infantry commanders who had previously
been hostile begged for the attachment of gas troops, and many
appreciations were expressed of the technical skill of the
Special Companies and of the gallantry with which their work
was performed.
The total casualties of the Specid Brigade during the war
were 5,384, many of which occurred when they were acting as
infantry in 1918,and 557 decorations were bestowed, of which
494, including one Victoria Cross, were " immediate awards,"
There can be no question but that the enemy suffered very
severeIy from these operations. At first particulars of their
b s e s were difficult to obtain, and prisoners who volunteered
information on every other subject refused t o discuss their gas
casualties. They had been specially warned to be dent, and
even buriaI parties after a gas attack were forbidden to discuss
the business on which they had been engaged. The same
reticence is noticeable amongst the post-war German writers
and regimental histqrians. Towards the end of the war,
however, an immense number of official documents fell into
our hands, many of which expressed alarm at the demoralization among the troops caused by their losses from gas, and even
the Geman War Ministry in a document dated 14th April,
1918,attempted to correct the impression which was gaining
ground that the masks were ineffective against our gas. The
constant insistence on strict gas disciphe was a regular feature
of these orders, and from captured letters and diaries it was
evident that the German troops feared gas above all else,
that it was a constant subject of discussion amongst them and
that their losses from it had a profound effect, both moral and
material, that seriously reduced their fitness for battle.

CHAPTER XXI
SURVEY ON THE WESTERN FRONT
Provision of maps in 1g14-The call for mure accurate mapsStart of a new survey-Birth of sound ranging-Expansion
in ~g~~-Improvcments
in artillery survey-Developments
during 1g16-Achievements
of artillery survey-Achievcments in map production on the Western front.

PROVISION
OF MAPS

IN

1914

ON the 11th August, 1914,Major (later Brigadier) E. M. Jack
embarked, with the Expeditionary Force, as “ i c Maps”
(G.S.0.3) or, as he was soon t o become better known, “ Maps
- -i.one c h l i alld iiir speiid iiansFoit.
~ . H . V . ’ ’ I i e had h
Captain [later Colonel) 0. E. Wynne, with one clerk, supervised
map supply and storage on the L. of C., first at Amiens, then
at Le Mons, and after at NeuvilIe St. George, at which places
Captain B.H. (later Colonel) Wilbraham, with the Printing
Company, R.E., also had his headquarters, pushing mobiIe
sections out t o corps headquarters.
Maps were issued t o the troops on embarkation. They
consisted of one strategical, and thirty-six tactical maps. The
latter, packed in sets which had t o be broken and maps extracted t o deal with the emergency of the moment, covered
an area between the Channel and a line from Le Havre to
Luxemburg, but at different scales (I/IOO,OOO and xj80,ooo).
Apparently formations were expected to make then last for
the duration of the war. Actually a brigade supply weighed
about three-quarters of a ton, and, as the brigade transport
was incapable of dealing with this unexpected addition, the
sets were broken up and distributed to be carried on the
person. Fortunately t h e printing plates of all these maps,
and of many more French 1/80,0oo sheets to the south, lay
ready for printing at the Ordnance Survey.
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Fighting at first was of the type anticipated by the Generaj
Staff, but covered an area greater than that provided for.
The retreat to the Marne rapidly left map supply behind. The
original issue, thrown away or returned in supply trains, had,
temporarily failed in Its purpose. Major Jack, getting transport
and help where he could, distributed in person, his few hundred
reserve stock af southern sheets. The Ordnance Survey
started printing, sending stocks across the Channel as and when
possible, and it became apparent that the mobile plant of the
Printing Company was wholly inadequate. The French Service
Gkographigue de l’Armie, and the proprietors of Carte Taride
(a series of motoring maps) did their best to help, and, in
September, Major Jack was given an additional clerk and a
box car. The Printing Company under Captain Wilbraham
was concentrated at G.H.Q.
The advance from the Marne t o the Aisne ended in the
first long drawn out battIe, and here the accuracy of map
material began to show its importance. Fortunately the new
French 1/50,000series had covered this area in small sheets,
one of which the Printing Company was able to reproduce.
It was soon evident, however, that the conduct of such a battle
called for larger scde maps, so designed as to facilitate some
easy method of referring to any particular spot, whether
named or not.
Next came the move of the Expeditionary Force t o Flanders,
and here the same problems awaited it. By a fortunate coincidence the printing plates of the Belgian x/zo,ooo and xj40,000
maps had been brought to England in October. These maps,
superior to all contemporary French cartography, were printed
at once by the Geographical Section and sufficed for the needs
of troops in Belgium, but units actually in France had t o use
the 1/8o,ooo. The Ordnance Survey enlarged these photographically to r/ao,ooo and printed them in sheets which formed
an extension of the Belgian series.
MeanwhiIe Major F. M. Close and a party of Ordnance
surveyors were hurried to 3oulogne to map the base camp, as
plans of the requisite reliability did not exist.
On 7th November the 1st Ranging Section, R.E.-consisting
MAPS I N
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of one officer, Captain (later Brigadier) Winterbotham, and
four rank and file-embarked to join the 8th Divisional
ArtiUery. This experimental unit was designed to locate an
enemy target by fixing the position of an aeroplane signding
when vertically over it, In these early times there was no
wireless communication between the aeroplane observer and
the ground. Important targets could be reported only on return
to the aerodrome. The method of locating an aeroplane at a
given moment of its flight, and of connecting that position
with its range and bearing from our own artillery positions,
c d e d for normal but extensive trigonometrical surveying.
This in turn called for immediate touch with the French survey
authorities in order to secure the positions (co-ordinates) of
their trigohometrical stations. And at this point-when survey
operations in the field actually began-the position may be
briefly reviewed.
Major Jack, who now had Captain Wilbraham and the
Printing Company with him, had evolved a satisfactory system
of map distribution to brigades. The Ordnance Survey and the
Geographical Section were supplying sufficient quantities of
Belgian and French maps. A workabIe system of squaring the
I /20,000maps and of giving understandable place references
had been evoIved.

THE CALL FOR MORE ACCURATEMAPS
On the other hand all commanders, in particular those of the
artillery, were calling for better andmore precise surveys. Shooting from the French 1ji30,ooo was mere guesswork. The rudimentary system of cross observation on flashes (or ‘‘ flash spotting ”),
then in vogue, was useless because the assumed map positions
of 0.Ps. could not be depended upon. Registration invariably
discloscd wide differences between map direction and those
measured by the gun sight. To embark on a re-survey seemed
ill advised, because opinion-invariably
optimistic-forecast
a speedy advance.
For two months the 1st Ranpng Section continued its experiments, but rain and fog limited opportunity to about one
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day a week. Then wireless communication was established
between ground and aeroplane and the problem was changed.
The Ranging Section was free for other work, and had already
acquired a mass of trigonometrical information. During these
early days the section had fallen naturally into the habit of
surveying the positions of our own batteries and of providing
lists of bearings and distances, which were an enormous help
in ranging. Problems of locating flashes had also been discussed,
and some good battery identifications secured by bearing and
angle of depression (on the depression range-finder principle)
from the tower of La Gorgue Church.
Finally an effort was made to revise the French 1/80,oo0 by
the same graphic system as is practised normally for the 1 - h
in Great Britain. But that is only possible where the detail
already mapped is trustworthy-and it was not. Major Jack
and Captain Winterbotham agreed, in consultation, that. a
fresh survey was inevitable, and early in 1915a start was made.

STARTOF

A

NEW SURVEY

Continuing the survey of our own batteries the 1st Ranging
Section, reinforced by fifteen thoroughIy expert Ordnance
Survey planetablers, began surveying the occupied areas. Considering the comparative excellence of the Belgian maps it
was obviousIy sound to extend the Belgian system into France,
ircluding its projection and sheet lines. Mapping had, however,
t o depend upon the French national triangulation, and before
field work could begin, a mass of difficult computation had to
be done, burdened with poor connexions and actual differences
in position between the French and Belgian systems. Seven
hundred and fifty square miles of mapping were completed in a
month. In February, six more Ordnance Survey men arrived,
survey was extended south and west, and a detachment
revised the very poor French plans of Calais, now becoming
an important base port.
In March, 1915, First and Second Army headquarters were
formed, and map supply, together with minor printing tasks,
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were met by appointing t o each a Maps " Officer, with two
clerks, a car and a section of the Printing Company, R.E.
These Maps and Printing Sections had no surveying personnel.
On the aznd April, the 1st Ranging Section disappeared as a
divisional unit, t o reappear as the 1st lianging and Survey
Section (a G.H.Q. unit). I t was charged with all field surveying
on the British front.
It may seem curious that a unit attached t o a divisional
artillery should have started the remapping of the whoIe
theatre of operations, but it was a matter of the happiest
significance. In some theatres, such as those in Africa, guidance
across country and compass mapping were of the first importance, but on the Western front the co-ordination and direction
of fire power were t o prove our chief task. The early association with an artillery, lacking all survey method and unable
to locate its targets, was to influence our methods and our
growth. In these early days, however, survey measures were
confined t o locating our own guns and t o mapping t h e ground
in our own occupation.
The latter point is interesting because t h e responsibility for
mapping ahead, fell, by regulation, upon the IntelIigence
Branch of the Staff. I n actual practice that ruling nowhere
survived the test of war. The first definite act of topography
within the enemy lines came t o the Ranging and Survey
Section in the shape of one of the first photographs ever taken
from an aeroplane. It was taken over Neuve ChapelIe about
a fortnight before the battle and was immediately used for
map revision. From that time survey units took over forward
mapping with the goodwill, if not the expressed sanction, of
those concerned.
In April, 1915, came the first officer recruit-Lieutenant
F. J. SaImon (Survey of Ceylon-later Lieut .-Colonel-and
Commissioner for Lands and Surveys in Palestine), who was
posted to the 1st Ranging and Survey Section. He was fallowecl
by Captain Gaine, a land surveyor from Canada. These postings,
the first from that reserve constituted by the land surveyors of
the Overseas Empire, are historically interesting,
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BIRTHOF SOUNDRANGING
At this time there was talk of “ sound ranging ” or surveying
the position of a hostile gun by recording the actual times at
which the sound of discharge reached a number of surveyed
positions. The French authorities had, typically enough,
already made progress with this new idea in several distinct
ways. Although faced with expansion of all sorts, our awn
General Staff was, perhaps, slow to act. It required the direct
intervention of Colonel (laterSir Coote) Hedley, who had seen
French progress in Paris, t o set definite investigation afoot.
Fortunately, for the problem is one essentially of surveying
and signalling, the committee of three appointed in MayColonel Dreyer, R.A., Captain Winterbotham, and Captain
Lefroy of Signals (then R.E.)-included the necessary knowledge. As the artillery representative later fell out, the report,
whose conclusions were finally accepted, was entirely a COTS
affair. The event proved those conclusions to be sound and
practical, and the system chosen to be the best employed by
any army. The first organized section did not appear, however,
until 18th October, rgrg. The choice of command fell upon
Lieutenant (later Professor) W. L. Bragg, already a Nobel
prizeman in physics, and a member of the Cambridge Territorial Artillery.
EXPANSIOK
IX 1915
By the middle of June the duties of the Ranging and Survey
Section had outgrown its powers. Hurrying between Ypres
and Bethune, obsenrers could not keep pace with the survey
of our own guns, and topographical mapping lacked due
supervision. The’Battle of Loos loomed ahead, and further
extensions of the British front were in contemplation. On the
urgent representation of the officer commanding, G.H.Q. took
action, and in July three army Topographical Sections were
formed. By this time the survey of the First and Second Army
areaswas complete, extending as far back as G.H.Q. (St. Orner},
To the South, however, from Notre Dame de Lorette to the
%mme, there existed hut a few French Army Plan Directeurs,
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covering little in depth and m a t uncertainly. The newlyforming Third Army was to take over this area and to it the
nucleus of the 1st Ranging and Survey Section was posted,
becoming the 3rd Topographical Section, with Major Winterbotham in command. Captain Gaine took command of the
st, and Major C. S. Reid of the znd, incorporating in it his
existing Maps and Printing Section.
The combined establishments of a topographical section
and of a maps and printing section was four officers and
thirty-four other ranks. It may be said that these establishments, and all those which succeeded them, were invariably
exceeded. One of the penalties of an inadequate provision for
surveys and maps is that local commanders (even down to
battalions), insist on having some sort of map or sketch of
their immediate surraundings. If it is not provided, men are
withdrawn from the ranks, grouped into small unequipped
sections, and made to produce something.
I I K Latiit: irf LWUS pi-twidediiigfiy k s ~ ~ i iThe
s . ioiiiitij; OPPOsite Laventie on the left-front was covered by a special fodress
survey (plan directeur) of LiIIe, but Loos itself 2nd the mining
area in German .possession were mapped only on the normal
1/80,000.Fortunately a French a m y had recentIy compiled
a more trustworthy I/ZO,OOO from property and mining plans.
After considerable staff opposition these French maps were
adopted for use in the attack, and all batteries, from Laventie
to Notre Dame de Lorette were surveyed, and provided with
range and bearing to a variety of datum points. It became
evident, however, that nothing short of good mapping all the
way from gun t o target, the provision of plotted arcs of fire
and of every indication that contours and spot heights could
give to help in the proper computing the angle of sight, would
really suffice for so new a problem and so rapidly growing an
artillery.
-7

IMPROVEMENTS I N

ARTILLERY
SURVEY

With these lessons in mind the mapping of the Third Army
area was begun. From the reserve trenches t o army headquarters the ground was planetabled at I / ~ O , O O O . Forward
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of the reserve trenches Napoleon's century-old manuscript
cadastral plans (at 112,500) were reduced to I/IO,OOO, fitted on
to the French triangulation, and then corrected and brought
up to date from air photographs. The General Staff gave dl
authority for survey operations, and as a result we produced
redly good map material. For heavy and siege artaery this
was arranged on artillery boards " on which the position
of the battery was plotted, and a graduated arc (reading from
it) adde'd. Further developments of battery survey may now
be anticipated. The very numerous individual surveys consequent on fixing individual guns were soon found to have
permanent rather than temporary value. The practice of
marking each location with an iron pin grew,and these soon
developed into the well-known " bearing picket which carried
on it a record of its co-ordinate position and of the bearing, from
it, to a selection of surrounding and suitable reference points.
Reinforcing artillery, if provided with a list of those pickets
often came rapidIy .and easily into action without further aid.
No really accurate artillery concentration could be effected,
however, without a survey of targets of the same order of
accuracy as the survey of our own guns. The next step was to
provide that survey. Flash spotting suffered from lack of survey knowledge in fixing the O.P. and deducing correct bearings
from it, and secondly from the unsolved difficulty of concentrating observation on one only of the many hostile batteries which
were active at the moment.
By the middle of July, 19x5,only one section of flashspotters
--naturally one using the good Belgian map material of the
Ypres salient-had had any success. The 3rd Topographical
Section was, therefore, empowered to raise an Artillery Survey
Detachment for the continual and accurate observation of its
front. Observing train and troop movements and opportunity
targets of a11 sorts, and concentrating on flash spotting from
dusk to dawn, this detachment was manned by Artillery
observers and by gillies from the 5xst (Highland] Division.
Covering first the whole front continuously, and then breaking
into groups of four posts with a control station, each admirably
served by Army Signals, and in progressive hands, visua1
I'

"
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observation may now be left. The organization was soon to
cover the whoIe of the Western front and that in a manner
admittedly superior to contemporary efforts by friend or foe.
An able young officer-Lieutenant H. H. Hemming-who was
one of the original members of the Artillery Survey Detachment, and who later became a temporary Major in the Corps,
took the same leading part in the development of flash spotting
as Major Bragg in sound ranging.
With saund and visual methods of location well started, with
a growing volume of photography from the air, and with accurate maps as the basis of analysis, the next step was t o
eliminate .the many and conflicting " hostile battery lists "
which perpiexed the artillery command, and to substitute
therefor the accurate information secured by the topographical
sections. The Third Army set an exampIe and the Topographical Section Lists, amplified by special maps, reigned supreme.
In later days the responsibility for these lists came gradually
back to the counter battery staii officers, but riot uniii accuraie
location had displaced hearsay evidence.
Thus 1915was the formative year in which practically every
fieId-survey method was not only explored, but shaped nearly
correctly t o its end.
DEVELOPMEKTS
D U R I N G 1916
Early in 1916, topographical sections became Field Survey
Companies with an establishment which, in practice, they had
already outgrown. The Royal Engineer (regular) offrcers
concerned were Major €3. Wood (late of the Survey of India)
in the First Army, Major C. S. Reid in the Second, Major
H. Winterbotham in the Third, and Major M. N . MacLeod
(also late of the Survey of India) in the Fourth. It is impossible,
either here or later, to give the names of aII those temporary
officers who served so ably in the field survey battalions, as
even at this time (1916) some hundred were so employed.
Coming from colonial surveys, from engineering and other
professions or from academic life, these young officers were,
perhaps, the pick of the army, and they had an esfvif de corps
as happy as it was vigorous.
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By this time the southern extension of our line from Notre
Dame de Lorette to the Somme had been covered with a belt
of redly reliable mapping. A rather absurd refusal to OW
the survey and mapping of our own trenches (indispensable
for infantry and artillery alike) had been overcome, and secret
editions showing every sort of British, as well as enemy,
organization, were supplied. The artillery board had become
the normal geographical equipment for heavy and siege
batteries, and gradually field artillerymen were learning to
rely upon similar methods.
In February, 1916,were formed the first schools of sound
ranging and flash spotting : the former in the Second Army
area, and the latter in the Third. As both systems demand
precise survey and a real eye for country, topographical survey
was taught at both schools, officers were taken over the enemy
lines in aircraft, and changes of position and communication
were practised. By this time all survey units had their own
linesmen,
The battle of the Somme then intervened to test the new
organization. The first point to emerge was that of printing.
Map supply for an army of (say) IOO,OOO men in war is equivalent to that for the whole popuIation of Great Britain in peace,
yet the implications of the encounter battle were still allowed
to hamper output by refusing heavy printing machinery. The
Fourth Army made use of printing establishments in Amiens,
the Third, less fortunate in local resources, bought a machine
in London and managed to move it t o St. POI. Daily editions
of trench maps brought the situation up to date during intensive
fighting. There must always be, in war, an insistent demand
for those diagrams and situation sketches necessary t o the
higher command, and this demand had to be met by the
formation of corps topographical sections equipped with
duplicators. In actual fact the formation of these corps sections
was of small value except to assist in the genera! staff routine,
but they saved man-power by putting an end t o temporary
detachments.
The new visual and sound methods of observation proved
invaluable but the artillery, by concentrating the responsibility
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for counter battery work in the hands of specially sdected
officers, changed our channels of report, and delays were liable
to occur.
In July, the Fifth Army arrived, and the 5th Field Survey
Company was formed under the command of Captain B. E. F.
Keeling, the first temporary officer to command a company.
He awed his early training to the Corps, for he had served under
Colonel Sir Henry G. Lyons when the latter had, so eficiently,
remodelled the Survey of Egypt.
ACHIEVEMENTS
OF THE AKTILLERY
SURVEY

One illustration may now be given of the survey efficiency
attained at this period. An Austrian howitzer battery came into
action opposite Arras. It was desired not only t o '' place "
it at once but t o identify its calibre and type. The placing was
done by sound ranging, which also placed the burst of a shell
over a house shown on a new map of the eastern suburb. An
observer sent with the map to identify the house in question
found pieces of the shell. Identification was complete.
In 1917,Major Keeling, wounded in the S o m e Battle,
was relieved in the 5th Field Survey Company by Major
F. B. Legh of the Corps. On his return to duty he, in turn,
took over the 3rd Field Survey Company from Lieut.-Colonel
H. Winterbotham, who was ordered to G.H.Q. as technical
adviser. A t G.H.Q. a Depot Field Survey Company was
formed t o include all the schools hitherto operating in army
areas, and to prepare for the hoped-for mobile warfare.
At this date, the field survey companies were increased in
establishments and reorganized as battalions. The total
survey strength was now nearly 4,000 all ranks ; examinations
of captured territory were showing that over go per cent of
the 'German batteries had been correctly placed and identified ;
t h e artillery were using sound ranging and flash spotting increasingly for ranging ; and the surprise effect of unregistered,
yet accurate, fire was becoming recognized.
The battle of Cambrai was a striking example of the everincreasing power and precision of an artillery so directed.
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The precision was greatly helped by the calibration of guns at
experimental ranges equipped with the same instruments as
used for sound ranging. By simple adaptation the times of
discharge, and of the penetration of two screens, were recorded
photographicaIly. Theoretically such calibration should occur
with every change in the type or " lot " of ammunition provided, but the so-called '' error of the day '' was yielding to
treatment.
During 1917,Major Wood left t o organize survey work in
Macedonia, and Major B. H. Wilbraham took over command
of the 1st FieId Survey Battalion. The Depot' Field Suwey
'Battalion at G.H.Q., under the Command of Lieut.-Colonel
L. N. F. King, had already absorbed the headquarter section
of the old printing company which now ceased t o exist as a unit.
The German offensive in the spring of 1918 on the Fifth
and Third Army fronts brought fresh problems, Generally
speaking field survey units lost little, either in men or equipment, during the retreat. On the other hand, fresh mapping
behind the line became imperative. The French cadastral
plans (Napoleon's old survey) of the Somme area were removed
(after violent protest) from Amiens, and every available topographer concentrated on the production of maps of the reserve
line and to the rear of it. Map supply would have been a difficult matter had not the Overseas Branch of the Ordnance
Survey, instaHed at Wimereux, been able to undertake most
of the printing.
In April, General Bourgeois, Inspector General of French
Artillery, and head of the Service Gtogra@hique de L'Armie,
called a conference of American, British, French and Italian
representatives t o evolve a common system of co-Qrdinate
references. Hitherto French and British positions (and locations) had been given on different systems. Any universal
system implied the use of the same projections and origins.
The inevitabIe solution is the use of the rectangular co-ordinates
of the chosen projection and origin in all a m y matters as well
as in surveying, and this was agreed to. It was never to materialize, however, because the activity and movement of the
last hundred days made change impossible.
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But before the victorious advance began, the field survey
units were t o score a final success. During the fortnight before
the battle of Amiens visibility was so poor as to forbid flash
spotting and t o make it extremely dificult even t o fix the positions of our own guns. Nevertheless, German batteries were
so accurately located, and our own fire so skilfully directed
without preliminary warning, that the infantry advance was
almost unhampered by gunfire.
During the final advance, flash spotting and sound ranging
units were able t o folIow up and come into action with good
effect. Indeed the least mobile factor of a field survey battalion
was its old-fashioned printing machinery.

ACHIEVEMEXTS
IN hlAP

PRODUCTION ON THE WESTERN

FRONT

The foregoing pages may perhaps give the impression that

i

n?rma! mapping cliitirs siiffered from a preoccupation with

artillery matters. Such was not thc case. The record of survey
and mapping reached almost astronomical figures. For example
10,000 squarc miles of triangulation were observed or readjusted, and 6,000 square miles were surveyed, printed and
published at the scale of I/ZO,OOO. Some 34 million maps were
issued to the troops, with an average daily distribution of
about ~ 0 , 0 0 0 . Fourteen thousand artillery boards and over
I ,000 raised modeJs were suppIied. Special editions designed
to faditate one or another aspect of what was so much an
engineer’s war covered twenty-one separate and distinct styles,
and field survey battalions often printed a new situation map
every day. Such was the mapping record of an improvised
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CHAPTER XXII

I

WORKS DIRECTORATE I N FRANCE

I

Initial urganizatioii for works services in the B.E.k-.--Bases in
France-Staff, units and unskilled labour--Works executed
during 1g1q-16-Xbolition of t h e I.G.C. and appointment of
D.G.T.-Works during 1917-Events of 1918-The Director
of M'orks, B.E.F.

W E have already noted that the Institution of Royal Engineers

published. in rgrg and
Work of the R.E. in the

series of volumes entitled
ropean W a r , 1914-19.- The undermentioned volumes of t is series give very full descriptians,
in considerable technical detail with many plans and illustrations, of the work carried out under the Director of Works in
France : Work under the Director of Works (France), Water
Supply (France), SupPly of Engineer Stores and Equipmetat,
and Miscelluneous. We cannot, for lack of space, reproduce
all this valuable material, and must confine ourselves t o
recording sufficient historical information to give the reader a
general picture of the work and the conditions under which it
was carried out.
1920, a
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,
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INITIALORGANIZATION
FOK WORKSSERVICES
IK

THE

B.E.F.

In August, 1914,the Works Directorate of the British
Expeditionary Force, when mobilized, consisted of :Director of Works, Brigadier-General A. M: Stuart (transferred from the post of Assistant Director of Fortifications and
Works, War Office).
Deputy Director of Works, Colonel E. H. Hemming.
Assistant Director of Works, Colonel C. W. R . St. John,
Thirty-five R.E. officers, not shown on any estabIishment
and without any subordinate staff. Many of these were almost
immediately reposted to units t o replace casualties.
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The 20th and 29th Fortress Companies, R.E. arrived early
in France and were at the disposal of the Director of Works.
The 42nd Fortress Company, R E . was soon also placed at his
disposal, but it and the 20th Fortress Company were almost
at once transferred to the front to work under the Engineer
Adviser at G.H.Q. The organization included no labour units
of any kind, and it was some weeks before such units were
available.
In the mobilization tables the provision of subordinate
staff-foremen
of works, mechanics, inspectors of R E .
machinery, clerks and draughtsmen-had
been overlooked
except for two clerks in the D.W's. office. No foremen of works
arrived before December, 1914.
The D.W. was under the orders of the Inspector General,
Lines of Communications, established at Amiens, at which
place the D.W. and his staff reported on 17th August, 1914.
It is instructive to compare the above numbers of personnel
iI?itid!y Ender the D.W., Yith these h e ccr,trcEe:! zt !zt.ter
dates. In November, 1918,he had 197officers under his orderd
excluding those with the units working under him. The number
of subordinate staff (foremen of works, clerks, etc.) at that
date is not recorded but was proportionate to and, of course,
far exceeded the 197 officers, and incidentally included thirty. six women of the Q.M.A.A.C. A year previously the subordinate
staff had totalled 540 and the number of R.E. unitsunderD.W.
had risen to fifty-four, while several British and many French
contractors were carrying out contracts for large works.
A t the end of this chapter wiil be found tables showing the
organization of the Works Directorate and the staffs of the
Director of Works, his Deputy Directors and Cs.R.E.
In addition, during the war the Works Directorate had
given birth to six independent directorates carrying out work
initiated by the D.W., i.e., Stores, Forestry, Roads, Docks,
Lands and R.A.F. Works.
Readers of this chapter will be amazed that mobilization
tables had provided such an exiguous staff, with no subordinates
to deal with the work which from the very start poured in
upon the D.W., expanding every day. In the Introduction,
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however, we have explained the causes of the regrettable
misconceptions and lack of provision for engineer work in
the war of 1914-18. To understand this chapter the reader
may wish to refresh his memory upon what was said on that
subject.
In Chapter VIII we have dealt with the activities of the
E.-in-C. and Chief Engineers and the definition of their responsibilities as ultimately established. But there was a period
of evolution before that stage was reached. We explained that
at the beginning of the war there was no E.-in-C. and no
Chief Engineers ; consequently the D.W. under the orders
of the Inspector General of Communications (1,G.C.) was
responsible for engineering work from the bases up t o the
undefined rear boundary of the areas of the divisional Cs.R.E.
Up to that shadowy boundary the D.W. alone had financial
authority to begin any work ordered by the Q.M.G.
As related in Chapter VIII, the R.E. adviser at G.H.Q.,
Major-General G . Fowke, found it necessary to assume personal
control of engineer work in the combatant area t o a considerable
depth, and for this he received the covering authority of the
Commander-in-Chief himself; but it was not until March,
1915,that this procedure and the de facto establishments of
an Engineer-in-Chief and of Chief Engineers of armies and of
Corps were regularized by the issue of a War Office Army Order.
The responsibility of the D.W. thus ceased at the rear boundary
of army areas.
BASES IN

BASESI N

FRANCE

In August, 1914, Boulogne, Amiens, Havre and Rouen,
were the sites of the first British bases established in France.
For the Indian Corps, which arrived in September, a base
was opened at. Marseilles. The rapid German advance to the
neighbourhood of Paris necessitated a very hurried evacuation
of these bases at the end of August, resulting in considerable
disorganization of the L. of C. in which, of course, the Works
Directorate was involved.
New bases were hastily opened at Le Mans, St. Nazaire and
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Nantes, with the I.G.C. at Viileneuve. It was some time before
these new bases were operating smoothIy.
The victory on the Marne and the German retreat enabled
the British advanced base to be established at Abbeville in
mid-October. A t the same time bases were re-established at
Boulogne, Havre and Rouen. The bases at St. Nazaire, Nantes
and Le Mans were closed down by the end of January, 19x5.
In December, 1914, Dieppe became a British military
station. Early in 1915, Etaples became a reinforcement camp
and hospital base, and in May, Calais was taken into use t o
increase port accommodation. Other centres were opened a t
Abancourt for supplies, a t Le Treport for hospitals, and at
Fecamp, Etretat, and Pont de L’Aube. Later new shipping
berths were constructed at Dieppe, Fkcamp and Havre.
I n October, 19x5,the supply of ammunition was mounting
fast and it became obvious that future supplies would be
enormous. New ammunition depots and landing facilities had
t o be provided. Increase of shipping berths and new sites for
storage were put in hand at Rouen and its neighbourhood and
at Audruicq near Boulogne, and Dunkirk began t o be developed
as a base port.
In February, 1915,the D.W. divided the communications
area into northern and southern works areas. I n the northern
area, Calais to Etaples, he delegated considerable responsibility
to a deputy (Colonel Huskisson, later C.E. of an army), located
a t Bologne. The southern area remained under D.W’s. control
with a Deputy Director (Colonel E. H. Hemming) in his office
and an A.D.W. (Colonel G. Harrison) at Rouen. Works
districts were in charge of A.Ds.W. established at Calais,
Boulogne, Etaples, Abbeville, Dieppe, Havre, Marseilles. In
June, 1916 the southern and L . of C. works area became a
separate charge under Colonel Harrison. In June, 1918, a
central works area was interpolated between northern and
southern under the charge of Colonel W. Baker Brown. In
1916, the title of A.D.W. was changed to C.R.E. of a Works
district. The necessary number of Division Officers worked
under each C.R.E. as in the peace organization a t home.
The hiring of lands and buildings in France entailed much
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responsible work in consultation with the French. For this
a branch of the D.W's. office was created under the control of
a professional land agent with military rank-Captain (later
Colonel) Blount.

STAFF,UNITSA N D UNSKILLED
LABOUR

1
I
I

'

In March, r915, six Territorial R.E. fortress companies
arrived to augment the very limited skilled and unskilled labour
at the disposal of D.W. It was still necessary, however, t o
depend mainly on contracts placed with French firms, but
some large British contractors had now established their
businesses in the theatre and were also working for D.W.
The lack of unskilled labour had from the beginning been the
cause of great difficulties, slightly relieved in September 1915,
when a Labour Corps of 600 Belgians was supplied to the
works Directorate.
All departments of the army, A.O.D., A.S.C., etc., and all
army formations were similarly in need of labour, so it was
decided t o raise labour units under a director on the staff of
the Q.M.G. who would allot units to the various directorates
and army formations requiring them. Such a labour organization should have come into existence directly the army mobilized. It eventually grew to very large numbers and contained
many nationalities. including Africans and Chinese.
At the end of 1916 the Works Directorate contained 128
unattached officers, about 250 subordinate staff and six and a
half artisan works companies, whose total strength was about
twenty officers and 1,000other ranks. In addition, thirteen
officers, five R.E. companies and three and a half labour
battalions were employed on forestry, and a further three and a
half labour battalions on the construction of ammunition depots.
In November, 1917,the foregoing figures had become 171
unattached officers, 540 subordinate staff, three base park
companies, eight stores sections, and thirty-one other R.E.
units. In the beginning of 19x7 two Electrical and Mechanical
Companies R.E. had been aIlotted to D.W. for electric power
and light installations, workshops and well-boring p:ants.
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Chapter XXTII deals with the provision of engineer stores.
Here we will merely state that the provision of these vital
stores, required in such vast quantities, and the organization
to handle and distribute them had also received no consideration in our pre-war preparations and mobilization tables. The
result was that every R.E. officer responsible for getting work
done, i.e., A.Ds.W. and works officers on the L. of C., and
Cs.R.E. and company commanders in army formations took
the initiative in searching for, purchasing and manufacturing
engineer stores, competing with each other in the French market
and going ever farther and farther afield in their search. This
state of affairs was emphasized when we settled down to
stationary trench warfare, for which even vaster quantities
of materials and of stores of new types were required.
This praiseworthy individualist initiative by R.E. officers
created a chaotic lack of system which had to be reorganized.
The duty of providing engineer stores was placed upon the
D.W. and at the beginning of 19x5.sites were selected for base
parks and base workshops at Havre and Boulogne, and a
purchasing officer was established in Paris. Cs.R.E. of districts
collected material within their own area for dispatch to parks.
In July, 1915,a special Stores Branch was established in the
D.W’s. office. The further evolution of the engineer stares
organization is dealt with in Chapter XXIII.
It is not within the scope of this history to give technical
descriptions of the services carried out by the Works Directorate, our object will be mereIy t o give the reader some idea
of the size and variety of its operations. The D.W. evidently
worked on the principle of fuIfiIling willingly all demands made
upon him, however novel or difficult, and of organizing when
necessary new branches of his directorate to undertake the
various types of works demanded,
Some of these new branches developed so quickly and to
such a size that they became independent directorates, usually
under an officer taken from the Works Directorate, e.g., the
Assistant Director of Works, Major R. L. B. Thompson became
Deputy Director of Forestry with the rank of Colonel ; Colonel
G. Harrison became Director of R.A.F. Works; Colonel
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, J. S. Sewell, Director of Stores with the rank of Brigadier-

i

I
,

I

,

~

General and absorbed the whole of the stores organization
built up by the D.W. ; the whole of the Lands Branch was
taken over by the new Lands Director, Major-General L. B.
Friend (late R.E.) ; and Lieut.-Colonel G. E. Smith and
B. A. G. ShelIey left the D.W. t o create a new Works Directorate
in Italy when we sent troops t o that country a t the end of
1917.
W o m s EXECUTED
DURING 1914-16
By the end of 1915,the Works Directorate may well have
been proud of what they had managed to do. Their activities
may be summarized under the following headings :-

Ports, including the building of new docks, ,piers and
wharves, e.g., at Boulogne.
Depots of various kinds at bases and at other places in
the corhmunications areas, e.g., for ammunition in stupendous quantities, for ordnance stores, for A.S.C. supplies, for
drafts awaiting transfer to or from the. front, for remounts,
for petrol and for engineer stores, bridges and materials.
Workshops for ordnance, for motor transport and €or
engineer stores.
Aerodromes for the R.A.F. including hangars and other
special buildings for aircraft.
Hutting for personnel, not only in the communications
area but also €or erection in the areas of army formations.
Roads for main and for subsidiary communications and
in camps and depots of all kinds.
Decauville tram-lines in depots.
Hospitals and convalescent depots.
Schools -for training.
Veterinary hospitals.
Protection against air raids..
Acquisition of land and hirings.

Such services and many others required many types of buildings up to the very largest steel sheds ; bakeries, laundries,
delousing and bathing stations ; mechanical plant of many
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types, e.g., for the bulk conveyance and storage of oats;
water supply on a large scale (see Chapter XXII) ; provision
of electric light and power, drainage and sewage disposal ;
quarrying and bulk supply of roadmetal ; and the bulk supply
of timber in many sizes and enormous quantities.

I

I n 1916 the growth of the B.E.F. was very rapid, and the
area of the operations of its four armies soon reached to the
River Somme. The growth of the communications area behind
kept pace with the expansion of the army, but the responsibilities of the Works Directorate and the demands upon it
grew even faster. There was a large increase in the demands for
hutting and for all types of works. At the nine base ports from
Dunkirk t o Rouen increases were required in the berths for
ships and unloading facilities. Depots of all types, not only
at the base ports but also in the communications area, had to
be extended. There was a great development in road construction and maintenance, and, of course, an expansion and reorganization of the supply of engineer stores and material. In 1916
the Royal FIying Corps was growing very rapidly. Their
demands upon the D.W. for aerodromes and accommodation
were considerable and continued to increase.

ABOLITION
OF

THE

I.G.C.

AND

APPOINTMENT
OF D.G.T.

On 2nd December, 19x6, the office of the I.G.C. was abolished.
The control of the administration of the Directorates in the
Communication Area (including the D. W’s.) was transferred
t o the Q.M.G. The command of personnel in the E. of C .
areas and the control of troop movements was assigned to the
G.O.C. of L. of C . While the D.W. now obtained sanction from
the Q.M.G. for work required on the L. of C . , in technical matters
and in the administration af his department he was now placed
under the E.-in-C., who, however, delegated considerable
powers, and in technical matters gave him almost a free hand.
The D.W’s. responsibility for provision and distribution of
engineer stores and materials are dealt with in the next chapter.
The extensive military operations on the Somme during
1916 disclosed the overburdened condition of the existing

ABOLITION OF I.G.C.

t

system of railways and roads in that area. The French raiIway
system and management became overstrained and unable to
support large forces and operations. Nor had the necessary
attention been given at home t a the requests of the Director
of Railways of the B.E.F. for the railway plant and material,
rolling stock and personnel, that he had foreseen would be
necessary.
The Prime Minister realized that there must be a far larger
conception of the scale of the railway, road, inland waterways
and ports organization required on the L. of C. in France. In
November, 1916,a Transportation Directorate in France was
formed, On the 2nd December, the Director General, Sir Eric
Geddes, was now to control the construction andmanagement of
railways (including light railways), roads, docks and inland
waterways, not only on the lines of communication, but abo
in army and corps areas right up t o the approximate rear
boundary of the area under enemy shell-fire. He appointed
four directors : for railways, light railways, roads, docks and
inland waterways.
While working in co-operation with the Q.M.G. the D.G.T.
was independent of that officer and had direct access to the
Commander-in-Chief. Moreover, the Directar of Railways at
the War Office was subordinate to the D.G.T. and Sir Eric
Geddes had direct access to the Prime Minister. He was
therefore in a position t o ensure that the requirements of his
directorates in France would be fulIy met by the administration
in England, drawing upon world-wide resources.
The work of the reorganized and enlarged Directorate of
Transportation in France is dealt with in Chapters XXVII to
XXXI. Here we are only concerned with the effect of its creation
upon the Directorate of Works.
The D.W. handed over all his roadwork and quarries t o the
new Directors of light railways and roads, while the new
Director of Docks took over the D.W's. work in the ports.
The D.W. was thus relieved of considerable responsibility and
work, but this decrease was immediately offset by the rapid
and intensive development and extension of the communications area and by the continual growth of the B.E.F. He also
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undertook t o provide t h e accommodation for personnel, and
the offices, sheds, etc., for the very large Transportation
Directorates which now came into existence.
I

WORKSDURING 1917
I n January and February and the first for.tnight of March,
work was much hampered by a very serious and sustained
frost.
The first major event which threw a large amount of work
upon all directorates in the communication area was the withdrawal of the Germans in March, 1917,from their Somrne
salient t o a much shorter weIl-prepared chord line from opposite
Arras t o St. Quentin. In this deliberate withdrawal the enemy
carried out with the utmost German thoroughness and ruthIessness complete demolition of alI that could possibly be of
any use t o our own army, which found itself in a devastated
wilderness where everything it required had to be created or
brought forward. The amount of work thus thrown upon the
Works Directorate can be imagined.
From May to December, 1917,there were continuous battles
at Arras, in the Ypres salient and at Cambrai. The traffic on
the L. of C . and the development and extension of works
was very great. For instance, at Vendroux, near CaIais, in
April, 1917,a large scheme was begun for the construction of
an entirely new ordnance and supply depot.
During 1917,the supply of tents began to fail on account
of the shortage of hemp, with the result that personnel hutting
was demanded for 6 million men and for 42,000 hospital beds.
There was also a great and much-needed increase in our labour
force which required further accommodation.
The opening of a new theatre of war in Italy compelled the
D.W. t o part with some of his officers and personnel for a
IIPW Works Birectoratc t o be described in Chapter XXXII.
During 1917 the Royal Flying Corps grew phenomenally,
and the newly-formed Tank Corps further added t o the work
of the D.W. In December, 1917, the Independent Air Force
was created for the special duty of bombing Germany. Aero-
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i' dromes for this force had to be constructed in the region of
Nancy, and a large aircraft supply depot at Courban, a hundred
miles south-west of Nancy.
EVENTS
OF 19x8
Whereas in the previous year the Germans had created
enormous demands for work by withdrawing from the Somme
salient, in March and April, 1918 they completely disorganized
n9t only our front but OUT communication area by bursting
through on a wide front as far as Amiens and also re-crossing
the Marne.
This major event caused dl available personnel, skilled and
unskilled, British and Chinese, to be collected from the L. of C.
and put on to the construction of defensive positions; and
engineer stores depots were of course very heavily drawn upon.
The D.W. hirnseIf took charge of this work, taking with him
four Cs.R.E. from the L. of C. Four artisan works companies
I were withdrawn from him by the E.-in-C. for work farther
forward in army areas. Other units under his orders found
themselves overrun by the invasion and came under orders
of the Chief Engineers of armies and even of corps, By 9th
1 April, the emergency was sufficiently in hand t o allow the
' D.W. t o return t o his H.Q. at Abbeville, and his four artisan
works companies were soon returned t o him. Preparation of
I bridges on the L. of C. for demolition and the blocking of roads
had been undertaken by L. of C . worksofhers. The D.W.
also undertook preparations for inundations in the Dunkirk area,
'
TheGerman break-through, o€course,necessitated the evacuation of many L. of C. establishments and installations and their
re-erection farther back. Perhaps the largest of these among
many were a hospital and a convalescent camp each t o hold
15,000men, which, however, were not finally moved when the
tide of battle once more flowed in our favour. The German
break-through brought to a standstill considerable extensions
to the ammunition depots at Audruicq, Zeneghem, Dames,
Blargies, SaigneviUe and Rouxmesnil, but they were resumed
' in July and August.
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Throughout 1918 the increase in range and numbers and
severity of the enemy's air raids threw upon D.W. the work of '
protection of L. of C . buildings, especially hospitals.
On 17th March, 1918, in accordance with the Q.M.G's.
instructions a Directorate for Lands and Hirings was formed. I
The new director took over D.W's. staff which had been doing
this work.
In May, 1918,t h e Royal Flying Corps and the Royal Naval
Air Service were amdgamated into the Royal Air Force, a
new separate fighting service and administered by the new
Air Ministry. Accordingly the " R.F.C. Works" in France
became a separate directorate under Brigadier-General G.
Harrison.
On the declaration of the Armistice on 11th November,
19x8,work was at once stopped on all new services except the
provision of hutted camps for demobilization, and light cover
for ammunition requiring protection at Rouen, Etaples,
Boulogne, Dunkirk, Havre and Honfleur. The total to be accommodated in the demobilization camps was 140,000 all ,
ranks,

'
'

THE DIRECTOR
OF WORKS,B.E.F.
On 9th August, 1914, Colonel A. M. Stuart mobilized the
staff of the Works Directorate of the B.E.F.
On 7th April, 1919, Major-General Sir Andrew Stuart,
K . C . M . C . ceased t o be Director of Works, B.E.F. on the completion of a victorious war.
The magnitude of the tasks the directorate had successfully
accomplished has, we trust, been made fairly clear in this
chapter. Sir Andrew Stuart's previous career had been a '
preparation for these tasks. He had been employed on special
technical work connected with submarine mining, telegraphy
and inspection of engineer stores. In the four years preceding
the war he had been Assistant Director of Fortifications and
Works in t h e section of the War Office dealing with all fortifications, ordnance buildings, and barrack services at foreign
stations. His scientific mind had acquired a knowledge o f .
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many technical branches which enabled him to meet on equal
terms the many specislists in steel construction or the provision
of electrical and other machinery who were called into consultation. He had a broad outlook and a sterling character, was
a glutton for work and fortunately possessed a constitution
which could endure an unlimited amount of it.
He was not in the least dismayed by the state of affairs at
the beginning of the war, already described, caused by the total
lack of provision and organization fit for the task, but cheerfully set to work to create what was needed, as this chapter
has endeavoured t o relate.

ORGANIZATION
OF W o m s
Works Area

Depz&tyDirector of Works,
North
Headquarters, Boulogne

O N THE

L.

OF

C . , 1918

Elzgineer Districts
C.R.E., Dunkirk,
C.R.E., Calais,
C.R.E., Ardres,
C.R.E., Boulogne,
C.R.E., St. Omer,
C.R.E., EtapIes.

De$uty Director of Works,
Centre and South
Headquarters, Amiens

C . R E , Abbeville,
C.R.E., Amiens,
C.R.E., Abancourt,
C.R.E., Central Area and Paris,
C.R.E., Marseilles.

Dcfidy Director of Works,
West
Headquarters, Roueii

C.R.E., Rouen,
C.R.E., Havre,
C.R.E., Trouville,
C.R.E., Dieppe.

-

Nok-Engineer
Districts conformed t o L. of C. areas,
except that Calais Area contained Calais and Ardres Engineer
Uistricts.
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STAFFOF WORKSDIKECTOKATE,
G.H.Q., 1918
Director of Works
Deputy Director of Works,
D.A.D.W.,
Staff Officer for Designs.
Assistant Director of Works, Personnel,
Assistant Director of Works, Stores,
D.A.D.W.,Stores.
D.A.D.W. for Contracts and Finance.
STAFFOF x WORKSAREA, 1918
Deputy Director of Works
D.A.D.W. for Personnel and Correspondence,
Superintending Inspector of Works for Contracts, Finance
and Stores,
Inspecting E. and M. Officer.

STAFFOF

IST O K Z N I I

C r ~ s sENGINEER
DISTRICT,
1918

Commander Royal Engineers (Lieut .-Colonel)
Staff Officers for Personnel and Correspondence,
S.I.W. or I.W. for Contracts and Finance,
Officer in charge of Stores,
Electrical and Mechanical Ofticer,
Ilivision Officers (as required).
Units as required and available :Artisan Works Companies,
Section, Electrical ancl Mechanical Company,
Area Employment Companies,
Labour Companies (Chinese etc.),
Prisoner of War Company.
STAFF OF ~ R I >CIASS E N G I K E E I i

DISTRICT,
1918

Commanding Royal Eigineer (Major)
Ilivision Officers (as required),
Warrant Officer or S.C.O. in charge of Stores.
Lnits as above.

CHAPTER
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SUPPLY OF ENGINEER STORES AND PLANT
1N FRANCE
Initial difficulties-Growth of the Stores Organization during
supply during ~c)~G--Water-supplyplant and
expansion during 1917-Events of IgI8Transport of engineer storrs and material--Quantities of
stores required.
19rg-Stores

stores-Further

IMTIAI.DIFFICULTIES
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THEreader should refer to the Introduction and to Chapters IV,
VI11 and XXII, for information concerning the paralysing
effect of the lack of preparation by our country for the war of
1914-18,and the misappreciation beforehand of the nature
of that war. There was, as we have seen, a speciaI lack of correct
appreciation by the General Staff of the need for preparation
of a strong expert organization for engineer work. In the
chapters referred t o above mention has been made of the great
handicap placed upon our pre-war preparation by the French
promise t o carry out all work required by the British army
on the L. of C., an undertaking which it was apparent from the
start they were quite powerless to implement.
These pre-war misappreciations threw a very heavy task
upon the senior engineer officers who were called upon to
improvise in the theatre of war, during a prolonged retreat
and subsequent rapid advance, an organization capable of
executing the engineer work demanded, which of course included the supply of engineer stores and material.
The reader is also referred t o Chapter 111 dealing with the
organization of the office of the Director of Fortifications
and Works at the War Office, which describes the creation after
the outbreak of war of a very efficient organization for the
supply of engineer stores, in the first instance for France and
later for a11 othrr theatres of war.
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In this chapter we shall not repeat the description of the
War Office organization, but confine ourselves to the procedure
in France for making demands upon the War Office and for
receiving and distributing what was sent.
\Ve shall not deal with the supply of stores for the Signal
Service, because, aIthough it was, during 1914-19, a part of
the Royal Engineers, the history of that service is being
written separately by the Royal Corps of Signals.
During peace thc Army Ordnancc Corps had compiled for
the general use of the army a Vocabulary of Stores and also
Mobilization Stores Tables for the equipment of every unit of
thc army on mobilizing for war. In peace units could demand
and obtain from the A.O.C., upon fixed scales of quantity and
type, anything which was included in that vocabulary or in the
mobilization tables.
In peace the stores and materials of many different types
and varying quantities required by the engineers for their
works services were supplied to them by means of contracts
made by the Director of Fortifications and Works or by
Chief Engineers of Commands, or they tvere supplied by tile
contractors who undertook contracts lor wurks.
Roughly speaking the same proccdure was continued in war
at home and in the overseas theatres, brit, although the A.O.C.
continued to supply certain named stores for equipment of R.E.
units on war establishment scales a n d other stores, e.g., sandbags, picks and shovels, for operations of war, they, hampercd
like everyone else by the previous general misapprcciatiori of
the scale and type of the war, were not prepared to supply
quantities required for emergency work. Under these circumstances engineer officers in the D.F.W’s. office in Lo~idonand
in the theatre of war set t o work vigoroudy to improvise a
procedure for acquiring thc stores and material of all types
required for engineer work with army formations and on thc
r-. of c.
This chapter therefore attempts t o tell the story of the
initial rapid improvisation of supply of engineer stores and
inateria1 and the evolution of a very large, well ordered organization for that purpose, out of the initial chaotic scramhlc
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caused by the praiseworthy initiative of every R.E. officer,
down to the rank of unit or even section commanders, to
acquire the stores required for their work from any source
of supply they could find, a procedure which, of course, resulted
in cut-throat competition and a scant regard for the moral
Jaw of meum et firurn, a pracedure commonly termed ‘‘ scrounging.”
For France the organized main sources of supply of engineer
stores were (I) from the D.F.W’s. office which could draw
on the resources not only of the home country b u t of the
whole availsbIe world ; (2) by purchase, manufacture or by
development of resaurces in France ; ( 3 ) by manufacture in
R.E. workshops in France ; and (4) from large British and
French contractors, who supplied the stores and materials
for the works which they had contracted to execute, either
importing them into France or securing them in that country.
The evolution of the relations between the Engineer-in-Chief
@-in-C.) and the Director of Works (D.W.) and their relative
responsibility for the provision and distribution of engineer
stores, and the relations af the D.W. with the Inspector
General of Conimunications (I.G.C.) and later with the Q.M.G.
and Director General of Transportation (D.G.T.) have been
explained in Chapters VIII, XXII and XXVII. Briefly they
may be summarized as follows :On mobilization and on the deployment of the B.E.F. in
France there was no E.-in-C. and no corps or army Chief
Engineers, but in September, 19x4,the Engineer Adviser at
G.H.Q. received direct orders from the Commander-in-Chief
t o assume the responsibilities and functions of E.-in-C. In
March, IgIj, this procedure and the powers of the E.-in-C.,
and of the corps and army C.Es. were defined and confirmed
by G.H.Q. The D.W. was at first under the orders of the
I.G.C. and officially was responsible solely to him for all works
and services and supply of engineer stores for those works
up to the rear boundary of divisions.
At the beginning of the war there was therefore no organization responsibfe for supplying engineer stores, other than the
equipment of units, t o the divisions and no previous provision
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of such stores. Engineer advisers soon assumed this responsibility but stores and materials t o meet their demands were not
available, and only slowly became available. Not until the
late summer of 1915were they obtainable in reasonable quantities.
In December, 1916,the post of I.G.C. was abolished and the
control of his directorates, including the if’orks Ikectorate,
was transferred to the Q.M.G. who, while retaining the power
to sanction works t o be executed in the communication area,
placed the D.W. for technical matters and for the supply of
engineer stores under the E.-in-C. This procedure was confirmed by an Army Order in April, 1917,The E.-in-C. delegated
almost full powers t o the U.W. for the technical execution af
works in thc communication area subject to the co-ordination
of standards. The 1I.iV. was in addition charged by the
E.-in-C. with responsibility for supply of engineer stores
throughout the theatre of war and for their distribution to
the parks controlled by C.Es. of armies who were responsible
for further distribution t o corps dumps.
Gradually the E.-in-C. exercised more and more supervision
over the supply and distribution of stores throughout the
wholc theatre of war in France. By July, 1917,lie had, through
his deputy, established complete co-ordination of forecasts,
demands for, and allotment of stores to C.Es. of armies and
to the D.W.
In July, 1918,both the E.-in-C. and the D.lV. were relieved
entirely of the responsibility for the custody and distribution
of engineer stores in accordance with the E.-in-C’s. allotments,
as the Q.M.G. established under his own orders an independent
directorate for this purpose ; Colonel J. S. Sewell became the
director with the rank of Brigadier-General and took with him
the staff of what had hitherto been the D.W’s. stores organization. The E.-in-C. and D.\V. still remained responsible for
specifying the types ancl the quantities to be ordered. The new
Director af Stares was responsible for ordering these specified
quantities either in France or from England or for their rnanufacture in his workshops.
The evolution of this systeiii of supply and distribution
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of engineer stores thronghout the theatre of war in France
will now be traced year by year from 1914t o 1918inclusive.
On completion of disembarkation of the Works Directorate
by mid-August, 1914, t h e only R.E. unit at the disposal of
the D.W. for handling the supply and distribution of stores
was the 29th Fortress Company, as the 20th and 4znd Fortress
Companies which had been allotted to. him were almost
immediately removed from his control for work under
the Engineer Adviser at G.H.Q. There was no unskilled
labour,
The 29th Fortress Company, after retreating and re-embarking, disembarked again at Nantes, but returned northward in
October and established its two mobile workshops at Havre and
Boulagne. The stores sections were distributed between those
places and AbbeviIle and St. Omer, the last t o work under

G.H.Q.
The D.W. arranged for supply of stores by sending his demands to his liaison officer (Major R. L. B. Thompson and
later Colonel D. Brady) F.W.5 in the office of D.F.W. at the
War Office (see Chapter 111) ; by establishing Colonel C. W.
Davy a5 his purchasing officer in Paris ; and finally by placing
contracts in France. These measures required time t o bear
fruit. 1914,and even early 1915,was therefore a period of
haphazard individual efforts t o find stores in France, a period
of scramble which has been described in the last chapter.

GROWTHOF

THE STORES ORGANIZATION DURING 1915

The efforts of the Director of Works were soon, however, to
bear fruit. On 26th December, 1914,an advanced R.E. park
had been opened at Strazeele for the Second Army, commanded
by a quartermaster and s m d l staff, and administered by the
D.W. In March, 1915,another advanced park was opened at
Berguette and the administration of the parks of both armies
was transferred from the D.W. t o the C.Es. of armies, By
that time C.Es. of armies a'nd corps had transformed the
individual scrainble into an organized system under their
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control for procuring, receiving and distributing the stores.
They had also opened workshops.
I n April, 1915, the 3znd Advanced Park Company, R.E.,
under Major A . V. T. Robinson, R.E. (now A.V.T. Wakely),
arrived at Havre to work under the D.W., who reorganized it
as a base workshop company, with an established workshop.
I n May, 1915,the 1st Fortress Company arrived from Gibraltar
under Major J. W. S.Sewell, t o act as an advanced park cornpany, but was stationed by the D.W. as a base park company
at Calais. At the same time the 24th Fortress Company
arrived from Malta a n d was stationed first a t Boulogne, and
later moved to Rouen. In IgIj, a special depot for mining
stores was established a t Les Attaques, near Calais under thc
control of the Inspector of Mines in the E.-in-C’s. office.
As a result of the work of the R.E. intelligence branch in t h e
E.-in-C’s. office, and their study of communications in enemy
occupied territory, details of bridges which might require
reconstruction after demolition, if the B.E.F. were to advance
fifty miles, were abtained and orders placed for a stock of 500
suitable bridge spans and piers. These were gradually collectcd
a t Havre under the charge uf Lieutenant and Qi1arlerrriastt.i.
J. Lyons, R.E. Many of these bridge spans were designed by
Professor C. E. IngIis of Cambridge University and the type
was given his name. Other bridges were designed in the
drawing-office of F.W.4c at the War Office (Lieut.-Colonel
R. Oakes, RE.) who placed all orders for their construction.
I n November, 1915,the construction was begun of a wharf
a t Rouen and of a base depot a t Abancourt (a junction for
trains from Havre, Rouen and Dieppe). The 24th Base Park
Company was transferred from Boulogne to Abancourt, which
became the principal southern base depot for engineer stores
and material.
I n July, 191j,the D.W. appointed an A.D.W. (Stores) to
organize and supervise workshops and stores depots at Havre
and Calais with stores officers at each place. In August, he
established a separate stores branch in his office under Major
H. G. K. Wait.
The office of the Deputy E.-in-C. forecast reqiiirernents
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of armies monthIy and sent the forecast to the D.W., who
added the requirements for the L. of C . and arranged t o pracure
either by manufacture in base workshops, by purchase in
France or by indent on the War Office.
In 1915,demands for stone for road-making and maintenance
increased rapidly. Some of the Marquise quarries near Boulogne
were allotted t o the British, and stone was also obtained from
contractors at Cam. Labour was collected from various
sources and Lieut.-Colonel Palmer, R.E. was made responsibIe
for the supply of road metal. The D.W. also arranged for
supplies from Guernsey and from Penlee in Cornwall t o be
delivered by a fleet of small ships first to Boulogne and later
to Dunkirk and Le Triport. By December, 1915,the supply
of stone averaged 2,350 tons per day.
France has a government forestry department controlling
many forests. The D.W’s. first demands on this department
were for 3,800 tans of timber monthly for engineer work. The
A.S.C. demanded the same quantity for fuel. These demands
rapidly increased to 12,000 tons.
Up to the end of 1915, the French forestry department
supplied the D.W’s. demands from stock, afterwards they
allotted forest areas in which the D.W. made his own arrangements for cutting and transport. For this a considerable
amount of skilled and unskilled labotr had to be collected. By
the end of 1916,thirteen officers, five R.E. companies and
three and a half labour battalions were employed in the
French forests.
Contracts (known as Foden contracts) were also placed for
4,000 tons monthly (later increased to 12,000 tons) from the
Bordeaux forests whence it was shipped to the Channel Ports.
Orders were also placed through F.W.5 for large quantities of
scantlings of many sizes from Canada and some from Great
Britain.
STORESSUPPLY
DURING 1916
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The large increase in the size of the B.E.F., and the heavy
fighting in the battle of the Somme from July to December, 1916,
inclusive, caused the demands for engineer stores t o rise in
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proportion, necessitating a further expansion of the organization.
By early 1916, a depot system had, as we have explained,
been established ready for the expected operations. Base
store depots and workshops had been established at Calais
and Dunkirk, concentrated mainly at Les Attaques near
Calais from which the three northern armies and L. of C .
(north) were supplied. Base store depots at Havre and Rouen,
and occasionalIy FPcamp and Dieppe, fed Abancourt which
supplied the two southern armies and L. of C. (south). Fkunp
was a small port with berths for two ships allotted exclusively
t o R.E stores.
Throughout 1916,
and t o the end of the war, the 1st Company
R.E. was stationed at Les Attaques and Calais, the 24th a t
Abancourt and Rouen and the 3znd at Havre. All three were
base park companies, the establishment of each being increased b y five officers and seventy-seven other ranks.
In addition six stores sections each of three officers and
ninety-seven other ranks had been raised, and the number of
stores officers on the general list under the D.W. was increased
t o eighty-five.
On 20th July, 1916, all stores officers and personnel under the
D.W. were organized into two groups-North and South-each
under a C.R.E. (stores officer) (Lieut.-Colonels J. S. Sewell and
R. H. Lewis) with H.Q. at Les Attaques and Abancourt
respectively. A t the end of 1916, the D.W. appointed a
Deputy-Director of Works for Stores-Colone1
W. Baker
Brown.
The creation of the Transportation Directorate on xst
December, 1916,under a Director-General, Sir Eric Geddes,
released t h e D.W. from the responsibility for production and
suppIy of stores for roads, and for the unloading of stores and
material at ports. Nevertheless the great increase in dcmands
from armies and communication areas for stores for extensive
military operations and works services in fact caused a net
increase in the work of the stores organization.
By the end of 1916the depots and workshops of the stores
organization were located as follows :-
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For the service of the northern armies and communication
area :
Les Attaques near Calais opened 1st January, 1916-4
yard
and workshop covering 62 acres under Lieut .-Colonel
J. W. S. Sewell, C.R.E. (S.O. north).
For the service of the southern armies and communication
area :

(i) Havre, a principal base workshap, a store yard and a
bridge depot covering an area of 32 acres.
(ii) Soquenie near Havre, store yard of

12

acres.

(iii) Rouen, large depot of 134 acres for storing timber, and a
wood-working workshop, under Captain Kenworthy.
(iv) Quevilly, just beIow Rouen, a store yard of
Captain Vaughan.

20

acres under

(v) Abancourt, near the big railway regulating station of
Robescamp, a workshop and central store yard of 32 acres,
the latter under Lieutenant and Quartermaster A. W.
Richard.
AI1 were under Lieut.-Colonel Spencer C.R.E. (SO.
south), whose H.Q. were at Abancourt.
Mining stores, from port to front line, were obtained and
distributed by the Inspectar of Mines in the E.-in-C's. office.
As already stated two R.E. Parks had been formed earIy in
1915 for the First and Second Armies. With the expansion
of the B.E.F.
and the increased scale of operations more parks
were formed in army areas, until in 19x8 there were twelve.
These were allotted to armies by the E.-in-C. in accordance
with the tactical situation. They fed corps dumps'which in
turn fed divisional dumps.
Towards the endof 1916,anestimate wasmade of the probable
daily tonnage of all the requirements of the army that would
have to be moved by the Transportation Directorate in the
forthcoming year. It was as follows :-
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R.E. Stores and Material
General
...
...
Timber, bricks, gravel
...
Stone . . . . . .
Railway
... ...
Supplies
,..
...
...
Ammunition ...
...
...
...
...
Ordnance
...
Miscellaneous ...
... ...
1

I
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1

...

...

r,1zg
3,782

... 12,000
... 1,500 18,411
...
... 10J425
...

...

8,600

...

...

1,513

...

...

1,276

Total
40,225
It will be noted t h a t stores and material to be utilized by
the R.E. represented 46 per cent of all the requirements of the
army in the whole theatre of war.
Up t o the end of 191j , troops, when not in the trenches, had
been accommodated in villages, and on the L. of C. personnel
lived either in billets or in tents ; but when the expanding
British army spread southward into the Sarnme area, sufficient
winter accommodation was not available. A t the end of 1916
Captain Nissen, having designed in the E.-in-C’s. office a very
suitable wood and curved corrugated iron hut, an order for
27,000 was placed in England by F.W.5. A few months later
a further order for 20,000 was placed, to be ready for the winter
of 1917118.
By the end of 1916, the supply of timber from imports into
Francc arranged by F.W.5 a t the War Office and from the
French forests totalled 24,000 tons a month. This was delivered
to the R.E. yards at Rouen and Abancourt and then distributed
t o armies and to t h e communication area.
The expansion of the B.E.F. and the area of their operations
in 1916 caused a great increase in the construction of roads..
In October, 1916, the daiIy supply af stone was :From
From
From
From

Channel Islands ...
Caen
...
Andrehem
...
Marquise ...
-..
f . .

Total

...

860 tons

... 420 tons
... 70 tons
... 1,900tons
3,250 tons

I

I
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On 1st December, 1916, the 1)irector-General of Transportation took over from the D.W. the responsibility for supply
of stone and the construction and maintenance of roads.
I
WATER-SUPPLY P L A I i T

WATER-SCIJPI.Y,
I

’
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In Chapter XIX, when describing the water supply for
fighting formations we have explained that in 1916 there were
greatly increased demands for water supplies on a large scale in
divisional, corps and army areas. In Chapter XXII on the Works
Directorate in France we have referred t o the large water
supply schemes that had to be carried out in the communications area. The supply of plant and stores for this purpose
thus became a very important branch of the R.E. stores organization.
T h e D.W. began by placing his own orders for the stores he
required for the communications area, but as the major part
of such plant and stores was wanted for schemes to supply
water to the fighting formations, it was mainly the responsibility of the E.-in-C., exercised by his Deputy, t o specify types
and quantities. Consequently the Deputy E.-in-C. in consultation with the water-supply officers of C.Es. of armies took in
hand the specification of types and patterns of plant and piping
and other water-supply stores to be ordered.
I n 1914,and for a great part of 1915,there had been as with
other stores, a scramble among divisions and corps for whatever type of pump or piping could be obtained in France, and
orders reached England from several sources. Towards the
end of 1915,and more particularly in early 1916, the Deputy
E.-in-C. set t o work t o standardize pumps and water-supply
plant so as to reduce the number of types. So long as supplies
were limited and the demand great any type had to be accepted,
but in time the types were reduced in number. The first large
demand was sent to the War Office in the last week of 1915in
preparation for the Somme battles.
In 1916, the following system of co-ordination was established
by the E.-in-C. : Forecasts of requirements received from
C.Es. of armies were summarized by the Deputy E.-in-C. and
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types and patterns specified. The D.W. forecast requirements
of the L. of C. and conformed to the E.-in-C’s. specifications.
The main channels of supply were :-

Pumps and machinery were purchased by the War
Office on the order of E.-in-C. (D.1V’s. order included),
and allotted by E.-in&. t o armies and to L. of C . Once
installed all machinery remained fixed as area machinery,
so cauld not bc tak-en away when units and formations
moved from area to area.
Tarpaulins (for tanks), pipe tools and other vocabulary
stores, were drawn from Ordnance, mainly by indent of
officers in charge of advanced R.E. Parks.
-411 other water-supply stores, including piping, were
ordered by D.W. [on E.-in-C’s. and D.W’s. forecasts)
and were distributed by D.W. to meet demands in
accordance with E.-in-C’s. allotments.
Stores not obtainable from army sources were bought
locally in France.
Between 1st March, 1917 and 11th November, 1918, the
number of pumping plants of various types issued to fighting
formations (excluding supplies to L. of C . ) was 1,041.
In the Volume dealing with water supply in Work of the R.E.
i n the European W a r , 1914-rg, published by the Institution
of R.E., will be found much vaIuable information on pp.
29-47 about the types and quantities of water-supply plant
and stores obtained and used.
The War Office placed very large orders for water-supply
plant, piping and stores in America, a5 Britain could not
supply in time the quantities required.

FURTHER
EXPANSION
D U R I N G 1917
The unexpected withdrawal in March of the Germans from
their Somme salient t o the Hindenburg Line, and our followup thrimgh a completely demolished and devastated area,
caused unusual demands for engineer stores and material.
These demands were increased by a zo-mile extension of the
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British front southwards t o the Amiens-Roye road. The continuous large-scale battIes from May t o the end of December
fought at Arras, Passchendaele and Cainbrai, severely tested
the stores organization but with satisfactory results.
There was unusually heavy and continuous frost throughout
January, February and early March, 1917. This caused
transport by rail and road to be reduced t o a minimum, and
canal traffic was stopped. Ships, however, continued to be
unloaded at ports, so that a satisfactory stock of engineer
stores accumulated in readiness for the big demands that were
to follow.
On 1st January, 1917, the control of the disposal of stores
to armies and t o the L. of C . throughout the theatre of war
was taken over by the Engineer-in-Chief, who delegated this
work to his Deputy, Brigadier-General W. A. Liddell, assisted
by Lieut.-Colonel C. H. Hogg, R.E. (succeeded in August,
1918,by Lieut.-CoIonel G. H. Addison).
Monthly allotments were made to Chief Engineers of armies
and to the D.W. based on estimates submitted by them and
returns of stocks available. In times of emergency it was not
possible t o adhere rigidly to these monthly allatments and
considerable variations had to be made. By August, 1918,the
accumulated records of these monthly estimates and allotments provided most valuable data from which could be
worked out the normal monthly requirements of any farmation.
From these figures, supplemented by secret information from
the General Staff concerning forthcoming aperations, the staff
of the E.-in-C. could caIculate future requirements, and it
was found possible ta dispense with the monthly demands
submitted by formations.
In March, 1917,
the D.W., as we have seen in the Iast chapter,
was relieved of responsibihty for the supply of timber by the
creation of a separate Directorate of Forestry directly under
the Q.M.G. Lord Lovat, an expert in forestry, became the new
Director and Major R. L. B. Thompson, R.E., from the staff
of the D.IY., was appointed 1)cputy Director with the rank of
Colonel.
It was now fully recognized by the Ministries in England
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that the demands of the communications organization of the
B.E.F. for personnel ancl resources must be generously met.
The Forestry Directorate, like that of Transportation, benefited
by this welcome change of attitude. The headquarters of the
Directorate acquired a staff of twenty-three officers. Forestry
companies of skilled labour and battalions of unskilled labour
were made available, with the result that the monthly output
of timber rose by t h e end of 1917 to 75,000tons delivered to
R.E. timber yards, and 25,000 tons to transportation stores
yards. The average monthly supply throughout 1917t o R.E.
timber yards was 51,ooo tons. The timber was supplied by the
directorate in bulk, after which its distribution, conversion
and manufacture were the responsibilities of the D.W. and t h e
D. G .T. respectively.
In the last chapter mention has been made of the creation
of seven eIectricaI and mechanical cornpanies to meet the
great increase in that type of work. Their activities, of course,
required the provision and distribution of considerable quantities of plant and stores.
In the spring of 1917 a failure in the supply of hemp for
tentage caused a decision to replace as many tents as possible
by huts in rear areas and on the L, of C. It was estimated that
for this purpose hutting accomtnodation would be required
for 375,000 all ranks and 42,000 hospital bcds. AI1 R.E.
workshops concentrated on the production of a type known as
" sausage hutting," cut to lengths as required.
The contracts
for Nissen huts placed by the Engineer-in-Chief produced
accammodation for zo,ooo iiien. Colonel Davy in Paris after
some months' negotiation arranged with the French t o supply
hutting for IOO,OOO men and 40,ooo hospital beds. He was
also to purchase 1,800 huts in Switzerland made to designs
prepared in the D.IV's, office.
The operations in the mud a t Passchendaele produced a very
great increase in the demand for trench boards. These were
produced partly in R.E. workshops and partly by very large
contracts in France. During the single month of August,
3 7 j , O O O were sent t o the front-sufficient
to make qoo miles of
pathway.
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In 1917,a great drive was made to collect stores and material
from the battlefields and L. of C . areas and to repair them in
workshops. For this purpose an additional store section (three
officers and ninety-seven other ranks) was added to each of
the 1st and 24th Companies.
The expansion of R.E. workshops continued in 1917 at
Rouen, and a new workshop was opened at Vendoux in the
northern L. of C. area. There was a great increase in powerdriven saws and machine tools in all workshops, which of
course involved the supply and distribution of a large quantity
of machinery of many types not only on the L. of C. but also
in army areas.
EVENTS
OF 1918
The outstanding events which influenced the work of the

R.E. stores organization in 1918were :(a) The extension in February of the right of the British

line southwards t o Noyon,
(b) In March, April and May the German offensive which
pushed the British Fifth Army back to Amiens ; followed
by attacks on the Second Army in which Mont Kemmel
was lost and Ypres nearly lost.
(c) In August the beginning of the victorious advance of
the B.E.F., extending till the Hindenburg Line was
broken and the enemy pursued into Belgium where the
Armistice brought it t o a halt.
( d ) The subsequent advance of a portion of the B.E.F.
across the Rhine.
The first event caused urgent demands for R.E. stores t o
strengthen the front taken over by the Fifth Army. The
second event caused hasty evacuation of stores, plant and
installations to the depots a t the bases. The usual stores
traffic to the front was in fact reversed. There were, of course,
considerable losses, especially among stores held in corps and
divisional dumps, e.g., sandbags and barbed wire. When
operations changed to a victorious advance there was a great
drop in demands, since the defensive absorbs far more engineering material than the offensive, though all bridge spans in the
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depots had been sent forward before the date of the Armistice,
and water supply stores were still called for. The advance to
the Rhine and across it affected only a partisn of the B.E.F.
and being on a peace footing along undemolished communications did not call for much engineering work and stores until the
force settled down in the bridgehead at Cologne and began
t o demand engineer services, the stores for which were dispatched from England via Antwerp and Rotterdam.
The heavy casualties of the year 1917caused a crisis in manpower. Reinforcements for France were being held back in
England. There was a drastic combing out of the fittest men
from L. of C. for drafting into fighting units. The stores
branches were allawed t o keep only a small proportion of men
higher than C medical category. Greater disorganization
would have resulted had not many of the Chinese labourers
who had now been employed for a long time shown themselves quite capable of taking over the work of many British
storemen and supervisors.
During the first quarter of 1918 stores and material were
passing out of R.E. store yards at the rate of 140,000 tons
per month.
WhiIe the German offensive was in full swing Lieut.-Colonel
Semell was lent by the D.W. t o the Engineer-in-Chief to help
in handling the serious stores situation in army areas. Temporary dumps were opened at Herdin and Abbeville. By
June the situation was stabilized and the stores organization
had settled down t o normal working again. During the German
offensive the workshops in army areas had been hastily dismantled and sent dawn t o Les Attaques, Vendoux, Abancourt
and Havre, where they were incorporated in the base workshops. When the situation improved Chief Engineers of
armies asked for their workshops to be returned but it was
decided that it would be better to keep them at the bases.
Early in 1918 the Engineer-in-Chief reviewed the question of
the number of bridges that would be required in case of n
sucessful offensive. Thcre were at this time, as already stated,
650 bridge spans in the two bridge depots, but it was decided
t o place an order in England for another 1,000 of which the
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maximum length was increased from 85 ft. t o 120 ft. Throughout the victorioris advance of the B.E.F. depots were very
busy loading up and sending to the front bridge spans and
material. By the day of the Ariiiistice, the last of the 650
spans in depots had been dispatched and none of the 1,000
spans ordered in 1918from the War Office had yet arrived in
France.
The new Q.M.G.* decided ta make the R.E. stores and
material organization a separate Directorate under his own
control. Lieut.-Colonel Sewell became the Director with the
temporary rank of Brigadier-General, and took up his appointment on the 1st July. Both the Engineer-in-Chief and the
D.W. then ceased to have any responsibility for supply and
distribution of R.E. stores and material while retaining responsibility for specification and quantities ordered. The new
Director was responsibIe from the base up to the rear boundary
of divisians and for distribution to divisional dumps. His
office was established at G.H.Q.

I

TRANSPORT
OF ESGIKEER
STORES
A N D MATERIAL
Throughout 1914,1915
and 1916 the French railway authorities insisted that as far as possible, stores arriving at ports
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should be loaded direct into trucks and transported to railhead,
This was by no means convenient, as R.E. stores had to be
sorted before distribution, in accordance with demands. However, a determined effort was made to meet the wishes of the
French and a considerable measure of success was achieved.
When, however, the British Director-General of Transportation took over the administration of the pods and railways
serving the B.E.F., the more convenient and sound system
was adopted of sending all stores from ports t o depots at which
they couId be sorted and loaded in suitable consignments ta a
number of different destinations. Barge transport on rivers
and canals was used where practicable.
For a long time the B.E.F. had lived from hand to mouth,

* Lieut.-General l’ravers Clarke had succeeded Lieut.-Genera1
Sir Ronald MaxwdI (lntr R.E.) as Q.M.G. in March, ~ 9 1 8 .
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engineer stores being issued to meet demands almost as soon
as they arrived, and no reserve could be accumulated. But,
as we have seen, the exceptional frost which lasted without
interruption from 1st January, to mid-Marclt , 1917, reduccd
all farms of transport and work in France to a minimum.
The stores arriving at ports during the frost therefore created a
permanent reserve in base depots, a reserve which was maintained at a satisfactory level.
There were aIways four largc categories of stores cornpeting
for transport by railway, inland water and road : supplies,
ardnancc stores (including cnormous quantities of ammunition), engineer stores ancl finally the Transportation Directorate's ow11 stores. A t times of pressure R.E. stores did riot
receive the consideration that their volume and importance
justified. During battles consuming Iarge quantities of ammunition and for which tactical railways aiid roads were under
construction it was difficult to obtain transport for R.E. stows
required for t h e saine battlcs, battles in wliich commanders
were urgently pressing for engineer work. With the reserve
accumulated at t h e base in early 1917,any lull in fighting
operations was seized upon by the R.E. to fill np corps dumps
at the front, and thus to t i c k tlmn over succceding emergencies.
Such emergencies were only too cornnion, for instance, in
September, 1918, owing to other demands from the front,
no R.E. stores whatever were moved into arid out of Roucri
and Havrc, except bridging spans and materia1 for which special
priority was obtained.
During military operations mechanical road transport w:is
always very scarce for R.E. \York. Lorries f1:icl to be obtairictl
by C.Es. m d Cs.R.E. from the Q staff, usii:dly with great
difficulty. C.Es. a n d CS.R.E. had no transport permanently
at their clisposal with t h e exception that divisional Cs.R.E.
had their horsed pontoon wagons which, whcn thc pontoons w r e
removed, were usefd for carrying certain types of material.
-4n engineer planning his work has t o considcr five factors
which must bc dilly proportioned. First and foremost in war,
the time availalAe which will govern the titiantities required
of the o t l w foiir factors, i.e., (U) skilled labour, ( b ) unskilletl

I
I
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labour, (c) plant, stures and material, ( d ) transport. The
military engineer throughout the war often found his working
parties a t a standstill lwcausc the Q staff had switched away,
to meet other demands, the transport on which lie relied for
( a ) ,(b) and ( c ) , and for conipIetion of the work within the time
demanded by his commander.
SI0li 1: S S T A T I S 1 I CS
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Some idea niay be obtained of the quantities and vaiiety
of the stores required by examining the figures of some only
of the items exported from EngJand t o France during the
single month of February, 1917:Tons
Cement, 30,oim barrels
.. _ ...
... ... 545.5
French wire entanglement, - ~ ) , O C I Olengths
...
468
Corrugated steel sheets, z ,ooo,ooo
... ... C),jOO
Roofing felt, 50,000 rolls
... ... ... 1,750
Screw posts, 400,ooo
...
...
... 1,256
Wire netting, 20,000 rolls . . . . . .
...
.,.
560
Wire weaving for trench boards, Z ~ O , O O Osq. f t .
91
Steel shelters, 5,000
... ... ... 3J26
Water piping, 175 miles ...
...
...
...
2,III
...
...
...
...
Water tanks, 1,775
I94
Expanded metal sheets, 20,oc)o ,.,
...
...
352
Rolled steel joists, 26,000 ...
._.
...
. _ . 8,000
1 . .

1 . .

Total

331563

In the volume un the Supply of Engineer Stores and Equipment, of Work o j the R . E . in the European War zgza-19,
published by the Institution of R.E., the reader will find on
pp. 38-40 the qiiaiitities of 1j6 itenis (selected out of many
more) provided t o all theatres of war by arrangements made
by the Director of Fortifications and Works at the War Office.
These quantities are not, however, subdivided among separate
theatres of war.
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On pp. 92-103 of the same volume will be found :-

(i) A list of the machinery installed at R.E. Base workshops
at Les Attaques and the number of personnel employed
there.
(ii) The output in July and August, 1918,of the workshops at
Les Attaques.
(iii) The quantities of twenty-seven items issued to all five
armies from all R.E. base workshops during the months
June, July and August, 1918.
(iv) The total issues of hutting stores from all bases (twentyfour items) during 1917. Of these we will mention here
that the average monthly issue of doors was 2,800,windows
3,700 and iron sheets 9.200.
(v) The quantities of thirty-six items issued by the Stores
Department to fighting formations (excluding L. of C . )
in each of the years 1916,1917and 191s.
From the last table we select the totals in three years of a
few items to indicate the magnitude of the task.
Cement
.. .
Corrugated iron
Shelters, large
Sandbags ...
Barbed wire

...
...
.. .

*

4

...

694,112 barrels
1,393,894 bundles
51,697
729.558442

Sr,363 tons

The quantity of timber supplied rose to
month by the end of 1917.

100,000tons

per

I

CHAPTER XXIV

I

TRANSPORTATION ON THE WESTERN FRONT,
INTRODUCTION

1

Introduction-Three phases of transportation during the warPre-war agreement with t he French concerning railways,
roads and ports-Comparison
of the British and French
systems for controlling railways in war.

THE Editor has compiled the following eight chapters
(XXIV-XXXI) from three main sources of information :'

(U)

1
I

!

The volume of the Oficial History of the War 1914-18,
written by Colonel A. hl. Henniker (late R.E.), which

deals with this subject under the title Transportation on
the Western Front (referred to herein as M.,'i'.W.F.)
(b) An article written by Colonel L. Manton, D.s.o., o.B.E.,
(late R.E.) for this history (referred to as H.,T.W.F.)
(c) A paper entitled The Work done by Railway Troops in
France duriwg 1g14-19, by Colonel David Lyell, c.M.G.,
c.B.E., D.s.o., M.I.c.E., read before the Institution of
Civil Engineers on 23rd March, 1920 (referred to as
L , W . by K . 7 .).

Sowce (a).-This volume contains a most exhaustive study
of the subject in 526 pages, with seventeen sketches and
fourteen maps. It is not only a history of this great work in
the war of 1914-18,but it is also a treatise,almost a text-book,
dealing with the main principles still applicable (1945)to the
working of railways in war t o ensure their utmost service t o
armies. Many of these principles had been established in preI vious wars (see Chapter VI). They were confirmed throughout
the war of 1914-18and are likely to be operative in future wars.
Consequently Colonel Henniker's book is of the utmost value
to all students of this intricate subject, so essential to victory.
It must be a great gratification to him to know that the information contained in this work, produced by his Herculean
I
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labours, has since been of the greatest use not only to our CJMI
High Command, but was aIso deeply studied for their p i d a n c e
by the members of the Supreme Headquarters of the iZIIied
Expeditionary Force (S.H.A.E.F.) which directed the invasion
of Europe in 1944.
I
Source (b).-CoIonel Manton's article, although restricted by
the Editor to sixty-six pages of typescript, not only cavers
much of the ground dealt with in detail by Colonel Henniker,
but adds other information about the work of the K.E. I t is a
valuable supplement, to which the Editor is much indebted.
Source (c).-Colonel Lyell's paper is also a useful work of
reference and has been of much assistance ; it refers to t h e
cordial relations between the regular officers of the Corps and
those many ciyilian engineers and railway officials who joined
the corps temporarily to give their services to the army as
engineering and transportation experts.
The Editor has frequently quoted verbatim from these three
sources.
The study of this enormous subject must suffer severely I
from excessive compressian into the very restricted space
available in the history of the Carps of R.E. In that space it
is impossible to do mare than t o impress on the reader the
paramount importance of the transportation work throughout
the war, the main principles which were followed, the very
great difficulties encountered and the success with which they
were surrnaunted.
The history af our Corps would suffer severely if its very
prominent part in this great work did not receive as much
notice as space permits. As already explained in Chapter 1'1,
although the proportion of regular R.E. of all ranks employed
an transportation during 1914-18was small in reIation to the
large number of civilian experts and others temporarily
commissioned or enlisted, yet, owing to their training and
experience in peace-time in railway wark and also in army
work and administration, regular R.E. officers held some of
the most important positions in the transportation organization. That organization, for reasons explained and justified,
had to be cast in a military mouId in which the regular R.E.
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personnel was a valuable and necessary element in tllc resulting very strong amalgam.
The reader’s attention is again directed t o the Introduction
to this volume because transportation work was very seriously
hampered at the start by pre-war arrangements and regulations, and by the fundamentally false appreciation of the
duration and type of war to be expected.
The following abbreviations will be used :I N T KO L) U C T I ( )S

1

A.D.G.T.
A.D.R.T.
C.E.
C.R.C.E.
D.A.
D.A.D.R.T

D.C.F.

‘

’

I

D.D.
D.D.G.T.
D).D.R.T.
D.G.M.R.
D.G.T.
D.Rds.
D.R.

D.R.T.
E.-in-C.
F.S. R.
G.H.Q.

G.Q.G.
G.S.

H.,T.W.F.
I.G.C.
I.W.T.

L.R.
L.,W. by R.T.

i
j

M . ,T.W.F.

Assistant Director-General of Transportation.
Assistant Ilirectar-General of Rail Transport.
Chief Engineer.
Chief Railway Construction Engineer.
Directeur de I’ArriPre.
Deputy Assistant Director of Rail Transport.
Directeur des Chemins de Fer.
Director of Docks.
Deputy Director-General of Transportation.
Deputy Director of Rail Transport.
Director-General of Military Railways.
Director-General of Transportation.
Director of Roads.
Director of Railways.
Director of Railway Transport.
Engineer-in-Chief.
Field Service Regdations.
General Headquarters.
Grand Quartier Gknkral.
General Staff.
Colone1 Henniker’s book Transportation on
the Western Froiit.
Inspector-General of Communkations.
Inland Water Transport.
Light Railways.
Coionel Lyell’s book Work done by Railway
Troops in France d w i q rg 14-18.
CoIonel Manton’s article Transportation o n
the Western F r o d .
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QR1.G.
R.C.E.
R.O.D.
R.T.O.
R.T.E.
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Quartermaster-General.
Railway Construction Engineer.
Railway Operating Division.
Railway Transport Officer.
Railway Transport Establishment (The Interrnediary Staff).

T H R E E PHllSES OF

TRAKSPORTATIOK
DURING

I

THE W A R

A study of the sources of information referred t o brings
out clearly that there were three definite phases in transportation work on the western front :Phase I.-.4ugnst t o October, 1914,inclusive.
Piiasc TT.-Kovember, 1914,t o September, 1916, inclusive.
Phase 111.-October, 1916,t o t h e end of 1918.

Durivg Phase I railway organization on the western front
was shackled and disorganized by serious major faults in the
Field Service Kegzdations (reprint 1913).and also by our j m war arrangement with the French Government concerning the
working of the railways in France. As a rcsult of the latter the
British Director of Railways (designate) and his staff were not
aIlosved to act in France during this phase.
Dziritzg P l m e 11, the Director of Railways and his staff,
having arrived at G.H.Q. on 29th October, ~ 9 1 4and
,
having
been made responsible not t o the Inspector General of Communications (i.G.C.1 as F.S.R. had directed, but t o the Q.R.I.G.
a t G.H.Q., were able t o give a new start to the organization of
t h e intermediary British staff (now (1944)known as Movement
Control) working ivith the French, whose control af their
railway system was riot questioned, but the liaison between
British and French military and technical railway personnel
was now satisfactorily organized on the well-proved main
principles referrcd to in Chapter V I followed by France,
Germany, Austria and Italy, with, of course, minor variations
due t o national idiosyncrasies and nomenclature.
In this Phase I1 we also find the French gradually realizing,
ancl finally inxisting upon, the necessity for, at first Ininor,
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but soon, very great assistance in the technical repair, construction, reconstruction and operation of French railways, without
however impairing the central co-ordination by the French
of the working of their whole railway system.
To meet these rapidly increasing demands not only from the
French for assistance, but also from the British army staff for
much greater railway facilitics, we find the Director of Railways
and his staff building up a !arge and efficient organization for
the execution of his functions under the following headings :(i) An intermediary (movement control) British Staff between the British army and the French technical railway
staff (later also British technical staff), for ensuring that
the British requirements in railway traffic were met.
This intermediary staff was called the Railway Transport
Establishment.
(ii) The technical operation of more and more of existing or
newly constructed railways in France, handed over
piecemeal to British working by the French from time
to time.
(iii) The ever-increasing repair or reconstruction of existing
raiIways and the construction of new lines, or doubling
of existing lines, by arrangement with, and later by the
urgent request of, the French, and under their general
technical procedure.
(iv) The provision, working and maintenance of a rapidly
increasing number of locomotives.
(v) The provision of ever-increasing numbers of railway
wagans and other rolling stock.
(vi) The provision of railway material, plant and stores: in
ever-increasing quantity.
(vii) The construction and working of light railways in the
forward areas of British armies.

During Phase I1 other transportation work uas also done
by the British as follows :The repair and construction of roads by t h c Chief
Engineers of armies and of corps and by the Director of
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\;2iurks, as described in previous chapters, although the
French had undertaken to do this urork.
The creation and working of an inland water transport
system.

During Phase I I I a great reorganization and increase was
made in the establishment and resources of the transportation
service t o meet a crisis that had been impending during the
last year of Phase I1 and which culminated during July to
September 1916, reaching such a stage that only the most
drastic measures could restore the situation and provide for
the future.
The causes of this crisis were :During 1915and 1916the B.E.F. in France was incrcasing
at a phenomenal rate.
(ii) Their front was extended with ;I consequent increase
in the lines of communication.
(iii) During 1916the work of t h e Ministry of Munitions was
bearing abundant fruit. The supply of munitions of
all kinds, but particularly of guns and ammunition, was
at last reaching a satisfactory scale.
(iv) The type of warfare t o be supplied was stationary siege
operations demanding large stocks of munitions.
(v) The volume of traffic had consequently increased far
beyond what had been contemplated when the French
Government, before the outbreak of war, liad agreed
to carry all t h e traffic required by the British army for
what was expected to be a moliile war of shart duration,
in which the British army would be small.
(vi) Large numbers of peace-time technical French railwag
personnel had been mobilized in combatant units.
Those who remained on the railways were trying to
handle a volume of traffic much in excess of peace-time
recurils, whik railway track, rolling stock and plant
were wearing out, and the personnel were tiring under
the strain.
(vii) The condition of the roads was w e n more critical.
They could not stand up to the volume of solid tyred
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motor transport trafiic, and maintenance coul(l not keep
pace with the damage.
(viii) The congestion at the base ports and docks was such that
the delays in the discharge and release of ships were
abnormal. At the same time the German submarines
had created a shipping crisis which foreboded complete
disaster.

If matters continued to clrift, strategic troop movements
by rail would cease, and tlic evi.r-incrt.asing flow of personnel,
munitions and rations woiild fail to reach the front.
In 1916 the British were giving (as we shall describe) great
assistance in constructing, maintaining and operating French
railways, but it was obvious that they would have t o do very
much mare. The story of Phase 111 describes how this was
accomplished.
We will d a t e the history of Phases I , 11 and 111 in sequence,
after we have dealt with pre-war arrangements and preparations
for transportation on the Western front.

I
PRE-WAR L4GKICIihll<N1’ WITH THE FIEICSCH CONCERNIKG
R.mw;iss, R o m s A N I ) PORTS

The following are t h e principal points in the pre-war agreement : For the disembarkation at ports and the concentration
of the B.E.F. in the area north and east of Busigny, a detailed
schedule of trains in England, ships, and again trains in France
to the concentration area, and their timings, was worked out
by a joint Anglo-French Staff during the years 1913and 1914.
For this concentration and for subsequent maintenance
traffic for the B.E.F., or for strategic or tactical moves, the
following arrangements ivere agreed.
At each port of disembarkation a Commissioit de Port comprising French and British members would be formed, t h e
French to be responsible far entry and berthing of ships, the
British for disembarkation of personnel and the discharge of
cargo. The base ports were t o be Havre, Rouen, Boulogne
and possibly M a i s , with the advanced base a t Amiens.
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Thc entire railway scrvicc in France was t o be manned and
controlled by t h e Vrencli who undcrtook the work of construction, repair, maintenance, traffic management and protection, not only in French territory but beyond the frontier.

BRITISHASJ) FREECH SYSTEMS
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On mobilization all rriilways in France passed to t h e control
of the military authorities. Railways in t h e zone of the armies
were under the C.-in-C., those in the zone of the interior
under the Minister of \Vat-. The C.-in-C. exercised his control
through his Directeur de 1'Arriire (D.A.), t o whom the Directeur
de Claemilts de fey (D.C.F.) with his railway directorate, was
responsible. The Minister of War controlled railways by his
$:'le
B i r r e m . Both the C.-in-C, and the Minister of War adhered
unswervingly t o two m a i n principles
the zone of the armies a11 railways form one indivisible
system and inlist be under the control of a single
authority. They cannot be subdivided nmong armies or
areas, but must renutin as a tool in the hands of the
C-in-C. controlling all the armies.
Efficiency is only obtainable by a union of the military
and technical dements, each safeguarding its awn interests b i i t neither acting inclcpendently of the other.
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Towards tlie end of tlic war the zone of the armies was
Inerged in the zone of t h e interior, t h e whole being placed
under the control of the Minister of Public Works and Transport, who complied with the demands of Marshal Foch's
Director Ge'ne'ral des Commmicafions et Rdvvitaillenzent at
Supreme Allied Headquarters.
Control, and tlic necessary union of the military and technical elements was ohtnincd by Com?~issio?zswho were the
sole authorities for issiiiiig cxccutive orders to the technical
railway personnel. 111 e x h Co?nmission there was one Conzmissnire ill.ilitnire a n d one Cmr??iissaire leckiziqtre. For each

I
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separate railway system, e.g., du Nord or de I’Est there was a
Commission de Re’seau on which the Cornmissair8 itfilitaire
was a senior staff officer.
For each army in the field, (say) about twenty divisions, there
was a Commission Rgulalrice sitting at the regulating station
somewhere between the army served and the base supplying it,
but always nearer to the army than t o its base, On this Commission the Commissaire Militaire was a staff officer charged
with supply and movement duties. Each station dealing
with military traffic, inchding each port, had its Commission
de Gare or du Port. Representatives of each army department
were in touch with the Commission RLgulatrice.
The French in their arrangements with the British emphasized very strongly that no request for rail transport should
ever be made to a civilian railway official but always t o the
military member of the appropriate commission.
These main principles of military control and civilian
technical working of railways in war are those already referred
to in Chapter VI as having been (with different national
nomenclature) evolved by all the big continental nations from
their previous war experience. They were alsa the principles
applied by the British successfully in the South African War.
In that war the C.-in-C. had his Director of Railways at G.H.Q.
The D.R. had his Deputy Directors at the technical headquarters of separate railway systems, e.g., of the Cape or
Natal, or a railway system taken over from the enerny,’Assistant
Directors of Railways, D.A.Ds.R. and finally Railway Staff
Officers were alongside technical traffic managers, assistant
traffic managers and station masters.
We shall henceforth refer t o these Commissaires Mi,?li2aires,
whether French or British, as the Intermediary Staff ” on
the railways. They were, in 1914,called the Railway Transport Establishment ” (R.T.E.) and have since come to be
known as Movement Control.”
Let us now turn to the British regulations for control and
working of railways in a theatre of war to ascertain how far
they conformed to or departed from the continental system
which had been successfully applied in the south, African War.
BRITISH A N D FRENCH SYS‘I’EMS

“

“

‘ I
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F.S. R. contained the following regulations for control and
working of railways in an overseas theatre of war. In Chapter
VI we have explained another system adopted in the United
Kingdom.
For overseas F.S.K. provided for an Inspector-General of
Communications (1.G.C.) to be appointed and provided with a
staff, established at a headquarters on the Lines of Communication. The general system for the movement of all supplies
and munitions was for these to proceed from bases to railheads
selected by the I.G.C., after he had been notified by thc Q.M.G.
a t G.H.Q. of the places selected by him as “rendezvous.”
From railheads transport of the type selected and controlled
by I.G.C. would proceed t o the rendezvous, pick up there the
guides sent by the commander of a formation and be guided
to a refilling point selected by that commander. There
the loads would be transferred from I.G.C‘s. transport to that
of the formation which carried it t o the formation’s units. The
I.G-C’s. responsibility terminated a t thc refilling point.
.F.S. R . made the I.G.C. responsible throughout the whole
of the L. of C. for the punctual movement of the army’s
requirements, by whatever means were best adapted t o the
end in view, between the bases and the refilling points incluSive.” He co-ordinated all forms of transport, including
inland water, on the L. of C.
The Q.M.G. at G.H.Q. was required t o co-ordinate all
administrative arrangements between the 1 .G.C. and commanders of formations, and to settlc the precedence of conflicting demands.
F.S.R. provided for the appointment of a Director of Railway Transport (D.R.T.) and made him responsible for the
provision of railway transport and its personnel, control,
construction, working and maintenance of all railways.” The
Intermediary Staff, whose personnel was designated as the
“ Railway Transport Establishment,” were placed by F.S.R.
under the orders of the D.R.T., who was responsible lo the 1.G.C.
for the efficiency of everything connected with railway transport.
There was no provision for K.T.E. functioning at base ports,
“

I
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at which the base commandant was responsible for disernbarkation assisted by military landing officers and A.M.L.Os. The
base commandant was the sole channel of communication
between t h e British army and the French authorities at the
port, and he had no R.T.E. at his disposal for liaison with the
French railways. There was no mention of “regulating
stations,” so n e c e s y y for railway traffic in war.
The Director%€ Transport was responsible to the I.G.C.
for the provision and distribution of all transport other than
railway transport. He h a s responsibIe for inland water transport.
In addition t o these standing Field Service Regzclations,
speciaI detailed instructions were issued for the carrying out
of the very carefully prepared programme for the journey to
France and concentration of the B.E.F. north and east of
Busigny.
F.S.R . provided for the repair and maintenance of roads to
be undertaken by the Director of Works, and of bridges by
divisional engineers.
Thus we see that the British regulations differed from those
of the French and of other big continental nations in the
following very important particulars.
The control of railways by means of an intermediary staff
was not centred at G.H.Q. under the D.R.T. responsible
through the Q.M.G.to the C.-in-C., but was delegated to the
I.G.C. whose headquarters were on the L. of C. at some
distance from G.H.Q.
The D.R.T., unlike other directors, had no direct access to
G.H.Q.,
since he was under the I.G.C.
At base ports the commandant and not the D.R.T’s. representative was the intermediary between the British army and
the French technical railway staff.
The pre-war agreement with the French government concerning responsibility for the transportation services for the
B.E.F. thus differed both radically and in detail from the
organization prescribed in the British Field Service Reggzclutions,
in which there were some fundarnentaI faults.
We shall see the effects of this discrepancy when we now
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proceed t o relate Phase I of the history of transportation on
the Western front. Though great improvements were made in
organization, the discrepancy continued to operate, though in
diminishing degree, till the end of the war. The British fully
agreed with the French contention that it was imperative that
they should co-ordinate and control the working of all the
French railways as one system supplying all the allies, but the
French were slow in realizing that they would have to have
very great assistance and collaboration from the British to
whom a large portion of the tasks of transportation must be
delegated without however upsetting French co-ordination
and general control.

I

CHAPTER S X V
TRANSPORTATION ON THE WESTERN FRONTPHASE I ( U P TO OCTOBER, 1914)
Work of the Intermediary Railway Staff (R.T.E.)-Visit
to
France of Sir Percy Girouard -Constructinn and repair of
railways.

The principal events of the war in this phase which influenced the tasks imposed upan the Transportation Service
were as follow :-

The concentration of the B.E.F. in the area north and east
of Busigny.
The retreat of the allied armies from Mons to the Seine
with the consequent withdrawal of the BritiFh bases from
Boulogne, Havre, Rouen and Amiens to St. Na~airc,Nantcs
and Le Mans.
The advance of the allicd armics, beginning 5th Septpmber,
1914,from the Seine to the Marne and thcnce t o the Aime,
with the consequent repair of railways, roads and demokhed

bridges.
The strategic move of the B.E.F. from the Aisnc to La
BassCe and Ypres in Flanders.
The arrival at Marseilles of a corps from India, thcir
advanced base bring established at Orlcans.
WORKOF THE INTERMEDIARY
RAILWAYSTAFF,(R.T.E.)

The carefully prepared schedule worked out some months
before the outbreak of war by a joint Anglo-French staff
for the concentration of the B.E.F. in the Busigny area was
carried out punctually and smoothly according t o plan.
Throughout the war it was not these great strategic moves
that strained Transportation and its personnel, but the dayto-day maintenance of the large forces with the great variety
585
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and constant changes in their innumerable demands for rail
and road transport.
On the outbreak of war it was a t once apparent that the
British F.S.R. had been fundamentally modified by our agreement with the French Government concerning the control
and working of the French railways. That agreement reserved
to the French Directeiir des Chemins de fer practically all the
duties allotted by our F.S.R. t o the British D.R.T. All the
French required from 11s was that all demands by the British
for railway transport should be communicated only by named
British officers to their Commissions de Re‘seau or Regulatrice
or Gare and by no one else. Consequently it was decided that
the British D.R.T. designate, Colonel J. H. Twiss (late R.E.)
and his staff should not proceed overseas, but remain a t home
pending any further developments that might call for their
presence in France. Colonel Twiss had been Deputy Director
of Railways under Colonel Sir Percy Girouard in the South
African War.
* To provide the intermediary staff required ta communicate t o
the French the British demands for transport one A.D.R,T.Colonel A. hl. Henniker (late R.E.), six D.A.Ds.R.T. (of which
four were R.E.) and twenty-four R.T.Os. proceeded to France.
They and the other ranks of the R.T.E. were distributed by the
general staff t o railheads, with a D.A.D.R.T. at each port,
but owing t o French sensitiveness about any possibility of
interference with their control by British officers with experience of raiIway working, Colonel Henniker was expressly
ordered not t o take m y active part as an interiiiediary staff
officer, nar to control the R.T.E. Even the D.A.Ds.R.T. were
t o be lookers-on, presumably to draw the attention of the
I.G.C.and his staff t o the causes of any hitches. Colonel
Henniker was under the I.G.C. at his headquarters as his
adviser but not executive. The twenty-four R.T.Os. at railheads were under the orders of Major Marr-Johnson, R.A.,
a G.S.0.2 at headquarters of the I.G.C., and later with the
A.Q.M.G. at G.H.Q.
Consequently with a stroke of the pen a t the outbreak of
the war we may say that we scrapped our F.S.R., except that

the military situation, to select railheads in time to operate
before the situation changed. He therefore placed this respon-
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once (20th August) redized that the responsibility for railway
transport ought to be placed on himself and not upon the
I.G.C., and that an expert officer with an expert R.T.E. under
him was required t o carry out the work and to be responsible
to the Q.M.G. He tentatively suggested to the I.G.C. that
Colonel Henniker should be transferred to the Q.M.G’s. office,
but the I.G.C., being responsible under F.S.R. for railway
senrice, did not agree.
The D.R.T. who had remained in England, paid a visit to
France, arriving on 17th September, 1914. He conferred with
the I.G.C. and Q.M.G. and with the French Dzrecteur des
Chemins de Fer (D.C.F.) and others, after having seen for
himseIf what was happening.
Space does not permit us t o go into the details of the work
of the R.T.E. in the confused situation caused by the evacuation of the northern bases and their temporary establishment
in the region of the Loire, nor of the return of the I.G.C. and
his bases t o their original sites in the north after the Channel
ports had been freed by the advance of the B.E.F. We are
here concerned t o follow u p the evolution and work of the
organization of the British intermediary railway staff during
the first phase.
On 15th October, the I.G.C. moved to Abbeville, the ComMission Rkgulatrice t o Rouen Sotteville, and the Cammission de
Rbeau to Amiens.
As a result of the D.R.T’s. visit and conferences, by 10th
October the strength of the R.T.E. had increased to seventyhve officers exclusive of officers at headquarters and regimental
officers temporarily lent. Also an important step in organization was made when, on 2nd October, Temporary Lieut.Colonel (later Major-General Sir Henry F. E.) Freeland, K.E.
was appointed A.D.R.T. at the headquarters of the I.G.C.
where he opened a traffic office ; and henceforth all Y.A.Ds.R.T.
and R.T.Os. on the L. of C . took their orders fram him. Before
the war he had been holding a senior post in the Traffic Department of the N.W. Railway in India. In the area of railheads
R.T.E. .officers took their orders from Major Marr-Johnson
who was in the Q.M.G’s. office at G.H.Q.
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On 4th October, seven R.E. officers with railway experience
in India arrived at Marseilles. Some were placed at the disposal
of the D.R.T. in England, and some with A.D.R.T. at the
1.G.C’s. headquarters.
This impravement in the organization, functions and strength
of the R.T.E. came just in time for them t o carry out their
duties during the strategic move of the B.E.F. from the Aisne
to the north, the cavalry by march and the rest of the force by
rail. Of course the technical executive work of the railway
movement was done by the French railway service on timetables
prepared by them. The railway move began on 5th October
and the last train departed from the Aisne area on 19th October.
Detrainments were in the neighbourhood of Abbeville, St. Omer
and Hazebrouk. The Indian Corps moved by rail from Orleans
to the neighbourhood of Lilfers, Merville and Berguette, starting
from Orleans between 26th October and 27th November.

VISIT TO FRANCE
OF SIR PERCY
GIROUARD
The difficulties caused by the faulty organization and regulations under which the railway service in France had been
carried on during August and September having become known
at the War Office, Lord Kitchener sought the advice of the man
who had been his Director of Railways during the South
African War-Lieut .-Colonel Sir Percy Girouard, K .C.M.c.,D .S.0.
(lateR.E.). For some years Girouard had been managing director
of the great engineering firm of Armstrong at Newcastle. In
October, 1914,he was therefore very busily invoked in munition
manufacture, but at Lord Kitchener’s request he went t o France
and arrived at the headquarters of the I.G.C. on xfih Octaber
accompanied by Colonel Twiss and his Deputy Director,
Lieut.-Colonel (afterwards Brigadier-General Sir V.) Murray,
R.E. Having discussed matters with the I.G.C.,.the Q.M,G.,
the French D.C.F. and the Cornmissah Militaire of the
Nord Railway, Girouard made a report dated 24th October t o
the Q.M.G.
at the War Office. His report dealt not anly with the
French system and the British organization laid down in
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August, 19x4,and the alterations therein effected by October,
but also suggested a reorganization, which could be extended
when the Belgian Railways had been brought into the picture
by the expected d i e d advance. He aIsa commented on the
working of the organization at the base ports used by the
British. He stressed the necessity for the French railway staff
to have the executive directian of all the French railways,
including those serving the B.E.F., but the equal necessity for
the British to have a co-ordinating staff to inform their
French colleagues of the requirements of the British
Ir

army.”
He recommended that the full control of British railway
traffic shauld be at G.H.Q. (not with the I.G.C.) and that the
British D.R.T.
should be a t G.H.Q., that a conference should
be held between British, French and Belgians about the repair
and working af Belgian railways, and the control and working
of the pods placed at British dispasal. Finally he stressed
the co-operation required between the Home railway authorities and those on the Continent. He recommended the appointment of an Inspector-General of Railways in the Field t o
take general charge of railway work in the theatre. As we shall
see, another two years were to elapse before a Director-General
of Transportation in France was appointed and before transportation in England and in France were completely coordinated.
Nevertheless, Girouard’s report immediately bore good fruit
in that the D.R.T. (Colonel Twiss) and his Deputy, Lieut-.
Colonel Murray, arrived on 29th October, at G.H.Q., where the
D.R.T. took up his proper function under the Q.M.G. On 6th
November, the C-in-C. in France reported t o the War Office
that he had found it necessary t o depart from the procedure
laid down in F.S.R. and to transfer control and co-ordination
of railway traffic from the I.G.C. t o a D.R.T. under the Q.M.G.
at G.H.Q. Thus ended the organization for railway service
laid down in F.S.R., but another two years were t o elapse
before it was discovered that an I.G.C. to administer directorates
on the L. of C . was a redundant appointment which could be
abolished.
“
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When the D.R.T. took up his duties at G.H.Q. the urgent
matter was the organization of the interniediary railway staff.*
Many other tasks, still entirely in the hands of the French,
were very SOOR, however, t o require his attention.

REPAIRO F RAILWAYS
As already stated, the French had undertaken to repair and
to construct all railways in France, and up t o the middle of
September they would not allow any British railway construcCONSTRUCTION ANT)

tion unit t o touch the French railway system. But the allies
were expecting t o advance through Belgium. Consequently
Lieut.-Colonel W. D. Waghorn, R.E. (the acting General
Manager of the Indian N.W. Railway, who was fortunately on
leave in England) took up, as a D.D.R.T. under Colonel
J, H. Twiss, the study of Belgium railways and waterways,
bridging, etc. to estimate the amount of reconstruction that
might have to be done in folIowing up an advancing army.
Major (later Lieut.-Colonel) T. R. Kellner (of the Finance
Dept. N.W.R. India, who was also on leave) collaborated and
subsequently took charge of stores under Colonel Waghorn,
who was designated Chief Railway Construction Engineer.
Also in October, 1914,Colonel Waghorn in collaboration with
the Railway Executive Committee in England studied the question of raising military railway construction units. As explained
in Chapter 11, a large number of railway units were raised in
this way but did not begin to become available until 1915. The
first new Anny Railway Construction Company, R.E., arrived in
France 24th December, 1914, In Chapter VI we have explained
haw it was that in August, 1914,there were in England only
two regular railway companies, the 8th and mth, with a previous history of excellent work in the Sudan Campaign and
in the South African War, and three railway companies of
the Royal Monmouth and Royal Anglesey R.E. (S.R.).

* R.E. officers were a minority in the R.T.E. which was composed of officers of all arms, while the rank and file were all R.E.
The organization and control of R.T.E. was, however, in the
hands of R.E. officers with railway experience.
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In view of tllc fact that the French did not want our railway
units, only the 8th Company* was alIowed t o go t o France
in August, arriving at Havre on the 15th with only 30 tons of
tooIs and equipment and no stock of railway material and plant.
For more than a month it was debarred from doing any work.
I t was not administered by, or placed at the disposal of, the
A.D.R.T. at the I.G.C’s. Headquarters, but was placed under
the orders of the General Staff at Havre.
By 17th September the B.E.F., advancing after the battle
of the Marne, had Jeft its railheads thirty t o forty miles behind.
There was a feeling a t G.H.Q. that the French had not the
resources available t o repair the railways behind with sufficient
rapidity, and the matter was raised with the French D.C.F.
On 17th September, the French Government telegraphed t o
the British Government accepting British railway units for
repair. This gave a stimulus t o the recruitment of such units
in England. The immediate effect in France was that, on 2rst
September, the 8th Railway Company began the reconstruction
of the demolished Pont de Metz bridge near Saleux, which it
reopened t o traffic on 8th October. This was the first item in a
vast programme of new construction, reconstruction and repair
of French Railways carried out, as we shall relate, during the
next four years by British railway units.
The French had also undertaken t o construct and maintain
all roads required by the British, but, as we have explained in
Chapter XXII, when the B.E.F. moved t o Flanders from the
Aisne the British engineers had to undertake this work.

* This company was, and is, naturally proud of its number and
previous history, but was rechristened for t h e period of the war
No. I Railway Company, R.E.
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TRANSPORTATION ON THE WESTERN FRONTPHASE I1 (NOVEMBER, 1914 TO SEPTEMBER, 1916)
Operation of railways in rgig-Construction and repair of railways-Provision of rolling stock-Tramways and roads in
191g-Inland Water Transport-Intermediary Staff (R.T.E,)
-Organization of D.R.T’s. Office in 1915-Preparations for
the battle of the Sornme-Abortive demands for track and

rolling stock-Tramways, Light Railways and I.W.T. in
1916-Congestion at the ports.

DURINGthis period the princpd events of the war that influenced the tasks imposed upon the Transportation Service
were as follows :-

I

The preparations based on the hope of a big allied advance.
The first and second battles of Ypres, and the battles of
Neuve Chapelle, Festubert and Loos in 19x5.
The long battle of the Somme in 1916.
The large increase in the strength of the B.E.F., and the
extension of the front and, in consequence, of the L. of C.
area behind.
The increase in the supply of munitions.

I

OPERATIONOF RAXLWAYSDURING 19x5

I
:
!

From November, 1914 to December, 1915,events caused
new tasks to be imposed upon the D.R.T. As the war settled
into stationary siege operations and as it became obvious that
it would last for a long time, the French gradually realized that
in their contract to undertake all transportation for the B.E.F.
they had promised more than their resources in men, material
and plant could carry aut. They returned to us many of our
demands for new construction of sidings and railway installations with the request that we would.build them ourselves,
under their own general co-ordination. Thus the D.R.T.
faund during 19x5 that either British G.H.Q. or the French
593
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D.C.F. required him t o carry out all the tasks specified at
the beginning of Chapter XXIV (p. 577).
For a long time there was cnnsiderabIe optimism and a hope
that trench warfare would break up and be followed by a big
advance in which the British would pass through Belgium.
This optimistic theory exercised its influence for two or three
years in supporting the contention that work to improve the
conditions on the existing front would be wasted. The railway
administratian of Belgium had ceased to exist as a result of
the enemy's occupation, involving t h e capture of a large
number of railway personnel and a quantity of locomotives
and rolling stack, though some had escaped t o France. We
had to expect considerable demolitian of railways and roads
as the Germans retreated.
During the winter of 1914115an Anglo-Franco-Belgian commission known as the " Calais Railway and Canal Commission
was established t o study the reconstruction and working of
railways, roads and canals behind allied armies advancing
through BeIgium, to estimate requirements in personnel, locomotives and rolling stock, t o allot responsibility for zones
among the allies, and to divide available resources.
Their study confirmed the necessity for British military railway units for operating railways as well as for repairing and constructing them. But the pressure of events in France during
the winter of 1914/15 caused a demand to arise, which was at
first resisted, but later tentatively wekomed by the French,
for a few British operating units to be employed in France,
but not to be allawed to touch their main lines.
In January, 1915,it was, therefore, decided t o raise British
railway operating units. In March their organization was
fixed, and in April approval given t o recruit them. In June
the first of these units began work in France, taking over the
marshalling yards and depots at Boulognc.
There were three types of operating units, all grouped into
the Railway Operating Department (R.O.D.) :"

(i) A standard-gauge operating unit, about 270 strong,
containing men of both locomotive and traffic trades.

(
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(ii) An engine crew unit composed wholly of running-shed
staff, drivers, firemen and cleaners.
(iii) A workshop unit, containing men of many trades.

By December, 1915,there were five Standard-gauge operating
units working in France, together with the twelve railway
construction companies under the C.R.C.E. already mentioned,
and also seven sections of R.T.E. under the D.D.R.T. Traffic.
They totalled 319 afficers and 4929 other ranks.
Mr. Paget, Superintendent of the Midland RaiIway (later
Lieut.-Colonel Sir Cecil Paget, Bart., c.M.G., D.s.o.), was
appointed O.C., R.O.D., at first with the rank of Major, and
later of Lieut.-Colonel. He refused promotion to higher rank,
although by 3rst December, 19x6,there were in France fifteen
standard-gauge aperating units and three wagon erecting
companies. These with the units under the Chief Railway
Construction Engineer and some labour and stores units,
totalled 611 officers and 13,734other ranks. In Phase I11 we
shall note a great increase in these numbers. No. I Workshop
Unit, after occupying two or three temporary sites, settled
down for the duration of t h e war at Audruicq, where workshops expanded over a considerable area.
The operating units took over more and more marshalling
yards and depot sidings and on 1st November, 1915,took over
the working of the Hazebrouck-Ypres railway which had been
doubled. Later we shall find the R.O.1). operating a much
greater mileage.

CONSTRUCTIONA N D REPAIROF RAILWAYSDURING 1915
For this work Lieut.-ColonelW. D. Waghorn (later BrigadierGeneral Sir William Waghorn), was responsible to D.R.T.
as Chief Railway Construction Engineer (C.R.C,E.) t o which
post he was appointed on 9th December, 1914,having done
preparatory work in England and during Phase 1: in France
as already described. He appointed a Mechanical Engineer to
be responsible to him for erection, operation and maintenance
of special construction plant, e.g., large mobile break-down
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cranes, pile drivers, bridging gantries, railway bridge girders,
machinery in construction workshops, etc.
In the winter of 1914115the important decisions were taken
that the B.E.F. must have sufficient railway repair troops for
hasty repair of two main lines of advance, d s o that the disorganization of the Belgian railway adminis!ration by the
-enemy's occupation of Belgium might throw upon the British
the task of maintaining lines of communication right across
Belgium. It was also decided that a reserve of material should
be accumdatcd for 150 miles of standard-gauge railway track,
and 14 miles of bridging. As a matter of fact, it was some
time before this reserve accumulated, because as fast as the
material arrived it had t o be issued far urgent work.
Considerable new construction wark by the French and
British was constantly in hand t o make the French railway
system capable of handling the volume of military traffic in
accordance with the strategical and tactical situation. By
the middle of 1915there were eleven British railway construction companies in France ; they were engaged in doubling the
Hazebrouk-Poperinghe line, building a new line from Candas
t o Acheux, laying sidings at AbbevilIe, Calais and Blargies,
and building the railway stores at Audruicq. By the end of
1915 some 105 miles of track had been laid (see Transportation
Map in pocket at etid of this volume).
A t the end of Chapter XXXI will be found a table giving
year by year, from 1gr4.to 1918 inclusive, the mileage put into
new lines and sidings or into reconstruction, total 2,639 miles ;
also a table giving particulars of railway bridges constructed
annually during the same period, total 536 bridges of a total
length of 37.917 f t .
All new construction, except spur lines to carry heavy guns
on railway mountings t o their firing sites, had to be referred
t o the French, because only they could say whether their
railway system could deliver or receive traffic t o and from new
lines or sidings.
On 16th November, 1914, the 10th (regular) Railway Construction Company arrived in France, and one railway reconnaissance section, also two companies of the Monmouth and one
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of the i\nglesey R.E. (S.R.). At that time the situation in the
first battle of Ypres was still critical sa t h e three S.R. companies
were lent to the Brigadier-General, R.E. at G.H.Q. for defence
work and they did not return t o the D.R.T. until Ifarch, 1915.
RaiIway construction companies as they arrived in France
were formed into groups of two or three under Railway Construction Engineers (R.C.E.) who held the rank of Lieut.Colonel. R.C.Es. were responsible far all standard, metre and
60-cm. gauge construction, and they took their orders direct
from C.R.C.E. Several of these companies lived in trains,
divided into four sections sa that any section could be easily
detached with its own living wagons and tool vans.
The first two Canadian overseas railway construction, companies arrived in France at the end of 1915. Later further
Canadian railway units were organized in battalions, each
commanded by a Lieut.-Colonel,and a G.O.C. Canadian Railway
Troaps was appointed. British reconnaissance, mechanical
and signalling sections, R.E. were also attached t o R.C.Es.
as required.
AI1 departments of the railways required much unskilled
labour. As with most other personnel the initial supply was
small but wits increased rapidly. In 1914,one A.S.C. railway
labour company was provided. This was followed by a R.E.
labour battalion. By November, 19x8, the total unskilled
labour empIoyed by the British Railway Directorate in France
was 27,000. H . , T . W . F . contains some very sound remarks
about the value of cantinuity of employment of unskilled labour
at the same type of work by which a considerable proportion
become skilled. See also page 54, L.,W. by R.T. as regards
autput
Every railway construction company had t o be capable of
operating its own traffic of construction materials from the
station beyond which the line was not yet fit t o be handed over
t o generd traffic. A proportion of urgent traffic, e.g., ammunition, was frequently allawed to use the line under construction,
and had to be operated by the construction company, sometimes for several miles. Even spur lines for heavy guns, although
often laid out with gradients and curves most unsuitable for
I<AILiV:AY CONSTKUC1'ION
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general use, frequently carried such traffic under the control
of the R.C.E. Consequently construction companies carried on
their establishment a certain number of drivers, firemen and
guards, but it was never expected that they would have so
much operating of traffic forced upon them, especially on
gun spurs.
Traffic worked by the construction companies on standardgauge lines often travelled right up to the front line, though
sometimes in the last mile or two of the danger area the
locomotive would be detached and the train pushed by men.
The result was that the normal traffic worked by R.O.D.
tended t o creep nearer and nearer t o the front with great
advantage in the reduction of wear and tear on roads.
R.C.Es. were responsible not only for construction of gun
sidings but also for hauling heavy guns on railway mountings
and their ammunition to their firing positions, and for withdrawing them when ordered. The guns became heavier and
heavier, culminating in the ~ q - i n . which
,
with its mounting
and railway vehicle weighed 243 tons, imposing an axle load of
17 tons. This weight created problems not only in bridge
construction but also in track maintenance. The C.R.C.E.
assumed the responsibility for the repairs of mountings, and for
the remounting of re-tubed gun barrels. This work was at
first comparatively light but during 1917/18occupied one-fifth
of the base shop working hours.
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PROVISION
OF IIOLLING
STOCKI I U K I K G 1915
In October, 1914,the first ambulance train provided by the
British began t o run in France. Twenty-nine more were provided before the end of the war.
In March, 191j,t h e French made their first request that the
British should provide railway wagons. Orders were placed for
2,800 wagons t o be manufactured in Britain and 2,500 in
Canada. The first of these was n u t running in France until
April, 1916.
In April, 1915,the D.R.T. rnanaged t o borrow 300 refrigera-

191j
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tor wagons from the British railways for running on British
supply trains in France.
These arrangements were the beginning of very large importations in 1916, and subsequent years of locomotives and
rolling stock by the British for traffic on the French railways,
as we shall relate farther on.
' r i < : i w v A \ - s ASL) ROAI)S,

TRAMWAYS
A N D ROAI)S1 ) U K I N C

1915

In 1915 there were four links in the chain of transport €ram
the base to the front line (i) standard-gauge railway from base
t o railhead, (ii) lorries from railheads to M.T. roadhead,
(iii) horse transport by roads and tracks to the farthest points
safe for wagons, (iv) carrying parties of men into the trenches.
Carrying parties were tedious, slow and limited in capacity,
so divisional engineers began to scour their areas for French
tramway track of 9-lb. to 16-lb. rail. Isolated tram systems thus
began to appear worked under brigade arrangements by human
or animal power, but practically no mechanical tractors were
in use. The C.R.C.E. helped the Engineer-in-Chief in the
development of tramways by obtaining and supplying track,
and by standardizing supply, adopting 16-lb. rail and 60-cm.
(234-in.)gauge. Trucks were made locally by divisional R.E.
units, often with wooden wheeIs, and some were supplied
from the workshops of C.R.C.E.
The winter af 19141x5 had caused many miles of roads t o
break up under the weight and volume of our lorry traffic. It is
necessary to remind the modern reader (1951)
,who only knows
the low-pressure pneumatic tyred lorry, that the Iorries of
1914/18,with their hard and narrow, solid rubber tyres, were
most efficient road-destroying weapons, and that their crosscountry capacity was alrnast nil even in dry weather, and
absolutely nil in wet. Only the hardest dry ground would carry
lorries away from the roads. Their system of springing was
much inferior to that of 1939/45 lorries, When pot-holes
appeared, unless mended at once, convoys woiild bourxe from
hale to hole, like heavy piIe drivers hammering on the roads.
Only roads with a minimum of twelve inches of soling and
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six inches of nietalling well rolled down in two layers could
stand up t o mechanical transport, and only then if we11 maintained by large working parties.
A vast amount of quarrying, transport, man-power and plant
was required to produce the stone for many miles of such roads.
The belt of the battle area in which armies fought under an
ever-growing volume and range of shell-fire, as both sides
rapidly increased their masses of artillery and ammunition
expenditure, became deeper and deeper, and more and more
shell cratered. Distribution of supplies, ammunition and all
types of war material, forward and laterally in this large battle
area was a more difficult problem than bringing them from the
base t o standard gauge railhead. In 1914and 1915our armies
made very small advances, but even these showed up the
difficulty of building either standard-gauge railways or roads
fit for lorries across ground thoroughly cratered by shell-fire,
which had broken up the drainage system. Not until we relate
the events of 1916-1918 shall we hear of the extensive measures
adopted t o overcome the difficulty of distribution in the large
area occupicd by armies and for carrying forward feeder
railways and roads during a big advance.
But in September, 1915,with another winter approaching,
the Q.M.G. laid down certain principles by directing that the
isolated tramway systems at the front should be developed
laterally, and co-ordinated and extended as far as possible to the
rear. At the same time standard-gauge railheads were to be
advanced as far as practicable. Extension af tramways would
reduce the labour of carrying parties, while advance of railheads
would tend to eliminate the lorry link between railhead and
horsed transport. h’ot until 1916do we come t o the story of
“ Light Railways,” and the further development of tramways
and the traction on them.
A s already stated, the French had undertaken all responsibility for the upkeep of roads, but in Belgium this responsibility had been accepted by the British from the outset (see
Chapters V I 1 and XXTI). Soon, hawever, behind the British
front the French also asked for assistance. The British had,
of course, already relieved them from this work in tactical

INLAND WATER TRANSPORT, 191 j
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zones where it was done under C.Es. of corps and Cs.R.E. of
divisions. In December, 1915,the French called upon the
British t o provide all stone required for all the roads they used.

INLANDWATERTRANSPORT
D U R I K G 1915
Both France and Belgium possess highly developed systems
of inland waterways, which in peace carry a heavy traffic,
But throughout the greater part of the war the connexions
between the northern system, the Soinme and the Seine were
behind the German lines. There were thus three separate
systems in the hands of the allies connected only by the sea.
Nevertheless, before long the I.W.T. organization was dealing
with a very large volume of traffic, besides undertaking a
variety of valuable miscellaneous services unforeseen in its
inception.
I t was in December, 1914~that this service began t o be
created by Commander G, E. Holland, c.I.E., D.s.o., a retired
officer of the Royal Indian Marine. At the time of the outbreak
of war he was Marine Superintendent of the London and North
Western Railway. With the idea that the I.W.T. would partly
supplement, and partly be a substitute for railway transport
Commander Holland was placed as a Deputy Director under
the D.R.T. with the rank of Colonel. The regimental officers
and other ranks of the service were commissioned or enlisted
as Royal Engineers.
The main work of I.W.T. was the carriage inland, from the
ports, of bulky traffic of no great urgency, e.g., hay, oats,
timber and bricks, and also ammunition for building up reserves
during quiet times. In Chapter XIX we have referred to the
floating pumping and fiItering installations erected on mobiIe
barges. Barges were also fitted out for carrying wounded.
In practice there was little conncxion between the administration of Railways and that of I.W.T.,so in October, 1915,the
D.R.T. was relieved of the responsibility for I.W.T. and
Commander Holland became a director responsible t o Q.M.G.
Nevertheless, we shall find him returning t o the DirectorateGeneral of Transportation at the end of 1916.

PROVISIOX
OF RAII,WAY MATEIIIAI,,P L A K T

AND STORES

D U R I N G 19Ij

We have already referred to the decision in the winter of
1914115to accumulate a reserve of the above, as a result of
which Major Kellner was appointed Chief Stores Engineer
under the C.R.C.E.
In 1914,and up to March, 1915, stocks of railway material,
plant arid stores were retained a t Ashford in Kent, but in that
month a Railway Stores Depot was opened at Audruicq in
France by an officer and twelve other ranks of the 10th Railway
Company, a very modest beginning of a depot which was about
t o grow t o great dimensions as we shall relate.
In September, 191j,a Railway Stores Park of 165 other
ranks was sanctioned t o which were also attached a hundred
men of an A.S.C. railway labour company.
Dunkirk became t h e port n t which railway material, plant
and stores were landed.

INTERMEDIARYSTAFF (R.T.E.) IIURIX'G

1915

This staff was concerned with the use of the railways in
France by the. B.E.F. in the area behind the front they held.
They were not a mere post office to transmit British demands
t o the French ; their business was to have a detailed knowledge
of every kind of movement being, or likely to be, made, how
each was or might be effected, and to devise schemes which,
on the one hand, would be within the capabilities of the
technical railway service and acceptable t o the French military
railway control, and on thc other, would meet British requirements to the fullest extent possible. A t the same time, it was
for the R.T.E. t o suggest how the capabilities of the railways
might be increased, and to keep a continual watch so that no
action by the troops or army services reduced these capabilities by hampering the technical working.
Throughout the war no strategic movements of troops could
be made except under the authority of French G.@.G.,but for
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tactical purposes within the deep belt of battle an arrangement
was made by which the French Railway Administration kept
an agreed number (changed from time to time) of trains of
various types stabled at stations, selected and agreed with the
British, in the area of the railheads. The use of these trains
was arranged direct between the British D.R.T.and the
French Commissiolz de Rbeau.
As regards the system of strategic railways and the main
feeder lines traversing the areas between bases and railheads,
we must again emphasize that it was agreed that the whole of
this system in France must be co-ordinated and controlled by
the French as one complete entity, which could not be subdivided and placed permanently at the disposal of various
French ctr British armies. On the other hand, within the areas
occupied by armies at the front (the deep battle belt), the demands of each army headquarters for railway services or for
new construction were so numerous, varied and often very
urgent that G.H.Q. would have been swamped if they all
had come to them, and much delay would have been caused.
Consequently as t h e B.E.F. expanded t o four and later five
armies, the movement control staff was required to arrange
direct with the appropriate French or British railway organization for the traffic demands within its own army area. As
regards demands by an army headquarters for new railway
construction within its area, the C.R.C.E. delegated authority
to R.C.Es. t o undertake minor or very urgent new work.
Questions of railway strategy and policy, strategic new construction or improvements on a large scale and big strategic
moves were arranged between British G.H.Q. and French
G.Q.G. using their respective G , Q and Transportation staffs
for these purposes.
In December, 1914,Dieppe was taken into use as a port, and
in May, 1915,a British base was established at Calais. Depots
and various installations sprang up very fast in these areas.
In July, 1915, the British Third Army was formed and the
front of the B.E.F. extended.
At the end of November, 1914,there were three R.T.E.
units in France. By June, ~915,
this number had been doubled.
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By January, 1916, the strength of each unit was increased.
By October, 1916, there were eleven units with an effective
strength of 280 officers.

OIZGANIZATIOI.:
OF D.R.T's. OFFKE
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The D.R.T. had begun work at G.H.Q. on 29th October,
1914. By July, 1915,he had gradually built up an organization
of five Departments. With these he was carrying out all
the functions of a Director of Railways. During 1915the attitude of the French Directeur des Chemins d e f e r had changed
from his original dread of interference by the British Director
and British railway units to one involving increasing requests
for their assistance, and the delegaton to them of tasks of
increasing scape and importance. Consequently in November,
1915,the title of the appointment was changed from Director
of Railway Transport (D.R.T.) to Director of Railways (D.R.),
and ColaneI J, H. Twiss was promoted t o Brigadier-General.
One must pay tribute t o his tact and persistence, in that he was
not discouraged during the first three months by the attitude
of British and French headquarters in not giving him a free
hand from the start of the war, and for the speed with which,
when once allowed t o start, he reorganized the R.T.E. and
built up the operating and construction troops.
By October, 1915, the French railways generally were faced
with a volume of traffic greater than in peace-time, and this
had t o be moved by a reduced personnel with a diminished and
worn equipment of locomotives and wagons. Consequently,
we shall find their demands for British assistance growing
more and more pressing, and even insistent.
By December, 1915,there were twelve railway construction
companies working under the C.R.C.E. and 105 miles of
standard-gauge track had been laid ; there were five K.O.D.
operating units under O.C.,R.O.U. and seven sections of K.T.E.
under U.D.R.T., Traffic. The total strength amounted t o 3x9
officers and 4,929 other ranks.

PKEPARATIOKS FOR ’THE SOWME
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I3ATrr.e OF THE Somm

In October, 191j,it became obvious that the French battle
for the Vimy ridge, its British supplement, the battle of Loos,
and the great French offensive in Champagne, had all failed
to achieve any important results. Sa from November, 19x5,
onwards, the plans and the preparations for the battle of the
Somme began t o be studied and put into execution.
The B.E.F. had grown. In 19x6 it was organized in four
armies and a reserve Army, the Fifth, and its front had extended
southward to the River Somme. It had acquired a mass of
artillery including the heaviest guns and an ample supply of
ammunition.
By 1916four strategic double line routes, well equipped,
existed between the southern bank of the Somme and the
eastern French frontier :(i) Longueau - Montdidier -Orrnoy -Le Bourget (a suburb
of Paris) - Nancy.
(ii) Longueau - Creil - Ceinture de Paris -Toul - Pont St.
Vincent.
(iii) Amiens - south to St. Omer au ChaussCe - Beauvais inner Ceinture de Paris - Epinal - Belfort.
(iv) Abbeville - Longroy -Gamaches - Le Treport -Abancourt - Serqueux -Pontoise - outer Ceinture de Paris
Toul -Epinal - Belfort .

-

All four passed over some portion of.the Ceinture de Paris
and three out of four touched Amiens.
North of the Somme up t o the end of 1916 there were only
two double line routes available :

(i) Du,nkirk- Hazebrouk - Calais -Abbeville - Amiens.
(ii) Hazebrouk - Chocques - St. Pol - Canaples - Amiens.
After the battle of the Somme a third main line was completed from Longueau to Arras.
The need of ample communications running north and south
was clear from the first, and works for the improvement of the
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line Amiens-Canaples-Doullens-Frhent-St. Pol-B6tliune,
were begun as early as 1914.
With these improvements strattgic moves behind the front
and maintenance traffic from and to the bases were well
provided for, b u t the railway facilities immediately behind the
front on which the Somme battle would be fought, and a great
offensive launched, required improvements. A t the end of
December, IgIj, it was decided t o build an entirely new standard-gauge line running east from Fien-Villers-Candas on the
Canaples-Doullens t o Acheux railway, some seventeen miles.
On 1st April the British R.O.D. took over the operation of this
new line which pravided four or five railheads t o serve the
battIe. Three more railheads were provided by the construction
of another new h e ten miles long from Daours on the AmiensAlbert line t o a large ammunition depot a t Cantay. This was
completed by the end of May, 1916. The main double line from
Amiens t o Arras was available only as far as Albert where it
came under shell-fire.
Fifty-five miles of new railway sidings were constructed to
serve the battle of the Somme, and during the first fifteen weeks
after the opening of that battle on 1st July, 1916, 170 miIes of
standard-gauge track, 630 turnouts and 4~3,000sleepers were
issued.
It was, of course, expected that a great victory would be won
which would break up trench warfare and be followed by a big
advance that might necessitate the extension of communications to a limit which could not be estimated but must be
generously provided for.
French G.Q.G. therefore arranged beforehand that the
responsibility for repair and reconstruction should be apportioned between French, British and Belgians as follows : the
French undertook t o carry out this work up to and including
the lateral line Hazebrouck-Lille-Orchies-Valenciennes-Maubeuge.' North-east of this h e repairs behind the First and
Third British Armies were to be effected by the British railway
construction traops.
* Again t h e French were too optimistic. Thcy had to call on
the British for much assistance.
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It was estimated that the Third Army would require daily
twenty-eight trains and the Fourth Army thirty-one, but at
times these figures might rise to fifty-eight and seventy respectively.
DEMANDS FOR STORES
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The Q.M.G. and the Director of Railways realized that
demands must be made in England to supply railway material,
locomotives, rolling stock and personnel in time to be ready
for the miIitary operations that were planned to begin in the
spring (but did not actually start till 1 s t July), They also
realized, in fact the French pressed upon their attention, the
difficulties which were overwhelming the French railway
system and the need for British help.
At home the crisis caused by lack of munitions had concentrated attention from the spring of 19x5 onwards upon the
creation of a Ministry of Munitions in charge of Mr. Lloyd
George. This ministry, of course, required some months (in
fact a year) in which to step u p production to the high level
that had been proved t o be necessary. The policy was t o blast
the Germans out of their defences with masses of artillery,
includmg a large proportion of the heaviest, and with a vast
supply of ammunition. Upon that policy the attention of the
Government and the resources of the country were concentrated.
The Ministry of Munitions acquired control of raw materials,
and their powerful minister had a dominant position in the
Cabinet where the priority of demands of the various services
was decided.
The result was that demands for railway material and rolling
stock t o be sent to France received replies such as : There is
no l a b u r available ” ; ‘ I The Ministry of Munitions will not
allocate the steel ” ; ‘‘ The Board of Trade say that the rolling
stock cannot be spared.” The Railway Directorate in France
had to be satisfied with such proportion of their demands as
were met. The O@cid Hiduty states that on 1 s t July, 1916,
when the battle apened, the reserve of rails in France sufficed
far only ten miles of track. By September, 1916, 597 miles of
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standard-gauge track had been received but much more was
required. Had there been a victory on the Somme, the railways
would have been hard put t o it t o follow up.
I n May, 1916, only fourteen locomotives arrived from England. In June the first of the seventy small tank engines ordered
from America arrived. Previously the British S.E. R: C.
Railway had lent seven small shunting engines for work in
Boulogne port area. By the end of 1916 only sixty-two locomotives had been imported and were actually hauling traffic
in France. Of the 5,300 wagons ordered in 1915, only a few
had come into traffic by April, 1916.
In contrast t o the foregoing disappointing response to
demands for railway material and rolling stock there was a
steady increase during 1916 in the number of military railway
units for construction and repair and for operating the raiIways.
By the end of 1916, twenty-two British railway construction
companies had arrived in France. During the year 1916,
417miles of standard-gauge railway track and over eighty miles
of light railway track were laid. In July, 1916,the Director
of Railways applied for more Canadian railway construction
troops. In Phase I11 we shall note the satisfactory response t o
this request not only from Canada but also from other
Dominions. The R.O.D. increased during 1916 t o fifteen operating units, and a t the end of the year was working 244 locomotives.

TRAMWAYS,
LIGHTRAILWAYS
A N D I.W.T. IN 1916
We have mentioned the Q.M.G's. memorandum of September,
1915,which ordered tramway feeder lines t o be extended
backwards from the trenches t o meet, if possible, the limit of
horse transport,
The winter of 1915116 more than emphasized the difficulties
encountered in the previous winter in making and maintaining
roads rapidly that would stand up to the volume of lorry
traffic. In February, 1916, the condition of'the roads for
distribution at the front being serious, the matter was again
considered by the Q.M.G. and orders were issued that 60-cm.
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tramway feeder branches were to be constructed from standardgauge railhead stations fonvard to meet if possible the extension
back from the trenches previously ordered in September, 1915.
This development was still confined to tramways, which were
not light railways, bccause as late as the early summer of 1916
traction was still by animal or man-power, in fact only about
six smdl petrol-driven tractors were working on the whole
front, Between May and August, 1916, however, there was a
radical change towards developing the 16-lb. rail 60-cm. track
of the tramways into a real Iight railway (L.R.) system, by
using light locomotives or tractors, and by increasing considerabIy the number of wagons. Between May and August, orders
were placed for 600 miles of track, 120 tractors and locomotives
and over 1,600wagons. Not all of it had been received when
experience in the battle of the S o m e emphasized the necessity
for L.R. The Q.M.G's. circular of 4th August, 1916, ordered
that L.R. were t o be used along the whole front for the carriage
of traffic in the following order of priority : (a)heavy gun ammunition, (b) lighter ammunition, (c) engineer stores, ( d )
supplies.
The experience of the Somrne battle showed that on a
12-mile front zo,ooo tons had t o be distributed daily beyond
railheads. On 1st September, 1916, on roads of the Fourth
.Army alone there were 4,671 lorries, 1,145cars and ambulances
and 1,636 motor cycles. It was highly desirable that as much as
possible of this transport should be replaced by L.R. for
distribution beyond standard-gauge railheads.
It was also now realized that the operation of these L.R.
was a technical matter, in fact the L.R. system must be operated
on the same lines and procedure as a standard-gauge railway
system, The R.O.D. was therefore ordered t o take over their
operation. The C.R.C.E. at D.R's. headquarters allotted
railway track, and the O.C., R.O.D. allotted locomotives and
rolling stock for Light Railways in.each Army area, where the
Iocal R.O.D. officer and the forward R.C.E. dealt with local
demands for light railway traffic or construction.
We may say that this stage of development of L.R. and the
principles of working them had been decided and were well
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fonvard in practice by the end of Phase 11, which we take as
terminating at the end of September, 1916.
Inkind water transport had carried by the end of April, 1916,
about 800,000 tons, operating on 207 miles of navigable waterway in France. At the end of September, 1916, they had in use
fifty-eight tugs and 590 barges of various types, with a carrying
capacity of 76,000 tons. They worked in agreement with the
French canal commission-the Commission Internafzonak des
Voies Navigables.

CONGESTIONAT THE PORTS

T h e arrangement with the French was that they woiild provide certain areas of covered and open spaces for stacking
stores and material unloaded from the ships. Every army
department thus established depots, steadily increasing in
size, within the area of the port. The rate of discharge from the
ships could not exceed the rate at which the cargo was deposited
on land ever farther and farther from the ships. The result was
that there was more and more delay in bringing ships alongside.
This delay, amounting to several days in turning ships round,
was a very serious matter at a time when submarines had
caused a menacing shipping crisis. Moreover it restricted the
rate of flow of cargo t o the front.
In June, 191-6,a Shipping Commission visited France to
examine the reasons for the delay to shipping. Among other
causes they named as the principal one that transit sheds at
the quaysides were not being used for the purpose of dispatching
cargo to various depots which should be well away from the
port area, but that these sheds, and big areas beyond them,
were being themselves used as depots and thus congesting the
port and the transit of cargo through it. It was realized,
however, that to move all the depots to new sites would be a
great undertaking. The Commission also noted that the ports
were not equipped with the necessary plant to handle the great
volume of traffic trying to pass through them.

CHAPTER XXVII

TRANSPORTATION ON THE WESTERN FRONTAPPOINTMENT OF THE D.G.T.
Visit of Sir Eric Geddes t o France-His duel appointment as
D.G.M.R. and D.G.T., l3.E.F.-Organization
of the new
Uirectorate-General of Transportation.

VISIT OF SIR ERICGEDDESTO FRANCE

WHENa nation is waging total war, and especially when its
pre-war preparations for such an emergency have been meagre,
a vast expansion of its organization for war must be made as
rapidly as possible.
In that difficult process bottlenecks,
as we called them in 1939-45, suddenly become apparent in
succession, now at this point, now at another point in the
organization. The expression '' bottIenecks " is not a very
appropriate simile, and it would be better to liken them t o
successive restrictions, in a long pipe-line, from reservoir t o destination.
In 1914 it first became obvious that a great reservoir
of trained fighting men must be created. As these reservoirs
in Britain and the Dominions began to fill up, it soon became
equally obvious that great reservoirs of munitions were also
wanted. I t was nat till these munition reservoirs were filled
that the existing channels of communication from Britain and
from overseas to the war fronts were found to lack the' capacity
to carry the flow of traffic. Here and there the communications
were found t o be choked. A s each point of strangulation was
disclosed a rush would be made to install. new channels to bypass the congested section. Such action immediately disclosed
the next section of the system that was the most congested,
Not until Iarge channels had been provided throughout from
reservoirs of man-power and munitions t o the fronts in all
theatres of war did congestion cease to occur in one part or
6xI
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another of the Empire’s w i r organization. As the C.-iii-C. in
France, Sir Douglas Haig, said in 1916: “ For the waging of
war, m e n , miinitions and movement are required.” In mid1916 the men and munitions were being provided rapidly in
the reservoirs but the pipe-lines to the fronts were constantly
liecoming overloaded.
We have noted that, in early 1915, Mr. Lloyd George fiad
taken up the task of creating ;I Rlinistry of hIunitions to rnuItiply
production, and that by early 1916 the munitions were beginning to be available in greatly increased quantities. In .June,
1916, occurred the IamentnlAc clcatli at sea of Earl Kitchcner,
Secretary of State for War. Within :i week or two Mr. Lloyd
George had succeeded him a t the War Office. With his wonderful flair for appreciating the essential points in any situation,
he appcars to have realized that all his work at the Ministry
of Munitions would be wasted if deficiency in transportation
prevented munitions, and men t o use them, from reaching tlic
fighting front.
At the Ministry of Munitions, one of his principal departmental directors had been Sir Eric Gcddes, who had impresscd
Mr. Lloyd George by his capacity for organizntian and exceptional driving power. Mr. Lloyd Georgc now remembered that
prior t o the war Sir Eric Geddcs had been Genera1 Manager of
the North Eastern Railway in England. On 7th August, 1916,
he sent him ta France t o investigate t h e whole transportation
situation.
Sir Eric took with him Colonel 0. hlance (late R.E.) from t h e
War Office Railway Department, and in France Colonel H. F. 1:.
Frceland (late R.E.) was placed at his disposal to provide
information. He aIso took Rlr. Nash, a mechanical engineer
from the British North Eastern Iiailway. Of course, lie found,
as we have already described, that there was congestion at t h e
ports, that t h e French Railway system was overloaded witli
demands t o carry traffic, that its loco~notives,rolling stock,
track and personnel wcre wearing out, in all of which there
was also a lamentable shortngc, and that the roads were
deficient in mileage and being destroyed by the volume of
motor transport using them far faster than they coiild he main-
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tained. Like Sir Percy Girouard nearly two years earlier, he
at once realized that it was not only in France that one must
look far causes. It was necessary t o examine all channels
and methods of transpartation from the sources of production
in England to the fighting front in every theatre of war, and t o
inquire into the quota of production allotted t o the Service of
Transpprtation. Sir Eric Geddes caused estimates t o be made
of the total tonnage that would have t o be moved in the near
future from production centres in Britain to the armies in
France, by all types and methods of transportation. He found
that at the front zoo,ooo tons must be distributed weekly. He
estimated that the t o t a l capacity of the transportation channels
would have to be increased by gz per cent without any bottlenecks. In making the latter recommendation he had considered the demands of other theatres of war. It was essential
that ports, roads and canals should also have their capacity
increased. To carry out this stupendous task he recommended
that one man shauld be made responsible for transportation
both in Britain and in France.

DUALAPPOINTMENT
OF SIR ERICGEDDESAS D.G.M.R. AND
D.G.T., B.E.F.
The British Cabinet on the urgent representation of Mr.
Lloyd George, accepted Sir Eric Geddes' conclusions and
recommendations. On 18th September, the A m y Council
approved his appointment as a Deputy t o the Q.M.G.at the
War Office with the title of Director-General of Military
Railways (D.G.M.R.) responsible for the provision of personnel
and material for railways, canals, docks and roads (excluding
M.T. vehicles) with the right of direct access t o the Secretary of
State for War, and of attending meetings of the Army Council
when matters pertaining t o his department were under discussion. On zIst September Sir Eric Geddes accepted the
post.
AIniost simultaneousIy he undertook, on the invitation of
the C.-in-C. in France, tu reorganize the transport services of
the B.E.F. On 20th October he was gazetted Director-General
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of Transportation in France (D.G.T.), with the temporary
rank of Major-General. Previously on 10th October, G.H.Q.
had sent out a circular explaining the status of his appointment
and that he would have direct access t o the C.-in-C., t o whom
he would be directly responsible, and not t o the Q.M.G. In
H,,T,W.F. the reader will find an interesting discussion upon
this departure from normal G.H.Q. organization, for which
there is no space in this history. The first direct result was the
abolition of the redundant post of I.G.C. It was laid down that
the Q.M.G. would tell the D.G.T. what was t o be carried, and
when and where, and if the D.G.T. could not carry the whole
of it the Q.M.G. would settle priority. The D.G.T. would make
his own arrangements for the provision of the personnel and
material he required.
In view of Sir Eric’s dual appointments at the War Office
and a t G.H.Q. in France, a Deputy D.G.M.R., Sir Guy Granet
(General Manager of the Midland Railway) was gazetted on
20th October to represent Sir Eric on the Army Cauncil when
he was absent from London.
Sir Eric Geddes now held a position of most unusual autharity
and power with direct access to any minister or high authority.
As a previous director in the Ministry of Munitions, he knew
all the secrets of that ministry, from which replies to demands
from G.H.Q. France had been of the nature of no steel is
avaiIable for rails or rolling stock.” As a previous General
Manager of the North Eastern Railway, he knew all the
buttons t o press t o get rolling stock, rails and other equipment
from the British railways. He had the backing of the whole
Cabinet and notably of Mr. LIoyd George, its most powerful
member, and about t o become Prime Minister. The paachers at
the Ministry of Munitions, Lloyd George and Geddes, had now
become the gamekeepers at the War Office, the Rt. Hon.
Lloyd George, Secretary of State for War, and Major-General
Sir Eric Geddes, D.G.M.R. and D.G.T., B.E.F.
No Q.M.G. ar Brigadier-General of Railways in France would
ever have been allowed the power and the resources now
showered upon Sir. Eric Geddes. Fortunately he had all the
qualifications, particularly the organizing capacity and excep-
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grapple successfully with a stupendous task.
The last quarter of 1916 was a period of transition, during
which Sir Eric was laying at great speed, the foundations af
his new organization in France, and preparing t o accept
responsibility for a11 transportation from the 1st January, 1917.
In describing his organization in France, we have no space
to deal with initial variations in the first draft, as related in
H.,T.W.F. We shall explain the organization as it emerged
after it had settled down to work in the early part of 1917,
In Chapter VI we have already explained the D.G.M.R's.
organization at the War Office.

ORGANIZATION
OF THE NEw DIRECTORATE-GENERAL
OF
TRANSPORTATION
The newly appointed D.G.T. in France did not sweep away
all the organization or the personnel that he found ready to
serve him. On the contrary, there was very much in that
organization of which he approved, and he found the officers
were mostly the right men in the right places, but he realized
at once that they required reinforcement and greatly increased
resources.
He set t o work to co-ordinate all forms of transportationdocks, railways, light railways, inland waterways and roads,
and t o create an expanded organization far that purpose. He
particularly approved the programme already started for light
railways to take traffic off the roads in the areas where distribution of traffic t o the armies was required, but he increased
the programme considerably.
He arrived in France at an opportune moment for modifying
the pre-war agreement with the French about the working
of railways serving the B.E.F. We have already described the
serious difficulties confronting the French railway officials and
their causes. As a result, in October, 1916,the French D.C.F.
was asking for mare British locomotives and was ready to
accept any assistance from the British that they cauld give in
the working, repair and construction of the French railways.
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In November, 1916, Marshal Joffre as C.-in-C. formally denounced the pre-war agreement under which the French had
accepted entire responsibiIity for the railway and road service
of the B.E.F. Sir Eric thus had a free hand to give the French
dl the help he could and he set t o work t a do it.
He at once estabIished a Director of Docks, Major R. Wedgewoad, whose work we shall describe. Later aIso a Chief Engineer Port Construction, Sir Alexander Gibb (a well-known contracting engineer who had buiIt Rosyth dockyard) reporting
direct to D.G.T. The Directar of I.W.T. was re-transferred from
Q.M.G. t o D.G.T. As explained in our chapter on the Directorate
of Works, D.G.T. took over from D.W. the responsibility for
roads from base ports up t o what was called “ the D.G.T. line
which was roughly defined as the rear of the area under fire of
the enemy’s medium artillery. Beyond that boundary the
responsibility for roads remained with Chief Engineers of
armies and corps. He appointed Mr. (afterwards Sir Henry)
Maybury (Chief Engineer of the Road Board in England) to
be Director of Roads. The D.W. and Chief Engineers retained
responsibiIity for all road bridges.
As the D.G.T. particularly approved the schcmc to transfer
traffic from roads to light railways in the forward distribution
areas of armies, he appointed a Director for that work, Mr.
Harrison, an Engineer from the Cordoba CentraI Railway. He
also appointed a Chief Mechanical Engineer for the erection
and maintenance of imported Jocamotives and rolling Ftock.
The D.G.T. agreed entirely with the system of an intermediary staff (movement control) on standard-gauge railways
responsible to himself. He also a‘greed that while G.H.Q.
must co-ordinate the service by the standard-gauge railways,
the distribution of that traffic on arrival at railheads and on
transfer to light railways and roads jn the forward areas of
armies, and the decision as to what communications should be
constructed in those areas, was a matter which could be
delegated to headquarters of armies in consultation with
A.D.Gs. who were the local agents of D.G.T. The two D.D.Gs.T.
at his headquarters kept in touch with A.D.Gs.T. in army areas.
Every application from army staffs or departments or unit
”
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commanders for transportation was therefore t o be addressed
to the appropriate D.D.G.T. or A.D.G.T., who made the necessary arrangements with the appropriate local and technical
railway officials acting under the orders of their respective
Chiefs.
Having created Directors of Docks, Roads, and Light
Railways and taken in the I.W.T. it would have been a logical
organization t o keep the Director of Railways responsible t o
himself, But the railways were carrying the bulk of the traffic
(95per cent on trunk routes of the L. of C.) and were, as we have
seen, far beIow the standard of capacity required. Sir Eric
had accepted the responsibility €or putting that right and t o
do'it in the shortest possible time. He therefore wished to have
direct contact with the head of each department of the railway
organization t o apply to each his own great driving power
without a Director of Railways between them and himself.
In February, 1917,therefore, the transition from the organization of September, 1916,to the new D,G+T.organization
having been completed and responsibility having been accepted
by the D.G.T.from the 1st January, 1917,the appointment of
Director of Railways was abolished and Brigadier-General
J. H. Twiss returned to England, confident that history would
do him justice for all the work he had done in face of the
difficulties, described in Phases I and 11, t o overcome which
he was never given the power or the resources.
In November, 1916, Colonel W, D. Waghorn had handed
over the post of C.R.C.E. to Colonel D. Lye11 in order to act as
Director of Railways under Sir Eric Geddes whiIe the existence
of that appointment was under consideration. In January,
1917,the abolition of the appointment having been decided,
Cdonel Waghorn was transferred to become Chief Engineer
of a corps. His organization continued on the sound Iines he
had laid down as the C.R.C.E., and he had accomplished more
than could be expected from the limited means placed at his
disposal. His organization had passed through difficult times
since its creation ab initio.
Under his new organization the D.G.T. himself dealt direct
with fourteen directors or heads of departments, and he was
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aIso D.G.M.R. in London. Only a Hercules, such as Sir Eric
Geddes most certainly was, could have handled this number
and driven them all.
Although the D.G .T.did not accept compIete responsibility
till 1st January, 1917,he was throughaut the last quarter of
191.G establishing the personnel of his organization and their
offices at a great pace, and already using his wide powers t o
pour resources into the transportation system.
As a result of his representations the War Cabinet ordered
drastic reductions in railway facilities a t home, so as t o release
personnel, roIling stock and material for France. A considerable mileage of existing raiIway track in the United Kingdom
was transferred, and Canada did the same with 300 miles of
her track. The British railways sent many locomotives and
zo,ooo wagons to France and arranged t o manufacture 7,000
more wagons, while 300 locomotives were to be manufactured
in the U.K., Canada and the U.S.A. These countries also
undertook t o produce many other items of essential plant
and material, e.g., permanent way, machinery for workshops,
roadmaking and quarrying plant, machinery and cranes for
ports, timber and coal.
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TRANSPORTATION ON THE WESTERN FRONT
DURING 1917
Docks in ~9x7-Railways-Transportation
Troops-RoadsInland U’a t er Tra nspprt in 1917-Transport at ion StoresCalais Conference, March, 1917--Arras, Messines and Passchendaele-Overland route to Italy and the Middle East.
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The events of 1917which may be said t o have set the tasks
for the Transportation Service were :-

A n exceptionally severe f n s t set in early in January and
continued without interruption through February almost
paralysing transportation. The canals were frozen and the
succeeding thaw broke up the roads and the ground generally.
The replacement of Marshal Joffre by General Nivelle in
the High Command caused a complete change in the plans
for operations in 1917. Whereas Joffre had intended to use
mainly the British Army for a continued offensive in the
Somme area extending to Arras, Nivelle’s plan, approved
on 16th January, 1917,was intended to use mainly the
French Army in an offensive in Champagne across the Chemin
des Dames, and to use the British Army only in a preliminary diversionary offensive at Arras. However the
enemy caused operations t o take quite a different course.
The German withdrawal at the end of February and
during March from their Somme salient back to their
Hindenburg line left a completely devastated and cratered
area in which all forms of communication and water supply
were demolished with unprecedented totality.
InFebruary the British front was extended twenty miles
south to the Amiens-Roye road, adding, of course, a corn-.
munication area behind it.
In April the British carried out their offensive at Arras
making an important limited advance.
In June the almost perfect British offensive of Messines
made another important limited advance,
6x9
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,4t the beginniiig of thc same inontli thc British left flank
was cxtcnded to t h e sca at Nicuyort with thc communication
area behind this extension.
i l t the elid of June a ncw ovcrland servicc was opened from
Chcrbourg through Modane and Italy to Tsranto on thc
Adriatic t o scrve the Macedonian and Middle East theatres
of war.
From 3Ist July to early December thc long hard-fought
oficnsive of Passchendacle dragged on.
On 6th November began the movement OT five British
divisions to Italy.
On 20th Novembcr the battle of Cambrai proved to hc n
grcater success than expected, and caused a considerable
forward bulgc in thc line, subsequently much reduced by
Germaii counter-attacks.
DOCKS IK 1917
~

I

We return t o the work of the D.G.T. and his Transportation
Service preparing for the foregoing events ancl playing their
most important and essential part in them throughout 1917.
Irr order t o reduce t h e congestion at the ports, orders were
issued that depots were t o he removed from the sites in port
areas t o sites some distance away and that the ports were to
be used for transit only. I t was long before this work was
completed but the cessation of dumping in the port areas
gradually created a vast improvement in the turn-round of
shipping.
The distribution of responsibility and duties was that the
Q.M.G. in France demanded from the \Var Office what the
B.E.F. required, t h e IV.0. arranged for its provision and
shipment, the Ministry of Shipping allotted the vessels, the
navy controlled their movements at sea to ensure safety, and
the D.G.T. took over the cargoes on arrival and delivered them
t o the destination named by the Q.3I.G. The principle was
laid down that any man or animal that walked off a ship
would continue as before to be directed by the naval authorities
and base commandants, while anything that had to be lifted
off a ship would be dealt with by the Docks Directorate.
The Docks Directorate v a s organized in two branches-
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administrative and engineering. Between Deccmhcr, 1916,and
December, 10119, the numbtar of cranes on shore was increased
from IZI t o j14,and the floating cranes for Iight lifts were
increased to thirty-six. Three large floating cranes were provided, onc of 60-tons and two of 30-tons lift, operated by the
navy. Six floating grain elevators were provided, and also
two floating, and therefore mobile, electric power stations.
As a result of these improvements the import into France
was increased from a weekly average of 160,000 tons to 224,000
tons, the maximum weekly import being 240,000 tons. The
time spent by ships in ports was halved.
The appointmertt of a Chief Engineer for Port Construction
became necessary for reconstruction af ports in France and in
Belgium when we advanced. The post was under consideration
in December, 19x6, but negotiations with the Governments of
France and Belgium were not concluded 'for some rronths.
The first actual work of this department was the canstluction of the termini at Dunkirk, Calais, Dieppe and Cherbourg
for the Channel ferry which started irom Richborough in England. These were not completed till early 1918,but the department was engaged meanwhile on a variety of works mostly
for the Admiralty at Dunkirk.
A service of barges on the Channel ferry began to operate in
December, 1916.During two years a fleet of sixty tugs and 160
craft deIivered 10,000 barge loads at inland depots. The total
deadweight tonnage delivered was 1,400,000 tans, of which
I million were delivered at inland depots. This traffic was
handled by the I.W.T. Dept.

RAILWAYS
IN 1917
We have already referred to Sir Eric Geddes' efforts during
the last quarter of 1916to increase the quantity of locomotives
and rolling stock in France. The first quarter of 1917 saw the
arrival of a considerable number and the increase was maintained at a satisfactory rate throughout 1917 and 1918. A t
the end of 19x6 sixty-two locomotives had been put into
traffic. There was, however, an instalment of the orders
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placed by Brigadier-General Twiss. By the end of 1917 the
number had grown to 753 and by the end of 1918 to I,ZOj,
to which figures milst he added perhaps 2 0 0 locomotives
rescued from the Belgian railways and hired by the British.
Four hundred and fifty of the locomotives put into traffic in
1917 arrived an their own wheels having been taken off the
raifways of Great Britain as the result of the orders issued by
the War Cabinet. Another resuIt of these orders was the release
from t h e British railways of zo,ooo railway wagons. In
November, 1916,the manufacture of zg,ooo new wagons had
been ordered by the D.G.T. but of course it was months before
they were in traffic. By t h e end of the war about j4,ooo
railway wagons had been imported of which approximately
30,000 were part of the stock of the railways in Britain;
1,000were privately awned and 23,000 were specially built.
About 40,ooo of these wagons were imported complete, the
remainder had t o be erected in France. The Chief Mechanical
Engineer, Col. t. S . Simpson, established his main workshop
a t St. Etienne near Rouen, with a small shop at Borre. By
December, 1918,he was employing five standard-gauge workshop companies and five misccI1ancous trade companies, The
wagon erecting and maintenance was done at Audruicq,
manned by seven wagon-erecting companies of experienced
personnel. The C.M.E. also had three electrical units. Of
course, a large amount of machinery and plant was imported
to equip the workshops. The British Iocomotives and also
many French Iocomotives were aperated in traffic by a British
personnel of 10,000 t o 12,000men of the R.O.D.
The movement of armoured tanks creaked special problems
for the Transportation Service owing to their width and weight
(from 27 t o 40 tons), and the difficultyaf loading and offloading
them. Special railway wagons had t o be designed and 400 of
;them built for transport of tanks by rail,
The foregoing increase in locomotives and rolling stock
of course produced a corresponding increase in the personnel
required to operate them, which meant that far more help
had to be given t o t h e French. Whereas in March, 1917,the
R.O.D. had been hauling ten trains per day over the French
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main lines, in October the number was 341. In addition they
had undertaken the operation of eight more depots and four
sections af forward lines. They also operated between St. Pol
and Arras, DoulIens and Arras, Merris and ArmentiPres,
Candas and Doullens, Romescamps and Blargies, Rouen and
Abancourt. They continued, of course, t o operate the Iines
already taken over in 19x5 and 1916. By December, 1916,the
R.O.D. was moving 60 per cent of the loaded trains run for
the B.E.F. The Light Railway Directorate was also working
the traffic on all the L.R. laid by the B.E.F.
During the year 789 miles of standard-gauge track were
built, as compared with 417in 1916.Of this, 442 miles were laid
during the three months March, April and May in preparation
for the Arras and Messines offensives.
Before the arrival of the D.G.T. the D.R.T. had laid down a
programme for the construction and working of 328 miles of
light railway, of which eighty miles were in operatian. Before
the end of October 1916 the D.G.T. had ordered 1,000miles
of L.R. track and 480 steam locomotives. By April 1916,
zoo miles were being operated. During 1917,1,000 miles were
laid. Whereas in January 1917,L.R. were carrying 1,300tans
and a few working parties daily, at the end of September 1917,
they were carrying zo,ooo tons and 30,000 men daily.
L.R. were organized, managed and worked as a complete
railway system under a separate directorate, and by raiIway
experts and experienced railway personnel. For this purpose
they employed up t o twenty-three operating companies, five
train crew companies, two miscellaneous trades companies
and three workshop companies. The number of construction
troops (mainly Canadian) of course varied. Workshops were
established at Berguette. L.R. operated approximately up t o
the Group Stations in the medium artillery zone, and beyond
these, the tramways and ropeways under C,Es, took over.
TRANSPORTATION
TROOPS
IN 1917
The D.G.T. negotiated with the general managers of railways
in Great Britain and Ireland t o increase the number of military
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railway units of all types recruited from their skilled personnel.
We have noted that Brigadier-General Twiss had in July,
1916, applied for railway units from Canada. The D.G.T.
renewed this request, and increased the number asked for.
The British Government raised this question with Dominion
Governments who, as usual, responded generously and promptly, At the end of Chapter V I will be found a list of the miIitary
transportation units of all types in France in December, 1918.
The main features of this satisfactory list may be said to be :
sixty-five operating companies (standard-gauge), of which
fifty-four were from the United Kingdom, seventeen operating
companies for Iight railways of which four were from the
United Kingdom, thirty-four railway construction companies,
of which thirty-two were from the United Kingdom, thirteen
railway construction battalions from Canada, thirty-three
companies of various types for workshops or for erection,
maintenance and running of Iocornotives and rolling stock.
In describing Phases I and I1 we have given year by year,
up t o the end of 1916,the numbers of units of each type which
arrived in France. The difference between these numbers and
the order of battle in December, 1918,is considerable, Nearly
a11 this increase occurred during the year 1917,and much of it
during the first three months.
It is of historical and administrative interest to note that
in the spring of 1917an experiment was made of engaging on a
three months' contract eight companies of civilian expert
railway platelayers under the control of a civilian railway
official. For the reasons given on page 223 of H.,T.TV.F. the
experiment was not considered to have given satisfactory results
and the engagement was not renewed at the end of the three
months. A similar experiment had been tried in the Crimea in
1855,in Eg,ypt in 1882 and in the Sudan in r884 and in each
case had proved unsatisfactory. On the other hand throughout
1915 and 1916 the system of arranging with civilian raiIway
companies t o recruit their expert personnel, t o be organized in
military units on military terms of commission and enlistment,
and on various establishments agreed between the War Office
and the RaiIway Executive Committee, had proved highly
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successful and efficient, both from a technical and a military
point of view. Such a system was therefore continued till the
end of the war.
Prior to the creation of the Transportation Service under the
D.G.T. the Directorates of Railways and I.W.T. together
had employed sixty-two units of various types with a total
strength of 17,500. In January, 1917,it was estimated that
for all the transportation services, as they existed at that date,
66,000 personnel were required, and for the future, an estabIishment was drawn up for 345 units of all types, totalling
94,000. This was approved but never reached.
It is of historical interest t o note that in May, 1917, the
Adjutant-General at the War Office raised the question whether
it would be advisable for all personnel employed on every kind
of transportation duty to be transferred t o a new and separate
Transportation Corps. On pages 493-6 of H.,T.W.F., the pros
and cons of this proposal are discussed. Here we will only say
that a very large percentage of the personnel were engineers or
engineering artisans, and prided themsehes on this fact. They
had been commissioned or enlisted in the Royal Engineers and
were proud of belonging to a military technical Corps of considerable age with traditions from many previous wars. They
were very averse to being transferred to a new c o p the name
of which did not cantain the word engineer. The minority
who were without expert or engineering qualifications had the
same objections to being transferred to a new corps under
another name. The proposal was dropped.
In addition to the foregoing figures the Transportation
Service employed as much unskilled labaur as all the other
army services put together. On the date of the Armistice,
Iabour units totalling 4 ~ ~ 0 0were
0 being used on roads, zg,ooo
on railways, 11,000 by the Docks Directorate and 8,000 in
other transportation departments.
In Chapter XXII is
explained the system whereby all labour units were placed in
a pool for distribution from time t o time t o meet the varying
demands for their services. In practice, however, the allotment
of Jabour units to each type of work was disturbed as little as
possible, because it was found that unskilled men soon learn
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the elements of a trade and many of them become sufficiently
skilled for upgrading or even for supervisory tasks.
By the end of August, 1917,the high rate of casualties had
serioudy depleted the strength of the B.E.F. Infantry units
were 72,000 below establishment, and it was expected that by
the end of October the deficit would be IOO,OOO. The C.-in-C.
therefore decided that there must be a comb-out of the men of
physical category A from t h e L. of C. and bases for transfer
to the infantry. The Transportation Service was expected t o
supply its cltiota, although it was 17,000, or 20 per cent, shart
of the numbers that had h e n estimated to be required. The
comb-out, in the previous spring, of transportation men from
combatant units was now t o be reversed. A rigorous examination, however, revealed that transportation would be crippled
if more than 3,300 men were given up, and this was the number
eventually transferred, about half corning from railway canstruction and the remainder from the light railways.
l r
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I n Chapter X X l I we referred t o the fact that the Director
of Works handed over responsibility for roads on the L. of C.
t o the Director of Roads in the Transportation Service, but
it was not till June, 1917,that the transfer of responsibility
was complete. In army areas tlie responsibility of D.Rds.
ceased at tlie U.G.T. Iine already defined. Beyond that C.Es.
of armies and corps both made and maintained the roadsin
their own areas. Long before June, 19x7, however, D.Rds.
was importing plant, developing quarries ancl starting new work.
The output of the quarries at Marquise, for instance, was
trebled during 1917. During the winter of rgr6/17 there was
(as in previous winters) a crisis on tlie roads. In Chapter XXII
it is noted that tlie D.\V. had iised wooden slabs for rapid road
construction ancl had started work in the forests to supply
these slabs. D.Rds. and Director of Forestry developed this
system considerably, and half a million slabs were suppIied for
the purpose. To follow up an advance rapidly this was the
only method which could produce results in a reasonable time.
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During 1917,the new roads built and depot areas metalled
were equivalent t o B j miles of 18-ft. roadway, while 190
miles were reconstructed. At thc end of 1917,D.Rds. was
maintaining 1,900 miles of roads in army areas, and 1,200
miles elsewhere. The extensions of the front of the B.E.F.
to the south and north had of course added to the length of
road t o be maintained.

INLAND
WATERTICANSPORT
IS 1917
The extension of the front to Nieuport added the DunkirkFurnes and the Fumes-Nieuport canals t o the charge of the
I.W.T. Directorate. Large quantities of road metal and
engineer stores were taken direct from sea-going vessels at
Dunkirk and transported inland. Troops were carried by barge
t o the front and the wounded brought back. Floating filtration
units were stationed at Bergues, and a service of water-barges
was run to water-points on the Furnes-Nieuport canal.
In 1917,the traffic carried by I.W.T.
was treble that of 1916.
Their production and distribution of filtered water was quadrupled, up to 32 million gallons. The cross-channel trafic
from Richborough t o inland depots in France grew to 2,000
tons per day, of which half was ammunition.

TRANSPORTATION
STORES
During 1914and early 1915 the indents from the D.R.T.
in France were dealt with by the Inspector of Iron Structures
under the D.F.W. at the War Office. About March, 1915,a
new branch under the Director of Movements took over
the work of supplying railway stores to overseas theatres of
war. In France up t o the end of 1916 there was one Railway
Stores and Materia1 Depot at Audruicq. The I.W.T. depots
were established in England at Richborough and Dover.
When the D.G.T. took all forms of transportation under his
control and proceeded to expand their activities and resources
enormously, the stares depot at Audruicq became the bottleneck through which an attempt was made to pump all this
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vast inflation, and 1917 became a terrible year for the stores
organization. The increased volume of dcmands swelled so
suddenly that the existing stores personnel (less than zoo all
told) were overwhelmed, not only by the demands (in February
ten times as many as t h e year before), but also by the rapid
increase in the arrivaIs of stores, which, however, throughout
thc year could never catch up with demands. It was easier to
increase the personnel of the organization than the acreage of
the depot and the vast mileage of railway sidings serving it.
The personnel was quickly increased to a depot headquarters
and eight stores companies totalling about 1,000 (skilled) of
all ranks. Unskilled labour increased from j j o to about 3.500.
A Chief Storekeeper Lieut.-Colonel T. R. Kellner with suitable
staff was installed in the D.G.T’s. ofice a t G.H.Q.
Not until the autumn of 1917was the new yard ” cxtcnsion
complctcd a t Audruicq. In the meantime, an overflow depot
had been improvised at Zencghem, seven miles away, and that
overflow also proceeded t o grow. A depot was built a t Bcrguette
for light railways, at Aire for the 1.W.T. and at Borre for the
R.O.D. Another store depot was opened a t OiseI near Rouen.
The confusion at the clcpots during this period of expansion
w a s considerable and caused many delays in meeting demands.
Every transportation directorate was living from hand to
mouth, and it was not until 1918 that the situation bccarne
really satisfactory, as we shall relate farther on.
‘ I
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CONFERENCE, M A R C H ,

1917

Throughout the winter of 1916’17 there was continual
French pressure for more railway assistance from the British
culminating in one cornprehensive claim that t h e British
should undertake the movement and working of all the traffic
required by the B.E.F. In January and February there were
conferences between French and British t o decide the amount
of traffic required for the coming British offensives and the
mount that the French said tIiey could carry. As this qitcstion
affected the date on which the operations could begin, a conference between members of the two governmrnts, incliiding
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the rcspcctivc Prime Ministers accompanied by their transportation experts, was arranged t o take place at Calais on 26th
February. When the conference assembled, however, Mr.
Lloyd George sprang a surprise containing very disturbing
and far-reaching proposals for the reorganization of the High
Command in France. The statesmen forthwith lost all interest
in railway problems and left them to their respective experts
to discus and settle, and they, of course, were the best people
t o deal with the matter.
Sir Eric Geddes was as anxious as the French that the
British shouId undertake to work all traffic required by the
B.E.F., and in fact had already fixed this as the goal to which
he was working ; but.even a magician could not by a wave of
his wand, produce this resuIt immediately. Sir Eric Geddes
was able to prove, however, that he had already taken all the
necessary steps to reach the desired goal at the earliest possible
moment. As a matter of fact, it was not until the last three
months of 1918 that the British were moving and working all
the traffic of the B.E.F. The French were obliged to adopt a
n m possumus attitude concerning the tonnage of traffic they
could handle. The upshot was that the French stated the
maximum that they could move t o railheads for the B.E.F.
as 180 trains per day, but that during an intensive effort
lasting one fortnight (at a date to be selected) they would
increase this to zoo trains per day. This was agreed as the
transportation ration for the B.E.F., subject t o various conditions. Subsequently it was found that the British could
manage with less tonnage than they had asked for. and the
French were able to deliver more than they had promised, so
all was well.
The German withdrawal from the Somme salient t o the
Hindenburg line, beginning late in February and accompanied
by total demolition of a11 communications, did in fact throw
a great strain on the Transportation Service at a time when
they were already being pressed to carry out preparations for
the Arras and Mcssines offensiws. Fortunately tlic expansion
of their organization and resources was already producing
appreciable results.

ARRAS,hlESSINES

AND PASSCHENDAELE

The offensive at Arras opened on 9th April, 1917,Messines
on 7th June, and the battle of Flanders restarted on 31st
July, culminating in the battle of Passchendaele. The battle
of Cambrai in November was a Iater improvisation.
In the preparations for these offensives which began to be
considered in November, 191G, and were somewhat altered by
the adoption of General Nivelle’s plan on 16th January, the
broad idea was t o improve railway facilities first on the southern
part of the front, especially behind the Third Army (Arras)
and the First Army, and later behind the northern front.
The Somme front behind the Fifth Army was by now fairly
well served. The German withdrawal made it also possible
t o repair and reopen traffic on the Seine-Somme canal for a
length of seventeen miles, a reconstruction that required eight
weeks t o compIete.
In early 1917,the strength of the B.E.F. had reached its
peak-eighty-two divisions, and the supply of artillery (including large numbers of heavy guns and Iavish ammunition)
and of a11 other types of equipment and stores was approaching
the maximum it ever attained in the war, but before the end
of the year the serious number of casualties produced, as we
shall describe later, a crisis in man-power.
As saon as the fronts on which the offensives were to be
launched had been selected, it became necessary to increase
the number of railheads. The sector chosen for the Arras
offensive was served by only two single lines from St. Pol and
from Doullens, and it was found necessary t o construct an
additional sixty-five miles of standard-gauge Iine including
sidings. In the Messines sector ninety-miles of standard-gauge
railway had t o be built, although the system on this front had
been continuously developed and improved from 1914onwards.
By the date of the Messines offensive, both the standard and
light railway systems wcrc adequate.
The follawing figures show the average number of standardgauge trains run daily during the months in which the 1917
battles were being fought :-
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Month
April
June
August
October
November

To
Raijheads

On the
L. of c.

74
98
96

Operations
during the
month

Total

195

IO1

ZZj
24j
261

93

228

THE OVERLANDROUTETO ITALY A N D

Arras
Messines
Ypres 111
Passchendaele
Cambrai
THE

MIDDLE EAST

During 1916, enemy submarines had caused serious losses to
shipping in the Mediterranean. At the same time it had become
very desirabIe to give opportunities for leave home to men
serving in Macedonia, Egypt and Mesopotamia. On 3rd
January, 1917,the Prime Minister instructed Sir Eric Geddes
to consider the possibility of an overland route from a French
port to southern Italy, and thence, after crossing the Adriatic,
t o Salonika. After a preliminary report by the D.G.T. recommending investigation of a route from Cherbourg via Modane
to Taranto, Sir Guy Calthrop, General Manager of the London
and North Western Railway, accompanied by some staff
ofiicers and representatives of army services, went to Paris and
Rome to investigate and discuss the proposal. On 7th February,
they produced a definite scheme and on 27th March, 1917,
the Cabinet ordered work t o proceed.
The main difficulties were lack of locomotives and rolling
stock, and the considerable amount of work required at Cherbourg and Taranto. The British provided and worked the
trains for the French on their northern system, the French
continued as far as the Italian frontier, where Italian trains
took up the service in return for British coal which was so
much needed both for railways and industry. From Cherbourg
to Taranto was r , q y miles. At the same time the British in
Macedonia developed a route thirty-six miles long from the head
of the gulf of Corinth t o Bralo and thence to Salonika (200miles)
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by the Athens-Bralo-Larissa-Salonika railway. Considerable
wwk was necessary on rest camps a t Cherbourg and Taranto,
and at halting places along the route.
The first personnel train left Cherbourg on 28th June, 1917,
and the first consignment of p o d s on 8th August, but not
until the week ending 27th October, were two trains a day
running regularly. On 30th October, however, the service had
t o be suspended because the Italian defeat at Caporetto required the French railway system t o start, on 6th November,
the movement of five British and five French divisioiis t o
Italy and t o maintain them after arrival. In January, 1918,
the service from Cherbourg to Taranto was resumed and by the
end of March it was running two and a half trains a day. The
seriaus military situation in France during March and April
caused another gap in the service, but it was resumed at the
end of April and reached threc trains a day in June, 1918,
when it had t o be reduced to one train a day.
By the end of 1918,the overIand route had carried 174,000
tons deadweight, nearly all of it southward, and 142,000
passengers southward and 182,000 northward. The saving in
shipping and the benefit of leave for the men in the Middle
East had certainly justified the establishment of the service.
The responsibility for opening the route in conjunction with
the French and Italians and for supervising the British arrangements was a t first placed on British G.H.Q., France, and the
D.G.T. there. It was later transferred to the War Office, but
when we had a force in Italy the arrangements were again
placed urdder the D.G.T., France, as far as Modane, where
the D.D.G.T. of the British force in Italy took over. Sir Eric
Geddes had placed Brigadier-General Grey in charge of thc
opening of the whole route t o Italy, and when the War Ofice
took over he was promoted t o Major-General, as G.O.C.,
Mediterranean L. of C. When G.H.Q., France, resumed controt
in France, Major-General Grey became D.D.G.T., Italy.
On 24th October, 1917,the Italian front was broken at
Caporetto, and a scheme, previously worked out for reinforcing
Italy from the battlefront in France, was put into force. The
maximum capacity of the coast routc via Ventirniglia was
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twenty trains a day, and of the route via Modanc and the Mont
Cenis tunnel twenty-one trains a day, with a net load of
260 tons per train on each route. The transport by rail of the
five British divisions was undertaken by the French and
Italians. The British intermediary staff was established an
the route and izaltes repus and depots for the British arranged
by the G.O.C., 3fediterranean L. of C.

CHAPTER XXIX
TRANSPORTATION ON THE WESTERN FRONT
IN EARLY 1918
Preparations t o meet the German spring offensive-Roads in
early 1g18-Shipping situation-Preparation for demolitions
and withdrawal-Summary of Transportation situation on
20th

March.

THEevents which were t o set the tasks for the Transportation
Service during the first half of 1918were :A further extension of the British front t o the south in
January, 1918.
The defensive preparations up till March to meet the
anticipated German attack.
The German offensive against the Third and Fifth Armies,
which opened on zIst March and haltcd just short of Amiens
on 4th April.
The appointment of Foch as Gcneralissimo on 26th March.
The German offensive against the First Army (including
the Portuguese) on 9th April, extending t o the Messines
and Ypres front of the Second Army and halted just short
of Hazebrouk, on 29th April.
The cessation of German offensives against the B.E.F. a t
the end of April.
The German victory OR the Chemin des Dames on 27th
May, producing a large enemy bridgehead south of the
Marne, but halted on 2nd June.
The FIench counter-attack under General Fayolle towards
Mery against the Western flank of the German salient on
11th to 13th June.
The unsuccessful German attack on both sides of Rheims
on 15th July.

PREPARATKONS
TO MEET THE GERMAN
SPRING
OFFENSIVE
The year 1918,in strong contrast to the three previous years
of siege warfare, produced a war of manceuvre. A t first
powerfnl assaults by t h e Germans caused deep retreats by the
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allies on several sectars, then a period of stabilization of the
allied front was followed by a general advance and pursuit
which defeated the entire German Army and caused them t o
sue for an armistice. During these events the Transportation
Service proved itseIf to be a strategic weapon in the hands of
the C-in-C. as it had been, but not so obviously t o all, when
warfare had bee11 static and offensives limited in scope,
In the preparations t o meet the anticipated great spring
offensive the importance of the Transportation Service, and
especially of the standard-gauge railways, was fully recognized
and taken into full consideration in preparing strategic and
tactical plans. Surveying the whole front from the sea t o
Switzerland the main aims of the allies were threefold-to
prevent the enemy from separating the British and French
forces, to cover Paris and to cover the Channel ports. The
avowed intention was t o maintain the existing front and t o
make no voluntary withdrawal, but provision had to be made
for retirement supposing the enemy succeeded in making
deep penetrations.
A scheme, therefore, was prepared t o vacate all ground
north of the Somme and t o construct new defences along the
valley of that river. In connexion with such a wholesale
withdrawal it was essential to delay as long as possible the
arrival of the enemy at the Channel pcrts so as to give as much
time as possible for the evacuation of the vast accumulation
of munitions and supplies in the northern area. Greater depth
was therefore added to the defences covering the ports by constructing a G.H.Q. defence belt in rear of the First and Second
British Armies.
The transportation system was examined afresh to ascertain
whether trunk feeder lines from bases to the front were
sufficient in number and capacity, whether lateral communications behind the whole front for large strategic movements
of reinforcements were sufficiently far back to be unhindered
by even deep penetrations, whether lateral communications
between the army areas sufficed for big tactical movements
and whether the distribution service within army areas had
the required capacity.
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A detailecl scheme was prcpared for a largc strategic movc uf
twenty French divisions from the French front to reinforce the
British front and vice versa. A detailed scheme was also
prepared for bringing back t o the front in France the British
and French divisions in Italy, plus an Italian corps.
In the course of these investigations it became apparcnt
that, when, on 30th January, 1918,the Fifth Army under
General Sir Henry Gough had extended the British front
southward by relieving the French Tenth Army as far as t o
Barisis, they had taken over an area in which trunk feeder
lines from British southern bases t o thc front were scarce and
their capacity insufficient. I t also became clear that the
Compiegne-Noyon-Tergnier lirie of supply was of great importance to the Fifth Army. The direct route from British
soutlicrn bases t o this line ran from Scrqueux vis Gournay and
Beauvais, with a capacity of only twelve trains per day. A
Iargc amount of work would thus be needed at Serqueux and
on the Gournay-Beauvais section. Many minor works were
also necessary in the fonvard portion of the Fifth Army area.
Elsewhere the front of tlic B.E.F. was considered t o be adcquately served by trurik feeders, but in the Third Army area
a new liiie was being constructedfrom a junctionon the CandnsAchiet line t o near Le Transloy t o serve the southern part
of the area; and t o increase the safety of communication
within the army area a direct line was being laid from PPronne
t o Etricourt.
For the very important purpose of large lateral strategic
movements of troops we have already explained the system
of lateral trunk lines existing in 1916 in rear of army areas
and the work then undertaken t o add t o them and t o increase
their capacity. Many other works for that purpose had bcen
continuously in progress since then, but the D.G.T. had t o
draw the attention of the staff t o the fact that four-fifths of
the traffic from north t o south and east travelled througli
Amiens itself or its outskirts, and that if the enemy penetrated
far enough t o threaten Amiens the main lateral communica.tions behind the allied fronts would be endangered. Early in
hlsrch it was decided to widen this bottleneck by the con-
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struction of a line 9& miles long, but when the offensive
began less than three weeks later this line had not been
completed, and the railway units working on it were used
t o construct defences. When we describe the results of the
enemy’s offensive it will be found that far more comprehensive
railway construction had to be hastily improvised t o give
adequate lateral communication well in rear of Amiens, and
to provide sufficient railway crossings over the Somme and
connexions t o t h e northern system.
For tactical lateral moves between armies some improvements were found t o be necessary. In such moves the light
railways were able t o suppIement the standard-gauge, but they
were short of operating personnel. By the middle of March,
1918,a lateral light railway had been constructed about
three m i l e s behind the front trench system t o connect up the
light railway systems of all the armies. In January, 1918,it
had been decided t o construct another L.R. main lateral
about seven miles behind the front trenches with certain feeders
running westward, but this work was not completed when the
enemy offensive began. As regards distribution in the army
areas the service by standard-gauge raiIways supplemented by
L.R. was, generaIly speaking, adequate.
I t is not within the scope of this history of what was actudly
carried out, t o embark on a discussion of the interesting
technical question whether it would have given a better,
speedier and cheaper service t o extend the standard-gauge
system along many of the routes where light railways were in
fact constructed.
ROADS

ROADSDURING EARLY1918
By 1918 the demands for maintenance of roads and for
construction of new ones, especially the m e t d i n g of yards at
railheads each equivalent t o several miles of road, had grown
out of all proportion to the amount of stone available, although
the output of local quarries and the import of road metal had
increased threefold. The Director of Roads was maintaining
1,600 miles of roads, and Chief Engineers of corps and armies
were also responsible for very long distances. In the winter
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of 1917118there was again, as in previous years, a road crisis
due t o weather combined with the destructive effect of the
large number of 3-ton lorries with their narrow solid rubber

tyres.
In order to curtail additional demands the Genera1 Staff
issued a plan of the roads t o be maintained. In October, 1917,
they had selected the roads required for strategic movements,
including two lateral roads approximately parallel to and
extending along the whole front then held by the British. The
forward lateral was generally about ten miles, but for a long
stretch only four t o six miles behind the front trenches. The
rear lateral in the north was about fifteen miles, and in the south
was as much as forty miles behind the front.
In January, 1918,G.H.Q. took further control of demands
for roads and their maintenance by issuing a map showing the
strategic roads to be maintained in army areas, and they
delegated to army commanders the seIection of one road for
each division from railhead and one lateral road connecting
divisional areas. Other types of roads and yards were also
specified.
We have already seen that the construction of L.R. for
distribution in army areas had been started in the hope of
reducing road traffic. Although by the beginning of 1918
there was a large mileage of L.R. system in operation in forward
areas, the traffic on the roads had not, however, been reduced ;
on the contrary it had increased, in spite of the great help
being provided by the light railways.
By March, 19x8,the I.W.T. was able to carry all the traffic
offered to them cn the canals available.
SHIPPIKG SITUATION I N

EARLY1918

Although during 1917the submarine menace, which in April
and May had threatened t o bring about the starvation of the
British people, had been mastered and, by January, 1918, was
being rapidly reduced, yet the shipping situation was still
serious owing to the very heavy demands from all theatres
of war. In France the great increase in transportation capacity
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had had the same effect upon the army as the construction of
roads and raiIways has upon any country in peace-time.
Supply creates demand. In 1917and 1918 the production of
munitions at home was abundant, and as the facilities for their
transport to the front had, as we have shown, been greatly
increased, the B.E.F. in France, which in munitions of all kinds,
had lived like a pauper in 1914 and early 1915,was now
in these respects fighting a war de Zuxe. There is no doubt
that after tightening their munition belts in 1914-15they had
become munition gourmets by 1918.Most of the expenditure
was justifiable and was having a wonderful effect upon the
winning of the war, but there was certainly a tendency t o be
wasteful and to make unreasonable demands for munitions
and therefore for their transport. In January, 1918,G.H.Q.
issued a circular to all armies to curb this tendency t o waste.
In this circular they laid down programmes for roads and light
railways and required demands for extensions of or additions
to the standard-gauge system to be referred t o them, with the
single exception of gun spurs which remained an army responsibility. Though G.H.Q. could thus exercise some control
of their own armies' demands for traffic, they could not control
the demands which the enemy was about to force upon our
transportation service in order to serve the large-scale defensive
operations of 1918, We should also remember that in 19s8
we enjoyed a still further increase to our heavy artillery and
its ammunition and to our tank forces. These required specially
difiicult services from Transportation.
The estimates which were made of the volume'of traffic
required by the B.E.F. in 1918 and its distribution among
armies are given on pp. 356-9 of H.,T.W.F. Early in 1918
the R.0.D: took over the working of certain of the Nord
lines near the front.

PREPARATION
FOR DEMOLITIONS
AND WITHDRAWAL
1918
Towards the end of 1917 G.H.Q. had called for schemes to
be prepared for demolitions. Discussion ensued whether transportation engineers or army engineers were t o be responsible
for preparing for the destruction of railway bridges, track and
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rolling stock which could not be evacuated and transportation
structures and equipment. Also, should transportation or
army engineers fire the charges, and by whose orders and
when ? If a raiIway bridge over a road were destroyed it
might hinder the movement of troops, while a road bridge
might easily fall upon and block an important railway line.
There were several similar questions, and a t the end of February
1918,G.H.Q. gave a general ruling that for the demolition of
railway bridges, breaking up of railway track and destruction
of rolling stock that could not be evacuated, the local R.C.E.
would be responsible and woulcl 'carry out t h e demolition when
ordered by army headquarters. We shall presently see that
the results obtained by this system were not satisfactory and
that G.H.Q. instructions hac1 t o be amended (see L.,W. by R.T.,
pp. 40, 41).
The E.-in-C. and the I.W.T. Directorate studied the subject
of inundations in the area between St. Omer and Watten. Two
new barrages were constructed across the river A a to make the
flooding possible, but Marshal Foch reserved t o himself the
power t o order the operation of this scheme.
Arrangements for withdrawal and cvacuation of areas were
worked out in great detail. I t was the duty of R.C.Es. t o
arrange for the haulage of heavy guns on railway mountings
from emplacement to emplacement, and in a withdrawal the
R.C.E. was made responsible for moving them back. The
withdrawal scheme provided for the evacuation of establishments such as ordnance workshops and casualty clearing stations to new positions, the withdrawal of labour and of personnel
not part of fighting formations, and the withdrawal, reduction
or expenditure of dumps of supplies, ammunition and engineer
stores, and the places at which new dumps were t o be built up,
Lists were prepared of each category of personnel and units,
including unskilled labour, showing who would issue orders for
withdrawd. The evacuation of civiIians was the responsibility
of the French or Belgian authorities, but the armies were
concerned in the avoidance of congestion 011 roads and railways.
The scheme, of course, incliided the evacuation of railway
rolling stock and establishInents.
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SUMMARY
OF THE TRANSPOKTATION
SITUATION
OK ~ O T HMARCH
1918
Surveying the situation from north to south we may briefly
summarize it as follows :S e c o d Army area.-The standard-gauge and light railways
were in thorough working order, and new construction in hand
was almost complete. The roads were up to a high standard of
repair.
First Army area.-Some important works in progress in
the northern part had not been completed and much work on
light railways was not ready, In the centre the new line under
construction from Lillers to Marles-Jes-Mines was not complete.
In the southern part of the area the railway system was well
developed.
Third Army area.-The standard-gauge and light railway
systems and the roads were in a very satisfactory condition.
Much use had been made of timber slabs in constructing
tracks across the battle-torn and devastated area behind the
army.
F i + hArmy aveu.-OnIy seven weeks had elapsed since the
army had completed the taking over of this area from the
French on 30th January. When they arrived on the 10th
January it was apparent that for a defensive battle the transport facilities as a whole were not organized in sufficient depth
and that over a great part of the front the railway facilities
were inadequate. A considerable programme of new construction had been undertaken both for standard-gauge and for
light railways. No new roads were built, but those in the rear
areas were put in order. By 20th March, the more important
works were ready for use but another week or ten days was
required before the transportation situation could be considered satisfactory.
It was not until early in March that responsibility for the
demolition of railway bridges had been definitely transferred
from army to transportation engineers. The structures t o be
prepared and manned by demolition parties were numerous ;
for instance, demolitions carried out by R.C.E. alone amounted
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to IIC) miles of track, twenty-two bridges and four water
supplies. I t is clearly shown in L.,W. by R.T. p. 41,that the
destruction of our railways had, when the time came, a material
effect in bringing the German advance to a halt.
We must again remind the reader that the authorized
establishment was short in strength by 19,500men. Thus
with a strength 20 per cent below that considered necessary
the Transportation Service was about to undertake operations
which far exceeded all expectations.

I

CHAPTER XXX
TRANSPORTATION DURING THE GERMAN SPRING
OFFENSIVES, 1918
I

i
i

The attack on zIst March-Threat
to the railway centre at
Amiens-The German offensive against the First and Second
Armies-Transportation tasks under schemes for withdrawal
from the north-Transition period 30th -4pril t o zznd JulyChange in status of D.G.T.

THE ATTACKON
ON

2EST

MARCH, 1918

zIst March the long-expected' German offensive opened

by attacks on the right of the Third Army and on the whole
front of the Fifth Army. History has recorded that the attack
was in such overwhelming strength that the Fifth Army,
extended over a length too great for its numbers, had to make
a hard fighting and prolonged retreat, inflicting great casualties
on the enemy. This fighting retreat continued until the 4th
April, by which time the enemy was exhausted and had
failed to reach Amiens, their great strategic objective. The
Fifth Army was also exhausted having sacrificed itseIf in this
great effort,but had saved the four vital railway routes in
the neighbourhood of Amiens and had made subsequent
victory possible. The right of the Third Army had also of
caurse been heavily involved.
In the Fifth Army area the first advance of the enemy was
so rapid that the Transportation Service concentrated on the
withdrawal of rolling stock. On the right of the Third Army
the penetration was neither so deep nor so sudden, and the
light railways continued to operate for a time in distributing
ammunition before the rolling stock began t o be withdrawn+
Eventually, however, over 300 locomotives and tractors had
t o be disabled by remoyal of essential parts. All the heavy
railway guns of the Third and all but two of the Fifth Army
were saved.
643
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Tlle depth and rapidity of the cneiny’s penetration very soon
showed that the instruction that orders t o fire demolition
charges must come from corps or even army headquarters
would have to be modified. Authority was soon delegated
to divisions, but still orders often failed t o reach the demolition
parties, and the C.R.C.E. advised Iris K.C.Es. t o carry out
the dernolition as soon as our field guns came back to the site
or the encmy was in view. T n both the Third and Fifth Armies
most of the standard-gauge railway bridges were demolished
and IIO miIes of railway track were destroyed in the Somme
area. The expenditure of explosive was unexpectedly great
and in some cases supplies did not reach the sites in time.
After the experience of firing demolitions in March and April,
G.H.Q. issued a circular to armies cancelling previws instructions and directing that the Transportation Service was responsible for the demolition of all railway systems including
permanent way, tunnels and bridges, other than those for
whicli the French assumecl responsibility ; in the case of
railway bridges over roads thc transportation representative
was to act in consultation with army headquarters, while in
case of road bridges over railways the representative of the
Engineer-in-Chief was t o act in co-operation with the representative of the Transportation Service ; in the destruction of
railway water supplies, if they were also used for troops, the
transpartation engineer would consuIt with the army engineer.
The Transportation Service was also responsible for demolition
of locks on canals. The Director of the Army Signal Service
was rcsponsible for the destruction of t h a t system. Armies
were responsibIe for all other demolitions. The circuIar does
not appear to have amended previous instructions concerning
the difficult question of by whom and when the order to firc
demolitions would be given. The instructions in this circular
were never tested as there were to be no more large retreats on
the front of the B.E.F.
Throughout the battles the traffic on standard-gauge railways reached an unprecedented intensity, augmented by t h e
evacuation of railway personnel, material and equipment,
and the dismantling of the workshops at Longueau and Amiens.
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The prearranged railheads in depth proved invaluable. All
the lines worked by the R.O.D. to t h e east of the AmiensArras main line were evacuated by 26th March as all the
railheads had been overrun.
The outstanding difficulty for Transportation during the
retreat was the passing of information and orders, owing tu
the cutting of telephone lines by bombardment. When orders
failed to get through executive officers had to act on their own
responsibility, and great use was made of dispatch riders.
A.Ds.R.T. endeavoured t o keep raiIway officials in touch with
the military situation and army formations in touch with the
railway situation.
We have previously referred to the importance of the
neighbourhood of Amiens through which passed fodfifths of
the aIlied traffic between north and south and east. By 27th
March aII stations in that area were being heavily shelled and
bombed from the air. The question of improvising alternative
routes was taken up with the French, and an extensive scheme
for improving existing railway lines and constructing new ones
was approved on 24th April, the biggest item being a new
double line fifty-fivc miles long. By 30th April this had been
pegged out on the ground, and construction began on 2nd May.
By 15th July it was through and. was ready for traffic by 15th
August-a very remarkable feat. When the entire scheme
was completed it provided three separate double railway
routes across the Somme with a combined capacity of 144
trains a day in each direction. The British part in the execution
was mainly the extension of works already begu6 for
the use of British traffic-works
involving much heavy
construction.
If, however, the Germans had broken through at Amiens
the scheme could not have been carried out, and even by the
time it was completed it had become a luxury because the
tide had turned. An unjustifiable risk had certainly been taken.
It was the old familiar story. Thinking ahead, planning and
issuing orders should be a much shorter process than constructing. In practice the reverse is often the case and it is the
engineers who are excepted t o make up the time lost in the
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council room. They frequently, but not always succeed in
doing so.
On the a3rd March, G.H.Q. had arranged for a rear defence
belt to be constructed from Marcelave t o Carnbligneul to cover
Amiens, Railway units as well as many other units on the
L. of C. were put on to this work, and the construction of the
Amiens-avoiding railway line was stopped. Three Canadian
railway battalions and the I.W.T. Repair Section moved on
to this defence work. Later, on the evening of 24th hlarch,
these orders were cancelled and construction parties moved
back to make a defensive belt west of Amiens. Twenty-seven
miles of this belt from Flixecourt to Pas was to be constructed
by personnel under the 1l.G.T. Brigadier-General Stewart,
Deputy D.G.T. (Construction), was put in charge, and all
railway units that could be made available reported to him.
As none of them had been trained in such work the defences
were laid out and specified by officers representing the E.-in-C.
On 4 t h April, Brigadier-General Stewart had under his orders
sixty-seven different units totalling 22,400. By 9th April the
work was practically finished and the units returned to their
normal employment.
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Having been brought t o a halt on the fronts of the Third
and Fifth Armies, the enemy on 9th April switchecl his offensive
to tlie'left of the First Army on the Lys and extended it
northward next day t o the front of the Second Army. They
broke through t h e sector held by the Portuguese on the First
Army front and advanced very rapidly. One supply train and
one heavy railway gun were captured, otherwise withdrawal
of both light-railway and standard-gauge stock was effected
successfully. Some barges 011 the canal system were also
evacuated. On the Second Army front the enemy's advance
was again very rapid, and evacuation of railway material and
ammunition and the demolition of railway track was begun.
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The arrangements worked well, and all the lines and yards
east of the Ypres canal were dismantled and rail fastenings
salved.
Four French divisions were detrained behind the Second
Army, but on 2 5th April they were driven from Kernmel Hill.
On the 29th April the arrival of British reinforcements halted
the Germans just short of Hazebrouk. During the retirement
the salvage of railway material and equipment was again very
successful, but of course was beginning to produce congestion
in the stores depots. For instance, by aIst April Audruicq
had received ~1,000
tons and had made no issues, and receipts
continued at the rate of z,ooo tons per day.
In genera: the transport arrangements for the maintenance
of the northern armies during the German offensive worked
well, although there was again great difficulty in comrnunicating orders and information.
Whereas behind the southern part of the British front there
were few large British depots, in the north on the other hand
there were great quantities of stores and many installations of
all kinds. As the withdrawal of the front proceeded these were
moved back by rail-ammunition to Zeneghem, Audruicq and
Dames Camiers, supplies to supply depots, engineer stores t o
Les Attaques, and ordnance stores to Vendroux or Outreaux
near Boulogne. The railway workshops at Borre, Berguette
and Aire were dismantled and evacuated.
The German attacks caused the most intensive movements
of troops of the whole war by strategic and tactical trains
(forty-six divisions), by bus and by march (see pp. 3 9 3 7
H,,T.W.F.). That such movement was possible was due t o
the great work carried out continuousIy for three and a half
years by the French and British in constructing and organizing
a strategic and tactical railway and road system.
On 14th April, Marshal Foch, who had been appointed
Generalissimo of all allied armies in France on 26th March,
ordered the inundations, already arranged, to be carried out
in three stages.
GERMAK -4TTACK IN FLAN1)ERS
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TRANSPORTATIOK
TASKS
U N D E R SCHEMES
FOR WITHDRAWAL
FROM THE NORTH
On 26th March there was a meeting under the Q.M.G. to
consider measures t o be taken if the enemy succeeded in
separating the British and French forces. On 31st March,
G.H.Q. communicated to the G.O.C., L. of C. a “ Scheme X ”
for disposal of personnel, animals and stores that might have
to be evacuated from the Amiens-Abbeville-Blargies-Dieppe
area. Later this developed into “ Scheme Y with accompanying evacuation schemes for Calais and Dunkirk and for
the Abbeville-Blargies-Dieppe area. During April the policy
was adopted of maintaining a continuous front with the
French, even though it might involve abandoning the whole
area north of the Somme. A scheme for this purpose was
prepared which became known as Scheme 2.”
In Scheme Z the personnel to be transferred southward
numbered over I millions, the stores and material were roughly
estimated at 650,000 tons, and there were about ninety heavy
railway guns t o be moved. As a preliminary, and while the
schene was being worked out, action was taken at once to
reduce stocks in depots in the north by transfer back to
England. Even so, it was estimated that five-sixths of the
reduced stocks would have t o be destroyed owing t o lack of
time to remove them. The withdrawal was to be made in five
stages totalling not less than twenty-eight days. It was not
until early June that it was possibIe t o co-ordinate all the
departmental schemes into one Scheme Z, which even then was
not complete. In the middle of July the scheme was amended
and brought up t o date, but by that time it had become
unnecessary. Had the enemy succeeded in enforcing withdrawal
from the north during the month of April, as he came very near
t o doing, there can be little doubt that an attempt at evacuation must have been a chaotic affair and the losses of personnel
and stores would have been stupendous. In comparison,
“ Dunkirk ” in 1940 would have been considered x minor
operation. A very large amount of work required under
Scheme 2 was actually put in hand on railways and roads, and
”
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in preparation for demolition of
p.406 of H.,T.W.F.).

250,000
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tons of stores (see

TRANSITION
PERIODFROM 3 0 APRIL
~ ~ TO Z Z N D JULY, 1918
To the historian, and t o the reader t o whom all the information concerning the events of r918 is auaiIable, it seems quite
obvious that the German offensive against the British front
had ceased by 30th ApriI, that their May offensive against the
French front had ceased with the German disaster a t Rheims
on 15th July, and it also seems obvious that the French
successful counter-attack on xIth June, followed by the
Australian success at Hamel on 4th July, and the German
withdrawal across.the Marne on q t h July marked the turn of
the tide. But to Marshal Foch, the Supreme Allied Commander,
and t o Generals Haig and PCtain, commanding the British and
French forces respectively, these events unfolded gradually
and time was required to appreciate their consequences. On
30th April the British could not know for certain that they
would not be seriously attacked again, and sa for some time
they went on working out their Scheme 2, and strengthening
the line to which they had been forced back, t o meet further
attack, and very serious risks. Not till the French victory of
15th July at Rheims and the beginning of the German withdrawal on 20th July could Marshal Foch be certain that the
time had come to prepare for an offensive. It was on the 23rd
July that he issued orders for such preparations, and even then
he could not have known what great success aweited him.
Consequentfy between 30th April and 23rd July the British
were working strenuously at tasks of which many proved to be
unnecessary. One cannot switch over several million men from
the defensive t o the offensive by a stroke of the pen. There
must be a time Iag. Yet, as the offensive began early in August,
that time lag wa? by no means great, and the intervaI was one
of strenuaus work. We now relate the events of this period of
uncelfainty--goth April t o 22nd July.
The retreat in varying dapths along the whole front of the
B.E.F. to the positions it held on 30th April caused a vast
amount of work in reorganizing the transportation system.
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The evacuated workshops ancl other railway installations had
to be re-established on new sites, and new railheads had t o
be constructed in every army area. All departments opened
new depots, the sites of which required railway spurs and
marshalling yards. A new system of strategic and tactical
roads had to be constructed, new airfields etc. required road
access and the yards at the new railheads and depots had t o be
metalled. Personnel required accommodation on new sites.
It was not until September that the D.G.T. was able t o report
that practically all this work was complete.
The threat of compulsory further withdrawal from north of
the Somme still appeared to be imminent, so that all the work
for Scheme 2 was being hastened. Preparations were made
for the destruction of 250,000 tons of transportation stores and
equipment which there seemed little possibility of removing
during a retreat, however deliberate. Schemes for the demolition of the railways during retirement had also t o be prepared.
Reconstruction or new construction of roads for a retreat on
a large scale from north to south were put in hand over a
mileage which totalled 1,170,of which 700 miJes had not
liitlicrto been maintained by the British. The scheme already
referred t o for providing by new construction and reconstruction a railway system of great capacity we11 to the west of
Amiens t o connect the north and south railway systems was
being pushed on a t great speed.
Near the end of June, as it was now probable that the B.E.F.
would occupy the same front during the following winter, it
was decided that the time had come to consider a light railway
system for the whole front.
The German thrust across the Marne towards Paris was
another serious threat to the connexion between the French
and British. If it could not be stopped it would soon cut two
or even three of the main routes, while a close investment of
Paris would cut the fourth and last, for south and west of Paris
no main double line route had been organized. As a result
the number of trains moving on some portion of the Ceinture
dc Paris during the height of these operations varied from 146
to 181 per day.
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The German offensives against the B.E.F. in April and then
against the French in May and June, caused Foch to use his
railway system constantly for large strategic moves. Between
17th April and 15th May, twenty-nine divisions were moved
by rail, and between 27th May and 3rd June, eighteen divisians,
in both cases large numbers of corps and army units being of
course included. There were also many Iocal and tactical nioves
by rail.
All the foregoing operations had thrown a great strain on the
French railway system, rolling stock and personnel ; and the
arrival of large American forces in 1918 increased the load.
Although the Americans set to work with great energy to improve port and railway facilities it was some time before the
benefit of their efforts was felt, and again it was necessary for
the British to increase their assistance to the French by every
means in their power.
In June, 1918,the R.O.D. took over the entire working of a
group of lines round Hazebrouk and another system of lines
round Frkvent and Doullens. They continued as hitherto to
provide traction for British trains from base ports and also
for all British divisional movements. They were furnishing
crews for 1,000 locomotives, and were continuously importing
more rolling stock. In November, 1918,the R.O.D. numbered
18,000. During July t o October they moved 89 per cent of
the traffic of the B.E.F.; in October the percentage had risen
to 96 and in November to TOO.

CHANGEI N STATUS
OF D.G.T.

AT

G.H.Q.

We should here note that after Sir Eric Geddes had carried
out the reorganization of the transportation system, which was
producing the wonderful results we have related, he was recalled
to England to became First Lord of the Admiralty. He was
succeeded as D.G.T. in France by his Deputy, Major-General
sir Philip Nash, K.C.M.G., C.B., who in June, 1918, passed on
to become a member of the Inter-Allied National Transport
Council. He was succeeded as D.G.T. by Major-General
Sir Sydney Crookshank (late R.E.), K.c.M.G., c.B., c.I.E., D.s.o.,
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ni.v.o., but with a different status. After much consideration
at the War Office and at G.H.Q., it was decided that the time
had coine t o revert t o the normal organization by placing
the D.G.T. under the Q.M.G. It was realized that Sir Eric
Geddes couId never have carried out his great reorganization
unless he had been responsible directly to the C.-in-C. As a
collaborator with the Q.M.G. and A.G., but not a subordinate,
the D.G.T. could save much time in settling the establishments and numbers of transportation units, and their accommodation and movement, and aIso in making provision for
stores and equipment; but now in June, 1918, the whole
machine was running fast and smoothly, and, rightly or wrongly,
it was deemed desirable t o pIace the D.G.T. in his normal position as one of the directors under the Q.M.G.
In June, 1918.Marshal Foch as Generalissimo established a
Direction Ge’ize’rale des Conzmzenicafions et des Ravifaillernenf
a z t ~Armies (D.G.C.R.A.). This did not alter t h e system and
organization of control. The Direclew de Z’Arridre ( D . A.)
remained on the staff of General Petain, C.-in-C. of the French
Armies, for French military traffic but under Marshal Foch
for joint allied and French traffic. The D.G.T. continued to
exercise his functions for British traffic and other railway
work.
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CHAPTER XXXI
TRANSPORTATION DURING THE FINAL ALLIED
OFFENSIVE
Railway situation in July, rg18-PIans for reopening captured
railways and roads-Reconstruction of railways during the
advance-Lack of roads suitable for mechanical transportTransportation statistics-Some of the regular R.E. officers
who held important transportation posts in France.

ON 23rd July Marshal: Foch ordered Field-Marshal Sir Douglas
Haig and General PCtain t o resume the offensive as early as
passible, and began to concert schemes with them for that
purpose. In the almost continuous offensive that fallowed, the
principal events affecting the tasks of the Transportation
Service were :The battle of Amiens and victory of the Fourth A m y ,
8th to Ixth August.
The British attack south of Arras, zrst August.
The advance of the Third Army to Bapaume, 23rd August.
The fighting advance of the Fourth Army to PPronne,
23rd t o 29th August.
The storming of the Drocourt-Queant line by the First
Army, 2nd September.
The crossing of the Canal du Nord by the Third Army,
4th September.
The shattering of the Hindenburg line by the First, Third
and Fourth Armies at the end of September.
The advance into Flanders by King Albert’s group of
armies-the Second British and the Belgian Armies with
French divisions, on 28th September.
The British advance to Le Cateau, 6th to 16th October,
The advance from the Ypres salient by King Albert’s
group of armies, 14th October.
The Fourth Army’s advance t o the Sambre-Oise canal
at the end of October.
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The advance of the First and Third Arrnivs trr the Valcnciennes area, 2nd November.
The German general retreat and nllicd pursuit heginning
5th November.
The Armistice, 11th November.

THERAILWAY
SITUATIOX
IN

JULY,

191s

On the 23rd July when preparations for an offensive were
ordered, there were several important railway junctions and
sectors of line under the enemy’s shell-fire as a result of our
recent retreats, e.g., St. Omer - Hazebrouk - Bethune ; the
Amiens-Arras line had always been close t o the front. There
were several other sectors which caused our forward lateral
strategic route to be liable to serious interruption. It was
necessary that our offensive should free this lateral in the
first instance, but the most important railway strategic centre
in danger was Amiens, hence the choice of that area for our
first great offensive battle, 8th to Ixth August.
From the beginning of June and especially during the latter
part of July, twenty-eight battdions from Salonika and Egypt
arrived in France via Taranto and eighteen battalions and
other units via Marseilles. These were moved up t o the front
held by the B.E.F. There was also considerable lateral movement of British and French divisions and Army units along
the whole front caused by regrouping for the offensive.

PLANSFOR REOPENIXG
CAPTURED
RAILWAYS
A N D ROAIIS

I

We had already had plenty of experience of the thoroughness
with which Germans demolish communications and devastate
areas when compelled to withdraw, and they fully maintained
this reputation in their great retreat in 1918. I t was known,
therefore, that extensive and thorough preparations must be
made for reconstruction and reopening of communications by
rail and road. A memorandum by Marshal Fach’s Divectioiz
Ge‘nh2e des Comnaunications laid down that from time to time,
according t o the amount of demolition t o be encountered and
the selection of routes t o be reconstructed, each of the allied
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armies would be allotted a zone in which that army was to
repair and work the railways and roads.
British G.H.Q. laid down that the use of light railways to
follow up a general advance of many miles was unsound, as the
labour would be far more profitably employed in extending the
standard-gauge lines along routes to be selected by G.H.Q.
according to the progress of operations. As a matter of fact,
however, when the advance was made, we found ourselves
traversing areas in which the German and our own former
light railway systems could be utilized after some repair, in
order t o supplement the standard-gauge, but it is doubtful,
even so, whether the labour would not have been more profitably employed on increasing the rate of progress of the standard-gauge. It was recognized that the opening up of new
railheads could not keep pace with the advancing front, and the
Q.M.G. accordingly built up a reserve af mechanical transport
for bridging the gap.

RECONSTRUCTION
OF RAILWAYS
DURING

THE

ADVANCE

The map in the pocket at the end of this volume, from
Oflcial History-Transportation Western Front, does not (as
Colonel Henniker explains) show all the many alterations and
additions to the pre-war railway system made by new construction, nor dl the reconstruction which had to be done.
A very large scale would be necessary t o include so much
detail. But the map enables the reader t o obtain a general
idea of the amount of work done before 8th August, and during
the advance from that date until the Armistice. Nor is space
availabIe t o describe the details of the work, which would need
a volume to itself. (See Colonel Lyell’s description in L.,W.
by R.T., pp. 21-35 and Colonel Henniker’s in H.,T.W.F.,
pp. 43z-61.) Here we can only hope t o give a general idea
of how the work was planned and carried out, sufficient, we
hope, t o enabIe the reader to grasp its magnitude. Even so,
it was insufficient t o produce the density of traffic required
to maintain the continued exploitation of victory in the face
of hard fighting and strong rear guards. It is the invariable
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rule of war (confirmed again in 1939-45 in spite of great improvements in transport) that, if an enemy can avoid collapse
and maintain a degree of resistance, a rapid retreat will eventually impose a halt on his pursuers for the purpose of repairing
demolished communications and for restocking.
As long as there were any British troops south of the Somme
the reopening of the Chaulnes-Peronne railway was a British
task; farther north the attack of the Third Army on 21st
August freed the whole Iength of the Amiens-Arras main railway. Work was begun at both ends, first as a single track,
later doubled, On 9th September the R.O.D. began operating
the whole double line, but work was not completed before
30th September.
By the end of August the enemy was being forced back
aIong the whole line from south of Ypres t o Soissons, but up
t o that date heavy fighting had prevented any railhead from
being advanced more than twelve miles and many of them
far less. The pace was about t o quicken, On 31st August,
the Q.M.G. decided which lines it was intended to reconstruct,
and on 9th September G.H.Q. issued an important memorandum, laying down the feeder lines from the base ports to army
areas as follows :-

I. Dunkirk and Ostend - Bruges - Ghent - Antwerp Aeschot - BiIsen - Maastricht.
2. Dunkirk - Ypres - Roulers - Coiirtrai - Audenarde Brussels - Louvain - Tirlemont - Tongres.
3 . Calais - Bethune - Lille - Tournai - Ath - Enghien
- Manage - Ottignies - Gembloux -Landen - Li&ge.
4. Boulogne - Arras - Douai - Valenciennes - Mons Namur.
5. St. Quentin - Busigny - Maubeuge - Charleroi Namur,
6. Laon - Hirson - Givet - Dinant.
These lines were t o be the skeleton on which developments
would be built up. Thereafter whenever armies were informed
what raiIways would be constructed or reconstructed it was
always indicated whether the line was permanent, temporary,
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or for technical railway purposes only. The General Staff
memorandum of 9th September went on to name the lines in
an area of primary importance which would have to be developed, and if the operations were successful the next area
to be developed (see p. 438 of H.,T.W.F.). This information
incidentally indicated some important strategic objectives.
For instance, Berlaimont was t o the Germans what Amiens
was t o the Allies, for one mile east of it is the junction of
Aulnoye, where the main trunk line from Germany (via
Lidge-Namur-Charleroi and Maubeuge) crossed the main
lateral (Lille-Valenciennes-HirsonMeziPres) . A break-through
at Berlaimont would thus cut the German front in two.
The enemy supplemented his extensive and thorough demolitions with delay action mines placed on railway tracks and
roads and in all types of installations, yards, depots, etc.
These mines were particularly effective in dislocating trafic and
imposing delay (see p. 42 of L.,W. by R.T.).
By 14th October the armies' advance had cleared the whole
of the St. Quentin-Busigny and Cambrai-Busigny lines ;
single track was open to a place five miles north of St. Quentin ;
the line from PCronne was open t o Marcoing and doubled
nearly the whole way ; the Roisel-Hargicourt line had been
relaid i o standard gauge ; a railhead was open half-way between
Cambrai and Busigny, By the 20th the armies had crossed the
SelIe and Le Cateau and Wassigny were in the hands of the
Allies; by the 23rd October the front ran approximately
Valenciennes-Lequesno y-Landrecies.
At a meeting of the British and French railway authorities
at Busigny on 28th October, progress reports and estimates for
the future disclosed that up to the 10th November at the
earliest the Fourth British Army would be working from railheads far behind their front. On the Busigny-Maubeuge line
a viaduct ZOO yds. long and 80 f t . high had been destroyed,
and at least three weeks were necessary to cross this gap.
At this meeting it was agreed that the British shouId put in a
single line deviation round the St. Benin viaduct ; the French
would reconstruct the Busigny-Wassigny-Hirson line with
some British help ; and the British would reconstruct the

I
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Wassigny-Le Cateau line. Railhead did not reach Wassigny
till 8th November.
On the morning of 23rd October the First Army had reached
the western suburbs of Valenciennes where a gap of 130 ft.
had to be bridged. Valenciennes was clear of the enemy by
2nd November. There was a wide choice of routes to be reopened to give railway access to this town. It was decided to
double the shorter route via Raismes, and that the SomainLuurches and Lourches-Denain-Valenciennes railways should
be restored as single lines.
By 6th September the Germans had evacuated their Lys
salient and the general line of front ran Givenchy-Neuve
ChapeHe-Nieppe-Ploegsteert-Voormezeele. The surface of the
whole of the area t o the east and south-east of Ypres had been
so cratered and churned by the battles of the previous four
years that t o reconstruct any form of communication would
require very considerable labour for a long period. On 28th
September King Leopold's group of Armies (including the
British Second Army) advanced in Flanders and by 1st October
a deep salient towards Roulers had been made. The restoration
of sufficient communications, particularly roads, to enable the
attack to be resumed took a fortnight. On 14th October, the
offensive was restarted and it advanced so rapidly that railheads for the support of the troops were left far in rear. Railhead
reached Menin on 24th October and the station was working
on 25th. A t Comines and Wervicq railhead facilities were
available on 31st. The route chosen in these parts for penetration towards Belgium from the base ports ran via Bethune and
La-Basde not via Hazebrouk.
A noteworthy instance of rapid work by the railway construction troops was the repair of the line to Lille. A new bridge was
thrown across the Lys at Armenti&res in four days. Lille was
evacuated on 17th October, and on 25th the first train ran in.
Similar progress was made on the Cambrai-PCronne front where
in many cases bridges had been twice or thrice destroyed and
reconstructed.
We have seen that the general principle was laid down that
light raiIways had not sufficient capacity to be relied upon as
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main feeder lines between the bases and the front, and that
therefore labour should not be divei,ted to their construction
at the expense of work on the standard-gauge feeders. NevertheIess, it was found necessary in the battle-churned areas
near Ypres and behind the Third and Fourth Armies while
passing through the belts of British and German L.R. systems,
to reconstruct some L.R. feeders in order to get the troops
forward to the country beyand, and then t o drop any L.R.
reconstruction and rely only on standard gauge.
The reader will perhaps realize how thorough and widespread
was the demoIition of the railways by the Germans in their
retreat, and also the great effort made and efficiency displayed
by the British and Canadian railway construction troops, if
he is informed that in the three months of August, September
and October, 1918,no less than 1,050 miles of standard-gauge
track, demolished in very numerous pIaces, was restored for
the running of traffic. To accomplish this it was necessary to
lay 485 miles of new track and build 4.000 ft. run of bridging,

LACKOF ROADSSUITABLE

FOR

MECHANICALTRANSPORT

The advance over country in which roads and railways
had been so thoroughly destroyed caused increasing difficulty
in distributing what the extending railways brought up. For
previous offensives with short limited advances from longprepared positions railheads had been dispersed IateraJly, but
with the long rapid advances now being made by all the
armies, railheads tended to become strung out one behind the
other along main railway routes, with few roads fit for lorry
traffic leading forward from them. Moreover the distances
to be covered by M.T.columns grew Jonger, and the destructive effect of their solid rubber tyres became very noticeable,
especialIy during the rains of late autumn. Congestion on the
roads became acute, and the circulation of M.T. became
slower.
The result was that in the early days of November when the
front line ran approximately north and south, five miles east of
Le Cateau, the heads of steel were at AvPsnes, St. Benin and
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Wassigny witli makeshift railheads at CatteniEres, Caudry,
Busigny, Honnechy, Bohain, Frbsnoy and elsewhere, but the
bulk of the traffic for thc Fourth Army was still being dealt
with at Vermand, Templeuve le Grand, Hargicourt and
Bellicourt, twenty t o twenty-five miles behind the front. In
the last week before the Armistice this army advanced mother
twenty-five miles, but the destroyed viaduct at St. B h i n held
up any advance of rails. A t the date of the Ammistice the only
reliable railheads for the Fourth Army were fifty miles behind
the armistice line and, owing to the state of the roads, horse
irnnspovf was being used t o carry the loads forward.
The effect of conditions prevailing between Angust and
November upon the voIriine of traffic reaching railheads, and
beyond them t o the front, was as follows :It had been estimated in 1917 that t o maintain simdtaneous
attacks on the front of three armies, while merely holding the
rest of the front would require 2 0 0 trains per day to railheads,
but when the time came the number actually run had never
averaged more than r6o. During August and September
when our armies were advancing welI, but not rapidly, the
average daily numl>el- of trains was 153 (of which forty were
ammunition trains), and at the end of September the heaviest
artillery had to be left far behind. During October the figure
dropped to 133,but as we have described, early in November
the railheads were receiving more than the available transport
beyond them could carry, and the zone of country only passable
by horse transport was rapidly widening. I t was no longer
possible for the armies to advance at frill strexgth. Little more
than a thin screen to keep touch with the retreating enemy
could have been kept supplied. This had been the experience
of both sides in several theatres of war, whenever an attempt
was made to exploit a victory by rapid pursuit along thoroughly demolished communications.

TRASSPOKTATION
STATISTICS
Having given n general account of Transportation Services,
t h c facts a i d statistics urhich follow will afford some idea of
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the work done. Further data of this kind is included in both
H.,T.W.F. and L.,W. by R.T.

Standard and Metre Gauge Constructiori and Recouslruction

Year

1914
1915

New lines and
sidings
Miles

Reconstruction
of destroyed lines
Miles
-

Total
Miles
I

=o4

1916

-

417

19x7
xgr8
1919

137
589

1,298

21
I_

747

789
30

2,639

The 8th Railway Company laid the first mile in 19x4, In
1915 there were four R.C.Es., and by the end of 1916,when
D.G.T. took over, there were six, and altogether 522 miles had
been laid. In 19x7,the organization expanded t o seven R.C.Es.
and an A.R.C.E., and, in addition to material laid during
1917-19in reconstructing lines destroyed by the enemy, no

less than 1,007miles were reinstated and made fit for traffic.
Thus, altogether, 2,639 miles af new track were laid and a total
of 3,646 miles dealt with ; of these totals, the work in 1918
alone covered 1,298miles laid and 2,290 dealt with. The peak
of construction was reached when 194 miles were laid in
September, 242 in October and 163 in November, 1918 ; the
week ending 6th October, during the advance through Flanders,
accounted for no less than sixty-three miles. On the average,
about four sets of points and crossings were required per d e .
The quantity of ballast used was 94 million cubic yards, and
consisted of red or black mine earth, sand, chalk, gravel or
ashes, This represents 34 times the excavation which would
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be involved in building t h e Channcl Tunnel. The average
lead was about thirty miles and the ail-in cost worked out at
less than 3 francs per cubic yard.

RAILWAY
TRACK
ANI) STORES
The following account of receipts and issues in standardgauge track is of interest (see p. 36, L.,W. by R.?’.) :Miles
British new rails and fastenings (75 lb. F.F.)
... 2,063
Second-hand Canadian rails and fastenings (80 Ib. F.F.) 459
Second-hand B.H. rails and fastenings from British
railways
...
... ... ... ... ...
206.5
2,728.5

...

...

...

Rails and fastenings in store unused.. .

...

...

British material laid by Britisli troops
... ...
Dismantled track relaid

...
...

...
...

2,300

...

...

2,639

Issued to Allies

...

...

Total

106.5
2,622
322

339

In March, 1918,there were 700 miles of standard-gauge
railway track in reserve in France, but this would not have
been enough had not 206 miles of sidings or branch lines on
the British railways, and j89 miles in France been pulled up
and transparted for railway extensions, a considerable labour.
I n addition, during 1917and 1918,339miles of single track were
disrnantIed and returned to store. 459 miles of second-hand
rails came from Canada.
In 1918the organization of the Stores Department had been
perfected and worked smoothly and efficiently throughout this
strenuous year, especially during t h e litst six months when so
much was required of it. On one night in August, twenty-two
train loads, mostly permanent way, were dispatched from
store depots.
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Rolling Stock
By the end of 1918,the following had been imported into
France :Locomotives
From British railways
... ...
450
...
... ...
Others ...
755
Total ...
... ... *., ... 1,205
Wagons
From British railways
...
... 31,000
Others ...
... ... .,. __.23,000
Total ...
...
...
54,000
.4bout two-thirds of the locomotives and wagons arrived on
their wheels, t h e remaining third was erected in R.O.D.
1..

a . .

I

,

.

workshops.

Railway Operation
At the end of xgiG, the R.O.D. was working 160 kilometres
of standard-gauge line, and by the end of 1917,j34 kiIometres.
After the enemy offensive in March, 1918,a number of lines
had t o be abandoned, and in May, 334 kilometres were being
operated. Subsequently this rose rapidly t o 1,312 kilometres
by the end of 1918.
Loaded wagon-kilometres moved under R.O.D. working were
as fallows :1917
1918
January-March ...
... ... 3,20a,ga0
7,648 I 3 I 5
ApriI- June
... ...
*
4,496,979
6,771,466
July-September
...
... 7,842,275
23,368,903
October-December
... ... 9,775,791
241064,469
Total
... ... 25,324,025
61,853,153

Docks
The total imports for the army during 1917 and 1918
amounted to roughly 25,000 dead-weight tons per day. The
annual totaIs were 9,398,000 and 8,870,000 tons respectively,
ammunition alone amounting t o Z,IIO,OOO ,and 2,068,000 tans.
Every effort was also made t o saIve material and ship it home,
and this traffic amounted t o 326,000 and 411,000tons in
1917and rgr8 respectively.
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Light Railways
Except in the Somrne and Ancre valleys, few light railways
were .built before 1917,and the following gives the mileage
of new lines constructed during xgx7 and 1918 :1917
1918
Miles
Miles
... ... ... 135
January-March
2.14
202
April- June ...
... .., ... 364
July-September
..,
*,*
.+,
328
297
...
...
...
October-December
195
73
1,022
786
- Personnel
The establishment of all transportation units of the B.E.F.,
as approved in 1917,was 9q,ooo, in 345 different units. The
complete order of battle is included in the table at the end of
Chapter VI. It should be remembered that these establishments were never actually reached, and when 3,300 men were
transferred to the infantry in August, 1917,the service was
already 17,006below establishment.
The following table shows the establishments of the units of
the B.E.F. employed on railways :RAILWAY
UNITS,1918
-

-I

Directorate

units

D.G.T. ...
C.R.C.E. including (Anadlan troops, . . . . . .
Chief Mechanical
Engineer
Director of Light Raii-"

.........
tation
......
O.C. Railway Operating
Division
......
A.D.G.T.Stores
...

I=

59
25

ways

35

Director for Transpor-

Total

...

3ther
units
-

I6t
6
5

132

73:
16

225

Base depot for transportation troops.

t Includes sections on Mediterranean L.of C.
$ Includes schools.
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Unskilled labour
The governing factor in the rate of construction of both
railways and roads was nearly always the amount of unskilled
labour available. On the date of the Armistice the unskilled
labour employed on all types of transportation work amounted
t o :Road construction and maintenance
... 41,000
Railways
... ... ... ...
... 29,000
Docks ...
...
... ... ... ... IX,OOO
Other transportation departments ,,.
_ _ _ 8,000
Total

...

...

8g,OOO

SOMEOF THE REGULAR
R.E. OFFICERS
WHO HELDIMPORTANT
TRANSPORTATION
POSTSIN FRANCE,
WITH THEIR PREVIOUS
EXPERIENCE
Deputy Director Railways,
South African War.
Brigadier-General W. D. Waghorn Acting General Manager,
N.W. Railway, India.
Chief Engineer, military
railways, South African
War.
Brigadier-General V. Murray
Acting General Manager,
Eastern Bengal Railway.
Assistant Director Rai 1ways, South African War.
Brigadier-General H. F. E.
Deputy Traffic SuperintenFreeland
dent, Indian State RaiIways.
Traffic Manager, China railways, during Boxer War,

Brigadier-General j.H. Twiss

1900-2.

Brigadier-General S. D’A
Crookshan k

Public Works Department,
India.
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Acting General Manager,
Brigadier-General C. Magniac
Madras and S. Mahratta
Railway,
Engineering Indian State
Brigadier-General A. Brough
Railways.
Deputy Assistant Director
Colonel A. M. Henniker
Railways, South AfricanWar.
Assistant General Manager,
Colonel C. F. Birney
N.W. Railway, India.
Executive Engineer, Oudh
Colonel W.K. Russell
and Rohilkhund Railway.
Lieut.-Colonel G.B. Kensington Traffic Manager, Woolwich
Arsenal.
Executive Engineer, State
Lieut.-Colonel L. E. Hopkins
Railways, India.
Executive Engineer, State
Lieut.-Colonel G. Lubbock
Railways, India.
Executive Engineer, State
Lieut.-Colonel H. E. C. Cowie
Railways, India.
Executive Engineer, State
Lieut.-Colonel C. Walton
Railways, India.
Lieut.-Colonel G. J. Watt-Smythe Executive Engineer, State
Railways, India.
Assistant Engineer, N.W.
Lieut.-Colonel E. P, Anderson
Railway, India.
Engineer, N.W.
Assistant
Lieut.-Colonel A. H. L. Mount
Railway, India.
Traffic
Superintendent,
Lieut.-Colonel G. Walton
Indian State Railways.
Assistant Engineer, N.W.
Lieut.-Colonel G. Rhodes
Railway, India.
Assistant Traffic SuperinLieut.-ColoneJ L. Manton
tendent, Eastern Bengal
State Railway.
Lieut.-Colonel G. A. P. Maxwell Construction of African
Railways.
REGULAR 1i.E OFFICERS

'

I

'
I

'

Lieut.-Co]onel F. D. Hamrnond

Major G. H.Stallard

Mechanical
Engineering,
Military Railways South
African War and later in
Nigeria.
District Traffic Superintendent, Indian State Railways.

Major J . P, S. Greig

Regular R.E. Railway Company, England.
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ROYAL ENGINEERS IN THE ITALIAN
CAMPAIGN, 1917

CHAPTER XXXII

OPERATIONS I N ITALY
(See Sketch facing page 684,and.Map in pocket)
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ITALY did not join the allies until 23rd May, 1915,when she
declared war on Austria and undertook an active defence of
her frontier, running up the Isonzo, north-west of Trieste,
thence along the Dolomites to Lake Garda and thence north. wards through the mountains to Switzerland. Operations were
only possible on the Isonzo sector and in the less mountainous
area, called the Asiago plateau, east of Lake Garda. For
two years the Italians carried out a long series of not very successful offensives on these two fronts, offensives that were
costly and dispiriting. Then in October, 1917, the Austrians,
assisted for the first time by German divisions, attacked on a
wide front at Caparetto at the northern and mountainous
end of the Isonzo sector. The Italian Second Army broke,
the whole force was withdrawn in confusion, failed to hold the
line of the Tagliamento and finally halted behind the Piave.
The loss of men, material and morale was terrific and it was
quite clear that assistance was necessary t o prevent the overrunning of Italy.
Accordingly, six French and five British divisions were
withdrawn from the Western front and concentrated in t u n
round Mantua,south of Lake Garda, where they arrived during
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November and December, 1917. The British force was commanded by General Sir Herbert Plumer, the R.E. units
being :General Headquarters
Chief Engineer
Major-General F. M. Glubb.
Director of Works
Brigadier-General G. E. Smith.
D.G. Transportation Major-General W. H. Grey.

X I corps
Chief Engineer
5th Division
48th Division

xrv corps
Chief Engineer
7th Division
23rd Division

41st Division

Brigadier-General H. J. RI. Marshall.
C.R.E., Lieut.-CoIonel J. R. White, with
59th, 491st (Home Counties) and 527th
(Durham) Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonef V. Giles, with
474th, 375th and 477th Field Companies.
Brigadier-General C . S. Wilson.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel A. W. Reid, with
54th, 95th and 528th (Durham) Field
Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel E. H. Rooke,with
IoIst, Ioznd and 128th Field Companies.
C.R.E., Lieut.-CoIonel E. N. Stockley,
with 228th, q 3 r d and 237th Field
Companies.

L . of C. Troops
I.G.C.
Engineer Troops

Lieut.-General Sir Henry M. Lawson,
late R.E.
158th, 285th, 290th and 8th (Monmouth)
Army Troops Companies, No. 246 Base
Park Company ; detachments of No. 32
Base Park Depot and of 13th Reinforcement Company ; 6th Field Survey Company ; 34th A.A. Searchlight Section ;
Transportation Stores Company ; 5th
Pontoon Park ; No. z Boring Section.
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At the beginning of December, the q s t and ~ 3 r dDivisions
moved into the front line with the 7th Division in reserve.
They occupied the Montello sector on the Piave line in the
Alpine foothills, about thirty miles from the sea. Towards the
end of January the 48th and 5th Divisions moved into the
line on their right.
During the winter and spring, the situation remained fairly
quiet on the British sector, but there was considerable work
to do upon the defences, which lacked depth and were quite
devoid of machine-gun positions, shelters etc. The Italians
supplied the labour for road making and water supply, with the
result that the field companies could concentrate their efforts
upon work required in the front and rear lines.
I n the spring, it became quite clear that the great German
offensive, strengthened by the troops freed from the Russian
front, was t o be directed against the Western front and not
against Italy. After some discussion, it was, therefore, decided
to withdraw two British and three French divisions from the
Italian front, leaving the British forces in Italy, under General
the Earl af Cavan, organized in one corps with certain G.H.Q.
troops. The R.E. units were then as under :CROSSING THE PIATE,

1918

XIV cor*s
Chief Engineer
7th Division
23rd Division*

48th Division

Brigadier-General C , S, Wilson.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel E. Barnardiston,
succeeded on 16th October by LieutColonel W. A. FitzG. Kerrich.
C.R.E., Lieut .-Colonel E. H. Rooke ,
succeeded on 28th October by Major
R. A. Turner.
C.R.E., Lieut.-Colonel E. Briggs.

The field companies and L. of C . troops remained as shown
above, except that the 285th and 290th Army Troaps Companies returned t o France.

* Commanded by Major-General H. F. Thuillier, late R.E.,
from 15th October, 1918.
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The XI Corps returned t o France to its old scctor at Armcnti&res just in time t o meet the German attack on 9th April
(see Chapter XIV).
A t the end of March the British troops took over a frontage of
about four miles on the Asiago plateau, which is from 3,000 to
4,000feet above the sea and forms a kind of step on the southern
slopes of the Alps. Here again there was much work to be done
on the defences in the wooded mountains and many improvements were required to the water supply and communications.
The weather at first was bitterly coId and conditions quite
new to the traops. Transport w3s largely by pack animals,
supplemented by ropeways running up from the plain.
On 15th June the Austrians Iaunched a strong offensive with
attacks on four sectors of the front, One of them against the
British. Heavy fighting ensued but counter-attacks regained
all lost ground. In this fighting, the field companies, especially
the 474th and 477th, were used for holding sectors of the line.
In August large scale simultaneous raids were made at many
places by the British in conjunction with the French on their
right. During these occurred the first recorded use of searchlights pointed upwards to produce artificiaI moonlight. Thc
raids were very successful and resulted in the withdrawal of
the enemy on a four-mile frontage t o behind Asiago, a withdrawaI which produced much engineer work on communicntions and defences.

~

THE CROSSINGOF THE PIAVE,
1918
Allied successes in other theatres and the obvious weakening
of the Austrians as the result of their disastrous attack in June
tempted the Italians t o plan a great autumn offensive. For
this purpose the XIV Corps was moved down t o the Pisve
front at the beginning of October, Ieaving tlie 48th Division
on the Asiago plateau. Earl Cavan was given command of the
Tenth Italian Army, consisting of the XIV British Corps and
the XI ItaIian Corps; his XIV Corps Staff all became the
Tenth Army Staff ; Major-General Sir James Babington,
commanding t h e ~ 3 r Division,
d
was promoted t o tlie command
of the S I V Corps, for which a staff was collected from various
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R.E., was appintotl to tht, command of the 23rd Division in place of General
Bahington. Tlic C:liief Engineer, XIV Corps, Brigadier-General
C.S. Wilson, became C.E., Tenth Army, and Lieut .-Colonel
E.Barnardiston, the C.R.E., 7th Division, bccame C.E., XIV
Corps, his place 3s C.R.E., 7th Division being taken by Major
I\.'. A. FitzG. Kerrich, R.E., prcviously commanding the
jqtll Field Company.
The Italian Forces at the beginning of this battle, since
known as the Battle of Vittorio Veneto, were disposed in six
armies. From right t o left they were the Third, whose flank
rested on the Adriatic about twenty miles north-east of Venice,
the Tenth, which included the British XIV Corps, the Eighth,
Twelfth, Fourth and Sixth. The two last named were in the
mountain regions, the Fourth, which contained one British
division (the 48th) on the Asiago plateau, and the Sixth,
which included one French division, in the Grappa area. The
remaining four armies were along the Jine of the Piave. The
main attack was to be made by the Tenth, Eighth and TweIfth,
the two latter advancing northwards on Vittoria and Feltre,
while the Tenth was t o advance in a direction which would
protect the right flank of the-Eighth. These operations necessitated as a preliminary the forcing of the passage of the River
Piave. This river, of which the bed is about a mile wide,
runs in many channels of varying depths and widths among
isIands and sandbanks of all sizes. The bottom is hard and in
dry weather it is easily fordable, even for transport, but a
little before the battle heavy rains had brought it down in full
flood. In this state many of the islands are submerged, the
channels between become deep and unfordable and the current
runs at a very great velocity. In consequence of the flood the
attack had to be put off for two days, and the river had certainly fallen somewhat when the crossing was made, but was
still running at about eight knots in the main channels.
On the front of attack a large island, called the Grave di
Papadopoli, about thrct. miles long and a mile wide at its
widest part, lay dong nearly the whole front af the XIV Corps
at a distance of from 300 t o 700 yards from the near bank.

souruns :
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This island was held by the Austrians as a strong detaclied
post in front of their main position. Their main line ran along a
bund, about twelve feet high, which confined the river floods
on the opposite side. Between the farthest channel of the river
and this burid was a flat space from 200 t o 400 yards wide
p a r t i d y covered with tamarisk. The plan of attack for the
XIV Corps was to capture the Grave di Papadopoli by a separate
operation a few days before t h e main attack. Its capture would
admit of a pontoon bridge being constructed from the near
bank t o the island at a locality where it would be concealed
from direct enemy view by the trees and undergrowth on the
island, which would then form an assembly position for an
attack on the main line.
The 7th Division, to which was allotted the right sector of
the corps front, was given the task of capturing the island. The
point selected for the crossing was at the north-west, or
upstream, tip, on the front of the 23rd Division. Here lay thc
smalI island of Cosenza, already connected t o the near bank by
footbridges ; between it and Pspadopoli were two unfordable
channels, each sixty to seventy yards wide, separated by a
small island. The units selected for the operation were the
and Battalion, the Honourable Artillery Company, ancl the
1st Battalion, The Royal Welch Fusiliers, of the eznd Infantry
Brigade. The crossing began as soon as it was dark on the
night af z3rd/zqth October, the first parties being ferried
across the swift stream by men of the 18th Company of Italian
pontieri. The boats were small, flat-bottomed and pointed
at both e n d s ; each held seven infantrymen and the crew
consisted of two pontieri, one a t each end, who kept the boat a t
the proper angle with the current by means of punt poles, and
let the current carry it across. Onjy twelve boats were available
for the ferrying and the process was very slow. There were two
channels t o be crossed and in each case the point on the opposite shore reached by the boats was over a hundred yards below
where they started ; each boat had then to be towed up stream
to a point an equal distance above the starting point, so that the
return journey would bring it back. For these reasons thc rate
of ferrying by tweIve boats was less than a hundred men per

them. Since t h e site of the footbridges was completely exposed

unenviable position, wet through and exposed t o frequent
shell-fire.
On the 25th October the rain ceased and that night the
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established by the 3rd Italian Searchlight Company (attached
t o the 23rd Division) at a point on the river bank some 500
yards up stream. This threw its beam parallel to, and in front
of, the scene of the crossing and formed a perfect screen.
The remaining two battafions of the zznd Brigade (7th Division)
and the headquarters and two more companies of the 8th
Yorkshire Regiment ( ~ 3 r dDivision) were thus able to cross.
The 7th Division troops on the island completed the capture
of the whoIe of it that night, and on the morning of the 26th
repulsed a strong Austrian counter-attack upon it. On the 26th
the river fell again, and orders were issued for the main attack
to take place at 6.45 a.m. on the 27th.
It is necessary here to describe the problems met with in
the construction of the pontoon bridge from the niainland
to the Island of Papadopoli, which had been started on the
25th. The task there presented to the engineers was one of
extraordinary difficulty. The distance to the island was about
1,600 feet, but the depths varied, and parts were sandbanks
uncovered by water. Although detachments of the 4th
and 5th Bridging Trains had been sent from France, the
pontoon equipment would harely suffice for the crossing,
having in view the fact that the channel on the farther side of
the idand had also to be bridged. This, too, was partly of
fordable shoals but the width of the unfordable part was
unknown. It was also doubtful whether the British pontoons
would ride at anchor in the %knot current of the main
channels. The Italian pontieri company attached t o the corps
had a certain number of pontoons, of the type used in the
Italian service, bigger than the British, with higher freeboard,
and also having a high scow bow, which enabled them to ride
easily in the waters of the swift Alpine rivers. Another serious
difficulty was that the field companies had had little or no
training at pontooning, having been engaged continuously
in trench warfare, and neither officers nor men had any experience of how t o get the pontoons into position or to lay out
anchors in such a rapid current, and of course they had no
motor launches to assist them.
The site sdected for the bridge was opposite the village
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of Salletuol and below the tail of an island called Veneto, to
which a crossing had already been made. The reason for its
selection was that here the main current flowed inshore, and
also that the island would permit of the laying down of kedge
anchors with a view t o letting down pontoons on long cables
to their position in bridge. On the other hand, the site had
the defect that the current ran at a considerable angle to the
bank and to the line of the bridge.
The executive control of the bridge construction was in +he
hands of Lieut.-CoIonel Kerrich, who from commanding the
54th Field Company had been made C.R.E. of the 7th Division
only a few days before. He had a t his disposal the 54th, 95th
and 528th (Durham), Field Companies of his own division,
the 128th and later the xorst Field Companies and all the
pontoons of the 23rd Division, and also an army troops company+ He had also the 18th Company of Italian Pontieri, less
the portion of it required for ferrying troops at Cosenza, under
the command of Captain Odoni of the Italian Engineers. The
pontieri were excellent men, many of them specially enlisted
watermen, skilled in boat work in rapid waters. The 477th Field
Company and pontoons of the 48th Division were in reserve.
On the night of zqth/zgth the 54th Field Company with
great difficulty got a cable across the stream to Papadopoli.
The next night the pontieri put four Italian pontoons into
position in bridge, after which they received orders to stop
this work and t o reinforce the rest of their company engaged
in ferrying the last two battalions of the 2znd Brigade across
at C o m a . Their method of getting pontoons into position
was to launch one at a time some distance upstream and to
let the swift current carry it down while two of the crew
steered it into its proper position with paddles, and others
at the stern dropped the anchor at the proper place and paid
out the cable till the pontoon reached its position in
bridge. Needless to say the operation required very skilled
men.
On the 26th, the whole of Papadopoli being in British possession, it was possible to work on the bridge by day, and this was
facilitated by a mist which obscured the site from distant
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view and also from the air. There was still a gap of fifty yards
t o the nearest shoal and in the morning three \Veldon trestles
were placed in position by the R.E. t o fill this gap. On the
shod-portions of the channel the current ran more slowly,
it was possible to lay anchors by hand and the British pontoons
rode the \$,ater easily. The difficulties of working, however, were
such that it became evident that the bridge t o the island
would not be completed by nightfall. About half of it was
therefore made as a footbridge of duckboarcls on wooden
trestles, which were provided by the Chief Engineer from
corps stores. This enabled the troops of the 20th and 21st
Infantry Brigades to cross during the night of 2Gth/z7tli and
to reach their positions for the assault on the Austrian main
line t h e next morning.
On the same night, 2Gth/z7th October, the 68th and 69th
Brigades of the 23rd Division on the left also crossed to the
north-western end of PapadopoIi and took up their positions
in preparation for t h e assault. The same methods were employed as on the previous nights ; as many as possible were
transported by ferry, and the footbridges were reconstructed
as soon as it was dark. The Italian searchlight from up-stream
again blanketed the Austrian light and t h e process of crossing
proceeded without a hitch. At 10.30 p.m. the British artillery
began a systematic bombardment of the enemy’s wire and
this led to considerable enemy sheII-fire in retaliation, but
the passage of the troops was not seriously hampered, and all
had been successfully landed by 3.30 a.m.
There was still much t o be done before the attacking brigades
reachcd the position from which the assauIt was to be delivered.
First there was the broad branch on the opposite side of the
Grave di Papadopoli t o be crossed. This was from 1,300 t o
1,500 yards wide, divided into several streams by islands,
sandhanks, etc. On the 7th Division front the infantry had
already occupied some of these islands and when they moved
towards the farther bank they found no serious obstacle till
they began to ford the last stream which was waist deep and
running very strongly. The 23rd Division had to cross shoals
and sandbanks but encountered two channels which were
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fordable only with great difficulty, also being waist deep and
very swift. It was only great resolution and courage which
enabled the men of both divisions t o cross these dangerous
obstacles. They linked arms and pressed on in the darkness
till they reached the far bank, but many were swept away
and drowned. The distance from the farthest bank to the foot
of the bund which formed the Austrian main line of defence
was from zoo yards on the right of the corps front t o 400 yards
on the left. On this flat space the troops took up their positions
preparatory t o the assault, which was t o take place at 6.45
a.m, when the artillery barrage lifted off the bund. Punctually
the lines of infantry advanced. The ground was much covered
by tamarisk scrub which in some places concealed barbed
wire and machine-gun emplacements. Overcoming a11 resistance the long lines pressed forward, and' Ly 7 a.m. both divisions had stormed the bund, putting the defenders to flight, and
soon began their advance behind the barrage to their second
line of objectives.
By midday (27th October) the engineers under Lieut.Cdonel Kerrich completed with pontoons the other half of
the Sallatuol bridge to Papadopoli where the footbridge had
been made the day before, The IoIst Field Company of the
~ 3 r Division
d
was this day added to those under Lieut.-Colonel
Kerrich, and thus reinforced they bridged the channels between
the island and the far bank of the river, under some artaery
fire and bombs from Austrian aircraft. As soon as bridge
communication was through it began to be used for the passage
ofartillery and the transport of both the 7th and 23rd Divisions.
It was, however, decided that on the night of the q t h / z 8 t h
the 56th Division of the Italian XVII Corps, which had been
that day put under the orders of Lord Cavan,was also to cross
by the Salletuol bridge in order to carry out a certain operation
on the left flank of the XIV Corps. This necessity arose from
the conditions which had come about on the front of the
Eighth Italian Army on the left. In the plan of attack there
was a gap of no less than 5,000 yards between. the left flank
of the 23rd Division and the right of the Eighth Italian Army.
At this gap the course of the river took a wide bend so that the
CROSSING THE PTAVE,
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tlirectioii o f :idvancc of thc nenrchst Italian divisim \KLS obliciuc
to tjlat of the ~ 3 r d1)ivision. 'Tlic plan ivas that tlicy sliould
gain contact at a paint h,oou yarcla beyond the river, t h e
triangle of ground between being cleared up latcr if necessary.
I t was evident that, should arty mishap prevent t h e It xI'ian
division froni crossing, this contact would not be made, and
the 23rd Division would be left with an entirely open flank
several thousand yards deep. In the event of an attack upon
this open flank it might be impossible if t h e river rose again
t o reinforce the leading brigades from reserves on t h e near
side. In any case this could not bc clone b y daylight as the
z j r d Division footbridges were unclcr observation and machinegun fire from the area still held by the enemy on om left. This
dangerous situation did in fact arise, when in the early hours
of the 27th news was received t h a t the bridges of the Italian
56th Division had broken down and none of their troops had
been able to cross. Fortunately no attack was made by the
cnemy on our left, brit it became obvious that the XIV Corps
could not continue its advance until its left flank had been
covered. It was t o effect this that the Italian 56th Division
was sent t o cross by the SalletuoI bridge in order to move t o
t h e Ieft of the 23rd Division and fill the gap between it and the
nearest Italian formation. A t the same time a brigade of the
33rd Italian Division crossed the river by the Cosenza footbridges to co-operate in the movement.
Great congestion was produced at the approaches to the
SalIetuol bridge by the necessity for passing a whole Italian
division across. One of its brigades crossed eady in the night
of the z7th,!aSth and proceeded t o the left of the ~ 3 r dDivision,
but before any more could do so a serious disaster occurred at
the bridge. The current had scoured under the leg of the
nearest Weldon trestle in the niain stream and it subsided ;
when the decking became awa.sh thc force of the current
carried away all the trestles and two of the Italian pontoons.
Attempts t o repair the bridge by letting down British pontoons
on long cables from Veneto Island were unsuccessful, as they
swung about uncontrollably. Finally one capsized, drowning
some of the crew.
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This mishap came at a w r y critical time and its immediate
result was that no more Italian troops, and no artillery, rations
or ammunition for the British troops could be got over to the
other side. On the morning of t h e 28th the two Italian brigades
which were already across made a wheeling movement, pivoting
on the left Rank of t h e 23rd Division under a barrage from
Italian and British artillery, and before midday had attained
a position prolonging the British line to t h e left. At 12.30 p.m.
the whole h e then continued the advance. The pontoon
bridge was repaired by the Italian pontieri by their method of
dropping the pontoons down from up stream, and traffic
across it was resumed in the evening. The congestion after
this delay was worse than ever, and most precise orders were
necessary to allot priority t o the variaus infantry and artillery
units, British and Italian, who were to use the bridge, and t o
the transport carrying ammunition and supplies for the three
divisions who were dependent upon it. The working aut of
these orders and the control of the traffic at the bridge, where
at times indescribable confusion reigned, taxed the resources
of the staff very highly. In view of the possibility of the
leading troops being short of ammunition or rations some
supplies of both were carried over by aeroplane and
dropped.
The pontoon bridge remained till after the Armistice, being
used by further Italian troops and for aI1 supplies of the
Tenth A m y . It was abo used for the withdrawal of the
Tenth A m y after the Armistice. The river continued to fall,
and when the returning troops crossed the bridge a number of
the pontoons were resting on the ground, but, although subjected to heavy loads while in this state, they stood the strain
without damage.
The whole of the operation reflects the highest credit on dl
the troops who took part in it and on the staffs who organized
it. I t has not been possible to describe the minute care and
precision with which a11 movements connected with. the crossing by the ferry and footbridges had t o be conducted. The
engineers emplayed on the bridges showed great energy and
gallantry in their dangerous duties, battling against difficulties
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for which their previous training had not prepared them.
Special mention should be made of the Itaiian pontieri, recruited largely from men with a life-long training in w-atermanship, without whose skifled help it is difficult to conceive
how the bridging operations could have been carried out.
They were efficient, highly skilled and gallant. Their commander, Captain Odoni, was a man of great energy and resource
and he received the welldeserved honour of the D.S.O. for his
services to the British army. The gaIIantry and endurance of
the infantry who were for forty-eight hours unsupported on the
island of Papadopoli in heavy rain and under shell-fire, and
who then drove off it a superior force of the enemy, and also
the dash and resolution of all those who waded the rushing
channels of the river in the dark, and, forming lip at their
assembly Jim, stormed the enemy position on the bimd with
faultless punctuality, are all worthy of the highest praise. At
any time other than when they occurred these feats would
have aroused t h e pride of the whole nation, but the fast scenes
of the colossal struggle in France and the imminent collapse
of the German armies diverted attention from them. They
should, however, rank very high in the annals of the British
Army.
From the difficulties experienced by the engineers some
Iessons may be drawn. The first is the necessity for the staffs,
and particularly for the Chief Engineers of higher formations,
to consider well in advance the nature of the operations which
may fall to the lot of the army, to arrange that there shall be
available for the engineers the equipment and stores that they
will require for those operations, and, if t h e duties that are
foreseen are outside the experience and training of the engineers,
t o take steps t o have them trained specially. In this case
it may not have been possible to foresee that the XIV
Corps would be called upon t o cross the river Piave, and it is
true that it had been stationed in the mountain region of the
Asiago plateau for some months previously and had been
expecting orders for transfer t o the French front. NevertheIesr,
it is a fact that all the rivers 6f the North Italian theatre of
war, in which t h e corps had been stationed for twelve months,
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are of the mountain torrent type, shallow streams in dry
weather, but deep, swift and rushing at times of flood. It is
unfortunate, therefore, that it was not remembered that the
officers and men of the field companies had had no experience
of bridging under such circumstances and that no steps were
taken to give them any, Also that it was not recognized that
the British pontoons would be found unsuitable for currents
such as are found in rivers of that type. The sudden change of
plan which took the 7th and 23rd Divisions into the battle
caught the engineers unprepared for the job they had t o
do.
Another lesson is that it is always advisable, when technical
operations of exceptional difficulty have to be carried out, t o
place in definite command of them the most senior and experienced engineer officer available. In this case it was left to
the entire charge of the officer who. happened at the moment
to have succeeded to the post of C.R.E. of the division on whose
front the bridge was to be built. Thus a task which would have
taxed the capacity of the most experienced and able officer in
the Corps, and perhaps the most difficult field engineering
problem met with in the whole war, was left to an officer of
eight years' service, who, with all his subordinate officers and
men, had for the preceding four years been employed exclusively in trench warfare. The fact that Lieut.-Colonel
Kerrich rose to the occasion and accomplished more than could
possibly be expected under such circumstances does not affect
the value of the foregoing comment. He and his officers and
men deserve great credit for the gallant efforts they made and
for the success they achieved in getting a bridge across at all
in the circumstances. The success may be measured by the
fact that it was only on the Tenth Army front that a crossing
of the river was effected in the first two days. On the fronts of
the Eighth and other Italian Armies all bridging attempts were
frustrated by the flooded Piave, just as the same river had
broken dl the Austrian bridges and defeated their attempts
to cross and maintain themselves on the right bank in the
CROSSING THE PXGVE,
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THE PURSUIT

AFTER THE CROSSING OF T H E P l A V E

During the advance from the Piave t o the Taghamento,
various other rivers had to be crossed. The Austrian demolitions were not always completely successful but most of the
bridges, many of them large timber structures, were either
blown up or burnt. The first bridge t o be constructed was, of
course, from Papadopoli to the left bank of t h e Piave. This
presented Jittle difficulty as tllc current in this branch was
by then not very swift. On thc British front the bridges over
the Monticano and its tributaries were prepared for demolition
but the charges had not been fired. The Livenza was crossed
on 1st November. A t Brugnera, a trestle bridge was built
by the Italians and at Cavolano, a medium pontoon bridge by
the 7th Division. A t Sacile the bridge was repaired by the
23rd Division and an Inglis girder bridge constructed by tlie
285th Army Troops Company. There was great congestion in
Sacilc because the crossings were also used by three Italian
divisions. The Meduna was found to be fordable in the British
sectar but was subsequently bridged. The Tagliamento was
reached on the 3rd Novemher and crossed by a partially
damaged bridge at Gradixa. Hy t h k time all enemy resistance
had.ceased as the Armistice had lieen signed and took effect
next day.
Meanwhile on tlie Asiago plateau, Austrian resistance had
weakened and on 1st November a combined attack by the
48th Division and the French on tlicir right captured tlie plateau
and drove the Austrians into the mountains by way of a narrow
and precipitous valley called the Val d’Assa. A Iirigade of the
48th Division with a few @ins and two sections of sappers
took up the pursuit which continued until the Armistice, very
large numbers of prisoners being captured. Except across
no-man’s-land with its battered villages, tlie steep mountain
road was found to be in fairly goad order, with only one
serious demolition. The route was made passable for wheels
by the 474th and 475th Field Companie? assisted by British
and Italian working parties.

s U l<\'E k'
SURVEY I N

ITALY

British surveys on this front began in November, 1917, as
for some time British artillery units had been attached to the
Italian army and were in position on the Carso. These units
had obtained their maps from the Italian Command, but
artillery surveys, and also sound and visual observation, were
far behind the standard of the Western front. On the other
hand, Ita!ian cartography was superior to French. Italy was
covered with property surveys in the same communal way as
France, but had a second and excellent toptgraphical survey
at 1/25,000,and its sheets were an admirable base for further
development.
In November, 1917, when the British and French divisions
were sent to the Italian front, Lieut.-Colonel Winterbotham
was ordered t o go with three men to make geographical arrangements. The first step of importance was t o visit the Service
GPographique in Paris to ensure close collaboration. It was
found that the French had determined to maintain their more
usual scale of I/ZO,OOO and had enlarged record copies of the
Italian r/~oo,oooto serve the purpose. The maps thus produced
were coarse and much inferior t o the Italian 112 j,Wo, but had,
overprinted upon them, a co-ordinate system on a suitable
projection. This system of reference was adopted for the
British use.
On reaching Italy trigonometrical records were obtained from
the IlzstQuto Geograjco Militare at Florence, which carried out
map printing for the Italian armies. With great promptitude
it provided a full supply of maps of the Piave front for which
British troops were destined, and also untrimmed copies, in
bulk, on which the new reference grid could be overprinted.
Lieut.-Colonel Winterbotham who had one good computer
with him, converted the trigonometrical data of the British
area into terms of the reference grid. Thus before the heads
of columns arrived at Mantua full arrangements had been
made. British Corps Headquarters were in Padua and there a
barrack was handed over for geographical work, an Italian
military surveyor was attached for liaison, and work began.
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Fortunately there existed good lithographic printing establishments in the town, and the overprinting of the new grid
caused little difficulty.
From this time map printing and supply continued normally.
The 6th Field Survey Company (a new uuit) was soon formed,
mainly by transfers from the 2nd Company, at that time in
reserve. By the niiddk of December both sound and flash obscrvations were working normally. Early in January, I ~ I SMajor
,
C. S. Reid arrived (with G.H.Q. Italy) t o relieve Lieut.-Colonel
Winterbotham who returned to the Western front.
I t is interesting to note that on this front British and French
units werc able to exchange locations on the same system uf
reference, as they we](: never able to do in France.

Trm W O I ~DIRECTORATE
S
IN ITALY

I

The R.E. Works Uirectorate in Italy was an offshoot of
that organization in France, and depended for its supply of
stores and material on the Director Engineer Stores in France,
supplemented OI course by local purchase in Italy. At first
the Works Branch was established under an Assistant Director
of Works, Colonel 8. A. G. Shelley t o serve only the Mediterranean L. of C. which n-as opened through France and Italy
t o Taranlo early in 7917 on account of the serious submarine
attacks on shipping in the Mediterranean. After the disaster
at Caporetto, however, when the British and French force was
sent t o help our Italian allies, a Works Directorate was formed
in Italy, with Brigadier-General G. E. Smith a s Director and
Colonel G. K. Wait as Assistant Director.

WORKSFOR

i

THE

MEDITERRANEANL.

OF

C.

Colonel B. A. G. Shelley was appointed Assistant Director
of Works for the whole L. of C, through France and Italy, and
on 15th May, 1917, Colonel Morgan arrived in Rome to make
preliminary arrangements for the stations to be utilized.
Taranto became the base for embarkation and disembarkation,
Faenza a rest camp where troops were detrained for twelve
hours or more, and Turin, Voghera, Castellamare, Foggis, and
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Brindisi halfe repas stations (6-Iiour) with sanitary, washing
and refreshment facilities. With at first, only four officers,
Colonel Shelley’s difficulties were great. hIilitary and civilian
labour and contractors had to be obtained and used according
t o the possibilities of the situation. Soon the numbers to be
catered for were doubled but Colonel Shelley had already
catered for this and having obtained estimates of the new
requirements at Faenza and Taranto, he again doubIed them.
Events proved that all his redoubled work was required. At
Faenza a rest camp was established with Nissen huts and
tents, and with water and electric light from the town mains.
An existing building was converted into a hospital. At Taranto
a much larger camp was required, again built of Nissen huts
and tents, but supplemented largely, including the hospital,
by huts, built with locaf soft sandstone which soon hardened.
Italian and Egyptian labour was employed and supervised
by sappers temporarily promoted t o acting staff sergeant.
Four battalions of West Indians arrived in the winter to
augment the labour force. Two sections of the 158th Company,
R.E., and two more officers were a welcome reinforcement.
As early as 20th June, 1917,troops began t o use the new
L. of C . before it was ready to serve them, and before it had
been possible to take sufficient measures t o cope with the
virulent malaria at Taranto. A t the request of Colonel Shelley,
Colonel Ross the celebrated antimalarial expert, reported on
the measures required, and .by very good fortune Major
Kenworthy, R.E., who in civil life was a distinguished land
drainage consulting engineer, happened to be in Italy controlling engineer stores a t the base at Arquata Scrivia.
Brigadier-General Smith who had by now replaced Shelley in
Italy, ordered Kenworthy to Taranto and gave him a free hand
for anti-malarial work. His expert eye soon saw what was
required, and during the three winter months before the next
mosquito season he completed the work at a cost of about
~4,000.
Lieut .-Colonel Robertson, I.M.S., was Principal
Medical Officer at Taranto and with his Italian experience he
continued Kenworthy’s work. The value of this anti-malarial
work may be gauged from the facts that in 1917, before it had
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been completccl, 75,000 individuals passed through Taranto
among whom 700 cases of virulrnt malaria occurred, whereas
in 1918,266,000 persons passed through, among whom only
eight contracted malaria, and of these six had been “ o u t
of bounds.” At Taranto a water-borne system of drainage was
installed t o replace the camp latrines and incinerators.
At Faenza Colonel. Shelley had placed a civilian architect,
Captain Parkcs, R.E., in charge. His staff was one batman
and he knew no Italian, but he rapidly converted an improvised
camp into a well sited and we11 equippcd halting placc of the
most pleasing appearance, making the utmost use of local
materials and completing the important plumbing of the
hospital with his own hands. The Head of the Italian Medical
Service asked that he might be allowed to send parties of his
officers to study Parkes’s sanitary arrangements.
WORKSFOR

THE B R r T r s I i EXPEDITIOSARY
FORCE
I K ITALY

The Anglo-French force, which eventually totalled six
French and fivc British divisions, arrived in Italy during
October, November and December, 1917,under the command
of General Sir Herbert Plurner. The advanced party of H.Q.,
L. of C. began assembIing on 3rst October at Arquata Scrivia.
Lieut.-General Sir Henry M. Lawson (late R.E.) reached
Arquata on 23rd November to take up the appointment of
I.G.C., and Brigadier-General G. E. Smith was appointed
Director of Works, Italy, including the Italian portion of the
Mediterranean L. of C., which he took over from Colonel
SheUey.
Genoa was the Port used for stores coming by sea, but very
few engineer stores came that way, because supply was mainly
from the Director Engineer Stores, France, and from local
purchase in Italy. The base was Arquata Scrivia, through
which troops and stores had t o pass, whether they came horn
Genoa or from the Riviera. Tartona was selected for the H.Q.,
L. of C. since it was the intersection of the L. of C. to the front
and t o Taranto respectively. Brigadier-General Smith estab-
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lishetl liis ofticc in t h e same huiltlIng which honscd the office
of tlic I ~ ( ; . C ~a , very sonnd princi~)lr,c-iis.uringearly information and c l o s ~co-operation.
~
Ttic 1i.E. Stores Depot was
estabiistid at .kqiiata, and by tliv cm(l of tlic year a sufficient
establishnwnt of R.E. officcrs and K.(:.Os. for Works had
arrived in Italy.
Existing buildings of aI1 kinds were taken over and adapted
for the varied requirements of a base, including, of course,
hospitals. At first reinforcements lived in tents, but these were
replaced as soon as possible by huts constructed by an Italian
Territorial unit to an Italian design for erection in panels.
A considerable number of such huts were later sent to the

front.
Hospitals were established as under :Cremona
Genoa
Bordighera
Arquata
Taran to
Turin and Faenza

Stationary.
General and z Stationary.
z General.
I Stationary.
I General and I Native.
Section Hospitals.
2

I

The L. of C. was divided into four areas with H.Q. at Taranto,
Faenza, Arquata and Crernona. 1.t contained seventy-six units
of various kinds all requiring accommodation. From these
units a great variety of demands for works services were
received, scattered up and down a long h e of communications.
The work was delegated to Cs.R.E. of districts. One of these
Lieut.-Colonel Pitcairn, R.E., a contracting engineer in civil
life, whose energy and valuable work in Macedonia is referred
t o later, had been transferred t o work under Brigadier-General
C. E. Smith in Italy, where he was also very useful.
Space does not permit a description of the numerous and
varied works carried out, but mention should be made of the
ammunition depot at Rivalta Scrivia, comprising fourteen
sheds and twelve dumps all a hundred yards apart and served
by several railway sidings. The sheds were roofed with large
but cheap Italian tiles, an elaborate system of fire mains and
pumps was installed t o protect them.
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Labour was always a difficulty. It was supplied by Italians,
hut was apt,to be taken away suddenly as is always the case
in war. The Italians carried out all the road work we required.
They are famous for their road-making capacity, but they took
the wise precaution of forbidding the use of the British 3-ton
lorry. With their gross weight of 7 tons (5 tons on the
back axle) and their solid tyres, these lorries were breaking
up the roads in other theatres and the Italians preferred to
supply us with their own rubber tyred Fiat I-ton lorries, with
a gross weight of under three tons. They allowed us to make a
contract to cut down several acres of timber in a forest near
Cortona, and d s o allotted us a share of the timber arriving
from Switzerland. The Itdian liaison officer with the Director
of Works, Colonel di Bunezzo, was most helpful although he
spoke no English.
The folIowing R.E. units were at the disposal of the Director
of Works, in addition to his own officers, foremen of
works, etc. :158th Army Troops Company (A and C sections).
Detachment, 8th (Monmouth) Army Troops Company (S.R.).
Detachment, No. 32 Base Park Depot.
Detachment, 13th Reinforcement Company, R.E.

TRANSPORTATION
IN ITALY
The Directorate of Transportation in Italy had to carry out
simultaneously two separate and practically independent tasks
-the transportation work required by the British troops in
Italy, and also the maintenance of the Mediterranean L. of C.,
by which, as we have seen, the forces in the Near and Middle
East were largely maintained with both stores and personnel
during the last two years of the war.
When the Mediterranean L. of C. was first started in the
middle of 1917its overland portion was organized and controlled
by a separate directorate working directly under the War
Office with headquarters at Paris. This directorate was not
only responsible for the port work at Cherbourg and Taranto
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and for arranging with the French and Italian mthorities for
the rail transport between these ports, hiit was also responsible
for erecting mid running t h e transit camps for personnel at
Clit!rhourg a n t 1 Taranto and for thc two rest camps-one in
France, near I.,yons, and one at Faenza in Italy-at which
the personnel hroke their journcys during the overhnd transit.
I n other words this directoratc was not only responsible for
transportation \York but was also responsible, so far as concerned personnel in transit, for the duties ordinarily allotted t o
t ~ i eG.o.c., Lines of Communication.
When, at the end of 1917,it wits decided to send British
troops to Italy, the \Var Office decided that, as the directorate
of the Mediterranean L. of C . had already some knowledge of
transportation work in Italy and were in liaison with the
Italian General Staff and transportation authorities, it would
be advisable to entrust to it the transportation work required
for the new expeditionary force.
For this purpose, therefore, the existing directorate was
at once mover1 to ~ t a ~ handing
y,
over control of the part of
the Mediterraneiin L . of C. that was in France to the C.-in-C.
B.E.F., but ret:iining in its control the transportation duties
for the portion that lay within Italy, making over to the newly
appointed I.G.C., Italy* all the remaining responsibilities for
the L. of C . From this point, therefore, the directorate had
purely transportation duties, and was known as the Directorate
of Transportation, Italy.
TRANSFORTATION F O R T H E FORCE

!

'

~

!

,
1

TKAKSTOKTATIOK
WORK IN ITALY FOR THE
EXPEDITIONARY
FORCE

I'
~

When it was suddenly decided t o send ;L British Expeditionary
Force to Italy an entirely new British transportation organization had hurriedly t o be built up prior to the arrival of the
British forces. This was done partly by the transfer from
France of those officers and men that could be spared from the
transportation organization there, and partly by the immediate

* Lieut.-Gcnt.ral Sir Henry M, Lawson, Iate

R.E.
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and direct recruitment of British subjects in Italy, as it was
essential to have a number of Italian-speaking officers. In
this connexion valuable help was received from many of the
British banks, touring agencies and .mercantile houses.
In its main lines, though of caurse on a much smaller scale,
the transportation organization in Italy followed the lines of
the organization for the B.E.F. France. A headquarters
under the I1.D.G.T. there were Assistant Directors for Roads,
Railway Construction and for Light Railways (the latter poxts
were subsequently amalgamated), but the actual working of
ports and railway transportation generally was dealt with
direct by the D.D.G.T. and his assistants, In Itdy, however,
unlike France, no attempt was made to do operating or construction work by means of British units. Railway operating
and road and railway construction was arranged through the
Italian Army Transportation Directorate and was carried out
by Italian military or civilian agencies.
Stores and equipment were received either from England by
rail via France, or direct by sea via the port of Genoa. Except
in the case of ammunition, all stores that came by rail were
in the first place collected in depots at Arquata, under the
service concerned. Those coming b y sea were normally stored
in sheds at the Genoa docks, and sent by rail t o Arquata where
the wagons were attached to the daily supply trains going to
the front, each of which ordinarily carried the supplies for two
divisions. Ammunition 'came by rail via France, and was taken
direct to the main ammunition depot at Kivalta, whence it
was sent up by train either t o railheads or t o advanced ammunition depots.
In addition to the headquarters staff of the Transportation
Directorate, which was situated at or near the headquarters of
the C-in-C. {these headquarters moved several times), there
was an A.D.G.T. in the forward area and an A.D.G.T. responsible for work on t h e L. of C. The latter was located at Headquarters, I.G.C., while the foriner moved from time t o time
according t o the situation. The A.D.E.T. (Forward Area)
had under him a number of K.T.Os. located at the various
railheads, and similarly the A.D.G.T. (L. of C,), had R.T.Os.
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at the Port of Genoa and at the more important railway
stations on the L. of C.
The evacuation of sick and wounded from the front was
carried out by a few hospital trains composed of British-built
rolling stock, maintained by a technically trained British
officer with a smali technically trained detachment of British
R.E. troops.
When the British forces were occupying a section of the
front on the Asiago plateau a somewhat unusual method of
transport was employed. Supplies were sent up by wire ropeways, the haulage being carried out by petrol engines. The
ropeways were erected and operated by the Italian army.
Although the Transportation Directorate did not themselves
do any standard-gauge railway operating or construction work,
they did lay and operate a certain amount of 60-cm. track at
certain advanced ammunition depots, and they maintained
at Caste1 Maggiore under the charge of a platoon of a British
light railway operating company; a reserve of 60-cm. locomotives, tractors and wagons and about thirty-five miles of
60-cm. and ten miles of standard-gauge track for use in case
of emergency.

TRANSPORTATION
WORKFOR THE MEDITERRANEAN
L. OF c.
Large numbers of British troops were transported in both
directions over this line of communication in special troop
trains, whilst supplies, stores etc. for the British Forces in the
Near or Middle East arrived in sealed wagons at Taranto
either in complete trainloads or by ordinary Italian goads
trains. In addition to arranging for such rail movements
over the Itdian railways, through the Italian Army Transportatian Directorate, the British Transportation Directorate
itself undertook at Taranto the unloading of the stores
from wagons, checking, storage and the reloading on t o
lighters.
For the sole use of the Mediterranean L. of C . a special port
installation had been constructed at Taranto in the Mare
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Piccolo harbour, complete with railway lines, transit sheds,
decauville tracks, cranes and lighter jetties (there was insufficient depth of water for ocean-going vessels to come dongside), The construction was carried out b y Italian agency on
plans drawn by t h e British Transportation Directorate, but the
latter provided tlic cranes, decauville track, lighters and
motor boats.. The British for the purpose of maintaining and
operating this port posted at Taranto a large number of
officers and men (the majority were R E . specidists) under the
command of an A.D,G.T., working directly under the D.G.T.
The labour needed at the port W ~ Ssupplied from British
labour battalions stationed at Taranto.
An interesting feature of the Mediterranean L. of C . lay in
the fact that stores throughout their transit remained solely
in charge of the transportation authorities, even when they
were stared in the transit sheds at Cherbourg and Taranto.
Their loading, unloading, checking and reloading had, therefore, t o be done throughout by the transportjLtion staff and
not, as would ordinarily be the case, by the services concerned.
This, of course, meant that a very large number of checkers
had t o be stationed at Taranto, and that complete records of
all stores and supplies passing through had t o be maintained
by the transportation staff.
On the whole the work a t Taranto proceeded very smoothly,
though from time to time owing to shortage of shipping t o
the Near or Middle East, congestion occurred in the transit
sheds and on the quays. The transit of personnel presented no
difficulty, though on some days as many as 8,000 troops had t o
be moved by lighters between ship and shore. Not only were
the relations between the British Transportation Directorate
and the staff of the C.-in-C., Italy always particularly pleasant
and cordial, but friendly help was invariably given by the
Transportation Directorate of the Italian Army (Direzione
Tras$orte), through whom all demands for transportation
facilities from the Italian Railways or from the Italian Army
had to be made. No efforts were ever spared by the Direzionc
Trasporte to ensure their fulfilment as promptly and as completely as possible.
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Appointment
Formel. experience
D.G.T.-Major-General W. H. Grey
D.D.G.T. (in charge after March, 191s)Traffic Dept.. East
Indian Railway.
-Brigadier-General G. L. Colvin
Solicitor in London.
A.D.G.T., Forward Area--Lieut.Colonel H. G. Verey
Traffic Dept., East
A.D.G.T., L. of C.-Lieut.-Colonel
Indian Railway.
P. C. Sheridan
Manager of electrical
A.D.G.T., Taranto-Lieut.-Colonel
firm, South America.
Betts
A.D., Railway Construction-Lieut .- Regular R.E. Officer,
Indian State Railways.
Colone1 C. WaIton
Civil Engineer.
AD., Light Railways-Lieut.Colonel Middleton
British roads engineer.
A.D., Roads-Lieut.-Colonel
Longden
Indian State Railways.
A.D.R.T., Forward Area-Lieut.Colonel O’Connor
Traffic Dept. of a
A.D.R.T., Arquata-Lieut.-Colonel
British railway.
M. Brown
British
engineering
A.D.R.T., Genoa-Major Pearson
contractor.
A.D.R.T.,Rome-Major le Mesurier British banking firm
at Genoa.
Thomas Cook R. Sons.
A.D.R.T. at Headquarters-Major
R. W. Brooker

APPENDIX
PORTRAITS O F SOME SENIOR OFFICERS
MENTIONED I N THIS VOLUME
Portraits of some of thc distinguished officcrs mentioned
in this Volume are reproduced on the following pages.
These portraits are takcri from the 1914-18 War Portrait
Gallery now hung in the Officers’ Mess at Gordon Barracks,
Gillingham.
Details of some of the more important posts held by these
officers are given in an Appendix to Volume VII, jvhich also
includcs details of certain other officers who held important
positions before and during the 1914-18 War.

Lt Gen Sir Edwin H de V Atkinson, KCB, KBE, CMG, CIE

Maj Gen Sir Hugh Bruce-Williams, KCB, DSO

Maj Gen Sir Reginald U H Buckland KCMG, CB

Maj Gen Sir John E Capper, KCB, KCVO,

Lt Gen Sir J Ronald E Charles, KCB, CMG, DSO

Maj Gen Clifford Coffin, VE, CB, DSO

Brig Gen E W Cox DSO

Maj Gen Sir Sidney D A Crookshank, KC
MG, CB, CIE, DSO, MVO

Gen Sir Hugh J Elles, KCB, KCMG, KCVO, DSO

Maj Gen C H Foulkes, CB, CMG, DSO

Lt Gen Sir George H Fowke, KCB, KCMG

Lt Gen Sir John Fowler, KCB, KCMG, DSO

Maj Gen Sir Henry F E Freeland
, KCIE, CB, DSO, MVO

Maj Gen C G Fuller, CB, CMG, DSO

Maj Gen Sir Frederick M Glubb, KCMG, CB, DSO

Maj Gen Sir Phillip G Grant , KCB, CMG

Maj Gen Sir Charles W Gwynn, KCB, CMG DSO

Lt Gen Sir George M Harper, KCB, DSO

Maj Gen R N Harvey, CB, CMG DSO

Maj Gen Sir Gerard M Heath,
KCMG, CB, DSO

Maj Gen E R Kenyon, CB, CMG

Lt Gen SirHenry M Lawson, KCB

Maj Gen Sir Richard P Lee, KCB, CMG

Maj Gen SirWilliam A Liddell, KCMG, CB

Lt Gen Sir George M W Macdonogh,
GCB, KCB, KCMG

Lt Gen Sir Ronald C Maxwell, KCB, KCMG

Maj Gen Sir Spring R Rice,
KCMG, CB

Maj Gen Sir George K Scott- Moncrieff,
KCB, KCMG, CIE

Maj Gen Sir Andrew M Stuart,
KCMG, CB

Maj Gen Sir Ernest D Swinton
KBE, CB, DSO

Maj Gen SirHenry F Thuillier,
KCB, CMG

Maj Gen Sir Philip G Twining
KCMG, CB, MVO
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